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EXCERPTS FROM THE REVIEWS

A. Jannussis (Univ. of Patras, Greece): "Hadronic Mechanics supersedes
all theories to date.

"

(opening address of the International Conference on the Frontiers of Physics. Olympia,
Greece, 1993)

H. P. Leipholz (Univ. of Waterloo, Canada): "Santilli's studies are truly
epoch making,

"

J. V. Kadeisvili (Intern. Center of Phys., Kazakhstan): "Santilli's Lie-
isotopic and Lie-admissible generalizations of the algebraic, geometric and
analyticfoundations oflie's theory are ofclear historical proportions.

"

A. U. Klimyk (Inst, for Theor. Phys., Ukraine): "The three books on
Hadronic Mechanics are the most authoritative for a study of the Lie-
isotopic and Lie-admissible generalizations of Lie's theory and their many
applications.

"

D. F. Lopez (Univ. of Campinas, Brasil): "Santilli succeeded, first, in
reaching a structural generalization of the available mathematics as a pre-
requisite for his generalization of current physical theories. These
achievements are unprecedented in the history ofphysics.

"

A. O. E. Animalu (Univ. of Nsukka, Nigeria): "Because of its beauty,
mathematical consistency and range of applicability vastly beyond quantum
mechanics, ifwe deny the historical character of Hadronic Mechanics we
exit the boundaries ofscience.

"

T. L. Gill (Howard Univ., Washington, D. C): "The three volwnes on
Hadronic Mechanics represent the most important contribution to physics in
the lastfifty years.

"
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PREFACE

These three volumes are the first books written on a generalization of quantum
mechanics under the name of hadronic mechanics which I proposed back in

1978 when at Harvard University under support from the U. S. Department of

Energy and then studied by a number of mathematicians, theoreticians and
experimentalists.

The primary objective of the new mechanics is to reach a quantitative

treatment in a form suitable for experimental verifications of the old legacy that

the strong interactions in general, and the hadronic structure in particular, have a

nonlocal component due to the experimentally established mutual penetration

and overlapping of the wavepackets-wavelengths-charge distributions of
hadrons, as symbolically represented below

under the condition that the representation preserves all the essential physical

characteristics of quantum mechanics, such as observability, causality, etc.

I have presented the mathematical foundations of hadronic mechanics
in Volume I. The scope of this Volume II is the identification of the theoretical

foundations of the new mechanics, with particular reference to the basic physical

laws for an axiomatically correct treatment of the above physical conditions.

Applications and experimental verifications will be studied in Volume III.

The fundamental hypothesis of hadronic mechanics is the generalization

of the basic unit of the enveloping operator algebra of quantum mechanics into a

form with an arbitrary, integro-differential dependence
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I = diag. (1, 1, ... )
-* l(t, r, p, p, ty, 641, ddty, ...) . (l)

The description of physical systems in hadronic mechanics then requires two
operators, the Hamiltonian H = K + V for the representation of all interactions

derivable from a potential V, and the generalized unit 1 for the representation of

all interactions and internal effects which are not derivable from a potential or a

Hamiltonian by conception.

A first simple example of generalized unit is given by the diagonal and
positive-definite form in three dimension 1 = Diag. (bi"

2
,
b2
~2

, bf2) which
permits a direct representation of nonsphericai charge distributions of hadrons,

such as ellipsoids with semiaxes bk
2

, as well as all their infinitely possible

deformations. In turn, these capabilities of hadronic mechanics (which are

manifestly absent in quantum mechanics) permit the first exact-numerical

representation on record of the total magnetic moment of the deuteron, tritium

and of few-body nuclei.

An example illustrating the nonlocal-integral character of the theory is

Animalu's generalized vnitl = exp(N/dviJ^(r)<t>(r)} for the electrons of the Cooper
pair in superconductivity with wavefunctions t]; and <j>, which permits the first

representation on record of their attractive interactions in a way remarkably in

agreement with experimental data. Numerous additional examples will be
identified during the course of our analysis, such as the generalized unit

permitting the first numerical representation on record of the experimental data

on the Bose-Einstein correlation as originating from nonlocal interactions in the

interior of the p-p fireballs.

As studied in Vol. I, the generalization of the unit requires, for evident

reason of compatibility, a consequential generalization of the entire mathematical
formalism of quantum mechanics into a new formalism admitting of 1 as the

correct left and right unit. This includes a generalization of: fields of real and
complex numbers; vector, metric and pseudo-metric spaces; Euclidean,

Minkowskian and Riemannian geometries; ordinary functions (e.g., trigonometric

functions), special functions {e.g., spherical functions), transform (e.g., Fourier

transform), distributions (e.g., Dirac delta distribution); Banach and Hilbert spaces;

Lie algebras, Lie groups and Lie symmetries; transformations and representation

theories; classical Hamiltonian mechanics; etc.

Generalized units (1) are classified into Hermitean generalizations^ = \\
characterizing the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics, and
nonhermitean generalizations 1 * 1*, characterizing the more general Lie-
admissible branch of hadronic mechanics.

The former methods are used for the treatment of closed-isolated

systems of particles with Hamiltonian and nonhamiltonian internal interactions

verifying conventional total conservation laws, including the reversibility of the

center-of-mass trajectory. The latter formulations are used for the
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characterization of open-nonconservative systems in irreversible conditions
under the most general known, external, nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian

interactions.

Each of the above two branches is then classified into Kadeisvili's five

different classes depending on the primary topological characteristics of the

generalized unit. This illustrates the rather diversified structure of hadronic
mechanics for the characterization of a hierarchy of physical systems with
increasing complexity and methodological needs. By comparison, quantum
mechanics has one single structure, as well known.

By using the above diversified structure, in this volume I establish the

direct universality of hadronic mechanics, i.e., the capability of the theory of
representing all possible operator systems (universality) directly in the frame of
the experimenter (direct universality). As we shall see, this includes a
representation of gravitational singularities represented via the zeros of the

generalized units.

I should stress that the above direct universality refers to systems and
does not include various other methods for the treatment of the same systems.
As an example, hadronic mechanics represents all possible systems described by
the so-called q-deformations (and actually much more as we shall see), but

hadronic mechanics and q-deformations are structurally inequivalent, e.g.,

because defined on different fields, different Hilbert spaces, etc.

As we shall see, hadronic mechanics permits a variety of novel
interpretation of existing data, applications and predictions which are simply
beyond any hope of quantitative treatment with quantum mechanics. In

particular, the new mechanics permits novel structure models of nuclei, hadrons

and stars with a variety of new predictions all verifiable with current technology,

such as: a quantitative formulation of antigravity; the prediction of a space-
time machine based on the alteration of the units of space and time; an
apparent new form of subnuclear energy I called hadronic energy; a new
technology at distances smaller than 10" 13 cm I called hadronic technology; and
others. In this volume I present the theoretical foundations permitting these

predictions. Their treatment and experimental verification will be considered in

Vol. III.

The algebraic origin of hadronic mechanics can be traced back to A. A.

Albert (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 6i 552 (1948)) who introduced the notion of Lie-

admissible algebras as generally nonassociative algebras U with elements a, b, ..

and abstract product ab which are such that the attached algebras IT with
product [a, b](j = ab - ba are Lie. Albert introduced the above notion for the

primary purpose of studying the so-called noncommutative Jordan algebras

with realization of the product

(a, b) = Xab - (l-X)ba, (2)



where ab is associative and X is a scalar, which do not possess a well defined
content of Lie algebra (i.e., there is no finite value of X under which product (b) is

Lie). As such, their possible physical relevance is unknown at this time.

The notion of Lie-admissible algebras U used in these volume was
introduced by R. M. Santilli in his Ph. D. studies (Lett. Nuovo Cimento 5L 570
(1967)) according to the dual condition that IT is Lie and that Lie algebras are
contained in the classification of U. This turns Lie-admissible algebras into
genuine coverings of Lie algebras. Santilli [lcc. cit.] then introduced the realization

(a,b)=pab-qba, (3)

where ab is associative and p, q are scalars.

Subsequently, Santilli (Hadronic J. I 223, 574 and 1279 (1978)) introduced
the so-called general realization of Lie-admissible algebras

(A,B) = ARB - B S A , (4)

where R, S, R±S are nonsingular operators, whose attached antisymmetry product

[ A , B ]u
= (A,B)-(B,A) = ATB-BTA, T = R + S , (5)

does satisfy the Lie algebra axioms but it is not conventionally Lie and
characterizes instead Lie-isotopic algebras. In this way I reached in 1978 the
central dynamical equations of for closed-conservative and open-
nonconservative systems, respectively [loc. cit.]

idA/dt = [A.Hly = ATH - HTA, (6)

idA/dt = (A,H)„ = ARH - HSA, (7)

which are at the foundations of hadronic mechanics.

The classical analytic origin of hadronic mechanics can be traced back
to G. D. Birkhoff {Dynamical systems, A.M.S., Providence, RI (1927)) who
identified the following generalization of Hamilton's equations

day 3H

^ dt da?

fyv = dli&v ~ dv^- detf^O, a = {rk,pfc
}, k= 1,2,3, p, v = I, 2, 6,

which preserves the abstract axioms of Hamiltonian mechanics, thus being an
isotopy of the latter, because the underlying two form O = Q

tiV
da^Adav is an

exact, nowhere degenerate and therefore symplectic as the canonical two-form,
although of the most general possible exact type. Similarly, the brackets

characterized by the contravariant tensor CPV =
\
[Qa$T

l

\

LV do verify the Lie
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axioms, although they characterize the more general Lie-isotopic algebras.

Some fifty six years following their appearance, I conducted systematic
studies of the largely forgotten Eq.s (8), which I called Birkhoff's equations (R. M.
Santilli, Foundations of Theoretical ' Mechanics, Vol. II: Birkhoffian
Generalization of Hamiltonian mechanics, Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg-New York
(1983)) and prove them to be directly universal for all possible local-differential

Newtonian systems verifying certain topological conditions.

However, the emerging step-by-step generalization of Hamiltonian
mechanics, which I called Birkhoffian mechanics, resisted all attempts for
quantization into a form usable for practical applications. This forced me to
conduct a second laborious study of the classical foundations of hadronic
mechanics (R.M. Santilli, Hadronic J. Suppl. 4B, issue no. 1 (1988); Isotopic

Generalizations of Galilei's and Einstein's Relativities, Vols I and II, Second
Edition, Ukraine Academy of Sciences, Kiev (1994)) which resulted in the
construction of: A) the more general BirkhofMsotopic mechanics with basic
equations

,

daV 9H
<Va(a) T<yt, a, a, ...) — = —- (9)

dt 3a^

where T is a nowhere degenerate symmetric matrix; B) the symplectic isotopic

geometry with nowhere-degenerate exact two-isoforms 6 = fi
tiaT

a
l>
dalxAdav

;

and C) the classical realization of the Lie-isotopic algebra characterized by the
contravariant tensorl^a Q

av =
|
((^(a) T?TT

X

Y
v

.

The above studies permitted the identification of the classical origin of
the fundamental quantity of hadronic mechanics, the generalized unitl. In turn,

this permitted the identification of unique and unambiguous generalized methods
for the mapping of classical into operator theories, and established the direct

universality of hadronic mechanics as originating at the classical level. In fact,

the Newtonian systems mapped into quantum mechanics must be restricted to

admit a meaningful Hamiltonian, while such restriction is un-necessary for
hadronic mechanics which provides the operator image of the most general
possible Newtonian systems which are arbitrarily nonlinear, nonlocal-integral and
nonhamiltonian.

The statistical origin of hadronic mechanics can be traced back to the

studies by I. Prigogine and his Bruxelles School (see, e.g., CI. George et at,

Hadronic J. i 520 (1978)) which are based on a nonunitary formulation of
conventional quantum statistics. Subsequently, J. Fronteau, Tellez-Arenas and R.

M. Santilli (Hadronic J. 3, 130 (1979)) formulated a generalization of statistical

mechanics with a Lie-admissible structure. More recently, A. Jannussis and R.

Mignani (Physica A 187. 575 (1992)) proved that the nonunitary irreversible

statistics of Prigogine's school has an essential Lie-admissible structure.

The above results permitted hadronic mechanics to identify the origin
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of irreversibility in the ultimate level of the structure of matter, that of
elementary particles in open-nonconservative conditions, such as a proton in the

core of a star considered as external. This elementary origin of irreversibility is

studied in this volume at the nonrelativistic, relativistic and gravitational levels.

Macroscopic irreversibility is then a mere collection of elementary nonunitary-
irreversible systems.

These advances resolves recently identified inconsistencies of the
conventional conception of irreversibility, such as those treated by the so-called
No-Reduction Theorems which establish the impossibility of reducing a
macroscopic body in irreversible conditions with continuously decaying angular
momentum to an ideal collection of quantum mechanical particles in reversible

conditions and with conserved angular momentum (and viceversa). The only way
I know of resolving these inconsistencies is by identifying the origin of
irreversibility in the ultimate elementary level of matter with a consequential,
necessary generalization of quantum mechanics.

It is important in these introductory notes to indicate the reasons why
hadronic mechanics was constructed via the Lie-isotopic and Lie-admissible
methods rather than other generalized approaches existing in the literature.

Consider, for instance, the so-called q-deformations by L C. Biedenharn (J.

Phys. A22, L873 (1989)), A. J. MacFarlane (J. Phys. A22, L4581 (1989)) and many
others, with generic product

(a,b) = ab - qba, (10)

which, on one side, generalize quantum mechanics while, on the other side, are

treated via conventional quantum mechanical methods (e.g., conventional fields,

metric spaces, Hilbert spaces, etc.).

Even though I originated the q-deformations some twenty two years
before Biedenharn, MacFarlane and the others, 1

, I was forced to abandon them
by the late 1970's because of a considerable number of rather serious problematic
aspects of physical character, such as: lack of form-invariance under the time
evolution of the theory, loss of Hermiticity, and therefore of observability, under
the time evolution (see below why); loss of the measurement theory because of
the lack of invariance of the assumed unit under the time evolution; lack of
uniqueness of generalized operations such as exponentiation, with consequential

1
It should be noted that Biedenharn and MacFarlane did not quote in their 1989 papers

on q-deformations the historical paper by Albert (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 64, 552 (1948))

on the essential Lie-admissible character of their deformations, or the preceding more
general (p, q)-number and (R, S)-operator-deformations by R.M. Santilli (Lett. Nuovo
Cimento EH, 570 (1967); Hadronic J. I, 574 (1978)), or any of the related literature on
hadronic mechanics which, by E989, was rather considerable. The quotation of the above
prior literature was then ignored in the subsequent vast literature in q-deformations as

the reader can verify.
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ambiguities in the related generalized physical laws (such as q-uncertainties); lack

of validity of the q-special functions at ail times; and others.

In fact, the time evolution of q-deformations (10) is evidently

noncanonical and therefore nonunitary. This implies: the lack of conservation in

time of the basic unit of the theory, the conventional form I = diag. (1, 1, 1, ...),

because nonunitary transforms are such that, by definition, I ' = Ulljf * I; the lack

of form-invariance of the theory,

U(ab - qba)ut= a'Rb' - b'Sa', (11)

R = (Uutr 1

, S = qR, a' = UAU*, b' = UbljT. (12)

The other problematic aspects then follow.

Even though transforms (II) have the (R, Shoperafor-structure (7), they
are unacceptable for hadronic mechanics because again not form-invariant. In

fact, a second nonunitary transform WW^ = T" 1 * I establishes their lack of
form-invariance,

Wa'Rb'wt - Wb'Sa'wt = a " T R
' T b

" - b"tS'Ta", (13)

thus leaving all original problematic aspects essentially unchanged.

The only way I know to achieve an axiomatic Lie-admissible theory,

that is, a theory possessing the same axiomatic properties of quantum mechanics
(form-invariance, Hermiticity-observability at all times, invariance of the basic

unit, uniqueness of the various operations, validity of functional analysis at all

times, etc.) is by reformulating the theory according to the basic axioms of the

genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics studied in this volume (the most general

possible branch over genofields, genospaces, genohilbert spaces, etc.).

Another line of inquiry which I had to abandoned for the construction

of hadronic mechanics is that of the so-called nonlinear theories. I am here
referring to theories studied by R. W. Hasse (J. Math. Phys. 16, 2005 (1975)), N. Gisin

(J. Phys. A_M, 2259 (1981), .H.-D. Doebner and G. A. Goldin (Phys. Lett. A 162. 397

(1992)) and several others with a nonlinearity in the wavefunction represented

with the conventional Schrodinger's equation

i
3t iKt, r) = H(t, r, p, <fc itf, ...) t}j(t, r) , (U)

which also generalize quantum mechanics, yet are treated via conventional

quantum methods.

In fact, the above approach generally represents open-nonconservative
systems and, as such, it is expected to have nonhermitean Hamiltonians and
nonunitary time evolutions, in which case they have the same problematic
aspects of the q-deformations. Irrespective of whether the Hamiltonian is
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Hermitean or not, Eq. (14) have the additional problematic aspects caused by the

evident loss of the superposition principle.

The only way known to this author of resolving the above problematic
aspects is via the axioms of hadronic mechanics which imply the factorization of

all nonlinear contributions H(t, r, p, ty, ...) = H^t, r, p)Tty, i|*t ...), and then the

reconstruction of the entire formalism of quantum mechanics with respect to

the generalized unit I = T~ l
.

Yet another line of research which I had to be abandoned for the
construction of hadronic mechanics is the theory with nonassociative Lie-
admissible envelope submitted by S. Weinberg (Ann. Phys. 194, 336 (1989))

according to the following basic equation

dA 3A 3H 3H 3Ai—— =Ax H - H x H r "
r, (15)

where the product A*H characterizes a nonassociative Lie-admissible algebra.2

Note that the equations are also nonlinear in the wavefunctions as Eq.s (14).

The reasons why this latter approach had to be abandoned are known
since the early studies of general Lie-admissible theories. In fact, when used as
the enveloping algebra A*H of the time evolution idA/dt = A*H - H*A3

nonassociative Lie-admissible algebras admit no unit at all, thus preventing any
applicability of the measurement theory. Also they admit no known
exponentiation, thus preventing the achievement of a consistent generalized
symmetry as well as consistent generalized physical laws dependent on the

exponentiations (such as Gaussians, the uncertainties, etc.). Moreover, Weinberg's
theory violates the No-Quantization Theorem by S. Okubo (Hadronic J. 5, 1667

(1989)) according to which the Heisenberg's type and the Schrodinger-type

formulations are inequivalent for all theories with nonassociative envelopes.

By looking now in retrospective, the only known generalizations of
quantum mechanics which are axiomatic in the sense indicated earlier can be

essentially derived as follows. First, let us recall the axiomatic structure of

quantum mechanics as embedded, say, in its fundamental commutation rules

2
S. Weinberg abstained from quoting in his 1989 paper the contributions by Albert of

1948, Santilli of 1967 and 1978 quoted earlier, or other contributions in hadronic
mechanics (which were rather numerous by 1989), in order to identify the nonassociative

Lie-admissible character of the envelope of his his equations. All subsequent papers on
Eq.s (15) also did not quote the above essential literature, as the reader can verify.

Recall that in quantum mechanics the envelope is associative with conventional

product AH while the brackets of the time evolution are nonassociative, i.e., idA/dt = AH
- HA = nonassociative-Lie. I therefore refer in the text to to the problematic aspects

suffered by nonassociative Lie-admissible envelopes with product A*H and not to

theories with Lie-admissible brackets idA/dt = (A, H) = ARH - HSA = nonassociative Lie-

admissible.
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rp - pr = i h I , (16)

formulated on a conventional Hilbert space 3C over a complex field. As it is well

known, the enveloping operator algebra € with elements r, p and their polynomial

combinations is associative with conventional product rp and fundamental unit

I = diag. (1, 1, ...), IA = AI = A, V A € £ The time evolution of the theory is unitary,

i.e., represented by the operator U such that UU^ = U^U - I. This implies: the

invariance of the basic unit at all times, I' = Ulljt s 1, with consequential

applicability of the measurement theory at all times; the preservation of the

Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian H = UHU* at all times with consequential

observability at all times; the form-invariance of the theory,

U{rp-pr)ut = r'p'-p'r'= i ti U I UT = i h I , (17)

and the remaining conventional axiomatic properties.

The Lie-isotopic generalization of quantum mechanics preserving all the

above axiomatic properties can be constructed as follows. First, recall from Vol. I

that the Lie-isotopic algebras are a nonunitary image of conventional Lie

algebras. One can therefore subject rule (16) to a nonunitary transformation UtjT -

1 ^ I, for which we have

U(rp-pr)Ur = r'Tp' - p'Tr' = ifiUlljt = ih1 = ihT l

, (18)

where one should note that 1 = UU* and T = (UU^)" 1 are Hermitean.

This first step renders necessary the following isotopic generalizations:

1) the enveloping algebra f with product AB is lifted into the form £ with

isoassociative product A*B = ATB, T fixed; 2) the Lie product [A, B]V£ = AB - BA is

lifted into the Lie-isotopic product [A, Big = ATB - BTA; and 3) the fundamental

unit I is lifted into the generalized quantity 1 of Eq. (I) which is indeed the correct

left and right unit of the theory, 1*A = T" lTA A*l = A, V A e t
However, the above formulation is still insufficient because under an

additional nonunitary time evolution WW^ = D ^ I, the generalized unit 1 is not

preserved, V = WlW' ^ 1, and the Lie-isotopic product is not form-invariant.

Also, the envelope is now isoassociative with Hermiticity condition on 3C H^ =

TH^T
-1

H^, T = (UU^r
1

, and general loss of Hermiticity-observability according

to Lopez's Lemma II.3.C.1 of p. 122 (D. F. Lopez, Hadronic J. 16, 429 (1993)), etc.

The only solution [ know resolving all these problematic aspects is

that along the axioms of the isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics. In this case,

nonunitary transforms WW^ ? I, can always be reformulated in the isounitary

form
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W = W Tl/2
, W = W T = W * wl =# T W = * W = 1 = 1* = r l

, (19)

yielding the fundamental isocommutation rule of hadronic mechanics

rTp - pTr = itif 1

, (20)

first identified by Santilli (Hadronic J. Suppl.JB, 1 (1989)).

It is then easy to prove the form-invariance of: the generalized unitV =

= WTT^TWt = 1; the isoassociative product W*(A*B)*Wt = A'*B'; the Lie

product; and, consequently the fundamental isocommutation rules

w> ( r * p - p*r)*W* = r'*p' - p'*r' = i h = i hi . (21)

The preservation of all other axiomatic features of quantum mechanics,

including the Hermiticity-observability at all times, is then consequential, as we
shall see. As a matter of fact, hadronic and quantum mechanics emerge as

coinciding at the abstract, realization free level, as one can see from the abstract

identity of Eq.s (16) and (20).

It should be noted that all structures which deviate from Eq. (20) violate

one of the other axiom of hadronic mechanics, therefore resulting in problematic

aspects for physical applications. For instance, structures with commutation

rules of the generalized Lie type

r p - p r = i h F(q, ...), r T(q, ...) p - p T(q,J r = i h F(q, ...), F * T~ l

, (22)

do not possess an axiomatic structure and, as such, are afflicted by the

problematic aspects indicated earlier. In fact, they are not form-invariant even

when expressed in isofields, isospaces and isohilbert spaces, thus suffering all the

shortcomings of the conventional q-deformations.

Note that this is the fate also for the so-called quantum groups because

they preserve the conventional quantum-Lie brackets but generalize their

eigenvalues, thus implying nonunitary transforms with all the problematic

aspects of q-deformations.

The achievement of an axiomatic structure for the more general Lie-

admissible formulations is evidently more complex. In this case the dynamical

equations describe irreversible systems and therefore require the selection of a

given direction in time. In fact, Eq. (7) can be written idA/dt = ARH - HSA = A<H
- H>A, where > represents motion forward to future time, and < represents

motion forward from past times. The generalized unit is necessarily

nonhermitean, thus requiring two different units one for the isoproduct > and

the other for the conjugate product <.

The Lie-admissible theory which is axiomatic in the above sense to my
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best knowledge at this writing is characterized by the equations

idA/dt= ARH-HSA = A<H - H > A =

{

R = St,

iht> = ihS~ l

or . _. (23)

ih^ = iftR 1

(24)

formulated over a dual generalization of the entire quantum mechanical

formalism, one per each direction of time (the genofields, genospaces and

genohilbert spaces mentioned earlier), which were first identified by Santilli

(Hadronic J. I 574 (1978) and Hadronic J. Suppl. 4B, 1 (1989)).

I should stress that the above structures are the only axiomatically

consistent formulations which I know at this writing. In fact, structures of the

type

r R p - p S r = i h R 1

or = i h S
1 but R * s\ (25)

rR(q, ...)p - pS(q,...)r = ifiTtq,...), TVR-1 andT^S-1
, (26)

violate one of another axiom of hadronic mechanics therefore resulting in one or

another problematic aspect for physical applications.

The following additional comments are recommendable in these

introductory words. Hadronic mechanics studies physical conditions

fundamentally different then those of quantum mechanics. In fact, the latter

studies the motion of point-like particles in the homogeneous and isotropic

vacuum, such as an electron of an atomic cloud (exterior problem), while the

former studies the more general class of extended-nonspherical particles moving

within inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical media, such as a proton in the

core of a star (interior problem). In particular, hadronic mechanics has no impact

for the atomic structure because, by construction, it recovers quantum
mechanics identically for all mutual distances greater than 1 fm (10~ 13 cm). The

differences in the mathematical structures between quantum and hadronic

mechanics should therefore be interpreted as a representation of said physical

differences.

A most insidious aspect in the study of hadronic mechanics is the rather

widespread tendency of appraising it via the mathematical methods of quantum
mechanics. This attitude leads to a host of misrepresentations and inconsistencies

which often remain undetected, such as assuming that the the magnitude of the

angular momentum is J
2 = JJ with respect to the unit I (rather than the correct

form J
2 = JT(x, x, 9tJj,...)J with respect to the unit T~ l

) which, for hadronic

mechanics, violates linearity and all basic axioms of the theory. The appraisal of

hadronic mechanics via the formalism of quantum mechanics is equivalent to

the appraisal of quantum mechanics via the formalism of Newtonian mechanics.

In particular, the transition from Newtonian to quantum mechanics did
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imply certain necessary mathematical generalizations, most notably the use of

infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, although fundamental mathematical notions

such as numbers, angles, vector spaces, trigonometry, special functions, integral

transforms, etc., remained common to both classical and quantum disciplines.

In the transition from quantum to hadronic mechanics the totality of

its mathematical structure must be generalized in a simple yet effective way, as

indicated earlier. In view of this occurrence, I have attempted to render this

volume self-sufficient for a first study of hadronic mechanics. However, its

technical knowledge can only be acquired following a study of the mathematical

foundations of Vol. I.

The theoretical foundations of hadronic mechanics are the result of the

efforts of numerous scholars identified in the various chapters. Among the

mathematicians I mention here the contributions to the Lie-isotopic theory by A.

U. Klimyk, D. S. Sourlas and G. F. Tsagas, and those to the Lie-admissible theory

by H. C. Myung. Among the physicists who participated in the earlier study of the

theory besides myself, I mention the contributions by A. 0. E. Animalu, A. K.

Aringazin, G. D. Brodimas, G. Eder, J. Fronteau, M. Gasperini, A. Kalnay, A.

Jannussis (and other associates), R. Mignani, M. Mijatovic, M. Nishioka, S. Okubo,

A. Tellez-Arenas, B. Veljanosky and others. The experimentalists who contributed

to hadronic mechanics will be identified in Volume III.

In closing allow me to indicate that a primary objective of hadronic

mechanics is the introduction of two, sequential, Lie-isotopic and Lie-admissible

generalizations of the Galilean, special and general relativities for nonlinear,

nonlocal-integral and nonhamiltonian systems in closed-reversible and open-

irreversible conditions, respectively. Readers with the personal conviction that

current relativities have a final character for all possible physical conditions

existing in the Universe are discouraged from inspecting these volumes. On the

contrary, readers with the "young minds of all ages" (mentioned in the preface of

Volume I) may find the content of these volume stimulating.

All true scientists (in Einstein's definition) are encouraged to participate

in the laborious scientific process of trial and error toward truly fundamental

advances, not in marginal talks in academic corridors, but in the' only way
physical knowledge really advances, via publications.

Summer 1994 Ruggero Maria Santilli

The Institute for Basic Research

P.O.Box 1577, Palm Harbor, FL 34682 USA
Fax 1-813-934 9275

E-mail: ibrrms@pinet.aip.org
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In this second edition I have corrected a number of misprints and errors of the
first edition which were kindly brought to my attention by a number of readers.

I have also updated a number of references, particularly those on key
issues of hadronic mechanics, according to a number of papers recently appeared
in various Journals.

I have finally updated a number of important aspects, such as: the
prediction of the isodual theory that gravity is reversed for elementary
antiparticles, such as the positrons, but bound states of particles and antiparticles,

such as the positronium, are attracted in the field of Earth; the isominkowskian
geometry permits a symbiotic representation of both the Minkowskian and the
Riemannian geometries, which is at the foundation of the isotopic unification of
gravity and relativistic quantum mechanics presented in the preceding edition of
this volume; the indication (without treatment at this time) of different operator
expressions of hadronic mechanics with the use of the isodifferential calculus
with a nontrivial formulation of the isodifferentials ax = Idx, where 1 is the
isounit; more adequate transformations of the Lie-admissible equations under
genounitary transforms; and other aspects.

Any additional comment by interested colleagues would be sincerely

appreciated.

Ruggero Maria Santilli

Palm Harbor, FL
Fall 1995

Permanent address:

The Institute for Basic Research

P. 0. Box 1577, Palm Harbor, FL 34682, U.S.A.

E-mail: ibrrms @pinet.aip. org
Fax: 1-813-934 9275
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1: CLASSICAL FOUNDATIONS

1.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We begin the physical studies of this second volume by pointing out that:

1) Hadronic mechanics possesses a well defined classical image with unique

interconnecting maps in a way fully parallel to the known classical foundations

of quantum mechanics-,

2) The primary difference between the classical foundations of quantum
and hadronic mechanics is that the former are of potential-Hamiltonian type

while the latter admit potential-Hamiltonian as well as nonpotential-

nonhamiltonian forces;

3) The classical foundations of quantum mechanics admit a limited class of

Newtonian systems, while those of hadronic mechanics are directly universal,

that is, admitting of all possible classical systems (universality) in the frame of

the experimenter (direct universality).

The above classical universality then sets the foundations of the

corresponding direct universality of hadronic mechanics for all possible operator

systems.

The classical foundations of quantum mechanics, the familiar

Hamiltonian mechanics 1 are well known (see ref.s [1] and quoted literature).

The classical foundations of hadronic mechanics have been studied in:

* Monographs [2] on the integrability conditions for the existence of a

potential V, a Hamiltonian H or a Lagrangian L, the so-called conditions of

variational selfadjointness (SA) and ensuing Birkhoffian generalization of

Hamiltonian mechanics, or Birkhoffian mechanics for short;

* Monographs [3] on the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics and related covering

called Birkhoff-isotopic mechanics, which possesses a Lie-isotopic structure (Ch.

1 The term "Hamiltonian mechanics" is misleading because referred to the so-called

truncated analytic equations which are not those originally conceived by Hamilton with

external terms (see Sect. 1.7.1). Nevertheless, the term is now of general use and will be

kept in this volume to denote the conventional canonical mechanics without external

terms.
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I.4>, and

* Monographs [4] on the still more general Hamilton-admissible mechanics
and related covering called Birkhoff-admissible mechanics which possesses a

Lie-admissible structure (Ch. 1.7).

In this chapter we shall outline the main structural lines of these classical

studies with particular reference to those profiles which are at the classical

foundations of hadronic mechanics. Particular attention is due to the Hamilton-

isotopic mechanics because it is the classical image of the Lie-isotopic branch of

hadronic mechanics, and to the Hamilton-admissible mechanics because it is

the classical image of the Lie-admissible branch (Fig. 1.1.1).

It should be noted that we know today unique and unambiguous operator

maps of Hamilton-isotopic mechanics into the Lie-isotopic hadronic mechanics,

called isoquantization, and of Hamilton-admissible mechanics into the Lie-

admissible hadronic mechanics called genoquantization. 2 We also know the

operator image of the more general Birkhoff, Birkhoff-isotopic and Birkhoff-

admissible mechanics but this latter knowledge is merely formal at this writing.

CLASSICAL
MECHANICS

HADRONIC
MECHANICS

HAMILTON-
ISOTOPIC
MECHANICS

isoquantization

^
LIE-

ISOTOPIC
BRANCH

HAMILTON- LIE-

ADMISSIBLE genoquantization ADMISSIBLE
MECHANICS BRANCH

FIGURE 1.1. 1: A schematic view of the classical foundations of hadronic

mechanics.

It is important to know from the outset the physical differences between

the classical foundations of quantum and hadronic mechanics. As well known,
quantum mechanics was conceived for systems (such as the atomic structure)

9
* It appears recommendable for the reader to get accustomed from the beginning with

the fact that the term "quantum" is conceptually misleading and technically inappropriate

within the context of hadronic mechanics. Names such as "quantization", "quantum of

energy", "quantized particles", etc., do have a correct meaning, conceptually and

technically, but only for quantum mechanics, that is, for point-particles in vacuum. In

the transition to the covering hadronic mechanics, as indicated from the Preface and

studied throughout this volume, the very notion of quantum of energy must be

generalized into the integral isounit, ft -+ ft = hi, representing exchanges of energy for

extended wavepackets totally immersed within hadronic media, i.e., media composed of

wavepackets of other particles with a density of the order of that of hadrons.
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which are isolated from the rest of the Universe, admit only conservative internal

forces and are characterized by only one operator, the Hamiltonian H or

Lagrangian L. These systems are called closed Hamiltonian (or variationally

selfadpint) systems [2]. Classical Hamiltonian mechanics then provides the ideal

classical foundations of quantum mechanics because it characterizes precisely

closed Hamiltonian systems of N particles in Euclidean space and related total

conserved quantities which we can write as

ma ha = F^ka^ r- f) » k = I, 2, 3 (=x, y, z), a = 1, 2, N, (l.l.la)

C4 , t
d 9V(t,r,f) 9V(t,r,r)

^\a(t,r,r)=
— (i.i.ib)

dt 3r
k
a 3r\

E = H = K + V,K= Sa Pa
2 /2ma , Pk = 2a pak , Cl.I.lc)

Mk = 2a €
kij

raiPaj' Gk = 2a ( ma rak " 1 Pak > (1.1.1.<1)

On the contrary, hadronic mechanics was conceived for systems with

local-differential-potential as well as nonlocal-integral-nonpotential internal

forces; that is, with forces which, by central assumption, are not representable

with the single quantity H. As studied in detail in Vol. II of ref. [2], the latter

systems can also be closed-isolated, thus verifying the same total conservation

laws (l.I.l.c) and (1.1. Id), in which case they are called closed nonhamiltonian (or

variationally nonselfadjoint) systems [2] and can be written jointly with the

closure conditions and ensuing total conserved quantities (see Appendix II.l.B for

more details) as

m fk = F^ft, r, r) + I^SAk(t, r, r, r ) . (1. 1.2a)

N FNSAa =0, S=1 N r
a .F

NSA
a
=

0( ^=l^ra^\ =0, (1.1.2b)

E = H = K + V,K = Ea Pa
2 /2ma ,

Pk = £a pak , (1.1.2c)

Mk = 2a ekij raiPar Gk = 2a (ma rak ~ 1 Pak > d- 1 -2^

Then conventional Hamiltonian mechanics loses any validity as the classical

counterpart of hadronic mechanics, in favor of the suitable generalized

mechanics.

In summary, a primary physical difference of the classical foundations of

quantum and hadronic mechanics is that the former are patterned along

contemporary analytic trends, those representing systems with only one quantity

H or L (variationally selfadpint interaction^, while the latter are patterned along

the original analytic conception by Lagrange and Hamilton (Sect. 1.7.1), according

to which the systems of our physical reality cannot be solely represented with

one quantity H or L, but require 3N additional external terms FNSAk {variationally
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nonselfadjoint interactions).

In the language of these volumes we can say that:

1) the classical foundations of quantum mechanics are given by exterior

dynamical systems (Ch. 1.1); i.e., systems of particles which can be effectively

approximated as being point-like when moving within the homogeneous and
isotropic vacuum; while

2) the classical foundations of hadronic mechanics are given by interior

dynamical systems (Ch. 1.1); i.e., systems of particles which are extended and
therefore deformable, while moving within inhomogeneous and anisotropic

physical media.

An objective of this chapter is to illustrate that the hadronic representation

of systems with the two quantities, the Hamiltonian H = K + V (or Lagrangian L =

K - V) and the isounit 1 (Ch.s 1.2, 1.4, 1.7) is patterned precisely along the original

conception by Lagrange and Hamilton to such an extent as to preserve even the

number (1 + 3N) of independent quantities, in fact, the independent elements of

the isounit 1 (e.g., its diagonal terms) are precisely 3N.

The original analytic equations with external terms are rewritten in the

Hamilton-isotopic form for closed nonhamiltonian systems, or in the Hamilton-
admissible form for open nonhamiltonian systems, because the analytic brackets

with external terms violate the conditions for the existence of any algebra, let

alone Lie algebras (Sect. 1.7. 1).

The additional knowledge recommendable from the outset pertains to the

reasons why only one mechanics is sufficient for the classical image of quantum
mechanics, while hadronic mechanics requires two different, yet complementary
mechanics.

Closed variationally selfadjoint systems are composed by collections of

particles each one in a stable orbit, as majestically illustrated by the Solar

systems. Under these conditions, one mechanics only with totally antisymmetric

brackets is evidently sufficient to represent the stability of both the system as a

whole and each of its constituents [ll

The situation for the more general variationally nonselfadjoint systems

(1.1.2) is fundamentally different. In fact, when studied from the outside as a

whole the systems are closed as the Hamiltonian ones, thus requiring a mechanics

with totally antisymmetric brackets as an evident necessary condition for the

conservation of the total energy The nonhamiltonian internal forces then

requires that such brackets are of the generalized Lie-isotopic type, thus yielding

in a unique way (up to isoequivalence) the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics [3l

However, global stability is achieved in systems (1.1.2) via a collection of

particles each of which is in unstable conditions. We merely have internal

exchanges of energy and other physical quantities but always such to satisfy total

conservation laws. While the emphasis in the exterior global treatment is in the

total conservation laws, the emphasis for the study of each individual constituent

is instead in the characterization of the most general possible time-rate-of-

variation of the energy, angular momentum and other physical quantities when
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considering the rest of the system as external. The latter requirement prevents

the general use of antisymmetric brackets, yielding in a unique way (also up to

equivalence) the Hamilton-admissible mechanics [4l

UNIQUENESS OF THE CLASSICAL FOUNDATIONS
OF QUANTUM M*"'

MECHANICS

FIGURE 1.1.2 A schematic view of the effectiveness of Hamiltonian mechanics for

the characterization of closed conservative systems (such as the Solar system) as a

whose as well as of their individual constituents.

FIGURE 1. 1.3: A view of the dual classical foundations of hadronic mechanics here
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schematically. applied to Jupiter, the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics for the

characterization of total conservation laws under nonpotential internal forces, and
the Hamilton-admissible mechanics for the characterization of the time-rate-of-

variation of physical quantities (e.g., Jupiter's vortices) under the most general

known external forces of linear or nonlinear, local or nonlocal and potential or

nonpotential type.

The general use of the dual mechanics evidently has its own exceptions. A
first one is given by two-body closed nonhamiltonian systems or by three-body

systems in restricted or Lagrangian configuration [3l In fact, as we shall see in

details later on, the orbits of these systems must be necessarily stable, even

though the forces remain generalized. In this case the Lie-isotopic formulations

are sufficient for the representation of both the systems as a whole and each of

their constituents.3

Another exception is due to the existence of the so-called indirect analytic

representations of open-nonconservative systems via Lie or Lie-isotopic for-

mulations [2] because techniques of the inverse problem [2] do indeed permit

the computation of a Hamiltonian H(t, r, p). However, such an approach is not

directly universal and misleading on various counts (e.g., because the generator of

the time evolution cannot be the energy, see below), by establishing again the

validity of the original analytic conception of Lagrange and Hamilton.

To begin, the truncated analytic equations can only represent local-

differential interactions (because of their symplectic character), thus eliminating

ab initio the interaction of primary relevance for hadronic mechanics, those of

nonlocal-integral type.

Second, a single Hamiltonian H(t, r, f) can represent only a rather limited

class of local-differential nonconservative systems, called nonessential^

nonselfadjoint [2l The direct universality of the original analytic vision by
Lagrange and Hamilton (Sect. 1.7.1) for all linear and nonlinear, local and nonlocal,

selfadjoint and nonselfadjoint interactions is then manifestly preferable.

Third, the representation of nonpotential forces via the Hamiltonian is

misleading, particularly for operator forms, because of the loss of the direct

physical significance of the algorithms at hand (see the studies in this respect of

ref.s [2]). As an example, the Hamiltonian

H = i p
2

, p = e^f, m = 1, y > 0, (1.1.3)

can indeed represent a particle with quadratic damping, mr = -yr2 (Vol. I of ref

.

E2], p. 209). But then, as one can see, the quantities H - k eYtp
2 and P = e^f lose

their original physical meaning as physical energy and physical linear

momentum, respectively, in favor of purely mathematical meanings as

canonical Hamiltonian and canonical momentum, respectively.

3 As we shall see, this is the case in particular for quark theories which can be indeed

effectively treated only via the Lie-isotopic formulations.
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The insidious character at the operator level is then evident. Owing to the

canonicity of H and p, quantum mechanical structures can indeed be formally

used. The point is that basic physical laws such as Heisenberg's uncertainties

ArAp ^ even though mathematically correct for system (1.1.3), lose their

original physical meaning, trivially because the mathematical algorithm "p" is no
longer the physical linear momentum.

In order to avoid these insidious occurrences, unless otherwise stated, all

investigations of this volume are based on the following

Fundamental assumption 1.1: All analytic representations must be
"direct" i.e., existing in the r-frame of the experimenter with all

algorithms at hand have a direct physical meaning, such as p = mf, H = K +

V, K - p
2
/2m, M = rxp, etc.

Under the above basic assumption, Hamiltonian mechanics can only
represent exterior systems with action-at-a-distance, potential-conservative

forces (see Vol. II of ref. [2] for technical details and examples). On the contrary,

the covering Hamilton-isotopic and Hamilton-admissible mechanics can provide

the desired direct representations with both, action-at-a-distance potential forces

represented by the Hamiltonian H = K + V, and contact, nonpotential-

nonhamiltonian forces represented by a generalization of the algebraic and
geometric structure of the theory.

By no means do the above comments exhaust all the foundational elements.

An additional important aspect is that exterior classical systems ( 1. 1. 1) have a sole

dependence on time t, coordinates r and velocities f, while interior classical

systems (1.1.2) have additional dependencies on the acceleration f, density u,

temperature t, index of refraction n and any needed interior quantity. This latter

aspect is studied in Appendix II. i.e.

In this chapter we outline the essential elements of

Hamiltonian mechanics (see, e.g., ref.s [1] and quoted literature),

Birkhoffian mechanics (Vol. II of ref. [2]),

Hamilton-isotopic and Birkhoff-isotopic mechanics (Vol. II of ref. [3]),

Hamilton-admissible and Birkhoff-admissible mechanics (Vol. II of ref.

[4], and

Nambu's mechanics [5].

The above mechanics are used for the classical characterization of particles. The
operator form of Nambu's mechanics (studied in Ch. 1 1.2.6) is an intriguing

realization of hadronic mechanics used for our studies of quark theories.

We shall also outline the

isodual Hamiltonian mechanics (Vol. II of ref. [3]),

isodual Hamilton-isotopic mechanics [loc. cit.], and

isodual Hamilton-admissible mechanics [loc. cit.].

The latter mechanics are used for the classical characterization of antiparticles.
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Needless to say, this chapter is a mere elementary outline. A technical

knowledge of the above classical theories can only be acquired via a study of the

original extended treatments [2,3,4,51

1.2: HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS AND ITS ISODUAL

Let E(r,8,R) be the conventional three-dimensional Euclidean space (Sect. 1.3.4)

with local coordinates r - {rM, k = 1, 2, 3, and metric 8 = diag. (1, 1, 1) over the

reals R = R(n +,*) (Sect. 1.2.5). Let T*E(r,8,R) be its six-dimensional cotangent bundle
or phase space (App. 1.5.A) with local coordinates for a point-particle of (non-null)

mass m {r, p} = {r
k

, pj,), where pk is the physical linear momentum, = mfk .

Consider a system of N particles (also of non-null masses) in T*E(r,S,R)

characterized by Latin subindex a = 1, 2, N, with corresponding charts {r
a
k

, pak}.

We then introduce the unified notation in T*E(r,8,R) familiar from Vol. I,

a = {a^} = (ra
k
,pak ), p. = 1,2,...,6N, k=l,2,3, a =1,2, N, (1.2.1)

The fundamental quantity of classical Hamiltonian mechanics (see, e.g.,

ref.s [l]) is the first-order, canonical action

/+oo f +00

_™ dt [ pak ra
k

H(t, r, p) =
J [ R- (a) da^ - H(t, a) dt ]

,

^
(1.2.2a)

R° = (p,0), (1.2.2b)

from which the entire mechanics can be built.

One recognizes in the integrand the fundamental, 6N-dimensional,

canonical one-form of the symplectic geometry (App. 1.5.A)

9 - pdr = R°da, (1.2.3)

or, more properly, the fundamental, (6N+l)-dimensional, contact Hamiltonian

one-form

r = pdr -Hdt = R~da, R° = (R\-H), a = (a,t). (1.2.4)

The exterior derivative of one-form (1.2.3) then characterizes the familiar

fundamental symplectic two-form (App. I.5.A)

to - de = co^ da^ A dav = 2 dr A dp , ( 1.2.5a)

-(
3R v 3R°^

f 3Nx3n -I3Nx3N . .

%v = —rr
- —7 = 1 J (L2.5b)

3a^ dav \ I3Nx3M °3Nx3N M-y
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where <&^v is the canonical symplectic tensor.

The application of conventional variational techniques to action (1.2.1)

yields the (truncated) covariant Hamilton's equations

6H(t, a)V 4 =
»

(L2-6)

The contravariant tensor

- dvr 1 )^ -(
°3N!<3N l3NX3N

V" d.2.7)

'SNxSN °3N*3N

is the canonical Lie tensor and characterizes the the canonical Lie brackets

(Poisson brackets) among two (sufficiently smooth, regular and bounded)
functions C(a) and D(a) on T*E(x,S,R)

ac 3D ac aD aD ac
[C,D3 = —tPV—:

9a^ dav 3ra
K

3pak 3ra
k

apy.

The fundamental (canonical) brackets of the theory can then be written

in the unified notation

(Ua^,an)=( «P) =1 °3N><3N '3N><3N
) (1.2.9)

J3NX3N 3N*3N '

The canonical Hamilton-Jacobi equations can also be derived via known
procedures form the basic action (1.2.2), and can be written in unified notation

3A° 3 A°
+ H = 0, — = R°u ,

u=l,2, 6N, (1.2.10)

at dd1
-

^

The last set of equations can be written in the disjoint r- and p-notation

3A° 3A°

~T~ = Pak> s 0- (1-2.11)

ar
a aPak

We recover in this way the known property that the canonical action is

independent from the linear momentum

.

The rest of the theory follows via known procedures [1]. For instance, a

sufficiently smooth and invertible transformation

a -> a' = a'(a) = { r'(r, p), p'(r, p) ) , (1.2.12)

is called canonical when it preserves the values of the canonical tensor, e.g.,
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aa'P 3a'
a

v^^w^— v

—

Z~
s t0^' (L2 - l3)K

6a11
K

6av

Action (1.2.2a) and related Hamilton's equations then preserve their form under
canonical transformations.

The most celebrated example of physical applications of Hamiltonian

mechanics is the direct representation of the N-body system in vacuum
(classical exterior dynamical problem of Vol. I) via the Hamiltonian on T*E(r,8,R)

H = K + V = £a,lJPa2/2ma
+ V (rab ) } , (1.2.14a)

rab = [(4-4)8^^-4)^ . (1.2.14b)

which characterizes closed selfadjoint/Hamiltonian systems (ref. [2], Vol. II, Ch.

6>f that is, systems isolated from the rest of the universe, with conservative

equations of motion

= (
fak \ M = ( Pak 1 ma

"\

V P»J ~"
\ FaV

SA
(r) /

: 1.2. 15a)

Pak / V Fak
*A

(r) / (1.2.15b)

where SA stands for variational selfadjointness, i.e., the verification of the

integrability conditions for the existence of potential V(r) [2].

Systems (1.2.15) then admit the direct Hamiltonian representation in terms

of Eq.s( 1.2.6)

t^iv 2 = a^H. (1.2.16)

The systems then satisfy the invariance under the 10-parameter Galilei

symmetry G(3.1), with consequential conservation of the ten total Galilean

quantities [\]

E = H, Pa = EaPak' (l-2.17a)

Mk = 2a e
kij

r
ai Paj > Gk = 2a< ma rak " tPak>- (1.2.17b)

which are the generators of G(3.1). A typical example is our Solar system in

Newtonian approximation.

For the remaining methodological aspects of Hamiltonian mechanics we
refer the interested reader for brevity to the literature in the field [1].

A new antiautomorphic formulation of Hamiltonian mechanics was
introduced by this author in Vol. II, ref. [3] under the name of isodual

Hamiltonian mechanics. It is based on the transition from the basic unit +1 to its

isodual unit l
d = -1, with the following reformulations:

I) the field of real numbers R(n,+,*) is mapped into the isodual isofield

Fd(nd,+,xd) (Sect. I.2.5.B), with isodual numbers nd - nld = - n, where the generic
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product is of the isodual form nQxama = -nama = -nm, the conventional norm
|
n

| > of R(n,+ *) is mapped into the isodual norm
|
nd

|

d = -
|
n

| < and the

magnitude of all quantities is therefore negative definite;

2) the Euclidean space E(r,8,R) is mapped into the isodual Euclidean space

Ed(r,8d Rd) with isodual Euclidean metric 8d = -8 and isodual invariant r
2d =

3) the Hamiltonian H is mapped into the isodual Hamiltonian Hd = -H (Sect.

I.5.4.F) while the covariant analytic equations are mapped into the isodual

Hamilton's equations

"V xd davd/d ddt = e^H^Sa^ = - co^ av = - H , (1.2.18)

where /
d = -/ represents the isodual quotient.

4) the underlying geometry is mapped into the isodual symplectic

geometry (Sect. I.5.4.E) with isodual canonical form

ed = R^xdda^d = -e, co
d = wd

llv
xd da^d Ad davd = _ (0; (l2l9)

5) the underlying algebra is mapped into the isodual Lie algebra (Sect. 1.4.4)

with isodual generators Xk
d = - Xk and isodual Poisson brackets

[A , Bl
d = ( 3^ Ad )

xd wd|iv xd
(
q&

v Bd ) = - [A , B] . (1.2.20)

The conventional Hamiltonian mechanics will be used in these volumes to

represent classical particles in exterior conditions in vacuum, while the isodual

form will be used to represent classical antiparticles in exterior conditions in

vacuum. The reader should be aware that isodual formulations are nontrivial,

e.g., because they imply that antiparticles moves backward in time and possess a

negative-definite energy although refereed to a negative-definite unit.

In this volume we shall show the physical consistency of such a novel

representation of antiparticles and identify some of its far reaching implications,

such as the first theoretical formulation of antigravity of Sect. II. 8.7 or the

space-time machine of Sect. 1 1.9.7.

1.3: BIRKHOFFIAN MECHANICS AND ITS ISODUAL

The Birkhoffian generalization of Hamiltonian mechanics or Birkhoffian

mechanics for short (Vol. II, ref. [2]), was built via an infinite number of local-

differential isotopies of Hamiltonian mechanics; that is isotopies which preserve

not only the axiomatic structure of the theory, but also the original local-

differential character, thus including its underlying symplectic geometry.

As a result, Hamiltonian and Birkhoffian mechanics coincide by conception
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and construction at the abstract, realization-free level. Hamiltonian mechanics is

characterized by the simplest possible realization of the symplectic geometry, the

canonical one. Birkhoffian mechanics is instead characterized by its most general

possible realization, thus permitting a substantial broadening of the manifestly

limited representational capabilities of Hamiltonian mechanics.

The generalized mechanics was called "Birkhoffian" for certain historical

reasons reviewed in detail in Vol. II of ref.s [2l.

The fundamental quantity is again the action on T*E(r,S,R) which is also of

first-order, but this time it is given by by the most general possible first-order

form usually called Pfaffian action

/+OQ
^ [iya)da^ - B(t,a)dt], R ^R° = {p,0}, (1.3.1)

where B is called the Birkhoffian because it is generally different than the

Hamiltonian H, from which the entire mechanics can also be built. The most
salient generalization is therefore given by the replacement of the canonical 6N-
quantities R° = ( p, 0} with the Pfaffian quantities

R = { P(r, p) ,
Q(r, p) } . (1.3.2)

The integrand of action (1.3.1) is also a Birkhoffian one-form

= Rda, (1.3.3)

or, more properly, the (6N+l)-dimensioral contact Birkhoffian one-form

£ = R~ da , R = ( R ,
- B), a = ( a , t) . (1.3.4)

The geometric equivalence of Hamiltonian and Birkhoffian mechanics is then

seen from the fact that, at the abstract, coordinate-free level, all distinctions

between one-forms 8 and ©(or Sand 0) cease to exist.

Despite that, the physical differences between Hamiltonian and Birkhoffian

mechanics are significant. In fact, the variation of action (1.3.1) yields the

equations

3B(t, a)

ya)^ = —
, (1.3.5)

6a^

called by this author for certain historical reasons the covariant Birkhoff's

equations [2], where O^ta) is the general, exact, symplectic tensor (App. I.5.A)

3^ 3R.

&m, = ~
, det. ( n,v ) * , (1.3.6)

d& day
*
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which now is no longer of the simple off-diagonal form (1.2.6), but has a general

structure in 6N><6N dimension. It is evident that Eq.s (1.3.5) constitute a

generalization of the truncated Hamilton's equations, yet preserving their abstract

analytic-geometric-algebraic axioms.

The contravariant form,4

&V
= (|Opal"

l) ^' {l -3'7)

is also a Lie tensor and characterizes the most general possible, classical, local-

differential, and regular Lie-isotopic brackets 5
(also called generalized

Poisson brackets [ID

[C,Dl* = — flRa) , (1.3.8)

whose form in the disjoint r- and p-variables is rather complex and will be
ignored.

The fundamental Birkhoffian brackets of the theory can then be written

in the unified notation

[ , a
v

j* = £TO , \i, v = 1, 2 , 6N . (1.3.9)

The Birkhoffian Hamilton-Jacobi equations can also be derived via

known procedures from action (1.3.1), and can be written (Vol. II, ref.s [2])

a A
+ B = 0, = R„, (1.3.10)

at 8a^
^

The last set of equations can be written in the disjoint notation via Eq.s (1.3.2)

3A 3A
= Pak(r, p) ,

^ Q/(r, p) ; (1.3.1 1)

3r
k

a aPak

namely, the Pfaffian action A is dependent on the linear momenta p. As we
shall see in the next chapter, this has important consequences for operator

theories.

One can then see from the above lines the isotopic character of the map
from Hamilton to Birkhoff's mechanics. Geometrically, we have the map from
the Hamiltonian to the Birkhoffian two-form within fixed local coordinates

4 Note that contravariant form (1.3.7) always exists for Birkhoffian mechanics, owing

to the symplectic and therefore nondegenerate character of the two-form, det Q^O.
5 As the reader recalls from App. I.5.A, this is due to the fact that the symplectic form
Q is exact, fl = d<*>, and therefore closed, dfi = d(d O) = (Poincare lemma).
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co = (M^v 6^
x A6av = de -> Q = 0^v(a) da*

1 A dav = dG. (1.3. 12)

The isotopy then follows from the preservation of the original axioms (exact and
closed character of the two-form) within the same local chart r (no

transformation of the frame of the experimenter).

Algebraically, the isotopy can be seen via the map of the brackets also

within fixed local coordinates

[C,D] -» [C.Dl* (1.3.13)

which preserves the Lie algebra axioms.

Finally, the isotopy can be seen analytically from the map

^ (

R

^ da^ - H dt) A =
J ^ {R^ - B dt), ( 1.3. 14)

which preserves the derivability of the analytic equations from a first-order

action.

Despite the preservation of the underlying geometric, algebraic and analytic

axioms, the transition from Hamilton to Birkhoff mechanics is not physically

trivial. To clarify this point we first recall that the transition is characterized by
noncanonica! transformations a -* a'(a) i.e., transformations which do not
preserve Hamilton's equations, and actually map Hamilton's tensor co ^, = const,

into Birkhoff's one Q^v = 0^v(a)

3a-P da?

aa^ dar

Then Birkhoff's equations (1.3.5) are the image of Hamilton's equations (1.2.6)

under noncanonical transformations.

Second, in Hamilton mechanics a physical system is represented via the

Hamiltonian H only. On the contrary, the representation of physical systems in

Birkhoff's mechanics requires the knowledge of (l+6N)-quantities, the Birkhoffian

B as well as the Pfaffian functions R^. The latter are reducible in most cases to

3N independent functions [loc. cit.], thus preserving the number (I+3N) of

independent quantities in the original Lagrange and Hamilton equations.

We therefore encounter for the first time in this volume the capability of
representing interactions with quantities other than the Hamiltonian, which is

the reason for the very construction of the isotopies and genotopies of Vol. I. In

App. IL1.A we illustrate this capability via the representation of the Lorentz

force with the algebraic tensor of the theory, rather than the traditional

minimal coupling rule within the context of the Hamiltonian. Once this

capability is illustrated for the electromagnetic interactions, we have as a natural

consequence the extension to the contact nonpotential component of the strong
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interactions due to mutual penetration of hadrons (App. II. I B).

The Birkhoffian action (1.3.1) admits a degree of freedom (absent in

Hamiltonian mechanics) called Birkhoffian gauge transforms (Vol. II, ref.s [2], p.

62)

% K
\x

= ^ + 3G/3a^, B -* B = B - 8G / 6t , (1.3.16)

under which the Birkhoffian B can be reduced to the total physical energy H = K
+ V. The equations of motion in first order form, after elimination of the

integrating factors to verify the conditions of variational selfadjointness (see both

ref.s [2] for details) are of the general class

fa
k = pa

k
/ ma , pak = Fak

SA
(t, r, p) + Fak

NSA
(t, r, p). (1.3.17)

The forces Fak
SA

are then represented via the potential V(t, r, p) in the Birkhoffian

B - H = K + V, and the forces Fak
NSA

are represented via the Pfaffian functions

R^ in the general symplectic tensor Q^v(a).
When dealing with Birkhoffian mechanics, we shall call the generator of

the time evolution the Birkhoffian and use the corresponding symbol B, when it

does not represent the physical energy K + V. If this is the case, we shall use the

term Hamiltonian and the symbol H.

A subclass of the general class of systems (1.3.17) verifies the conventional

total conservation laws (1.2.17) under closure conditions (1. 1.2b) on the

nonselfadjoint forces, i.e.,

V, F i

NSA sO T , r 1 x F i

NSA = n V r A F NSA = n^ak r ak - u
> Z>ak rak *ak ~ u

' ^ak rak A h ak ~ u -

(1.3.18c)

Since the number of equations (1.3.17) is higher than that of conditions (1.3.18),

algebraic (unconstrained) solutions in the nonselfadjoint forces always exist.

Otherwise, Eq.s (1.3.18) can be interpreted as bona-fide subsidiary constraints to

equation of motion (1.3.17) (see ref.s [21, Vol. II, Ch. 6 and Appendix II.l.B of this

volume for details).

As indicated in Sect. II. 1.1, the ensuing systems are called closed

nonhamiltonian (or variationally nonselfadjoint) in the sense that the systems are

isolated from the rest of the universe as the conservative systems (1.2.15) are, but

cannot be entirely represented with the Hamiltonian because the internal forces

are a combination of Hamiltonian and nonhamiltonian forces.

In Hamiltonian mechanics one customarily assigns the Hamiltonian H and
(rarely) checks the explicit form of the equations of motion. In Birkhoffian

mechanics one can assign instead (1+6N) functions, the Birkhoffian B (or H) and
the 6N Pfaffian functions . The equations of motion can then be computed
accordingly.

However, the most important approach in Birkhoffian mechanics is the

inverse Newtonian problem-, i.e., one first assigns the nonhamiltonian equations

of motion in their first-order (vector-field) form
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a = H(a) = (

P*'"\
™., % ) (1.3.19)

V Fak
SA

(t,a) + Fak
NSA

(t,a) /

and then computes the (1+6N) functions B (or H) and R^ verifying the direct

analytic representation

(d^By - av B
]l ) = a^B, a^ = a/aaiI . (1.3.20)

according to one of the several methods given in Vol. II of ref.s [2].

A technical knowledge of this inverse problem is necessary for a full

understanding of hadronic mechanics. Recall that quantum mechanics can
effectively and unambiguously represent only systems whose classical images are

conservative. Hadronic mechanics represents instead systems whose classical

images are nonhamiltonian. The understand of nonhamiltonian classical system is

therefore important for the primitive Newtonian meaning of a nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian representation of the strong interactions (App. II.1.B).

We here limit ourselves to quote the following

Theorem 1.3.1 (Direct Universality of Birkhoffian Mechanics, ref. [2],

Vol. II, Sect. 4.5): All local-differential, analytic, regular, finite-

dimensional, unconstrained or holonomic, nonhamiltonian (variationally

nonselfadjoint) systems in their first-order form (1.3.19) always admit a

direct analytic representation (1.3.20) in terms of Birkhoff's equations in a
star-shaped neighborhood of the local variables a = {r, p} where r

represents the frame of the experimenter and p represents the physical

linear momentum

.

Note that the above theorem implies the direct universality of the

symplectic geometry for local Newtonian systems. For numerous additional

profiles and examples, the reader may inspect ref.s [2l

The construction of the isodual Birkhoffian mechanics on the isodual

Euclidean space Ed(r,
d
,R
d

) over the isodual real field Rd(nd +,*d) along the lines of

the isodual Hamiltonian mechanics of the preceding section, is left to the

interested reader.

The reader should be finally aware that the Birkhoffian mechanics and its

isodual generally used in an indirect way in these volumes. In fact, we shall fist

use the techniques of ref.s [2] to compute a Birkhoffian representation of a given

nonhamiltonian system, and then factorize such a representation into the

Hamilton-isotopic or Hamilton-admissible form. The construction of the

operator form of the Birkhoffian representation will not be used owing to the

insufficient knowledge of the latter at this writing (see next chapter).
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1.4: HAMILTON-ISOTOPIC AND BIRKHOFF-ISOTOPIC
MECHANICS AND THEIR ISODUALS

As indicated in Sect. II. 1, the Birkhoffs mechanics is strictly local-differential,

while a central objective of hadronic mechanics is the study of nonlocal

interactions, thus requiring the identification of a classical mechanics which is

also of integral character.

For these and other reasons, following the construction of the Birkhoffian

mechanics [2], this author was forced to construct a second generalized

mechanics presented in ref.s [3] under the name of Hamilton-isotopic (or

isohamilton) mechanics with most general form known as Birkhoff-isotopic
(or isobirkhoff) mechanics.

The new mechanics was constructed, this time, via general, nonlocal-

integral isotopies of Hamiltonian mechanics. This implies that the underlying

symplectic geometry is now inapplicable in favor of the covering isosymplectic

geometry (Sect. 1.5.4). In turn, this implies the abandonment of the conventional

6-dimensional unit of the phase space, I = diag. (l, 1, .., 1), in favor of an isounitl

with an arbitrary, integro-differential dependence on all possible (or otherwise

needed) local quantities

I -> l(t, r, f, r, ...) , (1.4.1)

hereon assumed of Kadeisvili's Class l, i.e., sufficiently smooth, bounded,
nowhere degenerate, Hermitean and positive-definite (Sect. I.1..5). Still in turn,

lifting (1.4.1) implies the abandonment of the notion of ordinary real numbers in

favor of the covering isoreal numbers and isofields (Sect. 1.2.5):

R(n,+ x) -> R(n + *), n = nl, (1.4.2)

where the multiplication is subjected to the compatible lifting

n*m = nm -+ h*m = nTrn = (nm)l, 1 = T
-1

. (1.4.3)

The fundamental carrier space is therefore the three-dimensional isoeuclidean

space (Sect. 1.3.4) also of Class I, here assumed for simplicity in the diagonal

form
£(r,S,ft) : 8 = Ttt, r, f, f, ...) 8,1 = T-1 , (1.4.4a)

T = diag. (b
t

2
, D2

2
, bg

2
) , bk = bk(t, r, f, r, u, t, n, ...) > 0, k =

1, 2, 3 , (1.4.4b)

r
2 = (x'b^x 1 + x

2 b2
2 £ + x3 b3

2 £n e ft(n,+,*) . (I.4.4c)

The isophase space is then given by the isocotangent bundle T*£(r,S,ft) with the
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same local chart (1.2.1). Its basic geometric notion is the iso-one-form

& = p*dr = pTdr = pai
T^t, r, r, f ...) drJ . (1.4.5)

In order to do dynamics, isospace (1.4.4) must be enlarged to include a
representation of time. This must be also done in the isotopic form, resulting in

the structure

£(t,R
t
)
x fi(rM(n,+,x))

, l
t
= T

t

~
l > , (1.4.6)

where l
t

(T
t ) is the time isounit {time isotopic element) and, as such, it is

independent of the space isounit 1 {space isotopic element T). The emerging
(l+6N)-dimensional geometry is called isocontact geometry and admits the basic

one-isoform

t = p*dr - Hodt = pTdr - HT
t
dt, (1.4.7)

which can also be written in unified notation

r = ft° * da = R^ T»
A
v da

v
,

u, v = 1, 2, 6N + 1, (1.4.8a)

R° = {R°,-H}, T 6Nx6n = diag.(T,T
t ). (1.4.8b)

Note that the isocontact one-form |° coincides at the abstract level with

the canonical, contact one-form £°, trivially, because at the coordinate-free level

one loses any distinction between the conventional and isotopic products. This

ensures the preservation of the original axioms of the contact geometry, as well

as the embedding of all nonlocal terms in the product itself.

With these preliminaries in mind, the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics can be

built [3] from the isocanonical action

/+CO f. +oo - +O0

§° = R° * da = I (

R°
u TV dav- H Tt dt). ( 1.4.9)

-co J -co J -co V- v L

The use of variational techniques then yields the covariant Hamilton-isotopic

equations

3H(t, a)

%v *
v = %a T2

a
iA> a, a, ..) a

v = —
, (1.4. 10)

where to^ is the canonical symplectic tensor, and the isotopic element T2 is given

by (see Sect. 1.5.4)

V- = (b^) 2 (b,) 2 + /P
(R°V ^ -R* ^JpX (1.4.11)

The contravariant Hamilton-isotopic equations are then given by
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r _
l2 j

3H

&=WV -^r {
9Pj

(M.12a)

Pi = -v
9r

jV =(
i
T2l"

l

V
V

" (1.4.12b)

and characterizes the the classical Lie-isotopic brackets on T*£(r,S,ft)

3C 3D
[CTd] = l/a(t) a,a,a,|i,T,n, ..h

av

dC 3D 9C 3D
=—r-Vfr r

> P- P. »•) —rVA r
- p. ft ) > d-4.13)

ara 3Paj ^ 3Paj

whose verification of the Lie-isotopic axioms is ensured by the validity of the

isopoincare lemma (Sect. I.5.4.D).

The fundamental Lie-isotopic brackets of the theory can then be written

in the unified notation

< [a^a"] ) = ( ) = (
03N*3N 13N*3N

) (1.4.14)

The isocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi equations can also be derived via

known procedures from action (1.4.9), and can be written in unified notation

aA° 3 A°
+ HT

t
= 0,
—— = RVV M-= I,2,....,6N. (1.4.15)

dt 3a

The last set of equations can be written in the disjoint r- and p-notation

aA° aA°—
Z~ = Pal T k >

= » a = 1, 2, .... N, k = 1, 2, 3 (1.4.16a
8r

a
k

3Pak

The remarkable property of the isotopies is that the Hamilton-isotopic

mechanics does preserve the independence of the isoaction from the linear

momentum as in the original mechanics,

3A°
= 0, (1.4.17)

aPak

even though the isotopic element have an arbitrary dependence on the velocities,

accelerations and other quantities.
6

6 The reader may recall from Vol. I that this is due to the fact that contractions in
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The basic invariance of the Hamilton-isotopic equations is given by the Galilei-

isotopic (or isogalilean) symmetry 0(3.0 and related GaWei-isotopic (or isogalilean)

relativity [3] on £(t,ft
t
)xT*£(r,8,(l). The reader will recall from Vol. I that the

isotopies of Lie imply the preservation of the original generators and parameters
(with the understanding that they must now be properly written in the new
isospace). Thus, the isosymmetry G(3. 1) is characterized by the ten generators

H = 2a,ktpa^2ma + Vfrab )} =
£a,k (pa 8« paj

/ 2m
a
+ V(rab )) (

*ab =[(ri

a -r
i

D ) §1^-^)1* ,
P
a
= Za pak , Mc = Za ekij r

ai paj ,

Gk = 2a (ma* rak
_ '

tQ Pak* = ZaK rak ~ * Pak > - m € ft, t e
( l 418)

All infinitely possible isogalilean symmetries of Class I are locally

isomorphic to the conventional symmetry, 0(3.1) M G(3.1). The imposition of the

isogalilean symmetry to nonconservative systems implies their "closure" into an

isolated form verifying the conservation of all quantities (1.4.18), thus eliminating

the need for the subsidiary constraints ( l.l.2b). Thus, the isogalilean symmetry
characterizes closed nonhamiltonian (nonselfadpint) systems [3l

The classical isogalilean symmetry is the true, ultimate foundation of

hadronic mechanics from which the latter can be derived via technical

procedures. What is most crucial for the understanding of hadronic mechanics is

the capability of the isogalilean symmetry and related relativity of providing a

fully geodesic representation of trajectories within physical media which
actually coincide with the trajectories in vacuum when written in isospace (see

the isoriemannian geometry ot Ch. 1.5)..

We can say in figurative terms that physical media disappear when
represented via the isogalilean relativity, thus reaching the desired unity between
interior and exterior problems. As we shall see, exactly the same situation occurs

at the operator level.

To avoid a prohibitive length, we have to refer the reader to both volumes
of ref.s fe], whose knowledge is hereon assumed.

As anticipated in Sect. II. 1.1, it is also important to understand that the

isogalilean symmetry can also provide a form-invariant description of open-
nonconservative systems. As a simple example, consider an extended test particle

moving within a physical medium with nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical

equations of motion

m'f + y r2/a da 3fo, ...) = 0, (1.4.19)

isospace can be formally written in exactly the same way as in conventional spaces, e.g.,

rk
fk =

^kir
'rk = Tki

rirk
- The derivative, say, with respect to a covariant variable is then

insensitive with respect to the isotopic element because absorbed in the contravariant

part.
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where: r represents the center-of-mass trajectory; -yr2 represents a drag force -

quadratically dependent on the speed f; a is the surface of the body; T is a kernel;

and the integral over a represents the correction to the trajectory due to the

shape of the body (e.g., of a missile).

Equations (1.4.19) are structurally outside the representational capability of

both, Hamilton's and Birkhoff's mechanics because of their integral character.

Yet, their representation with Hamilton-isotopic mechanics is direct and
immediate. The fundamental point is the identification of a generalized isounit

which represents the totality of the nonlocal terms, and the construction of the

isocanonical representation with respect to that unit.

A simple representation with Hamilton-isotopic equations (1.4.12) in six

dimensions is given by [3]

12 = Diag.(Se
Yr/* da *a)

, Se
Yr;° daSFfa)

}. (l.4.20a)

S = diag. (

b

L

2
, D2

2
, tg

2
) , bk > 0, k = 1, 2, 3 , (1.4.20b)

H = p
2 /2m = p*p/2m = pi

T2ijPj /2m, T2 = g J r 'a *<ri
(l 420c)

Note that, in addition to the "direct representation" of the system in the

coordinates r of the experimenter, the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics provides a

direct characterization of the original nonspherical shape as well as all its

infinitely possible deformations via the isotopic element T = diag. (b
t

2
, ,

fc^
2

),

which is also structurally outside the technical capabilities of Hamiltonian and
Birkhoffian mechanics (see ref.s [3].

Recall from Ch..s II .3 and II.5 the following important application of the

isotopies. The conventional Euclidean geometry has the trivial unit I = diag. (1, 1,

1) and, consequently, it can only represent perfectly spherical and rigid objects.

On the contrary, the isoeuclidean geometry can represent all possible actual

shapes of the text body considered, jointly with all its infinitely possible

deformations, which is permitted precisely by the fundamental lifting I
-* 1.

System (1.4.19) also provides an example of the integro-differential

topology underlying the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics (see Sect. 1.1.3) which is

everywhere local-differential except at the isounit. In particular, the local-

differential part represents the center-of-mass trajectory, while the nonlocal-

integral part represents the contributions/corrections due to shape, contact-

nonpotential interactions and other nonhamiltonian effects.

Finally, system (1.4.19) provides a direct illustration of the isogalilean

symmetry 0(3. 1). In fact, the system is manifestly noninvariant under the Galilei

transformations. Nevertheless, the system is invariant under the Galilei-isotopic

transformations constructed with isotopic element in Eq.s (1.4.20c) while being

locally isomorphic to the original symmetry G(3.l) (because 12 > 0).

We finally note that Eq.s (1.4.19) do not constitute a closed nonhamiltonian

system because they are one-dimensional. In fact, it takes a minimum of two
constituents to have a closed nonhamiltonian system.
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In Vol. I we have introduced a new conjugation called isoduality for the

representation of antiparticles. It is based on isounits of Kadeisvili's Class II (same

isounits of Class I, but now negative-definite). The assumption of a negative-

definite unit then implies the consequential assumption of new numbers, called

isodual isonumbers, new fields and the isodual isofields (Sect. I.2.5.B)

Rd (n*+/» ) : nd = nl d
, nd *d md = nd Td md = ( n m ) I

d
, (1.4.21a)

lt = -l Td = -T, 1 d = (T^r 1

, (1.4.21b)

new spaces, the isodual isoeuclidean spaces,

£d(r,Sd Rd ): Sd = Td 8 = - 8, l
d = (T4 )" 1 = -1

. (1.4.22)

new symmetry, the isodual isogalilean symmetry Gd(3. 1), etc.

Recall also that in this isodual universe the magnitude of quantities (the

isodual norm) is negative definite. The isodual Hamilton-isotopic mechanics
can therefore be defined as the image of the original mechanics under isoduality.

To begin, the Hamiltonian is now negative-definite, as one can see from the

case with only kinetic energy

Hd = p
2d „4 p

d /d
2
d xd ^d = (p*d

p )ld /
d 2m -

1
d =

= p*d p/2m = -p*p/2m = -H (1.4.23)

(we have tacitly applied here the isodual isooperations from Vol. I), and the same
property persists under the addition of potentials. At any rate, the magnitude of

the energy is given by the isodual norm (Ch. 1.2)

|Hd
|

d = -|H|. (1.4.24)

Also, time moves in the forward direction in our universe, while it moves
in the backward direction in the isodual universe, evidently because in the isodual

isofield Rd
(t,l

d
t
),l

t <0,

|t
d

|

d = "|t|. (1.4.25)

With an understanding of these preliminaries, the contravariant isodual

Hamilton-isotopic equations were introduced by this author in ref. [3] and can

be write

AdHd f 2
j An

the isodual Lie-isotopic brackets on T*£d (x,S
d
,R
d

) are
J
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. 3C . 9D
[C,D]d = —-id H

(ti a,a,...)to
av— =-[CD], (1.4.27)

while the isodual isocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi equations are

—-j-d + Hd T
t

d = 0, -^-d = R°
d
aT

dV U= 1.2 ,6N, ( 1.4.28a)

We then have the following important result[3]

Universal invariance under isoduality. All physical laws are invariant

under isoduality.

This can be seen in a number of ways, e.g., via the property that the

Hamilton-isotopic equations change sign under isoduality although they are now
referred to a negative-definite isounit

7

dav 8H , ddav 8d Hd

This implies the following:

Proposition 1.4.1 [3l The classical equations of motion for particles in a

given isospace, and the equations for antiparticles in the isodual isospace

coincide .

This property is mathematically trivial from Eq.s (1.4.29) but physically

nontrivial. For instance, it implies that the trapctory of an antiparticle of charge

-e in isoeuclidean space under an external magnetic field coincides with the

trajectory of a particle of charge -e in Euclidean space under the same external

field (see later on Sect. 1 1. 8.7).

To state it in different terms, the trajectories of particles and antiparticles

under the same external magnetic field are manifestly different when
represented in our space. An important objective of isodual theories is to make
that difference disappear when the antiparticle is represented in isodual spaces.

In actuality, the entire conjugation from particles to antiparticles, including the

change of sign of the charge, is represented by isoduality, as we shall see.

These aspects will be better studied at the operator relativistic level of Ch.s

II.7-H.9. What is important at this point is that the basic concepts are purely

classical [3] and that hadronic mechanics merely provides their operator

realization.

Note that the isodual mechanics cannot be even conceived within the

7
Note that in the conjugation E(r&ft) -» Ed(r,S

d
ft
d

) the local coordinates are unchanged.

This implies that md
r
d = m'f, which corresponds precisely to Hamilton's equations in the

covariant, rather than contravariant form.
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mathematical context of Hamiltonian and Birkhoffian mechanics, because of an
essential dependence on the generalization of the basic unit.

We now introduce, apparently for the first time, the following important

Theorem 1.4.1 (Direct Universality of Hamilton-isotopic mechanics):

All local-differential,8 closed, variationally nonselfadjoint and regular

Newtonian systems with conserved total energy H admit a direct

representation in a star-shaped neighborhood of their variables via the

Hamilton-isotopic equations.

Proof: Theorem II. 1.3.1 and the gauge degrees of freedom (II. 1.3.16)

establish the existence of a Birkhoffian representation of the systems considered

with H as the generator of the time evolution and a given Birkhoff tensor Q^v(a).

The above theorem then follows from the decomposition

(Q^) = <c^a )(TV = (co^), (Tav )
1 = (TV- d-5.30)

where T is symmetric, with corresponding contravariant forms

= Cl^HoP), (IV = da
v ), (1.5.31a)

(rfAV ) = (fW 1

, f<^
v

) = (a^r 1

, (t^a ) = (T^)" 1

, (1.3.31b)

with consequential reduction of Birkhoff's into the Hamilton-isotopic equations

Q^v(a)a
y = (^a T<ya)av = 3^H, (1.5.32)

and reformulation of the theory over an isofield ft(n,+,*) with isounit 1 = T~ l
.

q.e.d.

Numerous examples can be derived from the various applications of Vol. II,

ref.s [2]. For instance, a first class of example occurs when T is a scalar function,

i.e.

C^ta) = to^Tta), (1.4.33)

restricted by the condition of Q being a symplectic two-form (see, e.g., Hoc. cit],

p. 102). Additional examples will be presented during the course of our analysis

when studying closed two- and three-dimensional nonhamiltonian systems.

We finally note that the most general formulation of the type under
consideration here is given by the Birkhoff-isotopic (or isobirkhoffian)

mechanics [3] which is based on the most general possible isoaction

J+OO p +00 - +00

-co
S=

J-oo
R * da=

J-oo dV^da^-BTtdt), (1.4.34)

with covariant Birkhoff-isotopic equations

The case of nonlocal-integral or discontinuous forces is unknown at this moment,
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9B(t, a)

Cl^if = Q
[ia(a)T2

a
;
/t,a,a,..)al/ = , (1.4.35)

3a^

where Q^Ca) is Birkhoff's tensor and B the Birkhoffian, with general Lie-
isotopic brackets

3C 3D
[CTd]* = Va(t,a,a,...)cF(a) , (1.4.36)

3a^ day

fundamental Lie-isotopic brackets

[a?:av Y = 1 2\Qav
, (1.4.37)

and general isocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi equations

BA a A
+ BT

t
= 0, = RqI^m, \l = 1, 2, 6N, (1.4.38a)

at aa"

The last set of equations can be written in the disjoint r- and p-notation

aA° aA°— = P
ai

(r, p) T\(tt r, p, p, ...) ,

—— = QaHr, p) T/t, r, p, p, ...) . (1.4.40a)

ara aPak

In summary, the primary difference between the Hamilton-isotopic and
the Birkhoff-isotopic mechanics is the transition from the canonical Pfaffian

functions R° = {p, 0) to the general ones R = {P,Q}. This implies the replacement of

the canonical tensor to with the Birkhoffian one everywhere in the theory. The
general loss of direct physical meaning of the Hamiltonian H then follows, thus

suggesting the use of the Birkhoffian B.

The isodual Birkhoff-isotopic mechanics can be derived accordingly. The
reader should keep in mind that this volume is dedicated to the operator image of

the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics and not to that of the Birkhoff-isotopic

mechanics for technical reasons indicated in the next chapter.

We close this section with a clarification of the terms "non-first-order

Lagrangians" or "isolagrangians" used in Vol. I and in the rest of our analysis. As

well known, first-order Lagrangians are given by the familiar expressions with

a dependence on time, coordinates and their first-order time derivative, L = lit, r,

f). The systems we are studying are instead of arbitrary order (App. II.l.C). This

would require second-order Lagrangians L = L(t, r, i\ f) for which the

conventional canonical formalism is lost, as it is well known.

At this point the reader can see the effectiveness of the isotopic methods.

In fact, by embedding all second- and higher order, nonhamiltonian terms in the

isotopic elements T and T
t , a Hamiltonian becomes fully definable. In turn, this
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permits the definition of a first-order isolagrangian-, that is, a Lagrangian fit, r, f)

which is of first-order in the isospace £(r,S,R), but which becomes of second-
order L(t, r, r) = L(t, r, r, f) when projected in the original space E(r,S,R).

An illustration is provided by the kinetic energy which can be written in

isospace

L(r) = |*m*r^ = £mr*f, (1.4.41)

which, when projected in the ordinary space, becomes

fir) = Lit, r, f, f, ...) = |mf T(t, r, f, t, ...) r . (1.4.42)

Thus, the isotopies permit the treatment of nonhamiltonian, acceleration-

dependent systems under the preservation of the axioms of Hamiltonian systems.

This basic property can be studied via the isolegendre transform. Consider

an isolagrangian which is regular,

det. ( -) * 0. (1.4.43)

SraMra
J

where we have used the notion of isodeterminant (Ch. 1.6). Recall from functional

isoanalysis (Ch. 1.6) that the isotopic form of the partial derivative is given by

h L dL
= 1

. (1.4.44)

3r 3r

Then we can introduce the isocanonical momentum via the rule

pak = SL7Sra
k = ma fak Tl = ma rak . (1.4.45)

The isolegendre transform can then be defined via the rule

fit, r, f) A = p * r - fit, r, r) = fi(t, r, p) . (1.4.46)

In fact, for the case of the kinetic energy we have

fir) = £*m *f5 = £mf*r -> fi = p
272*m =p*p/2m. (1.4.47)

The same situation occurs for more general Lagrangians and Hamiltonians.

In the following we shall continue to use the symbols L and H in general

because these functions must be defined on their appropriate carrier spaces, thus

automatically implying their definition in isospace when it occurs.

The Birkhoff-isotopic mechanics is excessively general for our needs. In

fact, the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics is directly universal for all potential forces
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represented with the Hamiltonian H = K(p) + V(t, r, p), as well as for all

nonpotential forces of interest for hadronic mechanics, which are represented via

the isounitl2(t, r, p, p, ..). As a result, the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics is assumed
as the fundamental classical discipline for the representation of particles in

stable interior dynamical conditions. The isodual Hamilton-isotopic mechanics is

then assumed as the fundamental discipline for antiparticles in stable interior

dynamical conditions.

IS: HAMILTON-ADMISSIBLE AND BIRKHOFF-ADMISSIBLE
MECHANICS AND THEIR ISODUALS

The primary emphasis of the preceding section was the preservation of

conventional conservation laws under generalized interior dynamics.

In this section we study a generalization of Hamilton's mechanics which is

structurally nonconservative; that is, it implies the nonconservation of all possible

Hamiltonians H = K + V.

As familiar from Ch. 1.7, the most effective mechanics for this purpose is

that originally proposed by Hamilton which is not the "Hamiltonian mechanics" of

current general knowledge, but rather that based on the equations with external

terms

aH(t,r,p) 9H(t, r, p)

*k = , Pk=- + Fk
NSA

(t,r,p,p,.J, (1.5.1)

3pk 3rk

which imply the desired nonconservation of the energy

dH/dt = vk Fk
NSA *0. (1.5.2)

However, Eq.s (1.5.1) do not possess a consistent algebraic structure (because

their brackets violate the scalar and distributive laws, see Sect. 1.7.2). For this

reason, Hamilton's original equations were rewritten by this author in the

identical form [4]

3H(t, a)

^ = S^(t, a, a, ...)
, (1.5.3)

3av

S°pv = wpy + s^ , (sl
AV

) = diag.(0,FNSA / (9H/3p))
; (1.5.4)

namely, the algebraic tensor S°^
v

is composed of a totally antisymmetric part,

the canonical Lie tensor o^v
, plus a totally symmetric part, the new tensor s^

v -
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Eq.s (1.5.3) were called by this author Hamilton-admissible equations
because their underlying brackets

9C 8D
(C,D) = S^t, a, a, ...) . (1.5.5)

6a^ aa
v

characterize a Lie-admissible algebra in the sense that the attached

antisymmetric brackets are Lie (see Ch. 1.7 for details)

(CD) - (D,C) = 2[C,D]. (1.5.6)

The above occurrence is nontrivial. It was thought for over a century that

Lie algebras were the only nonassociative algebras appearing in physics. This

author pointed out beginning in 1967 (see the historical notes of Sect. 1.7.3) the

Lie-admissible structure of the true Hamilton's equations. This established the

physical relevance of one of the largest known class of nonassociative algebras in

the most fundamental aspect of dynamics, the brackets of the classical time
evolution [4].

More recent advances [3] have required a reformulation of Eq.s (1.5.3) into a

form suitable for their operator image, which is called Hamilton-admissible (or

genohamiltonian) mechanics as referred to in these volumes. These latter

advances can be expressed by writing the Lie-admissible tensor S°^
v

in a way as

close as possible to the Lie-isotopic one; i.e., via the a factorization of the

canonical-Lie tensor to^
v time a tensor here denoted "P

$W = l>^a(o
W

' (1-5.7)

where the quantity called the space genounit (see next chapter) is given by

IV = L/ + sPa wav , (S^) =(l>^a )(taw )
=

-(•:)-(: :)(::) -
and all quantities have 3N><3N-dimension. In addition, we have the time

genounitslf* and^ which are independent from the space ones.

As one can see, in the transition from the Lie-isotopic to the Lie-

admissible formulations, the isounit changes from a totally symmetric form 1 to

a form which is neither totally antisymmetric nor totally symmetric

1: V s V - IV *±l>
p
a

. (1-5.9)

The assumption of the quantity ]> (<!) as the basic genounit for motion
forward in time (backward in time), implies a further generalization of

isonumbers and isofields into genonumbers and genofields R>(n
>
,+,

>
)
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(
<R(<n,+,

<
) ) for the space part, with corresponding genofields for the time part

fy>
and as well of isospaces into genospaces tr*(r$>$?) and <

£(r,
<
8,
<
R), often

represented for simplicity with the unified notations <
ft
>

(
<n>,+,<>) and

<£>(r,
<S>

,

<
ft
>

) and <
&f, where the selection of only one direction of the

multiplication is evidently understood (see Vol. I for details).

The Hamilton-admissible mechanics therefore has two separate
genocotangent bundles and related basic genoactions-.

J+oo
(R°>da - H>

t
dt>) , (1.5.10a)

J+oo
_M (da<R° - <td<

t
H). (1.5.10b)

The use of variational techniques then permits the identification of two
separate Hamilton-admissible equations , one for motion forward in time and
one for motion backward in time

(1.5.11a)

(l.5.llb)

which are expressed in terms of the genotime derivatives (Ch. 1.7)

da> / dt> = l
t
> da / dt, d<a / d<t = <l

t
da / dt , (1.5.12)

and space genounits

iv = <

i

t2
> a

p r
1

, <v =
<

i «r2
a
9 r

1

. c-5- i3»

interconnected by time reversal 1** - (<!)*'

We therefore have the forward Lie-admissible brackets

3C 3D
(C,D)> = l^U-t-)^ , (1.5.14)

3a^ dav

and the backward Lie-admissible brackets,
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9C 3D
< (C , D) = <l^a(t, a, a, ...) oav , (5. 15)

3a^ 3a
v

whose verification of the general Lie-admissibility is trivial (App. I.4.A and Sect.

1.7.6).

Similarly, we have two fundamental, forward and backward Lie-
admissible brackets

:

(<at*:a")>)=(W) = (
W l^fflWN Y (1 .5.i6a)

^ I 2.3NX3N s 3NX3N '

(<(aran)=(<l 2^^) =( °3N«3N ^SNXSN 'j

* 12.3NX3N S3N*3N '

The genocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi equations can be derived via known
procedures form the basic action, and can be written in unified notation

3<A0> 3 <A0>

k> + H<T>
t = 0, — = RV^V (L5 " 17a)

As one can see, the genoaction is also independent from the linear

momenta.

The construction of analytic representations of given equations of motion
via the Hamilton-admissible equations is elementary indeed and so is their direct

universality9 . Given nonhamiltonian vector-field for motion forward in time,

one represents all potential forces FSA with the Hamiltonian H = K + V, while all

nonhamiltonian forces F>NSA are simply represented by the s-tensor via the rules

s
> = diag. (F

>NSA
/ ( 3H>/3p) ) . (1.5.18)

The conjugate system moving backward in time is then represented by

<s = diag. ( <FNSA / (3<H/3p) ) . (1.5.19)

Note that the above direct universality holds under a strict implementation

of Basic Assumption 1. 1.1, the direct physical meaning of all algorithms at hand,

where p = mf, H = K + V = E, M = r*p, etc.

Also, the direct universality of the Hamilton-admissible mechanics
illustrates the corresponding direct universality of the Hamilton-isotopic

mechanics. In fact, the latter discipline can be considered an evident particular

case of the former when the genounits are symmetric.

The above results then establish the following

9
This direct universality includes nonlocal-integral and nonhamiltonian as well as

discontinuous (e.g., impulsive) forces, thus yielding a mechanics of Kadeisvili Class V.
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Theorem 1.5.1 (Direct Universality of Hamilton-admissible
Mechanics): All Newtonian systems with nonconserved energy H can be

directly represented via the Hamilton-admissible equations with the

energy H = K + V as the generator of time evolution.

In Ref.s [2] we established the direct universality of a first-order variational

principle for the characterization of local-differential analytic systems. The
above results permit us to extend such direct universality according to the

following:

Corollary 1.5.1A: All possible nonconservative Newtonian systems are

representable via a genovariational principle in a sufficiently smooth
neighborhood of their variables.

As we shall see, the use of the genotopic quantization techniques will

permit the achievement of a unique and unambiguous operator image of all

possible Newtonian systems.

For the local-differential and analytic subcase, the above theorem can also

be proved via the direct universality of Birkhoffian mechanics (Theorem 1.1.3.1).

In fact, we have the following property here presented for the first time:

Proposition 1.5.1 (Reduction of Birkhoffian into Hamilton-admissible
mechanics): Birkhoff's equations can always be reduced to the

Hamilton-admissible equations in each selected direction of time,

V *
V s upa^ % V = ^ <H> . ( 1.5.20)

Proof. A nondegenerate totally antisymmetry matrix (0^) can be always
decomposed into the product of a totally antisymmetry matrix (coap) and a matrix

C^T-^p) which is neither antisymmetric nor symmetric,

(Op.v ) = (o^a ) (<T>av), (<T>ai;)
t ¥ ± (<T>M, (1.5.21)

with corresponding contravariant forms

(Q^) = (<"!> V(gF), (<1> V* * ± (^V. tl.5.22a)

(n^> = (Oap r
l

, (a>!") = (co^r 1

,
(<1>V= (

<T>ai;r 1

. (1.5.2b)

Proposition 1.5.1 then follows, q.e.d.
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An explicit example of the above reduction is given in App. II.l.A via the

representation of the external Lorentz force via both the Birkhoffian and the

Hamilton-admissible representations.

The fundamental invariance of the Hamilton-admissible equations is given

by the Galilei-admissible (or genogalinean) symmetry [3] which will be studied

in detail in Ch. 1 1.7. Its function is, this time, the characterization of time-rate-

of-variations of physical quantities via a symmetry of the equations of motion.

In fact, the generators of <6>(3.1) remain the conventional Galilean ones, as for

the Galilei-isotopic symmetry 0(3.1). However, while these generators are

conserver for the latter, they are not for the former by construction.

The classical (and, as we shall see, operator) Lie-isotopic formulations

represent closed-isolated systems with generalized internal structure, while the

Lie-admissible formulations represent open-nonconservative systems inter-

acting with the most general known external forces.

Also, the Lie-isotopic formulation are structurally time-reversal invariant,

i.e., reversible for a reversible Hamiltonian. The formulations are therefore ideally

suited to represent, e.g., the reversible center-of-mass trajectory of Jupiter under

generalized internal structure (Fig. 1. 1.3).

On the contrary, the Lie-admissible formulations are structurally

irreversible, i.e., irreversible irrespective of whether the Hamiltonian is reversible

or not. As such, the formulations are ideally suited to represent open-irreversible

internal systems for both classical and operator settings, as we shall see.

The isodual Hamilton-admissible mechanics is given by the isodual map
of the preceding structures.

A more general formulation is given by the Birkhoff-admissible (or

genobirkhoffian) mechanics and its isodual [3] which are essentially given by the

replacement of the canonical tensor with the Birkhoff tensor 0^(a) . For

these and numerous other properties, we refer the interested reader to

monographs [3,4].

Owing to:

1) the remarkable simplicity in the construction of analytic representations

for nonhamiltonian systems,

2) their direct universality for all infinitely possible systems (including

discontinuous-impulsive forces), and

3) the strict implementation of Assumption 1. 1.1. on the direct physical

meaning of all algorithms at hand,

the Hamilton-admissible mechanics is our fundamental classical discipline for

the representation of particles in open-irreversible interior conditions, while the

isodual Hamilton-admissible mechanics is assumed as the fundamental classical

discipline for the representation of antiparticles in open-irreversible interior

conditions.
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1.6: NAMBU'S MECHANICS AND ITS ISODUAL

In 1973 Nambu [5] introduced a new mechanics, now called Nambu's mechanics,

which is based on a novel time evolution different than the Birkhoffian,

Hamilton-isotopic and Hamilton-admissible time evolutions.

Let N ^ I and n £ 2 be two positive integers, and let

xak , a= 1,2 ,N, k= l,2,...,n (1.6.1)

be local coordinates, where N represents the number of the "particles" and k

represents the dimension of the space. A system in Nambu's mechanics is

characterized by ( n - 1) -"Hamiltonians", usually denoted H
t , H2 , ,

Hn_j

.

The time evolution of a given quantity F = F(x), is characterized by
Nambu's equation of motion

,

dF 3(F,H,,H2 Hn_.)— ={F,H lf H2 ,nn. x
):=^ —L-i 0-L_ U.6 .2)

dt *xal .Xag, xan )

where 9( ) / 3( ) stands for the Jacobian.

The "fundamental commutation rules" can then be written {x aI ,
xa2,

xan }

= 1.

As one can see, for n = 2, Nambu's mechanics is trivially equivalent to the

conventional Hamiltonian mechanics, thus having the conventional Lie structure.

However, for n ^ 3, Nambu's mechanics is structurally different than all

preceding mechanics outlined in this chapter. The best way to see this is from the

algebraic viewpoint.

Recall that for any product (or brackets) to characterize an algebra as

commonly understood, it must first verify the left and right scalar and
distributive laws, and then verify additional axioms specific for the algebra at

hand, such as Lie, Lie-isotopic or Lie-admissible (Sect. 1.2.4 or App. I.4.A).

While all preceding mechanics of this chapter are based on brackets which

do characterize a well defined algebra, Nambu's mechanics does not for n £ 3;

that is, the generalized brackets are no longer bilinear and, as such, cannot

characterize any algebra, whether Lie or nonlie.

Several connections of Nambu's mechanics with other mechanics has been

studied in the literature.
10 That important for this volume is the connection

between Nambu's and Birkhoff's mechanics [6L Recall that the latter is "directly

universal" for local-differential systems. Thus, Nambu's equations of motion

10 In regard to the literature in the field it should be noted that studies on Nambu's

mechanics via the use of transformations of the local coordinate, while useful for other

purposes, are inapplicable for this Volume because of their loss of "direct representations".

In fact, Nambu's mechanics will be isoquantized in the next chapter under the condition

of preserving the local coordinates.
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must have a form directly representable in an identical way via Birkhoff's

equations.

This form can be readily found to be [6]

3F 3H
{F.H^HaJ = [F , H] * = QU

. (1.6.3a)

3x
ai

3x
aj

H = H
L

+ H2 , tfj = e^aH/dx/. (1.6.3b)

It is an instructive exercise for the interested reader to prove that brackets

(1.6.4) with realization (1.6.6) are indeed Lie-isotopic. However, the underlying

space is odd. Thus, we have a case of the so-called degenerate Lie-isotopic

brackets.

This essentially means that, while the algebraic character is fully

defined, including isoexponentiation, isosymmetries, etc., the geometric

counterpart cannot be introduced unless one retorts to complex procedures

involving subsidiary constraints and the like.

This aspect is important to understand that, while a generalization of the

conventional methods of symplectic quantization is possible for the operator map
of the other mechanics, the same procedure is not possible for Nambu's
mechanics. The occurrence explains the inability to reach an operator version of

the mechanics despite numerous attempts, prior to the application of the isotopic

techniques.

1.7: THE NO-"NO-INTERACTION THEOREM"

One of the most problematic aspect of classical relativistic mechanics is the so-

called "No-interaction theorem" which essentially states that a theory invariant

under the Lorentz group 0(3.1) is equivalent to a theory of free particles (see the

reviews in ref.s [lD.

By comparison, a theory invariant under the isotopies of the Lorentz

symmetry cannot be made equivalent to a free theory, thus establishing its

capability to represent nontrivial interactions beginning at the classical level. This

latter property can be expressed via the following theorem introduced in App.

IV.C, ref. [3].

Theorem 1.7.1 (No-"No-Interaction Theorem" [3]): A theory invariant

under the Lorentz-isotopic symmetry 0(3.1) possesses irreducible

interactions which persist even under the elimination of the potential in

the Hamiltonian via the transformation theory.

The main lines are so simple to appear trivial. In the conventional
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canonical case, given a Hamiltonian H = K + V verifying the needed continuity
and regularity conditions, there exist canonical transformations a = {r,p} -*

a' =

(rtt, r, p), p'(t, r, p)} under which the potential is null, and we shall write

H(r, p) = K(p) + V(r) HlpO = K(p'), V(r') = . (1.7.1a)

-> to'^ ^ t^. (i.r.lb)

In the transition to the Hamilton-isotopic formulations the situation is

essentially the same; that is, there also exist isocanonical transformations under
which the potential is rendered null. Jointly, however, the transformations are

such to preserve the underlying Hamilton-isotopic equations by definition,

H(r,p) = K(p) + V(r) -+ H'(p'), V'trO = 0, (1.7.2a)

sT - . ^, £ = col. (L7.2b)

The point is that the Lie-isotopic tensor is a direct representative of
interactions (see App. II. 1.A below) because of its functional dependence

&v = co^(t,r,p,p,...). (1.7.3)

While all the interactions represented with the potential can be rendered null,

those represented by the Lie-isotopic tensor itself cannot be rendered null by the
very definition of isocanonical transformations, and they are therefore
irreducible as per Theorem 1.7.1.

The first physical significance of the theorem is for conventional
electromagnetic interactions. In fact, as shown in App. II.l.A, they can be
represented via the Lie-isotopic tensor, thus permitting their classical nontrivial

formulation. The relevance of Theorem 1.7.1 for the nonhamiltonian studies of
these volumes is self-evident.

One of the most significant recent applications of the above "No-No-
Interaction Theorem" has been done by T. Gill and his associates [16] via a
proper-time relativistic dynamics which does permit interactions. We regret the
inability to review these studies at this time.

APPENDIX 1A: CLASSICAL LIMIT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
INTERACTIONS REPRESENTED VIA
GENERALIZED UNITS

As well known, the classical limit of the electromagnetic interactions is given by
the Lorentz force [l] which can be written in terms of the charge e, electric

field Ek,
magnetic field Mk, and potentials {<(>, Ak ), k = I, 2, 3 (= x, y, z) in the

familiar form
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mrk
= Fk

SA,elm = e ( ^ _^ M . f .

, SA =

= ett-afcd* - 3
t
Ak ) - ^n

kj (9m An )fJ] SA
, (1.A.1)

where SA stands for variational selfadjointness (verification of the integrability

conditions for the existence of a potential) [2] and

(

8
m

8
m. \

J
. U.A.2)

As equally well known, interactions (I.A.I) are traditionally represented

with the minimal coupling rule within the context of the truncated Hamilton's

equations (1.2.6)

HLor = (P~eA)2 + ecC, P = m t + e A . (1.A.3)

The ensuing analytic-geometric-algebraic representation is therefore that in

terms of a conventional Hamiltonian vector-field characterized by the canonical

symplectic structure and canonical realization of Lie algebras [ll

We shall now first study the representation of the Lorentz force (l.A.l) with

the Birkhoffian analytic, geometric and algebraic formulations (Sect. II. 1.3) in

lieu of the Hamiltonian form (1.A.3), first introduced in Ref.s [2\ Vol. II, pp. 98-101.

We shall then reinterpret this result in terms of the hamilton-admissible

mechanics apparently for the first time in this appendix, to reach a

representation of the classical Lorentz force via the genounit of the theory,

rather than the Hamiltonian.

The latter result is important for various aspects of these volumes. First, it

shows the capability of the isounit to represent conventional potential (SA)

forces. The result therefore illustrates a novel and intriguing degree of freedom

of isotopic formulations, which is completely absent in classical and quantum
Hamiltonian mechanics and it is given by the shifting of the representation of

potential forces from the Hamiltonian to the isounit. Finally, the result is at the

foundation of the representation of the classical limit of the strong interactions

which, as we shall see in the next appendix, are nonhamiltonian (NSA), thus

requiring the necessary use of the isounit.

The Birkhoffian representation of, the Lorentz force [loc. cit.] is given by

BLor = p
2 /2m + e(f>, p = mi\ a = { a^ ) =

( r, p } , (l.A. 4a)

%v = d\±Rv ~ R = (Rp.) = (p + eA, 0), [i,i' = 1,2,..., 6, (l.A.4b)

and can be explicitly written in terms of covariant Birkhoff's equations (1.3.5) [loc.

cit., p. 100]
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/ eOjAi-ajAjg^ -I3x3 W * \ / e t <f>
- ^ A

t
} \

^ l3xS
A p / V p/m /

In this latter case the Lorentz force is represented via: a Birkhoffian

vector-field, an exact, nowhere degenerate and therefore symplectic, but

noncanonical two-form (1.3.4) and the noncanonical-Birkhoffian, Lie-isotopic

tensor (1.3.7) in the realization

(oHMII^rT)^ e(ajA) -
3,^)3,3 -13*3 \

\ I3x3 /

.(
03x3

,

13x3

). (i.a.6)

13x3
j i °i A j

'3*3

It is an instructive exercise for the interested reader to prove that the following

Lorentz brackets,

3A 3B
[A , B]* - nF(a) =

6A 3B OB 3A 3A 3B
= —7 " —7- + eOiAj-ajAj) , (1.A.7)

dr
K

3pk 9rK dpk 9pi
J J

3Pj

satisfy the axioms of classical Lie-isotopic algebras (Ch. 1.4).

The Hamilton-isotopic reformulation (Sect. II. 1.4) of the aboye Birkhoffian

representation is straightforward. It is based on the following isotopic realization

of Theorem II. 1.5.1,

Q
V-v

=
«\ia T^imV (LA"8a)

<T>e,mV =
( e

'3

;

3

A "f

3

, ) (LA*)

with contravariant forms:

^ = l
>
elma

l>t"'
.

».AA0

n>elm/) = (

'

3X3

A 3A1
°3*3

).
a-A-Sb)

V e Oj Aj - d
i
Aj J3X3 [3x3 /

(o^ ) = (oap r
1

, ( co^ = ( (o^ r 1

, (i>a ) = ( t>% r l

, (i.a.9c)

where (o^v is the canonical form (1.2.5.b) and u^v its Lie counterpart (1.2.7). It is

easy to see that the use of the above tensors in Eq.s (1.4.10) or (1.4.12) yields Eq.s

(l.A.l) or (1.A.5) identically. Note that the isotopic elements and isounits are

nowhere degenerate as well as unimodular.

Note that the quantity (l.A.9b) is not symmetric. As such, it does not
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characterize Hamilton-isotopic formulations, but rather those of Hamilton-
admissible type. The occurrence can be expressed by saying that the Lorentz

force is represented with the genounit of the theory. This result is fully expected

because the electromagnetic field is external, thus calling for the Hamilton-
admissible and not the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics. The above representation of

the Lorentz force is therefore a verification of the consistency of the new
disciplines.

Needless to say, when the system is "closed" into a many-body system with

the inclusion of the external interactions, we do expect the emergence of the

Hamilton-isotopic representation, as we shall see in the various examples of

closed nonhamiltonian systems studied later on.

The Lorentz force can therefore be represented with the following

progressions of analytic representations in the same coordinates a = {a^}

Hamiltonian representation:

8A° = s/(R°da - Hlqj. dt) = 8 /(Pdr - HLor dt) = 0, (l.A.lOa)

R° = {P,0},P = mf+eA,HLor = (P-eA)2 /2m + e(i>; (LA. 10b)

Birkhoffian representation:

8A = s/(Rda- Bloj. dt) = 8 / ( p + eA) dr - B^ dt

)

R = { ( p + e A), 0} , p = m f, = p
2 /2m + efy

Hamilton-admissible representation:

8AD> = 8/(R°>da - fW dt) = 0, (i.A.12a)

R° = {p,0}, p = mr, Hlqj. = p£/2m + e(j>, <LA.12b)

R°>da ^R^g^da . (LA. 12c)

Note that the actions of the Hamiltonian and Birkhoffian representations

coincide, while the action of the Hamilton-admissible representation of the same
Lorentz force is different from the preceding ones. Also, the Hamilton-admissible

representation directly expresses the external character of the interactions, which
is not equally transparent in the other representations.

According to our approach, the transition from the particle of charge +e to

the corresponding antiparticle with charge -e is representable via the isodual

theories. Thus, each of the above three different representations of the Lorentz

force admits its own isodual form. For example, the isodual Hamiltonian

representation of the Lorentz force is given by

8 A° d = 8/ ( R°
d
x
d dda - H^ *ddt

d
) = - 8 A° , (LA.13a)

= 0, (LA.lla)

(LA.llb)
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Rod = {-P,0}, = pMpd/ci 2d xdm (i + gdxd^d = _
Hu)r (lAI3b)

The interested reader can then compute the isodualities of the remaining
representations as well as other aspects not investigated at this writing, such as
the possible existence of Birkhoff-isotopic and Birkhoff-admissible
representations of the Lorentz force.

It is also instructive to verify that the Hamiltonian (relativistic)

representation of the Lorentz force is restricted by the No-Interaction Theorem,
as well known, while the Birkhoffian and Hamilton-admissible representations

are not and, as such, they can be assumed as a sound basis for operator versions.

APPENDIX 1.B: CLASSICAL LIMIT OF STRONG INTERACTIONS
REPRESENTED VIA GENERALIZED UNITS

As well known, contemporary theories of strong interactions admit no known
classical image. On the contrary, our studies are based on the following

Fundamental assumption 1.B.1: The strong interactions admit a well

defined classical limit given by contact, zero range, nonhamiltonian,

nonselfadjoint (NSA) forces with general equations of motion

m rk = Fk
SA

(t, r, r) + Fk
NSA

(t, r, f, f, ...) . (l.B.l)

The above assumption explains the vast nature of classical studies [2,3,4] as the

foundations of their operator counterpart.

To see the physical origin of the above assumption recall that:

1) hadrons are not point-like, but all have a finite charge radius of «1 fm
(10~ 13

cm);

2) hadrons are not ideal spheres with points in them, but the densest objects

measures in laboratory until now; and

3) strong interactions do not have an infinite range like the electromagnetic

ones, but have a finite range of the order of the size of all hadrons.

The above experimental evidence establishes that a necessary condition to

activate the strong interactions is that hadrons enter into conditions of mutual
penetration, thus experiencing forces of contact-nonhamiltonian and nonlocal-

integral type. At the classical limit, the range of 1 fm becomes null, resulting in

contact, zero range, nonhamiltonian forces F^1^. 1

1

11
Countless examples of zero-range forces exist in our Newtonian environment, such as

the contact-resistive forces experienced by a missile in our atmosphere. When readers are

first exposed to interactions with "zero range" they generally try to circumvent them with

artificial constructions, because zero-range interactions are instantaneous by conception

thus being beyond the capabilities of Einstein's special and general relativities (see Ch.s
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Classical nonselfadjoint systems can be studied according to the following

two different yet compatible viewpoints:

I) Classical, closed-conservative treatment possessing a Lie-isotopic

structure [3], It is generally believed that total conservation laws can occur only
under conservative internal forces. This belief has been disproved in ref.s [2,3,4]

because total conservation laws can also be achieved under nonconservative
internal forces. In this latter case, we merely have internal exchanges of energy
and other quantities, but always in such a way to verify the conventional total

conservation laws.

As anticipate in Sect. I.LI, conventional, conservative, dosed Hamiltonian

(selfadjoint) systems achieve global stability via the stability of the orbits of each

constituent. On the contrary, the more general closed nonhamiltonian
(nonselfadjoint) systems achieve global stability via a collection of orbits each

of which is unstable. See Fig. II. 1.1.3 for an example.

The analytic representation of closed nonhamiltonian systems has been

studied in details in ref.s [2,3]. We here recall that a systems of N particles with

nonnull masses m
a , a = 1, 2, N, and equations of motion of type (l.B.l) is

"closed" when characterized by the differential equations (Vol. II, pp. 235-236,

rets [2])

m '

rka
= Fka

SA
(t,r,f) + Fka

NSA
(t, r, r, r, ...) , (i.B.2a)

2a=l Nfa
SA = 0, ^=U,N ra x Fa

NSA
a
= 0, ^=i, ...,N t Fa

NSA = 0,Cl.B.2b)

where the last set generally constitutes subsidiary constraints to the equations of

motion (l.B.2a). It is easy to see that under conditions (l.B.2b), Eq.s (l.B.2a) verify

the conservation of all conventional, Galilean total quantities [loc. cit],

E = H, P
a
= £a Pak> (l.B.36a)

Mk = Xa ekij raiPaj> Gk = Xa< ma rak ~ l Pak>- d-B.3b)

Inspection of conditions (I.B.2b) soon reveals that they can be interpreted as

being seven algebraic conditions on the 3N components Fka
NSA

. Unconstrained

II.8 and II.9).It is easy to prove that the granting of a nonnull range to a resistive force

implies the existence of a potential because of the action-at-a-distance character. In

turn, it is a routine undergraduate exercise to prove that the granting to contact-resistive

interactions of a potential energy implies trajectories without connection with physical

reality. The scientific attitude which is needed for advances is therefore the observation

and admission of our Newtonian physical reality which establishes the existence of zero-

range instantaneous forces beyond credible doubts. Rather than attempting to adapt

physical reality to existing theories, the attitude implemented in these volumes is to seek

novel theories capable of representing said physical reality.
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details, and examples).

Note that in this approach strong interactions in closed systems are
represented by the isounit.

Since the emphasis of this approach is in total conservation laws under
nonhamiltonian internal forces, the underlying methods are of the Lie-isotopic

type. In fact, a primary result of ref.s [3] is the following:

Theorem 1.B.1: The form-invariance of a nonrelativistic (relativistic)

system of nonselfadjoint equations of motion under the Galilei-isotopic

G(3.1) {Poincare-isotopic P(3.0) symmetry ensures the validity of
conventional, total, Galilean (Lorentzian) conservation laws.

In different terms, the role of the Galilei-isotopic (or Poincare-isotopic)

symmetry is precisely that of imposing subsidiary conditions (l.B.2b). This
classical results can be easily anticipated from the Lie-isotopic studies of Vol. I,

e.g., from the property that the basis of a Lie algebra does not change under
isotopies. Thus the Galilei and Galilei-isotopic (or Poincare and Poincare-isotopic)

symmetries have the same generators, and only the Lie product is generalized.

Theorem l.B. 1 then follows from the fact that the generators of a Lie symmetry
are the conserved quantities.

An objective of this Volume II is to show that Theorem l.B.l does indeed
admit a fully consistent operator image.

II) Classical, open-noneonservative treatment possessing a Lie-
admissible structure [4], In this latter approach, each constituent is studied

per se by considering the rest as external. In this case the equations of motion
are given by Eq.s (l.B.2a) without restrictions (l.B.2b)

m 'fka = Fka
SA

(t, r, r) + F^
a
NSA

Ct, r, r, f, ...) . (l.B.4)

Since the emphasis is now in nonconservation, that is, in the time-rate-of-
variation of the Galilean (or Lorentzian) quantities, the algebraic structure cannot
be of Lie-isotopic type, and must be of the covering Lie-admissible type [4].

We can therefore say that strong interactions in open conditions are
represented by the genounit.

To put it differently, while the emphasis of the Lie-isotopic approach to

interactions is the preservation of conventional total conservation laws under the

broadest possible nonhamiltonian interactions, the emphasis of the more general

Lie-admissible approach is to maximize (rather than restrict) their possible

functional dependence. The above results can be expressed via the following:

Fundamental assumption 1.B.2: Strong interactions in closed conditions

are represented with the isounit and related Lie-isotopic methods, while

those in open conditions are represented with the genounits and related
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Lie~admissible methods.

Recall that closed, Hamiltonian, N-body systems are the classical image of
the atomic structure. We reach in this way the following:

Fundamental assumption 1.B.3: Closed nonhamiltonian systems such as
Jupiter's structure are the classical image of the structure of nuclei,

hadronsand stars.

We reach in this way the classical origin of an important notion of
hadronic mechanics in general, and of the chemical synthesis of particles in

particular, that of bound state of particles structurally beyond the
representational capabilities of classical Hamiltonian mechanics and therefore
beyond the capabilities of quantum mechanics.

In fact, we can say that the Solar system is a classical image of the atomic
structure, but not of the nuclear and hadronic structure. The latter is given
instead by the structure of Jupiter.

We shall study various theoretical and experimental evidence supporting
the basic classical assumptions of this appendix. At this point we merely mention
a crucial physical difference between closed Hamiltonian and nonhamiltonian
systems, the fact that the former exhibit a central Keplerian nucleus, while the
latter do not, and admit instead the "isonucleus" which can be any constituent

arbitrarily heavier or ligther than all other constituents (see Vol. II, App. III.A of
ref.s [3]).

Hadronic mechanics can be conceptually and technically derived from this

notion alone. Classical experimental evidence establishes the absence of the
Keplerian nucleus in the structure of Jupiter. This is sufficient to establish the

lack of exact validity of Galilei, Lorentz and Poincare symmetries for the form-
invariant description of Jupiter's structure. In fact, the Keplerian nucleus can be
absent only under contact nonhamiltonian interactions which break conventional
space-time symmetries.

The classical isogalilean, isolorentz and isopoincare symmetries [3] have
been constructed by the author for the representing a closed-isolated system
without the Keplerian nucleus.

In the transition to the operator setting, we can say that the "lack of a
nucleus in the nuclear structure" is sufficient evidence, alone,

12
to suggest the

lack of exact validity of quantum mechanics in nuclear physics and the need to

search for a covering discipline. At any rate, the insistence in the exact
applicability of quantum mechanics implies the necessary presence of a central

isolated nucleus in the nuclear structure (because of the exact validity of the

Galilei and Poincare symmetries}, which is contrary to experimental evidence,

12 As we shall see in Vol. Ill, there are a number of additional aspects of nuclear physics

which also converge toward the same conclusion.
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In summary, classical, closed-isolated systems can be studied via the

following methods:

1) Hamiltonian mechanics: The verification of the ten conventional

(nonrelativistic) conservation laws is ensured by the imposition of form-
invariance under the linear, local and canonical Galilei symmetry G(3.1). The only

possible closed system then are local-differential and potential-conservative.

Global stability is reached via a collection of constituents each in stable orbits.

The system as a whole and each of the constituents are invariant under time -

reversal.

2) Hamilton-isotopic mechanics: The validity of the ten total

conservation laws is now reached via the imposition of the form-invariance
under the isogalilean symmetry G(3.1) or the isopoincare symmetry f>(3. 1) without

subsidiary constraints in a way fully parallel to the corresponding Hamiltonian

setting. In this case global stability is reached via a collection of constituents

each one in generally nonconservative conditions. The center-of-mass trajectory

is time-reversal invariant.

3) Hamilton-admissible mechanics: In this case one studies each

individual constituent under the most general possible external interactions

caused by the rest of the system. The mechanics then characterizes the time-

rate-of-variations of the physical quantities of the constituent considered. The
systems are then irreversible, thus requiring the selection of a "time arrow".

APPENDIX l.C: ACCELERATION-DEPENDENCE OF INTERIOR
DYNAMICAL FORCES

In the preceding appendix we have shown that classical experimental evidence

disproves the rather general belief that closed-conservative systems exist only

under potential internal forces (Fig. II. 1.1.3).

In this appendix we point out additional experimental evidence disproving

another rather general belief that the forces are acceleration-independent.

To begin, we note that a comparison of the equations of motion for the

classical image of the electromagnetic interactions, Eq.s (1.A.1), and of the strong

interactions, Eq.s Cl.B.I) reveals that the former depend on time, coordinates and
velocities, while the latter have the additional dependence on the accelerations as

well as any needed additional quantity of interior dynamical problems, such as

local density p., temperature t, index of refraction n, etc.

F^elm- ^elmfcr.ri. FNSAstr0ng = FNSA
strong<t,

r, f, r, u, t, n, ). (1.C.1)

The issue can be best studied via explicit solutions of systems (1.B.2). As an

example, an algebraic solution for the case N = 2 requires a necessary

dependence of the nonhamiltonian forces on the accelerations (see Vol. II, App.
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II I.A, ref.s [31 for brevity)

FNSA
ka

= Ka ha ^ sum) , k = x, y, z, a = 1, 2, Ka e R . { 1.C.2)

The implications of these acceleration-dependence forces are rather deep. In

fact, they imply a classical isorenormalization of the mass (Vol. II, App. III.A,

ref.s [3]) according to which the given closed nonhamiltonian system with masses
ma and forces Fka

s
A Fka

NSA can be formally treated as the following closed

Hamiltonian system

ma'rka = Fka
SA

.
ma = ma

+ Ma. <l-C-3)

As we shall see, this mechanism persists in full at the operator level and it is

actually extended to all other intrinsic characteristics of the constituents.

The net result is that in the transition from closed Hamiltonian to closed

nonhamiltonian systems particles change their characteristics. This property,

which is apparently verified by current experimental evidence in super-
conductivity, nuclear physics and particle physics (Vol. Ill), is at the foundation

of a main application of hadronic mechanics, the chemical synthesis of all

unstable hadrons from suitably selected, massive, ligther particles. As we shall

see in Vol. Ill, such chemical synthesis is strictly prohibited without
isorenormalization, that is, without normalizations originating from
nonhamiltonian or nonlagrangian interactions at the classical level.

By no means do acceleration-dependent forces appear only in closed

nonhamiltonian systems, because they appear in a variety of cases. We here

mention, for instance, Weber's force [7] among two charges q l
and q2

Qi cfe^i ~ r2 ) f
2

T't

F(r,r,r) =
f-( 1 + -) (LC.4)

4ire r
d 2c 2

c 2

where r =
| q - r2 |,

e is the vacuum permissivity and c is a constant which
turns out to be equal to the speed of light in vacuum even though the treatment

is nonrelativistic.

It should be recalled that the above law admits the Coulomb law in first

approximation and it is compatible with Newton's laws, as well as with

conventional requirements (e.g., derivability from a potential, conservation of the

energy, etc.). For extended studies on "Weber's electrodynamics we refer the

interested reader to Graneau's monograph [8] and literature quoted therein.

It is also intriguing to note that the classical isonormalization of the mass has

been reached independently by Assis [9]. Consider a particle of mass m and charge

q in the interior a hollow metal sphere of radius R at rest and without rotations

in the laboratory frame and with charge Q uniformly distributed in its surface.

Then, Weber's law predicts the following value of the force on the charge q
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where f is now the acceleration of q with respect to the center of the sphere.
When the particle considered is interacting with N other systems (such as

Earth, magnetic currents, etc.), Assis [loc. cit] found that the total force on m is

given by

Xc= i,...,N
Fk = mr, (i.c.6a)

m = m - K, K = q Q / 12 it e c 2 R . (l.c.6b)

This yields an alteration of the (inertial) mass of the particle, here called Assis
isorenormalization, which is fully aligned with the preceding lines of this
appendix, because it follows explicitly from the acceleration-dependence of the
force.

Assis [9] concluded with the suggestion of an experiment to test

isonormalization (1.C.6) which is here recommended because of the implications
in elementary particle physics upon isoquantization. In fact, the closed two-body
nonhamiltonian systems in particle physics are given by two charged particles
each inside the charge distribution of the other, thus yielding an operator
context whose classical image is precisely given by Eq.s (I.C.6). .Additional
acceleration-dependent forces will be studied during the course of our analysis.

To summarize, the chemical synthesis of unstable hadrons (Vol. Ill) is

crucially dependent on the isorenormalization of the intrinsic characteristics of
the constituents when totally immersed one inside the other. Particularly
important is the isorenormalization of the mass (or rest energy). The classical
origin of these isonormalizations is given by a necessary acceleration-dependence
of the internal forces compatible with total conservation laws and other
conventional requirements. In fact, such acceleration-dependence implies an
isorenormalization of the (inertial) mass at the purely classical level. A number of
acceleration dependencies have been studied in the literature from different
viewpoints, thus confirming the legitimacy of these forces even for conventional
Hamiltonian systems 13

, the understanding being that acceleration-dependent
forces are required for closed nonhamiltonian systems. Finally, the classical
isonormalization of the mass here considered is indeed verifiable with
experiments, whose conduction recommended.

We finally mention another important result reached by Assis (see the second
article in ref.s [9]), that the resultant force acting on a body is null under the
assumption that the inertial forces are due to gravitational interactions with the
rest of the universe (Mach principle). This result is important for the
isocosmology introduced in Ch. II.

13
Note that Assis model [9] is fully derivable from a generalized canonical Hamiltonian.
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APPENDIX 1.D: ARINGAZIN'S SUPERSYMMETRIC PROPERTIES
OF BIRKHOFFIAN MECHANICS

In this appendix we outline the studies by Aringazin [10] on the supersymmetric

properties of Birkhoffian mechanics of Sect. II. 1.3. We assume for brevity a

knowledge of the supersymmetric properties of conventional Hamiltonian

mechanics, BRS, anti-BRS invariant states, supersymmetric charges and all that

(see the extensive literature in ref.s [10D.

Following Aringazin [loc. cit.], the generating functional for Birkhoffian

mechanicshas formally the same structure as that for Hamiltonian mechanics,

Z = J*Da8{a^ - a^cl ), p =
1, 2, 6N , a = { r, p} , (I.D.1)

with the differences that the a^i are now solutions of Birkhoff's equations (1.3.5)

and

S(a^ - a^cl ) = S[a^ - G^a) dvB ] det O
t8% - 8^ [ ORa) dv B ] } . (1.D.2)

where Q^ta) is the contravariant Birkhoff's tensor.

The associated Birkhoffian function can then be written

6 = q^oHa^B + i c^ dv [ oRa) aa B ] cCT
, (i.d.3)

where B is the Birkhoffian, d1 O1
) are anticommuting quantities called

Birkhoffian ghosts (antighosts) ,and the Birkhoffian supersymmetric charges

are given by

Q = ic^q^
, Q = ic^Q^q,, - * [ rf°(a) ] d*

1 Cp cG , (l.D.4a)

C = c^c^, K = *£^u,c
u cl\ K = i0^v c^cv . U.D.4b)

By introducing the realization as in the conventional Hamiltonian case

o^ = -ia/aa^, 0^ = d/dd1
, (i.d.5)

one reaches the inhomogeneous Sp(2) Lie algebra as in the conventional
Hamiltonian case

[Q,Q] = [Q,Ql = [Q.Q! = 0, [C,Q] = Q, [K , Q] = [K,Q] = 0, (l.D.6a)

[K,Q] = Q, [K , K] = C, [C, K] = 2K , [C , K] = - 2 K . (l.D.6b)

where the commutator is the conventional Lie form.
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Aringazin [loc. cit.] further introduces the Birkhoffian BRS charge

QB = e^Qe* 8 = Q-pN, N = c%B, (l.D.7)

where p is a real parameter, and the Birkhoffian twisted anti-BRS charge

QB = eP B Qe-P B =

= i^O^aJq,, - iD^WaMc^CpC^ + p c^ fi^(a) 6^ B :
=

= ^1^+ - if^ cPc c,. (1.D.8)

where

f
pvp = qM^qVP _ Qva daQvp y ^ =

( ^ + s (l D9)

It is tedious but easy to prove that the operators satisfy the closure

relations

[rA,DM = f^PD+
p

, (LD.IO)

and therefore characterize a Birkhoffian symmetry which is absent in

Hamiltonian mechanics because the quantities f^P are identically null for the

latter.

The equations for the BRS states are the same as in the Hamiltonian case.

However, those for the anti-BRS states are different owing to the difference of

structure (1.D.8) with the corresponding Hamiltonian one. In particular, the

supercharges Q and Q are nilpotent in the Hamiltonian but non-nilpotent in the

Birkhoffian case. However, the Birkhoffian ergodic density p(a, c) remains BRS
and anti-BRS invariant,

QB p(a, c) = 0, QB p(a,c) = 0, (I.D.I 1)

i.e., satisfying the condition of preserving the Birkhoffian flow

Bp(a,c) = 0, (l.D. 12)

Some of the most interesting states are the following:

1) Birkhoffian 0-ghost state, which is anti-BRS invariant;

2) Birkhoffian 2n-ghost states, which are BRS invariant;

3) Birkhoffian l-ghost state, which is anti-BRS invariant, and originates

form the equivalence of Qepta, c) = with D^+pta, c) = 0,

3) Birkhoffian even-ghost sector. In this case Aringazin Eloc. cit.] finds the

solution of the Gibbs form p(a, c) = k Kn e~p
B

, k e R;

5) Birkhoffian odd-ghost sector. In this case there is no physically relevant

solution other than p - 0.

In summary, the transition from Hamiltonian to Birkhoffian mechanics

implies the preservation of the inhomogeneous Sp(2) supersymmetry of the
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cotangent bundle. This property is necessary for a correct realization of the

supersymmetry in Birkhoffian mechanics owing to the isotopic character of the

lifting and the fact that the conventional symplectic geometry is preserved in full

for Birkhoffian mechanics (see Ch. 1.4). The transition is however nontrivial

because Birkhoffian mechanics admits additional supersymmetries as well as

peculiar properties of the ghost states which are absent in the conventional

Hamiltonian case.

The extension of Aringazin's results to the Birkhoffian-isotopic and
Birkhoffian-admissible mechanics (which has not been investigated at this

writing) is then expected to yield significant additional supersymmetries and
properties.

APPENDIX 1.E: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES, MOYAL BRACKETS,
q-DEFORMED BRACKETS AND OTHER FORMS

As familiar from Vol. I, a fundamental aspect of the isotopies as proposed by the

author back in 1978 [11] is the lifting of a given Lie-admissible product A*B 14

among generic quantities A, B, into a generalized product A><B which, for the

lifting to be an isotopy, must preserve the original Lie-admissibility of A*B

A x B A x B . (I.E. 1)

The above lifting defines a corresponding isotopy among the attaches Lie

brackets

[A,B] = AxB-B*A [ATB] = AxB-BxA. (I.E.2)

In particular, liftings (I.E. l) and (1.E.2) are directly universal; that is, they contain

as particular cases all possible, axiom-preserving generalization of any given Lie-

admissible and, therefore, Lie product (universality), directly in the frame of the

observer (direct universality).

The structure of the Poisson brackets is precisely along these lines (App.

I.4.A). In fact, the product

3A 3B
A x B = —

, (I.E.3)

3r
k

3Pk

is noncommutative and nonassociative, yet it is Lie-admissible because the

attached brackets

14 Recall from Ch. 1.7 that A*B is said to be Lie-admissible when it is generally

noncommutative and nonassociative, but such that the attached product AxB-B*A is Lie.



are the conventional Poisson brackets.

The structure of the Hamilton-isotopic brackets (Sect. II. 1.4) has been
constructed along the lines of the original proposal [11]. In fact, it is based on the

following isotopy of structure (1.E.3)

6A 3B 3A 8B
A x B = —- A x B = —Vfc, p, ...) (I.E.5)

9r
K

3pk ar
1 J

8pj

under the condition of preserving the original Lie-admissible character; i.e., in

such a way that the attached antisymmetric brackets

dA . dB 3B . dA
[A,B] =A*B-BxA = —-Wr, p, J - — IMr.p,...) (l.E.6)

Or1
apj ar 1 J

3pj

are Lie-isotopic, where 1 is the isounit of the theory.

The direct universality of isotopic liftings (l.E.l)-(l.E.2) implies the existence

of endless additional realizations, such as the Birkhoff-isotopic realization studied

in the main text.

One further realization is the Moyal product [12]

(±ifi)
n

, m
A * B = In=0„..cc n ( ) (-D

k
( 8r

n"k
d
p
k A ) ( 3rV"k

B) (l.E.7)

n! \ k'
p F

which is also Lie-admissible, that is, such that the attached product [A TB] = A*B -

B*A is Lie, yet it is more general than the Poisson brackets.

As well known, product (l.E.7) recovers the Poisson form (l.E.3) at the limit h
-»• and verifies the familiar fundamental commutation rules

[rTp] = rxp - p x r = ih, (l.E.8)

for these reasons, it is particular significant for operator realizations as well as

for the interconnection between classical and operator formulations. Moreover,

product (l.E.7) expresses one among several possible forms of nonlocality in the

sense that it has a differential structure of polynomial type. This renders the

Moyal brackets particularly significant for hadronic mechanics where, as now
familiar, a primary emphasis is in nonlocality.

What we learn in this appendix is that quantization is a form of isotopies. In

fact, a first way of introducing the operator image of Hamiltonian mechanics is

precisely via the Moyal isotopy of the Poisson brackets. More specific operator

mappings are studied in the next chapter.

By no means isotopies exhaust all possible generalizations significant for
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these volumes. A second family of generalizations is given by the complementary
genotopies also induced in the original proposal [11], which are liftings of an
original product into a new form,

AxB -* AoB , (1.E.9)

such as to induce new covering axioms (the axioms of A*B are therefore

admitted as a particular case of, but are not necessarily verified by AoB).

The genotopies complete the direct universality of our studies, in the sense

that they include all conceivable generalizations-coverings of (classical and
quantum) Hamiltonian formulations, i.e., generalizations admitting the original

theories as particular case, for which purpose the genotopies were conceived [ill.

The effective study of the genotopies requires first the selection of a

direction in time and its association to a given ordering, say, A>B. The genotopies

then result from a differentiation between the liftings of the ordering to the right

from that to the left, A^B * A^B. As an example, we have

3A 3B - OA _ 3B
A*>B = —r A>B = —A>\

, (l.E.lOa)
6r

K
3pk 3r

] J

3pj

, 3A 3B _ dA ^ . 3B
A<*B = —r -+ A^B = —r^ 1

, (l.E.lOb)
3r

K
apk ar

1 J
apj

which characterizes the Hamilton-admissible brackets for a suitable choice of

the genounits (see Sect. I!. 1.5).

A class of deformations of Hamiltonian formulations which is of genotopic,

rather than isotopic type is given by the so-called q-deformations (see App. 1.7.

A

and references quoted therein). The study of their classical foundations is

evidently essential for their proper treatment. In Ch. 1.7 we showed that the

classical origin of operator q-deformations (of the type AB - QBA) is given by
the original Hamilton's equations with external terms, although reformulated in

their Hamilton-admissible form (I.E. 10). The underlying classical formalism is

therefore that of the Hamilton-admissible mechanics of Sect. II. 1.5.

As it was the case for the isotopies, there are endless possibilities of

formulating the genotopies. Here we mention as an illustration the q-

deformation of Moyal product introduced by Suzuki [131

A O B = Xn=(Uoo^ 2k=,,.,„
( ^ )

(-l)k
[ (3r

n-*
3p

l=
a
r
* 3p

n-k A ] x

x 2m=o„..,oo^j-5:k=i,.
I
m(

k
)(-i)

k U
a

m-k a^a^AUl.Rll)

where r and p are replaced by rexp(iy£) and pexp(iyrj), respectively, which verify
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the q-deformed commutation rules

rop - qpor = i h q*

e

1 Y ( *
+ ^ 1

, q = eY
3

(1.E.12)

For additional aspects one may consult Suzuki [loc. cit.] and references quoted
therein.

An aspect important for this appendix is that operator Lie-admissible

formulations are a form of genotopy of the classical Hamiltonian formulations.

In fact, Suzuki brackets (I.E. 11) are a genotopy of the Poisson brackets.

Other generalized classical theories are reported in ref.s [2,3,4]. For recent

additional studies one may consult McEwans [14] on a complex Birkhoffian

mechanics and Jannussis [15] on certain implications of isotopies and genotopies.

A central objective of these volumes is to select, among all infinitely possible

isotopies and genotopies of the conventional Hamiltonian formulations, those

forms which: A) permit unique and unambiguous operator images; B) possess an
axiomatic structure invariant under time evolutions; and C) admit clear

experimental verifications.
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NOTE ADDED TO THE SECOND EDITION

A new formulation of the isotopies of classical mechanics has been recently

formulated in the papers listed below which is based on the isodifferential

calculus with isodifferentials of space and time drk= l^dr 1
, dt = l

t
dt and

corresponding isoderivatives S/3r
k = Tk* d/dr\ 3/3t - T

t
a/3t,l = T~ l

,l
t
= T

t

_1
. The

main result is that the isotopies begin with Newton's equations

,

mavk /at = -av/ark
,

vk = s^a^/at

by permitting the extension of the conventional equation for point particles with

local-differential interactions, to extended, nonspherical and deformable particles

under linear and nonlinear, local and nonlocal, potential and nonpotential, as well

as Newtonian and non-Newtonian forces. The latter isotopies then extend to all

subsequent analytic, geometric and operator levels. The proof of the "direct

universality" of the above equations is simple and also applies at all possible

levels. In this way, the main interactions studied by hadronic mechanics see their

ultimate origin at the primitive level of Newton's equations.

R. M. SANTILLI, Nonlocal-integral isotopies of differential calculus, mechanics
and geometries, Rendiconti Circolo Matematico di Palermo, in press

R. M. SANTILLI, Isotopic lifting of Newtonian mechanics, Revista Tecnica, !&
(1995), in press; Isotopic lifting of analytic and quantum mechanics, Revista

Tecnica 19* (1996), in press; and Isotopic lifting of differential geometries, Revista

Tecnica, (1996), in press.
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2: ISOQUANTIZATION AND GENOQUANTIZATION

2.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In the preceding chapter we have identified analytic formulations which are

directly universal for all possible nonconservative Newtonian systems.

In this chapter we identify methods for the unambiguous operator

formulation of all possible nonconservative systems. These methods are of two
complementary types. We first have the map of the classical Lie-isotopic

formulations into the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics, called

isoquantization, and then the more general map of classical Lie-admissible

formulations into the Lie-admissible branch of hadronic mechanics, called

genoquantization. The first maps are used for the operator form of closed-

isolated nonhamiltonian systems, while the second maps are used for open
nonconservative systems.

The term quantization shall be kept for the conventional map of

Hamiltonian into quantum mechanics (see, e.g., ref. [ID. Different names are used

for the map of generalized classical mechanics into hadronic mechanics because,

according to the original proposal of hadronic mechanics [2], the very notion of

Planck's "quantum" h is lost in favor of integro-differential generalizations.

In particular, for the case of isoquantization we have the lifting of ft into the

(Hermitean) isounit of hadronic mechanics,

ft -> ft = Ht, r, p, p, i\s, a)*, ...) = hi, it = 1, ft = 1 , (2.1.1)

while for the case of genoquantization we have the lifting of h into two
(nonhermitean) genounits depending on the assumed direction of time

with a corresponding dependence on and dty for antiparticles.

In this chapter we consider individual particles or antiparticles. As a result,

we avoid a joint dependence of the isounits and genounits on both tjj and $, e.g., a

dependence in fcjjtp), idtydifi), etc., because (unlike the case for a i|Hp dependence in

Lagrangians) it would imply the inability to separate the equations in ij* from
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those in if. More general dependencies of the isounits and genounits on both i]/

and ijJ will be considered later on when studying interactions among particles

and antiparticles.

We shall also restrict classical systems to be sufficiently smooth and regular

over a star-shaped region of their local variables which, under isoquantization,

yield hadronic formulations of Kadeisvili Class I (see Sect. 1.7.9 for a review). The
inclusion of impulsive or generally discontinuous forces, which yields hadronic

formulations of Classes IV and V, should be considered as a second step. At any
rate, after achieving the formulations of Class I, the extension to the remaining

classes is rather natural, thus deserving attention.

The first explicit formulation of isoquantization was reached by Animalu and
Santilii in a preprint of 1988 (subsequently appeared in 1990) [3] in which they

reached a consistent map of the isocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi equation into the

isoschrodinger equation

3
t
A° + H = -* i3

t
t|* = H T t|* , (2. 1.3)

where 3
t
is a conventional derivative.

The operator image of the second set of the isocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi
equations, i.e., the operator form of the momentum,

Vk A° = pT -* "iV^ = PkTiJj, (2.1.4)

as well as the full formulation of map (2.1.3) into the form with isoderivative

which is compatible with relativistic theories, was reached by Santilii in ref. [4] of

1989.

The first study of isosymplectic hadronization was done by Lin in paper [5]

of 1988. The map of Nambu's mechanics for triplets into an operator form was
reached by Kalnay and Kalnay and Santilii [6] in 1983.

We should also indicate that the original proposals were made under the

name of hadronization. This term is now known in high energy physics under
different meanings and, therefore, unless no confusion arises, we shall adopt

hereon the terms "isoquantization" and "genoquantization".

Besides ref.s [3-6], no additional papers exist in the field at this writing

(summer of 1994) to the author's best knowledge. We are here referring to

operator maps essentially dependent on generalizations of the unit, with the

understanding that there are endless contributions on quantizations based on the

conventional unit which are not related to these studies. In particular, no paper

has appeared until now on the genoquantization which is presented here

apparently for the first time.

From now on we shall introduce the important restriction that all

generalized units are independent from the local coordinates, but dependent on

all other variables and quantities, e.g.,
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1 = Kt, p, p, ty,
ajj, ....) , T = Tit, p, p, ty,

9i[i, ...;). (2.1.5)

This restriction is recommendable in order to avoid the formal dominance of

gravitational aspects in an arena in which they are inessential In fact, as the

reader recalls from Sect. 1 1. 1.5.4), isounits with an explicit dependence on the local

coordinates do represent curvature, only reformulated via isotopic methods. The
extension of the result to a dependence on local coordinates will be done in Ch.s

II.8andII.9.

As we shall see, restrictions (2.1.5) has no impact on hadronic mechanics
because drag forces due to motion within physical media have a primary
dependence on the velocities and are known to be null for a body at rest in the

medium. The primary physical relevance of interest in these volumes is therefore

in the derivatives of coordinates as well as of the wavefunctions.

22: NAIVE QUANTIZATION

For comparative purposes, let us briefly review the simplest possible quantization

of Hamiltonian mechanics, known under the name of naive quantization [1].

It essentially consists of the following map of the canonical action (II. 1.2.2a)

computed in the interval [0, t]

A°(t,r) - -ir.Lnitft.r), (2.2.1)

where is a state in a conventional Hilbert space 3C .

Under the above map, we have the following behaviour of the canonical

Hamilton-Jacobi equations (1.2.10) for one particle in phase space

3A 1 3
+ H = - i h 1]/ + H°Per =

, (2.2.2a)

at tjj at

9A 1

—T " Pak = - - pk
°Per " = 0, (2.2.2b)

3r
K

t]/

where the label "Oper" stands also to indicate proper symmetrization [1]. By
dropping such label, Eq.s (2.2.2) can be rewritten in the familiar form of the

fundamental SchrOdinger's equations of quantum mechanics [I]

3

i h (tft, r) = H(t, r, p) ip(t, r) , (2.2.3a)

3t

- i h Vk ^(t, r) = pk i|i(t, r)

.

(2.2.3b)
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The entire discipline can then be directly or indirectly derived from the

above equations, as well known.

23: NAIVE ISOQUANTIZATION

The main idea of Animalu and Santilli [3] is the following. The transition from the

canonical action (1.2.1) to the isocanonical form (1.4.9), A -* A°, is an isotopy. As a

consequence, their map into operator forms must also be an isotopy for

consistency. The only term in - i h Ln t]; which permits an axiom-preserving

isotopy is precisely the fundamental hypothesis of hadronic mechanics, the

integral generalization of Planck's constant h -*- h = ftl =1, h = 1.

This lead to the naive isoquantization [3l as being the following map of

isoaction (II. 1.3.1) computed in the interval [0, t]

A° (t, x) -+ - i l(t, p, p, & 3$,...) Ln $(t, x) . (2.3. 1)

where the isounit is hereon assumed to be of Kadeisvili's Class I and the symbol $
represents the expected difference of the eigenfunctions from the quantum
mechanical form

At the time of writing paper [3] the first isocanonical Hamilton-Jacob

i

equation was given by Eq. (1.4. 15a) without the isotopic element T
t

. The map
proposed in ref . [3] is then given by

3A° 31 1 3
+ H = - i

( ) Ln $ - ll $ + H°Per- =
3t 3t $ 3t

which can be written
(2.3.2)

3
i $t,r) = Heff

*$(t,r) : = Heff
T(t, p, p, ...) $t, r) , (2.3.3a)

3t

H eff = H _ i(
jL )TLn ^t ) (233b)
at

Thus, naive isoquantization (2.3.1) does indeed yield an eigenvalue equation

for the Hamiltonian which has exactly the isotopic structure of quantum
mechanics.

The above naive isoquantization was re-examined in ref. [4] after the

inclusion of the time isotopic element T
t
in Eq.s (II. 1.4.15a) on the isospace

E(t,ft
t
)xE(rM): ft

t
~Rl

t
,l

t
= T

t

"
l
>0, l-T^X), l

t
*1 , (2.3.4)

by reaching the SchrOdinger-isotopic (or isoschrOdinger) equation for the
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energy

h d
i— $(t,r) = il

t $(t,r)= H^i^r) = Heff
T(t, p,...) q>Ct, r) , (2.3.5)

where we have used the notion of isoderivative (Sect. 1.6.7), which is the final

form of the equation for an overall compatibility of hadronic mechanics,

including its relativistic form, classical Hamilton-isotopic mechanics, functional

isoanalysis, and other aspects.

Note that the above naive isoquantization is also applicable to the

Birkhoffian Hamilton-Jacobi equations (1.3.10a), as outlined in App. II.2.C.

The achievement of a correct isotopic form of the momentum was the

single most laborious problem for the entire study of hadronic mechanics which
delayed the developments and applications of the theory for years and forced the

construction of yet an new generalization of Hamiltonian and Birkhoffian

mechanics, as indicated in the preceding chapter.

It may be of interest for the reader to identify the technical difficulties for

the operator form of Birkhoffian mechanics. All difficulties rest in the second set

of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations (1.3.10b). In fact, when written in the disjoint

form (1 1. 1.3.1 1), one can identify at least two primary difficulties. The first is due
to the fact that the Birkhoffian action now depends also on the linear momenta,
A = A(t, r, p). Any map of such action requires a mechanics beyond quantum
mechanical axioms, e.g., because the "wavefunctions" must have a necessary

dependence on the momenta, i.e.,

ABirkh
= A(t,r,p) -> i)JBirkh = $(t,r,p). (2.3.6)

A "wavemechanics" possessing such a general dependence, even though

conceivable (see Appendix II.2.C), is unknown at this writing. At any rate, the

emphasis of hadronic mechanics is to achieve the minimal possible generalization

of quantum mechanics preserving its basic axioms. This requires the necessary

preservation of the functional dependence of conventional wavefunctions $ = $(t,

r).

To state the occurrence in different terms, the dependence iji = i|Xt, r) of the

conventional wavefunctions of quantum mechanics is due to the fact that the

canonical action has the dependence on (t, r) only,

AHam = A°(t,r) - ^ = tft, r) . (2.3.7)

This property is generally lost in Birkhoffian mechanics, thus yielding map (2.3.6).

The second difficulty is that, even assuming the subclass of Birkhoff's

mechanics for which A = A(t, r), which occurs for Q(r, p) = in Eq.s (II. 1.3.2), the

naive isoquantization of the second set of Birkhoffian Hamilton-Jacobi equation
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(II. 1.3. 11a) yields the expression

dA l— - Pk(r,p) = - -il— Vk $ - Pk
°Per (r,p) = 0, (2.3.8)

3r
K

$

where P°Per is the operator image of the functions P(r, p) of Eq.s (II. 1.3.2), which
can be rewritten

- i Vk $(t, x) = Pk
°Per (r, p) Tit, p, p, ...) $(t, r) . (2.3.9)

As one can see, an isotopic structure is indeed reached, but not in a form which is

generally usable for practical applications. In fact, the operator form for the

momentum p, if and when obtained by solving operator equations (2.3.9), is of

little practical value.

Also, recall from Sect. 1.7.8 that, from an axiomatic viewpoints, the

acceptable solution for the momentum must be such to have the fundamental

isocommutation rule

[rTp] = rTp - pTr = it, 1 = T" 1

. (2.3.10)

In fact, as recalled in the Preface, the above rules emerge under the most general

possible nonunitary transformation of the conventional commutation rules (see

also Sect. 11.25)

h U Ijt = n : = hi = it I , T = (Uut)" 1 = , 1 - T 1

, n (2.3.11a)

U [r, p] uT = U r TjT
( U l/) U p - U p UT

( U )
_I U r =

= r'Tp'-p'Tr' = ihUO = in=l(ti=l), i-

1 = U r U* , p'= U p .

(2.3.11b)

After achieving isotopic structure (2.3.10), the isocommutators remain invariant

under the most general possible transformations, as we shall have ample
opportunity to study later on.

Structure (2.3.11) excludes other forms, e.g., in which the r.h.s. is not i

multiplied by the inverse of the isotopic element T. In fact, it is easy to show that

such alternative forms are not invariant under their own time evolution and,

therefore, not acceptable for hadronic mechanics. 15

It is evident that Birkhoffian form (2.3.9), even after solving the operator

equations in p, does not generally yield a form of the momentum operator

verifying in general Eq. (2.3.10).

Despite the knowledge of the isoeigenvalue equation for the energy since

the time of the original proposal of hadronic mechanics [2] of 1978, the lack of a

15 As we shall see, all generalized commutators of the generic type rTp - pTr = if(r, p, ...),

f * T are axiomatically inconsistent because non invariant under the time evolution.
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general expression of the momentum p verifying axiom (2.3.10) put the entire new
discipline in a state of "'suspended animation", evidently because of the

impossibility to construct the operator form of the isosymmetries, inability to

apply the new discipline to concrete problems, etc.

These are the problematic aspects that forced this author to go back again

to the foundation of our contemporary knowledge, classical mechanics, and
build a second, step-by-step generalization of Hamilton's and Birkhoff's

mechanics specifically suited for the operator needs here considered.

The Hamilton-isotopic mechanics (Sect. 1.4) resolved the above (as well as

other) problems. In fact, the use of naive isoquantization (2.3.2) for the

isocanonical Hamilton-Jacobi equations (I U.4. 16a) yields the map

dk° l— - PiT
l

k = -* -il—

V

k $ - pfP^TV = 0, (2.3.12)

which can be rewritten in the final form of the isoschrOdinger equation for the

momentum [4]

Pk * $t, r) = pk Tft, p, f>,
...) $t, r) = - i \ $t, r) - i l k

j

(t, p, p, ...) V
i
$0, D , (2.3. 13)

where we have again used the isoderivative ^k =Vv
i-

As one can see, the above expression, first of all, is universal for all possible

Hamilton-isotopic systems. Second, it does indeed verify axiomatic rules (2.3. 10)

[r^pj] = i^Tpj-pjTr 1 =-i1 i

j, (2.3.14)

yielding the fundamental isocommutation rules of hadronic mechanics

< :."]>-< I <^W> -i (
W l3NX3N

) (2.4.5)

^ ~l3N*3N 3N*3N
"

By recalling Eq.s (II. 1.14), we see that the fundamental classical and

operator commutation rules of hadronic mechanics have exactly the same
geometric structure, thus confirming the achievement of a consistent operator

map.

As we shall see, after the laborious achievement of expression (2.3.13), the

developments, applications and verifications of hadronic mechanics reached a

rapid pace which appears to be just at the beginning at this writing.

A comment to indicate the necessity of functional isoanalysis (Ch. 1.6) is

recommendable. Consider a conventional Hamiltonian H = K + V = -A/2m + V (h =

1). We have indicated in the preface the derivability of the isoheisenberg equation

via nonunitary transformations of the conventional form. One could therefore

expect a similar derivability of the isoschrOdinger equation via nonunitary

transforms of the conventional expression. It is important to understand that
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nonunitary transforms alone are insufficient to build hadronic mechanics.

Consider a time-independent nonunitary transform of type (2.3.1 la). Then
the image of the Schrodinger equation does indeed yield an isotopic structure in

the r.h.s.,

iUa
t

t|/ = i3
t $ = fftUHifj = h

-1 UHUT (UUT r l

Uili =

= H'tfiUU1 )" 1

! = H'T$ = H*$, $ = Ufc H' = UHU!
. (2.3.16)

However, the above lifting has no clue on the appropriate definition of the

D'Alembertian A in the Hamiltonian H = -A/2m + V and the time derivative S
t

.

The need of the functional isoanalysis is then consequential.

We close this section by indicating that, according to Eq.s (2.3.16), quantum
mechanics already possesses an isotopic structure, although realized by the

simplest possible space isotopic element T = h
-1 = constant and time isotopic

element T
t
= 1. In fact, the entire quantum mechanics can be reformulated into

the isotopic formalism of hadronic mechanics 1

6

. After such isotopic

reformulation, the operator mapping can be unified into one, single, abstract,

geometric form for both quantum and hadronic mechanics.

2.4: NAIVE GENOQUANTIZATION

Isoquantization (II.2.3.2) holds under the condition that isoaction (II. 1.4.9) is time-

reversal invariant, in which case the isounitl is Hermitean.

We now present, apparently for the first time, the operator form of the

two genoactions (II. 1.5. 10) which, by conception, are not time-reversal invariant

and describe irreversible processes.

In this case the operator units must be nonhermitean, and interconnected

by a conjugation representing time-reversal at the operator level, here assumed
to be the Hermitean conjugation,

1> = R(t,p,f>,...) =(<!)* = [S(t,p,p...)l r (2.4.1)

We reach in this way the naive genoquantization

A>(t,r) -iPLnip • <A(t,x) -+ +i<lLn<$, (2.4.2a)

= (<$)t,
(2.4.2b)

T C
ID As we shall see in the symplectic quantization of Sect. 1 1 .2.5 the isotopic character of

h~
l emerges rather forcefully, e.g., from Eq. (II.2.5.8).
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By using the first set of the Eq.s (11.1.5.15a), we reach SchrOdinger-
admissible (or genoschrOdinger) equations for the energy for motion forward
and backward in time, respectively,

Q
II

t

>
$>(t, r) = Hef

f

> $>(t, r) : = Hef

f

R(t, p, p, ...) $>(t, r) , (2.4.3a)
9t

Q
~ i r) <l

t
= <<tft, r) < Heff

: = <^t, r) S(t, p, p, ...) \f{f
, (2.4.3b)

9t

Heff = H - i ( dt^^Ln^ , (2.4.3c)

where VfTT
is conventionally Hermitean (and symmetrized), thus observable

under nonconservative conditions. 1^

By using the second set of Eq.s (1 1. 1.5. 15b) we reach the Schrodinger-

admissible equations for the momentum

-il^p.JVi^t.r) = pk >4r
>
(t,r) = pk R(t,p,...)$>(t,r) (2.4.4a)

+ i <$<t, r) Vj <V(t, p, ...) = <$ft, x) < <pk = <$(t, x) R(t, p, ...) pk (2.4.4b)

The rest of the Lie-admissible branch of hadronic mechanics can be

constructed accordingly, as we shall see.

The understanding of hadronic mechanics requires the knowledge that

both the naive isoquantization and genoquantization coincide with the

conventional quantization at the abstract level.

This is first due to the fact that the underlying classical spaces, the

isoeuclidean spaces E(r,S,ft) and genoeuclidean spaces <E>(r,
a
6><R> ) (Ch. 1.3)

coincide at the abstract level with the conventional Euclidean space by
construction. In fact, in both cases the deformation of the original metric 8 is

equal to the inverse of the deformation of the unit

8 S = 8T, i -+ 1 = T 1

, (2.4.5a)

S -> <6> = 8 <T>, I - <1>=(<T>)
-1

. (2.4.5a)

E(r,8,R) - E(r,8,R) - <E>(r,a8><R> ) , (2.3.5c)

resulting in an evident equivalence to such an extent to imply the identity of

trajectories in all spaces, despite profound physical differences of the respective

systems. 18

At the level of operators we similarly have that the underlying isohilbert

17
As we shall see in the next chapter, this requires a genohilbert space (Sect. 1.6.2)

characterized by the genotopic element <T> and corresponding genounits "^T
5" as a

necessary condition to preserve hermiticity
i 8

Recall from Ch. 1.3 that the trajectories are different when projected in our physical

space.
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spaces 3C and genohilbert spaces <3t> (Ch. 1.6) coincide at the abstract level

with the original Hilbert space 3C, also by construction. In fact, the original inner

product over the field of complex numbers <t|/, <J)> e C(c,+,x) is also deformed in

an amount equal to the inverse of the deformation of C(c,+,x),

<i|j, <j» e C(c,+ x) - <^<j» = <*(>, T<|>>1€ C(c,+,x) , (2.4.6a)

<ty, <j» e C(c,+ x) < $ <><j> > = < ^ <T> (()><!>, (2.4.6a)

X ~ 3t ~ <3t>
/

(2.4.6a)

thus resulting in the evident equivalence of all three Hilbert spaces despite the

nonhermiticity of <T>. In fact when T is a real constant and <T> a complex
constant (or just the imaginary number i) all inner products (2.3.6) coincide with

the conventional ones and the same happens for all the separations on the carrier

spaces.

2.5: ISOSYMPLECTIC AND GENOSYMPLECTIC HADRONIZATION

2.5.A: Statement of the problem. We now reinspect the above results from a

more technical and, therefore, more abstract viewpoint.

Despite aspects which continue to be debated, symplectic quantization

(see, e.g., Sniatycki in ref.s [l] and references quoted therein) is a rigorous

approach for the map of Hamiltonian into quantum mechanics.

The objective of the isosymplectic hadronization is to reach a

corresponding map from the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics into the Lie-isotopic

branch of hadronic mechanics according to studies initiated by Lin [5].

The main idea is so simple to appear trivial. Recall (Fig. 2.5.1) that the basic

disciplines involved in symplectic quantization, the symplectic geometry,

Hamiltonian mechanics and quantum mechanics, admit unique isotopic images.

symplectic geometry isosymplectic geometry

Hamiltonian mechanics ISOTOPIES Hamiltonian-isotopic

quantum mechanics

mechanics

Lie-isotopic branch

of Hadronic Mechanics

>-

FIGURE 2.5.1: A schematic view of the main disciplines involved in isosymplectic

hadronization and their inter-relations characterized by isotopies.
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The main objective of isosymplectic hadronization is therefore that of identifying

the isotopic image of the conventional symplectic quantization.

At this point it is important to identify the mechanism in each isotopy

because the same mechanism will then yield the desired isosymplectic

hadronization.

For this purpose we recall from the preceding chapter that all aspects of

Birkhoffian mechanics (such as Birkhoff's tensor Birkhoff's equations,

fundamental commutation rules, etc.) can be constructed from the

corresponding aspects of Hamiltonian mechanics (canonical tensor ay,
Hamilton's equations, fundamental commutation rules, etc.) via noncanonical

transformations in the cotangent bundle (phase space) with chart a = (r, p} a' =

a'(a) = Mr, p), p'(r, p)) (see ref . [1\ Sect. 5.3, for detailed study).

The transition from the Birkhoffian to the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics
then requires the additional factorization of the original canonical structure. For

instance, the map of the canonical tensor <a^v into the Hamilton-isotopic tensor

^p^v via tne intermediate passage through the Birkhoff's tensor is given by

daP da?

V ^ ~ ^o~— = Va0 = "W^a') (2.5.1)

Note that the transformations a a' must be local-differential for the correct
map to the Birkhoffian mechanics, while they can be nonlocal-integral when
mapping into the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics. Note also that the factorization

of Birkhoff's tensor into the Hamilton-isotopic form always exists (Sect. 11.1.4).

The map from quantum to hadronic mechanics is then given by a
corresponding nonunitary transformation. Consider any given quantum
structure on a Hilbert space 3C and a transformation which, by assumption, is

such that UU' ? I. It is then easy to see that, under such transforms, all main
aspects of quantum mechanics (such as Heisenberg's equations, SchrOdinger's

equation, fundamental commutation rules, etc.) are mapped into the
corresponding aspects of hadronic mechanics.

As an example, the nonunitary transformation of the fundamental
commutation rules, where now a = (r, p} represents operators on 3C, is given by

UU* =1 = It * I, T = (UU?)
-1 = Tt

f 1 = T" 1

, (2.5.2a)

U [a>\ a
y

]
ut = U a^ a

v - U a^a^ U* =

= Ua^UT (Uuf)_1 Uav U - U a
v U 1 "

( U ) U a^ =

= a'^Ta' v
-a' v Ta'lJ

- = [a'^ra'
v

] = i U ay U*= i ayl , a' = Ualjt (2.5.2b)

thus yielding precisely the fundamental isocommutation rules of hadronic

mechanics (Sect. II.2.7). The correct formulation of rules (2.5.2) is then completed

by lifting the original Hilbert space X with inner product <
|

<j) > into the

isohilbert space over the isofield of isocomplex numbers (Sect. 1.6.2)
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3CX : <$f $> = <$|T|(f>>l e ac,+ *), (2.5.3)

where 3?:T and C(c,+ *) are characterized by the same isotopic element T and
isounit 1 = T" 1

of rules (2.5.2), and the original associative product of arbitrary

quantities ab is replaced by the isoassociative product a*b = aTb.

Similarly, the nonunitary transform of the quantum mechanical
momentum can be written (for U independent of r)

Upifi = UpUT TUij/ = = p'T$ : = p'*$ =

-iUVip = - i^UtJj = - ilVij>, p' = UpUf, $ = UiJj. (2.5.4)

Thus, nonunitary transformations preserve the linearity in the momentum when
expressed in the isoiinear form

p*(m*$ + n*$) = rn*(p*$) + n*(p*$), am e C. (2.5.5)

We can therefore say that the isosymplectic hadronization is the isotopy of

conventional symplectic quantization characterized, in the classical part, by
noncanonical transforms factorized into the isocanonical structure to = coT over

isofields with isounits 1 = T" 1

and, in the operator part, by corresponding

nonunitary transforms reinterpreted as isounitary on isohilbert spaces over the

isofield of isocomplex numbers with the same isounit 1.

The genosymplectic hadronization is the further generalization permitting

the map of the Hamilton-admissible mechanics into the Lie-admissible branch of

hadronic mechanics.

2.5.B: Symplectic quantization. The conventional symplectic
quantization (see Sniatycki in ref.s [1] and literature quoted therein for a detailed

presentation) can be summarized as follows. Considered a symplectic manifold

M(a, to, R) with local chart a and canonical structure to over the reals R(n,+,x).

Classical observables are the set C^M) of real-valued and smooth functions on

M(a,co,R). In correspondence of any function f e C°°(M) there is a Hamiltonian

vector-field Xf characterized by

This permits the mapping of a Lie algebra g of functions fk e C
ra
(M) characterized

by the Poisson brackets into the Lie algebra g' « g of vector-fields characterized

by the commutators

X
f _( to = -df

.

(2.5.6)

(fi,fj} = a)([Xi,Xj]). (2.5.7)
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To quantize the time evolution on M(a,co,R) we consider the Hamiltonian
function H e C°°(M) and related vector field XH . Then we have the symplectic

quantization when XH is lifted into an operator H on the prequantization bundle
(also called quantum line bundle) L over a complex Hilbert space X(C) in such a
way to preserve the connection one-form, where L is referred to as a complex
line bundle over C(c,+,x) with connection V such that

curvature V = - co ft"
1

. (2.5.8)

where ft is Planck's constant.

More generally, we can say that the symplectic quantization of a system of

classical observables fj e C°°(M) forming a Lie algebra g consists in constructing

an irreducible representation of the isomorphic algebra g' characterized by linear

selfadjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space 3C(C).

This requires a prequantization bundle L over M(a,co,R) indicated above plus

a polarization P of M(a,co,R) and a metaplectic structure on M(a,w,R). A
polarization is a sub-bundle of the complexification T^M of the tangent bundle
T*M such that a fibre in the chart a, Pa e Tca*M, is a Lagrangian subspace for all

possible charts a and the space of sections of the bundle P is closed under the

Poisson brackets. A metaplectic structure is that of the metaplectic group Mp(2n,

R) which is the connected double covering of the symplectic group Sp(2n, R), the

latter being the natural symmetry of a symplectic manifold.

The above structures permit the introduction of a Hilbert space 3CP with
states i|j on the space L2(M, L) defined as the completion of the space of smooth
sections of L over M(a,to,R) with compact support with respect to the Hermitean
inner product < ... > of 3CP . This allows the map of the algebra g of classical

observables on M(a,to,R) into the isomorphic linear algebra g' of selfadjoint

operators on 3CP .

2.5.C: Isosymplectic and genosymplectic hadronization. Lin [5] has been

the first to show that the above symplectic quantization does indeed admit an
isotopic lifting, thus permitting the isosymplectic hadronization of the Hamilton-
isotopic mechanics into the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics. In

particular, Lin follows precisely the two steps indicated in Sect. 2.5.A, first the

lifting of a Hamiltonian into a Birkhoffian formulation and then its Hamilton-

isotopic reformulation.

The Birkhoffian lifting of the first part of the symplectic quantization

(excluding the introduction of a Hilbert space) is straightforward and formally

coincides with the conventional part. One starts from a symplectic manifold

M(a,Q,R) where Q is now a Birkhoffian structure (the most general possible exact,

nowhere-degenerate, thus symplectic two-form). In correspondence of a

function f e C°°(M) one can define a Birkhoffian vector-field X
f
which is such

that (App. I.5.A)
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X
f -| Q = - df . (2.5.9)

This permits the lifting of the Lie-isotopic algebra g of functions on C°°(M)

with isotopic product (II. 1.3.8) into the Lie-isotopic algebra of vector-fields and
related Lie-isotopic second theorem (Ch. 1.4)

{fj.fj}* = Q ( [X f . , Xf .
]* ). (2.5.10)

The mapping of the above structure into operator forms would however
imply the loss of linearity, thus preventing a successful map. This originates

from the fact that the classical algebra lX
fi , Xfj]* itself is generally nonlinear.

The reformulation of the Birkhoffian structure into an identical Hamilton-
isotopic form resolves the problem, thus permitting the achievement of an
operator image which is isolinear (Sect.s 1.2.4, and 1.4.4).

The above reformulation is also straightforward. Introduce the isotopic

decomposition of the Birkhoff form

= coT = «, (2.5.11)

where T is symmetric. Assume T as the isotopic element of the theory and
reformulate the Birkhoffian manifold M(a,Q,R) into the isosymplectic manifold
lvI(a,co, K) which is now defined over the isoreals ft.(n,+ *) with isounitl = T~ l

.

In correspondence of every function f e cf°(M) we have a Hamilton-

isotopic vector-field^ which is such that

X
f _| to = - df , (2.5.12)

where now S is, of course, the isodifferential (Sect. 1.6.7). A set of observable fk e

C°°(M) is then equipped with the Lie-isotopic product of type (II. 1.4.13) and can be

mapped into the Lie-isotopic product

{fiTfj} = wdXiTXj]) = coTCXiTXj-XjTXj) (2.5.13)

The crucial point is that the algebra of vector-fields when defined on an

isofield ft(n,+,*) with isounit 1 = T" 1

is now isolinear. All steps of the symplectic

quantization then admit an isotopic image into an isolinear algebra of

isoselfadjoint operators on a isohilbert space.

In fact, we can introduce the isoprequantization bundle L over a

isocomplex isohilbert space 3t(C) in such a way to preserve the connection one-
isoform (Ch. 1.5), where L is referred to as a complex line bundle over C(c,+ *) with

isoconnection v" such that
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isocurvature $ = - ton 1 = - to (2.5. 14)

The above result can be simply read off rule (2.5.8) because the fundamental
assumption of hadronic mechanics is the replacement of h with 1 = T" 1

. We can
therefore say that structure (2.5.8) already has isotopic structure, although of the

simple type with T = ff l = const.

The isopolarization can also be defined via a step-by-step isotopy of the

conventional polarization, with the understanding that we now have the
conditions of the existence of an isolagrangian 19 for all charts and the entire

formalism is based on isofields.

The isosymplectic manifold IvI(a,to,ft) admits a well defined isosymplectic
symmetry Sp(2n,ft) with connected double covering given by the isometaplectic

symmetry Mp(2n,ft).

The above structures then imply a mapping of the isoalgebra g of vector

fields Xk into an isolinear isoalgebra g' ~ g of operators on an isohilbert space

3C(0.

The reader familiar with the content of Volume I can readily see all the

above results from a simple abstract viewpoint. The transition from the

symplectic to the isosymplectic geometry is based on the dual lifting of the

canonical structure to and of the unit I of the theory in such a way that the

deformation of the former is the inverse of the deformation of the latter,

to W = toT, I ^ 1 = T
_1

. (2.5.15)

This implies the complete abstract identity of the two manifolds M(a,w,R) and
Ivi(a,to,R) to such an extent that the trajectories in the two manifolds coincide even

though the represented systems are inequivalent. Moreover, the inclusion of

nonlocal-integral systems, which is prohibited by the symplectic geometry, is

permitted by its isosymplectic covering precisely because of dual lifting (2.5.15).

The existence of a step-by-step isotopy of the symplectic quantization is then

consequential.

We close this section with the indication without treatment that the above
procedures appears to be extendable to the genosymplectic hadronization, that is,

the mapping of genosymplectic manifolds <
Ivl
>
(a,
<
co
>

,

<
ft
>

) (Sect. 1.4.4) into the

Lie-admissible branch of hadronic mechanics. In fact, basic rule (2.5. 15) reads

to - <&> = to<T>, I - <1> = (<T>r l

. (2.5.16)

where the selection of one given direction of time is understood, and the

genotopic element is now nonsymmetric.

19 As the reader recall, this is an ordinary first-order Lagrangian fit, r, p) defined on an

isospace and, thus with all products, operations etc.
,
being isotopic.
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Rule (2.5. 16) essentially states that the totally antisymmetric form co is

mapped into a generalized form which is no longer totally antisymmetric.

However, the basic unit I of the theory is jointly lifted into the inverse of the

deformation of co. The net result is that, again, M(a,w,R) and <
Kl
>

(a,
<u>

,

<R> )

coincide by construction at the abstract level, thus implying the consequential

expectation of the genosymplectic hadronization which it is hoped will be
investigated by interested mathematicians.

2.6: OPERATOR IMAGE OF NAMBU'S MECHANICS

We now outline the operator image of Nambu's mechanics for triplets studied by
Kalnay and Kalnay and Santilli [63.

Recall that in this case naive quantization, symplectic quantization and
their isotopic coverings are not applicable because of the loss of the underlying
symplectic and isosymplectic geometries at the classical level.

We therefore search for (trilinear) triple brackets [ .... ... ] which are the

operator image of Nambu's classical triple brackets ( .... ... } (Sect. II. 1.6) which
permit the operator image of the basic time evolution

F = { F, Hi , H2 } - if = [ F , Hj , H2 ] , (2.6.1)

(where the quantities in the r.h.s are evidently operators in a properly

symmetrized form hereon implied).

To achieve the above objective, the triple brackets must verify the

following conditions:

1) Let Fk , k = 1, 2, 3, be a set of operators forming a triple system. Then
the operator [ F

{ , F2 , F3 ] must also belong to the same set, i.e., the triple system
with the brackets considered must be a closed set.

2) The triple brackets must be alternatively antisymmetric, i.e.,

[Fl.F2 ,F3 ] = - [F2f Flf F3 ], etc. (2.6.2)

3) The triple brackets must be defined on an enveloping algebra of

operators with product AoB which permits the differential rules (also called

derivations)

[AoB, C,D] = A O [ B , C,D] + [ A , C, D ] O B , etc (2.6.3)

To identify the appropriate realization of the triple brackets, consider an
associative enveloping algebra £ with conventional associative product AB and
(right and left) unit I, IA = AI = A, V A e £, defined over a field C(c,+ x) of complex



numbers

We now consider the fundamental realization of a Lie-admissible algebra

U of operators A, B, C, ... over C introduced by this author in 1978 [2] (see Sect.

1.7.3) with bilinear product

( A , B ) =APB - BQA, (2.6.4)

with attached Lie-isotopic algebra

[ A , B 1 u = ( A , B )
-

( B , A ) = ATB - BTA, T = P + Q, (2.6.5)

and associator

(A,B,C) = ((A,B),C) - (A,(B,C)) =

= APCQB - BQAPC + BPCQA - CQAPB. (2.6.6)

The operator image [ ... , ] of Nambu's classical brackets { .... ... } is

then given by a triple system whose enveloping algebra is a Lie-admissible

algebra, i.e.,

A O B = (A,B) = APB-BQA, (2.6.7)

and, in its most general possible form, is given by (see Kalnay in ref.s [6])

[A,B,C] := (2.6.8a)

= a [ ( (A, B), C) + ( (B, C), A) + ( (C, A), B) - ( (B, A), C) ~ ((A, C), B) -( (C, B), A) ] +

+ M (A, (B, C) ) + (B, (C, A) ) + (C, (A , B) ) - (B, (A, C) ) - (A, (C, B) ) - (C, (B, A) ]

.

a,P eC,
|
a

|
+

1 1
^ (2.6.8b)

Tedious but simple calculations prove that the terms within square
brackets multiplied by a and p are equal. Thus, we can assume for operator

realization of the triple brackets the reduced form, say, with a - 1 and p = 0,

[A,B,C] = (2.6.9)

= ( (A, B), C) + ( (B, C), A) + ( (C, A), B) -
( (B, A), C) - ( (A, C), B) ~( (C, B), A)

.

It is an instructive exercise to prove that the above realization does indeed

verify conditions 1, 2, 3 above. Kalnay (loc. cit.] now assumes

P = Hf 1

, Q = H2
_1

, (2.6.10)

in which case the fundamental form (2.6.7) of the Lie-admissible envelope
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assumes the realization

AOB = (A , B) = AHf'B - BH2
_1

A, (2.6.11)

and the triple brackets assume the explicit form

[ A.B.C] ==

= (AHf 1 BHf 1 C + BH^CHf^A + CHf l AHf l B) -

- ( B Hj
-1
A H[

-1
C + AHf'CHf'B + CH^BH^A) -

- (AH2

"
1 BH2

"
I C + B H2

_1
C H2

_1
A + CH2

"
l AH2

~
l B) +

+ ( B H2

~
l A H2

_1
C + A H2

_1
C H2

_1
B + C H2

~
[ B H2

_1
A ) . (2.6.12)

which also verifies the basic conditions 1, 2, 3 above.

Simple algebra via the use of triple brackets (2.6.12) then yields the

following

Theorem 2.6.1 (Kalnay and Santilli [6]): The operator image of
Nambu's time evolution of an operator F on a (conventional) Hilbert

space 3C expressed in terms of two Hamiltonians H
L
and H2

iF = [F,H lf H2 ], (2.6.13)

is given by the time evolution of the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic
mechanics with realization

iF = [F,H
1
,H2 ]

s EfTH] = FT H - HTF, (2.6.14a)

H = H
L
+ H2 , (2.6.14b)

T = Hf 1 + H2

"
1

. (2.6.14c)

The identity (rather than the equivalence) [ F , H
( ,
H2 ] = [FfH] then permits

the activation for the operator Nambu's triplets of the entire isotopic methods
outlined in Vol. I.

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the above results are nontrivial for quark
theories. In fact, they permit the construction of isotopies of quark theories,

called isoquark theories, verifying the following basic properties:

1) The isotopic S0(3) symmetry constructed within the context of Theorem
2.6.1 (i.e., for isotopic element T = Hf 1 + H2

_1
) is locally isomorphic to the

conventional SU(3), thus permitting the preservation of all conventional quantum
numbers as currently known.

2) The isohilbert space Ot^ for T = Hf 1 + H2
_I of the interior structural
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Hilbert space X of the exterior problem in vacuum, thus permitting a strict

confinement, that is, a theory with an identically null transition probability for

free quark even for a null potential barrier.

3) The isoquark theory constructed via Theorem 2.6. ! admits convergent

perturbative expansions for Hamiltonians H = H
f
+ H2 > 1, and thus for the

isotopic element T = Hf 1 + H2
_1
< 1, by therefore offering realistic possibility of

achieving a convergent isoperturbative theory for strong interactions beginning

at the level of first isoquantization and prior to any field theoretical extension.

But, in the opinion of this author, the most important implications of

Theorem 2.6. 1 are of conceptual character. As we shall see, the theorem implies

that isoquarks are composite, thus permitting the identification of their

constituents with ordinary massive particles freely produced in the spontaneous
decays, of course, under the validity of the covering hadronic mechanics for the

interior structural problem.

To see the implications, recall that quark theories in their current

formulation via conventional quantum mechanics have no conceivable practical

application of any nature, precisely because the hadronic constituents are

permanently confined in the interior of hadrons. By contract, the new hadronic

technology recently appeared in the scientific horizon with a number of novel

practical applications is due precisely to the assumption that the hadronic (that is,

isoquark) constituents are ordinary massive particles which can be produced free

either in the spontaneous or in the stimulated decays.

The study of these aspects is a primary task of these volumes.

2.7: MADELUNG-MROWKA-SCHUCH METHOD
FOR OPEN-IRREVERSIBLE SYSTEMS

By no means do the methods considered so far in this chapter exhaust all possible

mappings from classical to operator20 formulations. Among a variety of

additional methods developed in this century (which we cannot possibly review

for brevity), we present in this section an additional method which focuses

attention on the classical origin as well as universality of the logarithmic term in

Eq.s (II.2.3.4b).

A simple yet effective method for the quantum mechanical image of

classical, closed-reversible systems was identified by Madelung and Mrowka [8]

in 1950. The same method was then extended by Schuch et al. [9] in 1983 to the

operator image of open-irreversible systems. In this section we shall outline the

20 We continue to use the word "quantum" for the operator image of conservative-

potential systems, but avoid it for nonconservative-nonpotential interactions because,

as established in these volumes, the latter imply the loss of the very notion of quantum of

energy.
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approach here called Madelung-MrowkaSchuch method.

The method is based on three assumptions taken from experimental evidence:

1) Uncertainty principle;

2) Interference phenomena of material systems such as particles; and
3) Correspondence principle (Ehrenfest theorem).

Let us first review the conservative profile. Assumption 1 implies the

characterization of all physical quantities, such as the position r, velocities f, etc.,

via a distribution function p(t, r) and a continuity equation with familiar

expressions

<r> = J prdr, J pdT = 1, dT = dr3 , (2.7.1a)

p + divj = p = div(p v) = (2.7.1b)

and p = ap/at.

In analogy with optics where the intensity is a quadratic function of the

amplitude, Assumption 2 requires a bilinear character of p and j in terms of two
complex field amplitudes a(t, r) and (3(t, r) and we can write

p(t, r) = a(t, r) p(t, r) a , (2.7.2a)

j(t,r) = CtpVct - aVp) , (2.7.2b)

where C is a constant, from which we obtain

Va Vp a
v = C (

- ) = C V Ln . (2.7.3)

a p p

In order to reach a complete solution of Eq. (2.7.1b), the phase of a (which

enter in j) has to be determined. This can be best done by separating Eq. (2.7.1b)

into two equations in a and p via a "separation function" f(t, r) independent from
a and p under which we have

d + CAa = - fa (2.7.4a)

CAP = f p (2.7.4b)

Assumption 3 then permits the identification of the physical meaning of f. In

fact, under the Ehrenfest theorem, we can write

= m / 2 C( p V a - d V p ) dT = m / [- V ( 2 C f ) ] dT (2.7.5)



It is then obvious that the separation function is proportional to the potential,

f = V(r) . (2.7.6)

2m C

By putting

ct(t, r) = tjXt, r) , C = h / 2 m i , (2.7.7)

Eq. (2.7.4a) yields the conventional SchrOdinger equation identically,

3 h2

in t)Xt, r) = [ A + V(r) ] ttft, r) . (2.7.8)

3t 2 m

This completes our review of the conservative-reversible case.

Schuch's generalization for open-irreversible systems can be summarized as

follows. In order to represent nonconservation2

1

and irreversible time
evolutions, it is necessary to extend the continuity equation (2.7.1b) to include a

diffusion current density jD ,

jD(t, r) = - D V p(t, r) = - D ( [3 V a + aV{3), (2.7.9)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. The breaking of time-reversal invariance is

then evident. The fundamental classical equation of the Madelung-Mrowka-
Schuch method is therefore of the Fokker-Planck type

p + div(pv) - DAp = 0, (2.7.10)

from which we obtain

-DAp = - D [ a A p - 0Aa + 2 ( V a) ( V (3 ) ] . (2.7.11)

Schuch [loc. cit] shows that, among the various possibilities for the realization

permitting the separability of the a and p components, that is, permitting two
separate equations for i|; and its conjugate22, is given by

DAp/p = y(Lnp + 2), (2.7.12)

21
With the term dissipation we refer to systems with energy monotonically decreasing

in time, while nonconservation refers to systems in which the energy can monotonically

decrease or increase.
o9
We should recall that, if represents a given particle, # represents its antiparticle. The

separability we are referring to is, therefore, the achievement of two separate equations,

one for particles and the complementary one for antiparticles. Equations in the mixed

states (4i$) are avoided at this stage because, as indicated at the beginning of this section,

they would represent particle-antiparticle interactions.
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where y is constant and 2 = Z + Z = 2 Re(Z) is a function independent of a and p.

Ansatz (2.7.12) implies that the normalization is possible iff

2 = - <Lnp>. (2.7.13)

Schuch's complete condition of separability [loc. cit.] then reads

-DAp/p = y ( Ln p - <Lnp>). (2.7.14)

Substitution into Eq. (2.7.10) yields the following generalization of Schrodinger's

equation

a ft
2

ih —^t,r) = [- -A + V(r) - iyhtLni]; - < Ln >)] itft, r) . (2.7.15)

at 2 m

here called logarithmic SchrOdinger equation for open-irreversible systems, in

order to differentiate it from other types of nonlinear forms.

Moreover, according to Ehrenfest theorem, the total force is given by the

sum of a conservative term and a nonconservative one,

<F> = J*p(-VV - myv)dT = <-VV> - my<v>. (2.7.16)

Also, the nonconservative contribution can be represented by the term

"^s :
= w

s
" < ws> = - iyn(Lni|; - <Lnip>) = (2J.17a)

yh ^ i]j yh
= (Ln— -<Ln— >) + ( Ln ( i|; i]j )

- < Ln ( i|> t|; ) > ) . (2.7.17b)
2i i\f 2i

As one can see, Ws is complex, but < W
s
> = 0. Assuming that at the value t =

the system is conservative with energy < H > = E = constant, them at a later

time t we have

<H> = <K> + <V> =E(t) = nonconserved energy . (2.7.18)

This confirms that Eq. (2.7.15) represents the interaction of a particle in a resistive

medium considered as external, which is the operator image of the classical

projectile moving in our atmosphere. For additional intriguing properties, we
refer the reader to Schuch's papers [9].

As one can see, Eq. (2.7.15) confirms the logarithmic term in Eq.s (2.3.4)

and identifies its alternative interpretation as originating from a classical

diffusion term in the continuity equation. Moreover, by putting

<Y = K^, -iihy = -i(8>
t
lpT>, (2.7.19a)
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- H h y < Ln f > = - i (
9>

t
l> ) T> Ln1>, (2.7.19b)

the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.4.3a) assumes precisely the structure of Eq. (2.7.15), i.e.,

[
- ft

2 A / 2m + V(r) -iyh(Lni|/-<Lni|/>)] t]j'(t, r) . (2.7.20)

Recalling that Eq.s (2.4.3) are "directly universal" for all possible nonconservative

systems, one therefore sees the corresponding ''direct universality" of the

logarithmic term for all possible open-irreversible systems.

The primary difference between eq.s (2.4.3) and (2.7.15) is that the former are

defined on genofields, genospaces, etc. beginning with the classical formulations,

while the latter are defined on conventional fields, carrier spaces, etc. also

beginning with classical settings.

The reformulation of Eq.s (2.7.15) in the formalism of hadronic mechanics
(left here to the interested reader for brevity) is not a mere mathematical
curiosity because it permits: the treatment of open-irreversible systems under
genolinearity, that is, in a form axiomatically equivalent to the conventional

linearity for conservative-reversible conditions; the achievement of Hermiticity

for nonconserved Hamiltonians, that is, the first rigorous formulation of the

experimental evidence according to which the energy is indeed observable when
nonconserved; and other aspects.

APPENDIX 2Al FUNDAMENTAL ROLE OF LIE-ADMISSIBLE
ALGEBRAS IN OPERATOR MAPPINGS

In App. II.l.E we have shown that Lie-admissible algebras are at the foundations

of classical representations of systems with nonpotential-nonhamiltonian

interactions, the Lie-isotopic approach being a particular case of the Lie-

admissible formulations.

It is important to review these algebraic aspects from the viewpoint of

their mappings into operator forms and illustrate the reason why the original

proposal [2] suggested the Lie-admissible algebras as the algebraic foundations of

hadronic mechanics.

Recall from App. II.l.E that the nonassociative Lie-admissible algebras

originate at the primitive level of the Poisson brackets

8A 3B
(A , B)

= = Nonass. Lie-admis. algebra (2.A.la)

3rk 3rk

[ A , B ] = (A , B) - (B , A) =

3A 3B dB 3A 3A 3B—r ~ = —to^
v— = Lie algebra

3r
K

3pk 3rk epk 3a^ 3av (2.A. lb
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where a = (r, p), w is the canonical Lie tensor, and the nonassociativity of the

product (A , B) is trivially proved by the property ((A , B), C) * (A, (B, C)).

The covering Birkhoffian mechanics {Sect. 1 1. 1.3) has an algebraically

similar structure, but of the more genera! isotopic type

3A 3B
(A,B) = —— s^-— = Isotopic Lie-adm. Algebra , (2.A.2a)

8a^ dav

[ a ; B] = (A ; B) - <B : A) =

3A 3B
= —-£rv(a)—— = Lie-isotopic algebra , (2.A.2b)

da}
1

day

where S^v is the Birkhoff-admissible tensor of Sect. II. 1.5, i.e., such that

Q\iv = S
[iv_ where Q[iv

is Birkhoff's tensor. On the basis of these results

(which were fully known in 1978), ref. [2] proposed the construction of a

generalization of quantum mechanics according to the operator structure

(A,B) = ARB-BSA = Gen. Nonass. Lie-adm. Algebra (2.A.3a)

[ATB] = (A,B) - (B , A) s ATB - BTA = Lie-isotopic algebra (2.A.3b)

where T = R + S, whose equivalence to the classical structures (2.A.2) and (2.A.3) is

manifest.

We now examine the above algebraic structures from the viewpoint of

their mappings into operator forms. The conventional (naive or symplectic)

quantization essentially deals with the mapping of a Lie algebra of functions

equipped with the Poisson brackets to an algebra of operators equipped with the

commutator

[A, B] C1 M = (A, B) - (B, A) = Lie [A, B]QM = A B - B A = Lie . (2.A.4)

But at the level of enveloping algebras, this implies the mapping of a

nonassociative into an associative algebra

3A dB
(A,B) = = Nonass. Lie-adm. AB = Ass. Lie-adm. (2.A.5)

3rk 3rk

which evidently does not exist, with a consequential algebraic inequivalence

between classical and quantum formalisms which may well result to be the

origin of a number of still unsettled aspects in conventional quantization.23

23
Recall from Sect. II.2.5 that the problem is circumvented in symplectic quantization

via the lifting of the algebra of functions equipped with the Poisson brackets, into the

algebra of vector-fields equipped with the conventional commutator, and then passage
to operator settings. Despite that, inequivalence (2.A.5) clearly persists.
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On the contrary, the covering isotopic theories are based on the following
mapping which was conceived [2] to resolve the above inequivalence

[A
"
Btl. M.

= (ArB) " (B,
A
A) = Lie-isotopic =>

[ATB]H M = (a;b) - (B,
A
A) = Lie-isotopic

, (2.A.6)

under the crucial condition of compatibility of classical and operator envelopes

OA 3B

(AT B) = — — = Nonass.Lie-adm. =>

(a;b) = ARB-BSA = Nonass. Lie-adm. (2.A.7)

This implies an evident algebraic equivalence, first, in the classical and operator

envelopes and, then, in the attached Lie products.

The second foundational aspect (also fully known in 1978) can be expressed

via the following

Lemma 2.A.1 [2]: Any Lie-isotopic theory with a nonassociative Lie-

admissible envelope characterized by the product

(A, B) = A R B - B S A, Det. R, S, R±S ? 0, (2.A.8)

can always be identically formulated in terms of an isoassociative

envelope with product ATB, T = R + S under the rule

(A, B) - (B, A) = A (R+S) B - B (R+S) A = ATB-BTA = [AT B] . (2.A.9)

This illustrates the reasons why the nonassociative character of the

envelope of the Lie-isotopic formulations is de-emphasized, and replaced with

the isoassociative envelope.

Alternatively, we can say that the isoassociative character of the envelope

of hadronic mechanics permits a reinterpretation of the operator brackets with

a nonassociative envelope which achieves full algebraic equivalence with the

corresponding classical formulations.

Rather than being mere mathematical curiosities, the emergence of

nonassociative Lie-admissible algebras at the foundations of classical and
operator mechanics has deep physical implications studied in this volume and in

the next. It is sufficient at this moment to recall the lack of achievement of an
exact confinement of quarks even under infinite potential barriers (because of

the tunnel effects originating from Heisenberg's uncertainties), while the theory

of isoquarks does indeed achieve an exact confinement (because of the

incoherence of the internal and external Hilbert spaces) even in the absence of a
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potential barrier (see Vol. III).

The ultimate origin of the above disparity lies in the content of this section.

In fact, quark theories are based on quantization (2.A.4), while isoquark theories

are based on the more general isoquantization (2.A.7) and rule (2.A.9).

Numerous additional properties of our treatment of the strong interactions,

such as the lack of convergent perturbation theory for conventional quantization

(2.A.4) as compared to a convergent isoperturbation theory for isoquantization

(2.A.7), also see their origin in the algebraic properties identified in ref . [2].

APPENDIX 2.B: OPERATOR IMAGE OF BIRKHOFF, BIRKHOFF-
ISOTOPIC AND BIRKHOFF-ADMISSIBLE
MECHANICS

In this appendix we present, apparently for the first time, the operator image of

Birkhoff's equations (1 1. 1.3.5). As discussed in this chapter, a main property is that

the Pfaffian action (II. 1.3.1) depends also on the velocities, A = A(t, r, p) = A(t, a), a
= (r, p). Therefore, the emerging "wavefunctions" depend also on momenta, $ =

$(t, r, p) = i\s{t, a). It then follows that the operator image of the Birkhoffian

mechanics is outside the axioms of hadronic mechanics because the

wavefunctions of the latter have the dependence $(t, r). Nevertheless, such

operator image is intriguing both per se, as well as a possible generalization of

hadronic mechanics itself.

Recall that the Pfaffian action A(t, a) is noncanonical. We therefore

introduce the following naive generalized operator map for the simpler case in

which the isounit is independent of a

A(t, a) - i T(t, a, ...) Ln $t, a) , 1 = V > , (2.B. 1)

which maps the Birkhoffian Hamilton-Jacobi equations (1 1. 1.3. 10) into the forms

9A(t,a) dl 1 a
+ B(t,a) = -i Ln$ - it $ = 0, (2.B.2a)

at at $ at

3A(t, a) . i a .
,

77 Rli = -+ - il $ - Rm=0. (2.B.2b)

3a^ ^ def
^

The latter then yield the BirkhoffianSchOdinger equations

i $(t, r) = Beff * $ = Beff (t, a) T(t, a, ...) $(t, a) , (2.B.3a)

at

a
Ru *$<t,R) = R,(t, a) T(t, ft, ...) $(t, R) = -i — $(t,R). (2.B.3b)

^ 3a^

B
eff = B(t,a) - i(a

t
T)$(t,a)l. (2.B.3c)
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As one can see, the latter equations do have an isotopic structure,

nevertheless, the derivative are conventional. We leave it as an exercise for the

interested reader to prove that the derivative themselves become isotopic when
one considers the Birkhoff-isotopic equations. The operator form of the

Birkhoff-admissible equations can be constructed by relaxing the Hermiticity of
the isounit and the method of Sect. 11.24.

As one can see, in the Hamilton-isotopic and hadronic mechanics the

conjugate quantities are the three-dimensional coordinates r and momenta p, as

established from the primitive one-isoform § = p*dr. In the more general

formulations of Birkhoffian type the conjugate quantities are the six-dimensional

variables a and R, as it can be see from the corresponding primitive one-isoform

§ = R*da (or, equivalent^, the structure, the Pfaffian (II. 1.4.34). In fact, Birkhoff's

tensor Q^v = - dvR^ ,
= a/3a^, is nowhere degenerate, det Q * 0. As a

result, the change of coordinates a -*• a' (a) = R(a) is always possible. The Pfaffian

action A(t, a), the Birkhoffian function B{t, a) and Birkhoffs equations can
therefore be transformed from the coordinates {t, a) to new coordinates (t, R} and
a corresponding transformation is possible at the operator level.
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3: BASIC AXIOMS

3.1: FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF HADRONIC MECHANICS

In Ch. n.l we have studied the direct universality of generalized classical

mechanics of isotopic and genotopic types for nonlinear, nonlocal and
nonhamiltonian systems. In Ch. II.2 we have studied the map of such generalized

classical theories into hadronic mechanics by therefore confirming the direct

universality for all possible operator systems?4 previously identified in Vol. I on
mathematical grounds. In this chapter we shall identify the fundamental axioms
of the operator theory.

It is recommendable to begin with a review of the basic equations of

hadronic mechanics with the inclusion of the isooperator form of the momentum
which was unavailable in the mathematical studies of Vol. I.

A) Isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics for the description of

systems of particles with conserved, positive-definite, total energy and
nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian internal forces.

Physical systems are represented by two different quantities, the

conventional local-differential Hamiltonian H - K + V representing the kinetic

energy K and the potential energy V, and a Hermitean integro-differential

generalization h = hi, of Planck's constant h = 1 representing all

nonlinear^nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions.

We shall hereon assume that h has an arbitrary functional dependence on
time t, momenta p, accelerations p, density of the medium considered \i, local

temperature t, and other interior physical quantities

n . = ftl=Kt,p,kii,T, ) =tt =T_I >0, h= l, (3.1.1)

M The reader should keep in mind the comments in the Preface according to which such

direct universality refers to the equations of motion and, by no means, to the various

operator theories existing in the literature for their treatment.
25

Nonlinearity is here referred to the velocities and, later on, to the wavefunctions and

their derivatives.
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but it is independent from the the coordinates r. The latter dependence will be

studied in Ch.s II.8 and II.9. At any rate, measures done from the outside require

the averaging of h to a constant, in which case the internal dependence can be
unrestricted.

The new quantity h is assumed as the basic space isounit of the theory,

with its inverse T = ft

-1
being the space isotopic element. The theory is then

characterized by the same isoproduct to the right and to the left among generic

quantities A, B, A*B = Ah~ lB = ATB, where T is fixed.

Hadronic mechanics require an additional complementary quantity, the

time isounit l
t

and related time isotopic element T
t

= If
1
, which are

independent from the corresponding space quantities I and T (in fact, the latter

generally are matrices while the former are generally functions).

From these basic assumptions the following isostructures can be uniquely

and unambiguously derived (see Vol. I for details):

A-l) Space isofte/ds F^d,+ *) of isoreal or isocomplex numbers d = at,

isomultiplication d*[3 = (aflJI, isonorm

|d| = |a|l>0, (3.1.2)

where
|
a

|
is the conventional norm, and other properties studied in Ch. 1.2 with

corresponding time isofields ft
t
(t,+ *).

A-2) Isoassociative enveloping operator algebras £T(L) of an n-
dimensional Lie algebra L with generators Xk , i = 1, 2, n, with infinite-

dimensional basis

£T(Lh l,Xk,
Xj*Xj (i*j), X

1
*X

j
*X

i
(iSj^k), ....

(3. L3)

and related isoexponentiation

. i w* X , iXTw n w iwTX,
e =(e }l=l{e ), weFT , w e F. (3.1.4)

A-3) Isohilbert spaces 3tG , with isoinner product

<W> =<$|G|<f>l € P^V) (3.1.5)

and isonormalization <$ \ $> = 1, where
|

<j>> is the ordinary inner product

and G = T.

A-4) Heisenberg-isotopic (or isoheisenberg) equation in the

infinitesimal form first submitted in 1978 by Santilli (ref. [1], p. 752, Eq.s (4.15.49))

with an ordinary time derivative, and then finalized in ref. [2] with the

isoderivative (Sect. 1.6.7 and Sect. II.3.2 for details)

aQ dQ
i—— = il

t [QTH] := Q * H - H * Q = QTH - HTQ, (3.1..6)

dt dt
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characterized by the fundamental Lie-isotopic brackets [A,"B] = ATB - BTA,
where the time isoderivative is given by d/cft =l

t
d/dt,l

t
= T

t

_1
^1.

A-5) Isoheisenberg equations in their finite form first proposed by Santilli

in 1978 (ref.IU Sect. 4.18),

qa) = 0*Q(u)*(tf = {e
iX

*VQ(t))*{e"
n * X

)
=

= ( e
iXTt

}Q(0){e"
itTX

}, (3.1.7)

characterized by the Lie-isotopic group of isounitary transformations on 3tG .

A-6) Schrodinger-isotopic (or isoschrddinger) equation for the energy
on isospace £(t,R

t
)x£(r,$,ft) (see Ch. 1.3) over 3tG first proposed by Myung and

Santilli [3] and, independently, by Mignani [4] with the conventional derivative, and
finalized in 1989 by Santilli [2] with the isoderivative

h d

i — M, r) = il
t

$(t, r) = H * r) : = H T $(t, r) , (3.1.8a)

3i at

- i $t(t, r) = ~ i $T
<t, r)—

l

t
= #(t, r) * H = ^(t, r) T H , (3. 1.8b)

eft at

where H is assumed to be conventionally Hermitean on 3C and isotopically

Hermitean on 3tG
26

H = Hi = rf. (3.1.9)

A-7) isoschrddinger equations for the momentum components first

identified by Santilli [2] in 1989

pk * $t, r) = pk T <Kt, r) = - i \ qxt, r) = iV Vj $(t, r) , (3. 1. 10a)

$t(t, r) * pk = *T(t, r) T & = + i
$t(t , r)\ = + i $T(t , r) V

tV , (3. 1. 10b)

where the operator p is also assumed to be conventionally Hermitean on 3C and
isotopically Hermitean on 3Cc P = Pt

55
pt. with fundamental isocommutation

rules identified by Santilli [1,2]

^ t Pi TrJ ]
[ ft , Pj ] / V -il /

26 As shown in Sect. 1.6.3, Hermiticity on 3C automatically implies that on 3?^ when G -

T, otherwise it implies restrictions on the isotopic element G (see also next chapters).
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B) Isodual isotopic branch for the description of systems of

antiparticles27 with conserved, negative-definite total energy and
nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian internal forces.

These latter formulations are the image of the preceding ones under
isoduality (see Ch. 1.2 and Sect. 1 1.3.2)

1 -Md = -1, (3.1.12)

with consequential isodual isonumbers, isoduai isofields, isodual isospaces, etc.

(see Vol. I for details).

The isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics is classified into the following

Kadeisvili's five classesiCh. I A}.

Class I, for isounits which are sufficiently smooth, bounded, nowhere-
degenerate, Hermitean and positive-definite, characterizing isotopies properly

speaking,

Class II, for isounits which are the same as in Class I, but negative-

definite characterizing isodualities,

Class III, the union of Classes I and II,

Class IV, for singular isounits, and

Class V, for arbitrary isounits, e.g., given by discontinuous functions,

distributions, lattices, etc.

C) Genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics for the description of

particles with positive-definite nonconserved energy and nonlinear-
nonlocal-nonhamiltonian external forces.

Systems are now assumed to be irreversible and are represented by the

same Hamiltonian H = K + V of the isotopic branch plus two different integro-

differential generalizations of Planck's constant h, one for motion forward to

future time > and one for motion forward from past time < (see Sect. II.3.3 for

details), which represent all nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions in

each direction of time.

The new quantities <h> are assumed as the basic space genounits of the

theory, they are interconnected by Hermitean conjugation (or some other

conjugation dependent on the problem at hand)

h> ^hP =l>(t,p,p,^,T, ....) = R" 1

, h=l, (3.1.13a)

<h : = f, <\ = <l(t
, p, p, (i, t, ....) = S"

1

, (3.1.I3b)

1> = (<l)t
f (3.1.13c)

27
See Ch. 11.10 on relativistic field equations for the characterization of antiparticles via

isodual methods.
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and characterize two different ordered products among generic quantities A, B,

one for multiplication to the right A>B = ARB, and one to the left A<B =ASB, with
R and S fixed, A>B * A<B. The theory further require a complex generalization of

the unit of time with related genofields, according to which time assumed
the two forward directions^ = tl^ and ^ =

<r
[
t

t, where t is the ordinary real

time. The above basic assumptions imply in a unique and unambiguous way the

following genostructures (see Ch. 1.7 for all details):

C-l) Genofields <£>(<&>+,<>) of genoreal or genocomplex numbers
<a> a<l

> with genomultiplications <a>o<
p
> - (a|3)

<
l
> and genonorms

\<a>\ =
| af^ , (3.1.14)

C-2) Genoassociative enveloping operator algebras <
|
>
(L) with infinite-

dimensional basis

<PT(L): <t>, Xb XjOXj (iSj), XjOXjOXk (i*jSk),„.
(3. L15)

and related genoexponentiation

<e>
,<w><> x

= {e
1X<>w

l<l> = <l>{e'
w^ X

). (3.1.16)

C-3) Genohilbert spaces <3t> with genoinner product

< $ <p\f> := < $ | <G> | $ ><!> € <£>(<£>+,<>)
, (3. 1.17)

and genonormalization < $
<

1

>
<jT> = <1> .

C-4) Heisenberg-admissible (or genoheisenberg) equation in the

infinitesimal form first submitted by Santilli in 1978 (ref. [1], p. 746, Eq.s (4.15.34))

with the conventional derivative, and then finalized in ref. [2] with the

genoderivative (Sect. 1.7.8).

<d>Q dQi—-= i^t = (Q,H) = Q< H - H > Q = Q RH - HSQ, (3.1.18)<d>l dt

characterized by the fundamental Lie-admissible brackets (A, B) - ARB - BSA.

C-5) Genoheisenberg equations in the finite form first submitted by
Santilli in ref. [1], p. 783, Eq.s (4.18.16),

Q(t) = rj
> >Q(0)<<0^ = (e>

iXt
)>Q(0)<(<e~

itX
} =

, i X R t , r

—
i t S X , . ,= ( e )Q(0)(e ), (3.1.19)

characterized by a Lie-admissible group of genounitary transformations
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C-6) SchrOdinger-admissibie (or genoschrOdinger) equation for the

energy for motion forward in time on genospaces <£>(t,
<
ft
>

t
)x<e>(r,

<S>,

<R> )

over <K>
, first submitted by Myung and Santilli [3] and, independently, by

Mignani [4] with the conventional derivative, and then finalized by Santilli [2]

with the genoderivative

i — ip(t,r) = il
t
> ip(t,r)=- H>$>(t,r) = HR$>(t,r), (3.1.20a)

5^ at

<a a
-i <$(t, r)— = - i <$(t, r) % = <$(t, r) < H = <$(t, r)SH, (3. 1.20b)

d<\ at

R* = S, l
t
> = (<l

t
)T

f (3.1.20c)

where the operator H is also assumed to be conventionally Hermitean on X and
genohermitean on <3t> although nonconserved (because of the lack of

antisymmetry of the Lie-admissible product (A, B) = ARB - BSA).

C-7) SchrOdinger-admissibie (or genoschrOdinger) equations for the

momentum components first formulated by Santilli [2] in 1989

pk > $>(t
f
r) = pk R $>(t, r) = - iV $>(t, r) = - iIV V, $>(t, r) , (3. 1.2 la)

<$(t, r) < pk = <#t, r) S pk = + i<$(t, r)<\ = + i <#t, r) V
t <V , (3. 1.21b)

where the operator p is also conventionally Hermitean and genohermitean, with

fundamental Lie-admissible rules first formulated by Santilli in 1978 (ref . [2], p.

746, Eq.s (4.15.34b))

( , a
v

) = a^ < a" - av > & = & R av - av S a^ = i f (3.1.22a)

(3. 1.22b)

/ r(R-S)r +i<l> \
(S^) =

\ -i<t> p(R-S)p /

where is a suitably symmetrized) operator image of the corresponding

classical, fundamental, Lie-admissible tensor (II. 1.5.8).

D) Isodual genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics for the

description of antiparticles with negative-definite nonconserved energy and
nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian external forces.

This branch is the image of the preceding one under the isodualities

(<l>)d = _<
1> (

d
lt
>

)
d = _<j

t
> (3123)

with consequential isodual images of genofields, genospaces, etc. (see Vol. I for
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details). In particular, this latter formulation characterizes the remaining two
directions in tlme,t>d = -\> = (

l

t

>d
) t for motion backward from future time

and d<
t = -<\ = {

<\{'^) t for motion backward to past time. As we shall have
ample opportunity to study, these features permit hadronic mechanics to achieve

an axiomatic characterization of irreversibility in each of the four possible

directions of time, as well as the reduction of macroscopic irreversibility to the

ultimate structure of matter, that at the level of elementary constituents in

open-nonconservative interior conditions.

The genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics can also be classified into

Kadeisvili's five classes, although referred now to the Hermitean part of the

genounits.

E) Isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics and its isodual for the

characterization of quarks and ant iquarks, respectively.

Quarks are represented by two operators, the conventional Hamiltonian H
- K + V (representing all conventional potential interactions) decomposed into the

form H = + H2,
plus the isounits and related isotopic element

1 = 1* = f 1 >0, T = Hf 1 + H2
_I

, (3.1.24)

representing the internal nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions due to

mutual penetration of the quarks wavepackets. Only positive-definite (negative-

definite) isounits are admitted for quarks (antiquaries) because of the stability of

their orbits (thus excluding Lie-admissible formulations for nonconserved quark
states).

28

The time evolution is given by the following particular form of the

general isoheisenberg equation identified by Kalnay [5] and Kalnay and Santilli [6]

in 1983

if = E F , H
t ,
H2 ] = [F;H] = FTH - HTF, (3.1.25a)

H = Hi + H2 , T = Hf 1 + H2
_1

. (3.1.25b)

The theory is then completed by corresponding isofields, isoenveloping operator

algebras, isohilbert spaces and remaining methods of the Lie-isotopic branch of

hadronic mechanic. Antiquarks are represented by the isodual image of the

preceding formulations resulting negative-definite energies referred to negative-

definite isounits.

In summary, as anticipated in Sect. 1.1.5, hadronic mechanics is composed
of a total of twelve different branches each pone in a variety of Kadeisvili

Classes, and this illustrates the diversification of the theory.

28
The reader should recall that it takes at least four constituents to have unstable

orbits in a closed nonhamiltonian systems. The quark orbits therefore remain stable in

hadronic mechanics.
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In this chapter we shall identify the basic postulates of hadronic
mechanics via the appropriate isotopies of quantum mechanical postulates. The
isotopic postulates were indicated by Santilli [1] in the original proposal of 1978 to

build hadronic mechanics; they were first studied in technical details by Myung
and Santilli [3] in 1982 and by Mignani, Myung and Santilli [7] in 1983; they were
finalized by Santilli in ref. [2] of 1989; and reviewed by Lopez [8] in 1993. No
additional reference is on record at this writing (early 1994), specifically, on the

basic postulates of hadronic mechanics to the author's best knowledge.

For simplicity, we shall first study the isotopic axioms of hadronic

mechanics (Class I) and their isoduals (Class II) characterized by one single

isotopic element T = G. The broader genotopic axioms and their isoduals for will

be studies subsequently.

Since there is no risk of ambiguity, we shall drop the subscript T in the

structures FT, £T, and 3£T . The reader should remember that, unless otherwise

stated, the space isotopic element T is assumed not to be explicitly dependent on
the local coordinates r and the time isotopic element T

t
not to depend explicitly

on time (but dependent in a generally nonlinear and nonlocal way on all other

quantities and their derivatives).

Moreover, isotopic and genotopic generalizations of Planck's constants are

assumed to recover the conventional value for mutual distances D bigger than

one fermi

%»fm
S <ft>

D>lfm
ahI

-
(al -26)

All isotopic and genotopic generalizations therefore recover quantum mechanical

axioms by construction at large mutual distances.

Equivalently, we can say that hadronic mechanics recovers quantum
mechanics by construction for mutual distances bigger than the range of the

strong interactions, and this explains the reason for the name "hadronic

mechanics" suggested for the discipline [ll.

The isodual isotopic and genotopic axioms are restricted by the conditions

hVlfm ^V.fm*-* 1
-

<3127>

and recover the axioms of a hitherto unknown antiautomorphic image of

quantum mechanics called isodual quantum mechanics, as we shall see in this

chapter.

The basic postulates of this chapter will be implemented into physical

laws in the next chapter, and then developed in the remaining chapters of this

volume into the various aspects of the theory as in conventional quantum
mechanics. The basic postulates will be applied to specific cases and subjected to

confrontation with experimental evidence in Vol. III.

As we shall see, even though preliminary, available experimental and
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phenomenological evidence supports quite clearly the isotopic postulates,

provided that they are applied in the arena of their conception, the interior

particle problem at mutual distances of the order of one Fermi.

To avoid major misconceptions, it is therefore essential to abandon the

familiar concept of point particle in vacuum for which quantum mechanics is

exactly valid, and consider instead fundamentally different physical conditions,

such as an extended proton within the hyperdense medium in the core of a star

called hadronic medium [\l Along similar conceptual lines, we shall study

hadrons whose constituents have extended wavepackets of the same dimension as

that of the hadrons themselves ( *• 1 fm), thus implying the conditions of total

mutual penetration at the foundations of hadronic mechanics.29

3.2: BASIC AXIOMS OF THE ISOTOPIC BRANCH OF
HADRONIC MECHANICS

We shall now identify the basic isotopic axioms, characterizing a system of

particles considered as isolated from the rest of the Universe, and therefore

verifying conventional total conservation laws, yet admitting nonlinear-

nonlocal-nonhamiltonian internal effects.

Such axioms will be constructed under the condition of coinciding with the

conventional axioms of quantum mechanics (see, e.g., ref.s [9]) at the abstract

realization-free level, beside recovering them identically for mutual distances

bigger than the range of the strong interactions.

The above conditions essentially allow the construction of both, quantum
and hadronic mechanics, in terms of one single set of abstract axioms, and their

differentiations into exterior problems in vacuum and interior problems within

physical media under suitable corresponding realizations of the isounits.

Unless otherwise stated, all formulations of this section are assumed to be

of Class I and all isounits to be diagonalized for simplicity30

Recall from Ch. 1.1 that, as usually proved in undergraduate courses in quantum
mechanics, all massive particles have a wavepacket of the order of one fermi which is of

the same order of magnitude of the radius of the charge distributions of all hadrons as

well as of the range of the strong interactions themselves.
on

The diagonalization of the isounit is always possible because it is positive-definite,

although it is not necessary. In fact, we shall encounter in Ch. 11.10 an isotopy of the Dirac

equation originally due to Dirac himself with an truly intriguing nondiagonai isotopic

element. A number of applications with nondiagonai isounits (deformations of charge

distributions in nuclear physics, Bose-Einstein correlation in particle physics, Cooper pairs

in superconductivity, and others) are presented in Vol. 111. The extension of the basic

axioms of hadronic mechanics to nondiagonai isounits is simple and will be tacitly

implied later on.
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3.2.A: Isostates and isoobservables. Recall that a quantum mechanical
state is an element

1 1]/ > of a conventionally modular Hilbert space 3C, that is, a
state under the associative modular action of a Hamiltonian H

H|«|i> = E |^>. (3.2.1)

This structure, however, is linear, local and Hamiltonian and, as such, cannot
represent the nonlinear, nonlocal and nonhamiltonian interactions under study in

these volumes.

The representation of the latter interactions is permitted by the isotopy of
structure (3.2.1) which can be expressed via the following axioms.

AXIOM I: The states
| $ > of the isotopic branch of hadronic

mechanics, called <isostates>, are elements of a right isomodular
Hilbert space 3C verifying the isoschroedinger equation

i_
sT

*'^ > = HT^ > = £*l$>> (3.2.2a)

Pk*l$> = Pk T l4f > = -ih3/9rk |$> = -ikVa/arM^, (3.2.2b)

h/ht = l
t
a/at, \ = Tf 1

, t = tT
t Q t

= Tf 1
) , E = El e C(c,+ *) , E e <&,+,*), (3.2.2c)

where, as known from the preceding section, V&t is the time isoderivative, t = tl
t

is the isotime, 1
t
= T

t

_1
is the time isounit, T

t
the time isotopic element, 1 =

T 1
is the space isounit and T is the space isotopic element.

AXIOM II: Measurable physical quantities called
<isoobservables>, are characterized by isohermitean operators
on an isohilbert space 3C which therefore possesses isoreal

isoeigenvalues (Sect. 1.6.2). Measured quantities are then
characterized by ordinary real numbers,

f^ 5 Hf =HT, H*|$> = E*|$> = E|$>, Ee R(n,+,x) . (3.2.3)

By recalling also from Sect. 1.6.3 that the isohermiticity of an operator H
coincides with the conventional Hermiticity for the case considered, we can say
that all conventional observables of quantum mechanics remain observable for
the isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics.

Moreover, note from Eq.s (3.2.3) that E*| t}/ > = ElT] $ > = E| t|* >. Thus, the

numbers actually measured in quantum and hadronic mechanics are elements of
the same conventional field of real numbers.

Comparison of Eq.s (3.2.1) and (3.2.3) confirms a result of Sect. 1.6.3 to the
effect that the eigenvalues of the <same> Hermitean operator H are
<different> in quantum and hadronic mechanics, E * E. This is a first property
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of hadronic mechanics with fundamental implications for applications and
verifications of the theory studied in Vol. III.

As an example, the above result indicates that the conventional

Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom Hq,^ has <two> different sets of
eigenvalues, one given by the conventional form E at large mutual distances

and a new, hitherto unknown eigenvalue E when the proton and electrons are in

conditions of total mutual penetration/overlapping at mutual distances of the

order of one fermi.

Note the fundamental role of the nonhamiltonian character of the

interactions for the achievement of the above result. In fact, for conventional

potential interactions one adds a new potential V to the old Hamiltonian. This

implies two different eigenvalues E and E for two different Hamiltonians

Hfjoul anc* H ~ Hcoul + V', which is a trivial occurrence.

Equivalently, the above result is fundamentally dependent on the admission

of novel interactions beyond the representational capabilities of quantum
mechanics, those of zero-range31 due to the mutual contact of the

wavepackets. If the interactions are of action-at-a-distance type, they are of

conventional potential character and no novelty emerges.

As it is well known in quantum mechanics, different observables cannot be

measured simultaneously unless they commute. We then have the following

isotopic image (see ref. [3], pp. 1321-1322 for a proof);

Lemma 3.2.1: A necessary and sufficient condition for different

hadronic observables A k , k = 1, 2 n, to be measurable
simultaneously is that they isocommute,

[ Aj T Aj ] = A|TAj - AjTA| = 0, i, j = 1, 2, n. (3.2.4)

But the basis of a vector space remains unchanged under isotopy (Ch.s 1.3

and 1.5). As a result, the generators of quantum mechanics and those of the

isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics coincide, as it must be the case since

they represent physical quantities such as coordinates, momenta, angular

momenta, energy, etc. Hadronic mechanics merely generalizes the operations

among them. Also, operators which commute conventionally do not necessarily

isocommute. We then have the following

Corollary 3.2.1A: Observables which can be simultaneously

measured in quantum mechanics (at large mutual distances) do not

necessarily remain simultaneously measurable in hadronic

mechanics (at small distances) and viceversa.

The identification of the maximal set of isocommuting isoobservables is

This aspect can be better studied at the isorelativistic level of Ch. II.9.
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essentially the same as that for the conventional case [9] and it will be assumed as
known.

Conventional quantum mechanical quantities, such as the Hamiltonian
operator H = H(t, r, p), are constructed from time t and the pair of canonically
conjugated quantities r and p with familiar fundamental commutation rules

t ri' rj] = [pi,Pj] = 0, [rj.pjj = i8
ij(

(n=l). (3.2.5)

For the case of n particles in three-dimensional Euclidean space, the above rules
can be written in the now familiar unified form

[a^ ;av ] = i (o^
v

, a = {a^
1

) = (r, p} , p, v = 1, 2, ... 6n , (3.2.6a)

-(
W l3nX3n

) (3.2.6b)

* *3n*3n °3nx3n '

which carry important algebraic and geometric meanings.

In fact, co^ is the Lie tensor in canonical realization as the contravariant

version of the symplectic tensor to^ also in canonical realization. In turn, the

appearance of the classical quantity toH-
v

in the above quantum mechanical
expressions is important to establish quantum mechanics as the correct and
unique operator image of classical Hamiltonian mechanics via the symplectic
quantization and other means.

The results of Sect. II. 1.4 then allow the formulation of the following:

AXIOM in: The operators of the isotopic branch of hadronic
mechanics are constructed from time t and the isoconjugated
coordinates r

1 and momenta pj, with fundamental
isocommutation rules> in disjoint r and p formulation for
diagonal isounits

[r^rJ] = [p^Pj] = a 1

1

4
Tpj 1 = il^ i,j= l,2,...,3n, (3.2.7)

or in the unified notation a = (r,p)

[a^] = ftoM-v = ilco^, u,v =I,2,...,6n. (3.2.8)

We assume the reader is familiar with the following properties studied
earlier:

1) The isotopic image of the exact Hamiltonian two-form to = u
(Ivda

,1Adav

= de is the isoexact Hamilton-isotopic form to = w
|AV

cla^A8al/ = to.xaT
a

l>
da^Ada1' =

2) The isotopic image of the Hamiltonian Lie tensor uPv is the isotopic form
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co^=lco^
f (a)n = (a)pr 1

,l = T- 1

;

3) The integrability conditions for the Hamiltonian tensor co^
v
to be Lie are

given by the closure property of exact two-forms dco = d(d9) = and, in a fully

similar way, the integrability conditions for the isocanonical tensor SPV to be
Lie-isotopic are given by the isoclosure property of isoexact two-isoforms d« =

») = 0.

Therefore, the fundamental isocommutation rules (3.2.8) confirm that

the isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics is the unique and unambiguous
operator image of the classical Hamilton-isotopic mechanics of Sect. 1.1.4 in

exactly the same way as it occurs for classical and quantum Hamiltonian
mechanics

.

The above result also confirms the validity of the naive isoquantization of
the preceding chapter and provides rigorous grounds for the isosymplectic
quantization and other approaches.

3.2.B: Time evolution of isostates and isoobservables. By using the

content of Sect.s 1.6.2 and 1.6.3, the isotopy of the conventional evolution of a
quantum mechanical state can be formulated via the following

AXIOM IV: The time evolution of the hadronic states is

characterized by isounitary transformations with the
isohermitean Hamiltonian as the generator, and the time
evolution of hadronic observables is characterized by an
isoequivalent, one-dimensional, Lie-isotopic group also with the
Hamiltonian as the generator.

We consider now the isotime

(3.29)

and hadronic states
|
$(t) > at a given isotime 1. According to Axiom IV, the same

state at a subsequent isotime 1',
|
$(t') > is characterized by the isotransform

|«tt> = Oft,t')*|$ft)>, (3.2.10)

where 0(t,V) is an isounitary operator verifying the condition for a Lie-isotopic
group with the Hamiltonian H as a generator,

0(t,V) = e
-
i(t

'"
t)H = Ne-ift^TtTH) = ( e-iHTTt

ft'-t) nj (3,2. 1 1)

and we have used isoexponentiation (3.1.4). The condition for the isotransform to

constitute a Lie-isotopic group then ensures the composition law

0a,1; + SD*0(t. + £M') = 0(1,1'), (3.2.12)
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0(t,V) =

(3.2.13)

The time evolution implied by Axiom IY is therefore of the form

a

il
t |$ft)> = HT|$ft)>, (3.2.14)

at

which is precisely the isoschrddinger's form of Axiom I. Note the presence of the

time isounitl
t
in the I. h. s. which was absent in the earlier formulations of the

equation, as recalled in Sect. 1 1.2.3.

Axiom IV also implies that the isonormalization of a hadronic state (Sect.

1.6.2) does not change in time (or in isotime), i.e.,

<*KWM<(t)> = <$|T|$>1 = 1 =

= <$ft)|*Ot*0*|(ft)>l = <^')|TW)>1 = 1. (3.2.15)

We learn in this way that the consistent formulation of the isotopic

branch of hadronic mechanics requires a redefinition of time into isotime (3.2.9).

As we shall see in our studied at the relativistic level, this occurrence has
seemingly fundamental implications because it implies that, in additional to the

Einsteinian relativity of time, we have a relativity of the unit of time, with far

reaching implications, such as: different times in different regions of the

Universe with the same speed relative to an inertial system but different

gravitational fields (e.g., time on Earth and that in Jupiter are predicted to be
different); an experimentally verifiable "space-time machine" and others.

In the following, whenever no confusion arises, we may continue to use the

symbol "t" rather than "1", with the understanding that it refers to the isotime.

The transition to the isoheisenberg representation is straightforward. In the

latter case Axiom IV implies that the time evolution of an operator A is given by
the (one-dimensional) Lie-isotopic group

A' = Cff * A * , (3.2.16)

or, more explicitly, by

Aft) = 0ta,1')*A(t))*rjft,t') = e~ iHft
'-

t) *A(&)*e^ ft
'~'0H

(3.2.17)

and the infinitesimal form (see Sect. 1.4.5 for details)

0(1,1') - Oft- St, V) a 3

"ma-o = — 0(U')= i
t
—

St 31 at

= -iH*0(t,V) =-iHT0ft,V), T*T
t

.
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thus implying the now familiar infinitesimal form

A(8l) = (I - i H T 81) A(0) (i 8lT H - I ), (3.2.18)

from which the fundamental isoheisenberg equation of the theory follows,

dA
il

t
= ATH - HTA = [A TH] . (3.2.19)

dt

In particular, we have the following important properties

Lemma 3.2.2: The isounitary time evolution of hadronic mechanics
leaves invariant the basic isounit of the theory,

1' = 0M*0 = tf*0 * 0*tft (3.2.20)

Lemma 3.23: Isounitary transformations leave invariant the Lie-

isotopic brackets

Cft*[ArB]*0 = C^*(A*B-B*A)*0 =

- A'T B' - B'T A' = A'*B'-B'*A' = [ATbI. (3.2.21)

by therefore leaving invariant the isoheisenberg time evolution

i A = [A TH] * i
0t* A * = 0^* [A TH] * fj = i A' = [A?H'] , (.3.2.22)

as well as the fundamental isocommutator rules (3.2.8)

[a^av] = ico^ =* [a'^a' y] = i$P> . (3.2.23)

The importance of the preceding results should be indicated. First, note the

invariant character of the fundamental isounit 1. The lifting h => h is an isotopy,

not only in the preservation of the original characteristics, but, more deeply, in

the preservation of the invariant character as the basic unit of the theory.

Secondly, recall that quantum mechanics is invariant under a rather

restricted class of transformations, the unitary ones. By comparison, hadronic

mechanics preserves conventional unitary transformations, evidently because it

is a covering of quantum mechanics, but admits in addition the invariance under

a class of transformations considerably broader than the unitary ones.

To understand how broad the latter invariance is, one should keep in mind
that hadronic mechanics admits an infinite variety of isotopic elements T for

each given Hamiltonian H with corresponding infinite variety of form-invariance
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under isounitary transformations.

Finally, note the invariance of the Lie-isotopic tensor icr
LV

in the

fundamental isocommutation rules (3.2.23). This invariance also has a

fundamental character for the theory because it establishes that the branch of

hadronic mechanics under study is indeed a complete theory, without evidently

precluding the existence of yet more general theories (see next section).

In different terms, the important aspect for any given theory in a chain of

generalizations is that the particular theory considered is axiomatically self-

consistent, i.e., derivable from primitive axioms and left invariant by its own
transformations, while admitting the old theory as a particular case.

Quantum mechanics is indeed self-consistent because its own
transformations, the conventional unitary transformations, preserve the Lie

tensor of its fundamental commutation rules. If unitary transformations had
mapped into a different tensor, quantum mechanics would not have been a

self-consistent theory.

We learn from Lemma 3.2.3 that an equivalent situation exists at the

covering level of hadronic mechanics in which the quantity now preserved is the

Lie-isotopic tensor to^v, while admitting the quantum mechanical structure co^
as a simple subcase fori = I.

The isoequivalence of the isoschrddinger and isoheisenberg representations

is studied in App. 1 1 LA.

In Sect. II. 1.3 we recalled that the (classical) Birkhoffian mechanics can be

constructed via <noncanonical> transformations of the conventional
Hamiltonian mechanics. In proposal [l] we suggested the following

corresponding operator form for hadronic mechanics.

Lemma 3.2.4: The various structures of hadronic mechanics can

be built via <nonunitary> transformations of the corresponding

structures of quantum mechanics, e.g., under a conventionally

modular (time-independent) nonunitary transformation Heisenberg's

equations transform into their isotopic covering

U ut = 1 * I, ut * U" 1
, (3.2.24a)

i A = [A, H] = A H - H A =* iUAljT = U[A,H]uT =

= iA' = [A'TBl = A'TH'-B'TH', A' = UAut, B' = U B U^, (3.2.24b)

with the isotopic element T given precisely by the hermitean

inverse of the isounit

T = UT_l lT l = (U0)
_1

= l" 1
. (3.2.25)

All additional nonunitary time evolution can then be written in the unique
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isotopic form

W Wt = 0*0* =1*1, W = T1/2
, (3.2.25)

under which the basic dynamical equations remain invariant

Note that the isotopic element T represents the deviation from I. This is

desired because the isotopic element represents noncanonical interactions by
conception.

The following result has important implications for other generalizations

of quantum mechanics.

Corollary 3.2.4.A: The fundamental commutation rules of quantum
mechanics are mapped by nonunitary transformations into the

corresponding rules of hadronic mechanics

U(rp - pr) lit = r'Tp' - p'T f = iUIU* = i1, (3.2.27a)

U(rr - r r ) U* = fTr' - fTf = UOU* = 0, (3.2.27b)

U(pp - pp)ut = p'Tp' - p'Tp' = iUOUf = 0. (3.2.27c)

As one can see, among all infinitely possible generalizations of the

canonical commutation rules, a generalization which is axiomatic, that is,

derivable from first principles, and invariant under its own time evolution is

given by the structure

rTp-pTr = i1, (3.2.28)

where the condition 1 = T-1 is crucial for consistency, as it has been the case

throughout all aspects of the isotopic theories, including isonumbers, isofields,

isospaces, isoalgebras, etc.

This result implies that the rather large literature on the so-called

noncanonical generalizations of the fundamental commutation rules of the type

r p - p r = i f(t, r, p) , (3.2.29)

do not possess a consistent axiomatic structure. In fact, the above
generalizations are manifestly outside the axiomatic structure of quantum
mechanics, yet they do not verify the fundamental rule that the r.h.s. function f(t,

r, p) is the inverse of the isotopic element T. A similar lack of axiomatic structure

exists for other deformations of quantum mechanical formalisms, as studied in

Appendix II.3.C.
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Lemma 3.2.5: The isoeigenvalues of hadronic observables are

invariant under isounitary transformations,

H *
| $ > = £*|$> = E|iji> U * H *

|
$ > = H' *

|
? > =

= U * £ *
| # > = £*\ty> = V\fy>. (3.2.30)

Note the abstract identity between the isotopic properties and the

corresponding ones of quantum mechanics. This implies that the quantum
mechanical properties considered in this section are genuine axioms of the theory

because invariant under isotopies. On the contrary, we shall see later on that

there exist quantum mechanical structures (such as Bell's inequality) which are

not true axioms because not invariant under isotopies.

3.2.C: Isoexpectation values. Recall that the conventional expectation

value of a quantum mechanical observable is given by [9]

<i|>| A|i|;>
<A> = e R(n,+,x), (3.2.31)

The isotopy of the preceding structure then yields the isoexpectation value of a

hadronic observable

< i];
|

* A *
1 1); >

<A> = e R(n+,x), A = AT
. (3.2.32)

<ty\*\ty>

AXIOM V: The values expected in measurements of

isoobservables are given by the isoexpectation values and they

are conserved when representing total Galilean (or Lorentzian)

quantities of a system assumed as isolated from the rest of the

Universe.

Note that the isoinner product in X coincides with the conventional

product in X when the isotopic element T can be factorized (e.g., when it does

not depend on the integration variables or it is a scalar)

<ipft)j> = <4*k> Tl = <t]j|t)j>. (3.2.33)

Under the same assumption, the conventional and isotopic expectation values also

coincide, <A> = <A>t1t1 = <a>. Note in particular that

<h> = <ftl> = h, <1> = 1, < 1 > * 1 (3.2.34)
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The above property therefore implies that

Lemma 3.2.6: The experimental measure of a given expectation

value cannot distinguish whether the underlying theory is quantum
or hadronic mechanics.

In order to reach experimental measures on such a distinction, we must
identify <noveI> predictions of hadronic mechanics, that is, predictions beyond

the technical capabilities of quantum mechanics, as we shall study in detail in

Volume III.

The proof of the following property is elementary.

Lemma 3.2.7: Isoexpectation values are invariant under isounitary

transformations.

It is easy to see that the isoexpectation values coincide with the

isoeigenvalues. Let c e C(c,+,x) be the isoeigenvalues of an operator A with

eigenstate
| $ >, A*| > = c*| $ > = c| $ >. Then we have the evident expression

<$|*A*|{]j> < $ |
*

|

i{f >
< A > = — = c = c e C(c,+,x) . (3.2.35)

<$|*|$> < $| *| $>

Note that the identity between isoeigenvalues and isoexpectation values

persists also under the differentiation between the isotopic element G of the

isohilbert space and the isotopic element T of the operator algebra.

Next, we introduce the notion of iso-wave-function which can be

expressed via the structure

ttft, r) = < t, r
|
T

|
$ > . (3.2.36)

A simple example, particularly significant for practical applications, is the iso-

plane-wave
,
say, in one space-dimension

<|>(t,r) = N*e*P r *e
t

~ iEt = Ne i( P Tr " ETt t) =

= Ne
i(pr

"
E%)

= 4ft, r), r = Tr,t = T
t
t , (3.2.37)

where N is a suitable isonormalization constant (see below) and e
t

is the

isoexponentiation for the isotopic element T
t

. Note that structure (3.2.37) can be

equivalently interpreted either as a new function <Jf in the old variables t, r or as

the old function t|; on the new isovariablesl; and r.

The primary function of isoplanewaves studied in detail in Ch. 1 1.8 is the

geometrization of the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the medium in which
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the wave propagates in a form suitable for experimental verifications, such as

an electromagnetic wave propagating throughout Earth's atmosphere or, along

conceptually similar lines, an electron moving within the hadronic medium of the

interior of a star. The scope of the isoplane waves is then to provide a

quantitative representation of the deviation from motion in empty space

suitable for verification of the theory.

Structure (3.2.37) verifies the basic eigenvalues equations for the position

operator R, momentum operator P and energy operator H = il
t
a/at

ropr * $(t, r) = reigenv $t, r), (3.2.38a)

Poper * r) = - it $t, r) = peigenv $k r> . (3.2.38b)

dr

a

i\ $(t,r) = E$t,r). (3.2.38c)

at

Isoplanewaves therefore verify isoschrodinger equation (3.2.2).

As we shall see later on, the "symmetrization" of the space isotopy pTr with

the time one ET
t
t is necessary for the mutual compatibility of nonrelativistic

and relativistic hadronic formulations. In fact, as indicated earlier, such

compatibility forces the lifting of the derivative of time into the isoderivative

form, that is, it requires the generalization of the Galilean or Einstein time into

the isotime.

3.2.D: Isoprobabilities. We then introduce the notion of isoprobability

density

& =
|
$(t, r)

|

s =
|

r) * $t, r) |1 =
|

r) T $(t, r)
|
T_l , (32.39)

with normalization

/ dV $t* $ - 1 , (3.2.40)

or, equivalently, isonormalization to 1. Note that, when T is a scalar,

isoprobabilities and conventional probabilities coincide, thus illustrating again the

abstract identity of quantum and hadronic mechanics of Class I.

Consider now a hadronic observable A and suppose that it possesses a finite

number of isoeigenvalues ck, k =
1, 2, a Let

| $ > be the hadronic state vector

of A, with
| $ k > the (isoorthogonal) states corresponding to the individual

isoeigenvalues ck. It is then easy to see that the expressions

wk = wkk ft(n,+ *), wk = |<iJrk |T|i];>| 2 e R<n,+,x)
, (3.2.4 1)
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represent the isoprobability for obtaining the isoeigenvalue ck in a given

measure.

The assumed isonormalization implies the recovering of the familiar unit

value for the total probability,

Xk^k = X Ek wk = Xk I
<

I $ >
1

2 = 1 • (3-2-42)

The above results are sufficient to show the existence of a fully consistent

isotopy of the quantum mechanical theory of probability. The isotopies of other

aspects are left to the interested reader.

A simple generalization of the proof of the corresponding quantum
mechanical property shows that isostates are unique except for possible phase

isofactors. The conservation of total physical quantities will be studied in

subsequent chapters. The interested reader can easily work out additional

isotopies.

We can therefore conclude by saying that ail basic axioms of quantum
mechanics admit consistent, nontrivial, axiom-preserving isotopic formulation.

This confirms the identity of quantum mechanics and hadronic mechanics of

Class I at the abstract, realization free level

.

3.2.E: Basic axioms of isodual isotopic hadronic mechanics. According
to hadronic mechanics, all preceding axioms apply solely for particles, because

antiparticles are described by isodual formulations (see Ch. 11.10).

The basic axioms for the isodual isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics
were studied for the first time by Santilli in 1989 [2] and are given by the simple

isodual image of Axioms I-V. First, we should recall that the "numbers" are now
the elements of the isodual isofields ft

d
(n
d
,+,

1^) and Cd
(c
d +,*d) with negative-

definite norms

|

nd
|

=
|
n

1

1

d < , |
cd |

=
|
c c |1

d < 0. (3.2.43)

The isodual isoeuclidean space of the theory is the expression

£d
{t,ft

t

d)x£d(r,S
d
,ft
d
):l

t

d = (T
t

dr l = -l
t
,S

d = STd = -S, 1
d = (T

d
)

_1
= -1 , (3.2.44)

with isodual isotime V1 = - 1 = t l
t

d
isodual time isounit l

t

d = - l
t
and isodual

space isounitl^ = -1

The isodual isohilbert space 3t
d

is characterized by the isodual states
| $

>d = - (
| $ > )t = - < $ |, with isodual isoinner product and related isodual

isonormalization

3Cd : <$t$>d = <$| d Td |$ >
d
l
d e C^cV**) , (3.2.45a)
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<4T|3>>d = l
d = -% <<Hld |$> = - I. (3.2.45b)

As one can see, the isoinner products of 3C and 3t
d

coincide. However,

by no means this implies that these spaces are equivalent, mathematically or

physically. On mathematical grounds the spaces 3t: and 3Cd are defined over
antiautomorphic fields P and Fd, respectively, with different elements, the

isostates
| $ > for 3t and their isoduals

|
$ >d = -< $ |

for 3t
d

(see Sect. 1.6.2). On
physical grounds the isodual isospaces cannot admit positive eigenvalues. In

particular, as we shall see when studying relativistic equations, the isodual map
is equivalent to charge conjugation.

The isodual universal enveloping algebra is the image £
d of % with the

isodual isounit, element and product

£^£d
: l^l d = -1, A Ad = - A, (3.2.46a)

A* B = A T B -+ Ad *
d Bd = Ad T6 Bd = - A * B . (3.2.46b)

The notion of isohermiticity of an operator H = = is mapped in a

simple way into the isodual isohermiticity H = rfd= rfd . The action of an

isohermitean operator H € £
d on 3C

d
is now isodual isomodular with isodual

isoeigenvalue equation

<$|d *d H = -<$|*d £d = -<^| r

T
<1

l
d E= -<*|E, (3.2.47)

where E is the positive-definite eigenvalue of H.

The isodual isoprobability density is given by

d =
|
#t, r)

|

2d =
|
$t(t, r) Td #t, r) |l

d = -
|
^t, r) T <Kt, r) |1 = - 9>

, (3.2.48)

with isodual normalization

/dV^T^ =- 1, (3.2.49)

and isodual isoprobabilities for obtaining the isodual isoeigenvalues c\

wk
d = wk 1

d
€ Rd(nd,+A wk

d =
| < $k |

Td
| $ >

|

2 e R(n,+ *) - (3.2.50)

The sum of all such probabilities then yields again the underlying unit, the

isodual isounit,

SkV = l
d

- (3.2.51)

The isodual isopostulates can then be expressed as follows.

AXIOM Id : The states of the isodual isotopic hadronic mechanics,
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called <isodual isostates>, are elements < $ | of a left, isodual,

isomodular, Hilbert space 3td with isodual isoschroedinger

equation

~ 1< *|-g^ =<^l*d H = <^]Td H = -<$|*d E, (3.2.52)

*d
Pk

d = = <4'|Td pkd = ih<i];|3d /3rkd = i ft < $ |
d/ar

1 !^ , (3.2.52b)

3
d/&d =ld

t
3/3t, Ed = El

d e Cd(cd+A -E e Cd(cd + *d) . (3.2.52c).

AXIOM IId : Measurable physical quantities of the isodual
isotopic hadronic mechanics, called <isodual isoobservables>, are

characterized by isodual isohermitean operators on an isodual

isohilbert space 3t
d whose isoeigenvalues are isoreal (Sect. 1.63).

Measured quantities are then characterized by real, negative-

definite numbers

H = =HT, <$p*d H = <$|d *d Ed = -<$|E. (3.2.53)

AXIOM III
d

: The operators of isodual isotopic hadronic
mechanics are constructed from the isodual time t

d = - t, the

isodual isoconjugated coordinates r
ld = - rj and momenta pj

d = -

pj with fundamental isodual isocommutation rules> in disjoint r,

and p formulation

[r^pj]* = r
id Td Pj

d -
Pj

d Td r
id

= -[r^pj] = iSdi
j
=-ils/, (3.2.54a)

[ r
1
TrJ ]

d = [ pj : Pj 3

d = 0, i, j
=

1, 2, .... 3n, (3.2.54b)

or in the unified formulation ad= (i*
1

, p
d
)

[a^aT1 = ito^d = il<V = -6>iV
, u,v = 1,2,..., 6n. (3.2.55)

AXIOM IVd : The time evolution of the isodual isotopic hadronic

states is characterized by isodual isounitary transformations d

with the isodual isohermitean Hamiltonian as the generator,

while the time evolution of isodual isoobservables is

characterized by an isoequivalent, one-dimensional, isodual Lie-

isotopic group also with the Hamiltonian as the generator,

d *d dt = dT *d d = ^ = _^
j (3 256a)

<Wd
)| = <$(0)|*d d

ft
d

0) = <iM0)|*d ed
"

i

'

tdH
=
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= <#0d
)| e

" itT
t
dTH

, - s £)
d

.

(3.2.56b)

AXIOM Vd
: The values expected in the measurements of the

isodual isoobservables are given by negative-definite isodual

isoexpectation values and they are conserved when representing

total Galilean (or Lorentzian) quantities of a system of

antiparticles assumed as isolated from the rest of the Universe.

<$|*d Ad *d |$>
<Ad > = — = -<A> € Rd(ndVd

), A = aK (3.2.57)

< $ |

*a
| $ >

The interested reader can work out the isodualities of other aspects. Note

that the above formulation implies the existence of a hitherto unknown
antiautomorphic image of quantum mechanics, the isodual quantum mechanics

which evidently holds for the particular case whenl d = I
d

.

3.3: BASIC AXIOMS OF THE GENOTOPIC BRANCH
OF HADRONIC MECHANICS

Hadronic mechanics was originally suggested [llin its most general possible form,

as a genotopic (or Lie-admissible) generalization of quantum mechanics,

because in such a form it admits the isotopic (or Lie-isotopid generalization

and the conventional quantum mechanics as particular cases.

In these volumes we have elected to present the isotopic and genotopic

generalizations in a separate, progressive way primarily for clarity of

presentation, but with the understanding that, on formal grounds, our

presentation could have been restricted to the genotopic branch.

A further reason for the selected presentation is that a primary objective of

these volumes is the study of closed-isolated systems of strongly interacting

particles with nonlocal-nonpotential internal forces, in which case the isotopic

branch of hadronic mechanics becomes predominant.

Before outlining the basic genotopic axioms it may be recommendable to

review certain foundational results of Vol. I. Unless otherwise states, all genounits

are assumed to have Hermitean parts of Kadeisvili's Class I which are assumed to

be diagonalized for simplicity.

3.3.A: Genonumbers and their isoduals. The fundamental notion of

hadronic mechanics, mathematically and physically, is the most general known
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formulation of numbers, the genonumbers with related genofields, and the

isodual genonumbers with related isodual genofields studied in Ch. 1.2. We are

here referring to:

CHAIN OF COVERING THEORIES STUDIED IN THESE VOLUMES

SYSTEMS ALGEBRAS MECHANICS

Closed systems

with potential

internal forces

Lie

algebras

Quantum
mechanics

Closed systems with

potent, and nonpotent

internal forces

Lie-isotopic

algebras

Isotopic branch

of hadronic

mechanics

Open systems with

potent, and nonpotent

external forces

Lie-admissible

algebras

Genotopic branch

of hadronic

mechanics

FIGURE 3.3.1: A schematic view of the chain of generalizations under study

and related enclosure properties.

1) The ordering of the multiplication of generic numbers a, b to the right,

indicated with the script a>b, and to the left, indicated with a<b with their

isoduals a>db = - a>b * a<b and a^b = - a<b ? a>b;

2) The differentiation of the ordering to the right from that to the left, a>b
* a<b, a>db ^ a<d t>, and

3) The characterization of motion forward to future time with the product

a>b, motion forward from past time with the product <, motion backward
from future time with the product a>db and motion backward to past time

with a<db (see Fig. 3.3.2 for more details).

Mathematical consistency of the theory then requires the following four

generalizations of the basic unit of quantum mechanics, Planck's constant h = 1,

Forward genounit fr* = hl>, 1 = S" 1

,

Conjugated forward genounit <n = ^h, ^ = R" 1 = fl^
Backward genounit ?i

>d = l
>d = -1> (3.3.1)

Conjugated backward genounit <hd - - % ,

<
1
d = - ^ .

The quantities hereon written in unified notation <fi
> = (

<
n, fr

5
"} and <n>d =

(
<

fi
d

, &>d } are assumed as the space genounits. Their inverses <> = {R, S) and <>d
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- (R
d Sd } = - <> are the space genotopic elements, with corresponding

genomultiplications

aob = {a<b=aRb, a > b = = a S b ) , R =
, (3.3.2a)

a <>d b = { a >d b , a >d b } = ao b . (3.3.2b)

The above assumptions imply for mathematical consistency four different

notions of time

Forward genotime 1> = tS
t ,

l
t
> = S

t

~'

,

Conjugated forward genotime K\ = tR
t ,

<\ = Rt

~' = (t (>)!",

Backward genotime l>d = -1;>
, l

>d = -1>, (3.3.3)

Conjugated backward genotime <tA = - <t, <l d = - <1
,

where the quantities and are the time genounits with corresponding

time products written in the unified form oftf and
<1

l

>d <>dt

<l2>d = ~ Ot
12

>
- Note that the space and time genounits are

structurally different because the former are three-dimensional matrices while

the latter are scalars.

The time genounits can therefore be ordinary complex functions, such as

f l(r, ..) + i f2( r, ...), where f
t
and f2 are real. The form possible "time arrows" are

then given by \> = t(f ^lf^, <t = t(f!+if2), t
>d = t(-f

{
+-if£ d<1 = t(-f^if^. Note

that the four possible "time arrows" are represented by the genounits, whiie time
remains the ordinary real quantity . As we shall see in Vol. Ill, rather than being

a mere mathematical curiosity, trhe above characterizations of time raises

intriguing novel experimental issues.

THE NOTIONS OF TIME OF HADRONIC MECHANICS

Motion forward from past time t > Motion forward to future time t >

to

>
current time

Motion backward to past time t
d < Motion backward from future time &<0

FIGURE 3.3.2: A schematic view of the four possible "time arrows" which are

characterized by hadronic mechanics via four possible genounits
interconnected by complex conjugation and isoduality. Note that the isotime

and its isodual are a particular case when the forward and backward
genounits coincide. As shown in Ch.s 1 1.8 and 1 1.9, the generalization of the

unit of time is necessary for interior relativistic and gravitational isotopic

formulations and have rather deep implications, e.g., the possible locality of
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time.

We proved in Ch. 1.7 that each ordered multiplication and related genounit

implies the preservation of all axioms of a field. This permitted the construction

of the genofields <
f'
>

(

<a>,+,<>) of real numbers, complex numbers and
quaternions, with a corresponding form for the octonions which is important for

the isotopies and genotopies of Dirac's equation studied later on in this volume.

As a simple example, consider the genotopy of the field of real numbers
R(n,+,x) characterized by elements R and S belonging to the original field (i.e, R
and S are ordinary numbers n). In this case (only) the new elements <h> can be

assumed to coincide with the original elements, the conjugation R = must be

relaxed and replaced with a different conjugation R = SC such that Sc remains an

element of the original field (e.g., Sc = 1/S). Such genofields can then be written

<R>(n,+,<>).

The reader is now encouraged to work out specific realizations. Assume for

instance the genounit = 3. Then the multiplication of the number 2 time the

number 3 to the right is given by 2>3 = 2. Suppose that <l = Q> )

c = 1/1> Then the

multiplication of the number 3 time the number 2 to the left is 2<3 = 18.

The important point is that all original axioms of R(n,+ x) are preserved by

each ordering of the genofields <R>(n,+,o). For instance, the original

multiplication x (the ordinary multiplication of numbers) is commutative, 2x3 =

3X2. Exactly the same property exists for each of the two ordered

multiplications, 2>3 = 3>2 = 2 and 2<3 = 3<2 = 18 while being compatible with the

basic condition a>b ¥ a<b.

The same situation occurs for all other properties as studied in detail in Ch.

1.7. As a result, fields and their corresponding genofields coincide at the abstract

level.

One should note that the emerging revision of the theory of numbers is

rather deep, including a covering formulation of prime numbers, factorization,

etc. For instance, statements such as "the number four is not prime" become
incomplete because lacking the identification of the underlying unit. In fact, in

the above example with genounit = 1/3, the number four becomes a prime

number. Regrettably, these generalizations of the theory of numbers do not

appear to have propagated to mathematicians in the field at this writing (early

1994).

Note that the theory of isonumbers is a simple particular case of that of

genonumbers when the difference in the ordering of the multiplication is relaxed,

therefore resulting in the single isomultiplication a>b = a<b = a*b.

It should be indicated that genonumbers and their isoduals are the broadest

known, axiom-preserving, generalization of the conventional numbers of

classical and quantum mechanics. In fact, any further generalization requires the

modification of the addition a + b which violates the distributive law and, as

such, is no longer axiom-preserving (Sect. 1.2.3).
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3.3.B: Genospaces and their isoduals. The assumption of the four basic
genounits <n, n> and d<

h, n>d implies the consequential, unique and
unambiguous characterization of all aspects of the genotopic branch of hadronic
mechanics.

For instance, the conventional Euclidean space E(r,8,R) of classical and
quantum mechanics is uniquely lifted into the following four different
genospaces

<E>(r <S> <R>) : r<^> = fri <S>
ij

rJ ) <1> eW,+,<>) , (3.3.4a)

<
fi
>d

(r
<s>d<ft

>d
): r<2>d = (r

i<
s>d

j

. rj )
<
1
>d e <ft>d(<fi>d +i<>

d). (aa4b,

In turn, this implies four different generalized notions of straight lines, spheres,
angles, trigonometric functions, etc. (see Ch. 1.3 and 1.5).

The understanding of the genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics requires
the knowledge that even though the deformed metrics are no longer Hermitean,
genospaces coincide at the abstract level with the conventional Euclidean space

',

while the isodual genospaces coincide at the abstract level with the isodual
Euclidean spaces,

<E>(r <8> <R>) ~ E(r,S,R), <E>d(r,<S>d,<R>d ) - Ed(r,8d
,Rd) . (3.3.5)

This is due to the fact that each generalized space is constructed via a
deformation of the original metric say, 8 -+R(t, r, f, f, ...)8, R # r\ while jointly the
unit I of the original space is deformed of the inverse amount, I

-> R" 1

, thus
preserving the original geometric axioms unchanged.

As an illustration, consider an extended hadron in irreversible conditions
(e.g., a proton in the core of a star). In this case the genounits <!> = <>"' can be
decomposed into a nonhermitean scalar part <1 > <> _l

multiplied by a three-
dimensional, Hermitean and diagonal part D_I > <t> = (<> D)

_1
. The nonhermitean

part is then useful to represent the irreversible conditions, while the diagonal part
permits a direct representation of the nonspherical shape of the charge
distribution of hadron considered and all its infinitely possible deformations, via
the following different genospheres and isodual genospheres

r<^> = (x<bYx + y<b>2
2
y + z<^z)d' 1

, (3.3.6a)

<1> = VD" 1
. D = diag.(<b>

1

2<b>22<b>32),<l
>

?,(<-lo
>)t

(3.3.6b)

r<2>d =
( x <b>d[ 2 x + y <b

>d
2
2 y + z <^>d

3
2 z j Dd-l ^ {3 3 6c)

<l>d = -<l >diag.(<b>
1

-2 <b>2
~2 <^

3

-2
)( (336d)
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Note the reality of the genospheres even though the basic unit is not real

due to the cancellation of the nonhermitean scalar part.

The geometrically fundamental property is that genospheres (3.3.6a) are
perfect spheres when represented in their respective genospaces, while isodual

genospheres (3.3.6c) are perfect isodual spheres also when represented in their

respective isodual genospaces.

In fact, jointly with the deformation of the semiaxes 1 -> O <D>k
2

' where
Oo ^ <>o and tne b

'

s are real, tne corresponding unit is deformed of the inverse

amount 1 o ~
I<b>

k~
2

> thus preserving the original spherical structure. The
same occurrence holds under isoduality although now referred to a novel
geometrical notion, the isodual sphere with negative-definite radius.

In different terms, the ellipsoidical deformations of the sphere solely

occur when the genospheres is projected in our Euclidean space.

The image under genotopies and their isoduals of a conventional Hilbert

space X with inner product < 41
1

<j> > over C(c,+,x) follows similar lines. In fact,

we have the genohilbert and isodual genohilbert spaces

<3t> : < $ <f> $ > = < $ I
o

I $ > <1> e <C>(<c>,+,o) , (3.3.7a)

<tf>d : < $ <f>
d
$ > = < $ I

od
I
$ > <l>d € <C>d(<c>d +,<>d) , (3.3.7b)

note that, when the forward isotopic element is purely imaginary, say, a>b
= aib, the corresponding genounit is 1> = -i and the forward genoinner product
coincides with the conventional inner product, < $ |>| $ >1> = < $ | $ >.

The lifting of all operations on an isohilbert space (Sect. 1.6.3) then admits
simple yet significant genotopic extensions. Particularly important for hadronic

mechanics is the property that a quantum mechanical operator which is

conventionally Hermitean (observable) remains so under forward or backward
genotopies.

The above important result can be proved as follows. Let R be the
genotopic element for forward action > and S that for the backward action <
under the conjugation R = st. The condition of Hermiticity for an operator A on
3C> , called genohermiticity, is then given by

<4f|(>A>|$>) = < i|J |(RAR|$>) = (< l|;|<A<)| li;> = (|^|SAS)|^>,

RAR = (SAS)r
, (3.3.8)

which is evidently verified for all conventionally Hermitean operators, under the

assumed condition R = st

But genotopies have been built to represent the nonconservation of
physical quantities such as the energy. We reach in this way, apparently for the
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first time in a systematic way, the Hermiticity-observability of nonconserved
quantities such as the energy or angular momentum.32

3.3.C: Lie-admissible theory and its isoduals. A further essential

structural element we should briefly recall from Ch. 1.7 is the image of the Lie

and of the LieHsotopic theories under genotopies and their isoduals known under
the name of Lie-admissible theory.

The image of enveloping operator algebras £(L) of an n-dimensional Lie

algebra L with basis Xk , k = 1, 2, ...,n, is given by two universal enveloping

operator genoassociative algebras and related isoduals defined over their

respective genofields and their genoduals, with infinite-dimensional basis

<P(L): <n>, Xk ,
XjOXpO^j, Xj <> Xj O Xk , (i * j =§ k) , ... (3.3.9a)

<£>d(U : <n>d , Xdk , xV>dXd
j

, (i *
j, X^O^oVj, , (i 5 ] S k) , ...(3.3.9b)

The above bases then characterize, in a unique and unambiguous way, the

genoexponentiations (3.1.16) and their isodual

<e>
iwX

=
{ e

iX<>w
}<l> = <l>{

iw<>x
} ( (3.3.10a)

<e
>di

d wd Xd
=[e

^xd<>dwd
}<1>d = {e

iXow }<1>d= _ <? iwX

(3.3.10b)

We then have the following four types of genounitary operators on the

respective genoalgebras

<0>o <rj>^ = <0^ <> <0> = <1>
, (3.3.1 la)

<0>d od< >d^ = <o>d^od<rj>d = <i>d = - <i> (aaub)

Since the time evolution of quantum mechanics is characterized by only one free

operator (the Hamiltonian), everything is represented with it, including nonconservations.

As an example, dissipative processes in nuclear physics are represented by adding an
imaginary potential iV to a Hermitean Hamiltonian H . This treatment of

nonconservation has serious problematic aspects studied in Ch. 1.7. in fact, all quantum
mechanical Lie symmetries which are consistent for H are lost under the nonhermitean

extension H -* H because Heisenberg's product AH - H A becomes a triple product AH* -

HA (see Sect.s 1.7.1 and 1.7.2) which does not define any algebra as conventionally

understood in mathematics, let alone a Lie algebra; and other problematic aspects. These

occurrences imply that, starting with nucleons with well defined spin £ for H , the

notion of "spin Y becomes meaningless for the extended Hamiltonian H, trivially, because

the underlying SU(2) algebra cannot be any longer defined in a physically consistent way,

that via the brackets of the time evolution.
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<C> = <e>
iwX

,
<0>d = <e>d

iwX =-<0>. (3.3.11c)

The action of genoalgebras on genohilbert spaces must be of the same type

for consistency, resulting in the genotrasnformations

\ty> = ^ o|$> = e |tjf>, (3.3.12a)

<fy\ = <#| o0<
e
>a = <$|e . (3.3.12b)

Note the nontriviality of the theory. In fact, after the elimination of the

genoproduct for computational simplicity, there is the appearance in the

exponent of four, different, integrodifferential operators R, S, Rd and Sd

The time evolution of an operator A e <
^
>

is characterized by the

fundamental equations of hadronic mechanics [1], the one-dimensional Lie-

admissible group (Sect. 1.7.6)

aK-i>\ ~> * H x . wn\ <- - i t H ^ i t > H .n . i H < t -
A(^tr ) = e^ > A(0) < ^e = I

> e > A(0) < e <i-

i H > t
. ,A\

" i t < H iHRt
, /n, - i t S H

= e A(0)e = e A(0)e (3.3. 13)

with infinitesimal form characterizing Lie-admissible algebras

^A dA
i = = (A,H):=A<H - H > A = ARH - H S A , (3.3.14)

<an dt

and nonconserved but Hermitean, thus observable Hamiltonians, as desired,

i = (H,H) = HRH-HSH^O. (3.3.15)

<a>t

A property important for the understanding of the axiomatic structure of

hadronic mechanics is that even though the algebras in the neighborhood of the

identity are not isomorphic, the above Lie-admissible theory coincides at the

abstract level with the conventional Lie theory. The abstract identity of

conventional enveloping operator algebras f and their genotopes <t> and <
^
>d

is

evident and requires no further comment.

The above results can be understood by noting that the conventional Lie

theory possesses a natural differentiation of its modular action to the right and to

the left. In fact, the Lie group of unitary transformations

i H t . . - i t H
,

A(t) = e A(0)e , (3.3.16)

is structurally dependent on two different modular actions, the modular
associative action to the right (exp (iHt)}->A(0) and that to the left A(OHexpHtH)}.
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In the transition to our covering Lie-admissible group, these actions are

generalized in two different ways (exp^iHtibAfo) and AtOktexp^-itH)}. However,

the corresponding units are jointly lifted in an amount which is the inverse of the

deformations * -* > and * -> <. As a result, Lie-admissible groups coincide with

conventional Lie groups at the abstract level when represented in their respective

spaces. Visible differences only emerge when the former are projected in the

space of the latter, as done in the last identity of Eq.s (3.3.13).

The case of Lie vz Lie-admissible algebras follows the same lines. First,

one must understand that the natural ordering of Lie group (3.3.16) carries over to

the familiar infinitesimal case

iA = AH - H A. (3.3.17)

In fact, the product AH = A<-H originates from the left modular action

A(oMexpHtH)}, while the product HA = H->-A originates from the right action

(exp(iHt)}->A(0).

In the transition to our covering Lie-admissible theory, the product A«-H

and H-»-A are differentiated into the inequivalent forms A<H = ARH and H>A =

HSA. However, they are individually referred to generalized units which are the

inverse of the deformation of the product, - R~ l andt> = S~
l

. As a result, Lie

algebras and their Lie-admissible generalizations also coincide at the abstract

level when represented in their respective spaces, and we shall write

(A<H)
<1

- (H>A) > - (A^H)
]

- (H->A)
r (3.3.18)

where each product is referred to the corresponding unit.

Again, visible differences emerge only when the Lie-admissible product is

projected in the original Lie space, as done in the last of the identities (3.3. 14), and

therefore treated with the same, trivial, original unit I.

The above occurrences clarify the difference between isotopies and

genotopy. In the former case the theory verifies the Lie algebra algebra axioms
in both the conventional and generalized spaces. In the latter case, the Lie axioms

are violated in conventional spaces to "induce" generalized axioms.

Despite the above similarities, the lifting of the Lie into the Lie-admissible

theory is nontrivial. As an example, the genohilbert spaces are isobimodules

(Sect. 1.7.8) because of their modular isoassociative structure with the

differentiation of the actions to the right and to the left. The representation

theory of Lie-admissible algebras over isobimodular Hilbert spaces is one of the

most complex and unexplored fields of contemporary pure and applied

mathematics.

For additional properties of Lie-admissible formulations we refer the

reader to Ch. 1.7. Specific realizations will be introduced later on in this volume

when studying the Lie-admissible generalizations of the Galilean, Lorentz and
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Poincare symmetries.

3.3.D: Genoprobabilities and their isoduals. The genorobability density

is given by

<&> =
|
«Kt, r)

|

<S> =
| $tft, r)o ^(t, r)

|
<l> , (3.3. 19)

with genonormalization

/ dV $fo $ = I , (3.3.20)

and genoprobabilities for obtaining the genoeigenvalues ck
d

<w>k = <w>k <1> e <R> (
<n>,+,<>), <w>k = |<4<k |o|$>|

2
. (3.3.21)

The sum of all such possible probabilities then yields again the underlying

unit, the genounit,

Sk^k = <
l
>

(3.3.22)

The corresponding properties under isodualities are left for study to the

interested reader.

3.3.E: Basic axioms of the genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics.
The genoaxioms of hadronic mechanics were indicated by Santilli [1] in 1978,

they were first formulated on a conventional Hilbert space33 by Myung and

Santilli [10] in 1982 and then finalized by Santilli [2] in 1989 on genohilbert spaces

over genofields. For the case of genounits whose Hermitean components are of

Class I, they can be presented as follows.

AXIOM The states of the genotopic branch of hadronic

mechanics, called <genostates>, are elements
| $ > of a right

isobimodular Hilbert space <3&> with genoschroedinger equation

-i—-t— l$> =H<>|$> = <
fi
> o|4f>, (3.3.23)

< S>t

where^/^t = <
l
>

t
3/3t, the quantity <£> = <E><1> is an element of the

genofield <C>(
<c>,+,<>) and the eigenvalues <E> are elements of the

OJ As recalled in the introductory comments of Ch. 1.6, the formulation of hadronic

mechanics on a conventional Hilbert space is fully consistent on mathematical
grounds. However, it implies problematic aspects of physical character, such as the loss

of Hermiticity-observability of the energy operator and other physical quantities whose
preservation required the genotopies of Hilbert spaces and fields.
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genofield <C> (

<c>,+,<>) and the eigenvalues <£> are elements of the

conventional field C(c,+,x).

AXIOM <n> : Measurable physical quantities mechanics, called

<genoobservables>, are characterized by Hermitean operators

on <3t> which, as such, admit genoreal genoeigenvalues (Sect.

1.6.3). Measured quantities are then characterized by ordinary

real numbers

H = =hT, Ho|$> = <£>o|$> = <E>|$> (3.3.24)

AXIOMS <m>
: The operators of the genotopic branch of

hadronic mechanics are constructed from time t and the

genoconjugated coordinates rj and momenta pj, with
fundamental Lie-admissible rules> in unified notation a = (r, p)

(aM-, av ) = a^<av - av >& = i&v
\l,v = l,2,...,6n. (3.3.25)

where &-v is a properly symmetrized, operator image of the classical Lie-

admissible tensor of Eq.s (II. 1.5.4).

AXIOM <IV> : The time evolution of the genostates is

characterized by genounitary transformations with the

genohermitean Hamiltonian as the generator; the time evolution

of genoobservables is characterized by a genoequivalent, one-

dimensional, Lie-admissible group also with the Hamiltonian as

the generator.

AXIOM <V> i The values expected in the measurements of

genoobservables are the <genoexpectation values>

. - < $ I
o A o

| $ >
< <A> > = - = <a> e Ctc,+,x), (3.3.26)

< $ | <>
|
$ >

A primary difference between Axioms V and <V> is that isoexpectation

values are conserved, while in genoexpectation values are not conserved in time,

as the reader can verify. This is evidently necessary to represent open systems.

The isodual genoaxioms can be constructed accordingly. Specific

examples, illustrations, applications and experimental verifications will be given

throughout the rest of our analysis.

In summary, in this chapter we have assumed the axiom of conventional

quantum mechanics as being exactly valid for the exterior problem of particles
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in vacuum at large mutual distances, and introduced two sequential realizations

of the same abstract axioms, one of isotopic and the other of genotopic type for

mutual distances of the range of the strong interactions, according to the

following chain:

1) Quantum mechanics with basic unit n = hf = 1 > and enveloping

operator algebra £ on the field Fta,+,x) of real or complex numbers over a Hilbert

space 3C for the representation of systems of particles in exterior conditions at

large mutual distances in vacuum with positive-definite, conserved, total energy

H = K + V and only potential internal forces represented by V;

2) Isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics (Class I), with basic isounit

Ht, p, p, ...) = fv > and enveloping operator isoalgebra £ on the isofield ft&,+,*) of

real or complex numbers over an isohilbert space 3t for the representation of

systems of particles in interior conditions at mutual distances of the order of the

size of their wavepackets or charge-distributions with positive-definite,

conserved, total energy H = K + V under potential internal forces represented by V

and contact-nonpotential interactions represented by ft;

3) Genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics (Class I), with basic

units<n>(t, p, p, ...) * (<&>)t n> = (<h)t for forward motion to future time > or in

past time < and genoassociative algebras <
£
> on corresponding genofields

<
f
,>

(
<a>,+,o) over genohilbert spaces <

3£
>

for the representation of one particle

or of a system of particles with positive-definite but nonconserved total energy

H = K + V due to external interactions of nonpotential type represented by <
fr
>

.

Moreover, in this chapter we have identified the isodual image of the basic

axioms of quantum mechanics for the representation of antiparticles in vacuum
and then presented the corresponding chain of isodual isotopic and genotopic

coverings according to:

4) Isodual quantum mechanics, with basic unit hd = -h = -l<0 and

isodual enveloping algebra £
d on the isodual field Fd(ad,+

*

d
) of real or complex

numbers over an isodual Hilbert space Xd for the representation of systems of

antiparticles in exterior conditions in vacuum at large mutual distances with

negative-definite, conserved, total energy Hd = -K-V under only isodual potential

internal forces represented by -V;

5) Isodual isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics (Class II), with basic

unit fi
d = - Ht, p, p, ...) < and isodual enveloping isoalgebra l

d on the isodual

isofield Fd(ad +,*d) of real or complex numbers over an isodual isohilbert space

Xd for the representation of systems of antiparticles in interior conditions at

mutual distances of the order of their wavepackets or charge distributions, with

negative-definite, conserved, total energy Hd = -K-V, internal isodual potential

interactions represented by -V and additional contact-nonpotential interactions

represented by ft
d

;

6) Isodual genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics (Class II), with

basic units<n>d(t, p, p, ...) = - <h> for backward motion in future time > or in

past time < and isodual genoassociative algebras <
^
>d on corresponding isodual
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genofields <f>d {
<&>d,+,<>d) over isodual genohilbert spaces <

3&
>d for the

representation of one antiparticle or of a system of antiparticles with negative-

definite, nonconserved, total energy Hd = -K-V due to external interactions of

nonpotential type represented by <
fi
>d

.

We also have the following additional branches which are vastly

unexplored at this writing:

7) Hadronic mechanics of Class III, which can be considered as the

union of Classes I and II;

8) Hadronic Mechanics of Class IV, which is characterized by singular

isounits or genounits; and

9) Hadronic Mechanics of Class V, characterized by generalized units of

arbitrary structure, including discontinuous functions, distributions, lattices, etc.,

and which evidently includes all preceding branches as particular cases.

APPENDIX 3.A: ISOEQUIVALENCE OF ISOSCHROEDINGER AND
ISOHEISENBERG REPRESENTATIONS

We now indicate the isoequivalence of the isotopies of Schrodinger and

Heisenberg representations first studied by Myung and Santilli [3] in 1982 for the

case of conventional derivatives and then studied by Santilli [2] in 1989 for the

case with isoderivatives.

For clarity, let us indicate quantities belonging to the isoschrOdinger

representation with the subscript (1) and those belonging to the isoheisenberg

representation with the subscript (2). The Hamiltonians in the two representations

are interconnected by a isounitary transformation

Hd) = 0*H(
2)*C?. (3.A.1)

States in the two representations are interconnected by the corresponding

isounitary transformation

|t>d) = 0*
1 >(2) - (3.A.2)

where 1 = tT
t

is the isotime (Sect. 1 1.3.2).

A step-by-step isotopy of the proof of equivalence of the two

representation in conventional quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [9] and quoted

references) then establishes the following

Theorem 3.A.1 [2,3]: Under sufficient topological conditions, the

isoschrodinger's equations
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s a

^l^d) = H(l)*|t>(l) , — |0>(I )
= 0, (3.A.3)

at at

are isoequivalent to the isoheisenberg equations

a a
(A(2)*|0>(2)) = [ A<2) THC2) 3 *

I
* —

I
>(2)

= 0. (3.A.4)

at at

under the isounitary transform

\t>(\) = = *
|
r >(2) , (3.A.5a)

= e
IHa

>\ (3.A.5b)

The study of the generalization of the above theorem for the genotopies of

SchrOdinger and Heisenberg representations is recommended to interested

readers.

APPENDIX 3.B: OKUBO'S NO-QUANTIZATION THEOREM AND
THE PROBLEMATIC ASPECTS OF WEINBERG'S
NONLINEAR MECHANICS

The single, most dominant, algebraic property of hadronic mechanics is the

preservation of the associative character of the enveloping operator algebra, as

suggested since the original proposal [1]. This is due to the fact that

generalizations of quantum mechanics based on nonassociative enveloping

operator algebras, such as Weinberg's nonlinear mechanics [ll], are faced with

rather serious problematic aspects studied in detail by Mignani, Jannussis and

Santilli [12].

In particular, the equivalence of the isoheisenberg and isoschrodinger

representations of the preceding appendix is crucially dependence on such an

associative character. On the contrary, the corresponding representations of

Weinberg's nonlinear mechanics are inequivalent because the underlying envelope

is nonassociative [12].

As shown by Ktorides, Myung and Santilli [13], the generalization of the

Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for an enveloping algebra £ with generic

associative product A*B, (A*B)xC - Ax(B><C), is not known for the general case of

nonassociative envelope £
G with generic product AoB, (AoB)oC ? Ao(BoC), with

the sole exception for the quasi-associative algebra called flexible Lie-admissible

algebras (App. 1.4.A) with product AoB = XA*B - pB^A, where X, p are scalars.

The first reason for the problematic aspects is that nonassociative algebras
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do not generally have a left and right unit which is at the foundation of the

Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem.

The second reason is that nonassociative envelopes generally imply the loss

of ordering in the polynomials

XjOXj,iSj, XiOXjOXk ,
isjsk, (3.B.1)

The lack of a consistent infinite-dimensional basis then implies the impossibility

of defining the generalized exponentiation in a unique and unambiguous way. In

turn, this render impossible to generalize in a unique and consistent way the

various physical laws dependent on the exponentiation, such as the Gaussian,

Heisenberg's uncertainties, etc.

The third reason is the following property first studied by Okubo [Ml:

Theorem 3.B.1 (Okubo's no-quantization theorem): A
quantization of classical systems based on nonassociative enveloping

operator algebras implies inequivalent generalizations of Heisenberg

and SchrOdingefs representations.

Recall that the central algebraic structure of Heisenberg's representation is

the associativity of its envelope £ with product AxB. Heisenberg's equation is then

constructed as the attached antisymmetric algebra

i A = A x H - H x A , (A*B)xC = A x
( B x c ) . (3.B.2)

In the transition to the Schrodinger's representation, associativity also

remains dominant for the right (or left) modular action of operators H, A, B on
the states,

H|i|/>=E|i|;>, A*Bx|iJ;> - A * ( B x
|

tj, > ) = ( A * B ) *
|

t|f > . (3.B.3)

Now, the isoheisenberg equations can be identically reformulated via a

nonassociative envelope £
G
with realization

iA - A * H - H*A = ATH - HTA = AoH - HoA,

AoH = AxRxH - HxSxA = nonass., T = R + S * . (3.B.4)

The important point is that hadronic mechanics would be inconsistent under

such reformulation.

In fact, the reformulation would demand the construction of a

nonassociative generalization of Schrodinger's equations of the type
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HO
| > = E |*)/>, Ao(Bo[$>)?MA©B)o|$>, (3.B.5)

which does not exist at this writing and this illustrates Theorem 3.B.L

It should be noted that Okubo Eloc. cit.] proved the inequivalence of

Heisenberg-type and SchrOdinger-type representations even for the weaker case

of flexible Lie-admissible (or quasiassociative) algebras.

The inequivalence of the generalized Heisenberg and Schrodinger

representations in Weinberg's nonlinear theory [11] is then evident. In fact, the

former is based on a nonassociative envelope with product

3A 3B
A O B = — (3.B.6)

atjjf, 3ti>k

while the latter is based on the conventional right modular associative action

H
1 > = [

- A / 2m + V(r) + WCtfnp) ] |
> . (3.B.7)

In the hope of avoiding the above problematic aspects, Jordan [15]

reformuated Weinberg's theory in a fully isotopic way (without any quotation of

isotopic studies), only diguised in the form (see Eq.s (2.8), p.87, ref. [15])

Aik TknBnj ~ Bik Tkn Anj . (3.B.8).

Despite that, Jordan's reformulation itself is afflicted by other problematic

aspects, such as the general loss of Hermiticity-observability (Lemma I I.C.I

below) because it is formulated on conventional Hilbert spaces and fields.

It is unfortunate that, following ref. [14] of 1982, Okubo was forced to

terminate physical research in the field and restrict his attention to

mathematical profiles.

APPENDIX 3.C: AXIOMATIC REFORMULATION OF
q-DEFORMATIONS

As pointed out in App. I.7.A.1, during his Ph. D. studies back in 1967, this author

[16] was the originator of the q-deformations (see, e.g., ref.s [17]) via the joint Lie-

admissible and Jordan-admissible mutations of an associative algebra34

34
It should be noted that virtually none of ref.s [17] quotes the origination of q-

deformations in ref. [16] despite a number of independent communications of the latter

paper to the authors of the former. In particular, virtually none of them identifies the

joint Lie-admissible and Jordan admissible character of the deformations. Above all,

virtually no paper in the rather vast literature of q-deformations quotes the origination

of the abstract notion of Lie-admissibility by A. A. Albert in 1948 (see App. I.7.9.A.1).
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(a,b) = pab - qba, p,qeR(nM ab = assoc. (3.C.1)

Subsequently, this author was forced to abandon the above formalism in

favor of hadronic mechanics because of a number of virtually unsurmontable
problematic aspects for genuine physical applications, such as: lack of form-
invariance under their own transformation theory; loss of Hermiticity-
observability under their own time evolution (see the Preface and the end of this

appendix); lack of measurement theory due to the lack of a left and right unit;

lack of uniqueness of generalized mathematical structure (such as exponentiation,

Gaussian distribution, etc.), with consequential lack of uniqueness of related

physical laws (such as generalized Heisenberg's principle); general loss of the

special functions under time evolution; general loss of the Galilean and
Einsteinian axioms, thus raising the problems of identifying plausible new axioms
and establishing their physical validity; and others (see App. 1 .7.9.A).

In this appendix we outlie the reformulation of q-deformations in terms of

the basic axioms of hadronic mechanics studied by Lopez [8] which is quite

simple and resolves all problematic aspects known to this author.

Case I: q-deformations of associative envelopes, e.g.,

AB => qAB, a at => qaaf, (3.C.2)

The axiomatic reformulation is then achieved by simply lifting the unit I into

the isounit 1 = q
_1

, and constructing the chain of isotopies of fields, spaces, Lie

algebras, etc. The isotopic character then ensures the form-invariance of the

theory under arbitrary transformations (Sect. II.3.2).

Case II: q-deformations of eigenvalues of commutators, e.g.,

r p - p r = i f(q) * i , (3.C.3)

As proved by Jannussis [181, these formulations are noncanonical, thus lacking an
axiomatic character when treated with conventional methods. The above q-

deformations can be easily reformulated in the axiomatic isotopic form.

Assume f(q) as the new isounit, 1 = f(q). The isotopic element is then given

by T = [ftq)]
-1

with consequential isoeigenvalue equation

p*|$> := pT|$> = -ilv|$>, (3.C.4)

under which commutator (3.C.3) is turned into the equivalent isoform

r*p - p*r = r[f(q)]~
l

p - p[f(q)]
_1

r = it = if(q). (3.C.5)

which is now form-invariant under time evolution.
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A similar axiomatic reformulation occurs for creation and annihilation

operators with noncanonical eigenvalues. Note that Lie-admissible formulations
are inapplicable in this case because the energy is conserved or, equivalently, the

brackets are antisymmetric.

Along similar lines, the axiomatic reformulation of q-deformations of Lie's

second theorem with structure constants Cjj
k

Xj Xj - Xj Xj = Cjj
k Xk -+ Xj Xj - Xj Xj = Fj/tt, q, ...) Xk (3.C.6)

is obtained by assuming the functions F^q, ...) as the isofunctions of the theory

(Sect. 1.4.4), and then searching for a compatible isotopic element T and
reformulation of the basis such that

XiTXj - XjTXj = F
ij

k(t,q,...)TXk . (3.C.7)

The form-invariance of the theory under the time evolution is then ensured by
its isotopic structure.

Case III: q-deformations of Lie-products, such as

r p - q p r = i f(q) . (3.C.8)

The latter case requires the full use of the Lie-admissible formulations because

the brackets are no longer totally antisymmetric. In fact, the multiplication to

the right is isotopic, p>r = pSr, S = q, and that to the left is conventional, r<p =

rRp, R = 1, resulting in the product (p, r) = r<p - p>r which is flexible, Lie-

admissible and Jordan-admissible , as first identified by this author back in 1967

(Ch. 1.7).

A necessary condition of consistency of the theory is that the fundamental
rules [14]

(a^,av ) = ^<av - a
v >a^ = ic^a<y>, a = (r, p) (3.C.9)

characterize a Lie-admissible tensor =co^a <
la

v>
in each selected direction

of time > or <.

The above reformulation was first studied by Jannussis and his

collaborators [19] on conventional fields. That on genofields requires the selection

of one "time arrow" and then the interpretation of the function f(q,.J in rules

(3.C.9) as the genounits for that direction.

Note that the q-deformation of the second term in the l.h.s. is not

axiomatic and must be lifted into the inverse of the selected genounit, resulting

in the reformulations
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r<p - p>q = rRp - pSr = iV,

1> = f(q, -J / q, S = q / f(q, ...), R = f(q,„.)

r p - q p r = i f(q,„.) =* \ or
r<p - p>q = rRp - pSr - f*!

»

<1 = f(q,...)/q, S= f(q,.J, R = q/f(q,...)

(3.C10)

The entire theory must then be reformulated on genofields, genospaces,

genotrasnrormations, etc., for the selected direction of time.

However, as studied in the main text (Sect. II.3.3.B), the Hermiticity-

observability is lost for reformulation (3.C.10) because of the violation of the

basic rule R = st This implies, again, that the only axiomatically consistent q-

deformations of conventional commutators for q real are those with the Lie-

isotopic structure

qrp - qpr = i
q" 1

, (3.C.U)

while the only axiomatically consistent q-deformations for q-complex are those

with the Lie-admissible structure

qrp - qpr = iq" 1
or iq" 1

- (3.C.12)

The axiomatic reformulation of other deformations can be done with one or the

other of the above methods.

The best way to see the inevitability of the above axiomatic reformulation

even when not desired, is by subjecting q-deformations to their own nonunitary

time evolutions

U = f(q) = 1*1, T = ( U Ut r 1
. (3.C.13)

In this case we have

U ( r p - q p r ) = r' R p' - p' S r = i R_i , S = qR. (3.5.14)

Starting from a conventional formulation of a q-deformation one ends up
in the axiomatic form studied in this chapter.

The reader should be aware that, while reformulation (3.C.12a) is

mathematically and physically consistent, reformulation (3.5.12b) is

mathematically consistent, but physically problematic because it does not verify

the conjugation condition R = S' some other conjugation (Sect. 3.3).

An examples is now in order. The damped particle represented by

H(t) -e^Ho. Ho = 4p
2

, m=l, H = - y H. (3.C.15)

is axiomatically represented by the genotopic branch of hadronic mechanics
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(because the system is nonconservative) via Eq. (3.C.12) with

R = -±iyH
-

1
, S = Rt. (3.C16)

Eq. (1 1.3.3. 15) then correctly reads ifl = (R - S)!^2 = - iyH . The direct universality

of the theory ensures the existence of axiomatic representations of other systems.

Note that the Hamiltonian remains Hermitean thus observable, yet it is not
conserved in time. Note that Lie-admissible formulation (3.C.U) does verify the

conjugation R = as necessary for an axiomatic characterization of

irreversibility and that the genoeigenvalues are real for imaginary genotopic

elements R = iT, T = T*. Other examples will be studied later on.

We close this appendix with the following important

Lemma 3.C.1 (Lopez's Lemma [8]): Physical quantities of q- or

quantum-deformations which are Hermitean-observable at the initial

time, are generally nonhermitean-nonobervabie at subsequent times.

Proof. Under a nonunitary time evolution uut = 1 ? I, the (q-) quantum-
envelope £ with product (qAB) AB assumes the necessary isotopic form A'*B' =

ATB' A' = UAul B' = UBU^ (T = q(UUT)
_1

) T = tutf)"
l

. The condition of Hermiticity

H = H' at time ^ in a conventional Hilbert space 3C at times t > 1q becomes -

TH^T
-1

(Proposition 1.6.3.2) which, as such, is generally violated. The same result

holds for all theories with nonunitary time evolution. q.e.d.

APPENDIX 3.D: ISOTOPIES AND GENOTOPIES OF
DISCRETE TIME THEORIES

Another application of hadronic mechanics is to the so-called discrete-time

theories which was initiated by Caldirola [19] in 1941 with the equations

ih[{j;(t) - (J»(t-T)]/T = Hi|>, (3.D. la)

ift[i|Xt + T) - <\Ax-t)]/2t = Hij>, (3.D.lb)

i h [ -rit + t) - t]Kt)] / t = H ijf . (3.D.lc)

where t is a discrete time, called chronon, representing the duration of the

interaction considered. The equations are advanced, oscillating and retarded and
evidently recover the conventional SchrOdinger equation at the limit t -*

0.

Discrete-time equations of Caldirola's type were studied in great details by
Jannussis and his collaborators [20], by Wolf [21] who has initiated the study of the

experimental verification of the possible discreteness of time, and others.

The field has nowadays expanded considerably because of its evident

connection to lattice theories on the structure of space-time (see, ref.s [22] and
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literature quoted therein).

Jannussis and his collaborators [20] have established that all discrete-time

theories are a particular case of hadronic mechanics. In fact, they have shown
that the oscillating equation (3-D. lb) admits the isoscrodinger/Lie-isotopic

structure,

a ft tH
ih $t) = HTM^t), T(t) = arcsin , (3.D.2)

at tH h

while the advances and retarded equations (3.D.la) and (3.D.lc) possess the

genoschrodinger/ Lie-admissible structures

a<Kt)

ih = HR<T)il;(t), (3.D.3a)

at

atjj(t)

i h = H S<t) i|j(t) , S(t) = R(-t) , (3.D.3a)

at

ft tH ft t2 H2

R(t) = arctang + i Ln ( 1 +—=— ) . (3.D.3b)
tH ft 2tH ft

2

The above reformulations have important implications. To begin, they

imply the complete embedding of the discrete time structure in the space

isotopic or genotopic elements. As an example, the isoexpectation value of the

isounitK-r) = [TtoF 1
of Eq. (3.C.2) is the number one

<Kt)> = <^|T(T)l(T)T(T)|$>/<iJ;|T(T)|0> = 1. (3.D.4)

In turn, this implies the remarkable consequence that discrete time theories are

indeed admitted by the abstract axioms of quantum mechanics, although

realized in their most general possible form. Similar, although more general

results occur for the genoreformulations (3.C.3).

A complementary reformulation of open systems (3.D.la) and (3.D.lc) (only)

has been done by Jannussis, Skaltsas and Brodimas [23l by embedding the discrete

structure of Caldirola's chronon in the time component of Lie-admissible

equations. These latter studies (not reported here for brevity) are also significant

inasmuch as they show the equivalence of the discrete chronon with a

continuous complex "unit" of time. As such, the latter treatment can be fully

reformulated via the time genofields at the foundation of the Lie-admissible

branch of hadronic mechanics.

In summary, the studies by Jannussis and his associates [loc. cit.] have

identified a dual reformulation of discrete time theories with hadronic

mechanics via the complete embedding of the discrete time contribution either in

the space isotopic or genotopic element or in their time counterpart. Either
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reformulation shows the compatibility of discrete time theories with the abstract

axioms of quantum mechanics, provided that they are expressed via generalized

units incorporating the totality of the discrete time contributions.

The above results are not mere mathematical curiosities because they

imply that discrete time theories admit different numerical results when treated

via quantum or hadronic methods, as one can see from the fact that

renormalizations of the wavefunctions, expectation values, etc., are numerically

different in the quantum and hadronic treatments.

But discrete-time theories deal with a structural generalization of

quantum mechanics. Such a generalization then requires a corresponding
generalization of the basic methods used in the elaboration of the theory. At any
rate, the use of quantum mechanical methods for the elaboration of discrete time

theory is afflicted by a number of problematic aspects also common to other

generalized theories, such as the general lack of preservation of the Hermiticity-

observability in time due to the generally nonunitary character of the underlying

time evolution, the lack of invariance of the basic unit with consequential

inapplicability to actual measurements, etc.

APPENDIX 3.E: ISOTOPIES OF BERRY'S PHASE

Consider a quantum mechanical system interacting with its environment, which
is represented by the Hamiltonian H(R)(t) on a conventional Hilbert space 3C over

C(c,+ x) with eigenvalues E(R) and basis
|
b(R) > where R is a slowly changing

parameter. Under the validity of the adiabatic theorem, when the system is

returned to the original eigenstate of H, the wave function can only change by a

phase factor which has been explicitly computed by Berry [24] and can be written

exp{-ih
_1/En dt + iyn(C)}, Yn(C) = i/ < b(R)

|

VR | b(R) > dR , (3.E.1)

where C is the closed path in R-space, the first term in the exponential is the

conventional one and the last term is the so-called Berry's phase.

Simon [25] has shown that the Berry phase represents an holonomy in the

Hilbert space bundle over the parameter space, and introduced the Berry

connection

An(R) = i < b(R)
|

VR b(R) > , yh(C) = / An(R) dR . (3.E.2)

For additional theoretical studies one may consult ref.s [26].

The isotopic lifting of Berry's phase, or isoberry's phase for short, has

been studied by Mignani [27]. It essentially implies the step-by-step reformulation

of the conventional treatment via the isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics, i.e.,
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the use of the isoscrodinger's equations on an isohilbert space 3t over isofields

C(c,+ *), etc.

The main result is that the dynamical phase essentially remains unchanged,

but Berry's connection is lifted into the form

yn(C) = il /c
T<b(R)|vR b(R)>dR, (3.E.3)

which evidently coincides with the conventional connection for T = constant, but

shows a significant deviation for T = T(R, ...).

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the conventional Berry phase is experimentally

measurable via neutron interferometry and other techniques and essentially

represents a point-like structure in adiabatic evolution. The isotopy of Berry's

phase has then important experimental implications because it permits measures

of the expected extended character of the systems and the presence of internal

nonlocal-nonhamiltonian forces. In the final analysis, as noted in ref. [27], only

hadronic mechanics can account in a consistent and axiomatic way for a

deviation from Berry's phase.

In closing we point out that ref.s [27] use the old version of the

isoscrodinger's equation, that with conventiona! time derivative. The results of

ref.s [27] must be therefore re-elaborated with the isotime derivative to achieve a

full axiomatic form.
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4: BASIC PHYSICAL LAWS

4.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In this chapter we shall identify the most salient physical laws of hadronic
mechanics which are implied by the basic axioms of the preceding chapter.

In appraising the content of this chapter, the first point the reader should
keep in mind is the difference in physical systems studied by quantum and
hadronic mechanics. The corresponding disparity in physical laws is then
intended to represent precisely those physical differences.

Quantum mechanics represents a system of particles of the exterior

dynamical problem, that is, while moving in the homogeneous and isotropic

vacuum at large mutual distances under only local-potential interactions.

Hadronic mechanics represents instead particles of the interior dynamical
problem, that is, while moving within the hyperdense inhomogeneous and
anisotropic medium composed of the wavepackets of other particles (called

hadronic medium El]), thus experiencing local-potential as well as nonlocal-
nonpotential interactions.

In the consideration of physical laws such as Heisenberg's uncertainties,

Pauli's exclusion principle, etc., one should therefore keep in mind that, in the

former case, particles are unconstrained in vacuum while, in the latter case, they
are constrained by the surrounding wavepackets. The assumption for the latter

conditions of exactly the same physical laws of the former conditions would
imply the evident suppression of the physical differences to be described.

The second point the reader should keep in mind is that quantum
mechanics is generally perceived as representing only one class of systems, the

closed-isolated ones, thus resulting in only one set of laws.

By comparison, hadronic mechanics has been constructed with two
branches to represent two classes of systems, the isotopic branch for the
representation of systems with nonlocal-nonpotential internal forces as isolated

from the rest of the Universe and time evolution

iA = [aThI = A* H - H * A = ATH - HTA. (4.1.1)
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and the genotopic branch for the representation of open-nonconservative-
irreversible systems of particles under external interactions with time evolution

iA = ( A , H ) = A < H - H > A = ARH - HSA. (4.1.2)

It is then evident that hadronic mechanics possesses two sets of physical
laws. In fact, laws valid for the antisymmetric brackets [A,~H] cannot possibly

hold for the brackets (A, H) which are neither antisymmetric nor symmetric. It is

also evident that the laws of the latter admit the laws of the former as a

particular case.
35

However, on formal grounds, hadronic mechanics possesses only one set of
laws for particles in genospaces, because all isotopic and quantum laws are
particular cases.

The third point the reader should keep in mind is that quantum mechanics
possesses one set of laws for both particles and antiparticles, while hadronic

mechanics implies different, antiautomorphic laws for particles and
antiparticles. This is due to the structural uniqueness of quantum mechanics
which therefore forces the adaptation of the polyhedric physical reality to the

theory at hand. On the contrary, hadronic mechanics has been built with a

multiple structure so as to adapt the theory to the physical reality considered.

A first, preliminary study of the basic laws of hadronic mechanics was
done in the original proposal of 1978 by Santilli [1] to build hadronic mechanics,
with particular reference to the inapplicability of Pauli's exclusion principle for

hadrons under external strong interactions. The generalized Heisenberg's

uncertainties were studied by Santilli in ref. [2] of 1981 and finalized in the recent

paper [3]. The hadronic formulation of the time-reversal invariance was studied

by the author in paper [4] of 1983 and that of parity in paper [5] of 1984.

Comprehensive studies on the isotopies and genotopies of Bosonic creation and
annihilation operators were conducted by Jannussis and his associates [6] as

reported in Appendix II.4.A. The isotopies of Fermionic creation and annihilation

operators and related Pauli's principle were studied by Aringazin in ref. [7] of

1990. The extension of these studies to the supersymmetric formulation of

hadronic mechanics was studied by Ntibashirakandi and Callebaut in the recent

paper [8] reviewed in App. II.4.B. No additional contribution has appeared in print

at this writing (early 1994) on the generalized physical laws, specifically, under
isofields and genofields, isospaces and genospaces, etc.

By contrast the conventional literature on possible generalizations of

OK^ At a deeper study, the perception that quantum mechanics describes only closed-

isolated systems is erroneous because quantum mechanics also represents open
nonconservative systems, e.g., in nuclear physics, via a nonhermitean Hamiltonians and

related time evolution i A = (A
,
H, H^) = AH^ - HA. However, as mentioned earlier, the

latter formulation are afflicted by a host of problems of consistency.
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quantum mechanics, those based on conventional fields, conventional Lie theory,

conventional functional analysis, etc., is so vast to discourage even a partial

outline. We here limit ourself to the sole quotation of Selleri's studies [9] and vast

references listed therein, with particular reference to the celebrated Einstein-

Podolsky-Rosen argument [lOl.

Intriguingly, as we shall see in this chapter, hadronic mechanics can be

interpreted as a "completion" of quantum mechanics essentially along the vision

of Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen and others. More particularly, the lifting from
conventional eigenvalue equations to their covering isotopic (or genotopic) form
with an infinite set of different eigenvalues for the same operator H (Sect. 1.6.2)

H|<|*> = E |$ > -+ H*|3<> = HT|$> = Ex |$>, ET ^E , (4.1.3)

constitutes the first explicit and concrete realization of "hidden variables". In

actuality, lifting (4.1.3) implies the realization of "hidden variables" in terms of
"hidden operators" (see App.. 11.4.0.

We see in this way that the isotopic operator T acquires the new meaning
of expressing "hidden degrees of freedom" of quantum mechanics. In fact, as now
familiar, the conventionally modular action H| tp > and its isotopic covering H*| $
> coincide at the abstract level. In this sense, the latter is "hidden" in the abstract

treatment of the former.

The isotopic methods permit further generalizations beyond the transition

from "hidden variables" to "hidden operators". In fact, the topological structure of

the "hidden operator" T is unrestricted by the theory, provided that it is positive-

definite. In particular, its restriction to local-differential descriptions is grossly

unwarranted, mathematically (because contrary to the natural admission of
integral realizations) and physically (because contrary to the nonlocal conditions

occurring in the physical reality).

Hadronic mechanics therefore permits the natural generalization of the

current theory of local realism [9] into a covering theory submitted by the

author [11] under the name of isolinear-isolocal-isocanonical realism also

reviewed in App. HAG
By no means these epistemological aspects are mere curiosity. On the

contrary, they have fundamental physical implications. The best illustration is

given by conventional studies on "parity violation in weak interactions". To be
mathematically correct, such a statement must be completed by adding "under
the simplest possible realization of fields, Hilbert spaces and eigenvalues
equations" , those of the form H| ip > = E| i]; >, E e R(n,+,*), 1 1); > e 3C.

As we shall see, the assumption of more general realizations of the same
axioms H*| $ > = $ >, E e fttn<+*),

| $ > e 3C, implies a realistic possibility of

achieving an exact parity symmetry under weak interactions, evidently for

closed-isolated conditions.
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4.2; BASIC PHYSICAL LAWS OF THE LIE-ISOTOPIC BRANCH
OF HADRONIC MECHANICS

4.2A: Isotopies of Heisenberg's uncertainties and their isodualities. As
well known, the conventional Heisenberg's uncertainties for
coordinates/momenta, angular momentum components and energy/time (see,

e.g., ref.s [12])

Ar1 A Pj aih8 ijf (42.1a)

ALj ALj ^ ± h ALk , i < j < k, i, j, k =
1, 2, 3, (4.2.1b)

AEATMti, (4.2.1c)

are true physical pillars of quantum mechanics. However, they were conceived
and have been experimentally confirmed only for the physical conditions of the

original conception, those of the exterior dynamical problem of particles in

vacuum.

Doubts on the final character of the conventional formulation of these
uncertainties date back to their very conception, the most notable being those by
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen [10] and other founders of quantum mechanics (see

review [9] and quoted literature), although these doubts are all still referred to the

validity of quantum uncertainties for the exterior dynamical problem in vacuum.
In these volumes we accept the exact validity of quantum mechanics and,

therefore, of the quantum uncertainties in the exterior problem in vacuum, and
study instead the broader physical conditions of the interior dynamical problem
of particles within hadronic media.

The basic issue addressed in this section is therefore whether an electron

moving in vacuum when a member of an atomic cloud has exactly the same
uncertainties as when in the core of a collapsing star.

The belief that quantum mechanics holds everywhere for whatever
physical conditions beyond those of its original conception and verification leads

to the following contradiction first identified in ref. [3].

Consider an astrophysical body undergoing gravitational collapse. The
center-of-mass of such object evidently verifies classical mechanics and,

therefore, is fully determined.

Consider now an elementary particle in its interior and suppose that it

keeps verifying the same uncertainties as in vacuum. At the limit of gravitational

collapse of the body into a singularity, the following contradiction clearly

emerges:
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Paradox of Heisenberg's uncertainties for gravitational
singularities [3]: Particles in the interior of a star collapsed all the
way into a geometric singularity, if assumed to obey quantum
mechanics, possess uncertainties which are in contradiction with the

deterministic character of that singularity.

In fact, the astrophysical body is classical and its center-of-mass can
therefore be determined exactly. But then particles in its interior cannot obey
Heisenberg's certainties.

As we shall see in this section, the basic axioms of hadronic mechanics
resolve the above paradox. The main idea is elementary and consists in the
prediction that structurally different physical conditions reflect in predictably
different uncertainties such to recover classical determinism at the limit of
gravitational singularities.

In Vol. Ill we shall then point out that the current experimental evidence
for interior conditions, even though preliminary, supports rather clearly the

hadronic generalization of quantum uncertainties, but again, only in the interior

conditions of their conception and physical applicability.

To begin, let us define the isouncertainty AA of a hadronic observable A
via the expression

(A A? = (AAI)T(AAI) = (AA)(AA)1 = (AA)
2
1 =

« l/V T (A - T $ = / $! T (A - <A>) T (A - <A>) T $ , (4.2.2)

where: AA = (AA) 1 e ft(n,+,x) is an isonumber while AA e R(n,+,x) is an ordinary
number; we assume the isonormalization

<4>t$>=<$|T|$>l=l, or Jdv^ Tl
J;
=

1; (4.2.3)

and set h = 1 hereon.

The isotopic generalization of the familiar quantum mechanical procedure
to derive Heisenberg's uncertainties [12], including the use of the isoschwartz

inequality for two (well behaved) functions f and g (Sect. 1.6.2)

(Jdv|f
|

2 )*(/dv|g| 2
) ^ 1/dvTgp, (4.2.4)

yields the following result for two isoobservables A and B [3]

[(AA)*(AB)] S = (AAUT(AAUT(ABI)T(ABI) =
[ (AA) <AB) ]

2
1 is

=
| if dv$tT(A-<A>)T(B-<B>)Tij;| 2 £

aUl/dv$lT{(A-<A>)r(B-<B>)}$| S +
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+ Ul/dv$tT[(A-<A>); (B-<B>)]T$|^

a*t|/dv$TT[ArB]T*|*| S = il|/dvT[A:B]T$| 2
, (4.2.5)

that is,

AA AB £ i|/dv^T[A;B]T^| = i | < [A TB] >
| , (4.2.6)

where we have used the isoexpectation values of Axiom V.

Consider first the case of the position and momentum operators r, p in one
dimension. Then, their isouncertainties are given by

Ar Ap £ i|<[rTp] >|. (4.2.7)

From Eq. (1 1.2.3.9), the momentum operator has the realization (for isounits
independent of r)

p*|i|;> = pT |i|f> = — i Pi |i|>>, fi = n1 , n= 1, (4.2.8)

3r

thus yielding the isocommutation rules for r-contravariant, r =x 1 (Axiom III)

[rTp] = rTp - pTr = in = nM . (4.2.9)

The isouncertainties for coordinates and momenta in one space dimension are

then given by

ArAp £ ^ |
< [r Tpl >

|

= i|<n>| = ± h \j dr (ft TlT $ | =i h , (4.2.10)

and we have proved the following

Lemma 4.2.1 [3]: The numerical value of Heisenberg's

uncertainties in one space dimension for a contravariant coordinate

and a covariant linear momentum remains invariant under isotopies

of Class I, i.e., the following physical law

ArAp £ i< n > = *ft (4.2.11)

is a true axiom of quantum mechanics because it persists identically for
the covering hadronic mechanics.

The interpretation of isolaw (4.2.11) is the following. Locally, the
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isouncertainties are given by

Ar Ap £ i Ut, p, p, ...) , (4.2.12)
pocally

and therefore exhibit an explicit dependence on local quantities. However,
globally the isouncertainties are given by form (4.2.11), thus recovering

conventional values. The lack of difference with quantum mechanics emerges
from the fact that the measured quantities are the isoexpectation values, thus

yielding i<fi> = £h.

The reader familiar with the functional isoanalysis of hadronic mechanics
(Ch. 1.6) known that the local behaviour (4.2.12) is necessary from the isofourier

transforms of a wavefunction t|4r) into its conjugate tjXp), see Sect. 1.6.6, Eq.s

(1.6.6.19).

The case in more than one dimension is different because it implies the

appearance of "hidden" degrees of isotopic freedom evidently absent in quantum
mechanics. Consider in this respect one particle in three-dimensional isoeuclidean

space £(r,?>$) with covariant momentum components pj. and contravariant

coordinates i* or covariant coordinates rk = B
ki
r\ k, i = 1, 2, 3. Assume further

that the isounit of Class I is diagonalized

1 = diag.n ib 122,133 >
= d*aS-(T ll

"
I,T22"

1 ,T3
3" 1

), (4.2.13)

which is always possible owing to its positive-definiteness (see Vol. Ill for

numerous explicit examples of the diagonal elements).

Then the non-null fundamental isocommutation rules are

IrVpj] = ihl j

j ,

[rjTpj] = ih8jj, ri = r^ = Tn r
1

(no sum)

We reach in this way the following

Lemma 4.2.2 [3]: The isouncertainties in three-dimensions are

given by

Ark Ap^ *|/dv$T T[rk; Pk]T$ = | h |J dv$t Tlkk T $ ? ± ft , (4.2.15a)

Ark APk = ±l/dv$tTlrkrpklT$ =£h|/dv$fTT$ ¥ if,, (4.2.15b)

Jdv^T$ = 1. (4.2.15c)

and they do not generally coincide with the conventional

uncertainties of quantum mechanics.

(4.2. 1 4a)

(4.2.14b)
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The analysis of this section therefore confirms a fundamental implication

of hadronic mechanics, that the isotopies of Planck's constant h fr imply a

corresponding, necessary isotopy of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle.

Note that such generalization also exist in one dimension, provided that the

coordinate r is assumed to be covariant.

We now study the isouncertainties at the limit of gravitational collapse all

the way into a singularity. Consider in this respect the space-component (only) of

the interior problem of any gravitational theory on a conventional Riemannian
space 9i(r,g,R) reformulated into the equivalent isoeuclidean form on £(x,8$) of

Sect. 1.3.7,

R(r,g,R) - £(r,S,R), g(r) = Ttr) S = h, 1 =
[ T(r) T l

. (4.2. 16)

As a specific example, one can assume the space component of the familiar

Schwartzchild's line element

ds2 = (1 - 2M/r)
_1

dr
2 + ^(de2 + sin

2 6 dcf)
2
), (4.2.17)

for which

T = diag. { (1 - 2M/r)_I , r
2

, r
2
sin

2
9 } . (4.2.18)

It is evident that, at the limit of gravitational collapse all the way to a

singularity at r = 0, the above isotopic element becomes null and the isounit

becomes singular

Lim
r^ T =0, Lim

r^ l = oo
, (4.2.19)

namely, hadronic mechanics assumes the singular character of Kadeisvili Class IV

(see Ch. 1 1.9 for details).

But then at that limit (and at that limit only), all isouncertainties are

identically null,

Lim^ AA AB* Lirry^ i |/ dv $ T [A ,"B] T $ |
=0, (4.2.20)

thus resolving the paradox of Heisenberg's uncertainties presented earlier in this

section. At a deeper inspection, the above results are due to the collapse of the

basic isoeigenvalues into the null value,

Limx_v H *
I
$ > = LimT_vQ H T | $ > =0, (4.2.21)
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with consequential collapse of all isoexpectation values

LimT_ < A > = LimT_ < 4* I
T A T

| ^ > = 0. (4.2.22)

The recovering of classical determinism via the isoexpectation value of a
singular isounit h -+ oo iS then due to the mechanism

Lim^Q -j^oo^l > = UmT_, i^.co <4i|TlT|{|;> = 0, (4.2.23)

and we have the following nonrelativistic property

Lemma 4.2.3 [3]; The hadronic isouncertainties recover classical

determinism at the limit of gravitational collapse into a singularity.

The interested reader may study the full space-time extension of the above
results following the isorelativistic theories studied later on inCh.s II.8 and 1 1.9.

Evidently, the difference between the isotopic and the conventional
uncertainties must be verified via experiments. We assume the reader is familiar

with the fact that none of the currently available experimental verifications of

Heisenberg's uncertainties is applicable to isouncertainties (4.2.15), trivially,

because all the former apply in vacuum, while the latter require the immersion
of the particle within a hadronic medium. As we shall see in Vol. Ill, new physical

conditions must be identified for genuine tests of the isouncertainties.

Deviations from quantum mechanical uncertainties are more transparent

in the case of angular momentum components

Lk = e
kij

i
4
Pj , ^ = €

kij
r

j

Pj , (4.2.24)

whose definition remains unchanged in hadronic mechanics.36

As we shall study in more details in Ch. 1 1.6, isoeigenvalue (4.2.8) and
isocommutators (4.2.9) for diagonal isounits (4.2. 13) imply the following rules

[ LjTLj 3 = LjTLj - LjTLj = i
€jjk lkk Lk (no sum) , (4.2.25a)

[LjTLj] = LjTLj - LjTLj = ie
ijk

Lk, (4.2.25b)

and we have the following

36
Recall from Ch. 1.3 that the basis of a vector space remains unchanged under isotopies.

Therefore, the basis of the rotational algebra, the angular momentum components,
remain unchanged under isotopies as it must be because it represent physical quantities.

Note also that the reinterpretation of the r-components as isonumbers does not alter the

definition because Lk*| $ > = eki
j
rj*pj*| $ > = (e

kij
rj pj) *

1 1
£j> >.
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Lemma 4.2.4: The isouncertainties for the hadronic angular
momentum components are given by

ALjALj £ i|<[LirLj]>| = £h|<l kk Lk >| ^ £|<Lk >|. (4.2.26a)

ALjALj * ||<[LjrCj]>| = lh|<Lk >|. (4.2.26b)

The interpretation of the above result is elementary. In the conventional

quantum case, particles are free to orbit because they move in vacuum. In the

covering hadronic case particles cannot freely orbit because they move within a
physical medium. The deviations from the conventional uncertainties in Eq.s

(4.2.26a) therefore represent the deviations from free motion (see Ch. II.6 for more
details). The preservation of the conventional uncertainties for Eq.s (4.2.16b) is

only apparent because the quantities representing the non conservation of the

orbit are contained in the covariant expressions rk = T^i^ (no sum). In different

terms, the physical linear momentum is the quantity L, while L has a mere
mathematical character.

To put it explicitly, deviations from conventional uncertainties in the

angular momentum are necessary to prevent approximations of the type of the

perpetual motion within a physical environment, e.g., that a proton orbits in the

core of a star with conserved angular momentum. In fact, as we shall see, the

factor lkk represents precisely the nonconservation of the k-component of the

angular momentum, e.g., forl kk
= exp(-yt).

The derivation of the uncertainties of the energy is also simple. Recall from
Axiom I that the energy isooperator and related isocommutation rules are given

by

E = i hl
t
9 / dt , [ E T T ] = E T t - t T E = i ttf

t , (4.2.27)

where l
t
^1 is the isounit of time. We therefore have the following

Lemma 4.2.5: The isouncertainties for the energy and time are given by

AE AT * £n|<T
t >| ¥ ih. (4.2.28)

We therefore confirm the expected property that the change in the unit of
time implies a corresponding change in the uncertainties energy/time. This

latter aspect can be more effectively studied within relativistic settings where we
have the four vectors X = (x, c t) and P = {p, E/c ), c being the speed of light in

vacuum, with related four-dimensional isounitl = diag. ft H ,
1 22>W 1^)- The

necessary alteration of the uncertainties in energy/time can then be derived from
space-time symmetrization of the space components even in the absence of a

redefinition of the unit of time.
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The isodual isouncertainties AAd are defined on an isodual field of real

numbers Rd(nd+,xd) and, as such, they are negative-definite. It is then easy to

prove the following

Lemma 4.2.6: The isodual isouncertainties of nonrelativistic hadronic

mechanics with diagonal isounit are given by

Arid xd APj
d * -* ft| <1Jj>|, (42.29a)

ALi
d xd AL . ^ - i|<tkk Lk >|, i < j < k , (4.2.29b)

AEd xd ATd ^ -|h|<T
t

d
>| *-ih. (4.2.29c)

The interested reader can work out additional aspects on uncertainties.

As a closing comment we would like to indicate that, following ref. [2],

numerous generalizations of quantum uncertainties have been introduced in the

literature, such as the so-called squeezed states and others (see Appendix 4.E).

However the latter generalizations, on one side, are based on a structural

generalization of quantum mechanics while, on the other side, preserve the

quantum mechanical formalism unchanged, thus resulting in a host of
problematic aspects in regards to form-invariance under the time evolution, lack

of preservation of Hermiticity-observability at all times, loss of causality, etc.

The generalized uncertainties studied in this chapter avoid these problems
precisely because based on a structural generalization of the formalism of

quantum mechanics which is compatible, by construction, with the generalized

uncertainties. These results are evident from the role of the isounit for the

isouncertainty, its isohermiticity and its invariance at all times.

4.2.B: Isotopies of the superposition principle and their isodualities.

Another important principle of quantum mechanics, which originates from the

linearity of the theory of operator on Hilbert spaces, is the linear superposition

principle [12]. It essentially states that, if a system can assume any of the states

ijjfo k = 1, 2, .... n, then the following linear superposition of said states is also an
admissible state

* = Zk ck -
c e C , (4.2.30)

under normalization and statistical weighs

/ Adv = 1, St |ck |

2 « 1. (4.2.31)

Now, it is well known that theories which are nonlinear in the

wavefunctions and Hamiltonian of the type H(t, r, p, i)/, tj/) are afflicted by a chain
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of problematic aspects, such as violation of the above superposition principle,

lack of preservation of the Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian at all times, loss of

causality, etc.
37

We have stressed throughout our presentation that one of the objectives of

hadronic mechanics (in its general form with isounits depending on local

coordinates of Ch. 1 1.8) is to represent the most general known nonlinear

dependence in the wavefunctions $ and 4ft and their derivatives of arbitrary

order 3$, 6$t, 39$, 33$f etc.

This is inherent in the theory of isolinear operators on isohilbert spaces

(Sect,. 1.6.3) and simply permitted by the factorization in the Hamiltonian of all

nonlinear terms in the wavefunctions and their representation into the isotopic

element

H(t, r, p, ft
$T 8$, aqtf, ...) = H (t, r, p) Tt$, $t 6$ d$, ...) , (4.2.32)

with equation

a
il

t *Kt, r) = H* $(t, r) = H T<$, $t
aft d$, ...) tyx, r) . (4.2.33)

at

It is remarkable that, despite such a general nonlinearity, hadronic

mechanics does admit the following generalized principle of easy verification:

Lemma 4.2.7 (Isosuperposition principle): If k = I, 2, n, is a

collection of possible isostates as solution of the isoscrddinger's equation,

then the isotopic sum

* = Zk £k * #k = X ck $k,
ck e (&,+,*), ck e C(c,+,x), (4.2.34a)

/tfUtfdv = 1, Xk |ck |

2 = 1, (4.2.34b)

is also a possible isostate.

This important result is a consequence of the notion of isolinearity of

Sect. 1.4.2, namely, the capability of turning all possible nonlinear systems into an

identical form verifying the abstract axiom of linearity in isospace. This also

illustrates the "direct universality" of hadronic mechanics of Sect. 1.7.9.

Note that factorization (4.2.32) must also be used for the effective

Hamiltonian with a logarithmic term appearing after the naive isoquantization,

Eq. (11.2.3.4b). In fact, the preservation of such a nonlinear terms in the

37 The systems considered are generally open-nonconservative and their time evolution

is therefore generally nonunitary. The problematic aspects here referred to then follows

from a simple application of non unitary transformations.
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Hamiltonian would violate the isosuperposition principle. This essentially implies

the use of the conventional Hamiltonian and a redefinition of the isotopic

element to incorporate said nonlinear terms,

Heff
(t, r, p, ft

$t
...) T(t, r, p, ft ft ... = H(tf r> p) T(t( r, p, ft ^, ...) . (4.2.35)

Note finally that, in most practical applications, the isotopic elements can
be averaged into constants, by providing an approximate yet significant and
experimentally verifiable representation of the nonlinearity in the wavefunctions
and in their derivatives. Even in this simplest possible treatment, nonlinearities

in the wavefunctions have non trivial implications, such as a shift in the

eigenvalues, departures from conventional laws, etc.

An example is here in order. Consider the isoplanewa ves (1 1 .3.2.37)

$p(t,r)
= N* e

i( P r *e
t

" tE) = N e
i{ P Tr ~ 1 Tt E >

. (4.2.36)

To reach an expression of the normalization factor N, we. must use the isodelta

functions of Sect. 1.6.4, the case considered being continuous. "We therefore have

/ V* V dr = N2/{e" 1(P r ' tE) l*(e i(p'r-tE) )dr =

= N2/ e _i (P"P')r dr = N^tp-pO, (4.2.37)

where the usual integration range has been ignored for simplicity, e is the

isoexponentiation, and § is the isodirac delta of the first kind. The
isonormalization constant N therefore preserves the conventional value

N = { 2 it )
~ 3/2

. (4.2.38)

The isosuperposition principle can then be illustrated as follows. Consider

the isofourier transform of the first type of Sect. 1.6.6. Then, we can write

ftt, r) = (2tt) TJ ^ d3p $(t, p) e
1 P r

, (4.2.39)

with inverse

$(t, p) = (2tt)
-3 T

J _^ d3r #t, r) e
"

1 P r
. (4.2.40)

It is then possible to prove the identities

/+CO * (. +00 j.

^ |$(t,r)|
2 d3r = |$(t,p)|

2 d3p = 1 . (4.2.41)

The probability densities for coordinates and momenta are therefore given

respectively by
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w(t, r) =
| $2(t, r)

| \ w(t, p) =
| $2(t, p)

|

5
, (4.2.42)

in full agreement with isoprinciple (4.2.34).

In conclusion, we have learned in this section that theories of the

contemporary literature which are nonlinear in the wavefunctions and which
were consequently believed to violate the superposition principle with a number
of consequential problematic aspects, can be turned into an identical isotopic

form which verifies the principle in an axiomatic way.

The isodual formulation of the isosuperposition principle is suggested for

study by the interested reader.

4.2.C: Aringazin's isotopies of Pauli's exclusion principle and their

isodualities. We now study the isotopies of another fundamental law of quantum
mechanics, Pauli's exclusion principle [12] according to which two or more
electrons (or, more generally, Fermions) in the same state cannot have the same
quantum numbers.

The emerging covering principle, here called isoexclusion principle, was
first investigated by Aringazin [73 via the isotopies of the Fermionic creation and
annihilation operators. The isoprinciple is important because it shows that the

conventional exclusion principle persists for a closed-isolated hadronic state of

two particles and for the hadronic restricted case of three particles and
provides, apparently for the first time, an explanation of its physical origin

precisely in the nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions.

However, as we shall see, Pauli's principle no longer holds in general for a

system of four or more particles in hadronic conditions.

Recall that quantum mechanics cannot treat (in first quantization) the

interaction among the electrons of a given atomic orbit because this would imply

adding a potential to the Hamiltonian with consequential gamma-exchanges that

would de-stabilize the state. The consequence is essentially that electrons can

<exclude> the properties of each other without interactions of any type. This

consequence implies an evident uneasiness which has persisted for generations

(see Selleri's studies in this respect [9]).

A possible solution of the issue rests precisely in the alternatives local-

Hamiltonian vs nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions. Hadronic mechanics
"completes" quantum mechanics via contact interactions due to mutual wave-
overlapping which admit no meaningful representation with the Hamiltonian and

are represented instead by the isotopic element T or isounitl = T~ l
. In particular,

the interactions due to mutual wave-overlappings are precisely the interactions

experienced by the electrons in the same orbit of Pauli's principle. Hadronic

mechanics therefore offers a possibility for a quantitative understanding of the

origin of Pauli's principle.

Consider the case of two electrons in the same state. In its simplest possible
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formulation, the conventional Pauli principle can be expressed via the Fermionic
creation operator a and annihilation operator af characterized by the following

anticommutation rules on a conventionally associative envelope £ over a

conventionally modular Hilbert space 3C with normalized basis
| b >

(a, a*} = a at + at a = I, (a, a} = {at, a*) = 0. (4.2.43)

Then, the occupation number operator N = aat has the eigenvalue n e R{n,+,*)

N|b> = aat|b> = n|b>, (4.2.44)

which, from properties (4.2.43), implies

I N, a 3 = N a - a N = - a, [ N, at
] = aT . (4.2.45)

Then it can be easily proved that the only possible eigenvalue are n = ± 1,

N2
1
b > = N N

[
b > = n

|
b > , n = ±1, <b|b>=l. (4.2.46)

By following Aringazin [7], the isotopies of the preceding formulation can
be done as follows. Consider the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics of

Class I. Its isofermionic creation operator a and the annihilation operator a) on
an isoassociative envelope I acting on an isomodular Hilbert space 3t with
isonormalized isobasis

|
b > and common isotopic element T, can be defined by

the following isoanticommutation rules

(a rah = a* at + at* a = a T at + at T a = 1 = T~ l

, (4.2.47a)

{ a Ta } = {afcah = 0. (4.2.47b)

Note the isotopy of Eq.s (4.2.43) into (4.2.47a) which ensures their local

isomorphism by construction because of the lifting I > -> 1 > 0.

Next, Aringazin [loc. cit.] introduces the isofermionic isooccupation

number $ = a * at with isoeigenvalue nT e ft(n,+,*) depending on the "hidden",

operator degree of freedom T,

N *
|
b > = a * at*

1 6 > = nT *|fj> = nx |b>, , b |
T 6 > =1. (4.2.48)

By using Eq.s (4.2.47), it is easy to prove the following isotopy of Eq.s (4.2.45)

[ft Pal = N*a - a*N = -a, [tfah = ah (4.2.49)

The isotopy of the final equations (4.2.46) then follows,
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ft
2 *|b> = ft*ft*|6> = nT *|o> = nx |b>, (4.2.50)

i.e., nT - ±1 for all infinitely possible isotopic element T, yielding the result:

Lemma 4.2.8 (Isoexclusion principle for two particles [7]> Two spinohal
particles in the same stable orbit of a closed-isolated isostate cannot have
the same characteristic numbers exactly as in conventional quantum
mechanics

It should be indicated for completeness that, as proved by Aringazin [loc.

cit.3, the above result holds also when the isotopic element T of the isofield and of

isoenvelope is different than the isotopic element G of the isohilbert space.

The extension to more than two spinors in the same hadronic state is

mathematically elementary, but physically nontrivial. Mathematically, the

isostate of three particles with individual states
|
ftk >, with quantum isonumbers

ftk, k = 1, 2, 3, is given by the isotensorial products of the type
|

>*| ftj >*| ftk > ,

i * j * k. The totally antisymmetric isostate
| ,

flj
, \ >(_) is then constructed

exactly as in the conventional case [12]. It is then easy to see that

| , ftj
,
ftk >(_) = for any two equal isoeigenvalues . (4.2.52)

However, this property does not necessarily imply that Pauli's principle

holds also for hadronic states with three or more particles. The reasons are of

physical nature and concern the very notion of Fermion in hadronic mechanics.

As we shall see in Ch.s II.8 and 11.10, the conventional spin { is indeed preserved

for a bound state of two particles under nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian.

However, for more general particles the interactions considered imply a
deformation, called isorenormalization, of all the intrinsic characteristic of

particles, including spin. This alters the conventional physical interpretation of

rules (4.2.52).

In other words, the technical issues which must be addressed as a

necessary pre-requisite for a quantitative study of the isotopies of Pauli's

principle for an arbitrary number of particles is the isotopy of the notion of spin

or, more generally, of spinor. Evidently, such an issue requires the study of the

isorepresentation of S0(2) and of the isotopies of Dirac equation studied later on
in this volume.

As well known, a fundamental property of the conventional Pauli's

principle is that two electrons can only be in the same orbit in a singlet state,

evidently because the triplet state is forbidden by the principle.

As we shall see, this property becomes fundamental for all two-body
hadronic states and applicable not only to Fermions but also to Bosons. In fact,

mutual penetration and wave-overlapping at short distances render triplet
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couplings highly unstable irrespective of whether the particles are Fermions or

Bosons. In turn, this property is important for the novel predictions of hadronic
mechanics studied in Vol. III.

The isodualities of Lemma 4.2.8 are straightforward and left to the
interested reader.

4.2.D: Isotopies of causality and their isodualities. One of the most
serious criticisms moved against nonlocal interactions is that they violate the
fundamental principle of quantum causality, i.e., that the effect must follow the

cause in particle events [12].

One of the most important physical applications of hadronic mechanics is

that of permitting a fully causal treatment of nonlocal interactions. This is due to

the notion of isolocality of Sect. 1.4.2, which permits the transformation of all

possible nonlocal interactions into an "identical" form verifying the axioms of
locality in isospace. As now familiar, this is achieved by embedding all nonlocal-
integral terms in the isotopic element T.

Technically, the preservation of causality under nonlocal interactions is

permitted by the realization of (connected) Lie-isotopic groups via isounitary

operators. In fact, the conventional causality of quantum mechanics is a
manifestation of the unitary time evolution of a quantum state [ 12]

1 1 > = U(t, tp)
| ^ >, (4.2.53)

with familiar Lie group properties

U(t, t) = I, U(t', t) U(t, t ) = U(t, t ) U('t, t ) = U(t', t ) , (4.2.54a)

U(t, t ) U(t , t) = I. (4.2.54b)

However, the above structure is local-differential, as well known. The
very essence of the Lie-isotopic theory (Vol. I) is that of generalizing the

conventional Lie formulation into the most general possible, nonlinear and
nonlocal form which, being axiom-preserving, also preserved the principle of
causality.

In fact, the isotopic lifting of time evolution (4.2.53) is given by

1 1 > = 0(t, t )*|t. > = Oft, t ) T(t, p, p, $, 3$, ...)
1

1

> , (4.2.55)

and now ensures the direct representation of nonlocal interactions embedded in

the isotopic element, while its causality is ensured by the rules for a Lie-isotopic

group in their isounitary realization

0(t, t) = % Oft', t) * 0(t, g = Oft, t ) * 0(f, t) = Of, t ), (4.2.56a)
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0(t, t ) * 0(to , t) = 1. (4.2.56b)

The study of further causality aspects of hadronic mechanics (e.g., the

intriguing connection between analyticity of the hadronic S-matrix) is left to the

interested reader.

The study of causality under isoduality is also left to the interested reader,

with the understanding that a theory is causal in the latter case when the effect

precedes the causes in our space time.

4.2.E: Isotopies of the measurement theory and their isodualities. As
well known, quantum measurements require the necessary existence and prior

identification of the basic unit. The basic unit of quantum mechanics is the

trivial value 1. It is important to understand that the basic unit of the

measurement theory of hadronic mechanics, called "isomeasurement theory"

remains the trivial number 1.

This is due to the fact that, following Axioms V, the isoexpectation value of

the generalized unitl is 1,

< $| *1*
|
$

>

<1 > = — = 1 . (4.2.57)

<$|*|$>

The reader is then encouraged to verify that all various aspects of the

quantum mechanical theory of measurements admit consistent isotopies as well

as isodualities.

A necessary pre-requisite for the above consistency is that the theory

admits an associative enveloping algebra with a correct left and right unit. In

fact, such a property is at the foundation of the uniqueness of the exponentiation

and consequential invariance of the unit under the time evolution.

As now familiar, the above properties are fully verified by hadronic

mechanics. However, all generalizations of quantum mechanics which do not

admit a unique and consistent left and right unit in the enveloping operator

algebra cannot possibly admit a consistent measurement theory, that is, they

cannot be applied to real physical events. This is the case of nonlinear theories of

the type H(t, r, p,
t}jT,

...),
38 nonlinear theories of Weinberg's type,39 q-

deformations40, and others.

qo
Because their time evolution is nonunitary, and, as such, do not preserve the basic unit

of the theory, U 1 I.

39
Because their envelopes are neral Lie-admissible nonassociative algebras (App. 1.7.9B)

which, as such, do not admit any unit at all, whether left or right.

40 Because they deform the associative product AB A*B = qAB but preserve the old

unit I of AB which, as such, is no longer the correct left and right unit of the theory and
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4.2.F: Isotopies of time-reversal and their isodualities. A visual

observation of Jupiter reveals a majestic realization of the following dichotomy:

> Exact validity of the time-reversal invariance for the center-of-mass
trajectory of the planet; vs

> The manifest irreversibility of the interior dynamics, such as in vortices

with nonconserved angular momenta.

The corresponding occurrence in particle physics can be seen in the

neutron stars for which the time-reversal invariance of their center of mass is

evident. Equally evident is their irreversible interior dynamics.

FIGURE 4.2.F.1: Quantum mechanics is structurally reversible, i.e., reversible for

reversible Hamiltonians. This occurrence has left the problem of the origin of

macroscopic irreversibility essentially unresolved. Hadronic mechanics alters

this historical problem by identifying the origin of irreversibility in the ultimate

structure of matter, and then deriving macroscopic irreversibility as a mere
consequence. This novel approach submitted by Santilli in [4) is permitted by the

Lie-admissible branch of hadronic mechanics which represents open-
nonconservative interior conditions in a structurally irreversible way, that is, in

a way which is irreversible irrespective of whether the Hamiltonian is reversible

or not. This origin of irreversibility is also mandated by clear insufficiencies of

quantum mechanics identified by the No-Reduction Theorems of Ch. 1.1

according to which a macroscopic object in interior conditions (such as a space-

ship during re-entry) with monotonicaliy decaying irreversible orbit, simply
cannot be reduced to a finite collection of quantum mechanical particles each

cannot possibly be preserved in time.

ORIGIN OF IRREVERSIBILITY

Jupiter or a neutron star

LIE-ISOTOPIC BRANCH OF
HADRONIC MECHANICS
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in stable-reversible conditions. The physical origin of this inconsistency is the

absence in quantum mechanics of the interactions experienced by the space-

ship, the contact, zero-range, nonlocal-integral forces due to motion of an

extended object within a physical medium. Hadronic mechanics restores

precisely the same forces at the particle level to such an extend that the forces

acting on a space-ship during re-entry and those acting on a proton moving in

the core of a star are analytically equivalent. These forces are then implemented

in a dual way, first via the Lie-isotopic branch to recover the time-reversal

invariance of the center-of-mass trajectories of isolated systems and, second,

for open-nonconservative interior conditions to represent the irreversibility of

physical reality.

A quantitative representation of this dichotomy is one of the reasons which

stimulated the construction of hadronic mechanics [1] with the dual branches:

> The Lie-isotopic branch with its structural reversibility and

> The Lie-admissible branch, with its structural irreversibility.

It is a rather general theoretical and experimental belief at this time that

"strong interactions are time-reversal invariant". This statement is correct if

completed with the sentence "in their center-of-mass treatment', in which case

the property needs no experimental verification because established already at

the classical level for all closed-isolated systems (Figure 4.2.F. 1).

The point is that all orthodox experiments on time-reversal invariance

available until now (see Volume III) are conducted in the center-of-mass of the

system. In the transition to the open-nonconservative conditions suggested in

ref. [1], we have such a structurally different setting to render inapplicable the

experimental results for the center-of-mass [4].

The validity of the time-reversal invariance is known to~ depend on the

validity of the theorem of detailed balancing [12]. In turn, such a theorem

centrally depends on the unitary character of the time evolution. Now in the

center-of-mass, such time evolution is indeed unitary because of the

conservation of the energy, thus implying the validity of the theorem of detailed

balancing and a consequential exact time-reflection symmetry.

The isotopic extension of this setting implies no new occurrence. In fact,

the isounitary time evolution law implies the validity of an isotopic form of the

theorem of detailed balancing, yet time-reversal invariance persists in its entirety

as it is the case for all other space-time and internal symmetries (see next

subsection for parity, Ch.s 1 1.6, 1 1.7 and 1 1.8 for space-time symmetries and Vol.

Ill for internal symmetries).

The time-reversal isooperator t can be defined by

T-t * ${t, r) * t = $K r) . (4.2.58)

Consider the closed reaction a + A -* b + B in its center-of-mass

consisting of a polarized beam of nucleons a with spin s in interaction with
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nuclei A, say, of a target, which are unpolarized and of spin sA . Let b + B a +

A be the time reversal reaction. Let Aj be the analyzing power of the forward

reaction and Pj the polarization of the backward reaction. It is then easy to see

the existence of the following

Lemma 4.2.9: The hadronic principle of isodetailed balance is given by

(1 + EjPj*Aj)" 1 (k
i
/k

j
)2(2sA + l)X

if
=

= + Sj Pj * Aj

)

_1
( kj/kj ) 2 ( 2sB + 1) X

if , (4.2.59a)

Analyzing power of forward reaction 1

= =1, (4.2.59b)

Polarization backward reaction 1

where Xjj are the elements of the transition matrix and the k's are

wave numbers.

We reach in this way the following important

Theorem 4.2.1 [5]: The center-of-mass trajectory of a closed-

isolated system of particles with nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian

interna! interactions verifies the time-reversal symmetry when
represented with the isotopic branch of the hadronic mechanics

because the analyzing power of the forward reaction equals the

polarization of the backward reaction.

However, when we consider only one (or more) strongly interacting

particle and assume all others as external, then the time evolution of that

particle is generally nonunitary, because of the lack of conservation of its

energy and the general instability of its orbit, thus implying the predictable time-

asymmetry treated via the Lie-admissible approach as the origin of irreversibility

(see Sect. II.4.3.F).

The isodualities of the time-reversal invariance imply no structural

novelty, with the understanding that, in this latter case, the map is from our past

into our future time.

4.2.G: Isotopies of space-reversal and their isodualities. An important

property studied in these volumes is that the Lie-isotopic theory permits the

reconstruction of exact space-time and internal symmetries when believed to be

broken.

In Vol. I we have shown that the isotopies restore the exact rotational

symmetry when believed to be broken by ellipsoidical deformations of the

sphere. In this volume we shall show that the isotopies restore the exact Lorentz
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symmetry when believed to be broken by deformations of the Minkowski metric

expected in the interior of hadrons (see Ch. 1 1.8). In Vol. Ill we shall show that the

isotopies restore the exact isospin symmetry in nuclear physics under weak and
electromagnetic interactions.

In a scenario of this type it then becomes inevitable to ask the question

whether hadronic mechanics can reconstruct the exact space-reflection

symmetry for <weak> interactions.

The issue has fundamental character because it is directly related to the

basic assumption of hadronic mechanics, the generalization of Planck's unit ft
-*

R Currently available experimental data in weak interactions, such as

Rate (

K°
L e

+ + it" + v

)

= 1.00648 ± 0.00035 (4.2.60)

Rate(K°L
-> e" + tt

+
+ v)

are certainly interpreted in a correct way when assumed to characterize parity

violation within the context of conventional quantum theories.

The issue addressed in this subsection is whether measures (4.2.60) can also

be interpreted as indicating the possible need for a different unit for the weak
interactions, that is, a generalized Planck's constant ft. In fact, the notion of

parity violation for measures (4.2.60) is centrally dependent on the (generally tacit)

assumption of the trivial unit ft = 1. However, if a different unit is consequently

assumed, then parity could be restored as an exact symmetry.

This problem was studied by Santilli in paper [5], but no additional studies

appeared thereafter. With the understanding that the issue is essentially open at

this writing, the "young mind of all ages" indicated in the Preface may be

intrigued by a brief presentation of the problem. It is understood that the final

resolution of the issue can only be searched within the context of the isotopies of

quantum field theories which are beyond the scope of these volumes.

The mechanism of isotopic reconstruction of exact symmetries is rather

simple. Suppose that a given Hamiltonian H = K + V has a quantum mechanical

Lie symmetry G,

GH gT = Hq. (4.2.61)

Suppose now that, because of certain physical reasons, the Hamiltonian H must
be implemented into the form H = H + V = K + V + V. If the new potential V
breaks the symmetry G

GHgT * H, (4.2.62)

it is rather universally believed nowadays that "the system violates the symmetry

G". This is precisely the case of the current view that "weak interactions violate

parity".
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Hadronic mechanics establishes that these views are not generally correct.

The tacit assumption of this belief is that all possible interactions are of

Hamiltonian type, which is evidently not true at both the classical and operator

levels.

In fact, given the original system H in the Euclidean space E(r,S,R), one can

select the isotopic element T in such a way that the equations of motion of the

system represented by H = H + V in E(r,S,R) are identical (and not equivalent) to

the equations of motion of H in the isoeuclidean space E(r,S,R), B = TS, R ^ Rl, 1

= T
_1

.

It is therefore generally possible to embed the totality of the symmetry
breaking term V in the isotopic element T of the theory.

If the above conditions are met and T is of Class I, then the original

symmetry is exact because it is now computed at the isotopic level G and results

to be locally isomorphic to the original symmetry G. As we shall see in details in

the subsequent chapters, the symmetry transformations (rotation, Lorentz, etc.)

are irreconcilably lost, but the symmetry remains exact in its axioms, and merely

realized in a nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical way.

Theorem 4.2.2 (Reconstruction of exact Lie symmetries [5]):

Consider a quantum mechanical system represented by the Hamiltonian

H in the Euclidean space E(r,S,R), and suppose that it possesses an

exact Lie symmetry G. Suppose that the original G-invariant system

H must be implemented with a potential V which violates the original

symmetry in E(r,S,R)

GH gT = Hq - GHG* = G ( Hq + V')Gt * H. (4.2.63)

Then, under sufficient continuity, boundedness and regularity conditions,

there always exists an isotopy of Kadeisvili Class I of the original field,

Euclidean space, Hilbert space and symmetry G with the same positive-

definite isotopic element T

Ftn,+,*) -» ftn,+,*)j E(r,8,R) -> E(r,B,R), 3C 3t , G -> G , (4.2.64)

such that the old Hamiltonian H written on 3t over E(r,S,R) and denoted

fl characterizes exactly the same system as that described byW on X
over E(r,S,R) under which the original symmetry is restored as being

exact because G leaves invariant fl by construction and G *• G.

Proof. The original systems H| > can always be identically written in the

isotopic form fl *| > = fl T] > for the isotopic element

T =H 1 H, (4.2.65)
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Then, the original symmetry G always admits the isotope G constructed with
respect to to the new unit 1 = T~ l which leaves invariant the original

Hamiltonian by construction,

6*VGt s V (4.2.66)

The local isomorphism G * G follows from the fact that both Hamiltonians H
and H are positive-definite and, therefore, the isotopic element T - H

_1
H is

positive-definite, q.e.d.

As indicated earlier, we shall have ample opportunities to illustrate this

theorem with continuous space-time and internal symmetries. In this section we
would like to present a tentative study of the application of Theorem 4.2.2 to

parity.

The isotopic space-reversal operator, or isoparity operator, denoted ft, in

the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics of Class I is defined by

ft * r * = - r, (4.2. 67a)

ft * p * t? = - p , (4.2.67b)

ft*J*7rf = J, (4.2.67c)

where r, p and J are the position, momentum and angular momentum operators,

respectively, under the isounitarity condition

ft * ft^ = ftt*ft = ft = 1 , ft = 1 , (4.2.68)

and the additional condition

ft^=ft*ft=l. (4.2.69)

In most practical cases (although not necessarily all), the isoparity operator

can be expressed via the simple factorization

ft = irl, (4.2.70)

where tt is the conventional parity operator, in which case the above properties

are trivial because reduced to the conventional ones, e.g.,

ft * r * tt = irrirT = -r, etc. (4.2.71)
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Consider now a ir-invariant Hamiltonian H
,

TrH irt = H, = K(p) + V(r) = p
2 /2m + V(r) , (4.2.72)

on a conventional Hilbert space 3C with eigenvalues E
,

Hq
I

> = E 1 t|; > . (4.2.73)

Suppose that a parity violating (PV) potential VPV is added to H resulting

in the new system

n H ttT = tt ( H + w Vpv ) tt^ H , H 1 1|/ > = E
|

> , (4.2.74)

where w is a coupling constant.

It is then evident that, at least on formal grounds under sufficient

topological conditions (boundedness, continuity, regularity, etc.), an isotopy

always exist for which

H|i|>'> = fl T|ijj'> = A *|t|/'> = E |i|/'>. (4.2.75a)

A = KE + VE = P*p/2m + V(r), (4.2.75b)

and V means that the potential is now computed in the isospace, with expression

such as r - r T r, etc. The formal solution41

T = V 1 H , (4.2.76)

then implies the reconstruction of the exact parity invariance, because the parity

violating law (4.2.74) is turned into the parity exact form42

41
It should be recalled from Vol. I that, while the Hamiltonian must necessarily be

written in the correct form in isospace, this is not the case for the isotopic element T
and isounit 1 because they are outside the original fields, spaces, etc.

We assume the reader is now familiar with the fact that isooperator on an isospace do
not act on the isotopic element which, as such, is left unrestricted. Even though the

isotopic element T = H 1 HQ is manifestly noninvariant under parity, the isokinetic

energy is indeed invariant because

Tr*p2 *TT^ = TT*p*p*TT^= (- p) * (-p) = p*p =
.

As a matter of fact, this point illustrates the mechanism of isotopic reconstruction of

exact symmetries when conventionally broken. Note also that, while p*p is invariant

under isoparity, it is not invariant under the conventional parity,
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•fr * A * $ = fi . (4.2.77)

Ref. [5] provided the following approximate expression for the isotopic

element

T = [I + iwfHo" 1.^}]* - I + (w/4){HQ
~

l ,Ypy ), (4.2.78)

where the curl brackets represent conventional anticommutators.

The reconstruction of parity can then be completed via the factorization of
the parity-violating term Qpv in the states according to the rule

W> = Qpv l^o>. (4.2.79)

and the assumption of the isohilbert space

^ : < T^o > = < ^po I G
| <J) > 1 e C(c + *), (4.2.80a)

G = T Qpv , 1 = r 1
. (4.2.80b)

This completes the review of paper [5]. As indicated earlier, the final

resolution of the issue requires the construction of the hadronic field theory

which is unavailable at this writing.

The study of the exact isodual isoparity symmetry for antiparticles is an
instructive exercise for the interested reader.

The interested reader can also study a number of additional isotopies of

basic quantum mechanics laws, principles and insights along the lines of the

preceding sections.

43: BASIC PHYSICAL LAWS OF THE LIE-ADMISSIBLE
BRANCH OF HADRONIC MECHANICS

Quantum mechanics was theoretically and experimentally established via the

study of a particle under external electromagnetic interactions. In fact, the

celebrated Dirac equation for the hydrogen atom does not represent the two-
body system electron-proton, but represents instead the electron under the

external field of the proton.

A main viewpoint attempted to convey with the original proposal [1] to

TT p
Z

TTT = IT p * p TTT = (
-
p] TT T TTt ( ~p) ¥ p

2

evidently because T is not invariant under parity by assumption.
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build hadronic mechanics is that structural advances in strong interactions

require a similar approach, that is, tiie study of one particle under external
strong interactions, such as a proton in the core of a star considered as external.

In fact, the isotopies of the Dirac equation studied later on in Ch. 11.10 are aimed
precisely at the representation of one particle under external electromagnetic and
strong interactions.

A fundamental physical difference occurs in the transition from
electromagnetic to strong interactions when considered as external. The orbits of

individual particles under external electromagnetic interactions are stable, thus

preserving the symmetries of the system as a whole. For instance, the Lorentz

symmetry applies not only to the hydrogen atom as a close-isolated system, but

also to each of its constituents.

On the contrary, the orbits of particles under external strong interactions

are unstable in the general case, as it is evidently the case for the proton in the

core of a star, thus implying the general loss of the symmetry of the system as a

whole when considered as closed-isolated. In particular, this loss is interpreted in

these volumes as the origin of irreversibility in nature.

The only exceptions to the above general rules known to this author are the

two-body and the restricted three-body with nonlocal-nonhamiltonian internal

forces in which each orbit must be individually stable because of certain

dynamical conditions from the global stability. This evidently includes quark
orbits for individual mesons and baryons, but not the orbits of a generic quark
(or those in a meson) when in the core of a star.

In this section we shall study the general physical laws of a particle under

external strong interactions. Their specialization to the two-body and three-

body case will be studied in Vol. III. The main result is that

Symmetries of external strong interactions. With the exception of the

two-body and restricted three-body cases, when strong interactions are

realized with a nonlinear-nonlocahnonhamiltonian component due to

mutual wave-overlapping and considered as external, they generally

violate <all> Lie and Lie-isotopic symmetries and conservation laws of the

same system completed into a closed-isolated form, and verify instead

covering Lie-admissible symmetries for the characterization of time-

rate-of-variations of physical quantities.

It is at this point that the physical implications of the nonpotential-

nonhamiltonian character of the strong interactions begin to emerge. The
contemporary theory of strong interactions is based on the conjecture that they

are entirely derivable from a potential. Under this assumption the orbits of the

individual particles remain stable under external interactions, irrespective of

whether electromagnetic or strong.

The loss of conventional space-time symmetries and physical laws under
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external strong interactions occurs only when they possess a nonhamiltonian or

nonlagrangian component

It is at this point that the complementarity between the Lie-isotopic and
the Lie-admissible theories emerge in their full light. In fact, such a

complementarity ensures that a closed-system can verify the Lorentz-isotopic

symmetry as a whole in a way fully compatible with the verification of the

Lorentz-admissible symmetry by the individual constituents (see Ch. II.8).

43A.: Genotopies of Heisenberg's uncertainties and their isoduals. A
particle under external nonhamiltonian strong interactions is in generally open,

nonconservative and irreversible conditions. As such, its study requires four

different uncertainties, two for motion forward in past and future times <> and
two for motion backward in past and future times <>d *Sect. 1 1 .3.3).

It is easy to see that both the conventional and isotopic uncertainties are

inapplicable to all of them. Consider, for instance, the forward direction to future

times >. The forward genouncertainties AA> of a genooperator A are then

defined as in Eq. (4.2.2) with the replacement of the isotopic element T with the

forward genotopic element S> . Properties (4.2.5) then formally hold, by reaching

the general result

Lemma 4.3.1: The forward genouncertainties AA> and AB> of two
hadronic operators A and B with Lie-admissible brackets

(A, B) = A < B - B > A = ARB - B S A , (4.3.1)

are given by

AA>AB> £ $\f dv^S> (AS> B - B S> A ) T> $

= ± |/dv^>[A;B]> > i]j =i|<[ATB?>|. (4.3.2)

In different terms, the Lie-isotopic content ASB - BSA of the product ARB
- BSA persists in the uncertainties. But the applicable algebra is now Lie-

admissible. Therefore, none of the physical results of Sect. 4.2.A applies. As an

example, consider the case of coordinate and momentum in one dimension

verifying the forward Lie-admissible rule

r<p - p>r = if^ = il> , h = 1 . (4.3.3)

To compute the genouncertainties, one must compute the forward Lie-isotopic

rule attached to the above Lie-admissible form for each case at hand

r>p - p>r = iQr^ rt>-. (4.3.4)
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The forward genouncertainties are then given by

Ar> Ap> ^ i j < Q> >| * ±. (4.3.5)

By recall that the forward genoexpectation value of the forward genounit !> is 1

(Axiom <y>), the inapplicability of the result of Sect. 4.2.A for the one
dimensional case then follows from the difference in the Lie-admissible rule

(4.3.3) and Lie-isotopic ones, i.e., from 1> Q> (see App. II.4.E for examples).

A similar situation occurs for all other uncertainties. Note that the above
genouncertainties can be greater or smaller than the quantum mechanical ones,

depending on the local physical conditions of the medium in which the particle is

immersed.

The isodual genouncertainties are then uniquely determined by isoduality.

4.3.B: Genotopies of the superposition principle and their isodualities.

It is easy to see that the isosuperposition principle of Sect. 4.2.B persists in its

entirety under genotopies and their isodualities and we have the following

Lemma 4.3.2 (Genosuperposition principle): If is a set of
forward genostates solution of the forward genoschrodinger
equation, then the genotopic sum

is also a solution of the same equation.

Similar results evidently occur in the remaining three cases.

4.3.C: Genotopies of Pauli's principle and their isodualities. It is easy to

see that two particles in the same state under external nonhamiltonian strong

interactions do not obey Pauli's exclusion principle as first studied in ref. [1],

whether in its conventional or isotopic form of Sect. II.4.2.B.

This is evidently due to the fact that the "Fermionic" creation and
annihilation operator now obey the Lie-admissible rules

The genoeigenvalues vr are then no longer restricted to the ± 1, as one can verify.

This is a crucial point of proposal [l] recommended for experimental

verification, that is, the expected general inapplicability of Pauli's exclusion

principle under external strong interactions which will be considered again in

Vol. III.

^ = 5* c> > *i> , c> e C><e> +,>)

,

(4.3.6)

a<at + aT >a = i
<
l
>

. (4.3.7)
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43J): Genotopies of causality and their isoduals. It is easy to see that

genotopic formulations are causal in each of their four possible directions in

time. This is a consequence of the fact that each of these directions forms a Lie-

admissible group which, as one recalls from Ch. 1.7, is composed of two different

Lie-isotopic groups for multiplication to the right and to the left interconnected

by Hermiticity.

In fact, the time evolution of a forward genostate
1 1^ > is given by

|t>> = >
(t,to)>|to

> >, (4.3.8)

where >
(t, t ) verifies rules (4.2.56) for a Lie-isotopic group in the forward

direction toward future time. Causality then follows.

A similar situation occurs for the remaining directions in time.

4.3.E: Genotopies of the Measurement theory and their isodualities. It

is also easy to see that the measurement theory admits a consistent genotopic

formulation in which the basic unit remains the conventional one.

This is due to the property from Axiom that the genoexpectation value

of the forward genounit is the conventional value 1,

<l> > = ——
1 . (4.3.9)

< iff
|
> |$>

The invariance of the genounit^ at all times can also be easily proved. The full

applicability of a measurement theory then follows as in the conventional
quantum case.

A similar situation then occurs for the remaining directions in time. The
above property is important because it establishes that the nonconservation of
genohermitean operators such as the energy can indeed be measured. In turn, the

possibilities of measuring time-rate-of-variations of physical quantities have
fundamental experimental implications for novel tests studied in Vol. III.

4.3.F: Genotopies of time-reversal and their isodualities. The reader
familiar with the preceding studies can evidently expect that hadrons under
external strong interactions generally violate the time-reversal symmetry.

The above property is inherent in the very structure of the Lie-admissible

equations

iA = A<H - H > A , (4.3.10)

which are time-reversal noninvariant irrespective of whether the Hamiltonian is

time-reversal invariant or not {Figure 4.2.F.I) This property indicates the need
of scientific caution before stating that the symmetries of a Hamiltonian are the

symmetries of the system.

The above irreversibility was established by Santilli in ref. [4] as follows.
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Consider the open reaction a + A -+ b + B consisting of a polarized beam of

nucleons a with spin s in interaction with external nuclei A of a fixed target,

which are unpolarized and of spin sA . Let b + B a + A be the time reversal

open reaction.

Since the physical conditions are open-nonconservative by assumption, we
have the applicability of the Lie-admissible formulations. We therefore have two
geno-time-reversal operators <r> , one for the reaction forward to future time
and the other for in past time, and their isoduals <f>d interconnected by
genohermiticity, with rules of the type

t> > $t, r) < <t = ifK-t, r), (4.3. 1 1)

Similarly, we have four analyzing powers <A
j

> and <A
j

>d
, four polarizations

<P
i

> and <P
i

>d
, etc.

Suppose now that the interactions considered is of sufficiently low energy

to ensure the preservation of the conventional spin s, conventional wave
numbers k, etc. (i.e., all intrinsic quantities are Lie and only the kinematical

quantities are Lie-admissible).

Then we have the following

Lemma 4.3.3: The genotopies of the principle of detailed balancing

are given by

(!> + SjP>
j
>A>

j

)- 1 (k
!
/k

j

)2(2sA + l)X>
if

=

= ( «l + <Pj < <Aj

)

_1
( k/kj ) 2 ( 2sB + 1) <X

if
. (4.3. 12)

The difference

^ * <!, (4.3.13)

alone is then sufficient to establish the general irreversibility of open strong

interactions.

Additional simple, but tedious calculations yield the following

Theorem 4.3.1 (Irreversibility of open strong interactions [3]):

The ratio between the analyzing power A-^ for the open forward
reaction of nucleons a interacting with external nuclei A and the

polarization <Pj of the open backward reaction of hadrons b

interacting with external nuclei B, is equal to the ratio between the

genounits of the corresponding forward and back reactions

A> 1>— = —-, (4.3.14)

<Pj <t
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The irreversibility of the system then follows from the lack of unit value
of such ratio, as in Eq. (If.4.2.59b).

Note the full recovering of the exact time reversal invariant for the

Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics (Sect. II.4.2.F) for which we have the

particular case

1> S <! * 1 s It. (4.3.15)

This is the reason why it is at times best to compute properties at the covering

Lie-admissible level because it automatically yields as particular cases the

simpler Lie-isotopic and Lie subcases.

Note that there is no need of experiments to verify irreversibility under the

assumed conditions. In fact, the validity of the theorem of detailed balancing

requires the unitarity of the time evolution. The same theorem is also known to

be violated under nonunitary time evolutions which are precisely those under
consideration here. Experiments are only needed to measure the numerical value

of the ratio A> / <P for given open physical conditions, that is, to measure the

amount of irreversibility for the characteristics at hand.

Note also that such tests would provide a direct measure of the ratio of the

genounits !> /
<
1, which is evidently of fundamental character for hadronic

mechanics because measuring specific deviation from quantum mechanics (see

Vol. HI).

The study of the isodual genotopy is left to the interested reader.

4.3.G: Genotopies of space-reversal and their isodualities. It is an
instructive exercise for the interested reader to prove the following:

Theorem 4.3.2: Given a closed-nonhamiltonian system of particles

whose center-of-mass treatment verifies the isoparity symmetry, the

individual particles generally violate the same symmetry

.

The above occurrence is evidently the space-counterpart of the time
property of the preceding section.

The result also indicates the need of scientific caution in stating either the

preservation or the violation of parity. Hadronic mechanics permits the

reconstruction of the exact parity for weak interactions under the clearly stated

conditions that they are treated in their center-of-mass. In fact, parity is

violated for part of the same system when considering the rest as external.

Numerous additional physical laws and properties of quantum mechanics
can be subjected to Lie-admissible generalization, but their study is left to the

interested reader for brevity. We here merely quote the studies by: Nishioka [14]

on a Lie-admissible treatment of Yukawa nonlocal theories; Jannussis, Brodimas
and Mignani [15] on a Lie-admissible treatment of quantum groups; Veljanoski
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and Jannussis [16] on a Lie-admissible treatment of probabilities for open
systems; Jannussis and Mignani [17] on a Lie-admissible treatment of open
systems; Jannussis et al. [18] on a Lie-admissible formulation of the density
matrix; and other quoted therein.

43

APPENDIX 4Jl: ISOTOPIES AND GENOTOPIES OF
BOSONIC ALGEBRAS

As It is well known, the conventional, quantum mechanical algebra of Bosonic
creation and annihilation operators, or Bosonic algebra for short (see, e.g., ref
[12])

aar - a* a = I = diag.O, 1, 1,...), (4.A.1)

possesses an axiomatic structure, i.e., a structure derivable from primitive
quantum mechanical axioms which implies: the form-invariance under the time
evolution of the theory, the unitary transforms

UUr = ufu = I, a^Uaut.a't-Uatut, * (4.A.2a)

U ( a a* - at a ) ut = a' a' t - a' t a' = U I ut = I . (4.A.2b)

the Hermiticity-observability of the occupation number operator N = ata; the
preservation of such Hermiticity-observability at all times-, the existence of a left

and right unit I in the enveloping algebra with consequential applicability of the
measurements theory; etc. In short, the axiomatic structure of the conventional
Bosonic algebra ensures its consistent physical applications at all times.

Following the initiation back in 1967 by this author [19] of the jointly Lie-
admissible and Jordan admissible, (p, q)-deformations of associative algebras
back in 1967 (see also App. II.3.C)

(a,b) - pa at - qata, (4.A.2)

a large number of (p = l) q-deformations of the Bosonic algebra have appeared
in the literature (see, e.g., ref.s [20] and papers quoted therein), such as

a at - q at a = I, a at - f(q) at a = I , (4.A.3a)

a at - at a = f(q) I
,

X(q) a at -
p.(q) at a = I , (4.A.3b)

Note that these contributions are generally based on conventional fields, vector and
Hilbert spaces thus requiring their reformulation on the more recent genofields,

genovectors and genohilbert spaces to achieve an axiomatic structure, in accordance with
hadronic mechanics.
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q-deformations implying the Hopf algebra, combination of conventionally

quantized coordinates and momenta and deformed creation-annihilation

operators, and others.

It is well known (see, e.g., Lopez [21]) that deformations (4.A.3) are

noncanonical, thus implying that their time evolution is nonunitary. In turn, the

nonunitarity of the time evolution implies the following rather serious

problematic aspects of the above deformations which prevent any realistic

possibility of physical application:

1) Lack of form-invariance under their own time evolutions one can
easily verify (see also below);

2) General loss of the Hermiticity-observability of the number operator N
= a'a under the time evolution of the theory because of Lopez's Lemma U.3.C. 1;

3) Loss of the measurement theory, due to the preservation of the original

unit I but its lack of invariance under the time evolution, UIU^ =1 ^ I;

4) Lack of uniqueness of generalized physical laws, due to the lack of
uniqueness of exponentiation and other operations;

5) Loss of the special functions and operations under time evolution;

and others problematic aspects.

These are the reasons why this author abandoned his original approach
(4.E.1) in favor of the more adequate formulations of hadronic mechanics. In this

appendix we show that, hadronic mechanics permits an axiomatic reform-
ulation of operator-deformed Bosonic algebras, that is, a reformulation which

preserves all properties of the conventional quantum formulation.

The greatest number of contributions on Bosonic algebras of Lie-isotopic

and Lie-admissible type has been done by Jannussis and his associates [22]. Their

axiomatic formulation has been reached in the recent paper [23l. The emerging

formulations are here called Jannussis' isotopic andgenotopic algebras.

The only deformed Bosonic algebra known to this author at this time

which possess the above axiomatic structure are given by the Lie-isotopic

algebras (Jannussis' isobosonic algebras)

a T(q, ...) at - a* Ttq, ...) a =
[ T(q, ...) ]"'=!, T = Tt

, (4.A.4)

and by the more general Lie-admissible algebras {Jannussis' genobosonic
algebras) for motion forward to future time

a <T(q, - atT>(q,...)a = [T^q,...)]"
1 = T> , (4.A. 5)

or motion forward from past time

a<T(q, ...)# atT>(q,...)a = [<%...)]-> = <1, (4.E.5)

under the condition

<T(q, .. = [T>(q,...)]t, (4.A.6)
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which is necessary for the preservation of Hermiticity-observability, of a Lie-

admissible group structure with consequential preservation of causality, etc.

(Sect. III.3.3), where T, <T and T> are in general operators verifying the needed
conditions of regularity, boundedness, etc., but otherwise possess an unrestricted

functional dependence on the parameter q as well as any other needed quantity.

The most direct way of identifying the Lie-isotopic structure (4.A.4) is by
submitting structure (4.A.1) to nonunitary transformations, according to the rule

identified in the original proposal [1]

UUM =1* ¥ I, T =(Uutr l = Tt, a' =UaUt, a't = U at vfl ,(4.A.8a)

U C a a* - a* a ) ut = U a l/ T U at UT - U at ut T U a \] =

= a' T a't - a't T a' - U I ut =1 = T" 1

. (4.A.8b)

As indicated earlier, the Lie-isotopic structure therefore emerges even when not
desired.

Once the latter structure has been reached, it is necessary for the above
axiomatic structure to treat it with the formalism of the Lie-isotopic branch of

hadronic mechanics (Sects II.3.2 and 1 1.4.2), i.e., on isofields F(n,+,*) (F - R, C),

isoenveloping algebras t on F, isohilbert spaces 3t on F, etc. In particular, this

implies that all multiplications must be isotopic, e.g., the new number operator

is ft = atTa, the action of any operator A on the isostates
| > must be isomodular,

AT| >, etc.

The necessity of the hadronic formalism can be easily proved. For instance,

an additional conventional nonunitary transform of isostructure (4.A.4) would
imply its lack of form-invariance because the isotopic operator T would not be
preserved,

U(aTat-atTa)ut = a'TT'Ta't - a'^TT'Ta'; (4.A.9)

similarly, the conventional occupation number operator N = ata would be
Hermitean in the original space 3C but such Hermiticity is not preserved in time;

the same situation occurs for the isotopic operator ft = a^a; etc.

The use of the formalism of hadronic mechanics resolves all the above
problems. First, the formalism implies the identity of the conventional and
isotopic Hermiticity (we shall therefore drop the superscript " in the operation ']),

An arbitrary nonunitary operator U, can always be written for isostructure

(4.A.4) in the identical isotopic form

Uut = l*I f U = 0T1/2
, UUt= 0T0t= utu = 1, (4.A.10)

under which isostructure (4.A.4) remains invariant,

CTtaTat - atTa)Tfjt = a'Ta't - a'Wa' = OTl Tf}t = 1. (4.A. 11)
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The original operator N = a^a is then lifted into the isooccupation operator

ft = a^Ta which is indeed Hermitean-observable in the isohilbert space 3t with
isotopic element T. Such Hermiticity-observability is also preserved at all times

from its own invariance OTa^Taltf = a'^Ta', as well as from the invariance of the

underlying isoinner product < |
T

|
> = < |T0^TUT| >. The isotopic theory possesses

a generalized unit 1 which is invariant under the most general nonunitary-

isounitary transforms, V = OTlTOt = 1, etc.

A particular case of isostructure (4.A.4) can be reached via the simple, but

effective map of the Klimyk rule (Lemma 1.4.7.5)

a -> a = aT" 1
, aT at = T" 1 at, T = T*, [T, a] = [T, at] = 0, U.A.12)

under which the original algebra (4.A.1) is mapped precisely into a structure of

type (4.A.4),

a at -at a = I - a Tat T- a^TaT = I -> aTat-aWa = T~K (4.A.13)

The condition [T, a] = [T, at] = implies that the Klimyk rule applies for all

realizations of the isotopic element T via ordinary functions. In particular, the

rule generally implies the preservation of the original eigenvalues under an

internal degree of freedom represented by T. In fact, this is the general

occurrence for a particular class of isorepresentations of Lie-isotopic algebras

called standard (Sect. 1.4.5). Almost needless to say, the quantum mechanical
eigenvalues are altered for the general case in which T is an operator such that

[T, a] * 0, [t, a^ * 0.

The Lie-admissible structure (4.A.5) or (4.A.6) describes an irreversible

generalization of the conventional Bosonic algebra. The theory therefore requires:

a selection of the direction of time in which the theory is elaborated; the

identification, e.g., of the product a
<f
rat = a<at with motion forward from past

time and the product aT^t = a>at with motion forward to future time; the

identification of a generalized unit in each direction of time,l> = Cl^)
-1

and <1 =

^T)
-1

and all the various aspects of the Lie-admissible branch of hadronic

mechanics (see Sects 1 1.3.3 and 1 1.4.3).

The important result is that the essential isotopic lines hold in their entirety

in each direction of time, including form invariance, achievement of

Hermiticity-observability under nonconservative conditions, its preservation at

all times, invariance of the generalized unit, etc.

As a particular case we can introduce two Klimyk rules, one for motion
forward to future times and one for motion forward from past time and write

a> = a(T>r l

,
a>T = a^^T 1

,
[T>,a>] = [T>a>t] =0, <4.A.14a)

:a = a (<Tr 1

,
<at = at

E <T F 1

,
[<Tf <a] = [<T,

<at ] = , (4.A. 14b)
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T> = (<T)c ,e.g., T> = (<T)t (4.A.14c)

Note that the lack of conjugation (4.A. 14c) implies not only the loss of
Hermiticity, but also that of a Lie-admissible group structure, with consequential

chain of problematic aspects, such as loss of causality, lack of axiomatic

representation of irreversibility and others.

For the general case we refer the interested reader to paper [23l.

APPENDIX 4.B: ARINGAZIN-NTIBASHIRAKANDI-CALLEBAUT
SUPERSYMMETRIC HADRONIC MECHANICS

As is well known, the supersymmetric (susy) quantum mechanics has been

studied by various authors [24]. In this appendix we present the supersymmetric

hadronic mechanics or isosupersymmetric (iss) mechanics introduced by

Ntibashirakandi and Callebaut [8] following Aringazin's [7] isotopies of

anticommuting creation and annihilation operators (see Aringazin's studies for the

classical counterpart in Appendix II.1.D).

Iss systems are described by N odd isosupercharges Q
1
, i = 1, 2, N, and

an even isosupersymmetric Hamiltonian fl
iss

with isotopic anticommutation

rules

{QVQj) = + ty*C£ = Q'tQJ - QJtQ* = 2B 1J*A
SS . U.B.la)

ffWtfl = Hiss*^ - O^Aiss = 0, fi
iss

= 0**0*, (4.B.lb)

where S 1J is the isokronecker delta and the conservation of the isosupercharges is

evident.

Let us consider first the two-dimensional case according to [8]. Consider the

following realization of the isosupercharges

0= (Q
I+ iQ2 )/V2, r = <Q

l " iO2 )/^. (4.B.2)

Then, the isosuperalgebra becomes

(Q,Qr
) = 2A

iss ,
{Q.QTJ = {QT;qT} = 0( (4.B.3a)

[0rfiiss ] [
T
Tfliss 1 = 0. (4.b.3b)

Note that the above relations are not isoindependent because the conservation of

the isosupercharge follows from the isonilpotency of Q and Qt and the assumed

form of Aiqc.
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For the case of the isosuperoscillator in one dimension, the

isosupercharges are realized by

= (p + ir)*<T, Qt = (p - ir)*a+ , (4.B.4)

where the variables (r, p) are isobosonic and (ct~ <r
+

) are isofermionic with

properties

[rfp] =il, (4.B.5a)

(a+ ra-} = 1, = d3f g± *o± = °- (4.B.5b)

The isosupersymmetric Hamiltonian is then given by

A
iss

= i ( p * p + r * r ) + i a3 =

= i(p*p + W'*W) + i [prw]*a3 /2, (4.B.6a)

W = h r
2

, Q' = 9
r
* W , (4.B.6b)

where the mass and frequency are assumed to be the unity.

The isosupercharges can then be written

= ( p + i W ) * u~
, C$ -

( p -
i W ) * (J

+
. (4.B.7)

The latter reformulation is more general than the preceding one because it

applies for an arbitrary potential W in one dimension.

The isosupercharges can also be realized in the form

Q = B"*r, T = fit*?", <4.B.8a)

B^B^iB2
, {rm=1, ^*^ = 0. (4.B.8b)

or the additional one

Q
1 = {

6

1
* 4>' - B2 *B2

)A/2, Q
2 = (B 1 ** 1 + B2 *#)/V2, (4.B.9a)

& = r + r , $2 = itr - r>, (4.B.9b)

which define the isoclifford algebra

= 2Sab
,

a,b=l,2. U.B.10)
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The isosupersymmetric Hamiltonian can then be written

fiiss = itfi
1 *^ + B2 *B2

) +
4 [B^B2 ]**,*^ =

= itrrr} -ie l

re
2 ]*[c

+
rc-]/4. u.B.11)

The latter realization permits the formulation of the isosupersymmetric

hadronic mechanics in three dimensions [8] which can be summarized as follows.

Introduce the isosupercharges

= Sc 6k
+
* h~ . Qf = 2c ek

" * ik
+

.
<4.b. 12)

where

{*i
+
rtf) = v t^rs/M = o, (4.B.i3a)

fik
1 = (Bk

+
+ Bk"), Bk

2 = (Bk
+ - Bk")/2i. (4.B.13D)

It is then straightforward to obtain the isoclifford algebra in three

dimensions

{*i
a
r*j

b
) - 2^.8*. V = ?k

+ + v. - K?k
+

- v>- <4 -B W >

which permits the following isosupersymmetric Hamiltonian in three dimension

Aiss
= ±5yPk*Pk + Ok*W)*Ok *W)] + ^ij(a

i

*3
j
*W)*[|

i

+ ^
j

-]

(4.B.15)

The further assumptions

{<f>i
a
;$j

a
} = 2^, {^i

1

;^
2

} =
2TJJ (4.B.I6a)

£

i

+
= ® ct

+
, = di ® ct

+
, (4.B. 16b)

[ ctj T tfj 1 = 2 6\ , (4.B. 16c)

lead to the Hamiltonian

fliss = *XJPk*Pk + Ok *w)*(ak *w)] + iSj 1
*a

j
*w)*[{

1

+
flf] -

- ±Zij[< VW)*Pj - (djW^Pilry , (4.B.17)

which can be finally written in the form

H
iss

= ±Xc<Pk*Pk + rk
* rk*-*(3 + 4L*S)*a3 ,

(4.B.18)

where L and S are the hadronic angular momentum and spin (Ch. 1 1.6) and the ak
are the standard isopauli matrices (1.4.7.53) (see also Ch. II.6).
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The physical implications of supersymmetric hadronic mechanics are not
trivial. In fact, as we shall see in Vol. Ill, the formalism permits a consistent

construction of unstable hadrons as the chemical synthesis of ligther hadrons
generally with the lowest decay mode, which is permitted by the supersymmetric
hadronic mechanics but prohibited by the conventional quantum mechanical
form.

APPENDIX 4.C: ISOLOCAL REALISM

As is well known, the criticisms of quantum mechanics by Einstein-Podolsky-

Rosen (E-P-R) [10] and by others led to a new branch of physics known under the

name of local realism (see, e.g., the studies by Seller! [9] and vast literature

quoted therein) which is formulated via conventional fields, conventional metric

spaces, conventional functional analysis, etc.

In this appendix we outline the elements of a generalization of local

realism submitted by Santilli [11] under the name of isolocal realism, which is

based on the covering theory of isonumbers, isospaces, isofunctional isoanalysis,

and the other isotopic methods.

The main result is that the conventional linear (in the wavefunction), local

and canonical formulation of quantum mechanics is indeed an incomplete

theory considerably, although not completely, along the E-P-R argument, in the

sense that its abstract axioms can be "completed" into an isotopic form which is

nonlinear (in the wavefunctions and their derivatives), nonlocal-integral and
noncanonical, yet coincides with the conventional formulation at the abstract

level.

4.C.1: Isolinearity, isolocality and isocanonicity. Let us recall the

following fundamental notions introduced in Vol. I:

Definition 4.C.1: Let £ be an isoassociative enveloping algebra of

operators A, B, C, ...with isoproduct and isounits

A*B := ATB, 1 = T-I >0,l*A = A*l = A,VAe£, (4.C.1)

of Kadeisvili's Class I on an isohilbert space 3t with isoinner product

over the field of isocomplex numbers

<$t$> :=<$|T|$>l e t(c,+ *\ (4.C.2)

where < $ | $ > is the conventional inner product. Then, the theory is

called <isolinear> because it verifies on isoeuclidean spaces E(r,B,ft)

the same abstract axioms of a conventionally linear theory (see Sect.
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1.6.3)

* ( n * r + n'*r') = n* ( * r) + n'* (0* i" ) , n,n' € ft , U.C.3a)

C n * + n' * 0'
) * r = n * ( * r ) + h' * {

0'* r ) , * (
0'* r ) = ( * 0') * r .

(4.C3b)

while the projections of the transformations in the original space

E(r,8,R) are nonlinear in the wavefunctions and their derivatives

r' = 0*r = 0Tr = Tit, r, p, p,
$t

aft d§\ ...) r . (4.C.4)

The theory is also called <isolocal> on E(r,8,ft), because it is

everywhere local-differentia!, except in the dependence of the unit

(see Sect. 1.1.1.4). When projected in the original space E(r,8,R) , the

theory is nonlocal-integral as in (4.CA) Finally the theory is called

<isocanonical> because it is derivable via conventional variational

principles, although formulated in isospace E(r,S,ft) (see Sect. 11.1.4).

The same theory is however noncanonical when projected in the

conventional Euclidean space, e.g., because nonlinear in the velocities

and accelerations.

We should recall that the above isolinear, isolocal and isocanonical

structure is primarily intended for the quantitative treatment of interior

dynamical problems of particles, such as a proton in the core of a star (or, along

similar lines, hadronic and nuclear structures) in which we expect a superposition

of local-differential-potential and nonlocal-integral-nonpotential interactions,

the latter ones due to the mutual penetration of the wavepackets of the

constituents [ll

Nevertheless, applications also exist for the exterior dynamical problem,

i.e., a particle moving in vacuum under only action-at-a-distance local-

differential interactions. In this latter case the isolinearity and isocanonicity of

the theory are evidently un-necessary, but its isolocal structure is still significant,

e.g., for a possible deeper understanding of the origin of the exclusion principle

(Sect. II.2.C) of for the direct representation of nonspherical charge distributions

and all their infinitely possible deformations (see Vol. III).

4.C.2: Isotopic completion of quantum mechanics. Recall that the E-P-

R argument essentially states that [9,10] quantum mechanics is an incomplete

theory because its description of physical reality does not include all elements of

reality, while every element of physical reality should be precisely represented

in a complete theory.

To begin, we point-out the inapplicability under isotopies of the
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conventional Dirac S-function and the need for its replacement with the isodelta

function (Sect. 1.6.4)

1 r 1 r
Ur-q) =

J du exp> [ i u (r - q) ]
= — I du exp [ i u T (r - q) ], (4.C.5a)

Ur-f) = j dzS(r-z)*S(z-r'), (4.C5b)

where the isounit is assumed to be independent of the variable of integration for

simplicity.

The isodelta function is the true foundation of hadronic mechanics
inasmuch as it embodies its nonlocal structure. Recall that the best expression of

the local structure of quantum mechanics is precisely given by the conventional

8-function which is everywhere null except at the point q where it is infinite.

Such an infinity can be eliminates by the isodelta function and spread over the

region of space occupied by the wavepacket of the particle via a suitable

selection of the T operator.

Next, the conventional, right, modular, associative action of the operator Q
on its eigenfunction u(q; r), Qu(q; r) in the notation of [8] is no longer valid in

hadronic mechanics, and must be lifted into the right, modular, isoassociative

action

Q* Ur-q) = q*S(r-q) = q§(r-q), q e R, q e R, (4.C.6)

The above expression is another representation of the nonlocality of

isotopic theories. In fact, the quantity q now represents the center~of~mass

of the particle, with integral corrections due to its extended structure

represented by the isotopic operator T (see Fig. 1. 1.4. 1).

Next, the conventional planewaves lose any mathematical consistency in

hadronic mechanics and must be replaced with the (space component of the)

isoplanewave (1 1.3.2.37),

v(p
;
r) = exp ( i pTr), (4,C7)

(where the factors are ignored for simplicity), which represents, e.g., the

deformation of a conventional plane wave caused by its immersion within an

inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical medium.

Next, the conventional momentum operator is no longer applicable, in favor

of the isotopic form

P*v(p; x) = - i 1 Vr v(p; x) = p v(p; x), (4,C8)

By following [8], consider now an ensemble of two isoparticles 1 and 2, that

is, particles characterized by two, generally different isounits la , a = 1, 2. In this

case, the ensemble is characterized by the ordinary tensorial product of the
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various quantities

T
tot

= T
L
x T2 , ltot

= 1 , x 12
= ( Ti x t2 )

~\ (4.G9a)

5 tot
=

^tot = C
I

X C2 . #tot = 3t
x
x 3t2 ,

etc. (4.C.9b)

The system 1+2 can then be described by the structure

4>{q
;
r b r2) = / dq' ctqO * u^q'; ^ ) * u2(q + q'; r2 ), (4.C. 10a)

$P ;
r

l>
r2> =

J* dp' c(p') * u !(p'; r
x

) * u2(p " P'; r2 ), (4.C. 10b)

where the c's are statistical isoweights, that is, weights referred to 1 as the

isounit (since they are isonumbers, they can be simply written as c = c 1
tot ), while

the isotopic product is now characterized by the element T
tot

.

As in quantum mechanics, a measurement of the position q on 1 yields the

isoprobability

|

c(q')
|

^ -
|
c(q') * c(q')

|
=

|
c(q')

1

2
l
tot, (4.C. 10b)

where the property l
tot > has been used. Once q' is known, the corresponding

position on 2 is given by q + q' as in the quantum mechanical case, with similar

conclusions for p. By again following the conventional treatment [8], the system
1+2 can be represented with the isowavefunction

*(Qo< Pbi n. r2> = k/ dp' e
i(ri

" r2 + ^ T
tot P' = 2Tr k^ - H + %) =

= 2tt k / dq' - q') T
tot

S^tq' - r2
+ q ) (4.C. 1 1)

where the composition rules for the isodirac function have been used.

The implications can now be identified. In fact, the isotopic completion of

quantum mechanics implies the admission of nonlinear, nonlocal and
nonhamiltonian interactions represented by the isotopic element T, even when
all conventional quantum mechanical potentials are identically null, H = K, V =

0.

This novel concept of interactions was first shown to originate at the

classical level (see the representation of conventional electromagnetic
interactions with a null electromagnetic potential of App. I.l.A and then proved

to persist under isotopic quantization in Ch. 1.2).

The implications for the E-P-R argument are intriguing. In fact,

commuting quantities are traditionally believed to be independent. On the

contrary, in the isotopic completion of quantum mechanics isocommuting
quantities can be mutually interacting. The understanding is that such
interactions are structurally different than those of action-at-a-
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distance/potential type. The best illustration is precisely Pauli's exclusion

principle indicated earlier.

In summary, quantum mechanics can be considered as an incomplete
theory in the sense that (as merely referring to one among several aspects) it does
not contain the element of reality given by the nonlocal structure of interactions

expected form the mutual wave overlapping. Hadronic mechanics does contain
that element of reality via its direct representation in terms of the isotopic

element.

Additional elements of reality are indeed permitted by hadronic mechanics,

such as the representation of the nonspherical shape of a charge distribution, all

its infinitely possible deformations, and other representations outside the

technical; capabilities of quantum mechanics.

It should be stressed, that hadronic mechanics is not intended to represent

all elements of reality (which is a subjective issue, to begin with). After all,

physics is a discipline that will never admit final theories. Hadronic mechanics
merely provides one particular type of completion of quantum mechanics for

the representation of the nonlocal element of reality, that of axiom-preserving

type.

The behaviour of the uncertainties under isotopies has been studied in

Subsection II.4.2.A which is an integral part of the isolocal realism. As one recalls,

hadronic mechanics "completes" quantum mechanics into a full determinism, but
only at the limit of gravitational singularities.

We can therefore say that the isotopic completion of quantum mechanics

does indeed allow the recovering of the deterministic element of reality under
certain limiting conditions. The understanding is that such determinism is not

recovered by hadronic mechanics for all physical conditions of particles.

4.C.3: Isotopic formulation of "hidden variables". It is easy to see that

von Neumann's theorem on hidden variables [25] is inapplicable (and not

"violated") under isotopies. in fact, one of the assumptions of the theorem is the

uniqueness of the spectrum of eigenvalues of a Hermitean operator. This

assumption is correct for quantum mechanics, but inapplicable under isotopies

because the same Hermitean operator admits infinitely many different spectra

of eigenvalues in hadronic mechanics, evidently depending on the assumed
isounit.

Consider, for instance, a quantum Hamiltonian H = H^ and its quantum
eigenvalue E

,
H| i|; > = E

|
i(j >. Under isotopies, the same Hamiltonian H (which

remains Hermitean as now familiar and with real eigenvalues) admits instead the

infinitely different spectra of eigenvalues E>p depending on the isotopic element T
(or isounit 1)

H *
| $ > = HT|$> = £T*|iij> = &y\$>, Et e R, ET * E . U.C.12)

As a matter of fact, one of the primary applications of hadronic mechanics
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is the identification of the alteration of a quantum mechanical spectrum of

eigenvalues E of a given operator H which is expected in a system of interacting

particles at distances smaller than their wavepacket/wavelength/charge-
distribution (see Vol. Ill for various cases)

Another application is the reconstruction of the exact su(2)-isospin

symmetry under electromagnetic and weak interactions into equal proton and
neutron masses in isospace and others (see also Vol. III).

Moreover, isoeigenvalue equations provide an explicit realization of the

"hidden variables", e.g., with the simplest possible identification of the isotopic

element as the nowhere null function T(X), in which case

In actuality, Eq.s (4.C.12) provide an operator realization of "hidden
variables". We can therefore say that the isotopic completion of quantum
mechanics is based on "hidden operators" T whose diagonal elements are "hidden

functions".

In fact, most of the novel applications of quantum mechanics can be
interpreted as a realization of the theory of "hidden variables" of the above type.

An explicit realization is provided in the next section.

4.C.D: Isotopic generalization of Bell's inequality. We now pass to the

behavior under isotopies of the celebrated Bell's inequality [26]

DMax qm =
I
P(a, b) - P(a, b')

|
+

1
P(a', b) + P(a', b')

|Maxm s 2, (4.C. 14a)

P(a, b) = < S
1
_2 1

( <J\ - a) * (

a

2
- b )

| Si_2 > = - a • b. (4.C.14b)

where we have used for clarity the same notation of [8l.

As well known, the above inequality is crucially dependent on the

conventional, Pauli's realization of the adjoint (two-dimensional) representation of

the spin algebra su(2). The inapplicability of inequality (4.C.14) under isotopies is

then consequential, owing to the novel structure of the adjoint isorepresentations

of the Lie-isotopic algebra su(2) which have been classified into the following

regular, irregular and standard isopauli matrices (see Ch. 1 1.6).

For our needs at this point it is sufficient to consider the standard isopauli

matrices

H*|$> = EjJiJj>, Ex = EolTtX)!"
1

. (4.C.13)

(4.C.i5a)

T = diag. ( X , X
1

) , A = det T =
1

,

[d"
i
:d"

i
]
=\<=

i]1
,d"h 6>"

3*|d>=±|6> , o"\|d> = 3|6>,

(4.C15b)

(4.C.15c)
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where one should keep in mind the Lie-isotopic product.

As we shall see in Ch. 1 1.6, the inapplicability of Bell's inequality under the

regular and irregular isopauli matrices is evident from the alteration of the

eigenvalues and needs no treatment. In this subsection we show that the

inequality does not hold even for the case of the special isopauli matrices in

which, as one can see, we have conventional structure constants and
eigenvalues, yet the concrete appearance of the "hidden variable" X in the very

structure of spin \. Note that X can be an arbitrary, nonlinear and integral,

nowhere null function of the local variables, wavefunctions and their derivatives,

because it is completely unrestricted by the isotopic theory once positive-

definite.

Consider two isoparticles, i.e., particles obeying hadronic mechanics, yet

having conventional spin ± characterized by Eq.s (4.C.15). Even though their spin is

the same, there is no necessary reason to restrict their isotopic degrees of

freedom X to be the same (e.g., because their density may be different) and we
can assume

Particle 1: T = diag. (X, X" 1
), A = det T = 1, spin * , (4.C.16a)

Particle 2: T = diag.tx; X' A' = detr=l, spin*. (4.C.16b)

Next, consider the composite system of two isoparticles 1 and 2

characterized by the isounit

^tot
=W Ttof^tTxTT 1

. (4.C.17)

To properly recompute the isotopies of Bell's inequality it is necessary to identify

the isonormalized basis
|
S

t
_2 >, that is, the basis of the total spin of the particles

1 and 2 normalized to 1 tot

,

<S
1
_2 tS 1

-2> = <S
1
-2 |Qtot |S

I
_2 >1tot

= l
tot , (4.C18)

A simple isotopy of the conventional case (see, e.g., ref. [27], Sec. 17.9) leads to the

isobasis for the singlet state

»->-mc )(;,)-(:,)o -
It is a tedious but instructive exercise for the interested reader to verify

isonormalization condition (4.C.118) by constructing the adjoint of basis (4.C.19), by

sandwiching the quantity Ttot
= T * T', by contracting only quantities of the

same particle, and then multiplying the scalar results of the two different
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particles, much along the conventional case [18].

Next, recall that the conventional scalar product a a, where a is a three-

vector, has no mathematical or physical meaning in the two-dimensional

complex isoeuclidean isospace E(z,z,B,9*) (Ch. 1.3) underlying su(2) and must be

replaced by the isoscalar product

/ a, (

a

x
- i aJ \

aTa = I ^ I. (4.C20)
\ <ax +ia

y) -az
'

The tedious but straightforward repetition of the conventional procedure
[27] under standard isotopies then leads to

<S
1_2KTxT'H(a*a)x{a'*t))}(TxT)|S 1

_2 >
=

= -axbK -ay
b
y

- i (X X'
-1

+ X_I
X' ) az bz . (4.C.21)

Consider now unit vectors a, b, a', b' along the z-axis. Then Bell's inequality

[8,17]

D
Bell

= Max
I
p(a> b) ~ p(a- D'M + 1

b) + P(a', bO
|

s 2, (4.C.22a)

P(a, b) = < Sf_2 1 ( a
L

a) * (

a

2 • b ) |
> = - a • b , (4.C.22b)

admits the following isotopic image under the covering su(2) symmetry

D
Bell

s
®M<ix

HM =
i

( X X'
~

l + X" 1
X' ) D

Bell . (4.C.23)

Now, the factor ^ ( X X'
-1

+ X~' X' ) can be easily proved to admit values

bigger than one. This establishes the statement made earlier in this subsection, to

the effect that Bell's inequality is not universally valid, but holds, specifically, for

the conventional, linear, local and canonical realization of quantum mechanics

and of the related su(2) algebra. The proof for arbitrary orientations of the unit

vectors follows the conventional one [8] and it is here omitted for brevity.

4.C.5: Completion of hadronic into Newtonian mechanics. Intriguingly,

the isotopies permit a completion of quantum mechanics, which is again

significantly along the E-P-R argument [l 1]. Recall that [8]

DMax
Class

' = Max
|
a . b - a . b'

|
+

|
a' . b + a' . b'

|
= 2V2 > 2, (4.C24)

and that DBelj < DMax
c,ass

\ thus preventing the completion of quantum
mechanics into a deterministic theory.

However, under isotopic liftings, one can assume a classical isoeuclidean

space E(r,S,ft) (representing, say, motion of extended objects within physical

media) with isotopic scalar product
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a*b = a
l Tb = ax gH + a

y g22 b
y

+ azg33 bz . (4.C.25)

Then, there always exists a realization of E(r,B,9t) under which we have the

identity of the maximal operator and classical values,

"W™ s £>Max
claSikal

, (4.C.26)

as it is the case for the above orientation of the unit vectors, and values

gll = §22
= I S33 =i(H'" 1 + x

_1
X') = <J2. (4.C.27)

In conclusion, the traditional obstacles against the completion of quantum
mechanics (von Neumann theorem, Bell's inequality and all that) are inapplicable

under isotopies, thus opening the door for its isotopic completion. The latter

results to be considerably, although not exactly along the E-P-R argument.

Note that the studies of this subsection refer to closed-isolated systems
with conventional total conservation laws as a condition to apply isotopic

techniques. The study of the further generalization of the isorealism into the

genorealism possessing the broader Lie-admissible structure for open-
nonconservative systems is left to the interested reader.

APPENDIX 4.D: ISOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES OF
BOHM'S EXTERIOR MECHANICS

In the main text of these volumes we have assumed quantum mechanics as being

exactly valid for the exterior problem in vacuum and constructed a covering

mechanics for interior conditions via isotopic and genotopic methods.

~In this appendix we would like to point out that the isotopic and genotopic

techniques also apply to any theory other than quantum mechanics. An
illustrative example is given by Bohm's exterior mechanics [28] (see also the

review in ref. [20D which is a reformulation of quantum mechanics, thus being an
"exterior theory" in vacuum according to our terminology, aiming at full

determinism via the following three basic assumptions:

I) The conventional 3N-dimensional Schrodinger equation on time t, the the

space coordinates r and momenta p

i ft % ijj(t, r) = H(t, r, p) itft, r) , (4.D. 1)

II) A deterministic law on the actual coordinates R(t) of the particles as a

function of the probability current J computed at R,
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dRk(t) Jk (t, R)
=

, p . (4.D.2a)
dt

|
itft, R) p

J = i li ( ij*
Vt|it - ^ V(J; ) / 2m , (4.D.2b)

III) The assumption that the probability for the particles to be located at R
is equal to

3>(R) =
|
ty(t, R) p =| $t(t, R) i|Xt, R)

|
, (4.D.3)

(see ref.s [29,30] for details).

The isotopies of Bohm's mechanics are straightforward and given by
I') The 3N-dimensional isochrodinger equation on time t, the the space

coordinates r and momenta p

i ft \ $t, r) = 1 fi d
t
$t, r) = H * $(t, r) = H(t, r, p) T{t, p, p, ...) tyx, r) , (4.D.4)

II') A deterministic law on the actual coordinates R(t) of the particles as a

function of the isoprobability current J computed at R,

dRk(t) dRk(t) \ (t, R)
= It = — 5—, (4.D.5a)

31 dt |$(t,R)p
'

3 = ih($* V$t - $t*v$)/2m, (4.D.5a)

III') The assumption that the isoprobability for the particles to be located

at R is equal to

|
$(t, R)

|

2 =
|
tftt, R) Ttt, p, p, ...) $(t, R)

|
. (4.D.6)

It is easy to see that the above isotopies, being axiom-preserving, do
preserve the original deterministic character of Bohm's mechanics and merely

perform its transition to interior problems. The isodualities of Bohm's interior

mechanics are then consequential.

APPENDIX 4.E: AXIOMATIC REFORMULATION OF
SQUEEZED STATES UNCERTAINTIES

Yet another intriguing generalization of quantum mechanics known under the

name of squeezed states has been the subject of considerable study (see, e.g.,

ref.s [30] and papers quoted therein. To illustrate the possibilities offered by
hadronic mechanics in this additional field, in this appendix we present the

axiomatic reformation of only one study, the generalized uncertainties under
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squeezed states studied by McDermott and Solomon [31].

Consider the conventional Bosonic algebra

a a* - a* a = I
, (4.E.1)

With coherent oscillator states
|
X > on a Hilbert space X

a
|
X > = X

|
\ >, |X> = e

(
'

X|2)i
e Xat|0>. (4.E.2)

Introduce the conventional quantities

x = 2T*(a + at)
f p = i2-*( aT - a ). (4.E.3)

Their variances are given by the familiar expressions

( Ax )
2 = < x

2 > - < x >2 , ( Ap ¥ = < p
2 > - < p >

2
, (4.E.4)

with uncertainties in the vacuum state

Axjo = 2_i
, Ap^ = 2~*

, Ax|o Ap^ = * . (4.E.5)

McDermott and Solomon [31] have recently computed the corresponding

generalized uncertainties for the q-deformed oscillator of the type

aat - qata = I, q e R(n,+ *), q ^ 0, (4.E.6)

as well as of more general types not considered here for brevity. In this case the

q-coherent states can be defined by

a|X>
q

= X
|
X >

q
, |X>

q = e
q

(|x|2ri
e
q

Xat
|0>

q
, (4.E.7)

where the q-exponential is given by [22]

e
q
X =

Sk=0,l„...„ooX
2 /[n]!, (4.E.8)

and the expression [n] is given by

In+l]=l + n[n], [ n ] = Zk=0,l
)
...,n-1 ( n - 1 ) I / k ! . (4.E.9)

In this case the conventional derivative must be generalized into the q-

derivative [32]

1 d
D
q

= [ x ] , D
q

x
n = [ n ] x

n 1

, etc. (4.E.I0)

x dx

Consider then the x and p coordinates as in Eq.s (4.E.3) with variances as in

Eq.s (4.E.4). Then McDermott and Solomon [loc. cit.3 obtain in the q-deformed

states

< x >
q

= < X
1

2~*
(
at + a ) |

X >
q

= 2_i ( X + X" ) , (4.E. 1 la)
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< x2 >
q
= < X

] \ (
a^2 + a2 + at a + a aT ) X >

q
=

= £[(X~ + X)2 + 1- e
q
|Xp ] , U.E.llb)

€q = 1 - <X|(q+ I)|X>
q

. U.E.llc)
As a result,

( Ax
q

)
2 = ( Ap

q
f = * { 1 - e

q
|X

|

2
) , (4.E.12)

thus yielding the q-uncertainties on the ground state [3 1]

Ax
q
Ap

q
= i( 1 - €

q
|Xp) < (4.E.13)

which verify the general rule

Ax
q
Ap

q
= £<X|(xp - px)|X>

q
= i<X|[x,p]|X>

q
= £ ( 1 - e

Q
X p )

.

4.E.14)

As one can see, the q-uncertainties (4.E.13) are smaller than the corresponding

conventional value (4.E.5).

However, the above q-deformation are only valid at a fixed value of time

because under time evolution they are afflicted by a number of problematic

aspects for physical consistency studied in App. I.7.9.A.1, II.3.C and II.4.A.

We therefore re-elaborate the above results with the Lie-admissible branch

of hadronic mechanics (Sect.s 1 1.3.3 and 1 1.34.3). Let us begin by recalling the two
possible axiomatically consistent forms, the Lie-admissible structure for motion
forward to future time

a<af - at>a := a<Q(q,...)at - a^Q>(qf .Ja = 1> =(Q> )" 1

, (4.E.15)

and that forward from past times

a<at - af>a := a^q.Jat - aT Q^q, ...) a = <! = ( <Q
)"

!
. (4.RL6)

where ^(q, ...) and Q>(q, ...) are unrestricted integro-differential operators of

Kadeisvili Class I (with a well behaved, nowhere null Hermitean component)

depending on the parameter q and any needed additional quantity, under the

restriction of admitting a conjugation (c)

Q> = (<Q)t.
(4.E.17)

As the reader wilt recall from Sect. II.4.3, the latter condition is necessary for

physical consistency, such as preservation of Hermiticity, causality and other

properties under nonconservative conditions, axiomatization of irreversibility.

It is then easy to see that McDermott-Solomon studies [31] deal with

forward motion from past time with genoaxiomatization
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aaT -qaU = a <QaT -aT Q
> a = [<Qr l = I ,

<Q =
1, Q> = q, (4.E.18)

and we shall write

<a < <at - <at><a = <\ = I . (4.E.I9)

In fact, to deal with forward motion to future time the correct
axiomatization should read

a a* -q a* a = a
<Qat-atQ> a = [Q> r I = q" 1

I, <Q = 1, Q> = q , (4.E.20)

in which case we shall write

a> <a>T - a>t>a> = \> = q" 1

I . (4.E.21)

The fundamental genounit of studies [21] is therefore the conventional unit
= I. This implies that in the axiomatic Lie-admissible formulation of

deformations (4.E.6) the formalism of quantum mechanics remains unchanged,
including fields, Hilbert spaces, exponentials, derivatives, etc.

This implies that results U.E.2) holds with genobasis for forward motion
from past time

|X><<) = e
(

l

X
l

2)V%><<\ (4.E.22)

defined on a conventional Hilbert space, over conventional fields R(n,+,x), with
con ventional derivative, etc.

We then have the expressions on the ground genostate

<x>(<) = < x|<[2~i
(

<at + <a ) ] < |
X >(<) = 2

_i (X + X~), (4.E.23a)

<x2 >(<) = <X|<U[(<at)2 + (<a)2 + <at<a + <a <<at
) } < |x ><<> =

= <X|<(i[(<at + <aJ2 +i-(q-i) <at < a J < |
X >(<) =

= i[(X~ + X)2 + 1 +(q- 1)XX] , (4.E.23b)

thus yielding the genouncertainties for forward motion from past time on the

ground genostate

Ax(<) Ap(<) = £|[i+( q -i)xx]|. (4.E.24)

The difference with result (4.E.I3) is self-explanatory.

We now study the forward motion to future time with basic genoalgebras

(4.E.21). In this case the fundamental unit of the theory is the genounit = q~ l
I

5* I. This implies the necessary lifting of the entire formalism of quantum
mechanics into a form admitting of V* as the correct left and right unit,

including: genofields ft
>
(n
>
,+ >) with forward genonumbers n> = riP and related
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genomultiplication n>>m> := q rfr* = {nm)l>; the genohilbert space and related

genobasis

3t>: < X | X >(>) = < X
| > | X >1> = <X

| q | X >(>) q" 1 e ft>(n>+,>) , (4.E.25a)

|£>W =q"*|X>, <X|>|K>(>) = 1. (4.E.25b)

Note that, since q is a constant, the genoinner product trivially coincides with the

conventional product. Yet the genotopy is necessary to ensure the Hermiticity-

observability of the genooccupation number operator = a>t>£> =

q a^ a> as well as its preservation at all future times (Sects 1.6.3, II.3.3 and II.4.3).

By defining the genocreation and genoannihilation algebras in the form

a> >
|
X >(>)

: = a>q|X>(>) = X>> |\><>> = X
|
X >t>)

, (4.E.26a)

a>t >
|
X >(>) = £|£>w , (4.E.26bO

it is easy to see that

<x>(>) = < X
| > [ 2

_i
{
a>^ + a> ) ] > |

X >(>) = 2"* (X + a), (4.E.27a)

< x2>(>) = < X
| > {

i- [ (a>t)2 + (a>)2 + a>t> a> + a> >a>t ))>|X >w =

= < X
|
> { ^ [

(a>T + l + { q - I ) a>t > a ) } > |
X >(>) =

= ±[(X~ + X)2 + 1 + (q- l)XX~]|, (4.E.27b)

where absolute value is implied whenever needed and we have used the

reinterpretation a> < a^ = q" 1 a> > a^ . This yields the genouncertainties for

forward motion to future time on the ground genostate

Ax(>) Ap(>) = £ [ 1 + ( q
_I - 1 ) X X" ] , (4.E.28)

which evidently coincide with the preceding ones (4.E.24) for forward motion
from past time, as expected for consistency.

As a further comment, the reader should keep in mind that, despite the

achievement of the invariance under nonunitary time evolution, genodefor-

mations (4.E.19) and (4.E.21) and related genouncertainties are still afflicted by
problematic aspects of physical character because the Hamiltonian is not

Hermitean-observable due to the lack of Hermitean conjugation between the

products a>at = aa^ and a<af = qa$ .
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5: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES
OF SCHROEDINGER'S REPRESENTATION

5.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

After having identified the basic axioms and laws of hadronic mechanics, the

next logical step is a study of methods essential for applications, the isotopies,

genotopies and isodualities Schrodinger's representation (see, e.g., ref.s [1] for the

conventional case).

It is at this point where the functional isoanalysis of Ch. 1.6 appears in its

full light. In fact, the conventional spherical coordinates are inapplicable to the

isoschrodinger representation, while the use of the conventional trigonometry

leads to a number of generally undetected inconsistencies, the same occurrence

holding for the use of the conventional special functions of quantum mechanics,

such as Legendre polynomials, spherical harmonics, Bessel's functions, etc.

In a situation of this type, the reader should be aware that the terms

"functional isoanalysis" have appeared only a few months ago in Kadeisvili paper

[2]. As such, the study of the isoschrodinger representation is at its beginning and

so much remains to be done.

In this chapter we shall study the isoscrOdinger representation only for

Kadeisvili's Classes I and II. The formalism for the remaining classes is intriguing

(e.g., for gravitational collapse) but unknown at this writing.

We shall also study the subcase of hadronic mechanics with only one

isotopic element T for the isofield
,
isoenvelopes |j and isohilbert spaces

3tT , by omitting the subscript T for simplicity. To avoid gravitational profiles,

we shall assume that all space isounits 1 = T-1 are independent of coordinates,

9l/3r = 0. All time isounits\ are assumed to be independent of time, 3T
t
/3t.

As recalled in Ch. 1.2, the isoschrodinger equation for conserved

Hamiltonians was first proposed by Myung and Santilli in papers [3l of 1982 with

the first treatment via the isohilbert spaces. The same equation was also

independently submitted by Mignani [4] although on conventional Hilbert spaces.

This original form of the equation subsequently resulted to be incompatible
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with the relativistic formulation of hadronic mechanics. This and other

problematic aspects required a further generalization with the time isoderivative,

which was reached in memoir [5] of 1989. The isotopic equation of the

momentum was achieved for the first time in the same memoir [5] jointly with

other aspects, such as the isospherical coordinates. The genoschrodinger equation

for nonconserved Hamiltonian was also submitted in papers [3,4], although their

formulation on genohilbert spaces appeared first in memoir [5].

No additional study has appeared in print to the author's best knowledge at

this writing (early 1994), specifically, in the isotopies of Scrodinger's equations,

that is, on formulations based on the generalization of the basic vnit> with

consequential broadening of fields, metric spaces, Hilbert spaces, etc. Several

applications of the isoschrOdinger equations by a number of authors will be

studied in Vol. III.

The generalizations of SchrOdinger's equations based on conventional

functional analysis (that is, based on the conventional unit +1) which have

appeared in print throughout this century are so numerous to prevent an outline.

We shall therefore quote them only when we are aware of some direct

connections with the isoschrOdinger or genoschrodinger forms. At any rate, as

studied in Sect. 1.7.9, the isoscrodinger's (genoschrOdinger's) equations are directly

universal for all possible operator systems with conserved total energy

(nonconserved energy) and they therefore include the systems represented by

other generalizations, but not the generalizations themselves.

The author would be grateful to any colleague who cares to bring to his

attention existing generalizations of SchrOdinger's equations particularly relevant

for these studies for proper quotation in future works.

5.2: ISOSCHROEDINGER'S EQUATIONS AND THEIR ISODUALS

As well known, the carrier space of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is the

Kronecker's product
44

E(t,R
t
)*E(r,B,R) : r = (r

k
} = { r

1

,
r
2

, r
3

) = (x, y, z), 8 = diag. (1, 1, 1) , (5.2.1a)

r
2 - r

1
Sjj rJ = xx + yy+ zz e R(n,+ *), (5.2.1b)

where R
t

is the field of real numbers representing time, and E(r,8,R) is the

Euclidean space with space coordinates r and metric S over the reals R(n,+,x).

Space (5.2.1) originates in a number of ways, the most important one for this

presentation being its derivation via a contraction of the Minkowski space for

relativistic formulations (see, e.g., ref.s [IB.

The SchrOdinger representation for one particle on E(t,R
t
)xE(r,8,!ft) over a

conventional Hilbert space X with states ^(t, r) and inner product /dv*]A]/ is based

44 We shall use the usual convention on the summation of repeated indices.
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on the following equations

a 1

i t)Xt, r) = H t]Xt, r) = {
p, p

1 + V(r) } M-t, r) =
3t 2m

= {-—A + V(r) } ijXt, r) = Eo(Jj(t,r), ft = 1, (5.2.2a)

2m
°

3

Pi ^(t, r) = - i —p4>(t, r) = lq tjXt, r) , (5.2.2b)

A = -. (5.2.2c)

8ij dr
1

Numerous applications then follow for the exterior particle problem, that

is, particles in point-like approximation while moving in the homogeneous and

isotropic vacuum with no appreciable overlapping of their wavepackets.

In this chapter we shall first study the isotopies of Schrodinger's

representation, also called Schrodinger-isotopic or isoschrd'dinger's

representation, which we use for a quantitative representation of the interior

particle problem, that is, extended, and therefore deformable, particles moving

within an inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical medium called "hadronic

medium" which is composed by the wavepackets of other particles, This implies

conventional local-potential interactions, plus additional interactions that are

generally nonlinear in all variables (including the derivatives of the

wavefunctions 3^, a^t), nonlocal (integral) and noncanonical (that is, not

representable via the usual Hamiltonian operator H = K + V).

The fundamental carrier space is the following Kronecker's product of

isospaces

£(tft
t
)x£(r,$,m : l

t
= T

t

_1
= b

4

~2
, b4 = b4(r, f, f, ...) > , (5.2.3a)

1 = T" 1 > 0, T = diag. (b^, b2
2

,
D3

2
), tj = bj(t, f, if, ...) > , (5.2.3b)

?> = T 8 = T, r
2 = { v

x S
y

rJ }1 = {

r

1

bj
2
r

1

}1 e ftGV*) , (5.2.3c)

where one should recall from Vol. I that: ft
t

is the time isofield; \ (T
t
) is the

time isounit {time isotopic element); E(r,S,ft) is the isoeuclidean space; h is the

the isometric, ft(n,+,*) is the isofield of isoreal numbers h = ril; r^ is the

isoseparation-,\ is the space isounit; T is the space isotopic element; and the bs

are the characteristic functions of the physical medium considered

We should also recall that, in case of an explicit dependence on the local

coordinates via a nonlinearity in the wavefunctions and their derivatives, the

characteristic functions can be averaged into constants b°4
= < b4> and b\ =
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<bj>. This approximation is simple, yet effective because it permits a speedy

appraisal of the physical implications of the nonlinearities here considered.

The extension of the theory to include an explicit coordinate-dependence,

(thus an explicit dependence on the wavefunctions and their derivatives) is done

first in Sect. 1 1.5.4 and then, in a more systematic way, in the relativistic-

gravitational treatment of Ch.s II.8 and II.9. As one can see, the formalism

remains unchanged because of the structure of the isoderivatives.

Isospace (5.2.3) can also be derived in other ways, the most important one

for this analysis being that as the nonrelativistic limit of the isominkowski space

of Ch. 1 1.8. In particular, isoschrOdinger's formulations without a generalized unit

of time 1
t
are incompatible with relativistic hadronic mechanics.

Note that the isoseparation r^ is, rigorously speaking, an element of the

isofield ft(n ,+,*) and this is the reason for the appearance of the isounit 1 as

multiplier in Eq. (5.2.3c). However, such multiplicative term can be ignored in

practical applications. Finally, since the isounits of time and space are assumed to

be positive-definite, we have the local isomorphisms

ft * Rp ft(n,+ *) - R(n,+,*), E(r,S,ft) - E(r,S,R), (5.2.4)

In this way, the isotopies E(t,R
t
)*E(r,8,!R) -» £(,t,ft

t
)xE(r,S,ft) permit nonlinear,

nonlocal and noncanonical generalizations of the original space, but always in

such a way to preserve the original geometric axioms. Recall finally that each

conventional exterior problem admits an infinite number of geometrically

equivalent, but physically different interior extensions, represented by the

infinitely possible isounits l
t
and I.

The understanding of hadronic mechanics requires the knowledge of the

need for these infinitely possible realizations of the isounit. One of the reasons

for the physical effectiveness of the conventional SchrOdinger equation is that it

admits infinitely possible masses m. One of the reasons for the physical

effectiveness of the isotopic covering of Schrodinger's equation is that it admits

infinitely possible isounitsl for <each> mass m.

This is due to the fact that each mass m can be realized in an infinite

number of different ways because of different sizes, different densities, etc. The

expectation that isotopies should restrict the value of the isounit 1 to a specific

constant is therefore equivalent to the expectation that the conventional

Schrodinger equation should restrict masses to only one single value.

In the physical reality, the value of the mass m is identified from

experimental measures for <each> given particle. Along essentially the same

lines, as we shall see in the applications and verifications of Vol. Ill, the explicit,

numerical value of the isounit will also be identified for <each> given particle

after the needed experimental knowledge of its physical characteristics and

conditions.

We assume the reader is now familiar with the implication of the above
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lines. In fact, they imply that the unique constant h of quantum mechanics is

not replaced by another constant, but with an infinite number of different

integrodifferential quantities h depending on the local conditions at hand.

The isoschrddinger's equations for one particle on E(t,ft
t
)xE(r,£,ft) over the

isohilbert space e3& with isoinner product Jdvtj^Ti)/ (Axiom I) are given by [3,4,5]

i $(t,r) = il
t
(t,p,p, ...) $t,r) = H*$(t,r) =

m 9t

= H(t, r, p) T(t, p, p, ...) $(t, r) = E * $t, r) = E $(t, r), (5.2.5a)

d

Pi * $(t, r) =
pj T(t, p, f>,

...) $(t, r) = - i ?j Ut, r) = il» tyx, r) =

lq*«Kt,r)Hk
i
$[t,r), <5-2-5b)

H = = rf, p = pt = p^- l
t =V>0, 1 =1T >0, (5.3.5c)

where H is properly written in isoeuclidean space.

The isoplane wave solution of Eq.s (5.2.5) has already been indicated in

Sect. II.2.4, and it is given by

#,r) = f).e
lkiri

.e
i;

1Et
=Ne

i(kiS
«

ri - E^ t)
(5.2.6)

with isonormalization (in terms of conventional integrals)

/ $(t, r)fT $(t, r) dv = 1, ft = 1 { (2Tr)"
3/2 T" 1/2

) = (2tt TT 3/2
(5.2.7)

The isodual isoschrodinger equations are defined on the isodual

isoeuclidean spaces
45

Ed(t.ft
t

d)xEd(r,8
d
,R
d

) : l
t

d = - l
t
= - b

4

~2 < , b4 = b4(r, f, f, ...) > , (5.2.8a)

l d =(Td )~ l = -1<0, T = - diag. (b!
2 b2

2
,
b3

2
), 1} = bj(t, f, r, ...) < , (5.2.8b)

xd 5 ^ -T, r
2d = {r i

Sd
ij
rj}l

d = (-ri b
i

2
r

i nd e ft
d
(n

d
+,A , (5.2.8c)

defined on the isofield Rd(nd +,it
d

) of isodual isoreal numbers nd = ril
d with

negative-definite isodual isonorm
|
nd |

d = -
I n | < (for n ¥ 0), with isodual

isohilbert space with isodual isostates $
d = - 46

45 As we shall see in next chapters, the identity of the isotopic and isodual isotopic

separations r = r
d

will permit a physically consistent representation of antiparticles

with negative-definite energy while moving backward in time.
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3td : ^/dv^ Td $ e (5.2.9)

over the isofield Cd(cd,+,11^) of isocomplex numbers cd = cl
d = -c also with

negative-definite isodual norm |
cd

|

d =
|
c |l

d < 0, where |
c

|
is the conventional

norm.

The isodual isoschrOdinger equations are then given by

i —7 $
d
(t, r) = i \At, p, p, .J $

d
(t, r) = H *d tj/

d
(t, r) =

md
at

= H(t, r, p) Td (t, p, p, ...) $
d
(t, r) = Ed *d $d(t, r) = - E $t(t, r), (5.2.10a)

Q

Pj r) =
Pi T% p, p, ...) ^(t, r) = - i % $

d
(t, r) = i $t(t, r) =

kj
d *d $

d
(t,r) = -ki^(t,r), (5.2.10b)

Note the natural emergence of negative-definite energies. Note also the necessity

for their emergence of the negative definite time.

5.3: SIMPLE EXAMPLES

We shall now study a few representative examples of isoscrodinger equations

derived via direct isoquantization of the corresponding classical examples [7l.

The reader should be aware that the most important cases are closed-

isolated systems of particles with nonhamiltonian internal forces. These systems

require the study of the many-body isoschrodinger equations done later on in

Ch. 1 1.7. In this chapter we are merely studying the one-particle case.

The first conceptually important example is that of the free hadronic

particle in which all potential interactions are null, V = 0, and the characteristic

b-quantities are constant, resulting in the equations

d 1 1

i l
t jjft, r) = pk * p

k
* $(t, r) A $(t, r) , (5.3. la)

9t 2m 2m

h = T8 = T = diag.(b°
1

2
,b°2

2,b32). (5.3.1b)

r
2 = (xb°

t

2
x + yb°2

2
y + zb°

3
2 z)l. (5.3.1c)

As one can see, in this case the isotopy E(r,6,R) -» E(r,S,ft) permits a direct

46
Note again the identityof the isoinner and of the isodual isoinner products.
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representation of the actual nonspherical shape of the particle considered via the

isotopic element (5.3.1b) representing the semiaxes of all possible ellipsoidical

deformations of the sphere.
47

By recalling that, jointly with deformations (5.3.1b) of the semiaxes, there is

the inverse deformation of the unit,

i = diag.(l, 1, 1) - 1 = diag. (by2
,
by2

,
by2

) , (5.3.2)

we have the following:

Lemma 53.1: All infinitely possible nonspherical shapes of the charge

distribution of hadrons are represented by the isosphere in isoeuclidean

space (Sect 1.5.2).

The actual nonspherical shape appears only when the isosphere is projected

in our Euclidean space as in Eq. (5.3.1c). However, when considered in its own

isoeuclidean space, the isosphere remains perfectly spherical.

To state it explicitly, the isoscrddinger equation has been conceived to

reconstruct in isospace the perfect spherical character of particles which in the

physical reality are nonspherical.

As we shall see later on in this volume, the above property has fundamental

character because it permits the preservation of the rotational, and other space-

time symmetries for nonspherical charge distributions although at the isotopic

level. Note that such a representation exists, first, at the purely classical level of

ref. [7], and then merely persists in first isoquantization.

It is also easy to verify that

rk = pk /m, Pk =
'

^-3 -3'

thus confirming that the particle is indeed free.

As a specific case, one may think of an ordinary proton in free

nonrelativistic motion in empty space. As it is the case for all spinning objects,

the proton is not expected to possess a perfectly spherical charge distribution, but

rather one of oblate spheroidal type.

In fact, specific calculations done within the context of hadronic

mechanics by Nishioka and Santilli [8] suggest the following values for the

characteristic b°-quantities of the proton

b\2 = 1 , b°2
2 = 1 , b°3

2 = 0.6 , (5.3.4)

which also permit one (evidently not unique) interpretation of the anomalous

magnetic moment of the particle. The point is that the representation of ellipsoid

47 Nondiagonal isotopic elements permit representations of more general shapes, but they

are not considered here for brevity.
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(5.3.4) via the isosphere restores the perfectly spherical character in isospace.

A second example is provided by an extended particle, such as a proton or a

neutron, while still moving in vacuum but now under external potential

interactions, say, of electromagnetic nature. In this case V 5* 0, and the equation

can be written

d 1

i l
t

$t, r) = = £$t,r) + V(r) $(t, r) = E tjXt, r), (5.3.5a)

8t 2m

g = rs = T = diag. [ b^Vj, b2
2(Vj, b3

2
(Vo) 1 , (5.3.5b)

where the b-quantities can now depend, e.g., on the intensity V of the external

field. An important prediction of Eq.s (5.3.5) which is experimentally

verifiable is that hadrons such as protons and neutrons are expected to

experience a deformation of the shape of their charge distributions under

sufficiently intense external interactions (or collisions) which is represented by

the isotopy of the isotopy

h = diag. (b
,

2
b°2

2
,
tfg

2
) S = diag. [ b^Vj, b2

2
(V ), b3

2
(Vo) L (5.3.6)

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the above deformation of shape implies a

necessary alteration of the intrinsic magnetic moment of the particle (without

necessarily altering the spin i) which has been already experimentally measured,

although in a preliminary way, via neutron interferometric techniques.

At any rate, perfectly rigid bodies do not exist in the physical reality. As a

result, the amount of the deformation of the charge distribution of hadrons

under given external conditions is open to experimental verifications, but its

existence is beyond scientific doubts.

A comparison with conventional quantum mechanics is now in order. In

essence, hadronic mechanics permits the direct representation at the discrete

nonrelativistic level (and prior to any second isoquantization) of:

1) The extended character of the hadron considered;

2) Its actual nonspherical shape; and

3) All the infinitely possible deformations of the original nonspherical

shape.

By comparison, for the case of quantum mechanics:

1') The particles are massive points without any extended character;

2) Remnants of the actual shape can be obtained, but only at the level of

second quantization via the known form factors, with the understanding that

nonspherical shapes are not permitted by the basic rotational symmetry; and

30 Deformations of the original perfectly spherical shape would be in

conflict with the rotational symmetry because it is known to be a theory solely

for rigid bodies (see next chapter).
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The advances permitted by the transition from quantum to hadronic
mechanics are then evident.

Numerous additional examples of extended particles moving in vacuum
under conventional potential interactions can be worked out by the interested

reader along the preceding lines. The relativistic formulation of extended
nonspherical charge distributions will be presented in Ch. 11.10. A number of

applications and experimental verifications will be considered in Vol. III.

All the above examples deal with systems composed by one hadronic
particle with conserved energy on a stable orbit.

We now study one particle under external nonpotential interactions which,

as such, are necessarily in nonconservative conditions. The ideal methods for

such systems are those of the genoschrOdinger equations studied later on in this

chapter. Nevertheless, it may be useful to study nonconservative systems via the

isoschrddinger formalism as one way to illustrate the interplay between the two
representations.

Consider the simplest possible nonconservative system, that of one particle

without potential interactions with a linear, velocity-dependent drag force in

one dimension. The classical equations of motion are given by

r = p/m , P = - yp, m=l, y>0. (5.3.7)

Numerous Hamiltonian representations of this system have been identified

in the literature, but they are not relevant for this section because they lead to

conventional quantum treatments. The treatment significant for this section is

the Hamilton-isotopic representation computed in ref. [9], p. 102 with isotopic

Hamilton-Jacobi equations

The isoquantization techniques of Ch. II.2 then lead to the unique operator

system with isotopic element T = exp(yt) and isounit 1 = exp (-yt)

p*$(t,r) = pe^tr) = -i*$ft,r) = - il V $ = - i e
-^ ar #t, r) , (5.3.9a)

il
t
a
t
#(t,r) = H*$t,r) = ±P!*p

l

*iKt,r) « i e" Y l
p e^

t
p e?

1
$(t, r) =

a
2

= * e" y 1
1 8

r
1 d

r
q*Ct, r) Me" 3^— OKt, r) = E(t) $(t, r), (5.3.9b)

dk° /3t + H = 0, H = = ipe
Yt

p. (5.3.8a)

dk°/dr = pe^ . (5.3.8b)

where we have taken into account the contraction in isospace

p
k *

Pk =s
ijp

i

*
Pj , (tfj) = (h

n r
l

. (5.3.10)
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for the one-dimensional case which implies the appearance of the third factor

exp{-yt} in Eq.s (5.3.9) (see next section for a detailed treatment).

The verification that the above system is indeed damped requires the
calculation of the isoexpectation value of H (Axiom V). We then introduce the

isoplanewaves and related isonormalization

*(t,r) = Ne 1(kTr - ET
t
t)

, N = (2Trr3/2
1
J

, /dv *t
. fl,

- 1 . (5.3.11)

The desired isoexpectation value is then given by

<H> = U/dv4[
t* e-Y E p*p*4J

|
= |-i l

3 k2 T2/^*$| ^e^^k2
,

(5.3.12)

which confirms the damped character of the Hamiitonian exactly as occurring in

classical mechanics [9l. Note also that the isoexpectation value coincides with the

isoeigenvalue, as expected.

Note that the time isounit remains undefined in Eq. (5.3.9b). The latter can
be identified in the corresponding isoheisenberg representation, in which the
system considered is characterized by the equation

iaH/at = [HfH] + 3H/M = HTH - HTH + l
t
dH/8t =

= l
t
dH/dt = y1 t

H = yl
t

e
Yt

i pp, (5.3.13)

thus implying the value

\ = -e" Yt
. (5.3.14)

The above simple example illustrates the very essence of hadronic
mechanics, that the isotopy of quantum mechanics is a direct representative of

nonpotential interactions. In fact, the isotopy of the free particle with space

isounit 1 = exp(-yt) represents the particle under the nonpotential force F = - yp-
An important aspect of the above example is that one extended particle

moving within a hadronic medium in the absence of potential interactions, when
treated with hadronic mechanics, behaves geometrically like an ordinary free

particle. In fact, the two systems coincide at the abstract axiomatic level.

The linearly damped particle can be extended by the interested reader to

the damped oscillator provided that, again, one uses the Hamilton-isotopic
representation of ref . [9], p. 102,

3
t
A° + H = 0, H = ipe^p + ire^r

,
d^-pe^. (5.3.15)

The reader can then work out the hadronic representation of all other

nonconservative systems represented in ref. [9] via the Birkhoffian formalism
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fact, all these systems are of Hamilton-isotopic type.
8

All these examples deal with nonpotential interactions approximated via the

local forces. The extension of the results to nonlocal-integral nonpotential

forces requires the full use of the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics, that is, the

transition of the local-differential classical treatment of ref. [9] to the covering

integral treatment of ref. [7].
49

A generalization to an extended particle with semiaxes T = diag. (b
t

2
,
b2

2
,

b3
2
) moving within a hadronic medium with nonlinear, nonlocal and nonpotential

interactions, is classically described by the equations in three dimension with

motion along the r-direction (ref. [7], p. 86)

f =
p, p = - yp2 Jdatfa) , m = 1, y>0, (5.3.16)

where p and p refer to the center of mass, the particle experiences a local

nonlinear drag force F = -y p
2

, with a nonlocal correction Jda7(a) due to its

shape o, where 7 is a suitable functional depending on the shape of the body.

A classical representation of the particle considered within the context of

the Hamilton-isotopic mechanics and underlying isosymplectic geometry (Sect.

II. 1.4) is characterized by the isotopic element

T = Tq exp { y r / do <F(o) ) ,
T = diag. ( b\ 2

, b

°

2
2

,
b°3

2
) , (5.3. 17)

and Hamiltonian

H = ip2 = *pTp, (5.3.18)

with corresponding isotopic Hamilton-Jacobi equations of type (II.5.3.8). The

operator version is therefore given by Eq.s (5.3.9) with the above integral

realization of the isotopic element.

The latter example illustrates that hadronic mechanics is naturally set for

the representation of nonlocal-integral and nonpotential interactions. The

interested reader can construct a virtually endless variety of additional examples

via any desired combination of local-potential interactions represented via the

Hamiltonian H, as well as nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical interactions

represented via the isotopic element T, including the desired realization of

4S The operator form of the general Birkhoffian representations of ref. [9] with R = {R^} =

{pT(t, r, p), rQ(t, r, p)) is presented in App. II.2.C. Note that the reduction R = {pT, rQ} -> = R'

= {p'T', 0} is singular and, as such, it cannot be accomplished via the Birkhoffian

transforms of gauge and other type.
49

As the reader may recall, this is due to the fact that monograph [9] is based on the

conventional symplectic geometry, although in its most general possible exact

realization, thus permitting only local-differential systems. Monograph [7] is based instead

on the covering isosymplectic geometry by therefore admitting integral systems ab

initio.
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nonlocality among the several possible forms.

In particular, the reader should keep in mind the direct universality of

hadronic mechanics studied in Ch.s II. 1 and 1 1.2, that is, the capability of

achieving an isotopic operator image of any given (well behaved) classical

Newtonian system.

Note the <inapplicability> (and not the <violation>) of Galilei's relativity

for the open-nonconservative particle (5.3.16) on numerous independent

topological, analytic, algebraic and other counts. The classical isogalilean

relativity of monographs [7] establish that systems (5.3.16) are invariant under

the isogalilean symmetry which is locally isomorphic to the conventional Galilean

symmetry. In Ch.II.7 we shall show that this property persists at the operator

level in its entirety.

5.4: ISOLAPLACIAN AND ITS ISODUAL

We shall now identify the explicit form of the Hamiltonian operator in hadronic

mechanics for the most general possible case of diagonal isometrics with an

explicit dependence on the coordinates, Sjj(t, r, f, 'f, ...) = b^t, r, f, "f,...) 8y.

The isomeasure on £(r,8,&) in the case here considered is given by an

isotopy of the conventional form (for the latter see, e.g., ref. [6], p. 493)

as^ = dr* SjjCt, r, r, ...) dr J = £k drk b^tt, r, t, ...) ark , (5.4. 1)

where Sr
k
are the isodifferentials with related isoderivatives (Sect. 1.6.7)

3 1* = T^dr* 3/3rk = V 3 / 3r
1

. (5.4.2)

where the reader should keep in mind the geometric differences between the

isometric 8jj and the isotopic element T*j or isounitV =
I (

T

r
s )

_1
\\

The isolaplacian on a isoriemannian space then assumes the form

3 3

A = S" l/2 — 8
1/2

S« — , (5.4.3)

3r* 3rJ

where

S 1/2 = ( det 8 )
1/2

, ( tfJ ) = ( bf
2 8*1 )= (

S

rs r
1

- (5.4.4)

When the isometric is of Class I, independent from local coordinates and

diagonal, the isolaplacian assumes the simpler form

c) 'h 3 3

£= g-1/2 .gl/2gij _ = ^-6 (545)

Sr
1 3rJ 3r

k
3r
k
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which can be used in practical calculations.

We must now verify that the above form, as derived from a geometric

viewpoint, is indeed compatible with the basic axioms of hadronic mechanics as

they have been formulated in Ch. 1 1.3 (for isometrics independent of the local

coordinates). For this purpose, recall expression (II.3.1.10) for the linear

momentum. Then the isooperator form of the kinetic energy for one particle of

mass m can be written

1 1

R * tyt, r) = Pv * P * $t, r) = W ^ * p.- * 44 r) = (5.4.6)

2m 2m J

1 3 3 1,39 1

2m 3rP J 3^ 2m ai* 3r
k 2m

The above results confirm that expression (5.4.3) is indeed the correct form

of the isolaplacian. The results also illustrate the unavoidability of the

isoderivatives for a rigorous treatment of hadronic mechanics.

For the case of one interior particle, Eq.s (5.2.5a) and (5.2.5b) can then be

unified into the single expression

3

H $(t
,
r) = H*#t,r) = (R + V)T$(t,r) =

3t

1

A + V(r) } $t, r) = E * $(t, r) = E #(t, r) , (5.4.7)

2m

where V" = Vl.

The isodual isolaplacian is the image of structure (5.4.3) under the

antiautomorphic mapl ->-l
d = -1, h -* Sd = -8, and can be readily computed by

the interested reader.

5.5: ISOSPHERICAL COORDINATES

Recall that the conventional spherical coordinates in Euclidean space E(r,8,R)

x = r sin 9 cos tf>, y = r sin 9 sin
<J>,

z = r cos 9, (5.5. 1)

have the measured]

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = dr2 + r
2

( de2 + sin
2 9 d<j£ ) (5.5.2)
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It is an instructive exercise for the interested reader to verify that the use

of the conventional spherical coordinates for generalized space E(r,8,ft) does not

permit a separation of the isolaplacian (5.4.3) into a radial and an angular part. It

then follows that the isowavefunction tji(t, r) cannot be factorized into a radial

and an angular part, $(t, r) ¥ fj(t, r)*Y(0, <)>), under a suitable isoproduct *, thus

confirming the need for a generalization of the spherical coordinates themselves.

It is also recommendable to the interested reader to verify that

isolaplacian (5.4.3) is not separable into radial and angular component for other

conventional coordinate systems, such as parabolic, elliptic, etc.

The only separations known to this author are those via the images of

conventional coordinate systems based the isotopic generalization of the unit I
=

diag. (1, 1, 1) - 1 = diag. (b^2
,
b2

~2
, hf\ as expected for consistency with the

mathematical methods underlying structure (5.4.3).

The new coordinates were called isospherical [5] to stress the fact that

they are not defined for the sphere, but rather for the "isosphere" (Sect. 1.5.2)

which represents all infinitely possible isotopic deformations of the sphere. In

particular, they are such to coincide with the conventional coordinates at the

abstract, realization-free level, as it must be the case for all isotopies.

We shall present first the simplest possible derivation of the isospherical

coordinates, and then its more general form as needed for the isorepresentation

theory of the isotopic S0(3) symmetry studied in the next chapter. Introduce the

redefinitions of the Cartesian coordinates

it] = x b[ , y = yb2 , z = ZD3, (5.5.3)

which are evidently such to reduce the isoinvariant in E(r,8,R) into an identical

form in a conventional Euclidean space E(r,S,R) ? E(r,8,R),

r^= xbj2 x + yb2
2
y + zb32 z = xx + yy + zz ~ r

2
. (5.5.4)

Next, we introduce the isospherical angles (1.6.4. 11),

§ = bgB, $ = b!b2 (t>, (5.5.5)

defined to coincide with the angles measured in quantum mechanics 9qM and

^qm according to the rules

6QM
= S = b3 HM- *QM = & = D

l
D2<t>HM- (5-5 -6 >

As we shall see better in the next chapter, the above isoangles are derivable

from the representation theory of the isorotational group and, as such, contain a

considerable geometrical significance
50

.

blJ The full understanding of the isospherical coordinates can be achieved at the level of
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The experimental relevance of the isoangles (5.5.4) is indicated in Vol. Ill

where we show that the deviations of the quantum mechanical quantities Qq^
and <\>HM from the values needed for exact symmetries are replaced by the

quantities of hadronic mechanics §HM and
<J>HM which restore the exact

character of the symmetry considered. For instance, if neutron interferometric

techniques for the two spin flips need the value 720° for the exact SU(2)

symmetry, but the measured angle is 6^ = 716°, hadronic mechanics yields the

angle = 720° which restores the exact symmetry.

Under these assumptions, the isospherical coordinates can be first written

in the form [5] (see Fig. 5.5. 1)

x = r bf 1

sin (

b

3 9 ) cos ( b! b2 4> ) (5.5.7a)

y = r D2"
1

sin (

b

3 6 ) sin ( b, b2 <J> ) , (5.5.7b)

z = rb3
-1
cos(b3 9), (5.5.7c)

The use of identity (5.5.4) then yields the simplest possible form of the

isomeasure on B(r,S,R), that in terms of conventional differentials

ds2 = dxdx + dydy + dzdz =

= dxb[ 2
dx + dyb2

2 dy + dzb3
2 dz =

= dr
2 + r

2
Ib3

2
d9

2 + b
1

2 b2
2
sin

2 (b3 0)dct>
2

]
=

= dr2 + r
2

Ed£>
2 + ( sin

2 h ) d$2 ] . (5.5.8)

The isospherical coordinates in form (5.5.7) are useful for practical

calculations, although they are not in their most general possible form because

conventional trigonometric functions admit isotopic images. Their formulation in

terms of the isotrigonometric functions then permits deeper insights.

Recall from Appendix I.6.A that the isopolar coordinates expressed in

terms of the isotrigonometric functions in the isogauss (x, yhplane with

isotopic element T = diag. (b^, b2
2

) are given by

x = r cos $ = r b{~
[

cos [ ( b! b2 ) <|> ] , (5.5.9a)

y =r sin$ = r b2
"

1
sin [ ( b[ b2 ) <|> ] , (5.5.9b)

and verify the isopythagorean theorem

the isoriemannian geometry (Sect. 1.5.5) from which one can see that the ellipsoids are

indeed geodesies trajectories for the rotational symmetry, of course, at the isotopic level.
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xb
t

2
x + yb22 y = r

2
(bi

2
cos

2 $ + b^smH) = r
2

. (5.5.10)

In particular, the isotopic element of the above isotrigonometric functions

is not that of the isogauss plane, but rather the element T in the

isoexponentiation (I.6.A.21)

V* ==ViT * = l<
l

>e
ib

i
b2 ct,

= \ (costb^) + isin^ba + H =

= b2
-1

c6s$ + i fy
-1

sin <j> , (5.5.11a)

T = bi b2 , \ = bf l b2
_I

. (5.5.11b)

The next issue is the appropriate isotrigonometric formulation of the

remaining terms in h. At this point there is the emergence of a further degree of

freedom which is "hidden" in the isotopic theory itself and completely absent in

quantum mechanics.

By inspecting structure (5.5.7) one could conclude that the isogauss plane

for the polar angle has the isotopic element T = diag. (b3
2

, 1). However, one can

also introduce the following redefinition of the isotopic element in three-

dimensional space

b
l

= B22 B 11' D2
= B22 B 12> D3

= % »
(5.5.12a)

B21 B22 - B U B 12- <5-5 - l2b)

with solution

B u
3 = b

1

2
b3 /b2 ,

B 12
3 = b2

2 b3 /b 1 ,
B22

3 = b
1
b2 /b3 ,

B2i=b3, (.5.5.13a)

BU
3 B

12
3 = B22

3 B2l
3 = b

1
b2 b3

2
, (5.5.13b)

under which we can introduce the general isospherical coordinates

x = rsm§ c6s$ = r [ B22
-1

sin (

B

21 B22 6 ) ] [ Bu
~

l
cos (

B

u B 12 <J)) ] , (5.5.14a)

y = rslnfc sin $ = r[B22
"

l
sin (

B

21 B22 9 ) [ B12
_l

sin (

B

u B
I2 <t>) 1 . (5.5. Ub)

z = rcos§ = rB2l
_1

cos (B2iB22 G) , (5.5.14c)

with isoidentity

xb
L

2
x + yb/y + zb3

2
z = (5.5.15)

= r
2 (B22

2 B
11

2
s'in

2 ec6s2 $ + B^2 B
12
2 sm2 e sin

2 $ + B21
2 c6s2 £) =r2

,
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(see Fig. 5.5. 1 for more details).

Redefinitions (5.5.14) are important for the isorepresentation theory studied

in the next chapter because they permit the identification of the values of the

isospherical isotopic elements and isounits for the 8 and
<f>
angles

^6 = ^21 = = Bj^ Bj2 , (5.5.16a)

le = B2f
1 B22" 1 s ^ = Blf

! B 12~'
•

(5-5- 16b)

with evident computational advances.

The "hidden" isotopic degree of freedom in the transition from the

decomposition

T = diag (b!
2

,
b2

2
b3

2
) = diag ft}

2 b2
2
) * diag (b/, 1) , (5.5.17)

ISOSPHERICAL COORDINATES

FIGURE 5.5.1: A schematic view of the coordinates of a point on the isosphere in

isoeuclidean space in three-dimension, Eq.s (5.5.14). As one can see, the

representation coincides at the abstract level with the conventional one in

Euclidean space with coordinates (5.5.1). However, the projection of the former in

the space of the latter exhibits the ellipsoidical character of the isosphere.

to the more general form underlying structure (5.5. 14)

T = diag (b!
2

,
b2

2
,
b3

2
) = diag. (BH

2
,
B^2

) * diag (B2l
2 B^2

) , (5.5.18a)

b[
2 - B22

2 B
ll

2
,

t)2
2 - B222 Bj 2

2
,

b3
2 - B2!

2
,

(5.5.18b)
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is also important for the isotopies of partial wave expansions and of the
scattering theory, as we shall see later on in this volume.

5.6: SEPARATION OF THE ISOLAPLACIAN AND HADRONIC
ANGULAR MOMENTUM

In quantum mechanics, the conventional spherical coordinates (5.5.1) permit the
separation of the Laplacian into the familiar radial and spherical/angular parts

3 3 3 3 3 3
A = + + =

3x 3x 3y 6y 3z 3z

19 3 1

r
2 — L2 (G,<t)), (5.6.1)

r
2

3r 3r r
2

where the angular momentum has the familiar components (h = 1)

3 3
Lx = x py - y px = i ( sin $ + cot 9 cos

<J> ) , (5.6.2a)
39

3<J)

d 3
Ly = z px - x pz = - i ( cos <f> cot 9 sin 4>

) , (5.6.2b)
39 3cf>

3
Lz = x Py ~ yPx= -i—f (5.6.2c)

and magnitude

9 i 3 3 i a2

L = Khc + LyLy + = sin 9 -.(5.6.3)

sin 9 39 39 sin
2
9 3<J)

2

In this section we study the separation of the isolaplacian (5.4.3) in

isospherical coordinates on isospaces £(r,S,ft) first studied in ref . [5]. The analysis

will then permit the introduction of the hadronic angular momentum [5], that is,

the image of the conventional angular momentum under isotopies.

In this section we are merely interested in presenting the separation of the

isolaplacian and in the ensuing identification of the components of the hadronic

angular momentum in isospherical coordinates. Physical aspects will be studied
in the next chapter from the viewpoint of the Lie-isotopic theory. The hadronic
angular momentum will then be subjected to applications and experimental
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verifications in Vol. III.

Let us rewrite isolaplacian (5.4.3) in the conventional Euclidean space

E(r,8,R) with local coordinates

r = { x, y, z } = {

b

t
x , b2 y , bg z } , (5.6.4)

in which case we have

c) S S3
A = S" I/2

r S l/2
s'J = S" l/2 S I/2 8« , (5.6.5)

3r' 3rJ 3? afJ

where one should note in the last identity the isoderivatives in the r coordinates

and the conventional metric 8'J.

Next we note the identity

dxdydz = b
1
b2 b3 dxdydz - drd§d$ = dr (

b

3 d9 )( X\ b2 d<|> ), (5.6.6)

from which we infer that the isounits for isospherical coordinates and related

isoderivatives are

l
r
= 1 , 3 / 3r = l r 3 / 3r = a / 3r , (5.6.7a)

le = b3
~

l = B2l
_l B22

_1
, 9 / 3§ = 1Q a / 3& , (5.6.7b)

^ = bf L b2
"

1 = Bn-%2" 1

, a/a$ = 1^3/3$. (5.6.7c)

The use of the isospherical coordinates in the form

x = r sin?) cos $ , y - r sin © sin $ , z = r cos ?) , (5.6.8)

and the conventional procedure [l] then yields the result

"\ "\ "X *X

A = S" 1/2 8 l/2 = 8"l/2 8 i/2 8« =
3r* arj a?

1 arJ

la. a l r l 3 a i a2 i
= — r

2 —I sinh + -.1.(5.6.9)

r^ 3r 3r sin§ 3?) 3§ sin^G d$z

We reach in this way a first expression of the separation of the isolaplacian

which coincides with the conventional expression at the abstract level, precisely

as expected (and desired) under isotopies.

In correspondence with the above separation, we can now introduce the

separation of the isowavefunction into a radial and an isospherical part
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«t,r) = 0(r)*m$> = 0(r)tM, (5.6.10)

where the quantity t(&,$), called isosphehcal harmonics, will be studied in the
next chapter and the isotopic product is the conventional one because

l

r
= 1.

The isoeigenvalue problem (5.4.7) for one particle can then be written

3 1

il
t $(t,r) = H*$t,r) = (R + V)T$(t,r) =

f
- A + V(r))$t,r) =

& 2m

/ I 1 a , a a 1= )- ~
9
— r

2— - + V(r) \ 0(r) Y(6,$) = E 0(r) Y(e, $) (5.6.1 1)

2m r 3r 3r r
2 J

where

L2 *t(&,$) = B« Li * L, *m « = (5.6.12)

f i s a 1 aM
= -{——-— sin?)— + —— - l$) =a^l$) = al$),

sin 9 90 a§ sin^ ffiJ
,T

is the isoeigenvalue equation of the hadronic angular momentum to be studied

in the next chapter.

Result (5.6.9) can be verified via the isotopy of other conventional
separations, for instance, the method reviewed by Pauling and Wilson in [l], p. 104,

in which case we have

A = by
6 + b2

"6 +J2
dx 9x 3y 9y

a a a a
+ +

ax ax ay ay

j-
5 / Bed, i_\ + 1

d
"3

azaz

a a

ai 3z

+ "77 1 —I — ) - 5.6.13

MeC* ^ dr
v A

r
ar 7

3& v
fie a$

» / A
r
Be _a_

where

Ar
5 = a

rxB22
2 B

11

2
a
r
x + 9

ry B222B 12
2ary + 9

r
zB21

29
r
z > (5.6.14a)

Be
2 = %xB22

2 B
11

2
3ex

+ aeyB22
2 B

I2
2 aey + 3ezB21

2 3 z, (5.6.14b)

^ = a
<
bxB22

2 B
ll

2 a
d)
x + a

d)
yB22

2 B
l2

2 a
(by + a^B^a^, (5.6.14c)
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and the partial derivatives in the latter expressions can be easily rewritten in

their isotopic form.

The use of isospherical coordinates (5.5.7) then yields the values

A
r

= 1, B = 1 , t$ = rsinS, (5.5.15)

and the desired results

d a 3 c a a a

A = h
{

6 + b2
6 + b3

6 =

3x 3x 3y 3y dz 3z

i a . a l 3 a l a
= z r

2 sinS + , (5.6.16)

r
2

3r 3r sinh 3§ 3§ sin
2 § 3$

2

which evidently coincides with (5.6.9).

For use in the next chapter, we now derive another realization of the

hadronic angular momentum. Let us rewrite the isoeigenvalue equations of the

linear momentum in isospace £(r,S,ft) in term of conventional equations in E(r,8,R)

according to the rule

8 _9
9 d

ar
1

3r
K

3r
K

(5.6.17)

Then the hadronic angular momentum components can be written

Lx *? = (yPz -zpy
)*t=-ib2

"
1
t)3"

1 (y^-za^)Y-

a a
= i b2

_1
b3

~
l Lx t = i D2"

1 b3
_I

( sin $ + cot cos $ ) Y , (5.6.18a)

3§ 3$

Ly * Y = (zpx
- xpz )*Y = - I b!™

1

ba"
1 (z " =

a a
= -ibf l b3

_1
Lyt = -ibf 1 b3

"
1 (cos$ cot h sin $ (5.6.18b)

3u 3$

L^Y = (x Py - y Px )*V = -ibf^s-'txay - yd*-)? =

= -ibf l

b2
"

l L£?= ~i Vlb
2
_1

(5.6.18c)

a$

with magnitude of hadronic angular momentum

L2 *m$)= $
lj Lk * Lj t(q, $) =
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= bf2 b2
"2

b3"
2
(LxL^ + lyLy + LzL^)t©,$) =

= -D"2 4 sin$ + n (W&,® = a m$) (5.6.19)

^ sinS dh & sin
2 § 3$2J

Where D = bib2b3. The difference between realization (5.6.19) and expression

(5.6.12) should be noted. The latter is in term of conventions/derivatives, while

the former is in terms of the isoderivatives. As a result, the corresponding

isoeigenvalues are expected to be different, & ^ a.

5.7: GENOSCROEDINGER EQUATIONS AND THEIR ISODUALS

"We now study nonconservative systems represented via genotopic methods.

First, it is important to understand the differences between the isochrodinger and

genoschrodinger representations.

In Sect. 1 1.5.3 we have seen that nonconservative systems can be well

represented via the isoscrOdinger equation. However, they do not provide an

axiomatization of irreversibility, that is, the emergence of irreversibility even for

reversible Hamiltonians.

Also, a main objective of the genoschrodinger representation is that of

achieving a Hermitean and therefore observable representation of the energy

under the condition that it is not conserved because of external interactions,

H = K + V = h\ dH/dt ¥ 0. (5.7.1)

One should keep in mind that these features are not generally possible in

conventional quantum mechanics where nonconservation is represented, e.g., via

the addition of an "imaginary potential" to the Hamiltonian.

To outline the genoschrodinger representation, one must recall the four

possible directions of time: motion forward to future time <, motion forward

from past time >, motion backward from future time <d = -< and motion

backward to past time >d = - >, which are denoted for brevity with the unified

symbols o and <>d = - o. We therefore have four time genounits and
<
l
t

>d and four corresponding genofields

<t> = t<l> = t ( <T
t
> f 1 e <ft>(«t> +, o) , (5.7.2a)

<t>d = t<l
t

>d = ( <T
t

>d r 1 e <ft>
d

(
<l>d,+,Od) . (5.7.2b)

In addition, we have four space genounits <1> and <1>d ands four corresponding

genofields.
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The background carrier spaces are the following genoeuclidean spaces

(Sect. 1.7.5)

<£>(t <R
t
>)x<£>(r <8> <ft

>
) :

<1> = (<T>r l >0, <S> = ^8, (5.7.3a)

r<2> = {

r

i <s>.. rj j
< 1> e < £>(<„>+,<>) , {5.7.3b)

with corresponding isodual genospaces here omitted for brevity, where the

genoproduct o is characterized by the space genotopic element <T> ^ <T
t

> in

each direction of motion, only one of them being usable at the time.

The genohilbert space is characterized by genonormalization

<3t> : <$<!>$>« <1> / dv <$(t, r) <T> $>(t, r) = <I> (5.7.4)

and it is evidently defined in general over a genofield of complex numbers.

The genoschrOdingefs equations for forward motion to future time on

e>(t,R
t

>)x£:>(r)6
>

,ft
>

) over 3t> are given by [3,4,5]

i *>(t, r) = i l
t
>— ip(t, r) = H > $>(t, r) =

at dt

= H(t, r, p) T>(t, p, p, ...) $>(t, r) = E>> $><t, r) s E $>(t, r), (5.7.5a)

d

Pi > ipft, r) =
Pi T>(t, p, p, ...) $><t, r) = - i ^ $(t, r) = \U $(t, r) =

= £>
i
>0>(t,r) S k

i
^>(t,r), (5.7.5b)

while the genoschrOdinger equations for forward motion from past time on the

genospace < E(t,
<

ft
t
)x<E(r,

<
S,
<
R) over <3t are given by [3,4,5]

<o d-l^U)— = -i <1
t
= <$<t,r)<H =

at

= <$(t, r) <T(t, p, p, ...) H(t, r, p) = <$(t, r) < E = <$(t, r) E = - $ E , (5.7.6a)

< Pi
= <$(t, r) <T(t, p, p, ...) pj = i <$(t, r)<9i

=

=
i
<$t <1 .. = <4,t k = - 4>T k (5.7.6b)

3rj
J

H = T> = (<T)T, p = pf
, = ($>)*, (5.7.6c)

where the latter Hermitean conjugation is necessary for the Hermiticity,

causality, etc. (Sect.s II.3.3 and II.4.3).

"We now illustrate the above equations with the same linearly damped
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particle studied in Sect. II.5.3. For this purpose we assume the Hamiltonian and

genotopic elements

H = ip>p =^pT> p 5 T> = ieYt , <T = -ie^ 1
, (5.7.7)

whose genoexpectation values (Axiom <V>) yield exactly the same result as in Eq.

(5.3.12),

<H> = |/dv4«t>± p>p>$| = ie^kk. (5.7.8)

To study the internal compatibility of the genorepresentation for the

selected genotopic elements, we consider now the Lie-admissible form of the

equation of motion

il
t
H = Hq^T - T>)H, (5.7.9)

where H is the value of H(t) at t - 0.

It is then easy to see that the time genounit

t
t
= -*Ye" Yt H , (5.7.10)

yields the correct evolution in time

dH/dt = -yH. (5.7.11)

The reader should be aware that genoschrodinger representations have

considerable degrees of freedom in the selection of the Hamiltonian H and the

isotopic elements T> and T
t
> for each given system. The above example has been

mainly selected as a genotopy of the corresponding example in Sect. 1 1.5.3.

Numerous other genorepresentations of the same system are therefore

possible. Their study is left to the interested reader for brevity jointly with other

cases.

APPENDIX 5.A: MAKHALDIANI REPRESENTATION

By no means the isoscrOdinger and genoschrodinger representations exhaust all

possible representations of hadronic mechanics. Among various other possible

representations, we here select one due to Makhaldiani [10].

Let us consider first conventional quantum mechanics. Another treatment

known since the early states of the theory is the factorization of the

wavefunction

i{j(t)= v(t)i|;(0), (5.A.1)
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and the equations (h = 1)

i 3
t

v(t) = H v(t) , v(o) = I , (5.A.2)

where I is the unit matrix of the same dimension as that of the representation.

The resolvent can be written

vCt) = e
1
*
H = (2mT~ 1 j>dze~

itz /(zI-H) = (2iri)~
1 § dz R(z) e~

Uz
, (5.A.3)

where the integration path is counterclockwise on the real axis.

The reader can prove that resolvent (5.A.3) does indeed verify both

conditions(5.A.2)

Consider now the familiar structure of the Hamiltonian

H = K + X V , (5.A.4)

where K = i pp is the kinetic energy, V is a potential and X is a (real) coupling

constant.

Then, Makhaldiani's quantum representation is given by the equation

3R
= RvR, (5.A.5)

ax

under the values

R(z) = ( z I - H )~'
, R = ( z I - H r 1

. (5.A.6)

Equation (5.A.5) is fully acceptable for the description of a quantum

mechanical system. In particular, it permits novel treatments of conventional

problems, such as the perturbation theory. In fact, the equation can be easily

discretized in the form

Rk+1 = \ + Rk VRk (Xk+1 - Xk ), (5.A.7)

with perturbative series

ROO = 2kao Xk Rk , R(k+ i
= ( k + 1

)" l

Zk=0,..,n Rn v Rk-n - O.A.Sa)

R = (xl - H )" 1

, Rj = Rq v Rq , R2 = ( R v Ri + R\ v Rq ) / 2 , .... (5.A.8b)

Another interesting property of the Makhaldiani representation is that it

admits simple yet effective isotopies into hadronic mechanics. Consider the

isoenveloping operator algebra € with generic operators A, B, etc., isotopic

product A*B := ATB where T
t

is the time isotopic element and! = T" 1

is the time

isounit.
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Then, the time component of the isowavefunction solution of the

isoschrodinger equations admits the factorization

W= V(t)*$(0), (5.A.9)

and the equations expressed in terms of the timer isoderivative (h = 1)

i 6
t
v(t) = = il

t
vCt) = H * v(t) , v(o) = 1 . (5.A.I0)

where the isounit 1 evidently has the dimension of the representation.

The isoresolvent can be written in terms of the isoexponentiation

v(t) = e
itH

= l
t {e

itT
t
H

} - {e
iHTtMl =

= ferri)"
1 § dz e"

1

1

z
/ ( z! - H ) = (2Tri)"

1 § dz ft(z) e~
itz

, (5AM)

where the integration path is the same as before. Thus, Eq. (5.A.11) recovers
exactly the time component of the isowavefunction.

It is instructive to prove that isoresolvent {5.A. 1 1) does indeed verify both
conditions(5.A.I0)

Consider again the familiar structure (5.A.4). Then, Makhaldiani's

isorepresentation is characterized by the equation

Sfi 3R—- = \ = ft * v * ft , (5.A.5)

ax ax

under the values

ft(z) = ( zl - H )

-1
, ft = ( zl - ft r 1

. (5.A.6)

We have presented above the simplest possible case based only on the time
isotopic element and isounit. More general cases are possible via the use of

different isotopic elements for time and space.

We shall consider again Makhaldiani isorepresentation later on when
studying the regaining of convergence for divergent perturbative expansions.
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6: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES
OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND SPIN

6.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is generally assumed (see, e.g., ref.s [1]) that the SU(2)-spin symmetry
characterizes in a unique and final way the eigenvalues

J
2 |b> = j(j+ i)|b>, (6.1.1a)

J3 |b> = m|b>, (6.1.1b)

which solely admit the quantum numbers

j = CU 1 m =
j, j

- l,...,-j. (6.1.2)

The isotopies of SU(2)
51 have proved this assumption to be erroneous

because, while S0(2) is locally isomorphic to SU(2) for all isotopies of Class I, its

isorepresentations admit, among others, the eigenvalues

^ *
I
b > = IH + l]|6>, (6.1.3a)

D3 *
|
b > = m

|
b > , (6. 1.3b)

with generalized numbers

1 = ftb) j, j
= 0, i 1, ... , m = f(b) m, m =~j,~j -

1, .... (6. 1.4)

where f(b) is a (smooth) function of the characteristic quantities bk of the

underlying isospace such that f(l) = 1.

51 We shall use hereon the notation SO(3) and SU(2) for groupsand so(3)and su(2) for

algebras with corresponding isotopies S6(3)
,
S0(2), so(3)and su(2).
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In this chapter we shall review the (rather limited) theoretical knowledge of

the isotopies SfJ(2) of SU(2) spin or isospin available at this writing (early 1994). In

particular, we shall study first the isorepresentations (or isoreps for short) of the

hadronic angular momentum t, and then pass to a study of the isoreps of the

hadronic spin or isospin 1
The primary difficulties in the understanding and appraisal of the content

of this chapter are of conceptual, rather than of technical nature. Because of

protracted use by generations of physicists during this century, we are generally

inclined to assume the universal validity of the quantum mechanical angular

momentum and spin under whatever physical conditions, without the awareness

that these notions were specifically conceived and experimentally verified for the

exterior dynamical problem (i.e., point-like particles moving in vacuum under

action-at-a-distance interactions).

The objective of the covering notions of hadronic angular momentum and
spin is to study the orbital and intrinsic angular momentum for a particle in

interior dynamical conditions (i.e., an extended particle moving within the

hadronic medium composed by the wavepackets/charge distributions of other

particles), under the condition of recovering the conventional notions whenever
the particle exits the medium and returns to move in vacuum.

As an example, while the conventional notion describes the angular

momentum L of an electron moving in vacuum in an atomic cloud, or the spin J

of the proton as the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, the objective of the hadronic

angular momentum L is the study of the orbital motion of the same electron or

the spin of the same proton but when the particles are immersed in the medium
in the core of a star.

The mathematical differences between L and L or J and D are then

conceived to provide a quantitative representation of the physical differences of

the exterior and interior conditions considered. Equivalently, we can say that the

isotopies L L and J -> are conceived to provide a quantitative representation

of the deviations from conventional angular momentum and spin caused by
physical media.

When first confronted with this problem, a rather general tendency to

preserve existing notions is to pass to second quantization and treat the problem

via the related methodology including particle exchanges, Feynman diagrams, etc.

While the validity of such an approach as a first approximation of interior

conditions is undeniable, its lack of final character is beyond scientific doubts. In

fact, the treatment of the angular momentum and spin via second quantization

for a particle in interior conditions eliminates the very physical conditions to be

represented.

The primary emphasis in the conventional angular momentum is to

represent the stability of the orbits of the atomic electrons. On the contrary, one

of the primary problems of the covering hadronic notions is to represent the

instability of the orbits of an electron when in the core of a star to avoid a

quantum mechanical version of the "perpetual motion" whereby an electron can
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orbit in the core of a star with a conserved angular momentum. The transition to

second quantization has the effect of eliminating precisely the continuous
instability of the orbital motion, and reduce the problem to an infinite sequence
of locally stable trajectory, that is, approximating a continuously varying angular

momentum within the hyperdense medium with a sequence of conserved angular

momenta in vacuum.

At any rate, in this chapter we shall strictly avoid second (iso)quantization.

In fact the instability of interior orbital motion must be fully represented at the

level of first (iso)quantization. Only after acquiring such a consistent

representation, the passage to second (iso)quantization may be physically

meaningful.

But there are deeper geometric reasons to prevent an effective treatment

of interior problems via the transition to second quantization. As well known, the

geometric pillars of quantum mechanics are the homogeneity and isotropy of

empty space, as emerging in the structure of the Laplacian, the formulation of

SU(2), etc.

Some of the geometric pillars of interior dynamical problems are the

inhomogeneity and anisotropy of physical media, which have been embedded in

the structure of the isolaplacian of the preceding chapter and will be embedded
in the structure of S0(3) and SU(2) of this chapter beginning at the classical level,

and then persisting at the level of first isoquantization. The treatment of interior

problems of angular momentum and spin via conventional quantum methods,

whether of first or second quantization, implies the evident, complete elimination

of such basic characteristics of the medium in which motion occurs.

Additional more subtle reasons to construct a covering theory of angular

momentum and spin for interior conditions emerge after the reader has acquired

a technical knowledge of the topic and, particularly, in the novel physical

applications of Vol. III.

In summary, throughout the analysis of this chapter the reader is

encouraged to abandon the traditional notion of angular momentum and spin for

a point-particle moving in vacuum, and consider instead the motion of an
extended particle within a hyperdense medium.

As now familiar from the preceding studies, we represent the transition

from exterior to interior conditions via the isotopies of the unit I
-* 1 which is

restricted to be of class I (1 > 0) to ensure the local isomorphisms S0(3) *• SO(3)

and S0{2) ~ SU(2), as we shall see. The emerging structures S0(3) and S0(2) are a

covering of the conventional ones, in the sense that they admit the entire theory

of conventional angular momentum and spin for the particular cases

S0(3lj
=I

= SO(3) , S$(2\ = j
= SU(2), (6.1.5)

but admit in addition hitherto unknown novel properties for novel physical

conditions which simply cannot be studied via the conventional theory.
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The mathematical results of this chapter can be anticipated from the Lie-

isotopic theory of Ch. 1.4, particularly Sect. 1.4.7 on isorepresentations. In fact, all

possible isoreps of S0(3) or S0(2) can be divided into the following three primary

classes:

I) Standard isorepresentations. They are the simplest possible isoreps with

no deviation in the quantum eigenvalues, in which the structure of the theory is

generalized with general rules

3^*|b> = ] Q + 1) 1 6 >, 1 =
0, i 1, ... , (6. 1.6a)

33 *
|
b > = m

|
b > , m = ~j,~j " 1, "1- (6. 1.6b)

The standard isoreps can be constructed via the simplest possible

realization of Klimyk's rule (Lemma 1.4.7.5) which essentially states the following.

Let Sft be the adjoint representation of a (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra A and let

A be its isotopes of Class I. Then, up to degrees of freedom studied later on, the

regular adjoint isorepresentation ft of A is given by the rule

ft = ftl, 1 = T~' , det. T = 1. (6.1.7)

In fact, under the above rule we have the isotopy of the su(2) into the su(2)

algebra

[ Ji , Jj ] = Jj Jj - Jj Jj = ( \ T Oj - Oj T 3j ) T = e
ijk

Jk = e
ijk\ T,(6. 1.8)

that is,

from which the local isomorphism su(2) « su(2) is evident. The identity of the

isoeigenvalues with the conventional eigenvalues follows from the condition det

T = 1, as we shall see.

Far from being trivial, the standard isorepresentations of so(3) and su(2) are

intriguing indeed because, while coinciding with conventional representations for

all conceivable practical purposes, they admit novel, hitherto unknown degrees of

freedom which constitute a specific realization of the "hidden variables" X, as

anticipated in App. II. 4.C As an example, the standard isorepresentation for spin

occur for isospaces £(z,$,C), h = T8, T = diag. (g
l b g22) with gH = g22

~
l = X.

To illustrate the nontriviality of such hidden degree of freedom, we shall

show in Vol. Ill that, contrary to a rather popular belief throughout this century,

the isospin symmetry is indeed exact under weak and electromagnetic

interactions. In fact, the mass differences between protons and neutrons can be

represented via the hidden degree of freedom X, while the symmetry remains

exact and the physical masses are recovered identically under isoexpectation

values.
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Additional applications which are inconceivable with the quantum theory of

angular momentum and spin, but quantitatively treatable with the new one will

be presented in Vol. III.

II) Regular isorepresentations. They constitute a second level of

generalization with the first significant departures from quantum eigenvalues, in

which the spectrum of isoeigenvalues can be completely factorized into that of

conventional eigenvalues, e.g.,

2 *|d> = IC^HO + 1)] 1 6 >, 1 = 0,M, ... (6.1.10a)

3 *
1 6 > = K~ l

(b) m
1 6 > , m = 1,1 " 1

-~j
. (6.1.10b)

The above isoreps can also be constructed via Klimyk's rule although in its

most general form

£ = <RP, P = Kl, 1 = T" 1

, detT^O, 1, (6.1.11)

where K is a nonzero element of the field of real numbers R(n,+,x).

In fact, under the above rule we have the isotopy of the su(2) into the su(2))

algebra

[Ji.Jj] = Ji Jj -JjJj =K-2
(0iTDj - OjTDj)T = e

ijk Jk = €
ijk\T

(6. 1.12)

that is,

[ T Dj ] : = D
t
* Oj

- OjOj = OjTOj - DjTOj = K2 e
ijk

ak , (6.1.13)

from which the complete factorization of the isoeigenvalues as in Eq.s (6.1.10)

follows, as we shall see.

In Vol. Ill we shall sow that physical applications of the regular isoreps

require genuine interior conditions. As an illustration, we can easily represent

continuously decaying orbits in first isoquantization via realizations of the type K
- exp(yt). This illustrates the transition from the "quantum" structure of the

conventional formalism to the "continuous" structure of the covering isotopic

formalism.

Ill) Irregular isorepresentations. They constitute the broadest known
generalization implying the maximal possible deviations from quantum
eigenvalues and representing the most general possible interior conditions. They
occur when the isoeigenvalues are not completely factorizable into conventional

eigenvalues, i.e., are of type (5.1.10)

The irregular reps are not derivable from Klimyk's rule because the isotopic

algebra is obtained from the original one via nonunitary transforms

UUT - 1 = if ¥ I , T = ( UUf)" l = Tt, \ = UJk
ut, (6.1.14a)
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U[Jj, JjlU 1 = UtJjJj - Jj Jj)U [ =

= UJjU^Uutr'UJjUt = - UJjUttUU^UJjUt =

= ^TDj - tJjTJj = [ , Oj ] = e
ijk
UJk ut = e

ijk ^. (6.1.14b)

Note the Hermiticity of the emerging isotopic element T as well as the

preservation of the original structure constants (which ensure the local

isomorphism su(2) ~ su(2). Yet, as we hall see, as expected from the nonunitary
character of the transform, the spectrum of eigenvalues is structurally altered.

The studies under consideration originated with the proposal of the Lie-

isotopic symmetries of 1978, ref. [2], which also contains the first explicit

examples of the isotopic 0(3) symmetries. The first detailed studies of the 0(3)

symmetry were presented in papers [3] of 198552 . The isotopic S0(2) symmetry
was first identified in memoir [4] and then studied in detail in papers [5] which
presented some of the S0(2) theory reviewed in this chapter. The relation of S0(2)

with q-deformations was studied in paper [6], where the Klimyk rule first

appeared in print. The classical formulation was presented in monographs [7]

under the name of isorotational theory. Important studies by G. Eder on S0(2)

will be reviewed in Vol. III. Independent reviews are available in monographs [8,91

No additional contribution on the isotopies of SO(3) or SU(2) is available at this

writing to the author's best knowledge.

We are referring, specifically, to studies of the rotational and/or spin

symmetry which are essentially dependent on the generalization of the

conventional unit.
53 Other types of generalizations cannot be studied for

brevity, with the sole exception of the q-deformations which we shall briefly

consider in App. II.6.C.

The isodualities of SO(3) were first identified in papers [3], while the

52
Articles [3] were written in 1982, but published only in 1985 in the Hadronic Journal

because of truly unreasonable editorial obstructions by a number of journals (for a

detailed report, see p. 26 of ref.s [3]).

53
In regard to the paucity of independent papers in the isotopies of SU(2), despite its

manifestly fundamental character and numerous solicitations by this author, it is

appropriate here to quote J. V. Kadeisvili who, in page 247 of his review [9] states:

"We felt obliged to mention in the preceding sections the scarcity of
independent investigations on Santilli's isotopies. in fact, Santilli is the sole

originator (in 1978) and sole contributor in both the 6(3) and 0(2) isosymmetries

to this writing (1992) without any contribution by independent researchers.

At first, this author could not believe such an occurrence because the

rotational symmetry is the most fundamental part of all of contemporary
theoretical physics. The birth of a structural generalization of the rotational

symmetry with fundamentally novel capabilities was not expected to remain
ignored. But that's as it has been. In fact, library searches and consultations

with experts in the field have confirmed the lack of independent contributions

on the isosymmetries 6(3) and 0(2) up to this writing."
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isodualities of S0(2) were briefly indicated in papers [5]. No study on the isotopies

of the Legendre transforms, the spherical harmonics, the matrix representation of

the hadronic angular momentum, the genodualities of the rotational symmetry
and other topics has appeared in print prior to this presentation, to our best

knowledge.

6.2: ABSTRACT ISOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES OF
THE ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY

Let us begin by reviewing the isotopies of the conventional rotational theory54 at

the abstract level, that defined as the symmetry of the isosphere in three-

dimensional isoeuclidean space (Ch. 1.3).

The analysis of this section is not restricted to physical applications and it

will be therefore conducted for isotopies of Class III (characterized by
sufficiently smooth, bounded, nowhere degenerate, Hermitean isotopic elements T
which can be either positive- or negative-definite), with an unrestricted

functional dependence T = T(t, r, f, if, ...), including that in the local coordinates r.

This implies that the isosphere unifies all infinitely possible compact and
noncompact deformations of the conventional sphere, including all spheroidal

ellipsoids and all elliptic or hyperbolic paraboloids. In turn, the isotopies of the

rotational symmetry studied in this section will unify in one single, abstract

notion the symmetries of all these quadrics, as clarified in more details below.

The theory studied in this section will be restricted to Class I in the

physical studies of the subsequent sections and used as the foundation of the

operator studies of the subsequent sections.

Definition 6.2.1 [3,7]: The "rotational isotopic group" of Class 1 hereon

denoted 0(3), is the largest possible nonlinear, nonlocal and
noncanonical, simple invariance group of the three-dimensional

isoeuclidean spaces of Class HI (Sect. 1.3.3)

fi(rfSftl: % = Tit, r, f, ?,...) 6 1 = T_1 , (6.2.1a)

8 = diag. (1, 1, 1), det. T^O, T = tT
, fit = 8, (6.2.1b)

r5 = (rpr) = (rf 8r)1 = (8r,r)l = 1 (r» = (r* 8,^)1, (6.2.1c)

characterized by. the right, modular-isotopic transformations

54 The literature on the conventional rotational theory is truly vast indeed. One
may consult, e.g., ref.s [I] for introductory presentations and ref.s [10-12] for

more advanced treatments.
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r' = We)*r = &(9)Tr, T = fixed, (6.2.2)

under which they are isolinear, isolocal and isocanonical (App. II.4.C),

where the 6's are the conventional Euler's angles, with elements We)
verifying the isoorthogonaiity conditions

= & =1, (6.2.3)

or, equivalents $ = ft
-1

, and verify the rules for a Lie-isotopic group

We) * We') = We') * We) = We + e), We) * W-e) = Wo) = 1 = t I (6.2.4)

Equivalently, the isorotational group 0(3) can be defined as the

isosymmetry of the isosphere in E(r,S,R), e.g., in the diagonal

realization

S = diag.(gu ,g22,g33) (6.2.5a)

r
2 = {y

x %u t
1
+ x2 %22 x2

+ r3 g33 r3 )l = inv. (6.2.5b)

where the gkk quantities can be either positive or negative.

By using the general rules of the Lie-isotopic theory (Ch. 1.4), the

isogroups55 0(3) results to be a tridimensional simple Lie group which can be
constructed from the sole knowledge of the original group and the isometric 8,

i.e., via the original parameters and generators of 0(3) and the isotopic element T.

From Eq. (6.2.3) it is easy to see that isorotations satisfy the conditions

det ( ^ T ) = ± 1. (6.2.6)

Therefore, 0(3) is characterized by a continuous semisimple subgroup
denoted S0(3) for the case det(Wr) = +1, and a discrete invariant part for the case

det ($T) - - 1 representing isoinversions (see below).

The realization of the infinitely possible S0(3) subgroups is the first

application of the Lie-isotopic theory we encounter in this volume. First, the

liftings SO(3) -+ S0(3) imply the preservation of the original parameters, the

Euler's angles,

55 The rotational "group" is unique, whether in abstract or in a specific physical

application. On the contrary, the isorotational group is unique at the abstract level, while

admitting infinitely different realizations evidently depending on the explicit form of the

isometric. The situation is similar to the Minkowski "space", which is unique, versus the

Riemannian "spaces" which are infinite in number owing to their infinitely possible,

different metrics.
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e = {elf %, %}, (6.2.7)

with the understanding that they are now elements of the isofield &(§,+,*) of
isoreal numbers h = rit (Ch. 1.2) and must therefore be written h = el

Nevertheless, their product with an arbitrary quantity Q coincides with the
conventional product, §*Q = 6Q. Whenever the Euler angles multiply other
quantities, we can therefore continue to use the ordinary form e. Their range is

also remains the original one for isotopies of Class I, but not of Class III (see

below).

Second, the lifting SO(3) S0(3) implies the preservation of the original

normalized basis
|
b >, < b

|
b > = 1 (Proposition 1.3.2.1), although expressed in the

form
|
b > = T *| 6 > requested by the isonormalization <b|*|b> = <b|T|b>

= 1. We shall then assume as generators of S0(3) the conventional adjoint

generators of SO(3) in the familiar form

/ o o o \ / -1 \ / 1 \
Ji =

I 1 I, J2 =( )
, J3

= -1
\ -1 / V I 0/ V /

(6.2.8)

The abstract enveloping associative algebra £ of the so(3) algebra is now
lifted into the isoform £ (Sect. 1.4.3) characterized by the isounit 1, the
conventional (ordered set of) generators (6.2.9), and all their possible polynomials,
resulting in the infinite dimensional basis (isotopic Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt
Theorem 1.4.3.1)

£(so(3)): I, Jk, Ji*Jj(i^j), Ji*Jj*Jk (i ^ j ^ k), (6.2.9)

The isocommutation rules of the isorotational algebra so(3) , first studied
in ref. [3], are expressible in a variety of forms. The realization given in the

original derivation is given by

[ Ji r jj ] = jj * jj
-

jj * jj = jj t jj t jj =

= t
ijk

(t, r, r, ...) * Jk = C
ijk

t, r, r, ...) Jk (6.2. 10)

where

C
ijk

= e
ijk gkk(t,r,f,...) (6.2.11)

are the structure functions (see Sect. 1.4.5 and the isocartan tensor of Eq.s

(1.4.4.24)). The tensor e
t jk

is the conventional totally antisymmetric tensor
characterizing the structure constants of so(3). Additional realizations via

redefinition of the generators will be provided below.

The connected isorotational groups S0(3) are obtained via an
isoexponentiation in £ (Corollary 1.3. 1A), resulting in the expression
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m = l^*%*{e J2
*%*ie

J3*\
(6.2.12)

* t t

whose explicit form will be studied in the next section. The preceding expression
can be rewritten in the conventional associative envelope f; of so(3) for
computational simplicity

«a-<n e/kt9k n=i(n e,

ektJk
)
=

k=l,2,3 |£ k=l,2,3
|£

=
f

E(9)]l = 1[S%]. (6.2.13)

Note that in Eq. (6.2.12) we have the identities Jk
*§k = JkT6kl = J^. Thus, the

unrestricted, integro-differential element T appearing in the exponent of Eq.

(6.2. 12) originates from the isoexponentiation and not from the isoangles \.
The isorotations can then be written in the simpler form

r' = ft(0)*r = 3(6) r, (6.2.14)

which is used in practical calculations. The understanding is that the
mathematically correct form remains the isotopic form (6.2.13) to prevent the

violation of linearity, transitivity, etc.

Note that the sole unknown in structures (6.2.12) or (6.2.13) is the explicit

form of the isotopic element T, i.e., the explicit functional dependence of the
diagonal elements gkk in T = diag. ( gu , g22 , g33 ). Note also that expression

(6.2.12) holds for an arbitrary functional dependence of gkk ,
including a

dependence in the local coordinates, as well as an integral dependence on all

needed quantities. Note finally that the convergence of isoexponentials (6.2.12)

into finite, explicitly computable transforms is ensured by the convergence of the

original exponentials under the topological conditions of Class III. Thus, all

isorotational transformations of Class III are explicitly computable in a finite

form (see below for examples).

The discrete part of 0(3) is characterized by the isoinversions

fr*r = 7rr = -r, (6.2.15)

where tt characterizes the conventional discrete components of 0(3). It is easy to

verify that the isocasimir invariants of 0(3) (Sect. 1.4.3) are given by

CCl) = = Jk *Jk , C(2) = it, (6.2.16)

because, as one can see
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[Jk TJ
2

] = [ Jk Ttt] = 0, k=l,2,3. (6.2.17)

This confirms that the isoinversions constitute a discrete invariant isosubgroup

of 0(3), as in the conventional case.

The notion of isorotation groups is turned into that of isorotational

symmetries by noting that isotransforms (6.2.2) leave invariant, by construction,

the separation in £(r,$,&) (see Theorem 1.4.6.1)

A = r-^ijfi = r^ijrj = r
2

, (6.2.18)

owing to the property (Theorem 1.4.6. 1)

S - h, (6.2.19)

which is identically verified for all possible metrics S of the class admitted, plus

similar identities for the isoinversions.

The capability for the isorotational symmetries 0(3) to leave invariant all

possible deformations of the sphere then trivially follows from invariance (6.2.18).

The understanding is that, on more rigorous grounds, the isorotations are the

symmetries of the isosphere because defined on the isoeuclidean space.

Isorotations are easily computable from Eq.s (6.2.12) via the use of the

conventional parameters (6.2.7), the conventional, regular representation of the

angular momentum components, Eq.s (6.2.9), and realization (6.2.5a) of the

isometric, S = diag. (gu , g22, %3$- As an example, an isorotation around the third

axis is given by [3]

i" = £(93) * r = %) r =

, cos [e3(g, lg22)
4

] g22 (gl lg22r* sin[e3(gl {
<g22i]

=
\ -gll(gllg22^sin[e3(g llg22 )

i
]

cos[e
3(gllg22

)*]

Note the characterization of the isoangle

% = e3 A* , A = det T = gu g22 . (6.2.21)

Note also the possibility of reformulating isotransforms (.6.2.20) in terms of

isotrigonometric functions

cos % = gl f* cos 1

9

3 (

g

L L
, g22 )

*
3 , (9.2.22a)

sin &
3 = g22

-i
sin [ 6g (

g

L ! , g22 )
4

] , (6.2.22b)

(see App. I.6.A for details).

We learn from the results of this section that the crucial dependence (6.2.21)

)(0 (6.2.20)
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of the isoangle originates from the very structure of the isotopic lifting of the
rotational symmetry.

In turn, lifting (6.2.21) is predictably at the origin of the isotopic

generalization of the eigenvalues of the quantum mechanical angular momentum
and spin, as we shall see.

The verification that isotransformations (6.2.20) do indeed leave invariant
the isoseparation (6.2.18) is a simple but instructive exercise for the interested

reader.

The isodualities were first studied in ref.s [3] via the the classification of all

possible isotopes 0(3) of Class III. Such classification can be done in essentially

two ways. First, we can classify all possible deformations (6.2.18) of the sphere
and classify them into compact and noncompact hypersurfaces. Alternatively, we
can classify directly all simple groups 0(3) into compact and noncompact
structures. To reach a full classification within the context of the isotopic

methods, we need the following

Definition 6.2.2 [3]: Let Iti(x,g,ft) be a (finite-dimensional) isospace

on the isorea! field ft(n,+,*). Recall that the corresponding isodual

isospace (Sect. 1.3.2) is characterized by

Md
(x,g

d
,ft
d

): g
d = -g, 1 -ld = - 1 (6.2.23)

Let G(n) be an n-dimensional Lie-isotopic isosymmetry of the

isometric g of ltf(x,g,&). Then, the corresponding "isodual

isosymmetry" G^n) of g
d

is the symmetry of the isodual space

Ivl
d

(x,g
d

,ft
d

), i.e., the isosymmetry constructed with respect the

isodual isounit l
d = -1

,

d
(n), l

d = -1. (6.2.24)

Similarly, the conventional group of rotations 0(3) on E(r,8,R) admits an
isodual image called isodual rotational symmetry 0^3) which is the group of
isometries of Ed (r,8,R

d
), first identified in ref . [3].

It is evident that Od(3) is antiisomorphic to 0(3). Note however the essential

and necessary role of the isotopies of Lie's theory for the very conception and
construction of isodual groups. In fact the isodual structure Od(3) demands bona
fide isotopic commutators with a nontrivial isotopic element T = (-1) which, as

such, cannot be possibly formulated with the conventional Lie theory.

Finally, to avoid misinterpretation of the isodual symmetry Od(3) one
should have a knowledge of its underlying isodual space E d

(r,8
d
,R
d

), that is, a

space whose basic unit is negative (Ch. 1.2). This implies the inversion of all

quantities, including their modulus i.e.
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0(3): |r|R >0 - (Ar): |r|
Rd

= -|r|<0 (6.2.25)

To understand the classification of 0(3) one should further recall from
Sect. 1.3.4 the unifying power of the notion of the isospaces of Class III. In fact,

the three-dimensional isometrics S of Class III include in their classification all

possible conventional (Hermitean) metrics of the same dimension, such as:

1) the conventional Euclidean S = diag. (1, I, 1)

2) the Riemannian metric 8 = g(r) = T(r)S,

3) the (2+I)-dimensional Minkowski metric 8 = TS = diag (1, 1, -I),

4) the Finslerian metric 6 = 8{r, r),

as well as all their infinitely possible isotopies and all their infinitely possible

isodualities.

Thus, the isotopic methods of Class III unify the Euclidean, Minkowski,
Riemannian, Finslerian and all other possible spaces of the same dimension into

one, single, abstract, geometric structure, the isospace fi(r,$ft). Their separation

must be <imposed> via suitable restrictions, such as that for the isounit to be
positive-definite (Class I), or of being negative definite (Class II), etc.

With the above notions in mind, we are now in a position to present the

following results

Theorem 6.2.1 (Classification of 0(3) [3]): All possible isogroups

0(3) of Class III (characterized by sufficiently smooth, bounded,

nowhere degenerate and Hermitean , but not necessarily positive-

definite isounits 1 are given by:

1) The conventional rotational group 0(3) with unit I = diag. (1, 1,

1),

2) an infinite class of nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical
"isorotational groups" properly speaking those isomorphic to 0(3)

occurring for sig. ! = (+,+, +
),

3) the conventional Lorentz group in (2+l)-dimension 0(2.1) with

isounitl = diag. (1, 1, -1),

4) an infinite class of nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical
isolorentz groups in (2+lhdimensions 0(2.1) isomorphic to 0(2.1),

and occurring for sigt = (+, +, -),

5) The isodual rotational group 0%) with isounit I
d = diag. (-1, -1,

-1),

6) an infinite class of isodual isorotational groups 0^3) * Od (3)

characterized by sig 1 = (-, -, -),

7) the isodual (2+l)-dimensional Lorentz group 0^2.1) with isounit

l
d = diag. (-1,-1, Wand
8) the infinite class of isoduai isolorentz groups 0^(2,1) « d

(2.1)

characterized by sig. = (-, - +)

We have recalled before the unifying power of the isotopic techniques for
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metric or pseudo-metric spaces. The corresponding unifying power for Lie

groups is expressed by the following:

Lemma 6.2.1 [3]: The simple abstract isogroup 0(3) of Class III

unifies all compact and noncompact three-dimensional simple Lie

groups of Carton's classification

A similar property holds for the isotope 0(4) (see Ch. II.8) which unifies all

simple six-dimensional Lie groups of Cartan's classification. This unifying
property has been conjectured to exist for all simple Lie-groups of a given
dimension on a field of characteristic zero, but it has not yet been proved until

now.56

The above classification can also be reached via the use of the isocartan

form of Definition 1.4.4.3 which identifies the compact and noncompact elements
of 0(3) which, in turn, can then be classified into isogroups and isodual isogroups.

But perhaps the most suggestive classification is that of the basic invariant

(6.2.4b) given by all possible isotopic elements

T = diag. = diag. (

g

t b g22 , g33 ) = ( ± b^, ± b2
2

, ± b
3
2

), (6.2.26a)

bk = bk(t, r, r, f, ...) > 0, k =
1, 2, 3, (6.2.26b)

which implies the following classification of hypersurfaces

r = +r
l
b

l

2
v

l
± r2 b2

2
r2 ± rgb^rg > 0. (6.2.27)

One then recognizes the following geometric structure which evidently
corresponds to the classification of Theorem 6.2.1:

1) the sphere in E(r,8,R) with T = diag. (+1, +1, +1),

2) the infinitely possible ellipsoidical deformations of the sphere with T -

diag.C+b^, +b
2
2

,
+ b

3
2

),

3) the hyperboloid with T = diag. (+1, +1, -1) in two-dimensional Minkowski
space M(x,T|,R),

4) the hyperboloids of one sheet (elliptic paraboloids) with T = diag. (+b,
2

5) the isodual sphere in isodual space Ed (r,8
dRd) with T = diag. (-1, -1, -1),

6) the isodual ellipsoidical deformations of the sphere with T =diag. (-b,
2

-b2
2 -b3

2
),

7) the isodual hyperboloid with T = diag. (-1, -1, +1) in isodual Minkowski

56 The reader interested in this problem should keep in mind that Theorem 1.2.7.1 on
the isotopic unification of all possible fields has been worked out and presented in Ch. 1.2

precisely as a foundation for this possible isotopic unification and, more specifically, for

the possibility of including the exceptional, simple Lie groups.
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space Md
(x,T)

d
,R
d

), and

8) the hyperboloids with two sheets (hyperbolic paraboloids) with

T = diag.(-b,
2
,-b2

2,+b
3
2

).

THE ISOSPHERE

Figure 6.2.1: A schematic view of all possible hypersurfaces in three dimensional

Euclidean space which are unified by the isosphere of Class III in isoeuclidean

space and left invariant by the isogroup 0(3) of the same class, as per their original

derivation by the author in ref. [3]. The classification includes the conventional

sphere, the oblate and prolate spheroidal ellipsoids, the elliptic paraboloids, and the

hyperbolic paraboloids. When formulated in an isoeuclidean space E(r,S,ft) of Class

III, all these figures become perfectly spherical. By no means, such a unification

exhausts the notion of isosphere. In fact, we remain with the isosphere of Class IV

which is a novel geometric notion because the semiaxes tend to zero but, jointly,
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their related isounits tend to infinity. Note that the isosphere of Class IV contains

all possible compact and noncompact cones. Finally, we have the isosphere of Class

V which encompasses all preceding notions and provides additional novel
geometric concepts, such as the isosphere whose unit is a step-functions or a

lattice or a distribution. The notion of the isosphere used in these volumes is

rather limited and restricted for simplicity to that of Class I, which includes only

the ellipsoidical deformations of the sphere. Nevertheless, more general realizations

of the isosphere will emerge rather naturally when studying more advanced
geometric notions, such as the isodual gravitation for antimatter and its possible

connection with ordinary gravitation of matter.

What is remarkable is that all these surfaces are unified into one abstract

notion, that of isosphere of Class III (see Fig. 6.2.1 for additional details).

It is an instructive exercise for the interested reader to verify that

isotransform (6.2.20) apply for all the above quadrics. One can begin by verifying

that isotransforms (6.6.20) characterize, first, compact SO(3) transforms for T =

diag. (I, 1, 1) and noncompact SO(2.1) transforms for T = diag. (I, I, -1). In the

latter case the trigonometric functions become hyperbolic and the range of the

parameters becomes evidently infinite.

It is then equally instructive to verify that the same isotransform (6.2.20)

characterizes isodual compact and noncompact structures SOd(3) and SOd(2.1)
for Td = diag. (-1, -1,-1) and = (-1, -1, l).

It is finally instructive to verify that the same isotransform (6.2.20)

characterizes the isotopic structures SO(3) and S0(2.l) for trT = (+, +, +) and trT =

(+, +, -), respectively, as well as their isoduals ScAs) and S0d(2. 1) for trT - (-, -, -)

and trT = (-, - +), respectively. This illustrates the unifying power of isotopic

transformation theory.

As we shall see throughout this volume, the isotopies of the rotational

symmetry have fundamental implications in various branches of physics. Their

use in this chapter will be quite restricted and limited to the ellipsoidical

deformations of the sphere. Nevertheless it may be useful to point out an
example of application for the explicit construction of the space-time
symmetries of conventional Riemannian separations, such as those of the

familiar Schwartzschild's line element in three-dimension

(4.2. 16), i.e.,

ds
2 = (l-2M/r)

_1
dr2 + r

2
(d8

2 + sin
2
© d*2) (6.2.28)

It is important for the reader to verify that the isorotational symmetry
0(3) constructed with isotopic element

T = diag. ( (1 - 2M/r)
_1

, r
2

, r
2
sin

2
6 ) , (6.2.29)

i.e., for the isometric elements
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gn = (l-2M/r) 1

,g22= r
2

, g33 = r
2
sin

2
9, (6.2.30)

leaves invariant line element (6.2.28).

The explicit form of the symmetry transformations has already been
computed and is given by Eq.s (6.2.20) for all infinitely possible Riemannian
metrics in three space-dimensions.One must merely plot the Riemannian gkk
elements in isotransforms (6.2.20) without any additional calculation or
verification, because the invariance of the Riemannian line element is ensured by
the Fundamental Theorem on Isosymmetries 1.4.6.1. In Ch. II.9 we shall then
study the invariance of all corresponding Riemannian metrics in (3+0-
dimensions.

What we have proved is therefore the following:

Lemma 6.2.2 [3]: All infinitely possible Riemannian line elements with
metric g(r) in three space-dimensions are invariant under the rotational

symmetry.

The results of this section are important to illustrate a property indicated
in Ch. 1.4, that the isotopies of Lie's symmetries do not create new Lie symmetries
(because all Lie symmetries over a field of characteristic zero are known), but
provide instead new nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonica! realizations of known
Lie symmetries.

In fact, the historical difficulties in computing the symmetry
transformations of the Schwartzschild line element in the needed explicit form
are due precisely to its nonlinearity in the coordinates. These difficulties should
then be compared with the simplicity of the explicit form (6.2.20) produced by the
isotopic methods, as well as the universality of the solution for all possible
Riemannian metrics g(r).

But the restriction of the applications of the isotopic methods only to

Riemannian spaces is grossly unjustified, owing to the arbitrariness of the
isometric. We reach in this way the following

Lemma 6.2.3 [3]: The isorotational symmetry also constitutes the
symmetry of the isoriemannian spaces of the interior gravitational

problem in three space dimensions (Sect. 1.3.6) with the most general
possible isometrics g = g(t, r, f, f, p. t, n, ....) with a nonlinear, nonlocal-
integral and noncanonical dependence on time t, coordinates r

,

velocities r, accelerations t, density p., temperature t, index of
refraction n and any needed additional variable.

As we shall see in Ch. 9, the introduction, apparently for the first time, of a
"universal symmetry" for gravitation has rather profound implications for the
entire theory.
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6.3: ISOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES OF CLASSICAL ANGULAR
MOMENTUM

From now on, unless otherwise stated, we restrict our attention to the isotopes
0(3) of 0(3) properly speaking, those of Class I with sig. 8 = (+1, +1, +1), 8 > o, as
well as to the isoduals

d
(3) of Class II with sig. 8 = (-1,-1,-1), 8

d < 0. The
terms isorotations and isorotational symmetries shall therefore be restricted to
isotopes locally isomorphic to the conventional rotations (see below for a
characterization).

By recalling that all nonsingular Hermitean and positive-definite matrices
can be diagonalized, all isometrics of the class considered can be written in the
diagonal form

8 = T8 ^ t = diag.tt^
2 b2

2,b
3
2

), bk = bk(t,r,f, ?,...)> 0, (6.3.1)

which is assumed hereon as our basic form. In essence, the isotopies we are
studying characterize the deformations of the sphere

r
2 = r

l
r' + rV + r

3^ > 0, (6.3.2)

into all infinitely possible compact (ellipsoidica I) forms

r
2 = r

k bk
2

r
k = +r'b

1

2
r

1 + r
2 b2

2
r
2
+ r

3
D3

2
r
3 > 0, (6.3.3)

which are the only one achievable in the physical reality.

Some of the main properties of isorotations can then be expressed as
follows:

Theorem 63.1 [3]: The groups of (compact) isosymmetries 0(3) of all

infinitely possible ellipsoidical deformations of the sphere on the
isoeuclidean spaces £(r,S,ft), verify the following properties:

1) The groups 0(3) consist of infinitely many different simple groups
corresponding to the infinitely many possible deformations of the
sphere (explicit forms of the isometric), Eq. (6.3.3);

2) All isosymmetries 0(3) are locally isomorphic to 0(3) because of
the positive-definiteness of the isounits; and

3) The groups 0(3) constitute "isotopic coverings" of the conventional
group 0(3) in the sense that:

3.a) The groups 0(3) are constructed via methods (the Lie-isotopic
theory) structurally more genera! than those of 0(3) (the conventional
Lie's theory);
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3.b) The groups 0(3) represent physical conditions (deformations of
the sphere; inhomogeneous and anisotropic interior physical media; etc.)

which are broader than those of the conventional symmetry (perfectly
rigid sphere; homogeneous and isotropic space; etc.); and

3.c) All groups 0(3) recover 0(3) identically whenever 1 =
I and they

can approximate the latter as close as desired fori « I.

It is generally believed in both the mathematical and physical literature
that the rotational symmetry is broken by ellipsoidical deformations of the
sphere. This is yet another belief disproved by hadronic mechanics. In fact, we
have the following:

Corollary 6.3.1A [3]: The rotational symmetry is not broken by
ellipsoidical deformations of the sphere, but it is instead exact, provided
that it is realized at the covering Lie-isotopic level with respect to the
isounit 1 = 8 l

.

Note that the conventional <rotations> are indeed no longer a symmetry of
the deformed sphere. Corollary 6.3. l.A therefore focuses the attention on the
difference between the violation of a symmetry in conventional spaces and its

exact validity for the corresponding isospace.

We encounter in this way another example of reconstruction of an exact
space-time symmetry when believed to be broken. The same reconstruction
holds in a variety of cases for all remaining space-time symmetries, e.g., for the
Galilei and the Lorentz symmetries, as we shall see in the next chapters.

Note that the isorotations can be explicitly written in E(r,8,R)

r' = &(9) * r = He) 8(t, r, f, i\.J r = S(t, r, f, f, ...) r (6.3.4)

and therefore result to be intrinsically nonlinear. This is due to the fact that the
functional dependence of the isotopic elements is completely unrestricted by the
isotopies, thus having the most general possible functional dependence gkk

=

\ (t, r, f, i\ ...) which enters in the arguments and coefficients of the
trigonometric function in Eq.s (6.2.20). We therefore have the following

Corollary 6.3.1B [3]: While conventional rotations are linear, local and
canonical transformations in E(r,8,R), isorotations are isolinear, isolocal

and isocanonical in E{r,S,R), but nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical
when projected into E(r,8,R)

A further important result is the isotopic generalization of the conventional
Euler's theorem on the general displacement of a rigid body with one point
fixed which we can express via the following:
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Theorem 6.3.2 [3]: The general displacement of an elastic body with
one fixed point is an isorotation 0(3) of Class I around an axis through
the fixed point

The above theorem illustrates the use of the classical isorotational
symmetry for the characterization of deformable bodies [7].

ISOROTATIONS AS A THEORY OF DEFORMABLE BODIES

FIGURE 6.3.1: A schematic view of the central features of the isorotational
theory 0(3) of Class I: the capability of providing the invariance, first, of
spheroidal ellipsoids and, then, of all their infinitely possible deformations, by
always preserving the local isomorphism with the conventional rotational
symmetry 0(3). Thus, the conventional theory of rotations is a theory of rigid

bodies, as well known from undergraduate courses in physics, while the
theory of isorotations is a theory of elastic and deformable bodies. This
feature is at the foundation of the notion of <isoparticle> we shall study later

on in Ch.s 11.8 and. 11.9.

For comparative purposes with the following operator treatment, we now
briefly outline the classical realizations of isorotations. First, let us consider the
three-dimensional isoeuclidean space E(r,S,ft). Its local coordinates are usually
assumed to be contravariant and we shall write r = {r

k
}, k = I, 2, 3. The simplest

possible case is evidently that with the characteristic b-quantities independent on
the local coordinates, but dependent on time t, velocities f, accelerations t and
any needed additional quantity, in this case we have the isometric with
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covariant indices

s = (§ip =ra = diag-to^.b/.bg2
), avar = o, bk > o, (6.3.5)

with contravariant form

= (Syr 1 = diag.(b-
2

, t^bf2
) , s

ik
skJ = &y (6.3.6)

We consider now the isocotangent bundle {isophase space) T*£(r,S,fi) with
local coordinates a = {a^} = (r, p) = flc, pk ), (i = 1, 2 6, where the linear
momentum pk is contravarianU as usual. The raising and lowering of the indices
therefore follows the rules

rk
= \^ = b\2

r
k

,

pk = gki
p . =

Dk
-

2pk (637)

The Lie-isotopic brackets (II. 1.4. 13) then assume the simple form

r . ,
3A 3B 3B 9A

[ATB] = lPn IP,

arP
q

9Pq 9rP
q

aPc7q

9A n 3B 3B 8A

>k. k
bk

2
v\ 2

. (6.3.8)
9rk 3pk ar^

K
3pk

To identify the Lie-isotopic algebra so(3), let us compute first the classical

fundamental isocommutation rules which are readily given by

/ [r
1

:^] [r^pj \ / 1 \

r - iw - , )
- (fiMV) -

( - )• (6 "3 -9)
^ [Pi, rJ] [p., p.] / V -1 /

showing the isotopy I -+1 as in Eq.s (II.3.1.11). However, when considering the
isocommutation rules between q and pj we have

/ En T rj] Er
t
T Pjl \ / I \

I J I J,
(6.3.10)

V
[Pi : rj] [p.? p.] / V -I /

Lemma 6.3.1: The classical isocommutation rules between q and pj
coincide with the conventional, canonical ones.

Next, we introduce the generators of the Lie-isotopic algebra so(3) which, by
central assumption, are given by the conventional, contravariant generators of
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0(3), 57

J
k = e kiJr

lPj = e^b^r'pj. (6.3.11)

The above quantities are called the components of the Birkhoffian angular
momentum [7] to emphasize the fact that they characterize a generalized notion
defined on Tftr&ft) rather than on T*E2(r,8,R).

In particular, the magnitude of the Hamiltonian angular momentum is

given by the familiar expression J
2 = J

k
Jk = s*J JkJk , while the magnitude of the

Birkhoffian angular momentum is given by58

J
S = J*J= J**^ = gUj^jj =S«J,TJj. (6.3.12)

Next, the following isocommutation rules are readily computed

[J*:*] = ^j rj
, (6.3.13a)

[ J
k

T Pj 1 = ekii Pj , (6.3.13a)

and evidently coincide with the conventional ones.

The desired classical isorotational algebras so(3) are then given by [3p
9

so(3): [J*r jj] = j*
f (6 .ai4)

namely, the isocommutation rules of so(3) have the same structure constants as
for the conventional so(3). This establishes the local isomorphism so(3) » so(3) ab
initio. For different classical realizations one may consult ref.s [3,7].

The isocenter of the enveloping algebra £ is given by the isomagnitude of
the Birkhoffian angular momentum, C = J

2
, as expected. In fact,

Unlike the operator case to be considered soon, note that the quantities r' and pj here

are ordinary functions and, thus, they do not require the isotopic product r'*pj. Note also

the subtle but important differences of the indices of h -
(fyj),

I =
(1^) and T = (TjJ).

Thus, only the tensor or its inverse 6*J used for lowering or raising indices.

58
J is in this case an isoscalar, that is, a scalar quantity in isospace. For this reason it

must be contracted in the form O
2 = D

k
*Dk . In other cases encountered later on, this

condition is not required, and the isocasimir isO
2 = J

k
*J
k

59
Isocommutation rules (6.1.14) disprove another popular belief in Lie's theory, that the

compactness or noncompactness of an algebra can be ascertained from the structure

constants. In fact, the structure constants e
1-^ are those of the compact&M algebra,

yet isoalgebra (6.1.14) can represent the noncompact so(2l) algebra for T = diag. (l, I, -l).

The latter possibility has been excluded from the physical studies of this and of the
following sections by restricted the isotopic element to be of Class I.
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[J
2
: J

j

] = 2ekijjkjj g
(6 315)

The desired classical isorotational group S0(3) can then be expressed [3,6]

where the exponentials are expanded in the conventional associative envelope £
for simplicity.

Note the true realization in structure (6.3.16) of the notion of isotopic
lifting of a Lie symmetry, consisting of the preservation of the original
generators and parameters of the symmetry, and the isotopic generalization of
the structure of the Lie group itself via the liftings

I 1.

The computation of examples is straightforward. For instance, a (classical)

isorotation around the third axis is given by [3]

r' = &(e3)*r = S(63)r = [6.3.17)

I
x' xcosfegtybo) - y b2 b 1

"
l

sin(e
3bi

b2) v

I y' )
= ( xb! b2

"
1

sin(e
3b1

b2) + ycosfegb^)
J.

z' z

The invariance of the deformed sphere under the above transformation is then
trivial.

We now compute a general isorotation which brings a point P on the
isosphere to an arbitrary point Q. Its projection in Euclidean space is the
transformation of a point P on an ellipsoid into another arbitrary point Q of the
same ellipsoid (Figure 6.3.1). As in the conventional case (see, e.g., ref. [12], Sect.

1.2), such a rotation can be computed via three successive isorotations:

1) An isorotation ft^) of an angle =6[ in the (x, y)-plane such that s $,
^2ir,$

1
= b

1
b2(|),

, x' . cosf^b^) - b2 bf
I

sin(<f)
I
b

l
b2) , , x ,

y
y'

)
=
\
bib^'sm^b^) cos^b,^) j( y

J
, (6.3.18)

z' 1 z

2) An isorotation ft(e) around the polar axis z of an angle 6 = e9,such that
0*©*ir,B = b39,

(
y' ) = (o cos(9b3) -b^'sin^) y (6.3.19)

z' b3 b2
"

l

sin(9b3) cosObg) z
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3) An isorotation in the (x, y)-plane with angle = % such that

, x' cos^b^) - bgbi^sin^b^) .

/
x .

^
y'

j
=^ b, b2

"
1
sin((f>2b 1

b2) cosf^b^)
J

( y
J

. (6.3.20)

z'
1 z

We therefore have the general isorotation on the isosphere

r
'
= 0, ) * r = a^) * a(e) *^ * r = 9, ^ ) r , (6.3.21a)

(x' v - [cos$! cos $2 "Sin $! cos© sin $2]

y
' I = ( [tyb^ksin^ cos$2

+ cosfy cose sinbfy)]

z ' [sin© sin$2J

hb
I

"
I

b2 (cos$
1
sm$2 -sin$l

cosBcos$2)] [bf'bg sin^ sine] x

[^"^(sin^ sin $2 + cos^ cos© cos$2)] \~b2~% c°s$i sin©]
J

( y 1

[b^-1
sine cos$2] [cos©] z

i = biMi. e = b3 e , $2 = Dl b2 ^ . (6.3.21c)

The inverse general isorotation is then given, as in the conventional case
[12], by

r = &(TT-ci>2,e,TT-(|>2)*r'. (6.3.22)

Note that for S $ {
2= 2tt, * Q == tt and * $2 ^ 2tt, the corresponding

angles^ 8 and ^ have different values. This is due to the fact that the angles
<!>!, and <j)2 are those measured in our Euclidean space, while the isoangles $ lt

©
and $2 are those measured on the isosphere.

The above relationship between isoangles and angles has been derived from
the general rule studied in ref. [7]

$ |Birk
=

<J> \UarrPlh - (6.3.23)

according to which the isoangle $ = bfoty for a deformed sphere is such to
restore the conventional angle of the perfect sphere.

In different terms, the rotation $ on a deformed sphere, when
represented by the isotopic Euler's theorem via the b-quantities, is compensated
by the isorotation in such a way to reproduce the angle $ of rigid rotation of
the perfect sphere. We shall encounter the same rule several times in the
remaining studies and will have opportunity to study it in more details.

Note also that for all isosphere of class I, the isoangles are real (not so for
Class HI as studied in the preceding section).

The representation of a continuously decaying angular momentum is

notoriously not possible with conventional rotations, but it is readily achieved by
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the isorotations with a functional dependence of the type = exp{-yt}, under
which we have

jk = e-7tekijri

p ,. (6324)

This illustrates the type of argument of the trigonometric functions of the
isorotations one may encounter in practical applications.

The isodualities of the classical rotational symmetry have been studied in
ref.s [7] and they will be assumed as known.

The S0(3) invariant isomeasure, invariant isointegration and other aspects
will be studied in the subsequent operator parts of this chapter.
The study of the conditions for a classical Hamiltonian to be isoinvariant under
0(3) is instructive [7]. Its operator counterpart will be studied in the next chapter.
The extension of the theory to b-functions with an arbitrarily nonlinear and
nonlocal dependence also on the coordinates is instructive.

6.4: ISOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES OF
QUANTUM ANGULAR MOMENTUM

The isoquantization of the preceding classical isotopies is straightforward via
the techniques of Ch. II.2, as originally done in ref. UL Assume for simplicity that
the isotopic element G of the Hilbert space 3£ coincides with the element T of the
isoenvelope £, and assume that it is of Class I.

The carrier space is chain the isoeuclidean space E(r,8,fl) which is here
assumed with isotopic elements in the diagonal form T = diag. (b

L

2
,
b/, b/)

independent on the local coordinates. The local coordinates are the usual
contravariant components r = {r

k
}, k =

1, 2, 3. As in the preceding section, the
coordinates in their covariant form are then given by rk

= 8
ki r

s = bk
2
v\

Consider then the isooperator form of the momentum, Eq.s (11.3.1.10a)

Pk *|$> =-iVVil$> = -ibk
-2 Vk |$>, k-1,2,3, h=l. (6.41)

The fundamental operator isocommutation rules are then given by (En s
(II.3.1.11), i.e.,

[r
1

rrfl*|*> = [piPpjH^O, [r
1

,p
J
]*|$>-ib

1

"2
8

i

J
* |$>, (6.4.2a)

[rj Tr-j] *
1
4; > =

[ PiPpj] *
|
0> > = 0, Ir

1,p
J
]»|$> = i Sf

j
*

| $ > , (6.4.2b)

whose equivalence to the classical forms (II.6.2.9) is manifest. Note also that the
isocommutation rules for r

s
and p

i

coincide with the conventional ones, in a way
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fully parallel to the corresponding classical occurrence.

The hadronic angular momentum components are then given by

D
k = e

kiiriPj = e^bjVpj, (6.4.3)

where the coordinates are assumed as ordinary numbers and the momenta as
isooperators (or viceversa in the momentum representation) 60

.

We therefore have the isoquantization of isocommutation rules (II.6.3.13)

[3
k :rj]*|$> = e

ki
J rj *

| $ > , (6 .4.4a)

[3
k

: Pi ]*|$> = ekij Pj *|^>, (6.4.4a)

which evidently coincide with the conventional ones. The
The desired operator isorotational algebras are then given by [3,4]

so(3)
:

= eijk
3
k
*|$>, (6.4.5)

and their structure constants again coincide with the quantum mechanical form,
thus establishing the local isomorphism so(3) ~ so(3).

The operator isocasimirs are given by

d°>=i e<
2>= ^-^oi, (6.4.6)

which are manifestly equivalent to the classical ones.

The above results therefore establish the algebraic equivalence of classical
and operator isorotations. In particular, the explicit form of the isorotations
coincides with the classical ones (II.6.3.17), and the same result holds for other
aspects.

Most importantly, the emerging operator rotational theory is that for
deformable spheres (Fig. II.6.3.1). As we shall see, this property is ultimately at the
foundations of the new notion of particle characterized by hadronic mechanics.

As indicated in Sect. II.6.1, the most important difference between
quantum and hadronic angular momenta is of conceptual nature, and given by
the fact that the former occurs for a particle moving in empty space, while the
latter occurs, by conception, for an extended particle/wavepacket moving within
a hadronic medium.

While the conventional theory is local, and results in the known discrete
spectrum of admissible stable orbits, the hadronic theory is nonlocal, and
monotonically varying orbits are now allowed, as we shall see momentarily. To
put it differently, one of the objectives of the hadronic angular momentum is to

Recall that the assumption of r as an isoscalar r would not alter the definition of
hadronic angular momentum because r * p = r p.
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avoid the perpetual motion implied by quantum mechanics whereby an electron
can orbit in the core of a collapsing star in a locally stable orbit.

6.5: ISOREPRESENTATIONS OF S0(2) AND THEIR ISODUALS

It is best to initiate the study of the isorepresentation theory with the case of the
one-dimensional S0(2) isogroup. To proceed in stages, in this section we shall be
as elementary as possible. A more rigorous definition of isoreps is given in the
next section, jointly with the notion of isounitarity and other topics, when
studying S0(3). No contribution in the topic has appeared as of this writing (early
1994) and the isoreps of SC-(2) are apparently introduced here for the first time.

Let us recall from Ch. 1.6 the notions of isodifferential, isoderivative,
isointegral and isoexponentiation with respect to an independent variable cf>

given respectively by

/d* = 0, e* = {e*
T
*)V (6.5.1)

where the independence of the isounits from
<J)

is hereon assumed. 61

The fundamental problem in the construction of the irreducible isoreps of
S0(2) is the identification of the underlying isotopic element T^ or isounit 1^ =
T^

.
In fact, the knowledge of permits the identification of the isomeasure

which, in turn, permits the rigorous treatment of the spectrum of eigenvalues.
The correct expression of the isounit 1^ of S0(2) in the isogauss plane can

be identified as follows. Consider the two-dimensional isoeuclidean space

Ur,hM £ = T8, T = diag.tb, 2 ,^2 ), 1 = T~ l = diag. ( bf
2

,
b2

"2
) , (6.5.2a)

r
2 = (xb,2 x + yb2

2 y)l e ft(n>,*)- (6.5.2b)

As studied in Ch. II.5, the isogauss plane is the image of the above space under
the isopolar coordinates

x = rbf'cos^, y = rb2
_1

sin$, (6.5.3a)

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, drag effects generally depend on velocities, rather than
coordinates. Thus, the dependence of the isounit 1^ which is most important for physical

applications is that on the derivative (angular velocity) <p = d(f>/dt which is admitted in
expressions (6.5.1) and in the rest of this section. The case with a functional dependence
of 1^ on $ is left to the interested researcher.
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r = (xb^x + yb22 y)
,/2

, $ = bi b2 <J> . (6.5.3b)

From the above expressions we see that, as known from App. I.6.A, the
isotopic element and isounit of the isogauss plane are given by

= b,b2 = (detT)1/2
, l

#
= rfl = (b,b2 )

1/2
. (6.5.4)

The construction of the isoreps of S0(2) is then consequential and it is given
by a simple isotopy of the corresponding reps of SO(2) (see, e.g., ref. [10], Ch. II).

Recall that in the conventional case the irreducible reps' are one-
dimensional and are given by 9X<j>) = exp(iM(f)) where the exponentiation is that in
the enveloping algebra of #so(2)]of the Lie algebra so(2). In particular, SO(2) is

defined on the unit circle in the conventional Gauss plane.
Along similar lines, the covering S0(2() symmetry can be constructed as the

invariant of the isocircle in the isogauss plane. By recalling from Sect. 1 1.4.7 that
the isotopies do not alter the dimensionality of the representation, it is easy to
prove the following

Lemma 6.5.1: 77ie "irreducible isoreps" or S0(2) are given by the
isoexponentiation in the isoenvelope of the s6(2) isoalgebra

^) = e
iM 4 = {e

iMbiM)V (6.5.5)

which do not verify the group laws, but rather the covering isogroup laws

m * n$) = w *m = & , m * *h>) = m) = iA . (6.5.6)

Lemma 6.5.2: The isoinvariant isomeasure of S0(2) in the isogauss
plane is given by

a<[> := T^dcf) = (b!b2 )d<(). (6.5.7)

Proof. Let 4> be a point in the isocircle and let
<t>' be its image under the

action of S0(2). Then, the necessary and sufficient conditions for an isomeasure
d<J> to be isoinvariant under S0(2),

^4> = d<J> ^ a*' = T^dcf>', (6.5.8)

are met iff T^ = b
l
b2 . q.e.d.

It is then easy to verify the following isoorthogonality property

(2-n-r
1 / a** e^ne'** =
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= (2Tr)-'/d${e iM *}(e 1N *}l^= = VMN . (6.5.9)

Recall that the conventional irreducible reps of SO(2) must be normalized to
I and be such that SR(2tt) = s(0) = 1 for various reasons of consistency [10]. By the
same token, the irreducible isoreps of S0(2) must be isonormalized told, , as in
isogroup laws (6.5.6) and be such that M2tt) = H0)=\.

Lemma 6.5.3: The admissible value of the hadronic number M in the
irreducible isoreps &(<$>) = exp{iMt|>} of S0(2) is no longer discrete, and
are characterized by the hadronic spectrum

U = T^M = b!b2 M = 0, 1,2,.... (6.5.10)

Proof. The isorep &(2tt) can be explicitly written

to) = e
lM2TT

= [cos(Mb,b2 2Tr) + isin(Mb
1
b2 2Tr)]'I

ct)
, (6.5.11)

and they can verify isonormalization condition &(2tt) = 1^ iff the hadronic
spectrum (6.5. 10) holds. q.e.d.

We now study the isoeigenvalues of the hadronic angular momentum.
Consider an isohilbert space with isonormalized isostates

3t: <$1$> = <(J>m|T
(}) |$n>1 4) -^SmS . \<Pm> = e

iM * (6.5.12)

As we learned in Ch. 1 1.5, the hadronic angular momentum in the (x, y)-plane in

polar coordinates admits the realization

d h
Lz*l$M> = ~i\— \$M> = "I— I*m>. (6-5.13)

3<f> dq>

Lemma 6.5.4: The isoeigenvalues of the hadronic angular momentum
in the isogaussian plane are given by

Lz*l$M > = lcf,M |$M >

M = 0, 1, 2, ... , D

We encounter in this way the fundamental property according to which the
discrete quantum mechanical number Mqm = 0, 1, 2, ... of SO(2) is mapped under
isotopies into a continuously varying hadronic numberM^m

M tit

$M > = —
|$M >.

°lb2 D

= (detT)1/2 = b! b2 .

(6.5.14a)

(6.5. 14b)
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Mqm = 0, 1, 2, ...
-+ MHM = Hqm / ( det T r 2

. (6.5. 15)

As a simple example, the isoeigenvalues Mhm = n^2, n = 1, 3, 5, .... are

admitted in hadronic mechanics under the full preservation of the irreducible

character of the isoreps as well as of the isosquare integrability and isounitarity

(see next section). By comparison, the value M = n/2 are prohibited in quantum
mechanics (see, e.g., Biedenharn and Louck [1 \\ the Note in p. 319)

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, this departure from quantum mechanics

permits fundamentally novel predictions for interior conditions such as a novel

structure model of hadrons with ordinary massive particles as constituents, the

prediction of a novel source of "hadronic energy", and other advances which are

not even conceivable in terms of quantum mechanics, let alone treatable in the

quantitative form needed for experimental verifications.

We close this section with the following

Lemma 6.5.5: The regular and irregular irreducible isoreps of S6{2)

coincide (the isoreps being one-dimensional), while the standard

irreducible isoreps are characterized by the "hidden variable"

b
{
= b2

_1
= X. (6.5.16)

In fact, under the above value we have T<j, = 1^ = 1 and the hadronic

spectrum coincides with the conventional one. Nevertheless, the isotopic theory

permits an explicit and concrete realization of the hidden variable X which simply

cannot be identified with quantum mechanics. As we shall see in Vol. Ill,

hadronic mechanics therefore permits novel applications even in the case when
the conventional spectrum of SO(2) holds.

We now outline the isodual irreducible isoreps of S0d(2). To understand

them, the reader should keep in mind that conventional positive angles and
positive eigenvalues have no meaning under isoduality. The basic carrier space is

now the isodual isoeuclidean space

£ d(r,Sd,fi
d

>. 8d = Td8, Td = - diag. ( b,
2

,
b2

2
) , l

d = (

T

d
)

_1
= -1

, (6.5.17a)

r
2d = (-xb! 2

x - yb2
2 y)t d ^ r

2
e Rd

(n
d
,+ *d

) . (6.5.17b)

The isodual isogauss plane is the image of the above space under the isodual

isopolar coordinates

x = rbf'cos^, y = rb2
"

1 sin$d , (6.5.18a)

r = (xb
L

2
x + y b2

2
y)

1/2
, (|>

d = - b
i
b2 *j> (6.5.18b)
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Note that in the above isodualities the local coordinates remain formally

unchanged, although they are now defined with respect to a negative-definite

unit and, therefore, they do implicitly change in sign. The isoangles change in

sign, as indicated earlier. However, they are now defined with respect to a

negative-definite unit and, as such, they remain essentially invariant.

To illustrate this point, let us consider a conventional positive angle
<J>,

which is defined with respect to the conventional unit +1. The lifting to the

isoangle
<J) $ = T^ implies no actual change of the value of the angle because

the unit is lifted in the amount inverse of the deformation, 1-^1^ = T^
-1

. For

the case of isoduality we have essentially the same occurrence. In fact, we have
the conjugation = while the unit is also jointly changed in sign, 1^ 1^
= -1^. In conclusion, both the isotopies and isodualities of the angle

<J)
preserve

their original value. On the contrary, the local coordinates a, y, and the

magnitude r do change in sign under isodualities because they are preserved

unchanged in structures (6.5.17) and (6.5.18).

From the above expressions we see that the isodual isotopic element and
isodual isounit are given by

= -Dtb2
=" (detT)1/2

, 1% = (T^)" 1 = -(b^) 1 '2
. (6.5.19)

The isodual irreducible isoreps of SOd(2) are then characterized by the

isodual isoexponentiation

= (e
iMT

* <t'n% = -m. (6.5.20)

with isodual isoeigenvalue equation62

d 9d

<$|*d Ldz = K*| -l
d

<t>

= i<$|—r= (6.5.21a)
1

a$ 9$
d

- Ivl
d - Ivi

d

= <^>|(-Md l
d

(t)

) = <<b| |$M > =<$| — , (6.5.22b)
- b

:
b2 Dd

and isodual isoeigenvalues

Md = 0,-1,-2,..., Dd =- (detT) 1/2 =-b
{
b2 . (6.5.14b)

The interested reader can then easily derive the remaining properties under

62 One should recall from Sect. 1.6.3 that the states
| $ > of an isohilbert or other

isospace change into their conjugates < $ |
= (

\ $ > f under isoduality. Also, the basis

of SO(3) changes sign under isoduality, t\ - - Lz, as the reader is encouraged to verify.
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6.6: ISOLEGENDRE FUNCTIONS, ISOSPHERICAL HARMONICS,
ISOREPRESENTATIONS OF S0(3) AND THEIR ISODUALS

We now study the isorepresentations (or isoreps for short) of the three-

dimensional S0(3) isogroup. No contribution in the topic has appeared as of this

writing (early 1994) to our best knowledge63 . The isoreps of S0(3), including the

first identification of the isolegendre polynomials and isospherical harmonics, are

therefore introduced here for the first time.

The basic carrier space is the three-dimensional isoeuclidean space

£(rM): S = T8, T = diag. (b^ , b/, b3
2

) , 1 = diag. ( bf
2

, bf2
b3
"2

) , (6.6. la)

r
2 = (xb[2 x + yb22 y + zb3

2 z)l e k(h,+ *) , (6.6.1b)

when written in isospherical coordinates

x = r b{~ 1
sin u cos $ , y = r b2

-1
sin ^ sin $ , z = r b3

~
l cos § , (6.6.2a)

r = (xb^x + y b/y + zb3
2
z)1/2, a - b3 8, $ = b

t
b2 <|>. (6.6.2b)

The isogroup S0(3) can be first introduced as the isosymmetry of

isoseparation (6.6.1b) (Sect. II.6.2). Consider an isorotation of an angle a along a

given axis g = g(a) e S0(3). The image of the point r = (r
K
} = {x, y, z) under g is

given by the isoorthogonal isotransform

r' = g *r , f k = g
ki Ty H

, g*gl = g
l
* g = 1 , (6.6.3)

(where t denotes transposed), with identity isotransform 1 e S0(3)

r' = l*r = T_I Tr = r. (6.6.4)

Consider now a conventional isofunction f = ?(r) = f(r)t on fi(r3,ft). Let be

the isotransformation of the function f(r) corresponding to g. It is then easy to

prove the following result as an isotopy of the conventional case (see, e.g., re. [12],

Sect. 1.5)

^*T(r) ^ftg-^r). (6.6.5)

°° We are here referring, specifically, to the isotopic case. On the contrary, there exists

a considerable literature on the so-called q-special functions which are reviewed in App.

II.6.D.
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Similarly, it is easy to se that the succession of two isotransforms £g and
verifies the rule

^ * ^ . *?(r) = t(g
_1

* g '

~
l
* r) . (6.6.6)

We therefore have an isolinear isorep g ^ of S0(3) because at each

element g of the isogroup there corresponds an isotransform such that

^g*^' =
^g*g'' ^ =1- (6-6.7)

The S6(3) isogroup can be constructed as the isosymmetry of the isosphere

of unit radius r = 1. In this case, the isofunctions f have the dependence f(G, <|>)

and the isotransforms (6.6.5) read

^*m<t>) = (6.6.8)

Consider now an isorotation g = g(ct) e S0(3). A simple extension of Lemma 6.5.5

yields the following

Lemma 6.6.1: The isomeasure on the isosphere dQ(0, <J>) which is

isoinvariant under S0(3), dQ(9, $) = 30(6', <}>'), is given by

<iO(e,<|>) = sinfc aeacf) = sintTeGHTedeHT^) =

= b
{
b2 b3sin§ded4> = sin§ded$, (6.6.9)

We consider now isofunctions ?(6, <J>)
which are isosquare integrable (Ch.

1.6) on the surface of the isosphere. Their isoproduct is given by

( * ) = Jo sin& d§ d$ *
|
t(8, $) |

2 = JQ sin(Te e) d(Tee) dtT^) fleT$) * f(e,
<J>)

•

(6.6.10)

The invariant character of the isomeasure then implies the property

(&g*V^*f2 >
= JoSin(T9f ^d(Teffd(T^0l7M>0*^e',<t)') =

= JosintTeeJdfTedcKT^T^))*^*) = (IW- <6 -6 - ll >

We therefore have the following

Lemma 6.6.2: The isoreps of S0(3) are isounitary with respect to

the isoproduct (6.6.10).

We now construct the irreducible isoreps of S0(3) acting on
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isofunctions t(6, for given isoweights (Ch. 1.4). The explicit form of #l| has

already been calculated in Ch. [1.5 and it is given by the hadronic angular

momentum isooperator

*g*t = tt
2 *t, Lz *f), (6.6.12)

in realizations (II.5.6.12) or (II.5.6.19). Our task is therefore reduced to the

identification of the isobasis f(6,
<f>)

which we here call isospherical harmonics

and denote with the symbol Y(8, <j)) because they are the isotopic image of the

conventional spherical harmonics Y(9,
(f>)

[1,10-12] although now defined on the

isosphere.

In the conventional case, the irreducible reps of SO(3) are characterized by
the spherical harmonics YL

M
(6, <|>), where the weight is L = 0, 1, 2, .... and the

dimension is 2L+1 as characterized by the values M = L, L-l, -L.

We know from the isorepresentation theory of Lie-isotopic algebras that

the isotopies do not alter the dimension of a given irreducible rep. Therefore,

before doing any calculation, we can anticipate that the isospherical harmonics

preserve the above dimensions, that is, we must expect that they are

characterized by an isoweight L - 0, 1, 2, .... with dimension 2L+1 characterizable

with the number Ivi = L, L-l, -L, and we shall write Y^(9, where the indices

L and L, M and M have been differentiated to avoid confusions.

Our task is now to find the explicit form of the isospherical harmonics and,

above all, their deviation from the conventional form. For this purpose we recall

the following properties

-e iM^iMT/e iM
*, — e™* = iMeiMt

», — e
iM* = M.e 1^

d<p a$ 3$
v

(6<6>13a)

3 3 3
cos© = -Te sin6, —- cose = -sin§, cose = i1

fl
sinB

39
(6.6.4b

& 36
6

(6 .6 . l3D)

=1)^2 ,Te «bj, T<p ^ Tq , (6.6.13c)

and similarly for sin 9.

The transition from the conventional to the isotopic reps is essentially

characterized by the lifting from the conventional sphere to the isosphere which,

in turn, is realizable via the liftings 6 -> T96 and $ T^, plus proper

isonormalizations. These simple rules permit the introduction of the following

Definition 6.6.1: The "regular isolegendre polynomials" are given by

dM
f> L
M

(x) = l e
—= (\~x2 f/2 p-jJx2 - if, x = cos©, (6.6.14)

2
L
Ll dx L+M

and the "regular isospherical harmonics" are given by
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o , ( L - M > ( 2L + 1 ) ,1/2 x~ ,a 1l(b
t r%, > =V* V») »(i) L

M
tcos (re e )]

*
e e

flV
\ 4-rr(L + M)! / (6.6.15)

wfiicfi are defined for the hadronic spectrum

L = Lb
3
= 0, 1, 2, Iti = M b

t
b2 = L, L - 1, ..... - L . (6.6.16)

As one can see, the above expressions exhibit the conventional functional

dependence only referred to the isoangles 6 and <j>, plus different coefficients

requested for the isorenormalization. Despite such simplicity, the isotopies of the

angles 6 -* 6 =T96, <(>-*$ = T^ty are sufficient to require a redefinition of the

quantum numbers, as desired.

It is easy to prove the following isoorthogonality property

P^QiT^t^'iT^)^ = 6DC 8ifr U , (6.6.17)

which confirms the correct value of isomeasure (6.6.9).

We now recall realization (II.5.6.I9) of the hadronic angular momentum in

isospherical coordinates, i.e.,

i f i a a l d2 \
L2 *? r-1 sin© + -ft (6.6.18a)

D2 L
sin 6 36 36 sirfe 3$

2 J

= - i bf 1 b2
_1— Y = -i—— t , (6.6.18b)

3$ D 3$

D = [detT] l/2 = b
l
b2 h3 = TqT^. (6.6.18c)

Lemma 6.6.3: The "regular irreducible isoreps" of S0(3) are given, up to

isotopic degrees of freedom, by

L2* Y£.ti= D-2 L(L+1)Y^
, L>b3 L, (6.6.19a)

= —5 Y(0L
M

= — ?L
ffl

. (6.6.19b)

V D

As one can see, Eq.s (6.6.19) characterize regular isoreps because, according

to our definition (Sects 1.4.7 and II.6.1), the deformation of the quantum numbers

is completely factorizable. These isoreps are sufficient for innovative physical

applications, such as for the novel structure model of hadrons indicated in the

preceding section and for the corresponding prediction of a new form of

hadronic energy.
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Even though the isotopies are axiom-preserving and the structures S0(3) and

SO(3) coincide at the abstract level, Lemma 6.6.3 shows that hadronic mechanics

implies a structural departure from quantum mechanics. In fact, even though the

dimensionality of the representation remains unchanged, the conventional integer

spectrum for the orbital angular momentum is mapped under isotopies into a

continuously varying spectrum

(6.6.20)

The simplest possible example illustrating the structural departure from

quantum mechanics is given for the value

for which, as one can see, the hadronic angular momentum decays continuously

in time to the null value. This confirms the avoidance of the "perpetual motion"

for particles orbiting within physical media, as desired. We assume the reader is

aware of the fact that "orbital angular momenta with continuously varying

eigenvalues" are prohibited in the conventional, quantum mechanical SO(3)

symmetry [10-12].

We should keep in mind that Lemma 6.6.3 is defined for one particle within

a hadronic medium considered as external, thus resulting in an open

nonconservative system.lt we consider an isolated collection of hadronic

particles, then the isotopic addition of hadronic angular momenta must be

subjected to the constraint of reproducing conventional total eigenvalues, as

studied later on in this chapter. This is due to the need that nonconservations can

only be internal mutual exchanges, but always such to verify total conservation

laws for systems isolated from the rest of the universe.

By no means the preceding regular isorep is unique. Consider the general

isospherical coordinates (II.5.5. 14), i.e.,

x = rB22
_1
sinuBn

~
l
cos$, y = rB22

_1
sinu B 12

_1
sin<l) , z = rB21

~
l cos§, (6.6.22a)

D = exp { y t }

.

(6.6.21)

^ ~ B
ll

B
12 9» $

= B21 B22 * » (6.6.22b)

T
cf>

" BU B
12 " T9 ~ B21 B22-

We now recall realization (II.5.6.12) of the hadronic angular momentum

(6.6.22c)

(6.6.23a)

Lz *t = -i (6.6.23b)
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3$ 3$

Corollary 6.6.3A: Another form of the regular irreducible isoreps of

S0(3) are given by

1 & . S 1 ^
sin

2 § $$
2L

I sinfc & 3?> sin
2

fc U2
J

2f
i a a t

02
i m

= VL(L + I) V*> (6.6.24a)

= "'"^"^ = "^"^"^ = (6 "6-24b)

Note in the above structure that the factorization depends on the identity

= B|iB(2 = = B2lB22 which, in turn, depends on the selection of the general

isospherical coordinates. In fact, for the ordinary isospherical coordinates we
have in general Te = bg T^ = tyt^.

Corollary 6.6.3B: The "standard irreducible isoreps" of S0(3) are given

by isorep (6.6.24) with Te = = 1 which is therefore expressible in term

of the "hidden variable"

B
ll

= B
12

_t = B
2l

= B22
_1 = X

-
(6 -6 -25)

Note that the standard isoreps can also be obtained from isorep (6.6.19) for bj

= b2
_1

= X and b3 = 1.

We therefore confirm the extension to S0(3) of the isotopic realization of a

"hidden variable" for S0(2) in the preceding section. This result has rather deep

physical implications studied in Vol. III. At this point we note the following

Corollary 6.6.3C: The conventional orbital angular momentum with

spectrum L = 0, 1, 2, M = L, L-l, -L is in actuality characterized by

three quantities, the conventional expressions L and M plus an

arbitrary nowhere null "hidden variable" (or "hidden function")\

Ang. Mom. = ( ( L, M, X ), L = 0, 1, 2, M = L, L-l, -L, X e R(n,+,x), X * } (6.6.26)

The irregular irreducible isoreps of SO(3) (those in which the hadronic

spectrum is not completely factorizable into the conventional one) are unknown
at this writing. This indicates the expected existence of other forms of

isolegendre and isospherical harmonics whose study is here left to the interested
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reader.

In closing this section, note that the irreducible isoreps of S0(3) are a

covering of the corresponding irreducible reps of SO(3) [10-12]. In fact, the latter

are recovered identically fori = I = diag. (1, 1, 1). The classification of all possible

irreducible isoreps of SO(3) therefore includes the conventional ones as particular

cases. When studying S0(3) the reader should therefore keep in mind that the

conventional setting is preserved in its entirety and merely add new
formulations which are not treatable with conventional theories.

We now outline the isodual irreducible isoreps of S0d(3) as a direct

generalization of those of S0d(2) of the preceding section. The basic carrier space

is the isodual isoeuclidean space

£d(r,Sd ft
d

): 8d = Td
8, T4 « - diag. ( b^ , b,

2
, b3

2
) , l

d = (

T

d )" 1 = -% (6.6.27a)

r
2 = (-xb!2

x - yb22 y - zb32 z)ld = r
2 e ft

d
(n
d + *d), (6.6.27b)

when written in isodual isospherical coordinates

x= rbf 1 sin&d cos $
d

y = r b2
_1

sin§d sin $
d

z = rb3

_1
cos§d (6.6.28a)

r = (xb^x + yb/y + zb32 z)l/2 ^ = -b3 8, <|>

d = - b2 <|> . (6.6.28b)

The isodual isotopic elements and related isounits are therefore given by

Td
e = -b3, 1% = -b^, l e = "V \% = "V (6.6.29)

The isodual isogroup S0(3) is the isosymmetry of the isodual isosphere r^
d

.

Note that the latter coincides with the isosphere, r24 » r
2

. But all numbers are

now defined on isodual isofields. We therefore expect that the isodual irreducible

isoreps are characterized by the same spectrum of S0(3) although changed in sign.

In fact, we have Ldz
= -L

z
and L2d = - L2 with equations for the isodual

hadronic angular moments

{10 9 1 9
2

1 1

rsin?)d— + —
f H0 (6.6.30a)

sint>
d 9$d 9?)

d sin¥ 9$2dJ T^
Sd 9

tt*df^ = i
?t_- = itt—1<L . (6.6.30b)

9<t>

d
9$

d *

The isodual isolegendre functions and isodual isospherical harmonics are

then constructed with respect to the isodual isoangles and related isounits and

they are defined for the isodual spectrum

ll
d = Td

e L = 0, -1, -2, Md = T4 M = - L, -L + 1 + L . (6.6.31)
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The isodual regular irreducible isoreps of SO^te) in general isospherical

coordinates are given by

ft *d L2d = ?t ( - Ld ( Ld + 1 ) T/"2 ) (6.6.32a)

Yt*d^ = ?t(-MDd
~

l

) (6.6.32b)

The interested reader can work out the remaining aspects such as the

isodual regular isoreps, standard isoreps, isomeasure, etc.

6.7: ISOREPRESENTATION OF su(2) AND THEIR ISODUALS

We now study of the isotopic 0(2) symmetries first introduced in ref. [4] and

then studied in detail in ref.s [5,6]. They can be defined as the largest possible

nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical, simple, Lie-isotopic symmetries of the

complex two-dimensional isoeuclidean spaces

£(z,$,0: z = {z
i
,z2 ), h = T8 = T = diag. (g u ,

g

22 ) = S|>0, (6.7.1a)

z
2 = zti Sjj(t, z, z|, ...) zj = z

{ gn z
{
+ z2 g22 z2 = inv. (6.7.1b)

C = C(c,+ *), 1 = -r l =B_l = diag.(g
11

"
l

,g22
"

l)>0. (6.7.1c)

Introduce the isohilbert space with isoinner product and isonormalization

3t: <ufv> = <u|T|v>l, <u|u>=l. (6.7.2)

Then, the isosymmetry 0(2) can be defined as the Lie-isotopic group of isounitary

operators on 3t

0*0t = Cft*0 =1 =T_I = h~\ (6.7.3)

and can be decomposed into connected, special isounitary isosymmetries S0(2)

for

det(OS) = + 1, (6.7.4)

plus a discrete part which is similar to that for 0(3) and which is here ignored.

The connected S0(2) components admit the realization in terms of the

generators\ and parameters 6k
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= e^
,UkJk = l(e

IWk ' Jk
} = {e

IJk ^k
n , (6.7.5)

under the basic conditions

tr Gk h ) = 0, k = 1, 2, 3. (6.7.6)

The isoreps of the isoalgebras su(2) were studied in ref.s [4] for the case in

which, by specific requirement, the isocommutation rules have the same
structure constants of SU(2), i.e., for the rules54

su(2) [OiTDj] = OjSOj - OjBOi = ie
ijk 3k . (6.7.7)

which establish the local isomorphisms S0(2) ** SU(2) ab in/t/o.

Let
|
b^^ >, k = 1, 2, .. d, be the d-dimensional basis of su(2) and let

|
bk

d > be the corresponding isobasis of S0(2) with isoorthogonal conditions

< Dj
d

|
*

|
bj
d > =

8jj , i, j
=

1, 2, n. (6.7.8)

As in the conventional case, and D3 are a maximal set of isocommuting

operators and they can therefore be simultaneously diagonalized. Also, recall that

they remain Hermitean under isotopy because of the identity of the isotopic

element of the isoenvelope and of the isohilbert space assumed earlier (see Sect.

1.6.3 for details).

By noting that the isocasimir is

$ = Zk (6.7.9)

by putting as in the conventional case

D± = Di ± 32 , <6 -7 - l0>

and by repeating the same procedure as the familiar one (see, e.g., any of ref.s

[10-12D we have

V|bk
d> = bk

d
|Dk

d >, (6.7.11a)

M We are now in a position to elaborate on the used symbols. In general, the symbol Jk

denotes the physical angular momentum components, as in Eq.s (8.25), in which case the

structure constants of SfJ(2) are ejjk t^
-2

, as in Eq.s (8.30). On the contrary, the

redefined angular momentum components are indicated with the symbol \, as in Eq.s

(8.31), in which case the structure constants are the conventional ones €jjk , as in Eq.s

(8.32).
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2 *|bk
d > = b^fb^-Olb^ >, (6.7.11b)

d =
1, 2, .... k = 1, 2, .... d,

under the restrictions

bid s -bd
d

, K2 = b^tt^-l) ^ bd
d (bd

d + 1). (6.7.12)

The expected consequence is that the dimensions of the isoreps of SO(2)

remain the conventional ones, i.e., they can be characterized by the familiar

expression

n = 2j+ 1 = 0, 1,2, ... (6.7.13)

as expected from the isomorphisms S0(2) « SU(2).

However, the explicit form of the matrix representations are different

than the conventional ones, as expressed by the rules [4]

O^jj = ^ i < bi
d

| * O- - 0+ ) =*
|

bj
d
>, (6.7.14a)

2 hj = ii<f>i
d l*(0--O+)*|Djd >. (6.7.14b)

(D3 )ij
= <b

i

d |*a3 *|bj

d >f (6.7.14c)

under the condition identified earlier

tr(Dk S) = 0, k= 1,2,3. (6.7.15)

The explicit construction for the most important two- and three-dimensional

isorepresentations are studied in the next sections.

Note that, unlike the realization of SO(3) in terms of isospherical harmonics

(where we assumed the independence of the isotopic element from the local

variables), the matrix isotopies of SC(2) studied in this section leave the the

functional dependence of the isotopic element T = diag. (gn , g22 ) > completely

unrestricted. Thus the characteristic quantities gj^ have a general nonlinear and

nonlocal-integral dependence on time t, the local t, z, z, z and their complex

conjugated, the wavefunctions 8$, 99$ and their Hermitean conjugated, as well

as a dependence on the local density p. of the medium in which the particle

considered is immersed, its temperature t, and any other needed quantity,

§kk * Skk^' z
- % d$, 33$, t, ...) > . (6.7.16)

under the condition of recovering the value g^ = 1 when motion returns to be in

vacuum, e.g., for null density of the interior medium, \i = 0.
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This functional dependence is important to understand the transition from
the rigid and perennial notion of spin of quantum mechanics to the notion of

hadronic spin studied later on in this and in the following chapters, which is a

locally quantity dependent on the local characteristics of the physical medium in

which it is immersed.

The isodual irreducible isoreps of S0d(2) are particularly simple in matrix

form because they merely change sign.

6.8: ISOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES OF PAULI'S MATRICES

Some of the most celebrated matrices of quantum mechanics are given by the

familiar Pauli matrices (see any of ref.s [1,10-12]) as the adjoint (or fundamental

or regular) irreducible reps of the SU(2) algebra

CTl=
( i o )'

°2=
( . ~o h3

=i 'o -,)'
(6a °

which verify the properties under the conventional associative product of the

envelope £(su(2))

CT| Oj = -
i ok , (6.8.2)

with commutation rules

[ oj , <7j ] - o"j Oj - o-j (Tj = - 2 i eyfc ak . (6.8.3)

and familiar eigenvalues for the maximal commuting set

ct3 |
bj
2 > = ± ± |

bj
2 > , g2

|
b,
2 > = £ ( ± + 1 )

|
bj
2 > , (6.8.4)

on the normalized basis
|
b\ > = column (1, 0).

The isotopies SU(2) su(2) permit a structural generalization of Pauli's

matrices as two-dimensional irreducible isoreps of the su(2) algebra while

preserving the local isomorphism su(2) » su(2). The isotopic images of Pauli

matrices were first identified in ref. [4] under the name of isopauli matrices,

then studied in detail in ref.s [5], while their connection to q-deformations was

studied in ref. fcl

The isopauli matrices can be easily derived via the isorep theory of the

preceding section. They confirm the three classes of irregular, regular and

standard irreducible isoreps already established for S0(3) earlier in this chapter.

With reference to the notation of the preceding section, we consider the

adjoint case characterized by the two-dimensional isometric h = diag. (g llt 222^ >
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0. The basis
|
6k

2
>, k = 1, 2, is also two-dimensional and derivable from the

conventional basis via the rule
|
b\

2 > = t~ i/2
|
b^

2 > under which we have the

correct isonormalization < hfl *
|
bj > = Sjj. We then have the following:

Lemma 6.8.1: The "irregular, adjoint, irreducible isoreps" of S0(2),

called "irregular isopauli matrices", are given, up to isotopic degrees of

freedom, by

dl=
( ! J = a" a2

=
( 1 n )

=CJ2
'
d
3 =

(

S

f °
)
=A^3>

\ i o/ V +i o / V o -
gll j

(685)

and verify the isoassociative and isocommutation ru/es 65

a ! * a2 = i ct
3 , ct2

* ct3
= i A CT[ , o3 *Ci = iAa2 ,

[ = 2 i a3, [ d2r 6^3 ]
= 2 i A 6

{
, [ o{,g

{
} = 2 i A

A = det S = gn g22 > , gkk > , k = 1, 2

,

with isoeigenvalue equations

a3 *|bi

2 > = ±A|b
i

2
>, 6 z*\h

i

2 >= A( A + 2) | fjj

2 >

.

Again, the isorep is irregular in our terminology because the spectrum of

isoeigenvalues is not completely factorizable into the conventional eigenvalues.

As it was the case for the irregular isoreps of so(3), the irregular isopauli

matrices are important for the most innovative applications of hadronic

mechanics studied in Vol. Ill, those requiring the highest possible departures

from quantum mechanics, such as the new structure model of hadrons with

physical constituents, the prediction of a consequential new source of "hadronic

energy", and others.

The most visible departure of the isopauli from the Pauli matrices is the

alteration £ £A of the basic eigenvalues of the spin \ of the original particle,

called a mutation in these volumes in order to distinguish it from other

procedures of contemporary physics, such as the deformations.66 The
understanding which will be illustrated shortly is that the hadronic mutation of

^ The reader should keep in mind to sandwich the isotopic element T between the 6's

for the correct reproduction of the results. Owing to extended use of the familiar

associative product, the above necessary rule is forgotten more often than expected.

^ The term deformations of Lie algebras is used in the mathematical literature when

the Lie product is preserved while we deform the generators and/or the eigenvalues.

Isorep (6.8.5H6.8.7) implies instead an alteration of the structure of the Lie product. The

use of the term deformation could therefore be algebraically misleading. For this

reason the term mutation was introduced in Vol. I and shall be used throughout this

volume to denote alterations of quantum eigenvalues due to isotopies.

(6.8.6a)

(6.8.6b)

(6.8.6c)

(6.8.7)
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spin is not unique, but depends on the particular structure one assumes, that is,

on the particular interior characteristics.

The second most visible difference is that, while the eigenvalues of Pauli's

spin are constants, those characterized hy the isopauli matrices have an arbitrary

nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical dependence on all local quantities of type

(6.7.16). In fact, we can introduce the following first form of

Hadronic spin ^A = ^ A(t, r, r, r, ip, 44, 3ip, dty], r, n, ...) . (6.8.8)

which will be made more precise when studying later on in this volume the

isotopies of the Galilei and of the Poincare symmetries and we identify the novel

notion of isoparticle characterized by them.

The origin of the differences between the quantum and hadronic spin is

that the particle is subjected to the point-like abstraction for the Pauli matrices,

thus resulting in a rigid, perennial and immutable spin. On the contrary, the

hadron represented by the isopauli matrices has an extended wavepacket and

charge distribution thus resulting in a spin mutation, if nothing else, because that

particle is no longer "free to spin" when immersed in a hyperdense medium.

Equivalently, we can say that the factor A in the hadronic spin represents the

effect of the interior medium in the intrinsic angular momentum.
If the extended particle in interior conditions is abstracted to a point, all

internal nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical effects disappear, the isounit 1

recovers the conventional unit I, and the isopauli matrices recover the Pauli

matrices identically.

In this volume we shall consider a number of quantitative studies of the

isopauli matrices and related hadronic spin for the experimental resolution of the

issue whether or not the spin \ of a particle when in vacuum is preserved when
the same particle is immersed in hyperdense hadronic media.

The inequivalence between the conventional and isopauli matrices is made
clear by the following

Corollary 6.8.1A: The irregular isopauli matrices are not unitarily

equivalent to the conventional Pauli matrices.

In fact, there is no unitary transforms such that

6\ = U o-k
uf

, UU = U^U = I,
(6 '8 '9)

as the reader is encouraged to verify. In reality, the irregular isopauli matrices

are derivable from Pauli matrices via nonunitary transformations, as anticipated

in Sect. II.6.1.

Lemma 6.8.2: The "regular, adjoint, irreducible, isoreps" of S0(2), called
'
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"regular isopauli matrices", are given, at to isotopic degrees of freedom, by

\ g22 / V + ig22 / V -gn /

and verify the isoassociative and isocommutation rules

6-j * CTj = i A^ ejjj. <rk , (6.8. 1 la)

[ o
{
r^j ] = q T CTj - CTj T CTj = 2 i A*

ijk
ak , (6.8.1 lb)

and isoeigenvalue equations

ct3
*

|
bj

2 > = ± A*
|

bj
2
>, o2 *

|
bj
2 > = 3 A

| fy
2
>, i = 1, 2, (6.8.12)

Again, the isoeigenvalues are completely factorizable into conventional

eigenvalues and the isorep is therefore regular.

Corollary 6.8.2A: The regular isopauli matrices are derivable via

Klimyk's rule with realization

CTk = CTk P, P = A*l, T = diag.(gu ,g22 ), k=l,2,3. (6.8.13)

In fact, under the above rule we have the image of the original Pauli algebra

[ Cj ,
Cj ]

=
[ CTj Tctj ] A" 1

1 = - 2 i A
-
* e

ijk
dk l , (6.8.14)

from which isoalgebra (6.8.11b) follows.

Despite the mathematical simplicity of their derivation, the physical

implications of the regular isopauli matrices are far from being irrelevant. In

fact, they also imply a mutation of the quantum spin into the hadronic spin,

although of a type different than the preceding one.

Lemma 6.8.3: The "standard, adjoint, irreducible reps" of su(2), called
'

"standard isopauli matrices", are given, up to isotopic degrees of freedom,

by

»1- (°
gf U = (

°~?
_1U = (

glfl

\ \ (6-8.115)
1

V gif
1 /

2
\ iglf l 0/ 3

V -g^" 1 /

and verify the isoassociative and isocommutation rules

CTj * CTj = i
jjk CTj-' [ CTj r CTj 1 = i €jjk 6\ , (6.8.16)
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with isoeigenvalues

a3 *|6>=±|6>, a^|b> =3|6> (6.8.17)

As one can see, the structure of Pauli matrices is generalized, but the

isoeigenvalues are fully conventional , thus yielding a standard irreducible rep of

su(2).

Corollary 6.8.3A: The standard isopauli matrices are derivable from
Pauli matrices via the following realization of Klimyk's rule

6\ = ok l , detl = 1 . (6.8.18)

Despite the simplicity of their derivation and the preservation of the

conventional eigenvalues, the physical and epistemological implications of the

standard isopauli matrices are rather deep. We have shown in App. II.4.C that they

imply the inapplicability of Bell's inequality and von Neumann theorem, thus

permitting a completion of quantum mechanics into tiadronic mechanics much
along the original E-P-R argument. The connection with these results is made
clear by the following

Corollary 6.8.3B: The standard isopauli matrices provide an explicit

realization of the "hidden variable"}.

gu = g22
~

l = X ^ 0, (6.8.19)

holding for det T = det % = g { {g22
=

l - wit^ explicit form of the matrices

( X \ / -iX \ / X"
1 \

ai
=L-> o h =

U-> o
)'

CT3=
( o -J- (6a20)

Pauli's matrices are essentially unique in the sense that their

transformations under unitary equivalence

6\ = Uo-k
ut, utf = Uf U = I, (6.8.21)

do not yield significant changes in their structure, as well known [1,10-12].

The situation is different for the isopauli matrices, because isoreps possess

"degrees of freedom" which are absent in the conventional su(2) theory, such as:

1) infinitely possible isotopic elements T;

2) formulation of the isoalgebra in terms of structure isofunctions;

3) use of an isotopic element G > for the isohilbert space 3£ which is

different than the isotopic element T of the isoalgebra (Sect. I..6.2);

and other aspects not studied in this section for brevity.

We here limit ourselves to the study of the "degrees of freedom" of the

isopauli matrices characterized by the class of equivalence of hadronic
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mechanics, that of isounitary transforms,

a'k = 0* ctk * 0t
,
0*0^-0^*0 -1^1, (6.8.22)

In fact, we have the following second example of irregular isopauli

matrices

^1= J? - ^2 =
. )>h =

\ , J.
(6.8.23)

\g
lt

-* / \ i gll
-* oJ \ -g

22
V

with isocommutation rules and isoeigenvalues for \ = £ c\

D'P2 1 =i AV ^2^3! = i^i . EW = 'V <6-8-24a)

D3*|6i
2 > = ±^|6j

2
>, 3

2
* |bi

2
>=i(i + A)|6j2 >, (6.8.24b)

where, as one can see, the eigenvalue of the third component is conventional, but

that of the magnitude is generalized with a nonfactorizable isotopic contribution.

This illustrates yet another type of mutation of the quantum spin.

Irregular isorepresentations also become standard under the condition

detT = 1. We therefore have the second form of standard isopauli matrices

derived from isorep (6.8.5)

°

;
)=^°>={\ 1 )-°2.*s-(

] _x
°),

as well as the following third form derived from structure (6.8.23)

~ / \ / -iX± \ / X'
1 \

(6.8.25)

(2.26b)

The latter examples are important to illustrate the fact that there exists

standard isoreps of Lie~isotopic algebras which are not derivable from Klimyk's

rule.

The irregular and regular isopauli matrices are useful for interior

dynamical problems where we expect a deviation from the conventional spin

eigenvalues, e.g., the description of a neutron immersed in the hyperdense

medium in the core of a neutron star or, along similar lines, for a hadronic

constituent. The standard isopauli matrices are useful instead in applications

where conventional spin eigenvalues hold, such as in nuclear physics.

In summary, we can say that the isotopic techniques have significant

implications in the most fundamental notion of contemporary physics, that of

spin £ Fermions, by identifying degrees of freedom and generalizations which

are simply beyond the representational capabilities of quantum mechanics and

related Lie theory, let alone quantitative treatment needed for experimental
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verifications.

6.9: CONNECTION BETWEEN S0(3) AND S0(2), ISOSPINORS
AND THEIR ISODUALS

We now study the connection between the isotopic S0(3) and S0(2) groups

presented in this section apparently for the first time. The objectives are the

verification that the angle isotopies

e -+ u = Te e, Te
= b3 ,

= T^,T$ = b
1
b2 , (6.9.1)

do carry over to S0(2) (because, as now familiar, the mutation of conventional

eigenvalues originates precisely from the above mutation) and the identification

of the SC{2) image of the isorotations (Sects II.6.3 and II.6.4)

(x '
. . x cos $ - y bf l

sin $ .

y
' j = ( x b[ b2

_1
sin $ + y cos $

J
,

z ' z (6.9.2a)

(b!_2
cos$ 1(j)Sin$ .

l<j>sin<i> b2
~2 cos$ ) ,

1 (6.9.2b)

(cos $ b
1

~
l b2 sin$ .

b
{
b2
~

1

sin cf> cos $
J

,

1

(6.9.2c)

with properties

x'b^x' + y'b2
2

y' + z'b3
2

z' = xb
(

2 x + yb22 y + zb3
2
z , (6.9.3a)

det &(<})) = detl, det3((f>) = 1. (6.9.3b)

The connection between S0(3) and S0(2) can be studied via suitable

isotopies of the various conventional treatments [1,10-12]. Let us consider first the

isotopies of Cartan's approach as presented, e.g., by Biedenharn and Louck [ll],

Sect. 2.4. For this purpose we introduce a vector x = {x^ x2,
x3) of zero length in a

three-dimensional isospace

x^^ + x2 b2
2 x2

+ x
3 b3

2
X3 = 0. (6.9.4)

The isotopies of Cartan's methods, here called isocartan's method, essentially

occur by projecting the three-dimensional vector x into a two-dimensional

vector £ = fei, £2} via the rules
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x
l
= bf l (^ 2 - £2

2
), x2 = Ib2

"
l

(€i
2 " fe

2
>. x3 = b3"

l

€i€2 .te.9.5a)

€l
= ± U < b

i Xi - i t)2 x2 ) 1

1/2
, £2 = ± [ " \ ( b

t
X! + i b2 x2 ) ]

1/2
, (6.9.5b)

€l b
l
x

l

" ib2 x2 b3 x3

^2 V3 b
l
x

l

+ ib2 x2

(6.9.5c)

The above property cannot any longer be represented via the conventional

Pauli matrices, but they admit a full representation via the covering isopauli

matrices. Let us denote with the symbol " * " the isotopic product in three-

dimensional isospace with isotopic element Tb = diag. (bj
2

,
b2

2
,
b3

2
) and with the

symbol " o " the isotopic product in two-dimensional isospace with diagonal

elements T
g
= diag. (g

L b g22).

Then, properties (6.9.5) can be represented, say, with the regular isopauli

matrices (6.78.10) in the form

( x * o ) o £ = (6.9.6)

=A-1/^
g22 b3 x3 gutbiXt - ib2 x2 ) \/ gll V € L \

V gootbi xi + iboXo) -g,, bqxo J\ e o I \ /g22<t> l
X! + ib2 x2 ) -gnb3 x3 /V g22 /V €2

( Vs^i + (b,xi - ib2 x2 )£2 \
= o

V (biX, + iboX-Ofcl - bqXqfo /
=A 1/2

The equivalence of Eq.s (6.9.5c) and (6.9.6) establishes the one-to-one

correspondence

f i ^ K-\tJ S22 b3 x3 gn (b lXl - ib2X2 ) \
{ x !. x2,

x3 } x * a = A I, (6.9.7)

\ g22 (

b

L
X! + ib2 x2 ) -gub3 x3 /

which constitutes the desired correspondence between S0(3) and S0(2). Note the

mixing of the characteristic quantities \ of S0(3) and g it
, of S0(2). Note also that,

unlike the conventional case, the quantity x*<7 is not traceless, although the

quantity (x*er)Tg is traceless.

The correspondence between adjoint irreducible representations of S0(3)

and S0(2) also follows from an isotopy of the conventional one lloc. cit.]. Let be

a two-dimensional isounitary matrix, i.e., such that

Co 0? = 0* o = \ = diag. g22
_1

) :
= a . (6.9.8)

with isotransforms £
' = 0o£. Introduce the map

x*c> -» x'*d = 0o(x*a)o0t. (6.9.9)

Then a simple isotopy of the conventional case [loc. cit.] yields the rules
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xk
' = i tr [ CTk o o { x * ct ) © 0' ] = \i Tjj Xj , (6.9.10a)

\\ = 4 Tr C o o q o T
) . (6.9.10b)

The above rules then imply that for each element e 0(2), & is real, proper

and isoorthogonal and that the mapping S0(3) -> S0(2) is onto (i,.e., there exists an

element e 0(2) such that ->• ft for each 5t e S0(3)). The study via other isopauli

matrices is left to the interested reader.

The double-valuedness of S0(2) over S(5(3) is already clear from Cartan's

signs ± which persist under isotopies in Eq.s (6.9.5b). However, this aspect deserves

an additional inspection because of an unexpected occurrence indicated below.

Let us re-examine the relationship between S0(3) and S0(2), this time, via an

isotopy of the stereographic projection of the real sphere in Euclidean space into

the complex two-dimensional space as done, e.g., by Vilenkin [1 \\ Sect. 1.4.

By lifting the conventional treatment, we can study the projection of the

three-dimensional isospace with real coordinates {x, y, z) with isotopic element T
= diag. (hi

2
,
t^2

,
D3

2
) > into the two-dimensional isospace with complex

coordinates £2) with isotopic element T = diag. (g^, g22 ) > characterized by

£ L
=(b

t
x + ib2 y)/(£- b3 z), £2

= (b2 y + i b3 z )/ (± - b
L
x ) .(6.9.11)

The use of the isorotations (6.9.2) in the angle <j) then implies the

transformation properties

=(b
l
x' + ib2 y')/(i-b3 z') = e

i $(b
1
x + i b2 y ) /( ± - b3 z) = e ** £

(6.9.12)

where one should note the necessary appearance of the isoangle <j>. As in the

conventional case, the preceding expression can be written ^' = e'^2 £\/e~^2

and turned into the two-by-two matrix acting on £ = £2)

C = Ui'.fe'J = §(<(>)*€ = §«>)€, (6.9.13a)

/ g^e 1 *2 0\ / e
1 *'2 \

SW-l
g22

-.e-i^j' r^h (6 "ai3b)

which does leave invariant the S0(2) isoseparation

' = VSll €1' + I? g22^2
=
^iSll *1 + ^2222^2 = (6-9-14)

The repetition of the same procedure for the remaining Euler angles then

yields the S0(2) image gt^, 9, (J)2) of a general isorotation ft^, 6, <j)2) (Sect. II.6.2)
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gt^.e,^)^
Q g22

-lri( $2 + & + $p/2 } C6 -9 - 15)

which also verifies invariance law (6.9.14). The latter property does established

the desired result, namely, that S0(2) is double valued for each of the Euler

angles of S0(3). Thus, the isoangles of S0(3) do carry over to the S0(2) structure,

and the isorotations do admit an SO(2)-invariant image as expected.

Consider now the remaining part of the conventional connection between

SO(3) and SU(2), i.e., the expression (see ref. [12], p. 10)

= e
19

, (6.9.16)

t'- 1 € - 1

and ensuing property

£(eie + 1) + ieih - 1) £ cos 6/2 + i sin e/2

€' = ^ r = , (6.9.17)

£(e19 - 1) + (eie + 1) i ^ sin 6/2 + cose/2

with the conventional transformation

!(8)

(cos e/2 i sin 0/2 \

J , (6.9.18c)

i sin 6/2 cos e/2 / }

which does leave invariant the SU(2) separation

£ #t €' = Ii'^i' + lz $2
3
?i€i

+ h*2 = €T t (6-9.19)

In attempting to construct the isotopies of transforms (6.9.18), we have the

unexpected occurrence that, while isotransforms (6.9.2a) do leave invariant

isoseparation (6.9.3a) in three-dimensional real space, the corresponding

isotransforms in the two-dimensional complex space

I' = Ui',£2'J
= = (6.9.20a)

/ cose/2 ig
1f l/2

g22
1/2 sine/2 \

S(e) " ( U7 \il * * J'
(6 "9 -20c)

V igll 822
1/2

sin ^/2 cos$/2 /

do not leave invariant the S0(2) isoseparation, i.e.,

^l'Slltl' + ^2'g22^2' + ^2S22^2' (6.9.21)

as the reader is encouraged to verify. The only isotransforms leaving invariant

the SU(2) isoseparation which are known at this writing (early 1994) are the

isocartan form (6.9.7) and the diagonal one (6.9.15), while the isotopy of form
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(6.9.18) is still unknown.

Definition 6.9.1: An "isospinor" is a two component vector £ = {i^, y
which transforms in accordance with the isocartan method. Isospinors

are of Type I, II and III depending on whether the underlying isopauli

matrices are irregular, regular or standard, respectively. An "isodual

isospinor" is a two-component vector £ = (£
L y which transforms

according to the isocartan methods with the isodual isopauli matrices.

As we shall see, the notion of isospinor plays an important role in the

construction of the isotopies of the Dirac equations, studied in Ch. 10, as well as

in the novel applications of hadronic mechanics studied in Vol. III.

6.10: MATRIX IS©REPRESENTATIONS OF THE
HADRONIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM

Consider the conventional 3-dimensional representation of SU(2) [1,10-12] on the

normalized basis
|
bk

3 > , k = 1, 2, 3,

/ 1 \ / -i \ / 1 \
J,= 2M 1 1 Uo = 2M i -i I, = I J,

\ I / \0i 0/ V -L /

with familiar commutation rules
^" ^' ^

[ J( , Jj ] = Ji Jj - Jj Ji = i e
ijk

Jk , (6. 10.2)

and eigenvalues

J3 I \3 > = m
I bk

3 > -
M = I 0, -1

, (6. 10.3a)

J
2

1 \3 > = Jj Jj
| \3 > = 1 ( 1 + 2)

|
bk

3 > . (6. 10.3b)

In this section wee study the three-dimensional irreducible isoreps of the

su(2) isoalgebra, that is, the matrix equivalent of the representation in terms of

isospherical harmonics of Sect. II.6.6. This topic was briefly considered only in

ref. [4] without any additional treatment known to this author at this writing

(early 1994). Most of the results of this section are therefore presented here for

the first time.

Let us consider the realization of S0(2) as a vector isospace with isometric

S = TS, T= diag. (g IL s&2, 833 ^ 8 = diag. (1, 1, 0, (6.10.4)
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and isonormalized isobasis
|
hy? > = T~?

|
bj-

3 '>. The isorepresentation theory of

Sect. II.6.7 then implies the following

Lemma 6.10.1: The three-dimensional irregular irreducible isoreps of

su(2) are given, up to isotopic degrees of freedom, by

0, =
L

/ Si 1833 \

~jf \ 822833 Si I
822* §33* / >

(6 -
10 -5a)

811822*833*

-i §11 833
{ I

u -> 811 833 u \

=
\

i822 833 ~ * 81 1
822* 833*

J
-

(6. 10.5b)

igl 1822*833*

/ SuS22
2
833

2
u x

33 = ( ) , (6.10.5c)

-8u
2
g22

2
833

with isocommutation rules 67

[Dp^] = i3
g ,

112>V = iA2 D
1
/V2, [Og^l 1

= iA2 D2 /V2, (6.10.6a)

A = det T gn g22S33
f (6.10.6b)

and isoeigenvalue equations

VI Ale
3
> =

/ Sll
1

\ / S11 \

(0 °)(° 822 °) |rjj
3 > = A2 M|bk3 >,

-g33
_1 X

(6.10.7a)

&*\tf> = 3
i
O

i
*|fik

3 > = (:)
1
T;)

1

+ 32 TD2 + a3 T03)T|fik
3 > =

, A2 (A2 +l) gn
-1

. , gu .

= ( 2 A2 g22
~

l

)( %22 ) |6k
3 > (6.10.7b)

A2 ( A2 + l)g33
_1

g33

or, equivalently, in their explicit form

Vlbi3 > = 33 T|6|
3 > = A2

Ki |b,
3
>, Ivl = 1,0,-1. (6.10.8a)

= A2

67 The reader should keep in mind again that the computation of rules (6.9.6) requires

the sandwiching of the isotopic element T between the D's.
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D
2 *|bj3 > = 3

S T|5H
3 > = A2 (A

2 + 1)|6+1
3
>, tit = L=l, (6.10.8b)

2
*|bj

3 > = 2 T
|V > = 2A2

|b 3 >, M = L- 1 = 0, (6.10.8c)

3
2
*|6i

3 > = 2 T|b_
1

3 > = A2 (A
2 +l)|b_

1

3
>, Kf = -L = -1, (6.10.8d)

An inspection of the above isorep illustrates another novelty of the isotopic

S0(2) symmetry, the fact that different isoeigenvalues of D
2 are possible for

corresponding different isoeigenvalues of 3 . Note that this novelty is not

transparent in the isofunctional treatment of the problem of Sect. II. 6.6, by

therefore illustrating the richness of the isorepresentation theory of Lie-isotopic

algebras. The occurrence also confirms the expectation of isospherical harmonics

different than those identified in Sect. II. 6.6.

The primary difficulty in understanding and appraising the above

occurrence is, again, of conceptual nature. Because of protracted use over

generations, we are accustomed at the quantum mechanical notion of equal

probability for all states of the same multiplet. This notion is evidently correct in

the arena of applicability of quantum mechanics, point-like particles freely

moving in vacuum under action-at-a-distance interactions.

In the transition to hadronic mechanics these conditions are altered. In

fact, particles are no longer point-like and are no longer free, but are extended

and constrained by the surrounding medium. As an illustration, suppose that this

medium is highly anisotropic, e.g., because of the presence of a high value of the

intrinsic angular momentum of the medium itself (we are therefore referring to

a spinning particle totally immersed inside a heavier particle which a higher

spin). A point particle in such a medium will continue to have equal probabilities

for different quantum states of the same spin. But the situation for an extended

particle is structurally different. In fact, as we shall soon see, hadronic isorep

(6. 10.5) , under the above conditions, only one out of the three possible states of

Lemma 6.10.1 will be admitted under the anisotropic conditions here considered.

In different terms, not only the probabilities for different spin states are

different in hadronic mechanics because of the anisotropy of the underlying

medium, but under certain conditions to be studied in the next sections, only one

of the 2L+1 states can be allowed.

Expressions (6.10.8) illustrate that, more rigorously, the isoeigenvalue

A2
(A+1) should be referred to an isostate of maximal (or minimal) weight.

Lemma 6.10.2: The three-dimensional, regular, irreducible isoreps of

S0(2) are given, up to the isotopic degrees of freedom, by

K / °
g22_1

° \ K t
"
iS22

~
l

° \^-^gll 1
ggg"

1

J,
h =—

y ign"
1 -ig33

-
1

J,
g22

-1
ig33

_1

(6.10.9a)
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/ gn ' .

33 = k(
J,

(6.10.9b)

o o -gaa
-1

where K is a non-null constant,with isocommutation rules

IVV =
i K~ l e

ijk k (6.10.10)

and isoeigenvalue equations

Vl&k
3 > = K Id

| fife

3 > ,
#*\\*> = K2 L(L + l)|fik

3 > . (6.10.11)

As one can see, the above isorep confirms the expectation of Sect. II.6.1 in

regard to the structure of the isoeigenvalues under Klimyk's rule.

Lemma 6.10.3: The three-dimensional standard, irreducible isorep of

su(2) are given, up to isotopic degrees of freedom, by

I
/ gii

_1
822"

1

\ / -igif
1

g22
"

1

\

1

°

.

**- x h~( 1

°
"ig33_i

I
g22

1 ig^ 1

glf
1

/ Su u u v

h= (
J,

(6.10.12)

ggg"
1

with isocommutation rules with conventional structure constants

IVV =
^i T ^j

~ T

D

t
= ie

ij(c
^k , (6.10.13)

and isoeigenvalue equations with conventional eigenvalues

Vlfjk
3 > = Ivl, Kl = 1,0,-1, #*|Dk

3 > = 2|fik
3 >. (6.10.14)

Since the elements gkk are unrestricted in isorep (6.10.12), we have the

following

Corollary 6.10.3A: The standard isorep (6.10.12) establishes that the

conventional eigenvalues of the angular momentum L = 1, M = i, 0, -I,

possess three unrestricted "hidden variables" in the explicit realization

x
l

=
gll ^ X2 = g2 ^ X3 = ggg , detT = \

{
X2 X3 ^ 0, 1 , (6.10.15)
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with isorep

The above lemma illustrates another property of the isorepresentation

theory which can be expressed via the following

Proposition 6.10.1: Lie-isotopic algebras admit standard
isorepresentations with value of the determinant of the isotopic element

different than one, det T ^ 1.

In Sect. 6.8 we have verified the existence of standard isoreps which are not

derivable from the Klimyk rule from the regular isoreps for det T = I.

Proposition 6.10.1 establishes the further property that det. T = gng22§33 can De

different than one and the isorep can still be standard.

The study of additional aspects is left to the interested reader, such as the

construction of additional irregular isoreps, regular isoreps not derivable from
Klimyk's rule, standard isoreps derivable from the Klimyk rule, etc.

The properties identified in this section illustrate again the richness of the

isorepresentation theory of the Lie-isotopic algebras, particularly when compared
to the conventional representation theory, because of the emergence of properties

in the former which simply cannot be formulated in the latter.

The implications of these results are significant. Mathematically, the

isorepresentations of su(2) confirm that the Lie-isotopic theory is a genuine

covering of the conventional Lie's theory. In fact, the isoreps are nonlinear,

nonlocal and noncanonical, they possess isoeigenvalues nonexistent in the Lie

theory while admitting the conventional linear, local and canonical reps and

related eigenvalues as particular cases. Even when the isoeigenvalues coincide

with the conventional eigenvalues, we have a richness of structure with hidden

variables which simply cannot be identified with the conventional Lie theory.

Physically, the isorepresentations of su(2) imply that the hadronic angular

momentum and spin of one individual particle in interior conditions become
<local> quantities, that is, they can only be defined at a specific space-time

point, and <vary> from point to point, as expected in the physical conditions

here considered, such as a proton moving in the core of a star.

It is evident that we are referring to local, internal variations, while the
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total angular momentum will be formulated shortly under the subsidiary

constraint of recovering conventionally quantized values as measured in the

exterior particle problem. Despite that, nontrivial, isotopic, internal degrees of

freedom will persist for two or more hadronic bound states.

6.11: ADDITION OF HADRONIC SPIN

In the preceding sections we have studied the differences between the hadronic

angular momentum and spin and the conventional quantum notions any time

detl * l. Other fundamental differences emerge in the study of the sum of

hadronic angular momenta and spins.

The most insidious difference, particularly for the noninitiated reader, is of

conceptual rather than technical nature. In fact, because of protracted use, one

is accustomed to the several couplings of particles at large mutual distances

admitted by quantum mechanics. By comparison, hadronic mechanics generally

admits only one stable bound state at mutual distances smaller than the size of

the wavepacket, if any at all. These comparatively severe restrictions, rather

than being a limitation of the theory, represent instead its most interesting profile

for novel applications as we shall see in Vol. III.

As an anticipation of these applications, consider a possible bound state of

an electron and a proton at mutual distances smaller than the charge radius of

the proton. The use of quantum mechanics would immediately lead to the

infinite states of the hydrogen atom which, for the case considered, are against

experimental evidence. The function of hadronic mechanics is therefore that of

suppressing such an atomic-type spectrum and reduce the possible coupling to

only one state. The understanding that any excitation of such hadronic state

would imply the electron exiting the proton, thus regaining the infinite atomic

spectrum of the hydrogen atom.

The best way to resolve a possible conceptual impasse is by noting that

the conventional theory of angular momentum and spin is a particular case of

the hadronic theory. Thus, the limited number of particle couplings admitted by
the isotopic S0(2) theory at very small distances are in addition to, and not in

substitution of the conventional variety of couplings of SU(2) at large mutual

distances.

For notational convenience as well as for comparative needs, let us

consider first the conventional quantum mechanical case of the sum of two spin

^ particles (see, e.g., Bohm, in ref. [13], p. 398). Denote the two quantum particles

with the index a = 1, 2 and assume that each one possesses spin Sa = The total

spin is then given by the operators

S = Si + S2 (6.11.1a)
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(Si + S2 )
2 = 3/2 + 2S!XS2 (6.1I.lb)

To compute the basis, we recall that each particle can exist in only one of the two
states ± \ with eigenstates

(6.11.2)

Now, in quantum mechanics the coupling can occur either in a state of
singlet (antiparallel spin) or of triplet (parallel spin). Introduce then the
eigenstates

-(:)(:) -0)C>-(:)( \h-
(6.11.3)

where we assume the tensor product of different bases.

The
possible, normalized, stable states permitted by the conventional SU(2) theory are

then the following ones

1

Singlet: tj;sin
= —— ((];+_ -

, S = (6.11.4a)
v2

I

Triplet: tf*trpl
= —- (^ + ) , s = I, (6. 1 1.4b)

v2

which can be derived from the use of two independent Pauli's representations

and result in the following respective expressions

4fsin Si * S2 ijjsin = - 3 , $ftrpl Si * S2 ip
trpl

= + 1 . (6. 11.5)

In the transition to hadronic mechanics, the first important difference is

given by the fact that the only admissible hadronic state is the singlet because
the triplet is highly unstable.

We shall first formally prove this important property via the lemma below.

The same property is then conceptually elaborated in Figure 6.9. 1, it is finally

illustrated with practical applications and subjected to experimental verifications

in Vol. III.

Lemma 6.11.1 [4]: The singlet isostate is the only admissible,

stable coupling of two hadronic particles with spin characterized

by an irregular irreducible isorep of S0(2) when coupled one
inside the other at mutual distances equal or smaller than their

size.
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COUPLING OF SPINNING PARTICLES IN
QUANTUM MECHANICS

O
COUPLING OF SPINNING PARTICLES

IN HADRONIC MECHANICS

FIGURE 6.11.1: The coupling of spinning particles provides a most visible

difference between quantum and hadronic mechanics. In quantum mechanics one
considers large mutual distances (or, equivalently, point particles which, as such,
cannot overlap). In this case spinning particles can be coupled either in a singlet or
in a triplet, as well known. In the transition to hadronic mechanics the situation is

different. In fact, we now have extended particles (that is objects with an
extended charge distribution and/or extended wavepacket) which have to be
coupled while being in condition of mutual penetration/overlapping. It is evident

that, in the latter case, the triplet state is highly unstable because it would imply
one particle spinning against the spinning of the other, thus implying destabilizing

drag effects. The occurrence was identified since the original proposal to build

hadronic mechanics, ref. [l4\ p. 852, and illustrated via the so-called <gear
modeI>. In fact, gears can only be coupled in a singlet state. As we shall see in Vol.

Ill, the lack of existence of a stable triplet state at mutual distances smaller than 1

fm as predicted by hadronic mechanics has far reaching implications, particularly

for the new hadronic technology now emerging in the scientific horizon.

Proof : The hadronic addition theory of spin can be constructed via a
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step-by-step isotopy of the conventional theory. Consider then the isotopic sum
of two particles with spin as in Eq.s (H.6.8.7),

$£a = ± A* ( ± A* + 1), S3a = ± i A* , a = (1), (2), (6. 1 1.6)

under the simplified condition that the two particles are identical (say, two
electrons), in which case the isometrics h = T8 = diag. (g| b g^), and therefore

detT =a = g^g^. are the same for both particles because each particle is the

medium of the other. If the two particles are different (say, one electron and one
proton), then the two isometrics are different.

Let us again denote the two particles with the symbol a = (l), (2). The
properly isonormalized isobases are given by

^'(Vlh'li, ^-(fa-OJjOa (6-"-6a)

*--("f) ( °4 °0 (

>,fl fe"-6b)
V /

(0
V g22 '(2) V S22 *

A2)

which preserve the conventional orthogonality conditions.

The isotopy of the conventional treatment [13] then yields the existence of

the following two basis

1

Isosinglet: #sjn = —— ($+_ - $_+), (6.11.7a)

Isotriplet: $trpl
= —J-(tJt+- + (6.11.7b)

The total hadronic spin is then characterized by the isoeigenvalues

^Tot3p = 4<tp*{(Si + ^2)3)*^, (3
= singl, tripl (6.11.8a)

§2Totp = $tp*t&
t

2 + $2 + 2S
i
*S2 )*%.- (6.11.8b)

It is now a tedious but straightforward repetition of the calculations in ref.

[13], pp. 398-400, under isotopy to prove that, for the case of the isopauli matrices

(II.6.8.5), the total hadronic spin for a singlet coupling is given by

STot3singl = Wsingl + S2 ) 3)*4'singl
E

, (6.11.9a)

S2Tot singl = *tsingl*t§l
2 + §2

2 + 2 V^^singl - 0, (6.11.9b)

which is manifestly consistent with the isosymmetry S0(2), while that for the
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total hadronic spin in a triplet state is given by the values

S-Tot 3 trpl = <Htrpi * (
( Si + §2 ) 3) * ^trpl

s A*
. (6. 1 1. 10a)

S2Tottrpl = *Htrpl*(Si
S + & + 2S

t
* S2 ) * 4»trp i

- 2 A* (6.11.10a)

which are impossible for the isotopic S0(2) symmetry because they should read
either

^rot3trpl = 0, §\ottrp! = 2 A* (6.11.11)

as requested by the corresponding isoeigenvalues L3 = and L? = 2 A*, or, in an
eigenstates of maximal weight, they imply the value

STot3trpl = A*, ^tottrpl = A*(A*+l). (6.11.12)

which are incompatible with the original ones (6. 1 1.6).

The assumption of different isometrics for the two particles implies

additional restrictions on the total value confirming the above result. q.e.d.

It is instructive for the interested reader to prove the following

Corollary 6.11.1A: The singlet isostate is the only admissible stable

coupling of two hadronic particles with spin characterized by regular

irreducible isorep of su(2) with different isometrics (for different

particles). However, both singlets and triplets states are admitted for
hadronic spins characterized by regular isoreps with the same isometrics

(same particles) or for the standard isoreps.

In summary, the case of the irregular isoreps for two particles (whether

equal or not) and the case of the regular isoreps for different particles imply the

largest departures from quantum mechanics. The simpler cases of two regular

isoreps for the same particles or the standard isoreps imply the same predictions

of quantum mechanics.

The above results should be kept in mind for Vol. III. In fact, if one wants
to preserve quantum mechanical descriptions, and only add hidden isotopic

degrees of freedom, e.g., for the reconstruction of exact symmetries when
believed to be conventionally broken, it is evident that the regular isoreps with
the same isometrics or the standard isoreps must be used.

If, on the contrary, one wants to seek fundamentally novel predictions not

possible for quantum mechanics, and submit them to experimental tests, the

irregular isoreps or the standard isoreps with different isometrics must be used.
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6.12: ADDITION OF HADRONIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM
AND SPIN

The addition of angular momentum and spin is another topic illustrating the

departures of hadronic from quantum settings. It is also one of the topics of

hadronic mechanics most important for novel applications, such as the chemical

synthesis of electrons and protons into neutrons studied in Vol. III.

Conventionally, one studies the addition of angular momentum and spin for

a particle moving in vacuum under external electromagnetic interactions, in

which case the familiar quantum mechanical results are exactly valid. If interior

physical conditions are considered, one usually approximates the particle as being

point-like, thus regaining motion in vacuum.

In this section we shall study extended particles moving inside a hadronic

medium. This implies motion of extended wavepackets within a medium
composed of other wavepackets which results in in the nonlinear-nonlocal-

noncanonical interactions studied in these volumes. Still in turn, this implies the

inapplicability (and not the violation) of the conventional quantum theory for

numerous independent reasons studied during the course of our analysis, e.g.,

because of its strictly local-canonical character.

We can therefore safely state that the inapplicability of the conventional

theory for the addition of angular momentum and spin for a particle inside

hadronic matter {say, for an electron in the core of a star) is out of scientific

doubts whenever that particle is not approximated as a point. The only

scientifically open issue is the identification of the applicable generalization-

covering of the quantum theory.

In this section we shall review the current theoretical knowledge as of

early 1994 on the sum of an orbital hadronic angular momentum AL(L = 1) with

the hadronic spin £A = The problem of its experimental verification will be

considered in Vol. III. The studies herein reviewed are those of ref. [5].

As now familiar, the methodological tool we use is the isotopy of the

conventional treatment, resulting in the lifting of conventional metrics (units)

into isometrics (isounits). The novelty of this section is that we necessarily have
two different isotopies, one for the spin, characterized by the isotopy of the 2-

dimensional complex carrier space E(z,8,C) -> E(z,S,C), with

Spin isotopic element Ts = diag. (gu , g22 ), As = gu g22 , (6.12.1a)

and one for the orbital angular momentum, characterized by the lifting of the

real three-dimensional Euclidean space E(r,8,R) E(r,S<ft) with

Orbital isot. elem. TL = diag. ib
{

2
,
b2

2
,
b3

2
) ,

A^ = b\
2 b2

2 b3
2

. (6.12.1b)

Each isoproduct must then necessarily occur in the related two- or three-

dimensional space. Since there is no possible ambiguity, both isoproducts will be
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indicated with the same symbol "*".

We shall use the isopauli matrices (II.6.8.5) for the hadronic spin ^As =
£),

and representation (II.6.10.5) for the hadronic angular momentum AL (L = 1)

where we shall ignore for simplicity powers of the determinants As and AL
owing to the degrees of freedom indicated earlier. The composite system
{hadronic angular momentum L and spin 3) has the total isounit

^tot = 1 = 1l
x1

S = TL
_I xV l

. (6.12.2)

and it is characterized by the tensorial product

L + = L*l
s

+ 1L xa, (6.12.3)

which shall be tacitly assumed hereon.

The basis of the composite isostate is given by the tensorial product of the

corresponding bases. Since we shall restrict the isostates to those of maximal
weight, the total basis is a combination of one of the following isonormalized

terms

**-
( )•*-= (;J(/>™>

(

°

1
)(

8

f ) <6-b)

b3

At this point the isotropy or anisotropy of the medium in which motion
occurs implies considerable differences between the isotopies of the conventional

cases J = L + £ and J = L - \ .

Recall that empty space is isotropic and, as such, it has no influence in the

two cases here considered. On the contrary, physical media are generally

anisotropic and, as such, they do imply an influence on the dynamics within their

interior.

In particular, if the medium in which motion occurs has no intrinsic

angular momentum (at the particle level), it can indeed be assumed as being

isotropic. On the contrary, the presence of an intrinsic angular momentum
implies the existence of a privileged direction in the medium itself, with the

understanding that the underlying space remains isotropic. This results in an
anisotropy which directly affects the addition of orbital angular momentum and
spin.
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ADDITION OF HADRONIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND SPIN

FIGURE 6.12.1: A pictorial view of the addition of hadronic angular
momentum and spin for a particle here assumed to have a small mass when
penetrating within a spinning hadron here assumed to be much heavier to

allow its approximation as being at rest. First, we note that the medium
considered is no longer isotropic as empty space because it has the preferred

direction of spinning here assumed to be along the z-axis. Within such a

medium, the particle is not free to orbit in any direction in space inside the

other particle, but it is evidently forced to orbit along the direction z of the

intrinsic angular momentum of the heavier particle in which it moves.
Second, the direction of the spin of the particle is also not free in space, but
restricted to form a singlet coupling with that of the basic medium as per

Lemma II.6.11.I. This leads to the configuration of this figure for the

hadronic angular momentum and spin which is restricted to the states of
maximal weight, as studied in the text. The main result is that, starting with a

quantum mechanical particle with spin { and arbitrary angular momentum,
the isotopic s0(2) theory restricts the allowable values of the total angular

momentum to be identically null. Equivalently, one can obtain the same
results by considering the limit of the particle considered when at rest in the

center of the medium. In this case the orbital angular momentum must
coincide in magnitude with the intrinsic spin, thus resulting in a null total

angular momentum. As studied in detail in Sect. II.5, the value j of the
orbital momentum is prohibited in quantum mechanics but fully allowed in

the covering hadronic mechanics because essentially dependent on the local
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physical characteristics. The above result is at the foundation of one of the

most important applications of hadronic mechanics, the chemical synthesis

of hadrons from ligther hadrons studied in Vol. III.

In fact, under the assumption that the medium is much heavier than the

particle considered, the orientation of the orbital motion in an isotropic hadronic

medium can clearly be arbitrary, as in the conventional case, while that for an
anisotropic medium cannot (see Fig. 6.12.1 for more details).

Let us consider first the case of the addition of hadronic angular
momentum and spin within an isotropic hadronic medium . It is tedious but
easy to verify that the conventional case J = 1 + £ carries over under isotopies in

its entirety. In fact, by using as the isobasis $++ (or, equivalently, $__),

representations (II.6.8.5) and (II.6.10.5) yield

$|++ *(L3 + = AL + £AS , (6.12.6a)

#t++*0 2 + + 2 L * D ) * $++ =
i AS )(AL + i As + 1), (6.12.6b)

where one should recall our notation in which

2LO*$++ = 2(LTL)(aTs )^++ , (6.12.7)

and each of the two terms t TL (and Ts ) solely operates on the corresponding

three-dimensional (two-dimensional) basis. The rest of the calculations are

carried out with the same methods as those of the preceding section.

Results (6. 12.7) essentially imply that, as expected, the total hadronic

angular momentum is given by

Jtot
= AL + *AS , (6.12.8)

and it is a local quantity.

Note, in particular, that one can have AL = As = 1, but still admit nontrivial

isotopic degrees of freedom as in the standard isoreps.

We now study the addition of hadronic angular momentum and spin in an
anisotropic hadronic medium with a preferred direction in space n. The most
probable case is then when the orbital angular momentum is parallel to n, while
the hadronic spin is antiparallel (see Fig. 6.12.1 for details). These conditions
imply the restriction to eigenstates of maximal weight parallel or antiparallel to

n. The following hadronic property is of fundamental significance for the

applications of hadronic mechanics in Vol. III.

Lemma 6.12.1 [4]: Under the irregular isoreps of the isotopic S0(2)

symmetry of Class I an extended particle immersed within a hadronic

medium with its own intrinsic angular momentum in the z-direction,

the only admissible coupling is that in a singlet (Lemma 6.11.1) and

the only admissible difference total angular momentum is that with
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null value,

Jtot = AL "
4 As = , AL = ^ As (6.12.9)

w/)j'cfi can only hold for one of the values

AL =1, As = 2, (6.12.10a)

Al = *, As = 1. (6.12.10b)

Proof: Under the assumed conditions, the eight possible bases are given by

=
, 4<2 = , $3 = (lA/2)( $++ + $4 = (1/V2) {

$

++ - }, (6.12.1 la)

$5 = $6 = ^ = (1/^^ + $4 -(1/V2X (6.12.11b)

The only cases resulting in the difference of hadronic angular momentum and
spin for the third components L3 and D3 are given by

(Lg-Og)*^ =(AL ~£ A
s )$ l(

(Cg-Og)*^ =(-AL +iAs )^2 , (6.12.12a)

(L
3 -a3 )*^3 = 0, < L3

-
3

) * ijf
4
= (AL - $A

S )$4 , (6.12.12b)

and

(L3 + 3 )*% =(AL -| A
s )$5i (L3 + a3 )*$6 =(-AL + ^ A

s )4.6, (6.10.13a)

(£g + D3 )*i[r
7
= 0, (L3 + D3 )*$8 = (AL -

£ As )$8 , (6.12.13b)

Cases 3 and 7 are those of the Lemma. In fact, they imply the

isoeigenvalues for the case 7

$t7*(L3 + D3 )*4>7 = 0, (6.12.14a)

$t7 *^ + 3S + 2LO) * - AL( AL + 1) + 4AS(^AS +1) - 2 AL As , (6.12.14b)

which can hold in a way compatible with S0(2) only when the second
isoeigenvalue is also identically null.

It is easy to see that the compatibility of all other cases with S0(2) requires

degenerate or negative-definite isometrics which is contrary to the assumptions
of the Lemma. As an example, case 5 is characterized by the isoexpectation values

^t5 * < ^3 + V**5 = AL" * AS. (6.12.15a)

$|5 * ( \? + $ + 2tO ) * $5 = AL( AL + 1) + ^ASC^AS + 1) - AL As , (6.12.15b)
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which, to be consistent under irregular isoreps of S0(2), should imply the

possibility of rewriting the second isoexpectation value as

(AL -*As )(AL -iAs + 1). (6.12.16)

This requirement is possible only for As = 0, i,.e., for a degenerate isometric §, or
for negative values of the isodeterminant,

AL = As = 0, or AL = £ As = -i. (6.12.17)

For case 8 we have

$t8 *(L3 + D3 )*$8 = AL - £AS , (6.12.18a)

$t8*(LS +
D
S + 2C*D)*ife = AL(AL + 1) + 4Asf±As + 1) ,

(6.12.18b)

which is evidently incompatible with the conditions herein considered. All other

cases are either equivalent to case 7 or to cases 4, 5, 8. q.t'.d..

By recalling that the isometrics for the angular momentum and spin are

now necessarily different even for regular isoreps, we have the following

Corollary 6.12.1A: The results of Lemma 6.12.1 hold also for regular

isoreps, while conventional total values are admitted for the standard

isoreps.

Additional studies, such as the isodualities of the above composition of

hadronic angular momentum and spin, are left to the interested reader.

APPENDIX 6A: LIE-ADMISSIBLE GENOTOPIES OF ANGULAR
MOMENTUM AND SPIN AND
THEIR ISODUALITIES

We now briefly outline the problem of the (Lie-admissible) genotopies of the

quantum mechanical angular momentum and spin which has not been
investigated at this writing (early 1994), to our best knowledge.

Let us recall that the conventional Lie group SO(3) transforms a quantum
mechanical operator Q according to the rule
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Q Q' = a(e
lf e2 e3) q$\ e2,

e3) , (6.a. i)

where $tQb 62 %) is the general form of a rotation in terms of Eider's angles. Note
the action to the right 3HQ =5RQ and to the left Q*$} = Qflt. At the level of the

underlying algebra, the emerging structure is a Lie bimodule (Sect. 1.7.6) in

which, from the anticommutativity of the Lie product [A, B] = A=>B - B^A = AB -

BA, the action to the right A=»v is related to that to the left v«=A by the simple
rule A=*v = - v«=A, where A is a generators and v an element of the vector space
in which the representation is constructed. Owing to the simple relationship

between the two actions, the study of the rotational Lie group SO(3) can be
effectively reduced to that of only one action, say, that to the right, as routinely

done in presentations in the field [1,10-12].

In the transition to the Lie-isotopic group S0(3) we have the isotransform

Q - Q' = M% Q2 %)*Q* $f{Qb 62,
e3) , (6.A.2)

where MQh Q2 ty is Siven DY Eq. (H -6.2. 12). In this case we have the isotopic

actions to the right &*Q : ft*Q = &TQ and to the left Q*3$ := Q*ftt = QT&t. But the

operator T is Hermitean. At the level of underlying algebra we therefore have a
Lie isobimodule (Sect. 1.7.6) in which, from the anticommutativity of the Lie-

isotopic product [Af B] = A=>B - B^A = ATB - BTA, the action to the right A*v is

connected to that to the left v*A by the rule A=*v - - v<=A. As a result of this

simple conjugation, the study of the Lie-isotopic group SO(3) can be effectively

reduced to that of only one action, say, that to the right, as done in this chapter.

As studied in Ch. 1.7, and outlined in Sect. 1 1.3.3, the genotopies ^6^(3) of

the rotational Lie group SO(3) are based, first, on an isotopic lifting and, second,

on the differentiation of the isotopic action to the right and to the left,

Q Q' = ^>(e
1
,02 93)>Q< ^(01,02,

6

3), (6.A.3)

where the action to the right > is characterized by an isotopic element S, A>B :=

ASB and that to the left < by a different isotopic element R, A<B := ARB, with the

two isotopic elements R and S interconnected by a conjugation, e.g., R = st

The emerging structure is then essentially characterized by two different

Lie-isotopic groups, one for the isoaction to the right

SO>(3) : !ft> =
( TI ej

JrS 9k
)1>

,
1> = S"

1

, (6.A.4)

k= 1,2,3 |C

and one for the action to the left

<SO(3) : <M> = <! (R _ 10
e,

" i6ktJk), <1 = R-l. (6.A.5)

At the level of underlying algebra this implies the loss of Lie and Lie-
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isotopic algebras in favor of the covering Lie-admissible algebras with general
product (A, B) = A=>B - B«=A = ARB - BSA which is no longer totally

anticommutative. In particular, we have a Lie-admissible isobimodule (Sect.

1.7.6) in which the action to the right A>a = ASv is no longer connected to that to

the left v<A = vRA when working in the original vector space of SO(3) or
isovector space of S0(3), and this illustrates the Lie-admissible character of the

genotopy.

However, as recalled in Sect. II.3.3, if the isobimodular structure is

represented in its own two-sided genospace, the algebraic-group theoretical

profiles are changed. In fact, jointly with the genotopies A=*B = ATB -+ A>B =

ASB and A«=B = ATB -> A<B = ARB we have the joint change of the underlying

unit in the amount inverse of the deformations! = S"
1 and 1~><1 = r""

1
. in

this representation the Lie-admissible isobimodule coincides at the abstract level

with the Lie-isotopic and conventionally Lie bimodules. Specifically, the

genoaction to the right A>v = ASv, when referred to the isounit !> = S" 1
is

equivalent to the opposite of the genoaction to the left, -v<A = -ARA when the

latter is referred to its own genounit <! = R" 1

.

In conclusion the Lie-admissible genorotational group <S0>(3) can be
constructed via the use of two different Lie-isotopic groups, one for the

genoaction to the right S0>(3) with genotopic element S and related genounit 1> =

S" 1 and one for the genoaction to the left <S0(3) with genotopic element R and

genounit = R""
1

interconnected by a given conjugation, with general
transformation law (6.A.3). When passing to the underlying algebra, the Lie-

isotopic algebra is lost in favor of the covering Lie-admissible algebras when
working in the original S0(3) space, that with trivial unit I = diag. (l, 1, 1) or the

Hermitean isounit 1 = T = Tt However, when working in the appropriate two-

sided genospace with units and <
1, we reach the abstract identity

<
Stf

>
(3) ~ SC(3) - SO(3). (6.A.6)

Despite that, the genorepresentation theory of the 530^(3) algebra is

considerably richer than that of the isotopic so(3) or conventional so(3) algebras

because, e.g., it implies different genoeigenvalues for the action to the right and
that to the left, for instance, of the type

y&> >
[

6> > = \>*T ( 3> + 1)
| h> > ,

0>
3 >|6>>=l>

(t)

N5>]6>>, (6.A.7a)

<<6|<<02< = <<6|(l + <D)<a%2
) <<h\<<!3

= <<&|<M%, (6.A.7b)

0> = 0,|, 1,..., M>= 3> 0>- 1
-3> (6.A.7c)
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<D = 0, i I, .... <Ni = <D, <3 - 1, - <D . (6.A.7d)

The above mathematical rules yield the desired physical result: the
axiomatization of angular momentum and spin under irreversible conditions. In

fact, we have one set of eigenvalues for the direction > of time, say that forward
to future time, and a different set of eigenvalues for the conjugate different

direction < of time, that forward from past time.

The isodual Lie-admissible rotational group <s0>d(3) are then

characterized by the isodualitiesl>d = -P and <
l
d = -<1, yielding the remaining

two possible directions of time (Sect. I [.3.3), that backward from future time >d

and that backward in past time <d

In turn, this illustrates the reduction of macroscopic irreversibility to a
primitive origin at the particle level which is prohibited by quantum mechanics,
as well known, but permitted by the covering hadronic mechanics,

APPENDIX 6.B: ISOPLANE WAVE EXPANSIONS

We now study an aspect of the isoscrodinger's equation which is important for
the applications of hadronic mechanics.

Recall that the conventional Schrodinger equation in spherical polar
coordinates

19 3 1

{_ r
2 _ + ,2} ^e^) = e itfr, 9, 4>), (6-B.l)2mr 3r 3r 2m r

d

admits the familiar solutions

L2 0, <(>) YLm(9, (J>)
= L ( L + 1) Y(9, <>), L = 0, l, 2, ... (6.B.2a)

YLm(°. <J>)
= M YLm(e,

(J)),
M = L, L-l, -L , (6.B.2b)

4>(rf 9, cj>) = R(r) YLm(0, $ (6.B.2c)

R(r) = NJL(kr), k = (2mE)*, (6.B.2d)

where YL
M

(e, <(>) are the familiar spherical harmonics ana JL(kr) are the equally

familiar Bessel functions.

The above results permit the known partial wave expansion (see, e.g., ref.

[13])
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e
IKXr

= 2L=0,..,coEM = L,..,-LNLMJL^r)YL
M

(ei (|)), (6.B.3a)

e
ikz = e

ikrcose = 2L NL JL(kr)PL(cos9), (6.B.3b)

where PL(cos 6) represents the Legendre polynomials, and the N's are suitable

renormalization constants.

The isotopies of the above properties are important for a number of

applications of hadronic mechanics. As a first step, they can be expressed with
the same conventional properties, although now referred to the isospherical

coordinates. We can then write

1 a 3 D~2 L (L + 1)

{- 5 r
2 + }#r,e,$) = E'$r,e,$), (6.B.4)

2mr 3r 3r 2m x
z

where

L2 * Yr%> $) = D~2 L ( L + 1) Y(&, $), L = 0, 1, 2, ... <6.B.5a)

* YL%, $) = D" 1 b3 YL%, $), Kl = L, L-l, -L , (6.B.5.b)

iKr.M) = ftCr)YL%,$) (6.B.5c)

R(r) = NL JL(kr), k' = <2mE') *
, (6.B.5d)

where Y^tfc, $) are the isospherical harmonics (II.6.15) and JL(kr) are the

conventional Bessel functions, although defined with respect to radial variables

on isospace.68

As a result, we can introduce the following isoplane-wave expansion first

studied in ref. [5]

e
kTr

= ZL=0,.,oc2^ = L,..,-LNLMJL(kr)Yi:%,$), fe.B.6)

with the simplified form for the expansion along the polar axis

e
i kb

3
2
z

= e
i Kb3r cos b3e = ^ Jc(kr) pdcosM , _ (6.B.7)

which are important for the nonpotential scattering theory studied later on ion

this volume.

As one can see already from these preliminary aspects, the isotopy of the

planewave expansion is not trivial, because it alters the arguments of the

conventional expansions. In particular, the isotopic theory is expected to provide

quantitative predictions of deviations from conventional treatments which are

00
Recall from Sect. 1 1.5.6 that the isounit of the radial part is the unit i, thus implying

no change in the Bessel function other than a different meaning of the variables.
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testable with experiments.

APPENDIX 6.C: ISO-CLEBSCH-GORDON COEFFICIENTS

The isotopy of the conventional Clebsch-Gordon coefficients was preliminarily

studied in ref. [4] because of possible value in practical applications.

Consider two particles a -
1, 2 with hadronic spins Aaja and respective

isounitsl k in condition of total mutual penetration. The total spin is given by

3 = \ + li xV (6.C.1)

and assume, from section 1 1.6. 11, that such total operator admits the total

isoeigenvalue in a way compatible with S0(2)

A J
= A

l Jl
~ A2 J2 * (6.C.2)

The total isostate is given by the tensorial product

I
A

lJl .
A2 &> A l

m
l .
A2 m2 >

=
I

A
l Jl ;

A
l
m

l
> I

A2 h i A2 m2 > » (6 -C -3^

which must be properly isonormalized.

By using the isocommutalion rules of S0(2) it is easy to prove that \ and 0^

isocommute with all other operators and therefore constitute a maximal
isocommuting set suitable for the reformulation of the isobasis. We can therefore

write

I
A Ul -

A2 & A
l
m

l -
A2 m2 > = (6.C4)

2A
lj 1
A2m2

l
A

iji.
A

i
m

i;
A J AM><A2j2,A2m^ AJ AM| T

|
L

x \ vk2fyL x
mv A2m2>

where T is the total isotopic element and the summation is restricted to states of

maximal weight.

The iso-Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are then given by

< Aim], A2m2 f Aj, Am > = < A
l j l

,A2^;Aim 1
,A2m2 1 T

|
AJ^A^Aj, Am >

(6.C.5)

The study of the properties of the above coefficients (as well as of the

isotopies of the various other coefficients of the conventional theory) is

intriguing and instructive (e.g., for degenerate isotopic elements), but we cannot

study these aspects here in detail for brevity.
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APPENDIX 6.D: q-SPHERICAL HARMONICS

As indicated in this chapter, by no means, the isospherical harmonics are the only

possible deformations of the conventional functions. In fact, they merely
constitute one type of possible deformations, that in which the unit is the
inverse of the deformation itself so as to achieve an abstract unity of the original

and the deformed functions (the abstract unity of the sphere and isosphere).

A variety of other deformations of spherical harmonics have been
constructed in the literature, see, e.g., ref.s [15-17] and literature quoted therein.

Their primary difference with the deformations studied in these volumes is that

the deformed spherical harmonics are still referred to the original field of
numbers with the conventional unit +1. As a result, the deformed functions do
not coincide any longer with the original one at the abstract level (there is no
longer the notion of isosphere to reach abstract unity).

Even though mathematically impeccable, the latter deformations are

afflicted by a number of problems of physical consistency studied by Lopez [18]

and outlined in Appendices I.7.A1 and II.3.C. One of them is due to the fact that

q-deformations are noncanonical thus implying nonunitary time evolutions. In

turn, under such time evolution, the q-number is turned into a T-operator

according to the rules

UU^I, U ( A q B ) ut = A'TB', A' = U A \]\ T = q ( U T 1

, (6.D.1)

by reaching in this way an isotopic structure even when not desired.

We therefore have the following

Proposition 6.D.1: q-deformed spherical harmonics referred to the

conventional field of numbers with unit +1 do not preserve their

structure under the time evolution.

This illustrates the reason for the preference in these volumes of the

isotopic deformation. In fact, the latter does preserve their structure at all future

or past times.

Note also that the reformulation of the q-deformed spherical harmonics

with respect to the isofield with isounitl = q" 1 would be trivial because q is a

constant. To have a nontrivial isotopy of the spherical harmonics the

deformation must be characterized by a (2j+lM2j+l) matrix T, thus returning in

this way to the problem studied in Sect. II.6.6.

Despite the above aspects, a study of the q-deformed spherical harmonics
is indeed recommended because instructive. As an illustration, we here outline

the Granovskii-Zhedanov q-spherical functions [15] with deformed SU2(2)
algebra
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[ J , J± ] = ± J± , [J+ , J_] = ( sinh2coJ ) / sihhco
, (6.D.2a)

J
q
2 = J+J_ + [ costal to (2 J + 1 ) ] / 2 sinh2 co , (6.D.2b)

where co = co(q) > and J
q
2

is the q-deformed Casimir invariant. Note the

preservation of the conventional Lie product and the alteration instead of the

structure constants.69 Note also that the deformed algebra is referred to

conventional fields R(n,+ x) of numbers n.
70

Next, the studies of ref. [16] are conducted with the conventional SO(3)

invariant measure and related inner product

( cb , ) = / deb sine d9 cbtfe, <b) cb(9, cb) e C(c,+ x)
. (6.D.3)

This implies that the structure of the Hilbert space of SO(3) is preserved under the

q-deformation.71 Since the invariant measure is not changed, the conventional

transformation to spherical coordinates apply.
72

The studies then lead to the so-called qspherica! harmonics with vertical

recurrences [15]

Yjm{6, cb) = e
im* GmO + ico) nk = ,...,m

sin [ 6 +/ i co (m - 1 - 2 k )] , (6.D.4)

where Gm(e + ico) is an arbitrary function with period 2ico.

The q-deformation of the spectrum of eigenvalues is evident. In fact, we
have relations of the type [loc. cit]

J_ J+ Yjm = [j
- m] [ j + m + 1 ] Yjm , (6.D.5)

where

In the isotopic approach we generalized instead the structure of the Lie product and
preserve the structure constants to ensure the isomorphism of the deformed and original

algebras.

70
In the isotopic approach we jointly lift the enveloping associative algebra AB ATB

and the underlying field R(n,+,x) -* ft(n,+,*) into forms with basic isounit 1 = T
_1

. This is

done so that the isoassociative product ATB referred to the isounit 1 = T_l is evidently

equivalent to the original product AB with unit I.

71
This occurrence is at the origin of the lack of preservation of the Hermiticity of the

generators J and J± under time evolution, as identified by Lopez [18]. In the isotopic

approach we jointly lift the Lie algebra and the underlying Hilbert space in such a way to

preserve the Hermiticity of the generators at all times.

72
Under isotopy, the spherical coordinates are instead subjected to a lifting which is

crucial for the main result of this chapter, the deformation of the spectrum of
eigenvalues of SU(2) under the local isomorphism SU(2) » SU(2).
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[ x ] : = sinhcox / sinh co . (6.D.6)

The notion of verticality is referred to the deformation in the (j, m) space

of SU(2) which is vertical with respect to the j-axis. Equivalently, the notion of

verticality expresses the property that the J_ operator of SU
q
(2) preserves j and

changes m.73

There exists no operator in SU
q
(2) which changes j and preserves m. As a

result, we have no horizontal recurrences strictly speaking. Nevertheless, ref.

[15] studies a weaker relation, by identifying additional deformations of the

spherical harmonics. They must be computed with respect to a certain

weighting of the inner product (6.D.3) of the type

( $ . 4> )w = / n # sine d8 <J>t(e, W
<J>)

. (6.D.7)

which, as such, is much similar to the isoinner product.
74

For brevity, we refer the interested reader to the locally quoted literature

on the latter and numerous additional topics.
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7: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES
OF GALILEI'S RELATIVITY

7.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As now familiar, the main objective of these volumes is to study strong

interactions with a nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian component due to mutual
penetrations of the charge distributions and wavepackets of hadrons. In

particular, the study is expected to result in novel structural models of nuclei,

hadrons and stars treated in Vol. III.

After having identified the foundations of hadronic mechanics, in this

chapter we identify the nonrelativistic dynamical symmetry and relativity which
are applicable under nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions. The
relativistic and gravitational extensions will be studied in subsequent chapters.

Consider the body of knowledge originated by Galileo Galilei [l] and today
known as classical or quantum Galilei relativity (see, e.g., ref.s [2,3) and literature

quoted therein). The basic Galilean invariant for a system of N particles in

Euclidean space is given by

ta -tb =inv., ( r'a
- r^JSjjtr^ - r*

b ) = inv.atta =tb , (7.1.1)

i, j = 1, 2, 3 (= x, y, z), a, b = 1, 2, N .

Its maximal possible linear symmetry is characterized by the Galilei

transformations

t' = t + t\ translations in time

,

translations in space

,

Galilean boosts

,

(7.1.2)

r

'

9% 83, 63) r

,

rotations
Tt - t , it r = - r time and space inversions

,
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which constitute the connected Galilei group (prior to scalar extensions hereon
ignored for simplicity)

G (3.1) = [SO(3)GT
t
o(l)]x[T

r
o(3)oT

r.(3)], (7.1.3)

where o represents the direct product and * the semidirect product (see, e.g., ref

.

[2] for the classical version and ref. [3] for the quantum one).

The Galilei symmetry and relativity are exactly valid for the

nonrelativistic exterior dynamical problems, and they are assumed as the

foundation of our nonrelativistic studies.

The relativity characterizes closed Hamiltonian systems, that is, systems
of "massive points" (in Galilei's own words [l]) isolated from the rest of the

universe which move in vacuum under action-at-a-distance interactions without

collisions, with classical equations of motion and related ten Galilean total

conservation laws in self-evident notation

mka ha = ~ 9 V(r) / dr\ , k = 1, 2, 3, a = 1, 2 N , (7. 1.4a)

dE
tot / dt = 0, dJtot / dt = 0, dP

tot
/ dt =

, dGtot / dt =
, (7. 1.4b)

The isotopies 0(3.1) of the Galilei symmetry G(3.1), called Galilei-isotopic

(or isogalilean) symmetry, and of the underlying relativity, called Galilei-

isotopic (or isogalilean) relativity, emerged in systematic studies by this author
[4,5,6] of the classical, nonrelativistic, interior dynamical problem.

The isogalilean relativity was first proposed in memoir [4]. The generalized

relativity was then subjected to systematic studies in monographs [5] for internal

forces which are nonhamiltonian but still local-differential (see the presentation

of the isogalilean relativity in Ch. 6, Vol. II, of ref.s [5]). The generalized relativity

was then subjected to systematic classical studies for nonlinear-nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian interactions in monographs [6]. The classical isodual isogalilean

symmetry and relativity were also introduced in ref.s [6]. The operator

counterparts were studied in memoirs [7,8l.

While the Galilean relativity characterizes closed Hamiltonian systems, the

covering isogalilean relativity characterizes a structurally more general class of

closed systems of extended particles with action-at-a-distance/potential as well

as contact nonpotential interactions.

The latter systems are called closed nonhamiltonian [5,6] to indicate that

they are closed-isolated as the conventional conservative systems, and thus

verify all conventional Galilean conservation laws, yet they admit nonhamiltonian

internal forces with equations of motion

mkafka = Fka
SA

(r) + Fka
NSA

(r,r,-f), (7.1.5a)
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Xa Fa
NSA = 0, 2a fa-Fa

NSA = 0, £ r
a
AF

a
NSA =

(7.1.5b)

dE
tot / dt = 0, dJtot / dt = 0, dP

tot / dt =
, dGtot / dt =

, (7. 1.5c)

where SA stands for the verification of the conditions of variational

selfadjointness, which are the integrability conditions for the existence of a

potential [5] while NSA stands for their violation, and conditions (7.1.5b) are, in

general, subsidiary constraints to the equations of motion (7.1.5a) (see Ch. 6, Vol.

II, ref.[5]for details).

Note that conditions (7.1.5b) are seven in total for a system of N particles

and therefore with 3N components Fka
NSA

. An algebraic solution in the

nonpotential forces Fka
NSA therefore always exist for N § 3, the case N = 2

admitting a special solution with acceleration-dependent forces (see for brevity

App. III.A, Vol.11, ref. [6D.

Systems (7.1.5) are called closed nonhamiltonian because the knowledge of

the Hamiltonian alone, as in systems (7.1.4), is insufficient to characterize the

equations of motion, owing to the additional nonpotential forces Fka
NSA

. Ref.s

[4,5,6] introduced the isotopies of Classical Hamiltonian mechanics precisely for

the purpose of representing the additional nonpotential forces, first, via the

generalized brackets of the theory [5] and then via a lifting of the basic unit of

the theory.

The evident consistency of systems (7.1.5) establishes that, by no means, the

validity of the ten total Galilean conservation laws (7.1.4b or (7.1.5c) implies that

all internal forces are solely derivable from a potential V(r). In fact, systems (7. 1.5)

establish that total conventional conservation laws are verified also under
nonpotential internal forces, provided that they verify conditions (7.1.5b).

In essence, global stability is reached in closed Hamiltonian systems via the

stability of the orbits of each individual constituent. On the contrary, the global

stability is generally75 reached in the closed nonhamiltonian systems via a

collection of orbits each of which is individually unstable. We merely have
internal exchanges of energy and other physical quantities which however
compensate each other in such a way to verify total conservation laws.

The best classical example of closed Hamiltonian systems is the planetary

system (see Fig. 7.1.1). A majestic classical example of closed nonhamiltonian
systems is the structure of Jupiter considered as isolated from the rest of the

universe (see also Fig. 7.1.1).

The first most visible difference between the planetary system and the

structure of Jupiter is that the former admits the heaviest constituent in the

Keplerian center, while the latter admits no Keplerian center at all. This physical

evidence is sufficient forceful, alone, to require a structural generalization of

10 There are exceptions to this rule of internal instability given by the two-body and

three-body in restricted or Lagrangian configurations whose orbits must be stable for

certain dynamical occurrences (see App. III.A, Vol. II, ref. I6D.
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Galilei's symmetry and relativity for interior problems [6]. In fact, the

characterization of Jupiter via the Galilean symmetry would necessarily imply a

planetary-type structure which is contrary to clear experimental evidence. On
the contrary, one needs a generalization of Galilei's symmetry and relativity

capable of admitting an arbitrary particle at the center, whether heavier or

ligther than all other constituents.

The second clear difference between closed Hamiltonian and
nonhamiltonian systems is that the interactions in the planetary structure are

invariant under the Galilei symmetry, while the internal forces in Jupiter's

structure, being of contact-nonpotential type, are manifestly noninvariant under
the Galilean symmetry [4]. When these internal forces are represented in their

actual nonlocal-integral character, they are beyond the analytic, algebraic and
topological structure of the Galilei relativity without any hope of quantitative

treatment. The need for a generalization of Galilei's symmetry and relativity to

restore the form-invariant description of interior systems is then beyond
scientific doubts.

But perhaps the limitations of Galilei's transformations (7.1.2) for interior

conditions most important for these volumes is their linearity which is at

variance with the nonlinearity in the velocities of the interior problem. We can

safely state that, while certainly providing a meaningful approximation, the

nonrelativistic characterization of interior systems via the Galilean symmetry
will not resist the test of time because of their linearity.

For additional, equally forceful needs to generalize Galilei's symmetry and
relativity for interior conditions, we refer the interested reader to monographs
[5,6] whose results are implied hereon. In particular, the understanding of this

chapter requires a technical knowledge of the integrability conditions for the

existence of a potential or a Hamiltonian [5], and in particular, their violation by
the interior systems of our everyday experience.

It is remarkable that the above main classical lines persist in their entirety

in the transition to operator interior systems. The best example is the transition

from the atomic to the nuclear structure. In fact, the first most visible difference

between these systems is the presence of the nucleus in the former, while "there

is no nucleus in the atomic nucleus". In fact, any nucleon can be at the center of

the atomic nucleus.

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, this physical evidence alone is sufficient to

establish that the Galilean relativity and underlying nonrelativistic quantum
mechanics, even though providing an excellent approximation, cannot be exactly

valid for the nuclear structure. Relativistic corrections have been unable to

provide an exact, numerical, representation of several nuclear data, such as the

total magnetic moment of few-body nuclei, thus favoring a structural

generalization of the nuclear description beginning at the nonrelativistic level,

and prior to any relativistic extension.

But there are deeper reasons to suggest the latter lines of research. We here
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mention the experimental evidence derived from data on the volumes of

nucleons and of nuclei, that nucleons in the nuclear structure are in average

conditions of mutual penetration of about 10~3 units of their volume. This

establishes the existence in nuclear physics of the conditions of mutual

penetration which are at the foundations of hadronic mechanics. This

experimental information also clarifies the excellent approximation provided by
the conventional Galilean relativity and nonrelativistic quantum mechanics for

the nuclear structure, and the fact that hadronic mechanics will essentially

provide small corrections in nuclear physics.

When considering the structure of hadrons the above lines become more
compelling. In fact, the constituents are now in condition of total mutual

penetration because, as studied in undergraduate quantum mechanics, all massive

particles have a wavepackets of the order of 1 fm, that is, of the order of the size

of all hadrons. This results in conditions of total mutual penetration of the

hadronic constituents with expected much bigger contributions of nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian type as compared to nuclear physics.

Also, "there is no nucleus in the hadronic structure". Alternatively, the

assumption of a Keplerian nucleus in the hadronic structure would imply an

atomic type behaviour contrary to reality. This experimental evidence is

sufficient to indicate the existence of profound dynamical differences between

the atomic and hadronic structures, with consequential needs to represent them
with correspondingly different symmetries and relativities.

Finally, in interior gravitational problems, such as gravitational collapse, we
have the total mutual penetration of hadrons as well as their compression in large

number into a small region of space. The consequential emergence of the most

general possible nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian conditions is then beyond

any scientific doubt.

As we shall see in this chapter, the operator isogalilean relativity does

indeed provide a quantitative nonrelativistic characterization of closed

nonhamiltonian systems in a form suitable for experimental verifications. In the

subsequent two chapters we shall study the compatible operator formulations of

closed nonhamiltonian relativistic and gravitational systems.

The most important prediction of the emerging novel structure models of

nuclei, hadrons and stars is a new form of subnuclear energy called hadronic

energy [9] which will be studied in details in Vol. III. In this volume we shall

outline the antigravity (Sect. 1 1. 8.7) and the space-time machine (Sect. II.9.7) for

additional studies also in Vol. III.

But the closed-isolated character of systems is, per se, an approximation of

more general open-nonconservative conditions because, strictly speaking, no

systems can be considered as being truly isolated from the rest of the universe

(Mach principle). This is the reason why the original proposal [4] submitted the

classical Lie-admissible generalization of Galilei's symmetry and relativity of

which the Lie-isotopic versions are particular cases. The latter generalizations

were subsequently studied in ref.s [10] under the name of Galilei-admissible (or
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genogalinean) symmetry and relativity for the characterization of particles in

open-nonconservative-irreversible conditions. Additional classical studies were

conducted in ref.s [6] with the introduction, in particular, of the isodual Galilei-

admissible symmetry and relativity for the characterization of antiparticles, also

in open-nonconservative-irreversible conditions. The operator genogalinean

symmetry and relativity of this have been introduced in this chapter for the first

time, to our best knowledge.

EXTERIOR MANY-BODY SYSTEMS

Keplerian center

INTERIOR MANY-BODY SYSTEMS

Lack of Keplerian center

FIGURE 7.1.1: A schematic view of exterior dynamical systems, such as the

planetary or atomic systems, and the corresponding interior dynamics systems,
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such as the structure of Jupiter or the structure of an atomic nucleus, a hadron,

or a star. The first visible difference is that the former admit the Keplerian

nucleus in the center, while the latter do not. Similarly, "there is no nucleus in

the atomic nucleus" or in a star. This structural difference is sufficient, alone, to

require a generalization of Galilei's symmetry and relativity as studied in

monographs [5,6] at the classical level and in this chapter at the operator level.

From these first lines, one can already see the emergence of fundamentally

novel structure models of nuclei, hadrons and stars.

In summary, quantum, mechanics admits only one nonrelativistic

dynamical symmetry and relativity, the Galilean ones. Hadronic mechanics

admits instead the following hierarchy of relativities:

1) The conventional Galilean relativity for the characterization of closed-

isolated Hamiltonian systems of particles in reversible conditions;

2) The isogalilean relativity for the characterization of systems of

particles which are still closed-isolated and with reversible center-of-mass

trajectory, but admit nonhamiltonian internal forces;

3) The genogalinean relativity for the characterization of systems of

particles which are in open-nonconservative-irreversible conditions;

4) The isodual Galilean relativity for the characterization of closed-

isolated Hamiltonian systems of antiparticles in reversible conditions;

5) The isodual isogalilean relativity for the characterization of systems of

antiparticles which are still closed-isolated with reversible center-of-mass

trajectory but with nonhamiltonian internal forces; and

6) The isodual genogalinean relativity for the characterization of

systems of antiparticles which are in open-nonconservative-irreversible

conditions.

All the above relativities are unified by the abstract Galilei-admissible

relativity of Class IIL Nevertheless, to avoid an excessively abstract treatment

particularly for a first exposure to hadronic mechanics, we shall study the

generalized relativities in an individual basis.

A comparison between hadronic mechanics and the rather vast

conventional literature on dissipative systems (see, e.g., ref.s El 1-13] and literature

quoted therein) is instructive. Both approaches deal with contact-nonpotential

interactions. However, hadronic mechanics is the only one which "closes" these

systems into a form verifying total conservation laws while preserving the

nonpotential character of the internal forces. Also, conventional treatments are

based on conventional Hilbert spaces and fields thus suffering of various

problematic aspects under nonunitary time evolutions studied earlier, while

hadronic mechanics is based on suitably generalized Hilbert spaces and fields.

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, conventional approaches do not replace

quantum mechanical symmetries with covering symmetries, while the central

objective of hadronic mechanics is to replace them with structurally generalized
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symmetries which, as such, can characterize structurally more general systems.

Needless to say, numerous types of generalizations of Galilei's symmetry
and relativity can be attempted, e.g., via the q-deformations, nonlinear theories

or theories with nonassociative envelopes (Sect. 1.7.9), but they are afflicted by

various problematic aspects which prevent unambiguous physical applications.

Also, we adopt the isotopic generalization because it is the only one achieving a

direct representation76 of closed-isolated interior systems under the local

isomorphisms G(3. 1) « G(3. 1).

The latter property permits a remarkable nonrelativistic unification of the

exterior and interior systems at the abstract geometric, algebraic and analytic

levels.

Above all, the use of q-deformations or other approaches implies the

;
necessary abandonment of the Galilean laws, thus creating the problem of

identifying plausible new laws. By comparison, the isotopies permit the

preservation of the physical laws of the Galilean relativity at the abstract level

and merely provide more general realizations of the same laws.

7.2: CLASSICAL GALILEI-ISOTOPIC SYMMETRY AND ITS
ISODUAL

Let us begin by recalling that the classical isogalilean symmetry G(3.1)

characterizes closed nonhamiltonian systems without constraints (7.1.5b) [6]. In

fact, the imposition of Galilei's symmetry to the equations of motion (7.1.4a)

ensures the conservation of the generators of the symmetry, resulting in Eq.s

(7.1.4b). The situation is fully similar at the isotopic level. In fact, by recalling that

the basis of a Lie algebra is not changed under isotopies (Ch. 1.4), the imposition of

the isogalilean symmetry to Eq.s (7.1.5a) ensures the validity of conventional

conservation laws (7.1.5c), without need of subsidiary constraints.77

The presence of the nonpotential interactions ensures that the constituents

A direct analytic representation is that occurring in the frame r of the

experimenter without any use of the transformation theory [5l The indirect analytic

representations, those in a transformed frame r'.are prohibited in these volumes

because physical reality must be first represented in the frame of the observer, before

the transformation theory may acquire a physical significance. At any rate the

transformations of nonhamiltonian to Hamiltonian systems are highly nonlinear (Lie-

Koening theorem [5l and, as such, are not realizable in laboratory and do not preserve

the inertial character of reference frames, by therefore leaving open the problem of the

applicable generalized relativity.

77 One can see these occurrences by nothing that, in the absence of the Galilean

symmetry, the conventional equations of motion (7.1.4) would need exactly the same

subsidiary constraints (7.1.5b) to verify the total conservation laws, although the

constraints are now referred to potential forces Fka
SA

-
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are in "contact" with each other, thus permitting an arbitrary particle to be at the

center, called isonucteus [6l In this way, for the unit I = diag. Cl, 1, 1), the nucleus

is Keplerian, while for the isounits l(t, r, f, 'f, ...) we have the isonucleus, i.e., the

particle at the center can be ligther or heavier than the remaining constituents.

The above main lines have been realized as follows. The basic carrier

spaces are the isospaces £{t,ft
t
)xT*£(r,B,R) of Kadeisvili Class I, whose

characteristic functions have an arbitrary dependence on time t, coordinates r

and their derivatives r, r, local density of the interior medium p., local

temperature t, local index of refraction n, and any other needed interior quantity

£(t,ft
t):

l
t =Tf

l = bf2
,

b4(t,r, f,r,p,T,n, ...) >0, (7.2.1a)

fi(rM): 8 = T8, T = diag. (b
t

2
,
b2

2
,
b3

2
) , \ = bk(t, r, f, f, \i, t, n, ... ) > , (7.2. lb)

r
2 = (xb^x + yb2

2
y + z l^

2
z)l € ft(n,+,*), 1 = T 1

, (7.2.1c)

where l
t
(T

t
) is the time isounit (time isotopic element);! (T) is the space isounit

(space isotopic element); R.
t

(ft) is the time (space) isofield; r
2

is the isoseparation;

and T*£(r,S$) represents the isophase space with local coordinates r^ and pk =

mrk .

The isosymmetry 0(3.1) can be defined [6] as the Lie-isotopic group of

nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical isotransforms on £(t,ft
t
)><T*£(r,B,ft) leaving

invariant the following isoseparation for a system of N particles 78

ta - tb = inv.,
(7 2.2a)

(r'a - r^ Sjj(t, r, p,...) (r-i - r^) = inv. at ta
= tb , (7.2.2b)

i, j = 1, 2, 3, a, b = 1, 2, N .

The isoalgebra is expressed in terms of the Lie-isotopic brackets

dk 6B 3B dk
[A", B] = —- b^ % r, p,..) — - — K 2

(t, r, p,..) — (7.2.3)

9r a 9Pka 9Pka &\
where the b's are derived via the isoexterior isodifferential of a one-isoform

(Sect. 1.5.4), thus verifying the Lie algebra axioms by construction because of the

isopoincare lemma 1.5.4.1).

By recalling the expressions in isoeuclidean space

'° Note the uniqueness of the interior isometric for all particles. This is requested by

evident geometrical needs for one single space, and it is not in conflict with the results of

the preceding section owing to the arbitrariness of the isometric itself which can be

reducible, i.e., given by the tensorial product of different isometrics.
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rk = S
ki

r
i = bk

2
r
k

,
r'^rJ = r

k
rk = rk i* f (7.2.4)

brackets (7.2.3) can be equivalently written

3A 3B 3B 3A
[A", B] - , (T.2..5)

6rka apka arka apka

which coincides with conventional brackets thus illustrating again the axiom-
preserving nature of the isotopies. The understanding is however that the

generalization of the original geometry is now embedded in the covariant

coordinates rk = b^t, r, f, r, \i, t, n, ...) r
k

. A more formal expression of the

brackets can be introduced via the isoderivatives but it is not necessary for this

review.

The Isogalilean algebra g(3.1) is characterized by the conventional

generators

X = {Xk } = {
jl,P

It Qlf H}, J, = E/ijk
r
jaPka;

Pj = 2a P
ta

. (7.2.6a)

Gi = 2a (m
a

r
ia

- t pj, H =
pj,a

b
R
2
Pka

/2ma + V(rab) }, (7.2.6b)

rab = ((r\- \) b
R
2

( r
k

a
- v\) )* (7.2.6c)

although now defined in £(t,ft
t)*T£(rM), with isocommutation rules (see also

those for SO(3) of Sect. 1 1.6.3) [6]

[ J* * JJ
] = eU* J

k
, [ J' fP| ] = e 1* P., (7.2.7a)

[J^G ] = e^Gfc, [J^H] = 0, (7.2.7b)

[GiTPj] = 8 M, [G
t
rH] = 0, (7.2.7c)

[P.TP ] = [G.;G.] = [P.TH] = 0, (7.2.7d)

and (local) isocasimir invariants

C
( ° = (PjtfiPj -MH), (7.2.8a)

C
(2)

= (MJ - G A Pfi = ( M J - GAP ) * (MJ - GAP) , (7.2.8b)

The connected isogalilean group Go(3.0 is characterized by the same
generators (7.2.6) and the conventional (ordered set of) parameters

w = (wk ) = (Oj, r°
i(

v°., t°), k = 1, 2,..., 10, (7.2.9)

with the isogroup structure (here written for simplicity with the conventional

exponentiation) [6]

V = UlLe a v k ^ ]l}*r, (7.2.10)
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The above structure characterizes a finite, ten-dimensional isogroup

owing to the isotopic Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff composition theorem 1.4.5.1

and yields an isotopic structure fully equivalent to the conventional one (7.1.3),

i.e.,

G (3.l) = [S0{3)©t
t
°U)lx[T

r°<3)© Tr
=(3)], (7.2.11)

where hat denotes isotopy. The local isomorphism 0(3. 1) * G(3. 1) is then evident,

also in view of the preservation of the conventional structure constants in

isoalgebra (7.2.7).

Note also the identity G(3.1) = G(3.1) at the abstract level, that is, the

complete loss of any differentiation between the Galilean and isogalilean

structures at the realization-free level, as expected from the corresponding

identity of the underlying carrier spaces and isospaces.

This latter property is important to illustrate that, by no means, the

Galilean symmetry is abandoned in our studies of interior dynamical systems. On

the contrary, the efforts are devoted to the preservation of the symmetry

although realized in a way structurally more general than the conventional one

[5,6]. The possibility to preserve the Galilean symmetry at the abstract level for

interior problems also illustrates the preference of the isotopies over other

approaches, such as q-deformations.

For detailed studies on the construction of isogalilean invariant systems,

the necessary and sufficient conditions for the G(3.1) invariance, the construction

of the symmetry from the equations of motion and other topics, we refer the

reader to monographs [5,6].

Note that in the conventional case, one usually assigns the Hamiltonian (this

is at times called direct problem of Newtonian mechanics) and verifies its G(3.1)-

invariance, by (rarely) constructing the equations of motion. The situation for

isotopies is reversed. In fact, nonhamiltonian equations of motions are assigned

first. One must then construct their isoanalytic representation in terms of a

Hamiltonian H and the isounitl (this is called the inverse problem of Newtonian

mechanics[5,6\). The verification of the G(3.1)-isoinvariance is the the third step.

Note also that the Galilean transforms are unique, while there exist an

infinite number of different isogalilean transforms, although they all belong to

the same class. In fact, different nonhamiltonian forces are represented via

different isounits which enter in the isogroup structure, thus resulting in

different explicit transforms (see next section).

The isodual isogalilean symmetry Gd(3.l) is characterized by the isodual

generators Xk
d = - Xk , isodual parameters wk

d = - wk , isodual isotopic elements

Td = - T and can be easily derived from the preceding studies on isoduality.
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73: CLASSICAL GALILEI-ISOTOPIC RELATIVITY
AND ITS ISODUAL

The classical isogalilean relativity [6] can be defined as the form-invariance

description of systems under the isogalilean symmetry G(3.1) in a way fully

parallel to the conventional relativity [2].

The general isogalilean transforms of Class I can be readily computed

from isoexponentials (7.2.10) plus the isodiscrete components from Sect. II .6.2, and

can be written [6]

t' =- t + t° B4

~2
isotime translations (7.3.1a)

= r
k + r°

k Bk(rT
2

isospace translations (7.2.3b)

r
k, = r

k + t° v
oi Bk(vT

2
, isogalilean boosts (7.3.1c)

r' = *tfe lf e2,e3)*r, isorotations (7.3. Id)

f = fr* r = - r, t' = T*t = -
1, isoinversions (7.3. le)

where:

1) isotransforms (7.3. Id) are the isorotations of Ch. 1 1.6;

2) the isoinversions generator can be assumed as given by tt = it 1, t = t l
t ,

where tt and t are conventional inversion for space and time, respectively; and

3) the B's are nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical functions in all

variables characterized by [6]

B4(t
)~2 = b4

~2 + + t [b4
-2
;H]/2! + t

2 [[b4
-2
;HrH]/3! + ... (7.3.2a)

Bk(rT
2 = b

k

"2 + r°j [ bk
~2

TP. ] /2 + r°mr°n [ [ bk
"2 ym ] yn ] 1 3! +... (7.3.2b)

Bk<v°)~
2 = b

k

"2 + vy bj."
2

;Gj] / 2 + v°mv
o

n
[[bk

-2 ;Gm]:Gn ]+ .... (7.3.2c)

where the brackets are given by Eq.s (7.2.3).

It is readily seen that isotransforms (7.3.1) leave invariant the isoseparation

(7.2.2) in isospace. Note, from the functional degrees of freedom of the B's, the

nonlinearity and nonlocality of the isotransforms, as desired.

The restricted isogalilean transforms of Class I [6] occur when the

characteristic b-functions are averaged into constants,

b°4
= Aver { b4(t, r, ...) } > 0, b\ = Aver { bk(t, r, ...) ] > 0. (7.3.3)

In this latter case, isotransforms (7.3.1) evidently become linear and local but

still more general than the conventional ones.

Note finally that, being nonlinear, general isotransforms (7.3.1) are
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noninertial, and characterize a class of frames equivalent to an actual frame in

our Earthly environment which, as well known, is noninertial79 . By comparison,

the restricted transforms are indeed inertial as the conventional ones.

Moreover, we should recall that the full nonlinear, nonlocal and
nonhamiltonian dependence of the characteristic b-functions is needed only for

the local internal description, say, of one constituent at a given internal space-

time point. By recalling that in closed nonhamiltonian systems each constituent is

in an unstable, and thus noninertial conditions, the noninertial character of the

general isogalilean symmetry then confirms the achievement of a broader

composite structure.

On the contrary, the exterior global treatment of a closed nonhamiltonian

system as a whole requires the restricted isotransforms, owing to the need of the

global behaviour of the interior medium, in which case the characteristic b-
functions are averaged into b°-constants.80

A simple illustration is given by the characterization of the speed of light in

interior conditions which, as studied better in the next chapter, is given by c =

c b4 = c /n, where c is the speed in vacuum and n = 04" 1
is the usual index of

refraction. When the value of the speed of light is needed at each point, say, of a

planetary atmosphere, we have a rather complex functional dependence of n =

b4
-1

requiring the general isogalilean transforms. On the contrary, in most cases

it is sufficient to study the average speed of light throughout the entire

atmosphere considered. In this latter case the speed is represented by c b% =

c /n° = const < c and the restricted, linear-inertial isogalilean transforms are

sufficient.

The reader should therefore keep in mind that only restricted and
therefore inertial isotransforms are generally applicable for the global treatment

of a stable, hadronic, composite systems, that is, for exterior experimental

measures, while the general noninertial isotransforms are needed for the study

of noninertial conditions of the individual constituents of the system.

In summary, the fundamental transforms assumed in these volumes for

the exterior nonrelativistic dynamical problem are the Galilean transforms

/y We should recall that, in the final analysis, inertia! reference frames are a

philosophical abstraction because they do not exist in our Earthly physical reality, nor

are they attainable in our Solar or Galactic systems

.

80 As elaborated in ref. [6l the assumption of an inertial framework for the individual

constituents would evidently restrict the applicable symmetries and relativities to be

linear , thus leading to a conventional Keplerian system with stable individual orbits

without advances. On the contrary, a necessary condition for the achievement of

generalized composite systems is the assumption ab initio of a noninertial setting for

the individual constituents which then permits the identification of nonlinear

symmetries for unstable individual orbits, all this in a way fully compatible with a

stable total system, conventional total conservation laws, and inertial exterior-global

treatment.
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f = t + t°, r' = 91(6!, 62, 6g) r + tV + r°. (7.3.4)

while those assumed for the interior nonrelativistic dynamical problem are the

covering isogalilean transforms

t '
= t + t° B4

"2
, r '

= Heh 62,

9

3) * r + fvBCvT2 + r°B(r°)"
2

. (7.3.5)

From the viewpoint of the Lie-isotopic group 0(3. l), the latter can be
represented via the element g®, f, v°, r°). The isounit is then given by gtt, 0, 0, 0)

and its isotopic action is given by f = g * r :
= g T r,l = T" 1

. The inverse element
is given by g

-1$T l
,
- t°, - ft* v°, - £*r° + t°5\*v°) (see ref. [2], pp. 256-257 for the

conventional case). The isocomposition of two isogalilean transforms follows the

rule

U% t°
lt v !,

r\ ) * g2 (

t°

2,
v°2 , r°2 )

=

= g3 ( £2 * ^ ,
t°! + t°2 , V°2 +V V*h r 2 + &2 * r

°l
+ v°2 f f > (7 -3 -6 *

The isodual isogalilean relativity is the antiautomorphic image of the

isorelativity under the time and space conjugations

l
t -V = -V 1 -l d = -1. (7.3.7)

The basic numbers are therefore characterized by the isodual field for time
where the isodual isotime is td = tl

t

d = -t and the isodual field for

space ft
d
(n
d

+,*), with isodual space numbers nd = ril
d

. Their most salient

features are the isodual isoproducts

V*tV=WV - (t
L
t2 )t

t

d
, (7.3.8a)

n!
d *d nd2 = ni

dTd nd = (n^)^, (7.3.8b)

and the isodual isonorms (Ch. 1.2)

nd
t
d = -m < o , tn

d
t
d = -\h\ < o, (7.3.9)

which are negative-definite.

The only possible directions of time are therefore those backward from
future time, and backward in past time. Also, the magnitude of the energy,

linear momentum, angular momentum and other physical quantities is negative.

The carrier spaces are the isodual isoeuclidean spaces

ed(t,ft
t

d
)= V = ^fl~

l = -V2
,

b4(t,r, r,r, ...) <0, (7.3.10a)

fi
d
(r,S

d
ft
d

): 8d = Td8, T* = - diag. (b^, b2
2

,
b3

2
) , \ = bk(t, r, f, t ... ) < , (7.3.10b)

r
2d = (-xb^x - yb2

2
y - z bg

2
z)l

d
e ft

d
(n
d,+A l

d =(Td)" 1

. (7.3.10c)
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The isoduai isogalilean symmetry Ga(3.1) is the antiautomorphic image of

0(3.1) under the conjugations here considered; 17 results to be largest possible

invariance group of the separations

k ~ lb
= inv

> (7.3. 11a)

[(4- r^
Sij

d
(t, r, p,...) (rJ

&
- r^) ]l

d = inv. at ta = tb ; (7.3.11b)

and it is characterized by negative-definite generators, parameters and isotopic

elements.

The isoduai isogalilean transformations can then be written

_o
t' = t + t° B4 , isoduai isotime translations (7.3.12a)

r
k' - r

k + isoduai isospace translations (7.3. 12b)

r
k' = r

k _ t°v
oi Bk(vT

2
, isoduai isogalilean boosts (7.3.12c)

r' = ft
d
(e

lf
e2,e3)*

d
r, isoduai isorotations (7.3. Id)

f = -fj-d %d r _ _ r) t
- = $d ,

t

d
t = _

t> isodual jSOinversions (7.3. 12e)

and, as such, they formally coincide with isotransforms (7.3.1).

Note the independence of isoduality from the space and time inversions

and isoinversions, which is made clearer by the following invariance properties

f = -fr*r = Tr
d *d r = -r, t' = T*

t
t = Td *

t

d
t = - t, (7.3. 14)

In fact, the inversions (isoinversions) reverse the sign of space and time

coordinates while preserving the conventional unit +1 (isounits 1). On the

contrary, the isodualities preserve the sign of space and time coordinates, while

changing the sign of the basic units.

Such a distinction appears even stronger at the operator level because,

while the inversions and isoinversions preserve their Hilbert space, isodualities

imply the passage to the isoduai Hilbert spaces (Sect. 1.6.3).

In Vol. II, ref. [6], p. 60, we proved the following

Proposition 7.3.1: All systems which are invariant under the isogalilean

symmetry are isoduai isoinvariant.

The term "isoduai isoinvariant" refer to the construction of the isoduai

systems which result to be invariant under the isoduai isogalilean symmetry. The

above property permit the following new:

Universal invariance law under isoduality: 4// physical laws which

are Galilean or isogalilean invariant are also invariant under the isoduai
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symmetry.

The above new invariance is the result of the invariance of the basic

separation under isoduality, ^ = A As a result, any given separation can

equivalently be interpreted as either belonging to an isoeuclidean space or to its

isodual.

For brevity we refer the interested reader to Vol. II, ref. [6] for the

necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of a systems under the

isogalilean symmetry and its isodual and other related topics.

7.4: OPERATOR GALILEI-ISOTOPIC RELATIVITY AND ITS
ISODUAL

The operator formulation of the isogalilean symmetry was submitted, apparently

for the first time, in memoirs [7] and then studied in more details in ref. [8].

Consider the (ordered set of) conventional generators of the quantum mechanical

Galilei algebra g(3.I).

X = { Xk ) = { J = 2a
ra A Pa'

P' G = Xa
Cmr

a
- tp

a
),H} (7.4.1)

(where the subscript "tot" has been dropped for simplicity) although now
considered in the isoenveloping operator algebra £ and referred to the isohilbert

space 3t over an isofield C(c,+ *) of isocomplex numbers. Assume all isostructures

to be of Class I and have a common isotopic element T > independent from the

local coordinates r to avoid gravitational aspects (see the next chapters for the

inclusion of local coordinates).

Then, the now familiar isotopic properties81

Pk*l$> =-iVvil$> = -'V2vkl$>> k=I, 2, 3, b=l. (7.4.2a)

[r
i rrJ]*|$> =

[ PiPpjl *
| ^ > = 0, [r

i

,p
j
]*|iI;> = ib

i

"2 S i

j
* |$>. (7.4.2b)

ti*i Trjl *
1
4* > = Ipirpjl*|$> = 0, [rj, pj]*|$> = i8ij*|i]y>. (7.4.2c)

imply the operator isogalilean algebras [7,8]
82

8

1

One should keep in mind the isotopic differential rule tacitly assumed in this section

[A * B ;c] = A * [B f C] + [A",C3 * B (a)

as studied in Sect. 1.4.4.

82
If one uses the original local coordinates!^ without their contraction to the covariant

form rk = bkk, then the isogalilean algebra assumes the form

[Ji^l = -i€
iik
b-2Jk

,
[JiTPjl — ie

iik bf
2

Pk ,
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[ J* TJj
] = - i e^J* [ J

!

TPj] --ie^Pfc, (7.4.3a)

[ Jj TGj ] = - i <E
ijk

bj"
2 Gk, [ TH ] -

, (7.4.3b)

[GjTPj] = 8ijbj"
2H [GpH] =0, (7.4.3c)

[P. TPj] = [G
L
TGj ] = [PpH] = 0, i,j = 1,2,3, (7.4.3d)

whose algebraic equivalence to rules (7.2.7) is evident. This establishes that the

operator isogalilean algebra g(3.1) here considered is the unique and unambiguous
operator version of the classical version of Sect. 1 1.7.2.

The operator isocasimirs of g(3. 1) are given by83

C<0) = l = P2 -MH, d2) = <MJ - GAPP . (7.4.4)

The construction of the isoexponentiation of rules (7.4.3) into the operator

isogalilean group G(3.l) is consequential, resulting in the isounitary

isotransforms84

0(W) = eiXk*wk = {e
iXk Twk)^

The explicit form of the isogalilean transforms remains the classical ones.

An inspection of the structure of isocasimirs (7.4.4) illustrates the

generalized notion of systems characterized by the isogalilean symmetries as

studied in more details in Sect. II.7.8.

The operator isoduai isogalilean symmetry Gd(3.1) is also characterized by
the isodualitiesl

t

d = - l
t , 1 = - 1, but now referred to the isoduai Hilbert space

with elements < $ |
and isoduai isoinner product < $ |

Td | l
d e Cd

(c
d
,+,*^).

[ Jj T Gj ] = - i e
ijk

bj
-2

G
k,

[JpH] = 0,

iGpPj] = Sjjbj^M, I Gj rm = 0,

[ P. TPj ] =1 Gj fGj] = [PpH] = 0, i, j
= 1, 2, 3 .

The local isomorphisms with g(3.l) still holds because of the positive-definiteness of the

b-terms. Equivalently, in the latter realization the original structure constants can be

regaining via the redefinitions Jf = bj b2 Jj
,
J2

' = ^03^, J3 = b(b2J3-

83 Note that in the classical realization, only the functions multiplying the isounits are

the isocasimir invariants, while in the operator case the entire structures are isocasimirs,

including the isounits. This is evidently due to the fact that the isocommutation rules are

computed among functions in the former case, and among matrices/operators in the

latter case.

84 The isounitary character is established by the isotopies of Wigner's theorem on

quantum symmetries studied later on in Sect. 1 1.7.6.
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The fundamental isodual rules are given by

<$|*dPk =
' < $ I

v
iV = 1 < $ I

vk bk'
2

.
k=1

-
2

- 3, h = 1. (7.4.6)

i < $ |
S'j bj"

2
, (7.4.7b)

(7.4.7c)

(7.4.7d)

The isodual isogalilean algebra is then given by isoalgebra (7.3.7) with all

signs reversed, while the isodual isogalilean group can be written in terms of the

isodual isounitary isotransforms

d
(w) = e

idXkM^ = ( e
lxk Twk

}1d = . m) {748)

The explicit form of the isodual transform s is then the same as the classical

ones.

Recall that hadronic mechanics permits the identification of the hitherto

unknown isodual quantum mechanics, which is the image of the conventional

mechanics under the map if the units +1 -> -1 over the isodual Hilbert space Xd

with conventionally isodual elements < i]/ P = - (< |)f with isodual composition

3Cd: < 4*
|

<}> >d = < <|i
|

d
(-1)

| <J> >
d (-1)" 1 e Cd(cd + *). (7.4.9)

As one can see, the above isodual composition coincides with the

conventional one, and this may be a reason for the lack of identification of the

isodual quantum mechanics until now. Despite the above identity, the physical

implications are nontrivial, as we shall see.

The fundamental symmetry for nonrelativistic isodual quantum mechanics

is the isodual Galilean symmetry Gd(3.l) which is a simple particular case of

Gd(3.1).

We now study the isotopies and isodualities of the Galilean relativity. As

well known, a most rigorous way of establishing the Galilei relativity in quantum
mechanics is via Mackey's imprimitivity theorem [3l formulated within the

context of a conventional enveloping associative operator algebra £ and Hilbert

space X over a field of complex numbers C(c,+,*)- In particular, this theorem

also provides the largest possible linear, local and unitary invariance of

Schrodinger's equation.

An important result of ref . [7] was the proof that Mackey's theorem admits

consistent isotopic generalizations in enveloping isoassociative algebras £ and
isohilbert space 3t over the isocomplex field C(c,+ *) for the case of Class I

<^|*d [r
i
:rj]

d = <$|*d [p
i
; Pj]

=0,<^|*d [r
i

,p
j
]

d = ~

<ij;|*d [r
i
rr

j
l
d = < $ |

*d
[ Pi; Pj]

d = 0,

<$l*
d

[ri,Pj]
d = -i<ip|8 i

j.
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structures with common isotopic element T of Class I independent from the

space and time coordinates85 . This study established the consistency of the

isogalilean relativity. In particular, the isotopic imprimitivity theorem, or

isoimprimitivity theorem for short, characterizes the largest known invariance

of the isoschrOdinger's equation which is nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical

when projected in the original space and isolinear, isolocal and isocanonical when
formulated in isospace (App. II.4.C).

We shall present below the isoimprimitivity theorem for the simplest and
most known class of irreducible isoreps of Lie-isotopic algebras, those of regular

type. The extension to the more general class of irregular isoreps is left to the

interested reader, while the reduction of the proof to the standard irreducible

isoreps is trivial.

The basic properties which permit a virtual verbatim, line-by-line,

isotopic lifting of Class I of Mackey's theorem are the following:

1) The abstract identity of ordinary fields C(c,+,x) and isofields C(c,+,*) as

well as of algebras £ over C, and isoalgebras £ over C,

C - C, £ ~ £ , (7.4.10)

As stressed in Vol. I, all distinctions are lost at the abstract level between the

conventional unit I of quantum mechanics and the isounit 1 of hadronic

mechanics, between the conventional product QP in £ and the isotopic product

Q*P = QTP,1 =T_1
in & etc.

2) The abstract identity of the conventional and isohilbert spaces from the

positive-definiteness of the isotopic element T,

X: <<f>|ijf> eC(c,+,x) X: <<|>|t|i|j>1 € C(c,+ *) . (7.4.11)

3) The abstract identity of the quantum and hadronic rules including the

identity of: conventional and isotopic derivatives,
86 conventional Hermiticity and

isohermiticity, etc.. In particular, the fundamental commutation rules and their

isotopic coverings can be written in the unified notation for an abstract

85 The results holds also for an explicit dependence on r and t following the construction

of the isodifferential calculus for such a dependence done in the next chapter. The
formulation of the imprimitivity theorem for the more general case in which the

isohilbert space 3t has an isotopic element G different than the element T of £ and C(c,+ *)

has not been investigate to date. Such an extension appears to be important for the

possible reconstruction of the exact parity symmetry in isospace for weak interactions.

OD Note that a considerable increase in complexity occurs for isounits with a dependence

in the local coordinates when the isoderivatives are expressed in terms of the

conventional form. However, if one remains at the abstract level and considers instead

isoderivatives per se, the dependence on the local coordinates is considerably less

complicated.
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associative envelope € (n = 1)

Qi
x
Qj| 5

- Qj
x
Qi

|£
= Pi*P

j|5
" PjXP

i|£ = 0, (7.4.12a)

Q
i
xP

j|6
" p

j

x
Qi

|
£
= i I (7.4.12b)

Then, the conventional formalism of the imprimitivity theorem (see ref. [3],

p. 180) holds for the simplest possible realization of the envelope € with product

QP, as well as for the lesser trivial isotopic realization of t with isoproduct Q*P =

QTP,1 = T
_1

.

Once the above abstract identities are understood, the isotopies of the

imprimitivity theorem is consequential.

In fact, one can prove the uniqueness of the following structure of the

isokinetic energy up (to isoscalar terms) in T*£(r,£,ft)

= P^7 2*m = S'j Pj T Pj / 2 m, (7.4.13)

the uniqueness of the structure of any admissible isopotential on T*£(r,S,$) (also

up to isoscalar multiples)

V = V( rab )1 ,
rab = [ (r*a

-^

)

!

&y (Wa
- rJ

b ) 1
*

, (7.4.14)

and the uniqueness of the energy isoequation in £(t,ft
t
)

A*$ = (R + V)*$ = [( l/2m)S iJP
i
TP

j

+ Vl)T ij;
=

= £T$ = Eifc 7.4.15)

The isogalilean symmetry G(3. 1) realized via isounitary operators (7.4.5)

0*ft*rjf = ft, (7.4.I6)

then follows as the largest possible isosymmetry (see the next section on the

isotopies of Wigner's theorem on unitary symmetries).

The nonlinearity, nonlocality and noncanonicity of the symmetries is

established by the the integro-differential functional dependence of the isotopic

element T appearing in the exponent of the isotopic structure (7.4.5).

The operator isodual isogaliiean relativity and the operator isodual

Galilean relativity can now be readily identified via the preceding techniques.
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7.5: OPERATOR GALILEI-ADMISSIBLE RELATIVITY AND ITS
ISODUAL

The reader familiar with the Lie-admissible generalization of Lie and Lie-isotopic

methods can now construct the Galilei-admissible symmetry as a genotopy of

the conventional symmetry G(3.1) or of the isotopic symmetry 0(3.1).

The important steps are:

1) the differentiation between multiplication to the right Q>P, from
multiplication to the left Q<P, their association with motion forward to future

time and forward from past time, respectively, under the needed continuity,

boundedness and regularity conditions,

Q>P=QRP^Q<P = QSP, R, S,R±S nonsingular, (7.5.1)

2) the identification of corresponding right and left genounits and related

conjugation here assumed to be ordinary Hermiticity,

1> = R
_1

,
<1 = S"

1
,

1> = ( <1 )
T

, (7.5.2b)

3) the assumption of genoreals and genocomplex numbers of Ch. 1.7 at the

foundation of the theory, here written in the unified notation

<£>(<£>+,<>), (7.5.3)

and related genoeuclidean spaces

<£>(t<R
t
>): <l

t
> =(<T

t>r
1 = <b4

>-2
, (7.5.4a)

<fi>(r <8> <R>): <8> = <T>8, <T> = diag. ( <b>
l

2
,
<b>2

2 <b>3
2

) , (7.5.4b)

r
<2> = ( x <b> ^ x - y <b>2

2
y - z <r?3

2
z) <1> e <ft>(<n> +,o) , (7.5.4c)

where only one direction of time can be selected and the characteristic b-

quantities can now be complex.

The Galilei-admissible genosymmetry^^SA) is the symmetry of

genoinvariant (7.5.4c), it can then be uniquely constructed as a consequence of the

above basic assumptions, and it is given by the following Lie-admissible group of

genounitary transforms of a physical quantity Q

Q' = 0>(w) > Q < <WT(w)
, (7.5.5a)

0>(w) = e
iXk>W>k

= (e
iXkRw

Ml, (7.5.5b)

<W<(w) = e
i<Wk<<Wk

= <l(e
iWkSXM, (7.5.5c)

0> > 0* = 0>t > = 1>
, <W < <^ = <tft < <W = <1

. (7.5.5d)
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We therefore have two Galilei-admissible transforms, one for motion
forward to future time

t' - t + t° B>4 , genotime translations (7.5.6a)

r
k

' = r
k + r

ok B>k(rT
2

,
genospace translations (7.5.6b)

r
k

' = r
k + t° v

oi B>k(vT
2

, genogalinean boosts (7.5.6c)

r '
= Sft

>
(6

1 , 2,

9

3) > r, genorotations (7.5.6d)

f = tt> > r = - r, t' = t> >
t

t = -
1, genoinversions (7.5.6e)

and the other for motion forward from past time

t' = t + t°
<B 4 , genotime translations (7.5.7a)

r
k * = r

k + r
°k <Bk(r

)"2
, genospace translations (7.5.7b)

r
k ' = r

k + t° v*i <Bk(vT
2

genogalinean boosts (7.5.7c)

r '
= r < <$(%, 82,

e3) , genorotations (7.5.7d)

f = = - r, t' = t <
t

<:
r , genoinversions (7.5.7e)

Lemma 7.5.1: The Galilei-admissible group when written in

its genospace, is locally isomorphic to the conventional Galilei group.

Proof. The Galilei-admissible group <G>(3. 1) is composed of two different

Galilei-isotopic groups, one for action to the right G>(3.1) and one for action to

the left
<
G(3.1), which are individually isomorphic to the conventional Galilei

group. We therefore have the chain of the isomorphisms from transforms (7.5.5a)

CPUl) ~ G(3.1), <G(3.I) ~ G(3.1), <G>(3.1) - G(3.1), (7.5.8)

and the property of the lemma follows. q.e.d.

Lemma 7.5. 1 also follows from the simple observation that the genosphere

(7.5.4c), even though with a generally complex structure, coincides at the abstract

level with the conventional sphere in each direction of time. In fact, in

correspondence of the deformations of the semiaxes l k
-> <b>k

2 we have the

deformation of the corresponding component of the unit in the inverse amount

l k
<b>k

~2 thus preserving the original geometric structure.

The Galilei-admissible algebra ^(3.1) can be characterized by the

infinitesimal version of the Lie-admissible group (7.5.5a)

idQ/dwk = Q<Xk| ^- Xk >Q |?>
= QRXk|<Nrl - Xk SQ |1>=jrl

, (7.5.9)

where, as indicated, each genoassociative product is computed in its own
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envelope, that is, with respect to its own unit.

The Galilei-admissible algebra therefore admits the conventional, Galilean

structure constants when computed in its appropriate genospace. In fact, the

product of law (7.5.9) results to be different than the Lie product only when
written in the original Lie space, that is, when both genomultiplications to the

right and to the left are referred to the same unit I.

The Galilei-admissible relativity is a form-invariant description of

systems under the genosymmetry ^(3.1). Unlike the conventional Galilei and
Galilei-isotopic case, the primary objective of the Galilei-admissible relativity is

the characterization of the time-rate-of-variations of physical quantities, such

as that of the energy

H(t) - >
(t) > H(0) < <W(t) =iH(R-S)H*0, (7.5. 10)

of which the conventional conservation is an evident particular case (see Vol. II,

ref. [6] for the classical profile, and the subsequent studies for the operator

counterpart).

The isodual Galilei-admissible symmetry and relativities are the image of

the preceding ones under isodualities

<l
t

>d = -<!>, <i>d = -<!>.
(7.5. n)

Their explicit construction is an instructive exercise for the interested reader.

To indicate the pohysical relevance of the Galilei-admissible relativity, we
first introduce the following

Lemma 7.5.1 (Axiomatization of time arrows): The Galilei-admissible

relativity and its isodual provide an axiomatic, form-invariant

characterization of all four possible time arrows of open-nonconservative

processes.

Consider a conventional conservative system under the conventional Galilei

symmetry. A fundamental property is that the underlying field characterizing

time is unique, as well known and given by the familiar structure R(t,+,x). Time-
reversal is indeed admitted, but always preserving the base fields unchanged. In

the transition to conventional treatments of dissipative systems (see, e.g., ref.s

[1 1-13D this fundamental property remains unchanged.

The characterization of open-nonconservative systems via the Galilei-

admissible relativity implies a structural generalization in the characterization of

time. In fact, it admits four different generalization of the time field R(t,+,x)

given by £>(*>+,>), <£(<%+,<), £>dft
>d +,>d) and d<

ft(
d<V,d<) which

characterize all four possible time arrows (see Fig. 7.5. 1 for details).
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LIE-ADMISSIBLE AXIOMATIZATION OF THE FOUR TIME ARROWS

<&<%+,<) a>ft>+,>)

1 >
d<R(d<V,d<) R>d(t

>d +,>d) time

FIGURE 7.5.1: A schematic view of the axiomatization of time via genofields

introduced by the author in ref. [l4l the genofield R>(l>,+,>) with genotimet>= A-*,

where t is the ordinary time, and genounit!^ = (T^)
-1

# l^t for motion forward

to future time >; the genofield
<
ift(
<
t,+)<) with genotime = and genounit ^

= fl^T for motion forward from past time <; the isodual genofield ft
>(

1(t
>^+

)>d)

which is the image of R>ft
>
,+,>) under isoduality for motion backward from

future time >d = ->; and the isodual genofield
d<

R(
d<

^,+,d<) which is the isodual

image of for motion backward in past tj'me
d< - -<. As one can see, the

main element of the characterization is the generalization of the trivial unit +1 of

the current description of time into a (nonsingular and) nonhermitean quantity 1.

The conjugation under Hermiticity then allows the transition from motion forward

to the future to motion forward from past time, while the conjugation under

isoduality permits the representation of the remaining two directions. Note the

fundamental point here: time t remains the conventional real time as ordinarily

measured, and only its unit is generalized into a nonhermitean quantity. The
simplest and most effective realization of the above notion of genotime is that by

Jannussis [15] in which the genounit is a complex quantity 1 = n + im, n, m e

R(n,+ x). We therefore call Jannussis complex times the following four quantities

t> = tl> = t(n + im), <t = <l t = (n - im)t, t
>d = t(-n - im),

d<
t = d<

lt = Hi +im)t,

where, again, t is the ordinary real time. Intriguingly, Jannussis' notion of complex

time is a quantitative mathematical representation of the notion of absolute time

in ancient Greek philosophy.

The above axiomatic characterization of time then implies the following

Lemma 7.5.3 (Origin of irreversibility): The Galilei-admissible

relativity and- its isodual, when restricted to the conjugation R = rX

provide an axiomatic, form-invariant reduction of macroscopic

irreversibility to the ultimate level of the structure of matter, that of

elementary particles in open-nonconservative conditions.
87

A comparison with the efforts by Prigogine [13] Hawking, Laflamme, Lyons

87 t
The condition R = S 1 is necessary to have a consistent conjugation from motion

forward to future time to that forward from past time,"^ = C
5^ (see Fig. 7.5.1).
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[16] and others (see, e.g., ref. [17]) at the reconciliation of macroscopic
irreversibility with elementary systems is instructive. In these studies quantum
mechanics is assumed as being exactly valid at the ultimate elementary level of

matter, thus leaving the problem of the origin of irreversibility essentially

unsettled.

On the contrary, we assume a structural generalization of quantum
mechanics for the characterization of elementary particles in interior, open-
irreversible conditions and a corresponding fully equivalent classical image [6]

interconnected by genoquantization {Sect. 1 1.4. In particular, the operator and
classical Lie-admissible mechanics are intrinsically irreversible, that is, they are

irreversible even for reversible Hamiltonians H. it then follows that

irreversibility originates at the ultimate level of the structure of matter, that of

elementary particles in open-interior conditions. Classical macroscopic
irreversibility is a mere aggregate of such irreducible elementary constituents

under the same abstract axioms.

The achievement of the above quantitative, form-invariant, axiomatization

of the origin of irreversibility was one of the central reasons which motivated the

construction of hadronic mechanics. For early studies on conventional Hilbert

spaces and fields, see ref. [181. The axiomatization on isospaces over isofields has

been introduced in this section apparently for the first time. A Lie-admissible

reformulation of conventional irreversible statistics is presented in Sect. 1 1.7.9.

7.6: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES OF
WIGNER'S THEOREM ON QUANTUM SYMMETRIES

After having identified the nonrelativistic dynamical symmetry, the next logical

step is to identify the conditions for invariance in hadronic mechanics. Among
the many different possibilities, we select the isotopies, genotopies and

isodualities of Wigner's theorem on quantum symmetry as presented, e.g., in ref.

[19], Sect. 5.1. The isotopies of Wigner's theorem were studied in ref. [20] of 1983.

No additional reference is on record in the field at this time (early 1994) to our

best knowledge.

As it is well known, an important notion in the statistical interpretation of

quantum mechanics is the transition probability

£><tfj, (J>)
=

ty)
=

| < i\>
1
4 > p , (7.6.1)

between two normalized vectors tj/ and
<J>

in a Hilbert space e X with inner

product < i|i
|

<j> > over the complex field C(c,+,x), In order to reach a deeper

connection with quantum symmetries, the states and $ are interpreted as unit

rays in 3C, that is as an equivalence class of vectors of unit length in 3C. The
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correspondence between unit rays and quantum states is then no longer one-to-

one because of unimodular phase factors exp(ict), where a is real, and/or because

of superselection rules.

A quantum mechanical symmetry G Eloc. cit] is a map from the set of unit

rays in e X onto the set of unit rays on a second Hilbert space X' (not necessarily

different than X) which: preserves the transition probability

g«> ) = 8% <>) , g e G , (7.6.2)

where and $ are unit rays in X and ty'
~ Cty, <(>' = G$ are unit rays in X'; the map

is defined for every unit rays in X; and the map between unit rays is one-to-one

and onto.

Theorem 7.6.1 (Wigner theorem on quantum symmetries [loc. cit.]):

Let G be a symmetry mapping unit rays in a Hilbert space X onto unit

rays in a second Hilbert space X'. Then, the mapping of unit rays can

be replaced by a mapping of vector which is either unitary or

antiunitary, that is, there exists an onto mapping U: X -* X', given by
€ X i|T = Ut]/ € X', for each iJj e X, such that

U(tl* + <(>)=U(|j + U<|>, U(a*|>) = aUt|j or = aU(|», (7.6.3a)

<Ut|i|U<t>> = <<H<f>> or = <ij;|<t>> (7.6.3b)

Consider now the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics of Class I

with all isotopic quantities characterized by the same element T > 0. From the

studies of preceding sections it is evident that each quantum notion admits a

consistent and unique isotopic generalization which is such to coincide with the

quantum formulation at the abstract, realization-free level. This is evidently the

same for the context of Wigner's theorem.

Let X be a isohilbert space with isoinner product <$f(f>> = <#|T|$>le
C(c,+,*)- The quantities $ and $ can then be reinterpreted as isounit rays in X
evidently referred tot. Since 1 is positive-definite as the ordinary unit +1, it is

clear that Hilbert and isohilbert spaces as well as unit rays and isounit rays

coincide at the abstract, realization-free level.

Definition 7.6.1 [20]: Let X and X' be two (not necessarily different)

isohilbert spaces of Class I with a unique isotopic element T. Then a

"hadronic symmetry" & is a map from the set of isounit rays in X
onto the set of isounit rays infoX' which:

1) preserves the transition isoprobability

«g**rs*$) * m:$ = i<*r»>i
a = i<*t $>i

2 i, § e g, (7.6.4)
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where $ and $ are isounit rays in 3t and = g*tj>, = g*$ are isounit

rays in

2) js defined for every isounit ray in 3t; and

3) the mapping between isounit rays is one-to-one and onto.

Recall that an operator is isounitary when it verifies the properties 0*0^

= 0'*U = 1. An operator t is anti-isounitary when it has the structure £ = 0*C =

OC, where is unitary and C is the operation of complex conjugation (the latter

one occurs, e.g., for time isoinversions). The step-by-step repetition of the proof

of Winger's theorem (ref . [9], Sect. 5.2) then leads to the following:

Theorem 7.6.2 (Operator isosymmetries [20]): Let G be a Class I

isosymmetry of a system of hadronic particles over the isofield of

isocomplex numbers C(c,+ *) characterized by the same isotopic element
T, which maps isounit rays in an isohilbert space 3t onto isounit rays in

a second (not necessarily different) isohilbert space 3t'. Then, the map
of isounit rays can be replaced by a map of vectors which is either

isounitary or antiisounitary, that is, there exists an onto map 0: 3£ -* 3t',

given by $ e 3£ -> tp' =
0*<Jj e at', for each $ e 3C, such that for a e

Ac**)

0*($ + $) = 0*tj; + 0*<j>, 0*(a*t]/) = a*fJ*i|j or = a* *
if* , (7.6.5a)

<0*$f0*3>> = <W> or = <$ff>. (7.6.5b)

Note the restriction of the formulation on an isofield of isocomplex

numbers. This is due to the unifying power of isofields (Theorem 1.2.7.1)

according to which the absence of such condition would imply the formulation

of the theorem over an isofield of isoquaternions.

Note also the restriction of the formulation to an isohilbert space with the

same isotopic element of isoalgebras and isofields. This condition has been
introduced for the automatic preservation of Hermiticity under isotopies (Sect.

1.6.3).

The generalization of Theorem 7.6.2 to arbitrary fields and to different

isotopic elements for the Hilbert space and the enveloping algebra is intriguing,

but it is left to the interested reader for brevity.

We consider now the branch of hadronioc mechanics of Class II for

antiparticles, also characterized by the same isotopic element Td
. Note that an

operator d
is isodual isounitary when it verifies the conditions O^t^ =

operator £d is isodual antilisounitary when it admits the

decomposition £d= d*dCd = dC = - 0C where d
(0) is an isodual isounitary

(isounitary) operator and C is the operation of complex conjugation. The
repetition of the same iterim of Theorem 7.6.2 then leads to the following
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Theorem 7.6.3 (Operator isodual isosymmetrics): Let Gd be a Class

II isodual isosymmetry of a system of hadronic antiparticles over the

isodual isofield of isocomplex numbers Cd(cd,+,*d) characterized by the

same isotopic element Td which maps isodual isounit rays in an isodual

isohilbert space 3t
d onto isodual isounit rays in a second (not

necessarily different) isodual isohilbert space 3t
d

'. Then, the map of

isodual isounit rays can be replaced by a map of isodual vectors which
is either isodual isounitary or isodual antiisounitary, that is, there exists

an onto map d
: 3£d 3td' given by $

d e 3Cd i];
d ' = $

d *d d e 3t',

for each ijf
d e o£d such that

($
d + <|>

d )*d d = $rt*dOd + $
d *d 0, (7 5 6a)

( <j)

d *d ad ) *
d d = 4<

d
*d d *d ad or = $

d *d d *d a* , (7.5.6b)

<$d *d d
t4»

d *d d >d = <$d
f^

d >d or = ^f$^d
. (7.5.6c)

The genotopies of Winger's theorem and their isoduals are left for brevity

as an exercise for the interested reader.

7.7; NONRELATIVISTIC PARTICLES AND ANTIPARTICLES
OF HADRONIC MECHANICS

Nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is based on only one symmetry, the Galilean

symmetry, thus resulting in only one notion of particles and antiparticles.

Nonrelativistic hadronic mechanics is based instead on a hierarchy of covering

symmetries with progressive complexity to represent a progressive complexity of

physical conditions. This results in the following hierarchy of particles and

antiparticles of hadronic mechanics:

7a7.A: Nonrelativistic particles and antiparticles. The quantum notion

of nonrelativistic particles as characterized by the Galilean symmetry G(3.l) (see,

e.g., ref. [3] and quoted references) is adopted in its entirety in our studies of the

exterior problem.

Their primary physical characteristic is that of being point-like. In fact,

the Galilean notion of "massive point" [1] persists in its entirety after first

quantization. Equivalently, we can say that the Galilean particle possesses

perennial and immutable intrinsic characteristics of mass, spin, charge, etc.

On mathematical grounds, Galilean particles are characterized in hadronic

mechanics by their fundamental units, the trivial unit of time I
t
= +1 and of

space I = diag. (1, 1, I). Statically, the Galilean particle is therefore equivalent to

the perfect sphere of unit radius in Euclidean space E(r,8,R).

The quantum notion of antiparticle is not adopted in hadronic mechanics
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because characterized by the same symmetry G(3. 1) over the same field. The
nonrelativistic antiparticles of hadronic mechanics for exterior problems are

instead characterized by the isodual Galilean symmetry Gd
(3. 1) and related

methodology.

Physically, this implies that that antiparticles are still point-like, with

perennial and immutable intrinsic characteristics, although such characteristics

are now negative-definite. In fact, the latter notion of antiparticles requires

negative-definite energy and all other physical characteristics, while moving
backward in time.

88

Mathematically, nonrelativistic antiparticles are characterized by the

isodual units I
t
= -

1, I
d = - diag. (l, 1, 1). Statically, they can be conceived as the

isodual sphere in isodual Euclidean space Ed(r,8d Rd
).

7.7.B: Nonrelativistic isoparticles and antiisoparticles. The nonrelati-

vistic isoparticles are those characterized by the isogalilean symmetry 0(3.1),

while the nonrelativistic antiisoparticles are those characterized by the isodual

isogalilean symmetry Gd(3.1). They apply for the interior dynamical problem of

matter and antimatter, respectively, under the general89 condition that the

orbits are reversible.

The first and most visible difference with quantum particles is that

isoparticles are extended in space with a generally nonspherical shape

characterized by the isounit 1 = diag. (b°f
2

,
b°2

~2
,
by2

), while antiisoparticles

are equally extended and nonspherical as characterized by the isodual isounit l
d

= - diag. (bY2
,
by2

,
by2

)-

The second equally visible difference with quantum mechanics is that the

intrinsic characteristics of isoparticles are local quantities thus changing with

the changing of the local density, temperature, etc. As familiar from the

preceding chapter, the isorotational symmetry is a theory of deformable bodies.

The isoparticles can therefore experience a deformation of their nonspherical

shape of the type! = diag. (b°f
2

,
b°2

"
2

,
by2

)
->1

'
= diag. (bf

2
,
b2

"2
,
b3

-2
) (see Fig.

7.7.1 for more details). In turn, such a deformation implies a consequential

alteration of the intrinsic magnetic moment. The alteration of the remaining

characteristics is consequential, as studied in more details in the next chapter via

the isoreps of the isotopic Poincare symmetry.

88To avoid misrepresentations, one should keep in mind that these negative-definite

quantities are referred to negative-definite units, thus resulting to be equivalent to

positive-definite quantities referred to positive-definite units. As we shall see in Ch.

II. 10, isoduality is equivalent to charge conjugation although with deeper implications.
on°u The structural reversibility of isoparticles originates from the Hermiticity of their

isounits which are generally assumed to be time-independent. However, there are cases of

Hermitean isounits which are not time-reversal invariant, such as the scalar functions T
= exp(yt). These latter cases, strictly speaking, overlap with the subsequent class of

genoparticles.
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EXTENDED -DEFORMABLE ISOGALILEAN NUCLEONS

FIGURE 7.7.1: For quantum mechanics, protons and neutrons are points

with perennial intrinsic characteristics. Hadronic mechanics represents

instead the physical reality of their extended charge distributions of

about 1 fm in radius. Their deformations under sufficient external fields

then imply necessary alterations of their intrinsic magnetic moments,

as requested by classical electrodynamics for the deformation of

spinning charge distributions (see Ch. 11.10). When members of a nuclear

structure and represented as isoparticles (that is, obeying hadronic

mechanics), protons and neutrons can have intrinsic magnetic moments
different than the conventionally known values in vacuum. As studied in

detail in Vol. HI, this possibility permits the achievement of a numerical

representation of the total magnetic moments of few body nuclei, such

as the deuteron, which is lacking in quantum mechanical descriptions,

despite relativistic and other corrections attempted for over half a

century. These introductory lines are sufficient alone, prior to the study

of the hadronic bound states, to indicate the characterization by

hadronic mechanics of a novel structure model of nuclei.

The third visible difference between particles and isoparticles is that the
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former only admit action-at-a-distance, potential interactions, while the latter

admit additional contact nonpotential interactions.

Mathematically, isoparticles (antiisoparticles) are characterized in hadronic

mechanics by their fundamental units, the time isounit l
t
and the space isounit 1

and time isounit \. As we shall see in Vol. Ill, in practical applications such

isounits are generally factorized into a term representing the shape of the particle

time terms £ representing interactions,

1 = diag. (bf
2

,
b2

~2
, bf

2
) W, 'r.J , l

t
= bf% . (7.7. 1)

We can also say that, statically, isoparticles are represented by the

isosphere in Isoeuclidean spaces £(r,S,ft) of Class I, while antiisoparticles are

represented by the isodual isosphere in the isodual isoeuclidean spaces

Ed£r,Sd ft
d

) of Class II (Sect. 1.5.2). As a result, isoparticles (antiisoparticles) can

have all infinitely possible shapes unified by the isosphere (isodual isosphere).

Various simple cases of isoparticles have been presented in Sect. 1 1.5.3.

Other cases will be presented in the subsequent analysis of this and of the

following volume.

7.7.C: Nonrelativistic genoparticles and antigenoparticles. The
nonrelativistic genoparticles and antigenoparticles are those invariant under the

Galilei-admissible symmetry <G>(3. 1) and its isodual
<G>d(3. 1), respectively. They

include all features of isoparticles and antiisoparticles, with the additional

property that they are in irreversible conditions. This identifies, apparently for

the first time, the origin of macroscopic irreversibility in the ultimate

elementary structure of matter, as pointed out in Sect. 1 1. .7.5.

Examples of genoparticles are the constituents of stars in highly

dynamical internal conditions. Mathematically, genoparticles (antigenoparticles)

are characterized by their fundamental units, the time genounit and space

genounit <1> (the isodual time genounit <l
t
and isodual space genounit <1>d ).

Statically, genoparticles (antigenoparticles) are characterized by the genosphere

(isodual genosphere), thus acquiring a complex geometry (Sect. 1.7.7).

7.8: NONRELATIVISTIC BOUND STATES OF
HADRONIC MECHANICS

The most significant nonrelativistic bound states of particles and antiparticles in

hadronic mechanics are the following:

7.8.A: Nonrelativistic bound states of isoparticles. We shall now study

the simplest possible bound state within the context of the Lie-isotopic branch of

hadronic mechanics of Class I, that of two isoparticles.
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We are particularly interested to show that hadronic mechanics permits

the verification of total conservation laws when the two particles admit

different Planck's constants (different isounits, see Sect. 1.1).

This clarification is due because of a contrary statement of note [21]

claiming the violation of total conservation laws and related symmetries for

particles with different Planck's constants. It should be noted that the notion of

generalized units for individual particles had been introduced by this author in

ref. [22] and the validity of total conservation laws for bound states of particles

with different units proved in memoir [7] and in other reverences on hadronic

mechanics preceding note [11] (see also the treatment of ref. [8]). The extension of

the study to the case of isoparticles with spin and magnetic moments will be

done later on.

TWO-BODY HADRONIC BOUND STATE OF ISOPARTICLES

FIGURE 7.8. 1: A conceptual view of the two-body bound states characterized by

hadronic mechanics in which the constituents have nonspherical charge

distributions in condition of partial or total mutual penetration resulting in

nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian internal interactions.

Our basic assumption is therefore that the two particles are characterized

by the conventional Planck's constant when decoupled, and acquire generalized

forms of Planck's constant when coupled under condition of mutual penetration.

The model can be realized by assuming that the particles are perfectly

spherical when decoupled (i.e., they are ordinary particles as per Sect. II.7. 7),

while they are deformed into spheroidal ellipsoids when coupled under strong

interactions (i.e., they become isoparticles as per Sect. 1 1.7.7), and we shall write

l a , = Ia
= diag.( 1, 1, 1 ), a= 1,2, (7.8.1a)
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ra
|coupled

=1
°a

= ra
' = diag. ( b°af2 b^"2 b^"2

)
= const. >0, (7.8.1b)

under the condition Ij ^ 1°
2 , with corresponding different isoenvelopes £a,

isofields £"
a, isohilbert spaces 3t

a, isostates
| $a> , linear momenta pa , etc. We

shall also assume that the two isoparticles have conventional time isounits l tl
=

l t2
= 1 and the same mass m

{
= m2

= m ^ 0, the extension of the results to

different time isounits and masses being simple.

Recall that the isoeigenvalue equation of the linear momenta has the

isotopic structure

3

Pak*l^a > = PakTal
i
J
;
a > = "* ^ak— I *a >' (7'8" 2)

arak

where there is no sum on the repeated indices hereon unless specifically

indicated.

The fundamental isocommutation rules are then given by

[ra* rb
j] *l$a >

=
[ Pai- Pbj 1 *l^a > s

°' (7-a3a)

[ pai T r
a

J
] *

| $a >
= - i b°ia

~2
8jj *

| $a > , i, j = 1, 2, 3, a, b = 1, 2 , (7.8.3b)

where the isocommutator is

[A TB]a = IaTBL = A * B - B * A = AT°aB
- BT°aA, (7.8.4)

*a

When the two isoparticles are disjoint they have the individual Hamiltonian

in isospace

Ha
= Pa^ 2m =

Pa
k r

a Pak 1 2m
'
a = 1, 2, (7.8.5)

with individual isoschrOdinger equations

iatl*a> = Ha*l*a> = H
a
ral$a> = Ea^a>- <7-8-6 >

Conventional interactions are easily accommodated via the addition of a

potential V(rab ) to the kinetic energy, with the only care now that r
at)

is the

isodistance (see below).

The nonpotential interactions must be represented with anything except

the Hamiltonian, trivially, because they are nonhamiltonian by conception. In

hadronic mechanics they are represented with the isounits. This implies that each

isounit l°a
= constant representing only the shape of the particles must be

generalized into full isounits with nontrivial functional dependence, e.g., of the

typet a(t,f,r,...)=ra£a(t, f,f,.J.
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But each particle is the hadronic medium of the other or, equivalently, the

contact-nonpotential interaction exercised by each particle on the other must be

equal in magnitude. This implies £j = t2 = §,
90 and we can write

ra \ = r
-
r

-
J

•
S

l

s h $ - (7.8.7a)

1°! = diag. ( bV2
*

b
°l2

_2
. b°i3

"2
) * t°2 = diag. (

b°
2f

2 b 22
_2

>
b°23~

2
). (7.8.7b)

In order to represent the system, the first and most fundamental point is

the identification of the total isounit and total isotopic element which, for

necessary condition of consistency (even for conventional quantum theories [3]),

are given by the tensorial products

ttot = ll xh = Ttof
1

. T
tot

= T
{

x T2 . (7.8.8)

This essentially implies that, according to hadronic mechanics, the bound
state here considered is based on the total isoassociative algebra of operators

(Sect. 1.4.3)

ltot : A*B = AT
tQt

B, (7.8.9)

total isofield of real or complex numbers (Set. 1.2.5)

P
tot :W (7-8.10)

and total isohilbert space with related states (Sect. 1.6.3)

3t
tot :

Dtjx^:
| ^tot > =

I ^1 > x
I

> • (7-8.ll)

The total quantities of the system must then be properly defined in the

total isospaces by following essentially the same rules as those for ordinary

quantum mechanics [3l In particular, the coordinates ra
k and momenta pa^ of

the individual particles now become

yu As one can easily see, the results also hold for £
f
^ t2 . In fact, the only functional

restriction here considered for the isounits is their independence from the local

coordinates to avoid the formal dominance of gravitational profiles under conditions in

which they are not essential. At any case, contact effects are notoriously dependent on

the velocity and are null for particles ar rest. The physically most important dependence

of the isounits is therefore that on the velocities. Readers not familiar with the isotopic

methods should know that the dependence on the accelerations is also important in

hadronic mechanics because it originates at the purely classical level for closed

nonhamiltonian systems beginning precisely with two-body systems, see Vol. II, ref. [6l

App. II LA.
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= r^x^, r
2
K = l^r/, (7.8.12a)

Plk
=

Plk
xl

2- P2k
= 1

l

x
P2k- (7 -8- 12b)

while the total quantities become

P= p L
+ p2 = pjx^ + 1 !

x p2 , (7.8.13a)

R = i(r
l
+ r

2 ) = i(r
L

xl
2

+ l
t

xr
2) M = 2m, (7.8.13b)

with relative expressions

r = r
1
- r

2
= r

1
*12

- 1, x r
2 , (7.8.14a)

P = i(Pi " P2> =i(Pi x l2 " ^
l

x P2 J* |i = |m. (7.8.14b)

The total Hamiltonian for the two interacting particles can then be written

H
tot

=
Pi

2
/ 2m + p2̂ /2m + Vfrj -r

2) (7.8.15)

and reduced to the form from Eq.s (1 1.5.4.6)

H
tot

= / 2M + pV 2\i + V(r) =

= ^oVj PiT
tot

Pj)/2M + (Stot
ijp

i
T
tot pj

)/2
1
i + V(r)t

tot . (7.8.16)

The system is then described by the isoschrodinger equation

1 3
t I *tot > - H

tot * I *tol>
" H

tot
T
tot I *tot > " E

tot I *tot > •
(7a l7)

where one recognizes the presence of conventional local-potential-Hamiltonian

forces described by V(r), as well as the additional nonlocal nonhamiltonian

interactions represented by the common factor £(t, f, r, ...) in l
tQt

or, equivalently,

by the common factor £~ l
(t, f, T, ...) in T

tot
. In fact, the isounit now enters into the

structural equation of the system, thus acquiring a direct dynamical role of representing

interactions without potential energy.

The validity of the total conservation laws then follows in a unique and

unambiguous way [7,8]. In fact, one has the independence of the total linear

momentum from the relative coordinates, say, for particles 1 and 2 in one space-

dimension [7,8]

[p.r^totl$tot> =

= [(p
l
x^

2
+ l

1

xp
2 ),( ri

X 12 -l 1

xr
2 )]jTtot |^ot >

=

= [PixVri x^ T
tot I ^tot > " ['

1
l

x
P2''t

l

Xr2^tot |^tot >
=

tot t

= [ppr^Tj^ - lp2 ,r2 ] T2 |$tot > ^ 0, (7.8.18)
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with similar generalizations in arbitrary dimensions.

The above results establish the following properties

[H
tot

TPl = [V(r);p] hq, (7.8.19)

^tot Hot

where the isocommutator is in £tot , thus implying following

Lemma 7.8.1 [7,8]: Hadronic bound states of isoparticles with

different Planck's constants (different isounits) verify ail ten total

Galilean conservation laws when properly treated via total isofields, total

isospaces and total isoalgebras whose isounit is the tensorial product of

the individual isounits

.

By recalling that the basic isogalilean invariance for a system of particles

must necessarily have a tensorial structure with the total isounit given by trhe

tensorial product of the individual isounits, we have the following

Corollary 7.8.1A: The results of Lemma 7.8.1 equally follow by
imposing the isogalilean invariance.

In fact, the isotopies of Mackey's imprimitivity theorem (Sect. 1 1.7.5)

uniquely imply structure (7.8.15) of the Hamiltonian. Total conservation laws are

then implicit in the isotopies of the Galilean symmetry (Sect. II.7.4).

Note the restriction of the generalizations to interior dynamical effects,

e.g., particles passing from a perfectly spherical to an ellipsoidical shape, the

acquisition of contact-nonpotential interactions, the alteration of Planck's

constant, etc. The only behaviour visible from the outside is the conventional

stability of the system, as it is the case for all isolated systems.

Thus, the validity of conventional total conservation laws, by no means,

implies the unique validity of quantum, mechanics for the interior structure. In

fact, the same total conservation laws are admitted by a structural generalization

of quantum mechanics for the interior problem only.

As we shall see in Ch. I of Volume III, the hadronic bound state presented

in this section permits the first exact representation of the total magnetic

moment of the deuteron which has not been achieved by quantum mechanics

despite all possible relativistic, tensorial and other corrections.

The origin of this exact representation is precisely the deformation of

shape of the charge distributions of the proton a - 1 and the neutron a - 2 at the

formation of their bound state

I a - diag. ( 1, 1, 1 )

{

^ - T, = diag. ( bV2
, b

V

2
. bV2

)

|
mnm • (7-8.20)

This (generally small) deformation implies a consequential necessary (also
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generally small) alteration of their intrinsic magnetic moments

M-, f
^ ft,

,
. * ft, (7.8.21)

I
free

|
coupled

which then permits the exact, numerical representation of the experimental

evidence. As a matter of fact, the experimental value of the total magnetic
moment of the deuteron permits the calculation of the numerical amount of

deformation of the charge distribution of the proton and neutrons when coupled

in the deuteron. In short, the experimental value of the deuteron magnetic

moment permits the numerical calculation of the isounits, as we shall see.

We now study the impact of the isotopy in the final eigenvalues. Suppose
for simplicity that the hadronic bound state is at rest. Then the isoeigenvalue

equation for operator (7.5.16) reduces to

[ <Vj PIT™ Pj ) / 2p + V(r) l
tot 1 Ttot| $tot > = E|$tot

>. (7.8.22)

But the trajectories of all two-body bound states are in a plane, here

assumed to be the (x, y)-plane. Suppose that the polar axis of the spheroidal

ellipsoids is the z-axis, and that we have equal spheroids for simplicity. Under
these simplified conditions, the isotopy can be factorized and we can write T

tot
=

b
02
^. But, as now familiar from preceding studies, isounits must be averaged to

constants when studying the system from the exterior. This implies that, for

outside measurements, we have the constant factorization Ttot = B° Itot, where
I tot is the 2x2 unit matrix.

After computing the isoeigenvalues lq of the relative momenta pj, Eq.

(7.8.22) reduces to (h = l)

1

[ S^lqk; + V(r)]|$
tot

> = E|$
tot >, |I = pB°, (7.8.23)

2|I

where 8 1J is now the conventional Euclidean metric. As one can see, we have an

isotopic renormalization of the reduced mass, also called isorenormalization, p
ft
= pB°.

This occurrence will be studied in more details at the relativistic level. It

has quite intriguing implications because it permits the construction of bound

states that would be inconsistent for quantum mechanics, e.g., because they

would otherwise require a "positive binding energy" (see Vol. III).

The reader should be aware that the above isorenormalization of the

reduced mass appears first at the primitive Newtonian treatment of interior

problems (see App. III.A, Vol. II, ref. [6]), and then persists at the operator

nonrelativistic level, to acquire its full meaning under relativistic treatments.

For completeness we indicate that note [21] studied bound states of

particles with different Planck constants = V\ and h2
=V2 (which are precisely

our isounits) by means of the following total and relative quantities
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P = Pi
+

P2> r = r
1
-r2 , etc. (7.8.24)

which are defined over a conventional Hilbert space 3C without tensorial

products Then the following property holds

which implies the presumed lack of conservation of the total energy [21]

with consequential violation of the conservation law of the total linear

momentum and other physical quantities.

The basic flaw of note [21] is the lack of use of the tensorial product of

the individual states, which is necessary even for conventional quantum
mechanics [3] in order not to violate linearity, transitivity and other basic axioms.

It should be also indicated that note [211 claims violation of total

conservation laws for constants generalizations h°a, while total conservation

laws are proved above for integro-differential generalizations fia(t, f, f, ...) =t
It is unfortunately that note [21] of 1991 did not quote ref. [22l of 1983 on

the introduction of different units for different particles, ref. [7] on the proof of

total conservation laws for bound systems of particles with different units, or

other papers on the rather vast literature on the integro-differential

generalizations of Planck's constant studied by hadronic mechanics. 91

7.8.B: Nonrelativistic bound states of antiisoparticles. The next

illustrative model is the minimal possible hadronic bound states of two
antiisoparticles. It is essentially given by the isodual image of the preceding one

with total isosymmetry Gd(3. lKid(3. 1), total isounit ltot =l
1

dx]
2
d

) total isodual

isohilbert spaces 3t
tot

d = 3£
1

dx3C
2
d with states

| $tot >
d =

| $2>
dx| $ t

>d,
| $k >

d = -

< $k |,
etc.

The end result is the reversal of the sign of the eigenvalues of the

preceding case, with the understanding that they are now computed in isodual

isospaces.

7.8.C: Isoselfdual hadronic bound states. Some of the most interesting

91 A clarification of these aspects was submitted by G. F. Weiss in a note entitled

"Comments on a recent note on multiple Planck's constants" to the journal of note [21],

Phys. Rev. Lett, but the clarification was rejected by the editors. The same clarification

was rejected by other journals, such as Phys. Rev D, Modern Phys. Lett, and others.

These rejections are indicated here as one illustration (among many) of the current

editorial condition of theoretical physics lamented in the preface of this volume.

Pi.rjjg = -iQ! -1
2)

8
i:j

, (7.8.25)

[H
tot

,P]£ * 0, (7.8.26)
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and novel bound states of hadronic mechanics are the isoselfdual bound states,

that is, bound states which coincide with their isodual image. The simplest case is

given by the bound state of one particle and its antiparticle.

The condition of isoselfduality requires that the symmetry is given by

G
tot

= 0(3.1) xGd
(3.l) = G

tot
d

, (7.8.29)

the total space unit is

ttot =l*l d S V> (7.8.30)

the total Hilbert space and related states are

3t
tot

= 3tx3td - 3t
t0£

d
:

| $tot > =
|
$ > *

| $ >d -
| *tot >

d
f (7.8.31),

and so on.

The isoselfdual states therefore exists in both the isospace of particles and
that of antiparticles. The computation of the total energy must therefore be done

either in 3t, in which case it is positive, or in 3t
d

in which case it is negative. In

particular, for the former case we have the isoschrodinger equation
3 1 l

i— |q>> = S 1Jp
i
Tp

i
T|$> + —-Sdljp

i
Td p j

Td |$> + V(r)|4»> =
at 2m 2m°

1

= [2 S 1J PiTpi + %)]T|$> == E|$>, E>0, (7.8.32)

2ni

namely, the isoeigenvalue of an antiparticle are positive when computed on the

state of a particle (because
|
>d = -<

|). The model follows the same lines as those

of the preceding hadronic bound states.

A quite intriguing aspect is time because the total time of isoselfdual

bound states is evidently null, t
tot

= t + t
d = 0, although the total time isounit l

t
=

^lt**2t
d

is not nul1 because the two units operate in different spaces. This

property is important because, an isoselfdual bound state acquires the time of
the field in which it is immersed and it is attrracted by both matter and
antimatter. For instance, an isoselfdual particle in the gravitational field of

Earth acquires the time here on Earth. This notion requires a relativistic approach

for its proper treatment and its study is deferred to the next chapters.

As we shall see, isoselfdual bound states permit the prediction of novel

states which are not predicted by quantum mechanics. The best illustration is

given by the bound states of one electron and one positrons. The only bound state

between these particles predicted by quantum mechanics is is the positronium

atom. The latter, is at large mutual distances of the constituents, in which case

quantum mechanics is indeed exactly valid.

The novelty here is that hadronic mechanics predicts a fundamentally

novel bound state of one electron and one positron at mutual distances of the
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orderof 1 Tm, with truly intriguing applications in various fields studied in Vol.

III.

7.9: HE-ADMISSIBLE REFORMULATION OF THE
IRREVERSIBLE STATISTICS OF THE
BRUXELLES SCHOOL

The Lie-admissible time evolution was introduced by this author in classical,

operator and statistical mechanics back in 1978 [4] (see also ref.s [10D and, for the

case of a density matrix p, can be written (h = 1)

i8
t p = <H ,p) = H Rp - pSH = H <p - p>H , (7.9.1)

where H is a Hermitean Hamiltonian of the conventional Liouville equation

i^tPo = [H ,p ] = H p - p H . (7.9.1)

As now familiar, the statistical mechanics characterized by Eq.s (7.9.1) is

structurally irreversible, i.e., irreversible even for a reversible Hamiltonian. A
study of the classical irreversible statistics of Lie-admissible type was done in

ref. [23], a general review up to 1984 can be found in ref. [18] and subsequent

studies in ref. [24].

An irreversible operator statistics has been proposed by I. Prigogine and his

school in Bruxelles in various contributions (see rets [25] and literature quoted
therein), here referred to as Bruxelles school (BS) statistics, which is based on the

following modification of the original density p (t) via a nonunitary operator

A(t),

p(t) = A(t)

p

(t) , AA^I. (7.9.3)

The Lie-admissible structure of the above statistics has been established by
Jannussis and Mignani [26]. Their argument can be summarized as follows.

Suppose H = H + XV is the generator of the time evolution of A and Hq that of

p . It is then easy to show that

i3
t
A = [H ,A] + X(VA-Ap V p

~'
) . (7.9.4)

The latter equation is a conventional Liouville equation with an external term

which can always be identically reformulated in terms of Eq. (7.9.1) (Sect. 1.7.2).

This yields the Lie-admissible structure of the time evolution of the A-operator

[26]
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i8
t
A = (H ,A) = H RA - ASHQ , (7.9.5a)

R = 1 + X H _l V , S = 1 + X p V Po"
1 K _l

. (7.9.5b)

The time evolution of the density p can then be readily written in Lie-

admissible form [loc. cit.]

i3
t p = (H ,p) = H R'p - pS'H , (7.9.6a)

R' = I + X H
_1

V, S' = I + X H
"

1

. (7.9.6b)

It si easy to see that, by using the genoquantization of Sect. II.2.4, the above
Lie-admissible statistics is in unique and unambiguous operator counterpart of

the classical statistics of ref . [4].

As a final comment, one should note that a direct nonunitary transform of

the conventional Liouville equation (7.9.2) would yield the Lie-isotopic, rather

than the Lie-admissible form, as one can see, e.g., from a time-independent
nonunitary transform

i3
t
(Up ut) =i3tP ' = UlVp^uf = H 'TR' - p 'TH \ (7.97a)

p
' = Up ut, H ' = UH uf, uut*l, T = (UljTr 1

. (7.9.7b)

This would result in a statistics which is structurally reversible, that is,

reversible for a reversible Hamiltonian and T-operator much along conventional

quantum mechanics. A significance of the BS statistics is that of bypassing the

above limitation via rule (7.9.3) by therefore achieving a structurally irreversible

statistics.

We finally note that, to avoid the problematic aspects studies earlier (lack of

invariance under its own time evolution, lack of preservation of Hermiticity-

observability at all times, lack of measurement theory, etc.) Eq.s (7.9.5) and (7.9.6)

must be formulated according to the rule of the Lie-admissible branch of

hadronic mechanics, that is, on the now familiar genohilbert spaces over

genofields.

APPENDIX 7.A: WILHELM'S GALILEI -COVARIANT
ELECTRODYNAMICS

Physics is a discipline in which truly fundamental issues are never put to rest and
at times are discussed for centuries. This is the case for the historical debate on
the ether (also called space or substratum) which raged during the second half

of the past century, somewhat abated during the first part of this century
because of the successes of the special relativity, and has recently returned to be
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the subject of novel studies (see, e.g., the various papers in ref. [27]).

In his first paper written in 1956 [28] (when a first year undergraduate student

in physics), this author discussed the following topics:

1) Since no wave can exist and propagate without a medium, the ether must
be a medium with well specified characteristics filling up the entire Universe as

a necessary condition for light to exist and propagate;

2) Since light is a purely transversal -wave, the space (or ether or substratum)

must be rigid and, in particular, must be an incompressible, homogeneous and
isotropic medium;

3) The old issue of the "ethereal wind" (the expected resistance encountered

by matter when moving in a space assumed to be a medium) has no scientific

basis, because elementary particles themselves such as electrons, to be

constituted by a characteristic frequency, must be local vibrations of the ether

itself. The motion of a body through the ether therefore implies the motions of

said characteristic oscillations from one region of the ether to another without

any possible "wind".

4) The assumption of space as a physical medium implies the existence of a

privileged inertial reference frame for the electromagnetic waves.

5) The ether cannot necessarily provide a privileged inertial reference frame
for matter because no observer can detect it. As a result, the assumption of

space as a physical medium can eventually result to be fully compatible with the

special relativity of particles.

According to the above view, special relativity remains exactly valid for the

characterization of elementary particles in exterior conditions when space is

assumed to be a physical medium, with revisions expected only for the

characterization of electromagnetic waves.

Comprehensive studies on the implications for electrodynamics have been

conducted by H. E. Wilhelm [29] under the following assumptions: 1) space is a

homogeneous and isotropic medium with permittivity e = 10~9/36tt As/Vm and
permeability \l - 4-rrxiO"7 Vs/Am (to yield the speed c = 1/V€ (i = 3*108

m/sec), and 2) space and time are independent. These studies have resulted in the

so-called Galilei covariant electrodynamics in vacuum which we regret to be

unable to review for brevity (see [loc. citj).

We merely mention that the above theory leaves the conventional

alectrodynamical equations unchanged, and merely studies their Galilean

covariance when written in the familiar form

VxE = -3
t
B,VxH = 3

t
D + J,V.D = p,V-B = 0, (7.A.I)

where D = e E, B = u H.

It appears that the Galilei-covariant electrodynamics in vacuum is supported

by available experiments, including those by Sagnac, Aharon-Bohm, Wilson, Ives-

Stilwell, and others. The theory has also received a resurgence of interest from
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the discovery in 1965 by Penzias and Wilson of the cosmic 2.7 K° microwave

background because its isotropic frame can be precisely assumed as the

privileged inertial frame of electromagnetic waves. For all these aspects we refer

the interested reader to ref . [29] and literature quoted therein).

In closing we mention that the above comments refer to electrodynamics in

vacuum. A structural revision of Maxwell's electrodynamics is apparently

requested in metals along the line of the Ampere-Neumann electrodynamics as

studied by P. Graneau [30] which will be considered in the applications of Vol. III.
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8: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES
OF THE SPECIAL RELATIVITY

8.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The rather widespread notion of "universal constancy of the speed of light" c is

a philosophical abstraction because in the physical reality the speed of

electromagnetic waves is a function of the local physical characteristics of the

medium in which they propagate.

As an example, the speed of light in our atmosphere varies with the density,

and then assumes different values depending on whether propagating in water,

glass, etc.

The body of knowledge due to Lorentz [1], Poincare [2], Einstein [3],

Minkowski [4] and others (for historical accounts see, e.g., ref.s [5]) and today

known as the special relativity, is exactly valid under the conditions in which
the speed of light is the constant value Cq, i.e., for propagation in vacuum
(exterior relativistic problem). However, the same discipline is inapplicable

92

for the more general physical conditions of light propagating within (transparent)

physical media with a locally varying speed (interior relativistic problem) for a

variety of reasons reviewed in more details later on, such as: loss of the light

cone; massive physical particles propagating at speeds higher than the local speed

of light; loss of the relativistic composition of speeds; and others.

Moreover, as recalled a number of times, empty space is homogeneous and

isotropic, while physical media such as our atmosphere are generally

inhomogeneous and anisotropic. It is evident that a discipline built for the

former conditions is inapplicable for the representation of the latter in an exact

form.

Our first task is therefore the construction of a generalization-covering of

the special relativity capable of representing light propagating in generally

inhomogeneous and anisotropic media with a locally varying speed c.

^ The use of the term "violated" would be inappropriate because the special relativity

was not conceived for a variable speed of light. Needless to say, the approximate

character of the special relativity for interior conditions should be kept in mind
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Note that the reduction of the above classical problem to second
quantization would eliminate the very characteristics to be represented. To begin,

the propagation of electromagnetic waves in atmosphere (such as radio waves
with a wavelength of the order of the meter) is a purely classical problem whose
necessary reduction to photons has no scientific value (or credibility). Also, the

reduction of the problem to photons scattering through the molecules of our

atmosphere would eliminate the inhomogeneity, anisotropy and locally varying

speed to be represented, evidently because the problem would be reduced to

photons propagating in vacuum with speed c .

The problem considered therefore requires first a purely classical

representation and then the identification of its appropriate operator counterpart.

In the transition to classical extended particles in interior relativistic

conditions, the inapplicability of the special relativity and the need for a covering

relativity become more compelling because, in addition to the general loss of

homogeneity and isotropy of the medium, we have the loss of the Hamiltonian

character of the system due to the contact-resistive forces, as studied in detail by
this author in monographs [6,7]. In turn, such nonhamiltonian character implies

the lack of applicability of the fundamental symmetries underlying the special

relativity, the Lorentz and Poincare symmetries, e.g., because individual

particles have generally unstable trajectories with continuously varying angular

momenta even though the system as a whole can be stable {closed variationally

nonselfadjoint systems [7]).

Finally, in the transition to extended particles in operator relativistic

interior conditions, such as for a proton propagating in the core of a collapsing

star, we have the loss of the local-differential character of the interactions in

favor of nonlocal-integral forms due to the mutual overlapping of the

wavepacket/wavelength/charge-distribution of the particle considered within the

now familiar hadronic medium. Note that motion in interior conditions is

generally nonuniform and the reference frames are generality noninertial as

occurring in the physical reality, although admitting of inertial frames when
studied from the exterior (see later on for specifications).

In summary, our objective is the construction of a generalization-covering

of the special relativity for the characterization of interior relativistic problems

for generally nonuniform motion referred to generally noninertial frames. The
covering relativity should: 1) be constructed first at the purely classical level; 2)

admit a unique operator version; 3) recover the conventional special relativity

whenever motion returns to be in vacuum; 4) admit the isogalilean relativity of

the preceding chapter at the nonrelativistic limit, and 5) be admitted in the

tangent space of the isogeneral relativity of the next chapter.

From the viewpoint of the fundamental space-time symmetries, our

objective is the construction of generalizations-coverings of the Lorentz and

Poincare symmetries which: 1) yield the invariance of arbitrarily nonlinear,

nonlocal and nonhamiltonian systems; 2) admit the conventional symmetries as
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particular cases; and 3) are such to coincide with the conventional symmetries at

the abstract, realization-free level. The generalized Poincare symmetry must also

admit the isogalilean symmetry of the preceding chapter under a suitable group
contraction.

As we shall see in this chapter, the above conditions are verified by the

isotoptes and genotopies of the special relativity, also called isospecial and
genospecial relativities, respectively, representing particles, and the isodual

isospecial and genospecial relativities representing antiparticles.

The isospecial relativity (its isodual) is conceived for closed-isolated

systems of particles (antiparticles) with nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian

internal effects, while the genospecial relativity and its isodual are conceived for

open-nonconservative systems. Also, the former admit reversible center-of-mass

trajectories, while the latter are ideally suited for an invariant relativistic

characterization of irreversibility in its four possible directions of time.

The fundamental carrier spaces are the isotopies and genotopies of the

Minkowski space, called isominkowskian and genominkowskian spaces,

respectively, as studied in Vol. I, while the basic symmetries are the isotopies

and genotopies of the Poincare symmetry, also called isopoincare and

genopoincare symmetries, respectively, the first possessing a Lie-isotopic

structure and the second the more general Lie-admissible structure.

In particular, the isospecial relativity can be defined as a description of

systems of particles on isominkowski spaces which is invariant under the

isopoincare symmetry, with the antiautomorphic conjugation under isoduality

describing systems of antiparticles.

The classical isospecial relativity was first proposed by this author in 1983

[8], jointly with the first isotopies on record of the Lorentz symmetry. The
isospecial relativity was then studied at the classical level in memoir [9] and in

monographs [10,11]. The operator version of the isospecial relativity was first

outlined in ref. [12] and then studied in more details in ref. [13]. A recent

presentation of the isotopies of the Minkowski geometry has appeared in ref. [14].

A recent presentation of the isotopies of the special relativity and of the

underlying Poincare symmetry can be found in ref. [15]. This chapter contains the

first presentation of the operator isospecial relativity with a number of novel

advances, such as the initiation of the representation theory of the isopoincare

symmetry and others. Independent reviews can be found in monographs [16-18].

The foundations of the genospecial relativity first appeared in the original

proposal to build a Lie-admissible generalization of Lie's theory [19]. Its classical

version first appeared in monographs [20,21] and then in ref.s [10, 11]. The operator

genospecial relativity was briefly considered in memoir [12]. Our current

mathematical knowledge on the Lie-admissible theory was outlined by this

author at the 1994 International Congress of Mathematicians [22]. The operator

genospecial relativity presented in this chapter is mostly new.

A considerable number of applications of the isospecial relativity by
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independent researchers have appeared in the literature (although no independent

study on its structure has appeared at this writing - summer 1994 - to our

knowledge). Some of them will be considered in this volume, and other in Vol. III.

From a mathematical viewpoint, the content of this chapter could be

reduced to the presentation of the genospecial relativity because it contains as a

particular case the isospecial one. However, for clarify we shall first present the

Lie-isotopic theory and then pass to the more general Lie-admissible formulation.

8.2: ISOMINKOWSKIAN GEOMETRIZATION OF PHYSICAL
MEDIA AND ITS ISODUAL

8.2.A: Isominkowski spaces and their isoduals. Consider an electromagnetic

wave as in Fig. 8.2.1 which propagates first in empty space (exterior relativistic

problem), then throughout our atmosphere (interior relativistic problem), and then

returns to propagation in vacuum. As well known, the Minkowski space [4]

M(x,T|,R): x = (r, x
4

}, x
4 = c^t, T| = diag. (1, 1, 1, -1), r e E(r,S,R) , (8.2.1a)

x2 = xfi = x
1

x
1 + x

2
x
2 + x3 x3 - x

4
x
4

e R(n,+,x), p., v = 1, 2, 3, 4 , (8.2.1b)

where E(r,S,R) is the three-dimensional Euclidean space, provides a relativistic

geometrization of the homogeneity and isotropy of empty space. As such, it is

exactly valid for exterior relativistic conditions.

The isominkowski spaces (see Sect. 1-5.3) were submitted in ref. [8] to

provide a relativistic geometrization of the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of

interior physical media, such as light propagating in the interior conditions of

Fig. 8.2.1. As indicated earlier, Earth's atmosphere is inhomogeneous because of

the radial variation of the density and anisotropic because of the intrinsic angular

momentum of Earth.

in their Class I version (that with isounits which are nowhere singular,

bounded, Hermitean and positive-definite), the isominkowski spaces can always

(although not necessarily93) be written in the diagonal form

M(x,f|,ft): x = (r, x
4
} = (r, c t), r <e £(rM), f| = T"n, 1 = T" 1

, (8.2.2a)

x2 = (x^
y
x
V
)1 = (x

l b^xl +x
2
b2

2 x
2

+ xS^xS - x
4
b4

2 x4 )l =

1 1
1 co

2

= (x 1—zx 1 + x
2—^x2 + x3 —k-x

3 - t—r-t)t e ft(n+,*), (8.2.2b)

n
l

n
2

n
3

n
4

T = diag. ( b
{

2
,
b2

2
,
b
3
2

,
b
4
2

) > 0, b^ > , \l = 1, 2, 3, 4, (8.2.2c)

where the quantities bu are assumed to be positive-definite and expressed in the

JO We shall study in Chapter 1
1— 10 isominkowskian spaces of Class I with a nondiagonal

isometric f| which emerge rather naturally in the isotopies of the Dirac equation.
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equivalent form b^ = for reasons explained below.

Note that isospaces M(x,f|,R) have the most general possible nonlinear-

nonlocal-nonlagrangian structure (when projected in the original space) because

the functional dependence of fj remains completely unrestricted under isotopies.

The isometric f| can therefore depend on local coordinates x, velocities x,

accelerations x, density p, temperature t and any needed additional quantity, f\ =

fi(x, x, x, p, t, ...).

ISOMINKOWSKIAN GEOMETRIZATION OF PHYSICAL MEDIA

FIGURE 8.2.1. A schematic view of the geometrical foundations of the isospecial

relativity, the isominkowskian representation of the propagation of

electromagnetic waves through inhomogeneous and anisotropic media such as

Earth's atmosphere. A central condition is the preservation of the same geometric

axioms for both exterior and interior conditions, and the characterization of

different physical conditions via different realizations of the same axioms. As

pointed out in Sect. 1.8.1, this main feature is necessary in order to broaden the

physical conditions admitted by the special relativity without abandoning its

axioms, thus permitting a physical and mathematical unity of thought in the

transition from exterior to interior conditions. Note that this geometric unity is not

permitted by other approaches, such as the deformations of the Minkowski spaces

without the inverse deformation of the unit, because such deformed spaces are no

longer locally isomorphic to the original space. At any rate, the latter deformations

permit a rather limited class of generalizations, while the isotopies are "directly

universal", that is, they permit ail infinitely possible generalizations of the original

space (universality) directly in the x-frame of the observer (direct universality).

We also recall from Sect. 1.5.3 that, despite evident structural differences
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between M(x,T|,R) and M(x,ft,R), the joint liftings t\ -* f) = Tq and I
-» 1 = T~ l imply

that all infinitely possible isominkowskian spaces are locally isomorphic to

Minkowskian space, M(x,fj,R) - M(x,T|,R) [8,10]. Moreover, owing to the positive-

definiteness of the isotopic element T, it is easy to see that M(x/rj,R) and M(x,tj,R)

coincide at the abstract level.

Note that the quantity

1 = {b^2
} * ns

,l
t }, \ = diag.(bf2 b2

~2
,
b3

"2
), l

t
= b

4

"2
, (8.2.3)

is the isounit of the isoseparation ir in isominkowskian spaces. This implies the

existence of four generally different isounits 1^ = b^~2 for each of the

corresponding axes, resulting in the space isounit1
s
and the time isounit\.

When M(x,f|,R) is projected in our space-time, we have the separation x
2 =

x^\jlv
xV which can be identically written as a conventional separation x

2
in a

Minkowski space M(x,ti,R) with local coordinates x = T^x = (b^x^) (no sum)

x
2 = x

l
r\ x = x

l T -q x = (T* x f r\ (
T* x ) = x

1
tj x . (8.2.4)

The re-interpretation of x in our space-time can therefore be expressed via a

change of the conventional units 1^ = 1. We reach in this way the isounits of the

projection of the local coordinates in our space-time (first identified in ref. [51])

? = ( ?n J = (V 1

}
=

{ ?
s •

?
t i

. h = dia§- t bf 1

,
b2

_1
,
b3

_1
) , ?t = V 1

-

(8.2.5)

From now on, whenever considering the isounit 1^ = b^~2 we shall tacitly imply

that we are in isospace M(x,f|,R), while the use of the isounits 7^ = b^" 1

will

imply that we are working in the conventional space M(x,ri,R). As we shall see in

the next chapter, the latter isounits have rather deep gravitational implications.

In our studies we shall also need the isodual isominkowskian spaces

which, in their Class II version (that with the same topological properties of

Class I except that the isounits are negative-definite), can be written in the

diagonal form

Krtx,Ti
d
,ft
d

) : x = (r, x
4
) = (r, c t}, r e £d(r,8d Rd ), fj

d = - n, l
d = -1, (8.2.6a)

x2d =(xpf
)

d^xV
)'I

d = (-x
1

b
1

2 xl -x
2
b2

2 x
2
-x3b3

2 x3 + x
4
b4

2 x4)l d =

1 1
1 c

o
2

= (-x 1—^x l - x
2 —^x2 -x3—r-x3 + t—? t) l

d eRd
(n
d + *d), (8.2.6b)

n
l

n2 n
3

n
4

T = diag. ( -b! 2
,
-b2

2 -b
3
2

,
-b

4
2

) > 0, b^ -b^ < , \l = 1, % 3, 4. (8.2.6c)

Let us finally recall from Sect. 1.5.3 that the isodual separation verifies the

property
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xSd = (- x^ t^v x
v

) R) ^ x
S = ( & x" n , (8.2.7)

which, as we shall see, is at the basis of the isodual invariance of relativistic

interior laws in a way fully parallel to the nonrelativistic case of the preceding

chapter.

The difference between space and time inversions and isoduality should be

noted. In the former case we have the inversion of the signs of the coordinates x

= (r,x
4

)
-* -x = {-r, -x

4
} by preserving the base field R(n,+,*), that is, by preserving

the basic units I„ = +1. In the latter case, we preserve instead the coordinates, x =

{r, x
4
}
-+ x = (r, x

4
}, but change the base field into its isodua/Rd(nd,+,xd)t that is, by

changing the sign of the units I^ = -1.

As a result, space and time inversions occur within the same Minkowski

space M(x,ti,R), while isoduality implies the map into a new space, the isodual

Minkowski space Md
(x,r|

d Rd). As we shall see in Ch. 11.10, the map M(x,ti,R) -+

Md
(x,-n

d
,R
d

) in operator realization is equivalent to charge conjugation.

In summary, the spaces important for our isotopic studies of systems with

reversible center-of-mass trajectories are the following four: conventional

Minkowski spaces M(x,T),R) for the exterior relativistic problem of particles;

isodual Minkowski spaces Md
(x,n

d
,R
d

) for the exterior relativistic problem of

antiparticles; isominkowski spaces M(x,f|,R) for the interior relativistic problem

of particles; and isodual isominkowski spaces M^x/r^,

R

d
) for the interior

relativistic problem of antiparticles.

Note that the isodual Minkowski spaces do not exist in the literature on the

special relativity [1-5,23-25]. They are structurally new because they require a

generalization of the unit for their very definition.

The additional spaces needed for genotopic studies (i.e., those for systems in

irreversible conditions) will be studied in Sect. 1 1.8.6.

8.2.B: Characteristic quantities of physical media. The Minkowski space

provides a "direct geometrization" of the constancy of the speed of light c in

vacuum as well as of the homogeneity and isotropy of the vacuum, that is, a

geometrization directly via the metric or, equivalently, via the line element

ds
2 = dr

k
drk - dx

4
dx

4 = dr
k
dr

k - ,dtc 2
dt. (8.2.8)

The quantities representing such geometrization, called characteristic quantities

of the vacuum, are therefore the values 1^ = 1 for all space and time directions.

The isominkowskian spaces provide a direct geometrization of the locally

varying speed of light as well as of the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of physical

media, that is, a geometrization directly via the isometric. This is achieved via the

quantities b^ (or, equivalently, n^) which are called the characteristic functions

of the physical medium.

In fact, the locally varying character of the speed of light is also directly
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expressed by the isometric f| in diagonal form with line isoelement

1 c 2

ds
2 = < = drk bk

2
dr

k - dtc2 dt)l = (di*— drk - dt-^-dOl, <8-2 -9 >

nk
2 n4

2

The quantity n
4
can therefore be interpreted as the conventional index of

refraction of light which is known to have a rather complex local dependence on

the local density u., temperature t, etc., n4 = n4(p., t, ... ).

The inhomogeneity of physical media can be represented, e.g., via an

explicit dependence of the characteristic functions on the local density p., while

their anisotropy can be represented via different values among the b's, the

factorization of a preferred direction of the medium as in Finsler's geometry, and

other means.

A first intuitive understanding of the isominkowski spaces can be reached

by noting that the functions n^ essentially extend the local index of refraction n
4

to all space-time components. This type of "space-time symmetrization" of the

index of refraction can also be reached by subjecting the coordinates x = (r, x
4/n4}

to ordinary Lorentz transformations, although their appropriate derivation is via

the isolorentz transforms (see below).

When the local behaviour is needed at one given interior point, one must

use the full nonlinear-nonlocal dependence of the b's. This is illustrated by the

local speed of light at one given point of our atmosphere c = c(p, t, ...) = c /n4(u,

T, ...).

When the global behaviour throughout a given physical medium is

requested, the characteristic functions can be averaged into constants, b ^
=

Aver, (b^), or n ^ = Aver, (n^), p. =
1, 2, 3, 4, in which case they are called

characteristic constants of the medium. This is evidently the case for the

average speed of light throughout our atmosphere c = c /n°4, in which case if4 is

the average index of refraction.

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the available experimental verifications of the

isominkowskian geometrization of physical media are mostly external, that is,

they measure a given effect throughout the entire medium considered, in which

case the characteristics constants b ^ are applicable.

By recalling that physical media are generally opaque to light, the isotopies

M(x,r|,R) ftftx,fi,ft) have the additional meaning of extending to all physical

media the geometric structure of light in vacuum. In this latter case, the

characteristic constant b°
4
geometrizes the density of a given medium, while the

constants b\ geometrize the internal nonlinear-nonlocal effects.

It is evident that different physical media necessarily require different

isounits 1 because of their different sizes, densities, temperature, chemical

composition, etc. This occurrence is similar to the need of infinitely possible

Riemannian spaces in general relativity in order to represent the infinitely

possible astrophysical masses.
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By no means the above outline exhaust all possible physical meanings of

the characteristic quantities. Another application of the isominfcowskian

geometry particularly important for these volumes is the geometrization of the

physical medium inside a hadron as depicted in Fig. 8.2.2.

The above outline refers, specifically, to physical media made up of matter.

By recalling that all physical quantities change sign under isoduality, the

characteristic quantities of physical media composed of antimatter in isodual

isominkowskian representation are the quantities b\ = - bj- for space and =

- b4 for time.

8.2.C: Isominkowskian geometry and its isodual. The isominkowskian and

isodual isominkowskian geometries are the geometries of isospaces M(x,f[,ft) and

H$bi,Tp$fl\ respectively.

These new geometries coincide at the abstract level with the conventional

Minkowskian geometry and its isodual. However, they admit novel characteristics

in local realization which are absent in the conventional geometries.

ISOMINKOWSKIAN GEOMETRIZATION OF HADRONS

FIGURE 8.2.2. A schematic view of a fundamental application of the

isominkowskian geometry for strong interactions, the geometrization of the

physical media inside hadrons, namely, the hyperdense superposition of the

wavepackets of the constituents called hadronic media [47], which are also

manifestly inhomogeneous and anisotropic much along Earth's atmosphere. The
lifting M(x,tt,R) -> fvt(x,f),R) therefore represents the departure from empty space in

the interior of hadrons. Relativistic hadronic mechanics on $(x,n,R) is constructed

to represents the departures from motion in empty space experienced by a

constituent when moving within a hyperdense hadronic medium. In this case the
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time characteristic constant b% provides a geometrization of the density of the

hadron considered, while the space characteristic constants b\ provide a

representation of the actual nonspherical shape of the hadron considered, as well

as other characteristics studied in Vol. Ill (such as an average of the internal,

nonlinear, velocity-dependent effects). Recall that all hadrons essentially have the

same charge radius of about lfm but different masses and, thus, different

densities. Different hadrons are therefore expected to have different isounits
94
As

we shall see in Vol. Ill, the above isominkowskian characterization of hadrons

appears to be confirmed by all available experimental evidence and permits truly

novel predictions, such as the prediction of a subnuclear energy called "hadronic

energy" [53] because originating in the structure of the individual hadrons, rather

than nuclei, atoms or molecules.

A basic property of the isominkowski geometry is that it is isoflat, that is,

it verifies the axiom of flatness in isospace Nft(x,f|,ft). However, when projected in

the original space M(x/r|,R), the isominkowskian geometry admits a curvature

much more general than that of the Riemannian geometry, evidently because the

metric g of the latter depends only on local coordinates, g = g(x), while that of the

former has an arbitrary, integro-differential dependence fj = f)(x, x, x, \i, t, ...).

The above occurrence is essentially due to the fact that any deviation from
flatness (curvature) is compensated by an inverse deviation of the related unit,

thus preserving the original geometric characteristics of flatness.

The space component of the isominkowskian geometry is the isoeuclidean

geometry of the preceding chapter. In the following we shall therefore limit

ourselves to an illustration of the main features of the isominkowskian geometry

in the isohyperbolic (3-4)-plane with isoinvariant

x
2 = [ x3 b^x, x, % \i, t, Jx3 - x

4 b4
2
(x, x, x, p, t, ...)x

4
]1 = inv . (8.2.10)

The isotopic image v of a hyperbolic angle (speed) v is given by v = vb3b4 ,

as provable via the use of the isorepresentations of S0(1.1)
95

, with corresponding

isohyperbolic functions and related properties

isosinh v = b4
_1

sinh (v b3 b4) , isocoshv = t^
-1

cosh (v b3 b4) , (8.2.1 la)

^ This point illustrates the rather drastic departures of hadronic mechanics from other

trends, such as seeking "universal constants'". In fact, as nicely illustrated by Makhaldiani

in the Foreword of Vol. I, the conventional constants of quantum mechanics are turned

by hadronic mechanics into variables with infinitely possible values.

95
This can be easily proved by turning the isotopic element T = Diag. (b[

2
, ty

2
) of SC(2)

in Sect. 1 1.6.5 into the noncompact form T = Diag. (b^, -02
2

), in which case S0(2) is

mapped precisely into S6(l.l), including the mapping of isotrigonometric into

isohyperbolic functions. Note finally that S0(2) and SO(l.l), as well as isotrigonometric and

isohyperbolic functions are unified by the isotopies of Class III.
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b3^isocosh
2
v - b^isosinh^v = cosh2 v - sinh^v - 1. (8.2.11b)

The above structures illustrates that the correct treatment of the
isominkowskian geometry requires the isospecial functions of Ch. 1.6. In

particular, the isoeuclidean subcase requires the use of the isotrigonometry (App.

I.6.A), the isospherical coordinates (Sect. 1 1.5.5), the isospherical harmonics (Sect.

I I.6.6), etc., while the space-time component of the isogeometry requires the

corresponding isohyperbolic extension. The isodual geometries then require the

isodual images of the above special isofunctions.

8.2.D: The isolight cone and its isodual. As recalled in Sect. 1.8.1, one of the

reasons for the inapplicability of the special relativity for interior conditions is

the loss of the conventional light cone in vacuum. A most important property of

the isominkowskian geometry is the reconstruction in isospace of the exact light

cone, called isolight cone, for light propagating within transparent media with a

locally varying speed.

Consider expression (8.2.10) specialized to the form x2 = 0. It is easy to see

that, when projected in the original space M(x,T|,R), this expression is not a cone,

e.g., because of the general loss of straight generating lines. However, when
written in isospace Itf(x,f|,ft), the expression x

2 = is indeed a perfect light cone

for reasons similar to the fact the the isosphere is a perfect sphere in isospace. In

fact, the deformations of the characteristic quantities of the original cone, 1^ = 1

-*- lu = by 2 are compensated by the inverse deformations of the related units 1,,
=

To compute the characteristic angle of the isolight cone, we use the

isotrigonometry yielding

Ax = Db
4 sind, At = Dbg sin a, (8.2.12a)

Ax / At - D b4 sin d / D bg sin d = (b4 / b3 ) c , a = a b3 b4 , (8.2.12b)

where is the isohypothenuse, from which tang d = c - const., namely, the

characteristic angles of the conventional light cone and its isotopic

generalization coincide.

We see in this way that the isominkowskian geometry has the remarkable

capability of reconstructing not only the exact character of the light cone for

variable speeds, but also the conventional characteristic angle in vacuum.

This occurrence illustrates the overall unity of physical and mathematical

thought achieved by the isominkowskian geometry because it allows the use of

the same light cone for motion in vacuum with constant speed c and motion

in interior conditions with variable speed c - c b4 = c(x, \i. t, ).

As in the conventional case, we have the three possibilities x
2 < 0, x

2 =

and x
2 > which characterize isotime-Iike, isolight-like and isospace-like

vectors, that is, vectors contained inside the isolight cone, on its surface or
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outside it, respectively.

The isodual isohght cone is characterized by the change of the sign of all

quantities, including their units. In fact, under isoduality, the isospace Md
(x,f|

d
,ft

d
)

preserves the original local variables x^
1 but changes the sign of their isounits l u

" = - b
"2 ^

1
d = -

LIGHT CONE
IN EMPTY SPACE

LIGHT "CONE"
IN PHYSICAL MEDIA

ISOLIGHT CONE
IN PHYSICAL MEDIA

FIGURE 8.2.3: A rather natural expectation is that a locally varying speed of light

implies the loss of the axioms of the special relativity. The isominkowskian

geometry disproves this expectation because it reconstructs in isospace all essential

features of the Minkowskian geometrization in vacuum, including the light cone

and its characteristic angle this figure, thus permitting the preservation of the

axioms of the special relativity at the abstract level.

8.2.E: Relativistic isoplane waves. Recall that a characterization of

electromagnetic waves in the homogeneous and isotropic vacuum is given by the

the familiar plane-waves

,7 \ » j i ( k^

n

ul/
xl
1

) i(kr - Et) ik'r
1

ik
2
r
2

ik
3
r
3

-iEt
,nntn \

itfx) =Ne ^ = e =e e e e . (8.2.13)

The isominkowskian geometrization of plane waves propagating within

physical media is given by the so-called isoplane waves

W =fle
i(kliV^ =ft e^'V^ = fj e

iCkTsr " ETtt)
(8.2.14)
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characterized by the lifting of the exponentiation of Eq.s (8.2.13) into the

isoexponentiation (Sect. 1.4.3).

In fact, by recalling the expression e* = {e
XT

fl, 1 - T_1
and that each

component of the isominkowskian coordinates has its own isounit 1^ = b^
-2

expression (8.2.14) originates from the property

e ^ = (e, )*i(e2 )*2^2 } *3< e4 J
=

= ( e
1

e
1

e
6

e
4

} b4
1 = { e ^ } b4 \ (8.2.15)

where the factor b4
~2

is absorbed in the isonormalization coefficient ft. As we

shall see in the next section, the same results are obtained in the matrix

representation of translations

The isoplanewaves therefore represent the inhomogeneity and anisotropy

of the medium directly with their structure. Note the uniqueness of form (8.2. 14)

which is admitted as solutions by all isorelativistic equations, as we shall see in

Ch. 11-10.

We finally note that the isoplane waves are isoselfdual, that is, the

exponent in Eq. (8.2.14) is invariant under isoduality

^V x"
1 - k^d f,^ x^ - k^ f^, ^ . (8.2. 16)

where we have preserved the local coordinates as requested by the isospace

Kl(x,fi
d
,R
d

).

The above property essentially represents the known fact that

electromagnetic waves are identically emitted by matter and antimatter.

8.2.F: Nonrelativistic limits of isominkowskian spaces. Consider the

Minkowskian separation in the form x
2 = r

k
r
k - tc

2
t = D2

. It is then well known
that at nonrelativistic limit we have the reduction

Limrw 2 M(x,ti,R) = E(t,R
r)
x E(r,8,R) . (8.2.17)

D/c -»-0

In particular, the four-dimensional unit I = diag. (1, I, 1, 1) decouple into the

space unit I3 = diag. (1, 1, 1) and the time unit 1.

In Ch. VI of ref. [11] we have studied the corresponding case for the

isoseparation di^b^i* - tc
2b4

2
t = D2 and shown that at the nonrelativistic limit

we have the isotopic reduction

Limn/«2_in ^Aft) = E(t,R
t)
x E(r,8,ft)

.

(8.2.18)
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In particular, the four-dimensional isounitl - (l
s,

l
t
} becomes decoupled into the

space-isounit ls = diag. (b^, b2
2

,
bg

2
} and the time isounit^ = b4

~2
.

The above reduction is important for the mutual compatibility of the

various branches of hadronic mechanics, as we shall see.

83: ISOLORENTZ SYMMETRY, ISOPOINCARE' SYMMETRY
AND THEIR ISODUALS

We now study the fundamental symmetries of the isospecial relativity, the

isolorentz and isopoincare symmetries of Kadeisvili Class I, first from an

"abstract" viewpoint here intended without any reference whether representing

classical or operator realizations. The classical realizations have been studied in

detail in monograph [11]. The operator realizations will be studied in the next

section.

8.3.A: Abstract isolorentz symmetry and its isodual. Consider the separation in

Minkowski space

x
2 = x

t
r\ x = x^v xv = inv. , x = ( r, x

4
], t\ = diag. (l, 1, 1, -1) . (8.3. 1)

Its simple invariance group, the six-dimensional Lorentz group L = L(3.l) in

(3+l)-dimension [l]
96

is defined by the conditions

and can be constructed via: the (ordered set of) parameters w = (wk ) = (9, v), k =

1, 2, 6, given by the Euler's angles 6 and boosts parameter v; the (ordered set of)

generators X - (Xk) = {Mu V), p, v = 1, 2, 3, 4, in their fundamental representation

x ' = A x
, A Tj A = t\, Det A = ± 1

,

(8.3.2)

(8.3.3a)

(8.3.3b)

The contemporary literature on the Lorentz and Poincare symmetries is so vast to

discourage even a partial outline. One may consult, e.g., ref.s [23-251
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plus the space-time inversions ttx = (-r, x
4
) and tx - {r, -x

4
}.

From condition (8.3.2) we have

T|^
4
A^

4
AM-

4
= T]j

4 ^
(8.3.4)

Thus,

(A4
4
)2= 1 + ^=l2,3^\? a 1. (8.3.5)

from which we have the relations

A4
4
a+l or A4

4
S-l. (8.3.6)

This establishes the known property that the Lorentz group is not connected

because it admits the following four disjoint components: L+t : det A = +1, A4
4
£

+ 1; LJ: Det A = -1, A4
4
= 1; L_^ : Det A = -1, A4

4
* -1; Det A =

1, A4
4
* -1.

The primary groups which can be constructed from the above components
are the proper orthochronous Lorentz group * SO(3.l), the orthochronous

Lorentz group \J = u lJ; and the proper Lorentz group Iq = u (see

ref. [23-253 for more details).

The explicit transforms of L+f are reducible to the Lorentz boosts (or

rotations in the (3, 4)-Minkowski plane)

L ,2 2
X = X

1
, X

£ = x ,

x
' 3 = x

3 cosh v - x
4
sinh v = y (

x

3 - (3 x
4

)

,

A Q A A Q (8 -3'7)

X ' 1 = - X gjjjjj y + x1 C0SJ1 y = y ^1 _ p X^

where
cosh v = y = ( 1 -

p

2
)

$
, sinh v = py, 8 = v / c , (8.3.8)

plus the conventional rotations in the (l, 2, 3)-space.

Consider now the broadest possible Hermitean, real-valued, nonsingular and

signature-preserving (Class I) generalizations of the Minkowski separation due to

inhomogeneity, anisotropy, curvature, or any other physical reason (see Vol. Ill)

x,AlV xv
~* xtI

"Htivf x - x. p., t, ...) x
v = inv., rj = f|t

,
sig. f| = sig t\. (8.3.9)

Their symmetries, first derived by this author in ref. [8], can be constructed via

one of the most important results of the isotopies, the Fundamental Theorem on

Isosymmetries of Sect. 1.4.6, according to the following steps:

Step 1: Identification of the isotopic element T via the factorization f) =

Tn which, under the assumed conditions, can always be diagonalized in the form

T = diag. ( b,
2

,
b2

2
,
b3

2
,
b4

2
) = if > , b^ > . (8.3. 10)

The fundamental isounit of the theory is therefore
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1 = T 1 = diag. C bf2
, b2

-2
,
b3
-2

,
b4

-2
) )8.3. 1 1)

Step 2: Lifting of the conventional fields into the isofields ft(n,+,*) with
isonumbers n = ril and isounit 1. This implies first in the isoexponentiation the

lifting of the parameters w -+ w = wl, although their isoproduct with any
quantity Q remains the conventional one, w*Q = wT_ITQ= wQ. Second, we have
the generalization of the parameters in the explicit form of the isotransforms w
-* w = [6, v), where

(5f
= e^bg, v = vb

3
b
4, etc.

Step 3: Construction of the isospaces with isometric f), which are given by
the isominkowskian spaces of Class I JvKx,fi,fU This implies the use of the

isospecial functions with isounit 1 as recalled earlier.

Step 4: Explicit construction of the isotopies L of L, called isolorentz

symmetry. They are given by the isotransformations

x' = A(w)*x = A(w)Tx = A(w)x, A = Al, (8.3.12)

verifying the conditions

Aff| A = Af| = 1 f|l, or tff|A = Kt)$ = r\, (8.3.13a)

DetA = [ Det ( A T) 11 = ±1, or DetA = ±1, (8.3.13b)

(where we have used definition (1.6.3.19) for the isodeterminant). The property

f^v A^4 K\ = v^
A , (8.3.14)

then implies the relation

(A4
4

)2 = 1 + h4
-2^=l2>3

(K\)2\2 £ 1, (8.3.15)

from which we have

A4
4 £ + l,orA4

4
S -1. (8.3.16)

in full analogy with the conventional case

We reach in this way the important result that the isotopies (of Class 1) do
not alter the topological structure of the Lorentz groups. In fact, L is not

connected and has the following four disjoint components: . DetA = +1, A4
4
£

+1; L_t: DetA = -1, A4
4
£ +1; L_ ^ DetA = -1, A 4

4
* -1; f^A DetA =

1, A4
4
^ -1.

Some of the most important isogroups which can be constructed with the

above isocomponents then are the proper orthochronous isolorentz group L+t *

S0(3.1), the orthochronous isolorentz group = u tJ; and the proper
isolorentz group Lq = L+? u L+K

The connected component L+ = S0(3. 1) can be expressed via the original

parameters and generators in terms of isoexponentiations (Sect. 1.4.3)
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*w) = TTK=U...,6e
iXk^k - ( nk=U...,6e

iXkTWk
)l, (8.3.17a)

A(w) = nk=l,2,..,6e
iXkTWk

, (8.3.17b)

whose closure to a finite (and actually six-dimensional) structure is ensured by

the isotopic Baker-CampbelhHausdorff theorem 1.4.5.1. Note that Eq.s (8.3.17)

have no unknown because the isotopic element T is known from the deformed

metric (8.3.9).

The discrete part is characterized by the space-time isoinversions (see Ch.

1 1.6)

if * x = irx = {-r,x4
{, t*x - tx = { r ,

- x
4

) , tt = ttI, f = t1 (8.3.18)

In particular, the space isoinversion is contained in tJ; the time isoinversion is

contained in and the total isoinversion is contained in C^A

Under sufficient continuity, boundedness and regularity conditions for T
(which are all verified for Class I), the convergence of infinite series (8.3.17) is

ensured by the original convergence, thus permitting the explicit calculation of

the symmetry isotransforms in the needed explicit, finite form.

The space components, the isorotations, have been studied in Ch. 1 1.6. The

additional transforms, called general isolorentz boosts, were computed for the

first time in ref. [8], and can be written x ' = A(w)*x = A(w)x with explicit form

x
' 1 = x 1

, x
' 2 = x2 , (8.3.19a)

x
' 3 = b3

~
l

{

x

3 b
3
2
isocosh v - x

4 b4
2
isosinh v ) =

= x3 cosh ( v bg b4 )
- x

4 b3
"

1 b4 sinh ( v b3 b4 ) = y (

x

3 - b3
"

1 b4 & x4 ), (8.3. 19b)

x
' 4 = b3 ( - x

3
isosinh v + x4 isocosh v } =

= -x3 b3 b4
~

1

sinh( v b3 b4 ) + x4 cosh ( v b3 b4 ) = y ( x
4 - b3 b4

_1
£ x3 ), (8.3.19c)

where

P
2 = vk v

k
/Co

2
, ft

2 = vk bk
2 vk /c b4

2 c = v*v/c2 , (8.3.20a)

cosh ( v bi b2 ) - y = ( 1 - ^

)

_i
, sinh ( v bi b? ) = & y .

(8.3.20b)

The restricted isolorentz transforms are given by the isorotations and

isoboosts for constant characteristic quantities b°^.

The verification of the invariance of generalized separation (8.3.9) by
isotransforms (8.3.19) is instructive. Numerous applications to nuclear physics,

particle physics, gravitation and other fields will be studied in the rest of these

volumes.

Step 5: Construction of the isocommutation relations of the Lie-isotopic
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algebra * so(3. 1) also computed for the first time in ref. [8]. They can be

derived via the methods for the transition from a Lie-isotopic group to its

corresponding isoalgebra (Ch. II.4), and can be written

S6(3.l): [M^M^] = I^JM.p - M^TM^ =

thus establishing the local isomorphism, so(3.1) ~ so(3.1) from the property of

Class I: sign fj = sig t\ [8,1 1].

The isocenter of so(3.1) is given by [loc. cit.]

<jO) = X d'^iM^T^ = M * M - N * N , (8.3.22a)

c(3) = ^vpa M^ TM^ = - M * N, (8.3.22b)

M = ( M 12 ,
M23 ,

M31 } , N = { 1%, Mo2 , Mo3 } . (8.3.22c)

The following properties should be kept in mind:

A) The isotopies leave completely unrestricted the functional dependence
of the isometric -n(x, x, x, p., t, ...), i.e., of the characteristic functions b^(x, x, x, p.,

T, ...1;

B) While the Lorentz group is linear, local and canonical, its isotopic

covering is nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical in its general form (8.3. 17),

(8.3.19) when projected in the original space M(x,tj,R), and is isolinear, isolocal and
isocanonical in isospace J&(x,fj,ft).

C) For the restricted case in which the characteristic quantities are

constants b°^, the isolorentz group becomes linear and local, but remains
noncanonical.

D) The final results are remarkably simple. In fact, the explicit form of the

symmetry isotransformations of generalized separation (8.3.9) are merely given by

plotting the values b^ in Eq.s (8.3.19) without any need of further calculation; and
E) The isolorentz symmetry is "directly universal", that is, it applies for all

conceivable (signature preserving) deformations f| = Tn. of the Minkowski metric

ti (universality), without any need to change the coordinates (direct

universality). 97

Note also the appearance of the modulus in the characterization of y, Eq.s

(8.3.20) This is due to the fact that in the special relativity v
2/^2 is always smaller

than one, thus requiring no modulus, while in the isospecial relativity the

97 The isolorentz symmetry of the test is restricted to Class I. We should here note that:

the isosymmetry of Class III permits the removal of the signature-preserving restriction;

that of Class IV permits the introduction of singular isotopic elements and isounits; while

that of Class V allows the introduction of fundamentally novel realizations of the Lorentz

group, such as those defined with respect to an isounit which is a lattice, or a

discontinuous function, or a distribution.
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quantity v+v/c2 - y^\
2^/c b4

2
c can be smaller as well as bigger than one, as

we shall see shortly.

The nontriviality of the isotopies is first expressed by their nonlinear-

nonlocal-noncanonical character which implies the expectation of numerically

different predictions, as we shall see.

Note also that the quantity embedding all nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical

terms, the isounitl, is evidently invariant because it is the unit of the isoalgebra

sofai), and therefore we have for all possible generators [1, Xk]
=l*Xk - Xk*I = Xk

-Xk -0.

The reader should finally note that the natural appearance of the

isoparameters v = vb3b4 from the isoexponentiations (8.3.17) in a way completely

independent from the isohyperbolic calculus, thus confirming the overall unity of

the isotopies.

As recalled earlier in this volume, the most general relationship between
the Lorentz and isolorentz algebras (Ch. 1.4) is characterized by nonunitary

transforms which evidently imply a deformation of the weight structure of the

original symmetry. A particular relationship between L and L preserving the

original weights is given by the Klimyks rule (Lemma 1.4.7.5).

In this section we introduce a third relationship which is particularly

useful for all Lie algebras of orthogonal groups and their isotopic images.

As noted in Sect. I.8.2.A, the isoseparation in lft(x,fj,ft) can be identically

written in the conventional space M(x,tj,R) although referred to the new
coordinates x = {xHt^} (no sum). The isotopic transforms x' = A(w>x in Ivl(x,f],ft)

can therefore be connected in a one-to-one way with the conventional

transform in M(x,ti,R), x' = A(w)x, provided that the latter are referred to the

isoparameters B = 0b^ v = vb3b4, etc.,

In fact, we have the identities

x^tix' = [A(w)x]t ti[A(w)x] = x'
t T|x =

x
' 1

f| x ' = [ A(w) * x f f| [ A(w) * x ] = x
t
-fj x , (8.3.23)

from which we derive the desired connection

A(wFj, = b^ 1 A(wFv bv (no sum) . (8.3.24)

It is an instructive exercise for the interested reader to prove that the

preceding realization verifies the fundamental conditions (8.3.13) and yields the

correct isolorentz boosts (8.3.19), as well as the isorotations of Ch. II.6.

The isodual isolorentz group Ld is the image of L under the

antiautomorphic map! -*-l
d = -1. As such, it is defined over the isodual isofield

Rd(nd,+,»d) with negative-definite isonorm [h f
d=

|
n

|
l
d = -

|
n

1
1 < 0, n^ 0. All

parameters (representing angles, velocities, etc.) and generators (representing

angular momentum, etc.) therefore change sign under isoduality.
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The proper orthochronous isodua! isolorentz group can be expressed in the

form

- TTV.,2 6 l e '
Xk

* *' )< - ( TWa 6 e

'

d X^ Td^ ) 1" =

" "
l nk=i,2,...,6e

iXkTWk n - -A(w). (8.3.25)

The isodual isolorentz algebra * 80^3.1) then becomes

I Tl^np I

4 = - M^TM^ + MopTM^ =

= " <,aM% + Ti^a U%v
+ ndvp M% - r,^ Md

av , (8.3.26)

while the isocasimirs change sign

C<
0)d = l

d = -1, C(l)d = ±M% Td M^v = - M*M + N*N, (8.3.27a)

c(3)d = ^ e
uvpo Md^ Td Md^ = + M * N, (8.3.27b)

The explicit transforms can then be computed accordingly.

8.3.B: Abstract isopoincare' symmetry and its isodual. The extension of the

above results to the isotopies of the conventional Poincare symmetry [2] is

straighforward, as studied in ref.s [11,15] (see also review [26]). The separation

among two points x and y in isominkowski spaces of Class I is given by

(x - yfc =[ (x - y)^ f^tx, x,. x, m, t ) (x -
y)
v
]1 € ft(n + *) . (8.3.28)

Its largest possible isolinear, isolocal and isocanonical symmetry is given by the

isopoincare symmetry P(3.1) = £(3.1)xT(3.l), where T(3.1) represents the

isotranslations, i.e., translations in isospace.

A generic element of P(3.0 can be written

g = (A, a), AefJaD aeK3.1), (8.3.29)

with isocompositions and isodecompositions (Sect. 1.4.5)

g ' * g = ( A', a') * ( A, a ) = ( A * A' , a + A' * a' ) , (8.3.30a)

(l,a) = (i,0)*aa) = (r1 U)*(i,0). (8.3.30b)

The parameters of P(3. l) coincides with those of P(3. 1), w = [wkJ = (9, v, a), k
= 1, 2, .... 10, where represents the Euler's angles, v represents the Lorentz

parameters, and a characterizes conventional space-time translations. The
generators of P(3.1) are also the conventional ones X = {Xk ) = {U^v,

P^), where P^
are the generators of translations, this time in the regular 5*5-dimensional
representation (see, e.g., [23-25]. In this case the conventional four-dimensional

structure of L is extended to five dimension to accommodate translations with x
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= (r,x
4

I}, thus requiring the five-dimensional isounit

1 = diag. Obf2
, b2

"2
,
b3

-2
b4
~2

1 ) . (8.3.31)

The proper orthochronous isopoincare group pj = S0(3.1)xt(3.1) admits
the isoexponential form

* - 8 • x , rnVs iXk '"k = (nk e
iXkTWk

Jl , (8.3.32)

The isolorentz component has been given in the preceding subsection. The
isotranslations can be expressed in the form

•uot\~ f
^ iP T) a , i P T T) a , iP r\ a , _9

TC3.1) * x = { e }*x=(e )x=e
s

) * x = x + aB 2
,

^ x

5
(8.3.33a)

1t3.l)*p = 0. (8.3.33b)

The general isopoincare transformations are given by

x '
= A(w)*x isolorentz transforms , (8.3.34a)

x' = x + aB~2
isotranslations, (8.3.34b)

x' = ir * x = ( - r, x4 ) , space isoinversion (8.3.34c)

x '
= t * x = ( r, -x

4
), time isoinversions

, (8.3.34c)

where the functions = B^(x, x, x, p, t, ...) are given by

V2 = V2 + aa 1 1^.-
2 ;Pa ] / 1 !

+ aa aP
[ [ b^

-2ya } TP
p

] / 2 ! + .... (8.3.35)

General isotransforms (8.3.34) are evidently nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical in

M(x,T|,R). The restricted isopoincare transforms occur for constants
characteristic quantities b°^ and can be written

x ' = A°(w°) * x isolorentz transforms , (8.3.36a)

x' = x + a b°
~2

isotranslations
, (8.3.36b)

x' = tt*x = ( - r, x4 ) , space isoinversion (8.3.36c)

x ' = t * x = ( r, -x4 ), time isoinversions , (8.3.36c)

in which case they recover linearity and locality but not canonicity.

The isocommutation rules of of the isoalgebra p+t(3.1) are given by

[ TMap 1 = fva -^Mp^ Ma[l
+ Mav , (8.3.37a)

[M ^rPa ] = %.a pv ~ ?W V' [V Pv ]
= °» (8.3.37b)

Which prove the isomorphism p^(3.1) ~ p+^(3.1). The isocenter is characterized by
the isocasimirs
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d0) = 1 , C(l) = P^ = PTP = P
]l rt

LV Pv = P^P*1 , (8.3.38a)

c(2) = tf = ^~fivyv=w^ t ^ = ^ £Ma3pM
ap * jp (g3 3gb)

As one can see, the isoplane waves of Sect. II.8.2.E are a direct

manifestation of the isopoincare group. In fact, the matrix isoexponentiation

(8.3.34a) is equivalent to isoform (8.2.14).

The isodual isopoincare group Pd(3.1) = Ld(3.lKTd(3.1) is the antiauto-

morphic image of P(3.1) under the mapl ->ld = -1. It is therefore defined over

the isodual isofield ft
d
(n
d
,+,*

d
) and can be expression via the isodual isotransforms

x' d = Ad(wd)*d x = A(w)*x, x'
d = x +ad B"2d = x + aB"2, (8.3.39b)

x' d = ir
d *d x = (~r,x 4

), x' d = rd *d x - (r,-x4 ), (8.3.39c)

As such, they formally coincide with the original transforms, with the

understanding that the coordinates x are now referred to a negative-definite

isounit.

8.3.C: Universal isospinorial covering St(2.C) and its isodual. As recalled

earlier, the Lorentz group L is not connected. Its universal, spinorial, simply

connected covering £ is the group SL(2.C) of all complex 2*2-dimensional
matrices A over the field C(c,+,x) verifying the unimodularity condition DetA = 1.

In particular, we have the isomorphism L+t ~ Sli2.C)/Z2, where 7% is the center of

SL(2.C) consisting of the two elements ±1, where I = diag. (1, I) is the unit (see, e.g.,

ref. [24,253 for details).

It is easy to see that the above lines admit a simple yet intriguing isotopic

generalization. In this subsection we shall study the isogroup aspect. The
isospinorial aspect will be studied in more detail in Ch. II. 10.

Consider the isotopic SL(2.C) group which consists of all complex 2*2-

dimensional matrices A over the isofield t(c,+ *) of isocomplex numbers c = ck
with isotopic element T2 ( diag. (g

( b g22) > and isounit 1 2
= diag. (gn

~
\ g22

_I
),

gkk > °> verifying the isovnimodularity condition DetA = [Det(AT2)]l2
= 1 2 , or

Det(AT2) = 1.

The universal isospinorial covering of the isolorentz group L is given by £
= SC/2.0. For this purpose, we introduce the following new realization of the

isopauli matrices besides those of Sect. II.6.8

* / (bign
-1

) \ ( O-ib^
1

) \ ,
CT

1

=
( -h

= b
l
a

lV *2 =
, h r b2 <^2 .

8.3.40
\(blgll

l
) / \ i(b2glf

l
) /

111

03 i o^i)

J

=^ ^
-{ (b

4g22
-) )= h^> (8 -a4o)
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where the b's are the characteristic functions of the isominkowski space, ct
4
= I2

=

diag. (1, 1) and o\ represents the conventional Pauli matrices.

The isocommutation rules and isoeigenvalues are given by

[ Taj ] = T2 6j
- CTj T2 q = i e

ijk bj bj bk
~

!

6\ , (8.3.41a)

°2 *2 1 > = °i T2 6>! + ct2 T2 tf2 + ct3 T2 a3 ) T2 1 > = (

b

L

2 + b2
2 + b/ )

|
>, (8.3.41b)

^3 *2
1
> = ^303!

I
> = ± t»3

1
> . (8.3.41c)

They characterize an isospinorial realization of S0(2) isomorphic to the

conventional SU(2) (from the positive-definiteness of the bk ). Despite this

isomorphism, the eigenvalues of the conventional and isopauli matrices are

different, Eq.s (8.3.41b) and (8.3.41c). This alteration of conventional quantum
eigenvalues should be expected from the underlying nonlinear-nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian effects. Note also that the above isopauli matrices are different

than those studied in Ch. 1 1.6 because they mix the elements gkk of the two-
dimensional unit 12 of £(z,$,ft) with the elements b^ of the four-dimensional

isounitl
4 of 0x,f|,ft).

An arbitrary element A e sL(2.t) can be written

A = -Xk=l,2,3 ck 5k " c4^4 =
<-Xc=I,2,3 ck Dk°k " c4 b4 CT4 }l2 ,

(8.3.42)

where the c's are ordinary complex numbers.

Any point x of the isominkowskian space Jft(x,fj,ft) over ft(n,+ *) can be

represented with the Hermitean 2^2-dimensional matrix x over C(c,+,*) according

to the rule

x -» x = -2k=l,2,3 xk ak - x4 a
4 =

{ - 2k=l,2,3
xk bk CTk

" *
4 ^ o~

4 H2 . (8.3.43)

In fact, we have the identities on a field with isounitl 2
98

&h = 4 b^~2 Tr ( x * 6^ ) = \ b^Tr ( x * )\ , (8.3.44a)

Detx = [Det(xT2 )]l2
= (xk bk

2
x
k - x4 b4

2
x
2
)l2 . (8.3.44b)

The transformations in SL(2.C), x' = A*x*A^ = KxK\ can then be connected

with the isolorentz transforms x' = A*x = Ax. In fact, by ignoring the 12 factor,

isostructures (8.3.43) can be reinterpreted as a conventional form in the space

M(x,T|,R) with x = {x^bp} (no sum), yielding the expressions

x '
^ = K(cV-v x

v = \ b^"
2 Tr (

x' * ) = £ b„~
2 Tr (A bv ov A* b„ ct„ ) x

v
. (8.3.45a)

9° Note that expressions (8.3.44a) are defined over the isofield with the two-dimensional

isounitl2 ,
rather than the four-dimensional one of the Minkowski space. This difference

can be easily removed via suitable redefinitions and it is ignored.
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By recalling realization (8.3.24) of the isotransform A, simple algebra yields the

representation of the isolorentz transforms in terms of the complex elements c,

of Sfi2.C)
^

K\ = 2k=l,2,3l ckl
2 + |c4 F, (8.3.46a)

Ak4 = bk
"

l b4 (c4 ck + c4 ck + i€kmn cm cn ), (8.3.46b)

A\ = b4
~

l bk (c4 ck + c4 ck - iekmn cm cn ), (8.3.46c)

Amn = bm
-

1 bn [8mn (-Ek=1
,2i3

|ck |

2 + |c4 p) +

+ cmCn
+ %iCn + iemnJ(c

4 Cj + -c
4 Cj)l. (8.3.46d)

This establishes the isospinorial character of the covering. The simply
connected character of SL(2.C) is evident because isotopies of Kadeisvili Class I do
not alter the original connectedness." The proof of the isomorphism «

SU2£T/^2 is left to the interested reader, where 22 is the isocenter of SL(2.C) given

by±l2.

The isodual universal covering of the isolorentz group SLd(2.Cd) is the

group of Hermitean 2*2 matrices over the isodual isofield &ixfi,+
t
^) with isodual

isounit l 2
d ~ " Diag (g^, g22) < verifying the condition of anti-

isounimodularity condition DetAd = [Det(A
dTd

Il 2
d - - DetA.

To characterize SLd
(2.C

d
) we introduce the following isodual isopauli

matrices

V"VW = ^ll> (8.3.47)

with explicit forms

* d (° -^lSn"
1

) \ . d / o +ib2g22
"

1
) \

CT
1 I u h rt )'

CT2 "I , -u -
(8.3.48a)

\-blgll
l

) / \-i(b2gn
l

) /

A d
/ -(b3gn

-
1

) \ / -ib4gu
-

1

) \
a
3 I ft iu -h '

CT
4 = -u . (8.3.48b)

V +(b3g22 >) / V -(b4g22
l

)J

where <r4
d = I2

d - -diag. (1, 1) and ak
d= -ak are the isodual Pauli matrices.

The isocommutation rules and related isodual isoeigenvalues are given by

[ a
s

d
Tof 3

d = - di T2 dj + aj T2 q = -i €
ijk bi

d
bj

d bk
" ld

6>k
d

, (8.3.49a)

<|
d *d

2 a
5d =<|(-b

l

2 -b2
2 -b3

2
), <P*d

2 a
d
3
= <|H±b3 )], (8.3.49b)

and evidently characterize a realization of the S0d
(2) algebra locally isomorphic

to SUd(2).

An arbitrary element Ad e sLd(2.Cd) can be written

QQ3n
This is evidently not the case for isotopies of higher class.
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^ = " 2k=l,2,3 ck
a ak

a " c4
a a4° , (8.3.50)

where the isoduality of complex numbers should be kept in mind (Ch. 1.2).

Any point x of the isominkowskian space Ivl
d
(x,T)

d
ft
d

) over ft
d
(n
d
+,*d) can

be represented with the 2*2-dimensional matrix x over Cd(cd,+,^) according to

the rule

x - xd = -2k=IA3 x
kak

d - x4 a4
d = { + 2k=1A3 xk bk ak + x4 b4 a4 } \* .

and isodual rules
(8.3.51)

xM-l
2
d = |rAi

-2d Tf(xd *d a
ti

d )= \ b^2 Tr ( x * 6^ )12 , (8.3.52a)

Detxd = [Det(xd T2
d )]l2

d = (-xk bk
2 xk + x

4 b4
2 x2 )l2

d ^ ( x%y xv )1 2
(8.3.52b)

thus recovering the conventional separation on ft(n,+,*). The isoduality of the

remaining aspects then follows.

As we shall see in Ch. 11.10, the realizations of SL(2.C) and sLd(2.Cd) of this

section permit a fundamentally novel interpretation of the conventional Dirac

equation with consequential novel interpretation of antiparticles via isoduality.

8.4: RELATIVISTIC HADRONIC MECHANICS
AND ITS ISODUAL

In this section we study the foundations of the isotopies of relativistic quantum
mechanics also called relativistic hadronic mechanics. The central

methodological tool is the operator realization of the isopoincare symmetry. A
knowledge of its classical realization as studied in ref.s [11] is requested for the

understanding that the former is a unique image of the latter.

8.4.A: Isodifferentials and isoderivatives on isominkowski spaces. A pre-

requisite for the operator realization of the isopoincare symmetry is a knowledge

of the isocalculus on isomanifolds whose study has been initiated in Ch. 1.6.

Let K5(x,f|,ft) be an isominkowski space of topological Class I with: isometric

in the covariant form = T^a iy
lv

,T\ = diag. (1, 1, 1, -1), p, v, a - 1, 2, 3, 4, and
contravariant form f\^vt T^°T]av - fiM-^ local coordinates in their contravariant

form x = {x^} = {r, x
4

), x
4 = c^t, (c is light speed in vacuum), and covariant form

xp
=

*\lv
xV

>
isotopic element T and isounitl = T_i in the diagonal form with the

most general possible dependence, including that on the local coordinates,

T = T(x, ...) = Diag. ( b!
2

,
b2

2 b3
2
b4

2
) = (

T^
v ) = ( T^

v
) > 0, b^ = b^x, ...) > 0,

l = [T(x,...)r
l = (1%) = (V)>0. (8.4.1)
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The isodifferentials on Ivl(x,f),ft) are given by

dx^ = T*yx, ...) dxv = b^2 dxH- (no sum), 11=1,2,3,4. (8.4.2)

A definition of the isoderivative of a function f(x) on ltf{x,f),ft) which preserves all

conventional axioms of the derivative, plus the axiom of preserving the original

unit,
100

is given by

3f(x) f(x') - f(x) 3f(x) n 8f(x)

lu
v
(x, ...) { Lim , } =1^ (x, ...) = b

"2
, (8.4.3)

where 3f/9x is the conventional derivative.

The above rules then imply the expressions

^--&V -VV - V2 8lV (8.4 .4)

which permit a first definition of the operator isopoincare symmetry. The
realization most important for physical application is however based on the
expression (for diagonal isounits)

3xu A cJxl, 9x,, 8xm

9 x
v V & * &p 9 >«a

where t| is the conventional Minkowskian metric.

From expression (8.4.2) we derive the invariant isomeasure on

isominkowski spaces

ax = ax 1

ax
2
dx3 dx4 = T^T^T^T^dxWdxadx^ (8.4.6)

b
1

2 b2
2 b3

2 b4
2
dx 1 dx2 dx3 dx4 = Det T dx 1 dx2 dx3 dx4 = DetT dx.

The (indefinite) isointegration on isominkowski spaces must be defined as

the inverse of the isodifferential (Sect. 1.6.7), i.e., such that jfafa^
1 = yielding

100
This axiom is evidently absent in the conventional calculus (as well in the so-called

q-calculus) because in both cases the unit is the trivial constant quantity +1 which, as

such, is preserved under differentiations and derivations. The axiom of preservation of

the unit is therefore a peculiarity of hadronic mechanics and leads in a unique way to

definition (8.4.2) and (8.4.3). In fact, alternative definitions, such as dx = d[Ttx, ...)x] = xdTix,

...) + Tix, ...)dx, would imply the unacceptable map from an original set of functions

defined over a given isofield into a set of functions defined over a different isofield due

to the change of the unit under differentiation. The author would like to thank the

mathematicians G. T. Tsagas and D. S. Sourlas for consultations on this point. Note that

definition (8.4.2) is indeed compatible with definition (8.4.3).
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the realization

Jk = /(,}/(2)/(3)/(4)lV l2a^A^T%T\TT
p

d)i
i dx^dxa d^ =

=
/(l)/(2)/(3)/(4) dx l dx2 dx3 dx4 = x

l

x
2
x3 x

4
. (8.4.7)

The above notions are sufficient for our needs at this time. Additional studies are

left for the specialized literature.

Note the simplicity of the above isocalculus for a diagonal isounit, its

rather intriguing structure for nondiagonal isounits and its nontriviality because

holding for isounits with an explicit dependence in the differentiation-integration

variables.

8.4.B: Operator isopoincare' symmetry and its isodual. The structural

elements of the most general possible relativistic hadronic mechanics on

isominkowski spaces of Class I Kl(x,fi,ft) are given by:

A) the lifting of the field of complex numbers C(c,+,*) with ordinary

elements c = a + ib, a, b e R(n,+,x) into the isofield of isocomplex numbers (Sect.

1.2.6)

C(c,+ *):c = cl, c
t
+ ^) = (c

1
+ c2 l, c

{
*c2 = qTc^ = (c

l
c2 )l; (8.4.8)

B) The lifting of the conventional Hilbert space X with states
|

>, | (J> > ,

inner product <
\ $ > e C(c+,x) and normalization < i|j

|
> = 1 into the

isohilbert space (Sect. I.6.2)
101

3t : < $ r$ > = < 4>(x)
|
T(x, ...)

|
$(x) >l(x, ...) e C(c + *) , < $| T | $ > =

1; (8.4.9)

C) The lifting of the enveloping associative algebra £ of operators A, B, ...

,

with conventional associative product AB and unit I, IA = AI = A, V A e f, into the

enveloping isoassociative operator algebra {or isoenvelope for short) % with the

same elements A, B, but isotopic product and isounit
102

%: A*B = ATB, 1 = T" 1

, 1 * A = A *1 = A , VAel (8.4.10)

We are now sufficiently equipped to introduce the fundamental symmetry
of isorelativistic hadronic mechanics, the operator isopoincare symmetry P(3.1) -

L(3.1)XT(3.1), for isounits of Class I but otherwise possessing the most general

101 Note that in general
| $ > #T~~

[/2
\

«[r >. In fact, as we shall see in Ch. 11.10, |t|> > is the

solution of linear-local-Hamiltonian equations, while
| $ > Is the solution of more general

nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian equations.

102 The reader should recall that a!! products must he isotopic as a necessary condition

to preserve isolinearity. For instance, operator products such as AA^ or modular actions

such as A| > can be easily proved to yield a host of inconsistencies and must be replaced

with the correct isoexpressions A*A^ = ATA^ and A*| > = AT) >.
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possible functional dependence.

Consider a system of N elementary particles in relativistic conditions with

space-time coordinates xa = (x^i and momenta pa = {pa(j a = 1, 2, .... N, p. = 1, 2, 3,

4. Suppose that their mutual distances are sufficiently smaller than the size of

their wavepackets (< lfm = 10~ 13 cm) to activate interactions which are nonlinear

(in coordinates, wavefunctions and their derivatives x, x, x, 9$, 39$), nonlocal-

integral (in all needed quantities) and nonpotential-nonhamiltonian.

Under these interior relativistic conditions the particles can be represented

in Nftx,f|,ft) by embedding all nonminkowskian interactions in the isotopic

elements or isounits resulting in an arbitrary functional dependence of the

type 103

T = Tt = T(x, x, x, ft 9$, 99$, \i, t, ...) > 0, 1 = T" 1 = l(x, x, x, $, 9$, 99$, ...) , (8.4. 1 1)

which can be assumed as common to all particles because representing their

common hadronic medium. 104

The isopoincare symmetry can be defined as the largest possible isolinear,

isolocal and isocanonical symmetry of the isoseparation (for a < b)

xKb = [ ( x^a - x^b ) f|^(x, x, x, & 9$, 99$, ...) (xva -x
v
b )]k &(h,+ *) , (8.4. 12)

and can be constructed via the quantities x^a and p^v under isotopic rules.

In coordinates representation the quantities x^ a are ordinary scalars

(because coordinates are not lifted in Ivl(x,f|,ft)). The relativistic four-momentum
operator is then given by

ftn*l*> ~ i £irl*> = -'n^rl*> = -iV2^l*>- (8A13)

By using Eq..s (8.4.5), the relativistic fundamental isocommutation rules

are given by

t Pa^L r xbv ] *
|
$ > = [ pa[L T(x, ...) xhv

- xhv T(x, ...) p^ ] T(x, ...)
|
$ > =

=
( Pa^L * xbv ~ xbv * Pa^ *

I $ > = " *V sab *
I $ > >

(8.4.14a)

xap : = I Pa^i r Pbv ] *
I $ > = 0, (8.4.14b)

03 The joint dependence on $ and $ is generally avoided in order to allow the separation

between particles and antiparticles (see Ch. II. 10). Note that this may lead to

nonhermitean isounits with consequential natural emergence of the genorelativistic

hadronic mechanics of Sect. 1 1.8.6, i.e., that possessing the more general Lie-admissible

structure.

104
If this is not the case, the extension of 1 to the reducible forml = Il\=i 2 n\ is

trivial.
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namely, the structure of the brackets is generalized, but the eigenvalues -

iTVv^ab are *ne same as those for the conventional relativistic quantum
mechanics This illustrates again, this time at the relativistic level, the capability

of the isotopic methods of quantitative treatments of nonlinear-nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian interactions while preserving the axioms of conventional linear-

local-Hamiltonian theories.

We also indicate for completeness the alternative version of rules (8.4.14)

[Pna.Vb]*l4«>
= _iV 8ab*l$> = "i V28/ 8ab*l^>, (8.4.15)

which exhibit an explicit isotopic character.

The transition from rules (8.4.15) to (8.4.14) is geometrically significant

inasmuch as it illustrates that the isotopic character is contained in the

contracted coordinates themselves, x^ = t^vx
v

, thus permitting the preservation

of conventional canonical eigenvalues.

The isosymmetry P(3.1) is characterized by the conventional (ordered set of)

parameters w = {w^} = (9, u, a }, k = 1, 2, 10, and generators X = (Xk ) = (M^y,

PpJ, where M^v are the generators of the isolorentz group for a system of N
particles and P^ are the generators of the isotranslations

u\iv = 2a (xap.Pav~ xav Plup p
ji
=
2aP^ia' (SAA6)

but now defined on the isoenvelope % over the isohilbert space 3t.
105

A fundamental property is that the above generators remain Hermitean,

thus observable, under isotopy. More specifically, starting from the original

Hermiticity M^J = and P^J = P^ in a conventional Hilbert space X, the same

generators preserve such Hermiticity under the isotopic generalization of the

associative and Lie product, provided that one jointly lifts the field C(c,+,x) and

Hilbert space X into a form admitting of the same basic unit!, in which case we
have the isohermiticity properties

Such Hermiticity-observability then persists under the time evolution of the

theory (the isounitary transforms).
106

iyjlJ Recall that are ordinary scalars as requested by the isominkowskian space

IvKx,f),R) in which only the metric and the unit are lifted. Their re-interpretation as

isoscalar would leave unchanged because x^a * = x^a pva
106

This is a fundamental point of the isorelativistic hadronic mechanics which has

forced this author to rule out the q-deformations as usually treated with unmodified unit

and related conventional fields and Hilbert spaces (App. I.A.7.1). In fact, the Hermiticity

at a fixed time is lost for q-deformations whenever q is an operator. The q-deformations

are therefore structurally insufficient for the desired nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian
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The connected isopoincare group P+R&l) = S0(3.l)xT(3.1) of Class I is also

formally the same as the abstract one (Sect. II.8.3.B),

rt *i rrr - 1 * wk . . . t-, i Xk T wk _

g' = {A\a)*x = [ITk=i io e i* x= {irTk=u,io eg i x
>

^ (8.4.18)

Note the fixed character of the generators (and parameters), but the

infinitely possible isotopic elements T. This is due to the existence of infinitely

many possible physical media in which the same generators and Pa can be

defined.

The isoinversions remain the same as in the abstract case, Eq.s (8.3.18). The

explicit form of the general isopoincare transforms then remains the same as

the abstract ones

x ' - A*x , x' = x + a B~2, x ' = tt * x = ( -r, x4 ) , x ' = t * x = ( r, -x4 ), (8.4. 19)

where: the isolorentz transforms A are reducible to a combination of isorotations

(Ch. 1 1.6) and isoboosts,

x
' 1 = x

1
, x

'

2 = x
2

, (8.4.20a)

x
' 3 = x

3 cosh (vb3b4) - x
4 b4 b3

_1
sinh (vb3b4) = y ( x

3 - bg"^ ft x
4

), (8.4.20b)

x

'

4 = - x3 b3 b4
~

l

sinh (vb3b4) + x
4 cosh (vb

3b4 ) = y (

x

4 - b3b4
-1

ft x
3

), (8.4.20c)

the p, ft
and y quantities are given by

p
2 =vv/c 2

, ft

2 = vk bk
2 vk / b4

2 cQ = v*v/c2
, (8.4.21a)

cosh ( v ^ b2 ) = y = ( 1 -
ft

2
) , sinh ( v b[ b2 ) = ft y . (8.4.21b)

and the functions = Bpfo, x, x, ...) are given by the expressions in terms of

isocommutators on X

Bp~2 = V2 + a
a

[ b^"
2 ;Pa 3 / 1 !

+ a
a
a^ [ [ b^"2 f*Pa 3 TP

p
] / 2 1

+ .... (8.4.22)

The restricted isopoincare transforms then occur for the b-quantities

averages into b° constants.

The operator isopoincare algebra can be easily computed via

rules (8.4.14) and it is given by [12,133

[VM
a3

1 * 1 * >
=

'
(VV^w *V " \&% +

\V * I + > (8A23a)

treatment of the strong interactions. If q is a scalar, Hermiticity at a fixed time is indeed

verified, but Hermiticity is lost under time evolution according to Lopez's lemma (App.

II.3.C). The origin of these basic insufficiencies is precisely due to the lack in the q-

deformations of the lifting of the basic unit, underlying fields and Hilbert spaces in the

amount inverse of the deformation of the associative product, as assumed at the

foundations of hadronic mechanics.
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[M
,iy

: V*^ > =
iVVVV*!^' [V Pvl*l^> =0, (8.4.23c)

where the -q's in the r.h.s. is the conventional Minkowski metric. Note by
comparison that the fj appearing in the commutation rules (8.3.37) is the

isominkowskian metric.

Thus, the structure constants of the operator p}t(SLl) algebra formally

coincide with those of the conventional Poincare algebra ptt(3.1) , by confirming

not only the local isomorphism p4-t(3.1) « ^(3.1), but also the identity at the

abstract level of the conventional and isotopic symmetries. This implies the

abstract identity between relativistic quantum and hadronic mechanics.

It should be indicated that exactly the same situation occurs at the classical

level [11], thus confirming that the isopoincare symmetry of this section is the

unique and correct operator image of the classical realization.

These rather fundamental properties should be kept in mind because they

are at the basis of the covering isospecial relativity of the next section.

For completeness we note that, the use of the generators MH*V = 2a(x^VW
~

xV
af\J and p

p.
=
SaPap. would imply the replacement in rules (8.4.23) of T]^v with

thus showing explicitly the isotopic structure of the theory. The local

isomorphism p^(3.1) * {^(3.1) would nevertheless persists owing to the

positive-definiteness of the elements and their consequential topological

equivalence to the corresponding conventional elements S^y.

One can readily verify that the operator isocasimir invariants are

structurally the same as the abstract ones (8.3.38) although now realized on 3t and

can be written

C(0) *|$> = 1*|^> =: l$>. (8.4.24a)

C(2) *|$> = PS *|$> = TT
ll'P

1I *Pv*l4'> =P
kL

*F*
I *|^>» (8.4.24b)

C(4) *|$> = W2 *|$> = tP* * Wv *
| $ >, % =i€iaappM

a3*pP,

(8.4.24c)

The mechanism of embedding the nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian

interactions should be kept in mind. It can be expressed via the isotopy of the

conventional second-order Casimir invariant

P2
|

ljj> = Tf-
v P^?v \^>

_> P2*|$> =ff
lv
(x,x,...)P^T(x,x, „.)Pv T(x,x,...)|4<>.

(8.4.25)

In ref. [II] we proved that the nonrelativistic limit of the classical

isopoincare symmetry is the (classical) isogalilean symmetry. Assume then again

x^ = [x^Tyc^ft = D2 and consider the limit D/c -* 0. The proof of the following

property is instructive:

Lemma 8.4.1: The nonrelativistic limit of the operator isopoincare

symmetry is the (operator) isogalilean symmetry,
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Lim P(3.l) = 0(3.1). (8.4.26)
D/co

->0

The isodual operator isopoincare symmetry has the same structure of the

classical one Pd(3.1) = Ld(3.lKrd(3.1) and it is the largest isolinear-isolocal-

isocanonical symmetries of the isodual Minkowski space M^tx,^,^). Its explicit

formulation is left to the interested reader. The operator universal covering of

the Poincare symmetry, 0(3.1) = SC(2.C)xT(3.i) and its isodual d
(3.1) -

sCAzCM^a 1) will be studied via the isotopies of Dirac's equations in Ch. 1 1. 10.

A few comments are now in order. A dominant aspect of the operator

analysis of this section is the abstract unity between the Poincare symmetry P(3.1)

and its isotopic covering P(3.1), as illustrated by the preservation of the

conventional structure constants under isotopies and other aspects.

In particular, the preservation of the conventional total quantities (8.4.16) as

generators of the isopoincare symmetry implies the validity of conventional

total conservation laws, thus resulting in the operator relativistic version of the

closed nonhamiltonian systems of ref. [71

These results are not merely formal, because they hold under the most

general possible nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian interactions. As such, they

have rather deep physical implications simply beyond any technical possibility of

the Poincare symmetry.

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the abstract unity between P(3.1) and P(3.1)

permits novel structure models of nuclei, hadrons and stars with nonlinear-

nonlocal-nonhamiltonian internal effects, yet admitting conventional, total,

quantum mechanical conservation laws when inspected from the outside. In turn,

these new models permit the study of the novel physical applications, such as the

interpretation of unstable hadrons as the chemical synthesis of ligther hadrons,

the representation of the Bose-Einstein correlation from nonlocal effects in the

interior of the p-p fireball, the prediction of a novel subnuclear source of energy

and others.

To have a preliminary idea of these new possibilities, recall that a main

objective of the isopoincare symmetries is the quantitative characterization of

the differences experienced by particles and electromagnetic waves in the

transition from motion in vacuum to motion within physical media. This

objective is realized via the the deviation of the isocasimir invariants (8.4.24)

from the conventional ones, thus implying different representations and, in the

final analysis, a different notion of the very concept of particle.

Moreover, in the next chapter we shall show that the abstract unity of P(3.1)

and P(3.1) permits a novel quantization of gravity without Hamiltonian. One

should be aware that the inclusion of gravity has been the primary reason for our

insistence in this chapter to admit isounits with an explicit dependence on the

local coordinates. 107 The very consistency of the new quantum gravity will

107
Recall that, in the absence of gravitation, internal nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian

effects can be well approximated as being velocity dependent because for null speeds
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then be ensured by said unity, while permitting a geometric unification of the

special and general relativities.

A further aspect in which said abstract unity has direct physical

implications is in regard to causality. It has been long believed that nonlocal

interactions violate causality. This is indeed the case when they are introduced

within the context of conventional quantum mechanics.

However, the use of the isotopic techniques implies a structurally different

approach to causality. In fact, we have shown in the preceding analysis that

causality is fully verified at the nonrelativistic level under the isotopic treatment

of nonlocal interactions, as guaranteed by the isounitary character of the time

evolution, the recovering of the number one by the isoexpectation value of the

isounit and other reasons. A fully similar result then holds at the relativistic level.

The mechanism for the preservation of causality is, again, the embedding

of all nonlocal interactions in the isounit. In turn, this implies the characteristic

integro-differential topology of hadronic mechanics according to which the

theory is everywhere local-differential except at the unity.

This essentially implies that the equations of motion remain focused on the

local-differential, center-of-mass trajectory, while the nonlocal effects are mere
corrections of said local-differential, quantum mechanical trajectory.

8.4.C: Relativistic isokinematics and its isodual. After having identified the

basic isosymmetry of relativistic hadronic mechanics, the next logical step is to

identify the implied generalization of the conventional relativistic kinematics

known under the name of relativistic isokinematics on fvKx,f|,ft) (ref. [11], Sect.

IV.7).

To begin, the iso-four~velocity = dx^/ds can be defined by

i, * i, a dx4

u^ = #*ii1|/U
v = -1, u4 = = yc = fc b4 , (8.4.27a)

ds

k
duk dx4 dxk _ . ^ .

u
K =— = — —r = y c v - y c b^, (8.4.27b)

ds ds dx^
u 4

y = ( I - 2
)
-* f = (vk bk

2
vk)/(c 6

4
2 c ), c = c b4 , (8.4.27c)

'

where v is the ordinary velocity. The extension to isoderivatives aVcls = ld/ds is

implied whenever needed.

We now introduce the iso-four-momentum

p = {p^l = (mu^l = { xtiq y c v^, m yc], m = m -y. (8.4.29)

Then, the isocasimir in Eq.s (8.4.24) implies the following fundamental

isoinvariant of the isospecial relativity

resistive forces are generally null.
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pH$> = fi^p^* Py *|^> =(bk
2
Pk * Pk - c2 p4 *p4 )*|q> > =

= (m 2Y2 c2 vk bk
2 vk - nb2f2c

4 )|$> = [-ny^U - #)]\$> =

= {-m 2
c

4 b4
A
)\ty> = (-m 2

c
4 )|ip>. (8.4.39)

The abstract identity of the above isoinvariant with the conventional form
should be kept in mind for an understanding of the new relativity and of its

applications.

Note that the action of P2 on the isoplanewaves (8.3.14) yields

which is isopoincare invariant as expected.

8.4.D: Axioms of relativistic hadronic mechanics. The above results can
acquire a better perspective via their reformulation in terms of the following:

AXIOM I: Relativistic hadronic mechanics represents closed-isolated

systems of particles at mutual distances smaller than the size of their

wavepackets or charge distributions and internal nonlinear-nonlocal-
nonhamiltonian interactions via the following mathematical structure:

1) the isoenveloping algebra £ of operators A, B, .., equipped with the
isotopic product A*B = ATB, T = T(x, x, x, 3$, ...) = Tt > 0, and (left

and right) isounit 1 = T~l; 2) the isofields fttn>,*) and C(c,+ *) of isoreal

number n = ril and isocomplex numbers c = cl, respectively, with the
same isounit 1; 3) the isohilbert space 3t with isostates

| $ >, | $ > ,

isocomposition < $ f$ > = < $ |
T

| f >1 e C(c,+ *) and isonormalization <
$ |

T
| $ > = 1 ; 4) the isominkowski space tfl(x,f|,ft), f| - Tn, r\ = Diag. ( 1, I, 1,

-1) as the fundamental carrier space; 5) The remaining isotopic

methods consisting of functional isoanalysis, the Lie-isotopic theory,

etc.;which are such to recover the mathematical foundations of
relativistic quantum mechanics at sufficiently large mutual distances

under which 1 = I.

AXIOM II: The operators of the theory are constructed in terms of

coordinates x and momenta p on an isominkowski space verifying the

fundamental isocommutation rules (8.3.14). The observables of the

theory are given by isohermitean combinations of coordinates and
momenta which, as such, admit real eigenvalues (Sect. 1.6.3).

AXIOM HI: The time evolution is characterized by the isohermiticity-

preserving Lie-isotopic groups of isounitary transforms. The universal

symmetry of the theory is the isopoincare' symmetry P{Z.\) on Ivftx.nft)
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constructed with respect to the considered isounit 1 which preserve
conventional generators, thus verifying conventional total conservation
laws.

AXIOM IV: The equations of motion are characterized by the second-
order isocasimir of P(3.l) as per Eq.s (8.430), or by their isoiinearized

forms of Dirac and other types (Ch. 11.10).

AXIOM V: The quantities expected in actual measurements of an
observable A = At are given by the isoexpectation values <A>
<$|TAT|$>/<tf, |T|4'>. which are real and represent total

quantities in the center-of-mass of the systems considered as isolated

from the rest of the universe.

The isoaxioms of the isodual relativistic hadronic mechanics can be easily

derived from the above ones via isoduality 1 - l
d = -1. Note that such map

preserves the sign of the isoexpectation values. However, their referral to the

underlying isodual isofield with a negative unit and norm implies the sign

reversal of the "numbers" of the theory.

8.4.E: Isorepresentations of the isopoincare' symmetry and its isodual. The
isorepresentation theory of Lie-isotopic algebras is vastly unexplored at this

writing. In this section we shall present, apparently for the first time, the

essential elements of the isorepresentations of the isopoincare group P(3.l) =

L(3.1)xT(3.1) of Class I which are needed for the applications of Vol. III. More
technical studies are deferred to specialized treatments.

Let us begin by introducing the notation

M = m c = c / n4 = M(x, x, x, <ty, 35$, , u, t, ...) , (8.4.3 1)

which, for the considered case of Class I, is positive-definite, null or imaginary

depending on whether the mass m is positive-definite, null or imaginary,

respectively (since n 4 positive-definite by assumption).108

The second-order isocasimir characterizes the following possible cases as

for the conventional poincare group (see, e.g., [23-25]),

P2 = - M2 < 0, P4 > forward isotime-like hyperboloids, (8.4.32a)

P2 = - M2 >0 ,
P4 < , backward isotime-like hyperboloids, (8.4.32b)

P2 = , P4 > forward isolight cone, (8.3.32c)

P2 = 0, P4 > backward isolight cone, (8.4.32d)

108
This is no longer necessary the case for isotopies of higher class or for genotopies

where n4 can be imaginary , see Sect. 1 1.8.6.
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P2 = -M2 >0, isospace-like hyperboloids. (8.4.32e)

In this section we shall study only the forward isotime-like and isolight

cases M ^ with positive-definite energy P
4 > 0.

109 The corresponding
isoinvariant measures are given by

3p(P) = c UP^ + M2
) * ttP

4 ) * 9P , ap.(P) = c U P2 ) * U P
4

) * dP , (8.4.33)

where h is the isodirac function (Sect. 1.6.4), § is a simple isotopy of the

conventional 9-function, dP is the isodifferential of Sect. 1.8.3 and one should

remember that c = c /n4.

An isounitary representation of P(3. 1) is a homomorphism of g e P(3. 1) into

the set of isounitary operators 0(g) on the isohilbert space 3t defined with respect

to the same isounitl,

g -* 0(g), (g)* 0% = Ot(g) * 0(g) = 1 , 0(g) * O(g') = 0(g+ g') , 0(0) = 1 . (8.4.34)

The irreducible isounitary isoreps are the same as the conventional ones.

The same occurs for the decomposition of reducible into irreducible

representations and other aspects.

Recall that no known physical event can change the signature of the

Minkowski metric. The isotopies represent this occurrence via a signature-

preserving deformation of the Minkowski space and of the related Poincare

group. This means that the topologies of P(3.l) and P(3.l) arc the same everywhere
except at the origin.

The unitary irreducible isoreps of P(3.1) can therefore be constructed along

lines similar to those of P(3.1), that is, via the representations of the little

isogroup, i.e., the group leaving invariant the considered hyperboloid.

Our first task is now the identification of the basis
| > of the unitary

irreducible isoreps of the proper orthochronous isogroup P+%l) = s0(3.1)xt(3.1).

Consider the hyperboloid P2 = -M2 < 0. The operators P^ are isohermitean and
isocommuting. The isoeigenvalues k^ of P^ can therefore be assumed as a first

set of labels of the basis,

ppL*|k
M
_,...> = -i^|k

|i
,...> = i b^

-2
|
k^, ... > = kjk^, ...>. (8.4.35)

Note that the quantities k^ coincide with the conventional eigenvalues (but

not the quantities k11 = rf^kJ as one can see by using for isobasis the isoplane-

wave expitk^} = expi{k
LL

r^
i
2\lv

xv }.

1W Note that the isospace-like hyperboloids define a new notion of tachyons, called

isotachyons, which will not be considered for brevity. We merely mention the fact that,

since the maximal causal speed within physical media can be lower than the speed of

light in vacuum c
,
there may exist isotachyons with speed within physical media ^ c .
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It is easily seen that the isounitary irreducible isoreps of the isotranslations

g - (0, a) € T(3.1) in rtf(x,f|,ft) are given by the isoexponentials

0(0,a) = e
iP^^^ = (e

i(pk^ ak - p4^ a4)
n. (8.4.36)

To identify the appropriate little isogroup for M > 0, consider the explicit

form of the isovector = £ €^app M^+pP under the usual assumptions =

ekij Hj > Nk = M4k

Wk = P4 Jk ,
W4

= Jk *P
k - (Nx P )k , (8.4.37)

where * is the isovectorial product in isoeuclidean space (Sect. 1.5.2). It is evident

that the little isogroup for the hyperboloid M>0, P4>0, is the isotopic S0(2) group
occurring for the particular values P = (0, 0, 0, P4} with generators Wk = P4 Jk and
W4

= 0.

To identify the particular realization of S0(2) occurring when it is the little

isogroup of P(3.1), we decompose the generators Jk into an intrinsic and an orbital

part, Jk = Sj, + Lk with related isounitsl2 andl 4
. The S0(2) part of the isobasis

|
k,

... > is therefore the direct product of the S-basis
|
S, ... >2 and the L-basis

|
L, ...

>4. The spin component of S0(2) must necessarily be that in the universal

covering of P(3.1), i.e., realization (8.3.40), and we write for the 2-dimensional case

Jk = £ bk o-k l 2 (no sum) , [ Jj ? Jj ] = i e
ijk

bj bj bk
~

l
Jk , (8.4.38a)

D
2 *

2 |S,...>2 = [(b
1

2
+ b2 + b3

2
)/4]|S,...>2, J3 I

S

t ...

>

2 = ± i b3 |
S, ...>2 .

(8.4.38b)

As one can see, the conventional value 3/4 = £(£+1) is lost in favor of the

expression (b
L

2 + b2 + b3
2
y4. The value £ alone cannot therefore be used for the

correct labeling of the spinorial basis. We shall therefore write
|
S, ...>2

= |S, bk >2
with the understanding that the conventional eigenvalue S = 0, 1, ... fixes the

dimension the isorepresentation N = 2s+l, but no longer its weights.

The orbital angular momentum is now in momentum representation on
isominkowskian space Mpjjjft) and can be written

Lk
= e

kij ( Pi r
j
" Pj r

i ) -
rk *4 1 U ..->

4
= " i bj,"

2O / 3p
k

)
|
L, ...>4 ,(8.4.39)

with commutation rules similar to (II.6.4.5),

[ L
t
TLj ]

*
4 |

L, ...>4
= i ^jk Lk *4 1

L, ...>
4 . (8.3.40)

The isoreps of S0(2) have been studied in Sect. II.6.6. In order to compute them in

a simple form for the regular three-dimensional case, we introduce the

reformulation of the isohyperboloid in fvl(p,fi,ft) into a conventional hyperboloid in
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M(p,.nft),p = T 1/2
p, i.e.,

P^l^Pv = Pp^lV Pjx
= (no sum) , d/3pk = b^ 1

9/3p
k

, (8.4.41)

under which

Lj = b2
"

1 b3
_1

L± , L2 = bf 1 b3
_1

L2 , Lj = bf 1 b2
_1

L3 , (8.4.42)

where Lk are the conventional angular momentum operators in M(p/n,R).

We therefore have the expressions

L2 *
4 |L,...>4 = Lfc

*
4 Lk *

4 1 U ...>4 = h~
2 ^*4 Lk *

4 \U...>4
=

= bf2 b2
"2 b3

"3
q;

Lk |U...>4 = 2 bf
2 b2

~2 b3
~3

|L,...>
4 , (8.4.43)

L3 *4 1
L, „>4 = bfV 1

|
L, ...> 4 = bf

l
b2
"

lL^ I
U ->4 - h =H 0, -1. (8.4.44)

Again, the conventional value 2 = 1(1+1) is lost under isotopies and the basis for
the orbital angular momentum cannot be labeled anymore solely with L = 0, 1, 2,

... We therefore select the symbol
|

L, ...>
4
=

[
L, b^ > where L = 0, 1, 2, ... is

essentially used for the identification of the dimensionality of the isorep N =

2L+1.

The basis and generators of the little group Sl)(2) can therefore be written

lar^xlub^, Wk = P
4 Jk = M{ (Jk

*1
4 ) + d 2

x Lk )K (8-4-45)

where we have replaced bk with b^ because b4 is contained in M = m c b4 . The
additions of spin and angular momentum follow the hadronic rules (Sect. II.6.12),

that is, the total angular momentum must characterize an isorep of S0(2) thus
restricting the admissible values. The total basis of the isorep can be written

|
> =

|

m
,
k^, S, L, b^ >. The case of higher dimensions is left to the interested reader.

In conclusion, the main result for the case of the hyperboloid P2 = -M2 < 0,

P
4 > 0, is that, despite the isomorphism P+t(3.1) ~ P+t(3.1), the isorepresentations of

P+K3. 1) are structurally different than the representations of P+H3. 1). While the

latter can be labeled by the mass m of the particle and its total angular

momentum J = 0, 1, the former can be labeled with the mass ttIq, the

characteristic quantities b^ and the total hadronic spin 3 which has continuously

varying values depending on the original value s and on the b's, 3= 3(J, b).

We assume the reader is aware that the above analysis deals with the

projection of the isoreps in our space-time.

The case P2 - 0, p4 > 0, also implies structural departures from the

conventional one. In fact, the case can be reduced to isorotations in an isoplane,

i.e., to the isogroup S0(2) acting on the two-dimensional isoeuclidean space
£(r,8,ft). This isogroup is isoabelian and admits the one-dimensional
isorepresentations isoexpGX§) where 6 = Bb^ is the isoangle of the isorotations
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and X is a continuously varying quantity dependent on the characteristic

functions, X = X(b) (Sect. 1 1.6.5). The novelty is now evident. The conventional

quantity X, the familiar helicity, can only assume the values 0, ±1 On the

contrary, its isotopic generalization X, called isohelicity, can assume continuously

varying values in our space-time.

The above results can be verified via direct calculations. The property P2 =

implies, as in the conventional case, = and therefore the proportionality

between and P^

= P4\ * Pn = P
4V2h * Pk Pn • (8.4.46)

But for P2 = bk
2 Pk Pk - b4

2P
4
2 = we have Lk * Pk = and P4 can be written as

the conventional modulus of P = (b^), P4 = |
P |. The isohelicity therefore results

to be again the component of the total hadronic angular momentum along the

direction of propagation

I F I"

1 S*J j
t

* Pj *
[
> = *|>. (8.4.47)

The point is that this quantity is no longer given by 0, ±1, but is instead a

continuous function depending on the explicit value of the b's as indicated earlier.

The states for the latter representations can therefore be labeled with X and b,
| >

=
I X, b^ >.

Again, the continuously varying character of the isohelicity is referred to

its projection in our conventional space-time. It is possible to prove that helicity

and isohelicity coincide when computed in their respective spaces and isospaces.

By recalling that the isoinversions tt*t*x = -x can be easily reduced to

conventional inversions tttx = -x via the factorizations tt = ifl, t, ft, their

isorepresentations are given by a simple extension of the conventional ones [24,25]

and, as such, they will be assumed as known. 110
Finally, the construction of the

isodual isoreps of Pd(3. 1) are an instructive exercise for the interested reader.

8.5: ISOSPECIAL RELATIVITY AND ITS ISODUAL

8.5.A: Conceptual foundations. As it is well known, the operator version of the

special relativity was conceived and constructed to represent exterior relativistic

systems such as an electron in the hydrogen atom.

As it is equally well known, the special relativity resulted to be exactly

valid for electromagnetic and weak interactions at large, a validity which has

110 The sole care needed is in regard to the phase factors which must now have an

isoexponential character, e.g., 0(tt, 0)
2 = C(tt, 0)*0(tt, 0) = w = Diag (e

ia
, e^) = {Diag. (e

iTa
,

e
iTp

)l, a, 0, real.
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been assumed at the foundations of hadronic mechanics.

Recall that all hadrons have approximately the same charge distribution

whose radius coincides with the range of the strong interactions. The objective of
the covering isospecial relativity is to achieve a form-invariant description of the

strong interactions under the condition of mutual penetration of the charge

distribution of hadrons which are necessary for their activation, resulting in a

structurally more general setting which also exists in the interior of nuclei,

hadrons and stars.

In figurative terms, we can say that the special relativity provides a
Poincare-invariant description of the atomic structure without any mutual
overlapping of the constituents. The covering isospecial relativity has been built

instead to provide an isopoincare-invariant description of the structure of nuclei,

hadrons and stars under conditions of mutual overlapping of their constituents.

By its very conception, such objective implies the search of numerical,
experimentally verifiable departures from the predictions of the special

relativity caused by the interior conditions and related nonlinear-nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian internal effects.

The reader should keep in mind that these departures are due to nonlinear

and nonlocal effects which are internal by central assumption. As such, they
cannot be detected in the center-of-mass study of a closed-isolated system from
the outside via conventional conservation laws, and require instead special

procedures for their identification.

This fundamental point is inherent in the very structure of bound states

characterized by the Lie-isotopic theory, the closed nonhamiltonian systems. In

fact, it has been proved at both the classical level [7] and its operator counterpart

(Ch. II.7) that the global stability of a system and related total conventional

conservation laws are admitted, not only by a system of particles at large mutual
distances without collisions (e.g., planetary or atomic systems), but also by
systems of particles in mutual overlapping (e.g., the structure of Jupiter or a star).

Global stability is trivially achieved in the former case via the stability of each
individual constituent, while in the latter case it is achieved via a collection of

orbits each individually unstable, yet with internal exchanges of energy and
other quantities compensating each other in such a way to result in total

conservation laws.

Since the current experimental knowledge on strong interactions is

entirely restricted to center-of-mass treatments, it is inapplicable to ascertain

the expected existence of internal nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian effects,

and fundamentally novel experiments must be done (Vol. III).

The current theoretical knowledge on strong interactions is also

inapplicable for the deviations under consideration because it is entirely of

action-at-a-distance potential type. On the contrary, the internal effects here

considered are nonpotential by conception and, as such, they are not mediated

by the usual particle exchanges. It is then evident that any given theoretical
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prediction, e.g., for the maximal causal speed, solely based on potential

interactions has no bearing on those resulting from additional nonpotential
effects.

Yet another difference with conventional patterns is due to the fact that
contemporary physics admits only one relativity for flat space-time. As a result,

both particles and antiparticles are treated via the same relativity. Hadronic
mechanics admits instead disjoint relativities for the treatment of particles and
antiparticles. We therefore have the special and isospecial relativities for
particles as well as the isodual special and isodual isospecial relativities for
antiparticles.

111

Even though isoduality and charge conjugation turn out to be equivalent
(Ch. 11.10), the study of the isodual representation of antiparticles permits
fundamentally novel predictions simply beyond the technical capacity of charge
conjugation, such as antigravity, the space-time machine, and others.

The main structural methods of the isospecial relativity have been studied

earlier in these volumes, including: the generalized notion of isonumbers; the

isominkowskian space; the isopoincare symmetry; and others.

The isotopies have been selected over other possible approaches (e.g., the q-
deformations) because they do imply a structural generalization the original

theory while possessing an axiomatic, form-invariant structure which coincides
with the original structure at the abstract level, as established by the local

isomorphisms fl(n,+ *) - R(n,+,x), tiKxAft) - M(x,ti,R) and P(3.l) * P(3.1) (which are
not possible under q-deformation).

Thus, the isospecial and the conventional relativities coincide by
conception and construction at the abstract, realization-free level, as known
since the original proposal [8]

112
.

The primary task in this section is the the identification of the basic
postulates of the isospecial relativity and related deviations from those of the

special relativity, as presented in the recent paper [15]. Their experimental
verification will be studied in Vol. III.

8.5.B: Basic postulates and their isodual. As it is well known, the basic
postulates of the special relativity are;

1 13

By no means these four relativities exhaust all possible relativities because they are

constructed for reversible physical conditions. The axiomatic, form-invariant
characterization of irreversibility requires yet more general relativities of Lie-admissible

type studied in the next section.

1 12
This basic occurrence suggests caution in the formulation of criticisms on the

covering isorelativity because they may result to be criticisms of the Einsteinian axioms.
1 13 The references on the special relativity accumulated during this century are so
numerous to prohibit any partial outline and, in any case, they are well known. We here
limit ourselves to quote the historical account by Pauli in ref.s [5l
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POSTULATE 1: The "maximal causal speed" is the speed of light in
vacuum

vMax = co
= sPeed of lj2ht = constant; (8.5.1)

POSTULATE 2: The addition of speeds u and v follows the relativestic law

Vtot
= (u + vJ/Uv/Co2

); (8.5.2)

POSTULATE 3: The dilation of time and the contraction of space are

characterized by the laws

At= yAt
,
ALq = y AL , y = (l-0 2 r l/2

, p
2 = vk vk / c c ; (8.5.3)

POSTULATE 4: The behaviour of the frequency of electromagnetic
waves follows the Doppler shift law for speed v, angle of aberration a
and unit vector e = (cos a, sin a} along the direction of light

(o'= w ( 1 - v • e / c ) y = "(1 - vcosct/c )y, (8.5.4a)

cos a' = ( cos a - p ) / (1 - p cos a ) , (8.5.4b)

sin a ' = y sin a ( 1 -
(3 cos a ) , (3

= v/c . (8.5.4c)

POSTULATE 5: Mass verifies the energy equivalence law

E = m c 2
. (8.5.5)

The basic postulates of the isodual special relativity are the image of the

preceding ones under the change of the sign of the basic unit, 1
->

v
l
d = -1, thus

being defined on the isodual field Rd(nd+,xd) of isodual numbers nd = nl
d = -n

with isodual multiplication nd*dmd = -ndmd
, isodual norm |

nd
|

d = -| n |, etc. All

physical quantities which are positive-definite for the special relativity become
negative-definite for the isodual relativity. Particles therefore have negative-

definite energy, angular momentum, etc., and evolve backward in time with the

understanding, again, that these negative-definite quantities are referred to a

negative-definite unit.

The isospecial relativity is based on the isotopy of the basic postulates of

the special relativity. They were first proposed in ref. [8], elaborated in ref. [12],

studied in detail at the classical level in ref. [1 1], Chapter IV, and at the operator

level in ref. [133.

The postulates for the nonrelativistic-Euclidean case have been studied in

preceding chapters. In this section we can therefore assume spherical symmetry
and study the case b

{
= b2 = b3 = b

s
* b

4
or n

L
= n2 = n

3
= ns ¥ n4 . We shall

liberally pass from the characteristic quantities b^ to their equivalent form n^ =

bjjf
1 because they are both used in applications depending on the desired

emphasis.
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Since the structural elements of relativistic hadronic mechanics have been
derived in the preceding sections for the most general possible functional
dependence of the characteristic quantities, we also present below the basic

postulates of the isospecial relativity for the most general possible nonlinear,

nonlocal and nonhamiltonian conditions when projected in our space-time
M(x,ti,R). Their re-interpretation in ]vKx,f|,ft) is provided below.

POSTULATE 1': The "maximal causal speed" in our space-time is given
by

dr b4 n
sV

Max, M(x,nR)
=

'"^'Max,M(x,T],R)
= C

°~d~~
=C°^ ° "s (8'5 '6)

POSTULATE V: The addition of speeds u and v follows the "isotopic

addition law"

u + v
V ' =

; (8.5.7)

1 + % 0^/^ b/c

POSTULATE 3': The dilation of time and the contraction of space are
characterized by the following "time isodilation" and "space
isocontraction" laws

At = y At
, AL = y AL

, (8.5.8a)

y = ( 1-pV 1 '2
, ^=vk bk

2 vk /c b4
2 c ; (8.5.8b)

POSTULATE 4': The behaviour of the frequency of electromagnetic
waves follows the "isodoppler shift law" for speed v, isoangle of
aberration a = ab^ in the (l-2)-pIane with characteristic quantities bj =

D2 - b
s
and unit isovector e = [isocosd, isosind} = {b

s
cosd, b

s
sind) in the

direction of light

I - v bs cos a / c b4
(o = (o(l-v*e/c)7 = a)

— —
, (8.5.9a)

( 1 - v2 b
s
2 /c 2 b4

2
)
l/2

cos d' = ( cos & -
ft ) / (l -

ft cos d ) , d = a b
{
b2 ; (8.5.9b)

sin d' = y sin d ( 1 -
ft cos d ) , ft

= bs/b4 , (3 = v/c . (8.5.9c)

POSTULATE 5': Mass verifies the "energy isoequivalence law"

E = m c2 = rrioC^b^ = n^c 2 /n
4
2

. (8.5.10)

The above generalized postulates are implicit in the preceding
formulations, e.g., isoplanewaves (8.2. 14) or isocasimir invariants (8.4.24); they
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recover identically the conventional postulates in vacuum for which 0^ = 1^=1;
and they coincide with the conventional postulates at the abstract, realization-

free level, where we loose all distinctions between 1 and I, and x
2

, ft

2 and [3

2
, At

and At, w and co, etc.

The basic postulates of the isodual isospecia! relativity are given by the
preceding ones under change of sign of the isounit 1 -* l

d = - 1. As a result, all

physical quantities which are positive-definite for the isospecial relativity

become negative-definite.

In the following sections we shall identify the most salient departures of

the isospecial from the special relativity.

8.5.C: Maximal causal speeds higher than the speed of light in vacuum. The
central physical evidence at the foundation of the isospecial relativity is that the

speed of electromagnetic waves is a local quantity in our space-time M(x,T|,R)

because dependent on the local density, chemical composition, etc.

In ordinary physical media, such as our atmosphere or water, the speed of
light decreases, c = c /n4 < c , as well known. The isospecial relativity predicts

the existence of physical conditions, such as those in hyperdense media in the

interior of stars with b4/b3 = n3/n4 > 1, where the maximal causal speed can be
higher than c .

The hypothesis that strong interactions could accelerate massive physical

particles at speed higher than c was submitted by this author in ref. [27] under
the assumption that they have a contact-nonpotential component which is

responsible for speeds beyond cQ . In different terms, when dealing with a massive

particle in an accelerator (exterior relativistic problem), the only possible

interactions are at-a-distance, in which case c is indeed the limiting causal

speed because it takes an infinite amount of energy to accelerate a massive
particle to the speed c .

However, when dealing with interior relativistic conditions, e.g., the same
particle in the interior of an exploding star, we have the additional contact

interactions which do indeed accelerate particles although without any energy

consideration. The "breaking of the barrier of the speed of light" c is then

consequential.

As an illustration, theoretical studies based on conventional gauge theory

conducted by de Sabbata and Gasperini [283 have indicated that the maximal
causal speed through a body with the density of a hadron can be of the order of

75c . The current, direct and indirect experimental knowledge on this prediction

is studied in Vol. III.

The above considerations refer to the maximal causal speed in our space-
time, that is, to the projection of the isospecial relativity in M(x,r|,R). It should be
indicated that in the isominkowski space-time the maximal causal speed
remains c . This can be easily proved via functional isoanalysis in JvKxji.R).

Recall from Sect. II.8.2.1 that the isodifferentials are given by Sx^ = T^dx 1' =
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b^/dx^ (no sum). The correct form of the isoline element in M(x,T|,ft) is therefore

given by

ds5 = [axM-^axvn = fark bk
2
ar
k - atc 2 b4

2 at]i, (8.5.11)

from which one obtains the maximal causal speed in M(x,f|,ft) for ds2

ar _ |ar
k bk

2
ar
k

|

I/2

_V
Max, KKx.nft)

"
' ^t

' Max, M(x,T],ft)
| at b4

2
at

|

1/2 ~ °°

Note that, since the maximal causal speed is VMax = c b4/bs, the square

root (1 - v\2
/c

2b4
2

)

l/2
in the definition of the isotopic y cannot become

imaginary. This author has stressed this point in the preceding ref.s (see, e.g.,

[9,10]). At times, an absolute value has been added in the preceding literature, i.e.,

y -
|

1 - 2
t"
1/2 but only to exclude the negative value of the square root. Note

also that the correct definition of tachyons is that of particles traveling at

speeds higher than the local maximal causal speed, whioch are called for clarity

isotachyons hereon. In fact, the isospecial relativity identifies particles traveling

at speeds higher than c which are ordinary massive particles and not tachyons.

8.5.D: Differentiation of speed of light and maximal causal speed. Another

visible departure of the isospecial from the special relativity when both studied

in our space-time is the abandonment of the speed of light as the invariant speed

in favor of quantity (8.5.6).

This is an intrinsic property of all deformed Minkowski spaces. It

represents the maximal causal speed as characterized by an effect following a

cause. We are here referring to a physical cause and subsequent effect not

necessarily mediated by a photon, such as the impact of a particle against a

heavy nucleus of diameter D at one given time t[ and the consequential emission

of particles in the opposite side at a time t2 > 0. The isospecial relativity predicts

that the quantity D/(t2
- tj) can be bigger than c .

The conceptual departure of hadronic from quantum mechanics should be

focused here. Quantum mechanics studies particles interacting at-a-distance

without appreciable overlapping. Cause and effect must then be necessarily

mediated by a massless particle such as a photon propagating in vacuum. The

maximal causal speed Cq then follows.

Hadronic mechanics studies fundamentally different physical conditions in

which particles are in conditions of deep mutual overlapping. Since there is no

action-at-a-distance, cause and effect can also be realized without any exchange

of particles. The speed of propagation of the latter is then merely dependent on

the density and, for sufficiently high densities, it can exceed the speed of

propagation of massless particles.

It is easy to verify that the maximal causal speed in physical media, when

computed in our space-time M(x,r|,R), must necessarily be different than the

speed of light, assuming that light can propagate in the media considered.

=

. (8.5.12)
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In fact, the insistence in keeping the speed of light as the maximal causal

speed for propagation of light in water leads to a number of inconsistencies, such

as the fact that electrons can propagate in water at speeds higher than the

assumed maximal causal speed, as established by the known Cherenkov light.

If one returns to the assumption of c as the maximal causal speed to

resolve this inconsistency, one would then have additional problematic aspects,

such as the violation of both the conventional and isotopic laws of addition of

speeds, none of which yields the speed of light as the sum of two light speeds u =

v = c = c /n4 . In fact, both the conventional and isotopic laws of addition of

speeds yield for u = v = c /n4 the value 2c n4/(l
+ n

4
2

) which is neither c nor
the speed of light in water.

The resolution of the above inconsistencies by the isospecial relativity is

immediate. Since water is a homogeneous and isotropic medium it must verify

the condition bs = b 4
= b (n

s
= r^ = = n). The maximal causal speed in water for

the isospecial relativity therefore remains c ,

V
Max,MM,R)

= C° Vbs = C°- &5 - 13)

This permits the interpretation of c as the causal speed of massive
particles in water, as experimentally established. The point is that such
interpretation necessarily requires the differentiation of the maximal causal

speed with the physical speed of light in the medium considered. Also, the

addition of two maximal causal speeds in water yields again the maximal causal

speed according to law (8.5.7).

All these occurrences are geometrically represented via the simplest

possible isotopy of the Minkowskian invariant, the scalar isotopy

x^ = (xt f|x)l = [^(x^xllb-2 =x2
, b

hi
= b,T = b

2
I,l = b"2 I, (8.5.14)

which, as one can see, coincides with the conventional separation. Nevertheless,

the isotopy is not trivial because, e.g., the isolorentz transforms are noncanonical.

The representation of the above case in isospace M(x,f|,ft) is straightforward.

In fact, the isominkowskian geometrization can be visually interpreted as

implying the "disappearance of water". Therefore, light propagation in water,

when represented in Ivl(x,f|,ft), is equivalent to light propagation in vacuum.

Even greater inconsistencies emerge if one insists in keeping the speed of

light as the invariant speed in our space-time for all media more complex than

water, such as transparent media that are inhomogeneous and anisotropic. As we
shall see, a necessary condition to resolve these inconsistencies is the general

separation in our space-time of the invariant speed from the speed of light, and

the use of their identity only in vacuum or in their isominkowskian
representation.

8.5.E: Isotopic variation of the meanlife and size of particles. According to the
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special relativity the meanlife t of an unstable particle and the size D of its

charge distribution can only vary according to laws (8.5.3) and are independent

from the local physical conditions of density, temperature, etc.

According to the isospecial relativity the meanlife and size of particles are

subjected to the isotopic laws (8.5.8) and do depend on the interior physical

characteristics, i.e.,

t = t
|

1 - vVv* ' coV T
l/2

, = D
I

1 - vVv* / c 2b4
2

1

1/2
. (8.5. 15)

As a first example, consider a neutron in vacuum with its meanlife of 918".

The prediction of the isospecial relativity is that, independently of any nuclear

interaction, the neutron has a different meanlife when a member of a nuclear

structure because nuclei have characteristic constants b°^ 1. In particular, such

constants can be such to imply an increase of the meanlife of the particle. This

property will be used in Vol. Ill to study the origin of the stability of the neutron

when a member of a nuclear structure.

Therefore, the isotime dilation has fundamental relevance for the

experimental verification of deviations from the Minkowskian space expected in

the interior of nuclei, hadrons and stars.

This issue will be studied in detail in Vol. III. We here briefly mention that

deviations from the Minkowskian behaviour of the meanlife with speed were
predicted a long time ago, e.g., by Blochintsev and his school at the JINR in Russia

(see, e.g., ref. [29] and quoted papers), Redei and his associates in Italy (see ref. [30]),

Kim in Canada (see ref. [31]), by Nielsen and Picek [32] via conventional gauge

theory, and others.

By keeping in mind that the center-of-mass trajectory of a hadron in a

particle accelerator must obey the special relativity, these authors argued that the

only way according to which internal nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian effects

can manifest themselves in the outside is via a nonminkowskian behaviour of

the meanlife of unstable hadrons with speed.

The first clear experimental verification of these predictions was achieved

at FERMILAB by Aronson et al. [33] for the K*-system in the range 30 to 100 GeV.

A subsequent experiment conducted by Grossman et al [34] confirmed the

Minkowskian behaviour for the same particles in the different energy range of

100 to 350 GeV.

Finally, Cardone et al. [35] showed that the isominkowskian characterization

of the medium inside the K°-system and related isotopic time-dilation law

proposed by this author [8] permits an exact numerical representation of both

seemingly contrasting experimental data [33,34].
1 14

114 To minimize intentional misrepresentations this author has encountered several

times, we must stress that the verification of the Minkowskian geometry by Grossman et

al [34] can only be claimed in the energy-range from 100 to 350 GeV which is DIFFERENT
than the range 30 to 100 GeV of Aronson et al. [32]. Moreover, the experiment by
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If confirmed, these results will provide an experimental verification of a

fundamental assumption of the isospecial relativity, that the hyperdense medium
inside hadrons composed by the deep overlapping of wavepackets, wavelengths

and charge-distributions of all constituents imply geometric departures from the

vacuum (Fig. 1 1.8.2.2).

The isominkowskian geometrization and related isospecial relativity then

follows uniquely and unambiguously because of their "direct universality" (see

also later on in this section).

A similar situation occurs for the dimension of particles when immersed

within hyperdense media. In fact, as it is now familiar, the isominkowskian

geometrization necessarily implies an isotopic notion of distance and of its

behaviour with speed.

It should be recalled however that the space contraction is still unsettled at

the pure level of the special relativity (see, e.g., the critical analysis by Strel'tsov

[36] and quoted references). Since the isospecial relativity is an isotopy of the

special one, the topics that are still unsettled at the former level evidently carry

over at the latter one. We shall therefore abstain from considering the problem of

the space contraction until first resolved within the context of the special

relativity.

8.5.F: Isodoppler shift of light within physical media. Consider the familiar

Doppler shift law for light propagating in vacuum with null angle of aberration

to = (o ( I-v/c ) ( l-v2 /^2
)

-172
, (8.5.16)

Since v ^ c
, p < 1 and (3 > p

2
,
light is redshifted (i.e., w < to ) for v ^ and v >

as one can see from the expansion

w " u ( 1 - p + \ p
2 + ... ) , p = v / c

m (8.5. 17)

Consider now the same configuration but for light propagating within a

physical medium of low density such as planetary atmospheres or quasar

chromospheres. Experimental evidence establishes that the speed of light

Grossman et al. [loc. cit.] is plagues by rather serious flaws in the theoretical assumptions

of the data elaboration. For instance, the experimenters assumes for such data elaboration

a reference frame in which there is no CP violation. This is ultimately equivalent to the

assumption of a frame in which the deviation to be tested is absent because both CP

violation and anomalous behaviour of the meanlife are dependent on the nonlocality of

the structure of the kaons (see in this latter respect, e.g., Kim [31]). Claims of experimental

evidence on the exact validity of the special relativity in the interior of kaons are

therefore of nonscientific character. The only scientific statement possible at this writing

is that the issue is fundamentally unsettled on experimental grounds and in need of

comprehensive verifications at all energy ranges, beginning precisely with a re-run of

the measures by Grossman et al [34] without manifestly questionable theoretical

assumptions in the data elaboration.
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decreases within such physical media, according to the familiar law c = c/n
4 <

c . The use of this lower value of the speed in Eq. (8.5.16) then implies a natural,

additional shift toward the red due to the medium,

to' = w ( I-v/c)( l-v2 /^)" 172 «

- co [ 1 - v/(c /n4) + iv2 /(c /n4 ? +...]<

<<o (l - v/c + 4 v2 /c2 + ...) for c<c . (8.5.18)

In fact, we still remain with the properties v < c /n
4 , v/(c /n4 ) < I,

v/(c /n4 ) > v^AcJii^ and v/(c /n
4 ) > v/c . The term v/(c /n4 ) is therefore

dominant in the shift resulting in the value l-v/(c /n
4 ) < l~v/c and

consequential additional redshift co '< co< to .

With reference to Fig. 8.2.1, this establishes that, if the original light was

redshifted according to the Doppler law (8.5.16) prior to reaching Earth's

atmosphere, the same light exits Earth's atmosphere with an additional redshift

due to the decrease of its speed called isoredshift.

But the Doppler law (8.5.18) is not Lorentz invariant because dependent on

the noninvariant line element ds
2 = dr

k
dr
k - dt {c /n4¥dt. This leads in a unique

and unambiguous way to the isolorentz invariant line element ds
2 = [or^tl/n^ch*

- dt(c /n4)StH and the isodoppler law of Postulate 3'

1 - (v / c ) (n
4
/ n

s ) cos ( a b
s
2

)

w =w —; — —- (8.5.19)
° (1 - vk (l/nk )

2 vk /c (l/n
4)
2 c )

1/2

which can be written via a series expansion for the case of null angle of

aberration and space-isotropy

w - <o [ 1 - (

n

4 / n
s ) + £ p

2
(

n

4 / ns ¥ + ... ] (8.5.20)

In summary, besides the modification of the speed of light c -* c /n4 , the

correct, form-invariant expression requires the additional modification for the

speed = v2 vHl/n^v^ - v2/n
s
2

. The knowledge of the space and time

characteristic quantities n^ are therefore necessary for the experimental

verification of the above predictions. Note that the measure of an isoredshift

would only yield the ratio n°4/ns for the medium considered. The value n°4 can be

computed from the average speed of light in that medium and the value % would

be known accordingly.

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, astrophysical measures in cosmological

redshifts of galaxies and quasars provide a confirmation of the isospecial

relativity. In essence, planetary atmospheres or astrophysical chromospheres are

such that n4/ns > 1 thus implying a natural isoredshift of light. In particular, this
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confirms the hypothesis first submitted in ref. [12] that light exits the quasar

chromosphere already redshifted. In fact, light is emitted in the interior of the

quasars and propagates in their huge chromospheres estimated in the order of

millions of Km before reaching empty space. The hypothesis of ref. [12] is

therefore that light exits the quasars chromospheres already redshifted simply
because of the decrease of its speed in its interior. In turn, such isoredshift,

which is absent for the associated galaxy, permits an exact numerical
representation of the measured difference in cosmological redshift between
certain quasars and their associated galaxies.

Arp [37] was one of the firsts to provide astrophysical measures according

to which certain quasars are at rest with respect to the associated galaxies (or

expelled at very low speeds which are insignificant for the redshift). Sulentic [38]

then provided experimental evidence of physical connections between certain

quasars and their associated galaxies via the superposition of gamma
spectroscopic plates. Such evidence evidently rules out the credibility of the

Minkowskian interpretation of the difference of redshift between the considered

quasars and the associated galaxies because the latter imply such a large

difference in speed that the quasar and associated galaxy would have completely

separated billions of years ago contrary to gamma spectroscopic evidence.

The isominkowskian interpretation of the difference in redshift was
submitted by Santilli [12] as simply due to the decrease of the speed of light in the

quasars chromospheres. Mignani [39] subsequently provided an exact numerical

interpretation of Arp's data via the isospecial relativity (see Vol. Ill for all details).

The isoredshift also provides a natural interpretation of the frequency shift

measured for light originating from the sun chromosphere since quite some time

(see the ref. [40] and literature quoted therein). These measures are particularly

relevant for an experimental verification of the isodoppler law because they

essentially hold for an angle of aberration a - 90° between the radial motion of

Earth with respect to the Sun light, in which case the term in 3 is null in law

(8.5.19).

In additional to the cosmological redshift, quasars have also shown to

possess an internal redshift and blueshift, that is, a basic frequency usually

assumed to be 4680 A° is redshifted. The redshift then increases for values below
such frequency, while decreases for value above such frequency but with the

understanding that the "internal blueshift" remains cosmologically redshifted (see,

e.g., Sulentic [41] for details).

In order to interpret this additional astrophysical information, recall that

the refraction of light depends on the wavelength. This implies that the

isodoppler shift possesses a dependency on the frequency itself. To reach an

expression usable for astrophysical verifications, we factorize such a dependence

in the ratio

n4 n°4

= f(co ), f(to ) > , (8.5.21)

"3 n 3
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where the n°'s represent the remaining contribution after the factorization

averaged to constants. In this case the isodoppler law becomes

(1 - v / c ) (

n°
4
/ n°

s
) f(to ) cos ( a b

s
2

)

to = to (8.5.22)

u ^

—

c n
4
z c

and can be written in the approximate form for space symmetry nk = n
s

and
null angle of aberration

u ~ «o (1 - p (n°4 / ns ) f(to ) + ip
2

(

n

4 / n
s )

2
f(wq)

2 + .... (8.5.23)

As presented by Santilli at the Olympia Conference of 1993 [42]
115

(see also

the review by Sulentic [41]), the isospecial relativity permits an exact-numerical

representation of the available data [40] on the internal quasar redshift and

blueshift via a functional dependence of the type f(to) = K
1
expK2(co

- toj, with K
t

and K2 constants, thus providing an additional remarkable verification of the

isospecial relativity.

It should be noted that, while numerous interpretations exist for the

cosmological redshift (see, e.g., ref. [43,44]), the interpretation of the internal

redshift-blueshift via the isospecial relativity [42] is the only one on record at this

time (Summer 1994) to our best knowledge.

The above lines are however only the beginning of the rather complex

phenomenology of astrophysical light shift. In fact, the isospecial relativity

predicts that light experiences a blueshift when propagating in media of

sufficiently high density. This is evidently the case for physical media with

n
4
/n

s < 1 which, as we shall see in Vol. Ill, are precisely the hyperdense media in

the interior of quasars.

The isospecial relativity therefore predicts that the currently measured
cosmological redshift of quasars may in actuality be a difference between the

isoblueshift in the interior of the quasars structure and the isoredshift in their

chromosphere. The fact that redshift is measured in the outside is merely an

indication of the dominance of the latter over the former (see Vol. Ill for details).

In summary, the isospecial relativity has the following predictions for the

behaviour of the frequency shift of electromagnetic waves propagating within

physical media:

l) It recovers the experimental evidence that light does not experience any
shift when propagating within homogeneous and isotropic media such as water

for which n4 = ns , £ = 3 and y = y. In this case light does not lose energy E = hoi

1 15
It should be noted that the isoredshift of ref. [42] was primarily referred to the case of

angle of aberration a = 90°.
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to the medium itself and only the wavelength changes.

2) It predicts that light experiences a frequency shift toward the red when
propagating within inhomogeneous and anisotropic media of low density

(isoredshift) with null angle of aberration and n4/ns > 1. In the latter case light

loses energy to the medium.

3) It predicts that light experiences a frequency shift toward the blue

when propagating within inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical media of

sufficiently high density (isoblueshift) with null angle of aberration and n4/ns <
1. In the latter case light acquires energy from the medium.

4) It predicts that the isoredshift and isoblueshift are frequency dependent
resulting in an internal dependence respect to a characteristic frequency.

5) It predicts that the isotopic shift of frequency exists also for angle of
aberration a = 90°

. In this case the shift is the opposite than that for a =

because v*e = and the term in p is absent in law (8.5.19), resulting in the isotopic

law w = w [l + pWng)2 + ...], with w > w = o) (l + p
2 + .„) for n

4
/n

s
> 1 and to < co

for n
4
/n

s
< 1..

The above studies have lead to the prediction that a component of the

tendency toward the red of Sun light at sunset is precisely of isotopic origin [9,1 1],

that is, due to the established decrease of speed of light in our atmosphere. The
experimental resolution of this prediction is advocated in Vol. Ill because it

would imply a resolution here on Earth of the problem of quasars red/blue/shifts.

We should finally mention that deviations from the special relativity

caused by light dissipating energy within physical media were studied at the turn

of this century (see, e.g., Lorentz [45] and the comments by Pauli in ref.s [5], Sect.s

6 and 36), but they were regrettably abandoned following the establishing of the

special relativity. This is unfortunate because the imposition of an invariant

description would have lead to a necessary generalization of the structure of the

minkowski space. The isotopic structure uniquely follows, again, from its direct

universality.

We finally mention for completeness that the aberration still presents

unsettled aspects at the pure Minkowskian level (see, e.g, [46]).

8.5.G: Mutation of the intrinsic characteristics of particles and the

notion of isoparticle. According to the special relativity, elementary particles

have perennial and immutable intrinsic characteristics of rest energy, magnetic

moments, charge, spin, etc., irrespective of their physical conditions. For instance,

an electron has rest energy of 0.51 1 MeV, spin magnetic moment u.e
= 1, charge

e, etc., irrespectively of whether it is in the hydrogen atom or in the core of a

collapsing star.

The isospecial relativity predicts instead that elementary particles in

interior relativistic conditions experience an alteration of their intrinsic

characteristics called mutation} 16
as first conjectured by this author back in

1 16 The origin of the term "mutation" is mathematical. It was submitted by this author
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1978 [47] via a generalization of the Dirac equation witlvnonpotential interactions.

The dependence of the meanlife of particles on the local conditions has
been discussed earlier. Postulate 5' clearly shows the local variation of the rest

energy which assumes the value in our space-time E = mc2 = mc 2
/n4

2
. Note that

the mutation of the rest energy is a direct consequence of the isopoincare

symmetry and, appears in the mutation of the structure of the second-order
isocasimir P2 = -{m c ¥ -+ P2 = -di^Co/n^. This implies that an electron, when
immersed in the hyperdense medium inside a star geometrized by the

characteristic quantity b4, acquires a value of its rest energy which is different

than the value 0.51 1 MeV.

The mutation of the intrinsic and orbital angular momenta have been
studied in Sect. II.8.4E They also originate from the isopoincare symmetry, and
are characterized, this time, by the mutation of the Pauli-Lubanski isocasimir

invariant W2 W .

The mutations of the intrinsic magnetic moment, charge and other
characteristics are then a necessary consequence, as we shall see in Ch. II. 10.

Because of these occurrences, ref. [1 1] introduced the term of isoparticle to

denote a particle characterized by the isospecial relativity, that is, by an
isounitary irreducible isorep of the isopoincare symmetry. Its primary difference

with the ordinary particles as characterized by the special relativity are precisely

the mutations of the intrinsic characteristics due to the transition from the

conventional Casimir invariants to their isotopic generalizations.

The understanding of the isospecial relativity requires the knowledge that

particles and isoparticles coincide at the abstract level when represented in their

respective space-times. In different terms, the mutations exist only when the

intrinsic characteristics of particles are projected in our space-time, while in

isospace-time the intrinsic characteristic experience no mutation at all.

This occurrence is similar to the preservation of the maximal causal speed

c in isospace-time, while a mutation of the same speed occurs when projected

in our space-time.

The notion of isoparticle is at the foundation of the primary predictions of

the isospecial relativity, i.e., novel structure models of nuclei, hadrons and stars

which, in turn, imply the prediction for a novel subnuclear energy originating at

the level of individual hadrons called hadronic energy [53]. As such, the

mutations of the intrinsic characteristic of particles will be a primary subject of

study in Vol. III.

At this point it is sufficient to illustrate the experimental foundations of

the mutations in their simplest possible form. Recall that perfectly rigid bodies

are a philosophical abstraction and do not exist in nature. A hadron such as a

neutron cannot therefore be perfectly rigid and must experience a deformation

[47] to characterize alterations of physical characteristics under "isotopies" (in which the

new symmetry is isomorphic to the original one), and to differentiate them from
alterations of physical characteristics due to "deformations" (in which case the new
symmetry is no longer isomorphic to the original one)
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of its charge distribution under sufficiently intense external fields or collisions.

Note that the amount of the deformation for given external conditions is

open to scientific debate, but the existence of the deformation itself is beyond
scientific doubts.

According to classical electrodynamics, the deformation of a charged and
spinning sphere necessarily implies the alteration of its intrinsic magnetic
moment. The deformation of the shape of the neutron therefore necessarily

implies an alteration of its intrinsic magnetic moment which is an example of

the mutations under consideration here.

This establishes the existence of physical conditions under which the

special relativity is inapplicable or at best ineffective for the representation of

hadrons as extended objects undergoing deformations of their charge

distributions. In fact, the conventional representation requires the computation

of form factors in second quantization with known problematic aspects

whenever the actual shape is nonspherical and undergoes deformations because

of the evident breaking of the rotational symmetry.

By comparison, the covering isospecial relativity represents actual

nonspherical shapes and all their infinitely possible deformations beginning at the

purely classical level (see Fig. II.8.4.2 and ref. [12]). After all, the special relativity

was conceived for point-like particles while its isotopic covering has been

constructed for extended-deformable particles.

At a closer scrutiny, the inapplicability of the special relativity originates

from its true foundations, the rotational symmetry SO(3), which is notoriously

applicable only to rigid particles.. By the , same token, the applicability of our

covering relativity originates from its own foundations, the isorotational

symmetry S0(3), which has been constructed for deformable particles (Ch. 1 1.6).

In summary, the simplest possible illustration of an isoparticle and related

mutation is given by a neutron in interactions with sufficiently intense external

fields such to cause a deformation of its charge distribution (without necessarily

altering the other characteristics of spin, charge, etc.). The alteration of the

intrinsic magnetic moment is then consequential.

This simplest possible mutation is, by no means, new because it was
conjectured since the early stages of nuclear physics. For instance one can read

in ref. [48], p.31, that the intrinsic magnetic moment of a nucleon may be

different when in close proximity to another nucleon, e.g., when a member of a

nuclear structure.

This old hypothesis is very naturally represented in an exact-numerical

way by the isospecial relativity. In fact, as we shall see in detail in Vol. Ill, the

hypothesis is preliminarily confirmed by Rauch's experiment [49] on the 4tt-

spinorial symmetry of a thermal beam of neutrons in interaction with the intense

electric and magnetic field of Mu-metal nuclei. These measures show a median
angle systematically smaller than 72o° although the measures are not yet final.

Rauch's data are interpreted in an exact-numerical way by the isospecial
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relativity via the isodirac equation with conventional spin merely representing a

small deformation of the neutron and of the related intrinsic magnetic moment
[50].

Finally, the mutation of the magnetic moment of nucleons has been used

by this author for the first achievement on record of the exact-numerical

representation of the total magnetic moment of few-body nuclei, as first

presented at the meeting '"Deuteron 1993" at the JINR in Dubna [50].

Stated in different terms, after over half a century of attempts via the use

of all possible corrections, the special relativity has not permitted an exact-

numerical representation of the total magnetic moment of the deuteron and of

the few-body nuclei
1 17

based on conventional values of the magnetic moments
of the nucleon constituents. On the contrary, the exact-numerical representation

of the same quantity via the covering isospecial relativity is direct and immediate

because a mutation of the intrinsic magnetic moment is now permitted.

Once the mutation of the intrinsic magnetic moment is theoretically and

experimentally established, the mutations of the remaining characteristics for

physical conditions more complex than the nuclear ones is then inevitable, and so

are their rather deep consequences.

One can equivalently arrive at the mutation of the intrinsic characteristics

of particles via the renormalization theory. As it is well known, all interactions

imply renormalizations. The mutation of the intrinsic characteristics then

emerges from the nonlagrangian character of the interactions considered, as

established since their original proposal [47].

8.5.H: Isotopic variation of the units of space and time. According to

the special relativity, space and time are "universal" in the sense that they are the

same for all possible observers throughout the Universe with the same speed

relative to an inertial system.

While preserving the conventional variation with speed, the isospecial

relativity predicts that space and time have an additional variation due to the

change of their isovnits with local physical conditions.

Recall that the isospecial relativity is based on the following isounits of

space and time in isominkowski space

\ = { bf2 b2
~2

,
b3

"2
} , \ = b4

"2 b^ = b^tx, x, x, 3$, S&fc ...) > . (8.5.24)

Recall also that, when the isospace I^(x,f|,ft) is projected in our space-time, it

yields the generalized separation ^t^j,vx
v which can be interpreted as a

conventional separation x^r^^x^ with local coordinates x = (byX*
1
} (no sum). Thus,

the projection of Mfx.^ft) in M(x,T),R) can be represented via conventional

coordinates x ={x[1
} and the following isounits of space and time in our

For many-body nuclei the situation is different because of the large number of

parameters at hand.
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Minkowski space

ls
= { bf 1

, b2
~

1

,
b3

_1
} ,

l
t
= b4

-1
. (8.5.25)

Recall the central property of the isotopic methods, that no symmetry or

geometry can possibly identify its own unit because it is and remains external.

This basic property is the mathematical representation of the fact that, here on

Earth, we can do all possible comparative measures of time, but we cannot

possibly measure its isounit 7
f
and the same occurs for space. If such an

external unit is indeed a local quantity, the variation of time with that of the

local conditions under the same speed is then consequential.

A central problem of the isospecial relativity is the identification of the

dependence of the isounit which may alter the behaviour of our time. The answer

submitted in the next chapter is that the primary dependence of the isounit

affecting the time evolution is that on the local gravitational field.

In different terms, the representation of the contact-resistive forces due to

physical media via the isounit has clearly a mathematical character which, as

such, may not affect our time evolution. However, the representation of

gravitation via the isounit studied in the next chapter may well have a direct

physical meaning, in which case the alteration of the units of space and time

would be consequential.

An important prediction of the isospecial relativity is that, under the

assumption of the same speed relative to an inertial system, time on Jupiter's

atmosphere evolves in a way different than time on Earth's atmosphere because

of the significant differences in the two gravitational fields.

A fundamental experimental problem raised by the isospecial relativity is

whether we live in a conventional space and time with units 1^ = I or we live in

a space and time with isounits 1^ given by Eq.s (8.5.25).

It is evident that a local character of the unit of space and time would have

far reaching implications at all epistemological, theoretical and experimental

levels. For instance, the terms "age of the Universe" would lose their conventional

meaning under a locally varying time.

The identification of the primary predictions for antiparticles can be easily

derived from the preceding ones via isoduality and they will not be considered

for brevity.

8.5.i: Isominkowskian classification of physical media. As one can see from

the preceding section, the isospecial relativity predicts fundamentally different

physical events, such as isoredshift or isoblueshift, depending on the values of the

characteristic quantities b^ = 1/n^.

A classification of all possible physical media into nine physically different

types was introduced by this author in ref.s [9,11] via the use of the

isominkowskian geometry. This classification has emerged to be of fundamental
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character for the practical applications of hadronic mechanics because the

knowledge of the isominkowskian type of a given medium, even without a

numerical knowledge of the characteristic quantities, identifies the main lines of

the dynamics.

In order to study the isominkowskian classification, let us recall that the

characteristic b-functions or the average b°-constants must necessarily be

different for different media. For instance, one must expect that the b°-

constants, say, for Jupiter's atmosphere (ignoring gravitation) are different than

those of Earth's atmosphere because of the differences in size, density, pressure,

temperature, etc. Similarly, one must expect that the characteristic b°-constants

of the K° particle are different than those for the proton because the two
particles have different densities.

Recall that the special relativity predicts the general laws which must be
verified by a Lagrangian or a Hamiltonian, but cannot possibly predict their

numerical value unless sufficient experimental data on the case at hand are

known.

Along exactly the same lines, the isospecial relativity predicts the general

laws to be obeyed by a Lagrangian or Hamiltonian and the characteristic

quantities, but it cannot possibly predict their numerical value which must be

derived from experimental measures for each case considered.

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, when sufficient data are available, the isospecial

relativity does indeed provide numerical predictions of all characteristic b°-

quantities. This is the case for numerous physical occurrences, such as the

structure of mesons, or the electron pairing in superconductivity, or the

experimental data on the behaviour of the mean life with speed, etc

We now review the physical interpretation of the isometric. In regard to

the fourth component f|44
= - b4

2 = -l/n4
2

, the isominkowski spaces generalize

the conventional index of refraction n = n°4
= b°4

~' to all possible physical

media, whether transparent or opaque to light

.

If the medium is not transparent, f|44 represents a purely geometric

characterization of the density of the medium considered, similar to (but

physically different than) the geometrization of gravitation provided by the

component g44 of a Riemannian metric.

The knowledge of the value n% = b°4
-1

is therefore fundamental for all

applications of the isospecial relativity because it provides a first basic

characterization of the type of medium considered.

Note that n4 can be smaller or bigger than 1. If the medium is transparent

then n4 > 1 and we have light propagating within ordinary media. If, however, n
4

< 1, it does not mean that light is propagating at a speed c = c /n4 > c , because

those media are generally hyperdense and therefore opaque to light. In this latter

case the quantity n
4 represents a purely geometric property.

A first interpretation of the space components of the isometric when
averaged to constants = b\ 2

is the direct representation of the actual
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nonspherical shape of the particle considered, such as spherical ellipsoids with

semiaxes characterized by b~\ , k = 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 1 1.8.4.2). However, other

interpretations are possible depending on the case at hand. For instance, the

phenomenological data of ref . [35] show that, in the behaviour of the meanlives of

unstable hadrons with speed, the space-components of the isometric represent a

geometrization of the internal effects which are nonlinear in the velocities.

Finally, the difference between the time and space components is a direct

representation of the anisotropy of the medium considered. This difference is

characterized by the value

2 _
vk bk

2 vk

c b4
2 c

(8.5.26)

or, equivalently, y * y.

Inspection of the isolorentz transformations (8.3.19) and values (8.5.26) then

permits the classification of all possible isominkowskian geometries first into

three groups depending on whether £ =
f3, ft > p, or < p, and then into three

particular cases per each group depending on whether n4
= b

-1 = 1, < 1 or > 1.

This results into the nine types of different physical media of Fig. 8.5. 1.

ISOMINKOWSKIAN CLASSIFICATION OF PHYSICAL MEDIA

GROUP!
ft
= P, y = y;

{

TYPE 1: n
s
= n

4 ,
n
4
= 1;

TYPE 2: n
s

= n
4 ,

n
4 > 1;

GROUPH ft>[3, y^y;

GROUP HI: ft<p, y>y

{

{

TYPE 3: n
s
= n

4 ,
n4 < 1;

TYPE 4: n
s
< n

4 ,
n
4
= 1;

TYPE 5: n
s
< n

4 ,
n
4 > 1;

TYPE 6: n
s
< n

4,
n
4< 1;

TYPE' 7: n
s
> n

4 ,
n
4

= 1;

TYPE 8: n
s
> n

4 ,
n
4
> 1;

TYPE 9: n
s
> n

4 ,
n
4 < 1;

FIGURE 8.5.1: A schematic view of the isominkowskian classification of physical

media made-up of matter into three groups and nine different types which is at

the foundation of the applications of trie isospecial relativity in diversified fields.

The corresponding classification for antimatter merely requires the negative

values of the characteristic quantities. The reader should be aware that the
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classification of this figure is different than that of the preceding literature

because we have use for symmetry the same sequence n
4
= 0, > 1 and < 1 for

all groups.

Media of Group I are homogeneous and isotropic. Light propagating in

them experiences no shift {i.e., it loses or gains no energy). The medium of Type 1

is evidently the conventional Minkowski space. Media of Type 2 are water and
other transparent substances in which the speed of light is c = c /n

4 < c . Media

of Type 3 are not transparent to light in which case the quantity c = c /n4 > c

does not represent a physical speed but merely constitutes a geometric

characteristic of the medium itself. As an example, Animalu [54] indicates that

superconductors appear to be media of Type 3.

Media of Group II are inhomogeneous and anisotropic and therefore share a

natural isoredshift (i.e., they loses energy to the medium itself) according to the

rules

to - co (l - p (n4/ns)
+ £ p

2
(n4/ns)

2 + ...) < to ' - co (l -
(3 + i p

2 + ... ) , (8.5.28)

because ft > p but ft remains much smaller than one and thus ft > ft

2
. Media of

Type 4 are under study for the representation of ordinary conductors where the

maximal causal speed remains c = c b4 = Cq yet the resistance to the propagation

of charges is represented by the isotopy. Media of Type 5 have been

systematically used for the representation of planetary atmospheres and
astrophysical chromospheres [9,11,39,421. As an example, an average 2% reduction

of the speed of light in our atmosphere of 27* yields the numerical value n% *•

1.004 while the prediction of a contribution of isoredshift at the horizon yields

the value n°3
*• 003 Media of Type 6 are used for the study of hyperdense quasars

chromospheres [11].

Media of Group III are also inhomogeneous and anisotropic but of a

topology different than that of Group II. In fact, they share a natural isoblueshift

(i.e., light acquires energy from the medium) in the following sense

w~o (l-(3(n4/ns) + ± p
2
(n

4/nsf + ...) > co'~w (l -
ft
+ i p

2 + ... ) ,(8.5.29)

because ft < p, ft < 1, ft < ft

2
. Media of Type 7 are unknown at this writing. Media

of Type 8 have been used to geometrize nuclei. Finally, media of Type 9 are the

densest media identified by the isospecial relativity and they occur the interior of

hadrons or of collapsing stars.

As a simple but effective illustration of the isominkowskian geometrization

of the interior of hadrons, consider the phenomenological calculations by Nielsen

and Picek [32] for the interior of pions and kaons conducted via the use of the

conventional gauge theories in the Higgs sector, which confirm the apparent

deviation from the Minkowskian metric of the general type
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Tlvacuum^3^ 1 ' L ~D ~* il'((l ~ a/3), (1 - a/3), (1 - a/3), -(1 + a)), (8.5.29a)

a = ( -3.79 ± 1.37) x io~
3 for it* , a = ( +0.61 ± 0.17 ) * 10~3 for K* . (8.5.29b)

But the isominkowskian geometrization is universal. It is therefore simple

to see that generalized metric (8.5.29a) is one of the simplest possible

isominkowskian metrics with realization

V s Tj = diag. (b!
2

,
b

L

2
,
b3

2
,
- t^

2
), b^ b2

2 = b3
2 =b

s

2 = i - a/3, t>4
2 = 1 + a,

(8.5.30)

with the numerical values

tt*: b
s
3 = 1 + 1.2 x 10~3 (n

s
2 = 0.9988) , b4

2 = 1 - 3.79 x 10"3 (n
4
2 = 1.0038)

,

o -An * (8.5.31a)

K : bs
z = 1- 2xl0 4

(n
s
2 = 1.0002), b4

2 = 1 + 6.lxKf4
(n4

2 = 0.9994),

(8.5.31b)

Consequently, according to the results of ref. [32], the hadronic medium
inside pions is of isominkowskian Type 6, while the hadronic medium inside

kaons is of isominkowskian Type 9. Since all remaining hadrons have a density

bigger than that of kaons, we can predict that all hadrons heavier than kaons are

media of isominkowskian Type 9. As we shall see in Vol. HI, these results are

confirmed by all experimental values of the characteristics functions currently

available.

Far from being a mere mathematical curiosity, the above isominkowskian

geometrization carries the following implications:

1) It reveals a structural difference between pions and kaons which is

beyond any possibility of conventional quark theories, in fact, pions have a

maximal causal speed in M(x,ti,R) of 0.997co < c , while kaons have the value

1.004co > c with consequential, rather subtle structural differences studied in

Vol. III.

2) Ref. [32] uses conventional relativistic methods in the elaboration of data

showing deviations from Minkowskian behaviour. The isominkowskian
geometrization identifies instead rigorous methods for the data elaboration which

are compatible with the deviation themselves, such as the isoscattering theory of

Ch. 11.12,

3) Despite deformation (8.5.39), the fundamental Lorentz symmetry remains

exact, contrary to the statement of ref. [32] where a is called the "Lorentz

asymmetry parameter". In fact, the general invariance of isometric (8.5.30) is the

isolorentz symmetry L computed for the isounit

1 = diag. ( (1 - a/3)"
1

, (I - a / 3)~ l
, (1 - a/3)"

1
, (i + a)

-1
} . (8.5.32)

The isomorphism L « L then follows from 1 > 0. The explicit form of the

isolorentz transforms is given by merely plotting the b-values (8.5.30) in Eq.s
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(8.3.19) without any calculation. Note that the Lorentz symmetry is preserved,

but the Lorentz transforms are necessarily lost. For all details we refer the

reader to Vol. III.

8.5J: Direct universality of the isospecial relativity. As final comments we
study in more details the reader's attention the "direct universality" of the

isospecial relativity, that is, its capability to provide a form-invariant description

in isominkowski space of all nonlinear-nonlocal-nonhamiltonian systems

admitting signature-preserving generalizations f] of the Minkowski metric t|

(universality), directly in the x-frame of the observer (direct universality).

This property was studied in detail by Aringazin [55] who showed that all

the numerous generalizations of the Einsteinian behaviour of the meanlife of

unstable particles with speed existing in the literature (see, e.g., ref.s [29-33]) are

particular cases of the isotopic law

t = t
( l-v

k bk
2
e
k /c )( 1- vk bk

2
vk /c b4

2
c )" l/2

, (8.5.33)

because they can be all obtained from the preceding law via different expansions

in terms of different coefficients and with different truncations.

In fact, Aringazin [loc. cit.] correctly considers the primary dependence of

the space functions b
{
= b2 = b3 = bs as being that in the velocity, bs = bs(v). This

allows expansions of the type

bs(v) = 1 + X + A
! y + \2 Y

2 + X3 y
2 + ... , (8.5.34a)

y = ( 1 - p
2 r l/2 < 1, p = v/c < 1, Xk < 1 . (8.5.34b)

The isotopic time contraction can then be expanded in the form

* = ToY = T YU+ X y
2 + X

1
(1 + X )t

3
+ [$k

l

2 + X2 (l+X ]y
4 + ..J

(8.5.36)

which yields as a particular case:

A) The generalized law by Blochintsev [29], Redei [30] and others

t = t y ( 1 + X y
2

) , X = 10
25

a
f

(8.5.37)

where a is a certain universal length;

B) The generalized law by Nielsen and Picek [32]

T = T y(l+X Y
2

), X =4a/3; (8.5.38)

C) The generalized law by Aronson et al. [33]

t = t y ( 1 + bx
(N) a(N)

) , a(N) = EN / moN , N = L, S, (8.5.39)

where EN is the kinetic energy, moN is the mass of the particle KL or Ks and the

bj/s are certain slope parameters.
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Again, the geometric unification of existing laws into the unique isotopic

law (8.5.33) is not a mere mathematical curiosity because it carries important
experimental implications. In fact, in the absence of the isospecial relativity, the

experimenters face a variety of seemingly different generalized law, with
consequential inability to select which of them should be tested. Under the

isospecial relativity the law is unique, although admitting different specialization

for different physical conditions, thus avoiding ambiguities on which law to test.

Moreover, Aronson et al. Eloc. cit.] identified a velocity dependence of the

mass difference for the K°-system Am = mL - ms which can also be interpreted

as a natural consequence of the isotopic principle of equivalence Ek
=

mk[c b4(v)F,k = L, S. Moreover, Aronson et al. [loc. cit.] achieved their results via

the redefinition of the <Minkowskian coordinates

xeM(x,ii,R) -+ x = x( + b
x
{N)

a
(N)

) eM(x,T|,R), (8.5.40

which is precisely along the basic assumptions of the isospecial relativity, the

generalization of the units of space and time according to rules (8.5.25), thus

yielding the isotopic interpretation

D
(N) = j + ^(N). {854l)

The applicability of the isospecial relativity for studies [33] is then evident. But
perhaps the most important conclusion of ref. [33] is that the measured deviations

cannot be interpreted via conventional interactions, thus confirming their novel
isogeometric character.

A virtually endless number of connections exist between the isospecial

relativity and various generalizations existing in the literature. As a mere
indication, we here mention that another generalization of type (8.5.25) restricted

to time was proposed by Milne [56] according to the law

t = t + t Ln ( t / t ) , (8.5.42)

where t is the so-called atomic time, r is the gravitational time and t is the

time in which t = t = t. The above notion of time can be easily reformulated via

the isounit of time. A number of other isotopic reformulation of existing

generalizations will be studied in Vol. III.

The first point conveyed in this section is that all the rather numerous
generalizations of conventional Minkowskian formulations existing in the

literature are a particular case of the isospecial relativity.

The second point conveyed in this section is that departures from the

Minkowskian geometries cannot be elaborated with Minkowskian methods
because of evident problems of intrinsic consistency, and must therefore be

elaborated with isominkowskian methods, i.e., isofields, isospaces, isospecial

functions, etc.
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The final and perhaps most important point conveyed in this section from

which all others follow is that the rather general belief that the Lorentz

symmetry and the basic postulates of the special relativity are violated for a

signature-preserving departure from the Minkowskian geometry is erroneous,

because said symmetry and postulates remain exactly valid when treated with

the appropriate isotopic methods.

8.6: GENOSPECIAL RELATIVITY AND ITS ISODUAL

8.6.A: Conceptual foundations. By no means the isospecial relativity and its

isodual of the preceding section exhaust all possible generalizations of the special

relativity, because physics is a discipline that will never admit final theories (see,

e.g., Fig. 6.1, pp. 250-251 of ref. [7] on the open chain of generalized relativities

which are conceivable with current knowledge).

In quantum mechanics there is only one relativity for relativistic

conditions on flat space-time, the special relativity, which therefore characterizes

all physical events, including particles and antiparticles.

In hadronic mechanics we have the following hierarchy of relativities with

increasing complexity and methodological needs to represent a progressively

increasing complexity of systems:

1) Conventional special relativity with basic interval

x2 = [(x-y)t r)(x-y)]l, ti = diag. (1, 1, 1, -1), I = diag. (l, 1, 1, l), (8.6.0

and conventional Lie structure for the P(3. lHnvariant characterization of

particles in exterior relativistic conditions on the conventional space M(xji,R) ;

2) Isodual special relativity with basic interval

x
2d = [(x-y)V(x-y)]I d = x

2
, n.

d = -r\, I
d = -

1 , (8.6.2)

and isodual Lie structure for the Pd(3. 0-invariant characterization of

antiparticles in exterior relativistic conditions in isodual space Md
(x,'n

d Rd );

3) isospecial relativity with basic interval of topological Class I

x
2 = [ ( x - y f fi(x, x, x, ^, \l, t, ...) ( x - y ) 11 , (8.6.3a)

f| = TT[ = f|t
, T = tT > 0, 1 = 1 T = T 1 > , (8.6.3b)

and Lie-isotopic structure for the P{3. lHnvariant characterization of particles in

interior relativistic conditions in isospace K*(x,fi,ft);

4) Isodual isospecial relativity with basic interval of Class II
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*ia = [(x-yiT\ti(x,Z,Z,$,h$,&$,\i,T,...)(x-y)n (i = Xi
, rfi = -f|, l

d = -1,

(8.6.4)

and isodual Lie-isotopic structure for the f*
d
(3. l)-characterization of antiparticles

in isodual isospace ldd(x,Ti
d
,ft
d

);

5) genospecial relativity with basic interval of Class I

x
S = Ux-y)* Ti(x> x,x,^^,^,^T,...)Cx-y)]7, ti = Tt]* J = T_1

,

(8.6.5)

with a Lie-admissible structure for the £(3. Inadmissible characterization of

particles in a suitable space (see below); and

6) Isodual genospecial relativity with basic invariant of Class II

x
2d = [(x-y)t

fj
d
(x,x,x, l|;)

^^,u,T,„.)(x-y)]l d
, ^

d = -f^ , l
d = -1

,

(8.6.6)

with isodual Lie-admissible structure for the P(3.1)
d
-admissible characterization

on antiparticles on a suitable isodual space.

As one can see, the basic methods for particles are given by the chain

LIE METHODS C LIE-ISOTOPIC METHODS C UE-ADMISSD3LE METHODS

with isodual images for antiparticles.

The above chain of methods has been conceived for the quantitative

treatment of a corresponding increase in the complexity of physical conditions.

Lie methods describe closed-isolated-reversible systems with local-differential-

potential interactions. The Lie-isotopic methods describe closed-isolated systems

with reversible center-of-mass trajectory and internal interactions of both local-

differential-potential as well as nonlocal-integral-nonpotential types. Finally, the

Lie-admissible methods have been constructed for the quantitative treatment of

open systems in irreversible conditions under the most general possible

nonlinear-nonlocal and nonpotential external interactions.

The main physical significance of the genospecial relativity is therefore the

axiomatization of irreversibility and the identification of its origin in the ultimate

level of the structure of the Universe, that of elementary particles in open-

nonconservative conditions such as a proton in the core of a star when
considering the rest of the system as external.

To avoid un-necessary repetitions, the understanding of this section

requires a knowledge of the preceding studies of Lie-admissible methods.

8.6.B: Genominkowskian geometrization of irreversibility. The most effective

way to achieve an axiomatic, form-invariant characterization of the four possible

directions of time for irreversible systems is by constructing the theory on a

generalized notion of field which does admit four inequivalent classes. The
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answer is now known and it is given by the genoreal fields of Figure 7.6.1, i.e.,

<&(%+,<) &>&>+,>)

1 >
d
<fl(

d<V,d<) ft
>d

(t>
d
+,>d) time

The simplest and effective realization is given by Jannussis complex time

[58] with the following four realizations = £!> = t(n + im), <\ = ^ = (n - im)t,

t>d = t(-n - im),
d<1 = d<lt = (-n -im)t, where t is the ordinary real time.

The genospecial relativity is the generalization of the special relativity

admitting at all its levels the isounit^ or its Hermitean version = G>)^. The
isodual genospecial relativity is then the image of the preceding one under

isoduality. These definitions require that the totality of the backgrounds methods

must be constructed in such a way to admit the assumed genounit as the correct

unit of the theory.

The first step is therefore the construction of the genominkowski spaces

(Sect. 1.7.5)
<I^>(x,

<
fi
>

,

<
ft
>

) (where only direction at the time can be used) with

general interval hereon assumed for simplicity in the diagonal form

x<*> = [ ( x - y )
l
<f|>( x, x, ft &fc 33$, p, t, ...) ( x - y ) ] <l>e <&>(<£>+,<>) ,(8.6.7a)

<f|> = <T>ii f T| = diag.U, 1, 1,-1), <[> = (<T>r l *(<l>)t, (8.6.7b)

<T> = diag.t^!2,^2,^2,^2
) , <b^ *^ *0, (8.6.7c)

where the upper bar denotes complex conjugation, the characteristic quantities
<b>

pL
are complex-valued functions and the real part of the genotopic element

<T> is of Kadeisvili Class I.

Rercall that the genominkowskian spaces are isomorphic to the

conventional spaces because, as in the isominkowskian case, jointly with the

deformation of the metric -n <t\> = <t>t|, there is a lifting of the unit of an

amount inverse of such deformation, I
-»• <1> = ^T-T 1

.

Note that the genominkowskian interval coincide with the conventional

ones for complex genounits, i.e., for = n+im, x^ x
2

. Thus Jannussis

complex time is admitted by an ordinary Minkowskian separation, only

reinterpreted in a way more general then the conventional, one.

The isodual genominkowskian spaces <r^>d(x,
<
f)
>

,

<
ft
>

) are characterized

by the isodual generic interval on the isodual genofield, also assumed in the

diagonal form

x<S>d = r
(

x

_y )t <^>d
{ X) X( ^^^ ^ T) ) { x_y ) ]

<-pd e <ft>d(<fi>d +(<>d)f

(8.6.8a
<-> d = <T>d ^ = _ <*>

^

<
1
>d = (a6 ,8b)

<T>d « diag-t^^V.^V-^2
)- =<^m , (8.6.8c)
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The genominkowskian geometry is essentially the same as the

isominkowskian one, except that the isounit is no longer Hermitean, thus

becoming a genounit. This permits a direct geometrization of irreversibility, that

is, its representation via the metric itself.

As an illustration, one of the central problems of irreversibility is the

construction of the generalized light cone which is applicable under such

irreversibility, that is, for speeds of light which are locally variable in an

irreversible way. This problem is readily solved by the genolight cone which is

essentially the isolight cone referred to a nonhermitean isounit. The important

point is that the genolight cone also coincides with the conventional cone at the

abstract level.

The construction of the isodual genominkowski spaces then follows

familiar lines here omitted for brevity.

8.6.C: Lie-admissible genopoincare' symmetry and its isodual. We now
introduce the mathematical structure of the Lie-admissible branch of hadronic

mechanics which consists of:

1) The forward and backward enveloping genoassociative algebras <
t
>

with the same elements A, B, ... of the quantum mechanical envelope £ but now
equipped with the forward and backward products A>B = AT>B and A<B= A<TB,
respectively, and related genounitsP = (TT 1

,
= ^T)

-1
. The isodual images

^>d then have the products A>dB = -A>B and Ad<B = -A<B with related isodual

genounitsl>d = -1> and d<
l = - <1

2) The forward and backward complex genofields <C>C
<c>,+,o) with

elements <c> = c <1
>

, related methodology of genoproducts, genonorms, etc. (Ch.

1.2), and isodual images <C>d C

<c>d +,od).

3) The forward and backward genohilbert space s<3C> with genostates
| >

and composition < <!> > = < |

< T>
| on the complex genofield

<C> (
<c>,+,<>). The isodual genohilbert spaces <3t>d has the isodual genostates

<
|

d = -
( | > )t (Sect. 1.6.3) and isodual compositions < <

1
> >d = < |

<T>d
|
><l>d on

the isodual genofields <C>d (

<c>d,+,od).

We assume the reader is familiar with the basic properties of the above
mathematical structures, such as the fact that the action of an operator A € <

£
>

on a state is still modular and associative,
118 but of the four different genotopes

A>| >, < |<A, <
|

d <dA and A>d
| >d each one solely definable over the

corresponding genofield.

These features permit the occurrence, which seems to be unique for

hadronic mechanics, in which the Hamiltonian H = K + V is Hermitean but

nonconserved according to the basic Lie-admissible equations [47]

<a>A dA
i
———— = 1

<b4
> 2 = (A,H) = A<H - H> A, U = W , (8.6.9)

<a>t dt

This is a necessary condition to avoid Okubo's No Quantization Theorem (App. I1.3.B).
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for which we have in our space-time the time-rate-of-variation of the energy

<a>H
= =H<H-H>H=H{ <T-T> )H^O, (8.6.10)

<a>t

of which the conservation law is a simple particular case. The integrated form is

given by the Lie-admissible group [473

... ^iH^ lM. <,-i
<t<H iHTV,. -i t <T H ,„

A(t) = e> >A(0)< <
e = e A(0)e , (8.6.11)

where the two actions to the right and to the left are naturally ordered resulting

in an isobimodule (Sect. 1.7.6). Note that each action is characterized by the

genounitary transform, e.g., 0> = exp> {i H>t>}, 0> > >^ = 0^ > 0> =1>
.

The operator form of the four-momentum now requires four different

realizations depending on the assumed time arrow

PM.>l>
= -iS>

1I
|>=-ib>^

2
3
[1 |>, <\< V[L

= i<|% = Kla^^"2
,

<l
d<d Pn —\<\% = -i<K dV2

,P^>
d
l>

d
= iS>

M.l>=ib>V\l>
(8.6.12)

To compute the Lie-admissible relativistic genocommutation rules, note

that products such as A>B = AT>B and A<B = A< TB are different when
computed in the original quantum mechanical space, that is, with respect to the

same unit I, evidently because the two operators T^" and <T are different, and
we shall write A>B( ¥ A<B|. However, when computed in their respective

genoenvelopes over their respective genofields, the two products coincide because

A^B is computed with respect to the genounit = (T^
-1

while the product

A<TB is computed with respect to the genounit <1 = (
<T)

-1
, and we shall write

A > B^> = A < B ^ = AB
(

(8.6.13)

The above rules imply that the Hamiltonian H is indeed conserved in

genospace and it is nonconserved only when the equation of motion are

projected in our space-time as in Eq.s (8.6.

<a>H
i = H<H^ - H>H > = 0, (8.6.14)

This is a fully expected occurrence because of the abstract identity between

conservative and nonconservative systems when treated in their respective

spaces and genospaces.

Next, we note that the fundamental property (II.8.4.5) persists under

genotopies, and we shall write
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where r)^v is the conventional Minkowski metric.

The above properties permit the calculation of the fundamental
relativistic genocommutation rules ongenospaces

(V'fV )>
i
> = Cx

^ < Pv-P^>^)>l>
=
^ti

<
TlVL <1

-PvT> x^> )T
>
|> =

=
{ V <T Hx<i"V T> P^> + ^[iv'^^ =

iV >
l
>

-
(a6 - l6a)

(x
M
.,xv )>|> = (p

Mr ,pi,)>|> = 0. (8.6.16b)

We reach in this way, apparently for the first time, the important result

that the algebraic structure of the quantum brackets is lifted into a Lie-

admissible form, but the eigenvalues of the brackets remain the original ones.

This confirms the abstract unity of the Lie-admissible branch of hadronic

mechanics and quantum mechanics, this time, at the relativistic level.

We should stress again that expressions (8.6. 14) are valid on genospaces

under property (.8.6.12). To see the corresponding properties when the Lie-

admissible brackets are computed in ordinary spaces it is best to introduce the

unified notation a = [x^, p^). The Lie-admissible commutation rules in ordinary

spaces can the be written

(aP-,av ) = a^<Tav - a
v T>a^ = i£F(a,p), (8.6.17)

where S^Cr, p) is Lie-admissible, that is, such that cPv = - S
y^ is Lie (see the

corresponding classical case in Sect. II. 1.5).

The differences between rules (8.6.16) and (8.6.17) are evident. In particular,

the coordinates and momenta are commutative in the former but not in the

latter.

The construction of the Lie-admissible generalization of the Poincare

symmetry in genospaces is then a straightforward extension of the

nonrelativistic analysis of Sect. II.7.6. It is easy to see that the two isosymmetries

P(3A) and Pd(3.1) are turned into four genosymmetries, the forward
genopoincare symmetry P> (3.1), the backward genopoincare symmetry <

f
>

(3.1),

the isodual forward genopoincare symmetry P>d(3.1), and the isodual backward
genopoincare symmetry d<

P(3.I), for the form-invariant description of systems

in the corresponding four directions of time.

The parameters of the above genosymmetries are the conventional ones w
= {wj.} = {8,v,a}, k = 1, 2, 10, although they are reformulated as genonumbers
<w> or their isodual <w>d . The generators are also the conventional relativistic

ones X = DCfc} = [M^v = x^, - x^p^, pa}. The transformations are expressed via

genomodular actions on the genominkowskian space, e.g., x ' = g^x, and their

connected components <P>+t(3.1) are representable via the genounitary
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transforms

> = £
>*Xk >w>k <0 = <.-i<wk <Xk

(8.6.18)

The explicit form of the genopoincare transformations is the same as that

in Eq.s (1 1.8.3.34) with the sole proviso that the real-valued b's are replaced by the
complex-valued <tor

>
's.

The Lie-admissible genopoincare group ^+^(3.1) for the transformation
of a physical quantity is given by the isobimodular structure

A(w) = e>
1 X

* >^ > A(0) < <e " 1^ < X^ = e
1 X*T>W* A(0) e"

iw^.
(8.6.19)

The Lie-admissible genopoincare algebra ^+^(3.1) can then be derived

from the preceding Lie-admissible group via known procedures (Ch. II.7) and can

be written in genospaces

(V M
ap > > I > = 1

C

V ^~\aV "V *V +V M
«v ] > 1 > to6 "

where the brackets (...,...) in the l.h.s. are Lie-admissible while T| in the r.h.s. is the

conventional Minkowski metric.

Thus, the structure constants of ^-^(3.1) formally coincide with those

of the conventional Poincare algebra pj(3. 1) , by confirming not only the local

isomorphism <
p
>
+^<3. 1) ~ pj(3.1) , but also the identity at the abstract level of

the conventional and isotopic symmetries. This implies the abstract identity

between relativistic quantum and hadronic mechanics in its most general

possible, Lie-admissible form.

The genocasimir invariants are structurally the same as the abstract ones

(II.8.3.38) although now realized on <
3t> and can be written

C(o) >|> = 1>>|> = |>, (8.6.21a)

c(2) >
|

> = p^ >
|
> = f

1

>M-Vp^ > p^ > |
> =p

^ > p^ >
|
>j (8.6.21b)

C(4, *|$> = W>S >|> = i?^W> >%>\>, =ieUaBoM
ap >Pp

.

(8.6.21c)

The isodual genosymmetry ^^(3.1) can be constructed via isoduality.

The study of the remaining aspects is left to the interested reader. For instance,

the image of rules (8.6.20) in our space-time is unknown at this writing.

8.6.D: Genospecial relativity and its isodual. The genospecial relativity is a

covering of the isospecial relativity for the invariant description of open-
irreversible systems under the genopoincare symmetry on genospaces for each

direction of time.

The basic postulates are characterized by a genotopy of the conventional
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Postulates 1-5 of the special relativity (Sect. II.8.5.B) which, when represented in

their appropriate genospace, coincide with the latter at the abstract level. As an
example, the maximal causal speed in genospace can be proved to remain c even

though the actual speed of light can be locally varying in an irreversible way. A
similar situation holds for the other postulates.

The primary physical relevance of the genospecial relativities is to provide

a description of irreversible processes at the ultimate, elementary level of matter

in all four possible directions of time which: is derivable from first axioms;

invariant under the genopoincare symmetry; is a relativistic extension of the

genogalinean relativity of Sect. II.7.5; and it is such to coincide with the

conventional quantum description of reversible processes at the abstract,

realization-free level.

These conditions permit the resolution of a long standing, fundamental
problem of contemporary physics, the origin of irreversibility, this time, at the

relativistic level. As recalled in Sect. II.7.5, such a problem has been created by
the fact that, on one, side, physical reality is manifestly irreversible while, on the

other side, quantum mechanics is structurally reversible. This fundamental

dichotomy has then stimulated numerous attempts to reconcile the limitations of

quantum mechanics with physical reality.
119

Hadronic mechanics eliminates the very existence of the problem. In fact,

the new mechanics is structurally irreversible in its most general possible, Lie-

admissible form, and admits a reversible branch only as a particular case.

Irreversibility then originates in the ultimate elementary structure of matter,

such as in one individual electron in the interior of a star. Macroscopic
irreversibility is only a consequence due to a large collection of individually

irreversible elementary events.

The above resolution of the origin of irreversibility was proposed by this

author as the very essence of hadronic mechanics [47]. A collection of the original

papers along these lines can be found in ref. [60]. These first works are

formulated on conventional Hilbert spaces over conventional fields and, as such,

lack their axiomatic and form-invariant characters. The formulation of Lie-

admissible structures on genohilbert space over genofields has been articulated

for the first time in this presentation.

Besides the above application, the genospecial relativity also has additional

applications, such as the possibility of rendering physically admissible various

complex extensions of conventional real quantities, spaces, etc. which are

generally believed to be outside our physical reality. In fact, the latter become
admissible when referred to a suitably selected complex unit (see, e.g., the

complex extensions of the Minkowski space in Sect. 1 1.9.7).

s
This is another field with a rather vast literature all essentially based on conventional

quantum mechanics and, therefore, not directly connected with these studies, with very

few exceptions, such as the studies by Prigogine and his group (see, e.g., ref. [59] and

quoted literature).
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The best illustration is via Jannussis' complex time [583 which, if written in

the conventional form t
t
+ it2 appears to be outside the physical reality.

However, the same complex time can be written t
t
+ it2

= tCnj + in2) and becomes

fully admitted by the abstract Einsteinian axioms under the assumption of the

time isounitl>44
= (n! + in2

)~ l
. In the final analysis, as noted earlier, the space-

time intervals for the conventional time and for Jannussis complex time

coincide.

As we shall see in Vol. HI, the above main features permit the Lie-

admissible reformulation of a large body of theories based on the complex
extension of real structures, with intriguing epistemological, theoretical and

experimental implications.

8.7: ANTIGRAVITY

In this section we outline one of the most intriguing predictions of our isodual

special relativity, the prediction of antigravity for elementary particles (such

as positrons) in the field of matter, while isoselfdual bound states of particles and

antiparticles (Sect.7.8.c) are attracted. This prediction was first studied by the

author in ref. [51]. The corresponding treatment via the isogeneral relativity on a

curved space will be done in the next chapter.

The reader should be aware that the search for antigravity dates back to

the early stages of physics (see the review [6lD, and includes a large variety of

attempts, some of which have even been patented (see, e.g., ref.s [62]). However,

all these attempts are based on mechanical and other means, and none of them

is based on the actual reversal of the attractive character of gravity.

This scenario is due to the fact that, as is well known, the Minkowskian and

Riemannian geometries offer no possibility of any nature to reverse the sign of

the gravitational field, and can at best predict a decrease of the gravitational

force of antiparticles in the field of matter which, as such, remains always

attractive.

The advent of our isominkowskian and isoriemannian geometries and their

isoduals evidently alters this scientific scene. In fact, antigravity is predicted by a

simple interplay between the isogeometries and their isodual for both flat and

curved spaces.

In this section we initiate our studies of antigravity at the simplest possible

level, that of the exterior relativistic problem of particles and antiparticles. The

fundamental relativity of this section is therefore the conventional special

relativity for the exterior dynamical problem of particles complemented with

our isodual special relativity for the exterior dynamical problem of

antiparticles. The interior counterpart will be studied in the next chapter.

We can actually begin with the representation of particles via the

conventional Euclidean space
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E(r,8,R), S = diag.( 1, 1, 1 ), r
2 = r^rJ € R(n,+,x), 1 = 6, (8.7.1)

and the representation of antiparticles in the isodual Euclidean space

Ed(r,8d,Rd), S
d = diag. ( -1,-1, -1), r2d = ( r* 8*^ rJ ) I

d e R(n,+,*) , I
d = -I. (8.7.2)

The relativistic extension is then straightforward.

In order to understand the antigravity predicted by hadronic mechanics, it is

recommendable to understand first the representation of the behaviour of

particles and antiparticles under electromagnetic interactions.

Consider a conventional massive particle and its antiparticle in exterior

conditions in vacuum with charge -e and +e, respectively (say, an electron and a

positron). Suppose that these particles enter into the gap of a magnet with

constant magnetic field B as in Fig. 8.7.1.

As is well known, visual experimental observation establishes that the two
particles have spiral trajectories of opposite orientation. But this behaviour
occurs for the representation of both particles in the same Euclidean space. The
situation in hadronic mechanics is different, as described by the following:

Proposition 8.7.1 [51]: The trajectory of a charged particle in

Euclidean space under a magnetic field and the trajectory of the

corresponding antiparticle in isodual Euclidean space <coincide> .

Proof: Let the particle has negative-definite charge -e in Euclidean space,

that is, the value -e is defined with respect to the positive-definite unit +1 of the

underlying field of real numbers R(n,+,x), and is under the influence of the

magnetic field B. The characterization of the corresponding antiparticle via

isoduality implies the reversal of the sign of all physical quantities, thus yielding

the charge +e in the isodual Euclidean space, as well as the reversal of the

magnetic field -B, although now defined with respect to the negative-definite

unit -1. It is then evident that the trajectory of a particle with charge -e in the

field B defined with respect to the unit +1 in Euclidean space and that for the

antiparticle of charge +e in the field -B defined with respect to the unit -1 in

isodual Euclidean space coincide. q.e.d.

An important property can be expressed via the following

Corollary 8.7.1 [Ioc. cit.]: The antiparticle reverses its trajectory when
projected from its isodual space into the conventional space.

The consistency of the isodual characterization of the electromagnetic

behaviour of antiparticles will be studied in detail in Ch. 11.10. At this moment it

is sufficient to verify its consistency in Euclidean space and its isodual. Consider

the repulsive Coulomb force among two particles of negative charges -q[
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and -q
2

F = K x (-q!) x (-q2)/|r|
2 > 0. (8.7.3)

where the operations of multiplication * and division / are the conventional ones

of the underlying field R(n,+ x). Under isoduality we have

pd = Kd xd
(
_
qi)

d xd
(
_
q2

)d /d|
r
|2d = - F <0, (8.7.4)

where *d = -x and Z1 = -/ are the isodual multiplication and isodual division of

the underlying field Rd(nd,+,xd).

But the isodual force Fd = -F occurs in the isodual Euclidean space and it is

therefore defined with respect to the unit -1. As a result, isoduality correctly

represent the repulsive character of the Coulomb force for two antiparticles

with positive charges.

The Coulomb force between a particle and an antiparticle can only be done

in hadronic mechanics by projecting the antiparticle in the conventional space of

the particle or viceversa. In the former case we have

F = Kx H^M-q^/Irl 2 < 0, (8.7.5)

thus yielding an attractive force, as experimentally established. In the projection

of the particle in the isodual space of the antiparticle we have

F - Kd (-
qi ) (-q2

)d /d
|
r 1

2d > (g j q)

But this force is now referred to the unit -1, thus resulting to be again attractive.

We shall have ample opportunity to verify in the remaining parts of this

volume and in Vol. Ill that isoduality does indeed provide a characterization of

antiparticle in a way completely consistent with experimental evidence for

electromagnetic interactions.

Once these aspects are understood, the prediction of antigravity becomes so

simple to appear trivial, and can be expressed via the following

Hypothesis 8.7.1 [51]: Antigravity is provided by the projection of the

gravitational field of antiparticles (or antimatter) in the gravitational

field of particles (or matter) and viceversa.

The above hypothesis will be studied at the full gravitational level on curved

spaces in Ch. 1 1.9. At this preliminary stage, we merely study the hypothesis in

Euclidean space. Consider the Newtonian gravitational force of two particles of

masses m
t
and m2

F = -Gx mi xm2 /|r|
2 < 0, (8.7.7)
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where the minus sign has been added for consistency with law (8.7.3).

Within the context of quantum mechanics, the masses m[ and m2 remain

positive, as well known. This yields gravitational attraction among any pair of

particle-particle, antiparticle-antiparticle or particle-antiparticle.

TRAJECTORIES OF ANTIPARTICLES IN ISODUAL SPACES

FIGURE 8.7.1: A schematic view of the identity of the trajectories of particles in

Euclidean space and of the corresponding antiparticles in isodual Euclidean

space.

Within the context of hadronic mechanics the situation is different. In fact,
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antiparticles are now represented via isodualities into a different space. The case

of antiparticle-antiparticle under isoduality yields the law

= - Gd mid xd m2d 7
d

| r 1

2d > (g78)

But this force is again defined with respect to the negative unit -1. The isoduality

therefore correctly represent the attractive character of the gravitational force

among two antiparticies.

EXPERIMENT ON THE GRAVITY OF ANTIPARTICLES

PHOTONS

FIGURE 8.7.2: The experiment on the gravity of antiparticies proposed by this
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author during recent visits (summer 1994) to the two-miles long linear tunnel at

SLAC, Stanford-USA via the use of electrons and positrons and to the one-
kilometer long tunnel at the JINR, Dubna-Russia, via the use of neutrons and
antineutrons. As illustrated in the figure, the experiment essentially consists of the

following three measures 1511

1) Measure the "point of no gravity" at the end of the tunnel via a collimated

optical beam;

2) Measure the downward displacement at the end of the tunnel experienced by a

collimated beam of low energy particles due to the gravitational attraction of

Earth which, for sufficiently low energy (e.g., of the order of KeV, is indeed

measurable after 1 Km with current technology, such as scintillators,

interferometric apparata or other means;

3) Measure the displacement at the end of the tunnel experienced by a collimated

beam of antiparticles with the same low energy of the particles, and see whether: a)

it is the same as that of particles as generally expected, b) it is attractive but less

than that of particles, as predicted in ref. [61], or 3) it is a complete reversal of that

of particles as predicted in ref. [51],

The case of particle-antipartide under isoduality requires the projection of

the antiparticle in the space of the particle,

F = - G x m
{
x m2

d
/ 1 r

|

2 > , (8.7.9)

which is now repulsive, thus illustrating the antigravity as per Hypothesis 8.7.

1

Similarly, if we project the particle in the space of the antiparticles wc have

= -Gd xd mi xd m2<i/d| r
|2d < 0) (87 l0)

which is also repulsive because referred to the unit -1.

Needless to say, model (8.7.9) is just a primitive illustration of Hypothesis 8.7.1

in the simplest possible Euclidean/isodual Euclidean case. Its extension to the

Minkowskian/isodual Minkowskian case is straightforward and therefore omitted

for brevity. The most general possible treatment of gravity will be done at the

interior gravitational level in the next chapter in which case, as we shall see, the

isoriemannian geometry and its isodual permit for the first time the complete
reversal of the sign of the curvature for antiparticles in the gravitational field of

particles (or viceversa).

The experimental verification of antigravity is fully feasible with current

technology and actually rather simple (see figure 8.7.1).

The results of this section can be summarized via the following:

Proposition 8.7.1 [loc. cit.]: The representation of antiparticles via

isoduality renders the gravitational interactions equivalent to the

electromagnetic ones, in the sense that the Newtonian gravitational law
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becomes equivalent to the Coulomb law.

As we shall see in the next chapter, the implications of antigravity are rather

deep indeed. As an indication, it implies the identification (rather than
"unification") of the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions at its ultimate

level, the origin of mass (Sect. 1 1.9.3). In fact, such an identification renders

antigravity consequential because it implies that gravitation can be attractive and
repulsive exactly as it is the case for the electromagnetic interactions.

Moreover, as we shall see in Sect. 1 1. 9.7, antigravity permits the theoretical

prediction of an experimentally verifiable "space-time machine".

APPENDIX 8.A: ISOTOPIC UNIFICATION OF SIMPLE
LIE-ALGEBRAS

In Ch. II.4 we presented the following possibility first formulated in the original

proposal for the Lie-isotopic theory [19] as the ultimate meaning of the covering

notion of universal enveloping isoassociative algebra:

Conjecture: All simple Lie algebras of Cartan's classification of

dimension n over a field of characteristic zero can be unified by a Lie-

isotopic algebra of the same dimension.

In Ch. II.6 we proved the above conjecture for the case of dimension three,

by showing that the the infinite family of isotopies of the rotational algebra so{3),

when assumed of Kadeisvili Class III, includes all three-dimensional simple Lie

algebras, the compact so(3) and and noncompact so(2.1), as well as algebras which
are simply beyond the technical capabilities of Cartan's classification, such as the

isodual algebras sefHs), scfliZl) and the four infinite families of isotopies s6(3),

sod(3),s6<2.1)ands6d(2.1).

The validity of the conjecture for the case of simple Lie-algebras of

dimension six was proved in ref. [8]. In essence, the reformulation of the isotopies

of the Lorentz algebra of Sect. II.8.3.A for the case of Class III readily implies as

particular cases:

1) so(4) for T = diag. (1, 1, I, -1), so(3.1) for T = diag. (1, I, 1, I) and so(2.2) for

T - (l, 1, -1, 1), thus unifying all simple Lie algebra in Cartan's classification of

dimension six (up to local isomorphisms), plus

2) the isodual algebras so^) for T = diag. (-1, -1, -1, 1), 80% l) for T = diag.

(-1, -1, -1, -1) and scfi{2.2) for T = (-1, -1, 1, -I) which are outside the technical

possibilities of Cartan's classification, plus

3) the following six infinite classes of isotopies also outside the

representational possibilities of Cartan's classification: so(4) ~ so(4), sod(4) - so^,
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so(3. 1) - so(3. 1), so^. 1) - so
d
(3. 1), so(2.2) - so(2.2), and s6d(Z 1) - so

d
(2.2).

In the main text of this chapter we have strictly imposed the condition that

all isotopies of the Lorentz algebra are of Class I, in which case they only lead to

the isotopes so(3.l). This is due to the fact indicated earlier that no known
physical event can deform the signature of the Minkowski space, thus implying a

positive-definite isotopic element T in the deformation r\ fj = Tn, T > 0.

However, the reader should be aware that, from a mathematical viewpoint,

isotopic methods have much broader possibilities because they imply the loss of

distinction between compactness and noncompactness both in the algebras as

well as in the explicit form of the transformations, with the ensuing possibility of

unification that are evidently precluded by the conventional Lie theory.

For these unifying reasons, one should note that the isotopies of the Lorentz

symmetry in their original derivation [8] were constructed as isotopes of so(4),

rather than of so(3.1) and they unified in a natural way the Lorentz so(3.1) and de
sitter so(2.2) algebras.

We finally mention that the Conjecture considered in this appendix has not

been proved for dimensions other than 3 and 6. We merely indicate in this respect

that the additional of other individual dimensions is straightforward, but the

general proof is not trivial. The theorem of isotopic unification of conventional

fields of Sect. 1.2.9 has been worked out for the most difficult part of the general

unification, the inclusion of the exceptional algebras.

APPENDIX 8.B: ISOTOPIES AND QUANTUM DEFORMATIONS
OF THE POINCARE' SYMMETRY

In the main text of this chapter we have studied the isotopies P(3.1) of the

Poincare "symmetry" V{ZA). An alternative line of research has been studied by
several authors (see, e.g., ref.s [63-65] and literature quoted therein), and can be

divided into two groups:

A) The q-deformations of the Poincare algebras which are constructed

along the Drinfeld-Jimbo deformation or its variants (e.g., braided and
multiparameters), and have noncommuting four momentum operators; and

B) The k-deformations of the Poincare algebra which are constructed

along the Hopf algebras or its variants, and have commuting four momentum
operators.

In this appendix we shall study the k-deformations of ref.s [64,65] also

known as quantum deformations ^3A) of the Poincare algebra p(3.1), where k
is a mass parameter. We shall then indicate the connection between the quantum
deformation and the isotopies.

The quantum deformed Poincare algebras of ref.s [64.65] can be written in

terms of the conventional generators of P(3.l) and conventional commutation
rulesisee Eq.s Cl.l) of ref. [65])
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[Mj,Mj] = ie
ijk
Mk , [P^r,] = 0,[Nj,Mj] = l€

ijk
Nk , (8.B.la)

[Mi' Pjl = ie
ijk

pk.[Mi,P4 ] = 0, [Ni,P4 ] = i P
t , (8.B.lb)

[Mj
,
Pj ] = i k 8^ sinh (P4 /k) , [N

s
, Nj = - i e

iik
[Mk cosh (P4/k)

- (2k)"
2Pk ( P.M) ]

(8.B.lc)

where, as one can see, only the last commutators are deformed. The deformed
Casimir invariants are given by (Hoc. cit.], eq.s (1.4) and (1.5))

C(2) = 8^ Pj Pj - [2k sinh (P4/k) ? , (8.B.2a)

C(4) = -s'JWjWj + [cosh(P
4
/k) -8 iJp

i
P

j

]W
4
2

, (8.B.2b)

where W represents the deformed Pauli-Lubianski operator. The explicit form of

the quantum deformed boosts leaving invariant (8.B.2a) are given by rather

complex expressions in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions which are omitted here

for brevity (see [loc. cit.], Eq.s (2.9M2.12)).

The connections of the above quantum deformation and the isotopies of

the Poincare algebra are intriguing indeed. In fact, both approaches are based on
a deformation of the basic Minkowski space which, in momentum formalism, is

evidently given by deformed Casimir (8.B.2) which we write in the form

"P2 " = P^! + P2 P2 + P
3
P
3

- P4 [2ksinh(P4 /k)/P4 ]
2 P

4 , (8.B.3)

both approaches characterize a generalized notion of particle because of the

structural generalization of the Casimir invariants (Sect. II.8.5.G) and have other

common features.

The two approaches are however applied to different physical conditions.

In fact, quantum deformations (8.B.1) are applied to conventional exterior

relativistic conditions , such as to an intriguing me jm/k correction of the energy

level of the hydrogen atom [64], while the isotopies are applied to relativistic

particles in interior conditions with conventional as well as nonlinear-nonlocal-

nonhamiltonian interactions.

The mathematical differences between the two approaches are visible. In

fact, the isolorentz symmetry of Sect. II.8.3.B immediately yields the invariance

of separation (8.B.3) via merely plotting in expressions (H.8.3.19) in momentum
form the values b

{
= b2 = b3 = 1, b 4

= 2ksinh(P4/k)/P4 without any need for the

complicated Jacobi elliptic functions.

Also, the exponentiation of quantum deformations into groups is still open

at this writing (see however the recent studies [65]) because of the technical

complexities of the approach (such as lack of uniqueness of the exponential

function itself), while the exponentiation of the corresponding isotopic approach

is elementary. As a result of this occurrence, the isotopies of the Poincare
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algebras have a simple and unambiguous exponentiation into the corresponding

isosymmetry, while this is not the case for =q- and) k-deformations.

We should finally mention that the transition from the conventional

Casimir invariant "n^P^ to the deformed invariant (8.B.3) can be easily proved

to be noncanonicaL As a result, the underling time evolution is nonunitary. The
formulation of quantum deformations on conventional Hilbert spaces over

ordinary fields therefore implies the now familiar problematic aspects which are

common to all deformations [66] (lack of form-invariance of the theory under its

own time evolution; lack of preservation of Hermiticity-observability at all

times due to Lopez's lemma II.3.C.1 (p. 11.122); lack of a measurement theory

because of the lack of a basic unit which is preserved at all times; etc., see App.

I.7.9.A for details). On the contrary, the isopoincare symmetry on isohilbert spaces

over isofields avoids all these problematic aspects, as shown in this chapter.

The comparison of the simplicity of the isotopic Poincare symmetry and
the rather complex character of the corresponding quantum deformation of the

Poincare algebra is instructive. In fact, the comparison focuses the attention on

the fact that the complexity of quantum deformations is due to the

preservation of the conventional Lie algebra product AB - BA (which, at any
rate, is not preserved in time), while the comparative simplicity and
effectiveness of the isotopic approach is due to the use of the structurally

generalized Lie product ATB - BTA where T is the 4M matrix representing the

deformation of the underlying Minkowski space (which is indeed preserved at all

times).
120

In the final analysis, one should keep in mind that quantum deformations

can study only one single deformation at the time, e.g., deformations (8.B. lc). By
comparison, the isotopies of Poincare are directly universal, that is, they provide a

unified invariance for all infinitely possible deformations if^P^ f|^(P, P, P,

itfP), atjj(P), 39iJ;(P), \i, r, ...)PUPV ,
f| ~ Tn, T > 0.

APPENDIX 8.C: HERTZ-MOCANU NONINERTIAL RELATIVITY

As recalled in App. II.7.A, ultimate physical problems generally remain open and

1 90l£U The transformation of commutation rules (8.A.1) under nonunitary time evolutions

uut = 1 ^ can be easily proved to yield the isotopic commutators, UtXjXj - XjX^U^ =

XjTXj' - XjTXi', X = {M, N, P), X' = UXut where the isotopic element is T = (UuV and the

invariant isounit isl = T K In turn, as now familiar, the latter isocommutators remain

form-invariant under the most general possible nonunitary transforms, provided that

they are treated via the isotopic formalism of hadronic mechanics. These occurrences

illustrate that the isopoincare algebra is simply unavoidable even when non desired. Note

that the isopoincare algebra is universal even for all possible isotopically mapped
quantum deformations.
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are at time debated for centuries. Besides the ether, this is also the case of the

historical alternative between Einstein's relativity [3] proposed in 1905 and Hertz's

relativity [67] proposed some fifteen earlier. This alternative was considerably

debated during the first part of this century, the issue was believed to be settled

in favor of Einstein's relativity thereafter, although its study has been resumed of

lately and subjected to detailed scrutiny by C. 1. Mocanu [68-70] and others. In

this appendix we shall briefly review the main lines.

Einstein's and Hertz's relativities are different in objectives, technical

realization and arena of physical applicability. In fact, Einstein's relativity is

conceived for inertial frames, it is based on conventional mathematics and
applies for relativistic conditions of particles in uniform motion. By comparison,

Hertz's relativity was conceived for noninertial frames as occurring in the

physical reality of our environment, it is based on a generalized formalism called

Helmholtz's calculus, and applies for nonrelativistic conditions of particles in

nonuniform motion.

Despite these visible differences, numerous criticisms were moved by
Lorentz, Poincare, Weyl and others against Hertz's relativity in favor of Einstein's

version. The main contentions were that Hertz's relativity inevitably leads to the

ether theory with the related privileged reference system while its extrapolation

to relativistic speed leads to results contrary to experimental evidence. By
comparison, these problematic aspects are absent in Einstein's theory. Despite all

that, by no means the issue is settled, and studies in the topic are here

encouraged, because of the evident possibility of a relativity for nonuniform
motion in flat spaces without any need of gravitation.

Mocanu's first provided a comprehensive review of Hertz's relativity and
underlying Helmholtz calculus in monographs [68]. He then constructed in a

subsequent series of papers [69] a relativistic extension of Hertz's original

formulation which apparently avoids the original problematic aspects. The latter

theory is here referred to as the Hertz-Mocanu relativity {see ref. [70] for the

latest presentation).

A central tool is Helmholtz's total derivative of a vector F in a three-

dimensional Euclidean space E(r,8,R)

dHF 3F
= + vV-F + V*(F* v), (8.C.1)

dt at

where v is a generally nonuniform speed. Hertz-Maxwell's equations then read

V B =
, V-E = p/e ,VxB = (

d

HE/dt ) c
~2

, V * E = - dHB/dt

(8.C.2)

It is evident that for v = the above equations coincide with Maxwell's

equations. However for v small but not null, Eq.s (8.C.2) are different than

Maxwell's form. Iteration of Hertz's contributions for increasing values of the

speed then leads to deviations which have been the subject of the criticisms
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recalled earlier.

However, Mocanu has introduced a different form of iterative procedure

which is omitted here for brevity (see ref. [70B which essentially yields Maxwell's

electrodynamics of relativistic particles with the sole difference that the Lorentz

gamma
y = ( i

- v2 / c
2 T l/2

, (8.C.3)

is replaced by Helmholtz-Mocanu gamma

y = ( l-v2 /c 2
)

-1
= y

2
. (8.C.4)

The Hertz-Mocanu boosts in (3-4>coordinates are the given by

x' 3 - Yh(x
3 " Pt), x'

4 = yH (x4 + P*
3
). P = v/co- (8 -c-5)

where the reader should keep in mind that the speed v is not uniform. For the

reconstruction of the law of relativistic composition of speed and of other laws

of the special relativity in the above nonuniform setting we refer the interested

reader to ref. [70].

The lack of final character of the criticisms on Hertz relativity is now
evident. In fact, all criticisms are based on the results of the special relativity,

that is, for uniform motion, while no final experimental result exists at this

writing for nonuniform, motion in flat spaces.

A few comments on the Hertz-Mocanu relativity and the isospecial

relativity by this author are in order. Recall that the latter too has been conceived

for noninertial frames as a condition of applicability to the frames of the

physical reality. In fact, the emerging general isolorentz transforms are

nonlinear (Sec. 1 1.8.3). As a result, the speeds v of the isospecial relativity are not

restricted to be uniform.

It should be however indicated that our isospecial relativity does not

include as a particular case the Hertz-Mocanu relativity. This can be seen, e.g.,

from the fact that the identity of transforms (8.C.5) and the isolorentz boosts of

Sect. 1 1.8.3

y(x3 - px 4
) = y(x3 -px4

), y(x4 - pB2 x
3

) = y(x4 + p

x

3
) , (8.C.6a)

y =
1 1 -p2 B2 |~1/2

, Y =
( 1 -

p

2 T 1

, P = v/c , B = bs /b4 , (8.C.6b)

does not exist for v ¥ c , i.e., there exists no solution in the B = bg/b^ term

yielding the above identities.
121

This result should be expected from the fact that the isospecial relativity is

an isotopy of the special relativity and, therefore, it preserves the topological

121
Note that the value B2 = 1(1 + p

2
)

2 - 1 1 / p
2
readily yields the identity yg = ypj, but tnis

is insufficient to yield the identity of transforms (8.C.6) because of the B-term in the

isotransformation of time.
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characteristics of the latter, including the crucial preservation of the signature of

space-time (+, +, +, -). On the contrary, the Hertz-Mocanu relativity is not an

isotopy of the special relativity and it is based on a separation between space and

time much along the Galilean case of App. II.7.A, thus resulting to be more
aligned with the relativistic Galilean symmetry [71] than with the isotopies of

Poincare.

For additional studies on generalizations of the special relativity we regret

to be unable to review for brevity, we refer the reader to Animalu [72].
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9: ISOTOPIC, GENOTOPIC AND ISODUAL
FORMULATIONS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY

9.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

In this chapter we consider the field originated by Riemann [l], Einstein [2,3],

Schwartzchild [4,5], Freud [6] and several others (see, e.g., ref.s [7-9]), today known
under the name of the general theory of gravitation or general relativity for

short.

We shall assume the Riemannian geometry [9] as being exactly valid for

the exterior gravitational problem in vacuum and introduce its axiom-preserving

isotopies and genotopies for interior problems which are nonlinear in the

velocities and other variables, nonlocal-integral and non-first-order-Lagrangian

when projected in the original space, but isolinear, isolocal and isolagrangian

when represented in isospace.

Unfortunately, while we did assume the special relativity at the

foundations of our relativistic studies, we shall be unable to assume the general

relativity at the foundations of our gravitational studies for a variety of reasons.

The first is that, unlike the special, the general relativity is afflicted by a

considerable number of rather serious problematic aspects of physical character

which have accumulated in the refereed literature of this century but remained

essentially ignored. It is evident that no truly scientific appraisal of the general

relativity can be done without a serious consideration and eventual resolution of

these problematic aspects.

Contrary to popular beliefs, the most controversial aspects of the general

relativity are its experimental verifications. In fact, verifications centrally

dependent on curvature, such as the bending of light, are intrinsic in the

Riemannian geometry and, as such, they are equally admitted by other non-

Einsteinian theories of gravitation. The remaining verifications are centrally

dependent on the so-called post-Newtonian approximation (see, e.g., ref. [8])
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which is far from being unique or established on rigorous scientific grounds
owing to the lack of resolution of the dissident literature in refereed journals. In
fact, the selection of a different post-Newtonian approximation of the same
field equations leads to different numerical values in disagreement with
experiments, thus establishing the unsettled character of the current
experimental profile.

Moreover, the general relativity is afflicted by problematic aspects of
geometrical character which also have remained largely ignored. For instance,
we have shown in Lemma 1.5.6.2 that Einstein's tensor = -& does not
preserve under isotopies the vanishing character of the covariant divergence (or
contracted Bianchi identity). We shall also show in this chapter that Einstein's
field equations do not possess the general form requested by the Freud identity
of the Riemannian geometry [6,7]. It is evident that, lacking a resolution one way
or the other of these additional problematic aspects, the geometric axioms of the
general relativity cannot be assumed at the foundations of our studies.

As we shall see, the isotopies and genotopies imply an inevitable two-fold
revision of gravitation. The first is that, when working in a curved space, only
those axioms which are invariant under isotopies and genotopies can be accepted.
This condition alone is sufficient to prevent the use of Einstein's field equations
because of the above mentioned lack of preservation under isotopies of the null
character of the covariant divergence of the basic tensor G^v.

The second revision is due to the fact that relativistic hadronic mechanics
of the preceding chapter already admits a full description of gravitation on a
"flat" isominkowski space. In fact, the theory has been constructed for the
isotopies of the Minkowski metric y\ -+ f| = Tf| with an arbitrary functional
dependence, including that in the space-time coordinates, fj(x, ...). But the metric
gCx) of a (3.1)-dimensional Riemannian space always admit the factorization g(x) =
Ttxh]. Therefore, all possible Riemannian metrics g(x) can be identically
interpreted as being the metrics of an isominkowskian space g(x) = T(x)r| = t|(x).

It follows that relativistic hadronic mechanics, as presented in the
preceding chapter, already incorporates a full description of gravitation as
embedded in its isounit. This yields a new formulation of gravitation with far
reaching implications owing to its flat character, as well as a new quantization
of gravity based on the same axioms of the special relativity which therefore
ensure its consistency.

In different terms, a fully consistent quantum theory of gravity already
exists. It did creep in un-noticed because it is imbedded in the unit of
conventional relativistic quantum mechanics.

It is hoped that these introductory remarks are sufficient to indicate the
novel perspective of the gravitational studies presented in this chapter.

We shall begin with a brief review of the arguments of Ch. 1.1 according to
which general relativity is inapplicable to interior gravitational problems. We
shall then review the problematic aspects of the theory for exterior gravitational
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problems and identify the general class of field equations which resolve the latter

problematic aspects from a purely geometric viewpoint, including the Freud
identity.

After these introductory parts, we shall present the nonlocal-integral
formulation of interior gravitation on a curved space-time as suggested by the
isoriemannian geometry of Sect. 1.5.6. "We shall then identify the exterior limit of
the interior field equations and show that they coincide with the exterior field

equations independently derived in the preceding section. This important result
confirms the overall geometric consistency of the isotopies, and establishes the
rather forceful inevitability of the proposed new class of field equations. An
outline of the genoriemannian counterpart is included for the characterization of
irreversibility, this time, from a gravitational viewpoint.

We shall then pass to the flat isominkowskian reinterpretation of
gravitation and identify some of its intriguing implications, including the isotopic
quantization of gravity, the isotopic treatment of gravitational singularities and
other aspects. The section also includes the isodual formulation for antimatter,
the formulation of antigravity at the gravitational level and the genotopic
extensions for irreversible conditions.

The chapter ends with the main lines of a structurally novel cosmology
which is implies by the preceding studies.

A technical knowledge of the isotopies and genotopies of the Riemannian
geometry (Sects 1.5.6 and 1.7.7) as well as of relativistic hadronic mechanics (Ch.

II.8) is a pre-requisite for the understanding of this chapter.

9.2: INAPPLICABILITY OF GENERAL RELATIVITY FOR THE
INTERIOR GRAVITATIONAL PROBLEM

9.2.A: Exterior and interior gravitational problems. Let us begin by recalling
the historical distinction between the exterior gravitational problem, consisting
of point-like test bodies moving in the homogeneous and isotropic vacuum, and
the interior gravitational problem, consisting of extended test bodies moving
within inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical media.

This distinction was introduced by the founders of analytic dynamics, and
kept up to the first part of this century (see, e.g., Schwartzschi Id's two papers,
the first famous one on the exterior problem [4] and the second little known
paper on the interior problem [5], or the early well written treatises in
gravitation, e.g., [10,11]).

Regrettably, the above distinction was progressively relaxed, up to the
current condition of virtual complete silence in the specialized literature, and the
treatment of all gravitational problems as occurring solely in vacuum. In
particular, the distinction has been eliminated where it is needed most, in the
limiting interior conditions of gravitational collapse, black holes, big bang
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theories and all that.

9.2.B: Inequivalence of the interior and exterior problems. The point-like
approximation of test bodies implies the local-differential character of the
applicable geometry. In the exterior gravitational problem the actual size and
shape of the test body has no impact on the trajectory. Test bodies can therefore
be effectively approximated as being massive points, as first stated by Galilei
and subsequently embraced by Einstein [3].

The equations of motion are then characterized by ordinary or partial
differential equations, such as the familiar forms in Euclidean space

md2
r/dt

2 = F(t,r,f), F = local-differential , (9.2.1)

The exact validity of local-differential geometries for the exterior problem then
follows. This illustrates the reason for our assumption of the conventional
Riemannian geometry as being exactly valid for the exterior problem in vacuum
jointly with its tangent Minkowski space.

In the interior problem within physical media trajectories are directly
affected by the actual shape of the test body. Interior problems are therefore
intrinsically nonlocal hereon referred to an essential dependence on surface
integrals (at the classical level) or volume integrals (at the particle level). As an
example, two space-ships with the same mass and speed but different shapes
have different re-entry trajectories in atmosphere whose characterization
requires an integral over the surface u of the space-ship.

The (classical) equations of motion are therefore ordinary or partial
differential equations plus an integral term, such as the following forms also in
Euclidean space

m d2r/dt2 = Fft, r, t) + S(ct, ...) , <F(o) = JCT
do K(<j, ... ) , (9.2.2)

where K is a suitable functional, and the additional functional dependence besides
ct can be on the velocities f, the accelerations 'f, the local density p, temperature
t, and any other needed interior quantity.

The exterior and interior problems are therefore structurally inequivalent
on topological grounds. In fact, the former admits known local-differential

topologies, while the latter requires an integro-differential topology (Sect. 1.1.5)

as evidently necessary to accommodate the integro-differential forces SFta, ...).

The above geometric inequivalence of the exterior and interior problems is

known since a long time and it is at times called Cartan's legacy because (E.)

Cartan was the first to show that the Riemannian geometry simply cannot
recover "all"Newtonian systems of our physical reality.

Moreover, exterior problems can only admit action-at-a-distance,
potential-Lagrangian interactions, while interior problems have additional
nonpotential-non-(first-order)-Lagrangian forces with zero range. For instance,
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missiles in atmosphere admit integral resistive forces 7(a) which can be

approximated via power series in the velocities, 7 « -]EnYnf
n

, Yn > °- As known
in engineering rather than physical circles, these expansions have nowadays
surpassed the truncation at the tenth power for the recent very high speeds of

missiles in atmosphere or satellites during re-entry. These interior systems are

simply beyond any hope of representation via a Lagrangian in the r-frame of the

observer (see later on the problems occurring in the use of coordinate
transforms).

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a potential or a
Lagrangian were studied in detail by this author in monographs [12,13] and they

resulted to be the conditions of variational selfadjointness originated by
Helmholtz back in 1887 (see the historical note in Eloc. cit.]). Exterior problems
result to be essentially selfadjoint (SA), that is, verifying the conditions of SA in

the frame of the observer, and we shall write

m d2r/dt2 = FSA (t, r, f) , F = local-differential and SA , (9.2.3)

while interior problems result to be essentially nonselfadjoint (NSA), that is,

violating the conditions of SA in the frame of the observer, and we shall write

m dVdt2 = F^t, r, r) + <F
nsa

(ct, ... ), <F
NSA = nonlocal-integral and NSA.0.2.4)

Ref. [13] then introduced the Birkhoffian generalization of Hamiltonian
mechanics for the analytic representation of the latter systems (in their local-

differential approximation), whose Lagrangian counterpart is of second-order

(e.g., acceleration-dependent).

In summary, the studies of monographs [12,13] established the topological,

geometric and analytic inequivalence of the exterior and interior problems and
the lack of representation of the latter in the frame of the observer via a first-

order Lagrangian.

9.2.C: Irreducibility of the interior to the exterior problem. Whenever
exposed to the complexity of the interior problem, a rather general attitude is

that of reducing it to a collection of exterior systems in vacuum. For instance,

when exposed to the equations of motion of a satellite during re-entry in

atmosphere with drag force FNSA = -Er^u.ioYnf" a ratner general attitude is

that of reducing such system to its point-like elementary constituents in the

expectation that such reduction would turn the original interior system into a

collection of exterior ones in vacuum.

As recalled in Ch. LI, the latter reduction has been proved to be impossible

by the so-called No-Reduction Theorems [14] which essentially establish that a

classical interior system (such as a satellite during re-entry in atmosphere) with

a continuously decaying angular momentum, simply cannot be reduced to a

(finite) collection of ideal elementary particles in exterior conditions in vacuum,
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each one with conserved angular momentum. Viceversa, a finite collection of
elementary particles all in stable orbits with conserved angular momenta, simply
cannot reproduce a classical object whose center of mass has a continuously

decaying angular momentum.
A second No-Reduction Theorem was formulated [loc. cit.] for the

inconsistency of the reduction of a classical system manifestly noninvariant

under the rotational (and therefore, the Lorentz) symmetry because of the

continuous decay of the angular momentum, to an ideal collection of point-like

particles verifying such symmetry (and viceversa).

A third No-Reduction Theorem [loc. cit.] shows the impossibility of a

consistent reduction of a classical object in irreversible conditions to an ideal

collection of quantum mechanical particles all in reversible conditions (and

viceversa).

At any rate, even ignoring these No-Reduction Theorems, a quantum
version of gravity (which is an evident pre-requisite for these reductions), is still

far from being achieved in a final form accepted by the scientific community at

large for numerous independent reasons such as: the open technical problems in

the operator formulation of curvature; the null value of the Hamiltonian of

Einstein's gravitation as compared to the necessity of a non-null Hamiltonian in

quantum mechanics; the unsettled character of the classical field equations

themselves which have to be quantized; etc.

Interior systems with continuously decaying angular momenta are purely

classical. The achievement of a purely classical representation is therefore a

necessary pre-requisite before possible operator formulations may acquire

physical credibility.

After achieving the awareness of the impossibility of a consistent reduction

of interior to exterior problems, a further rather general attitude is that of

transforming interior nonlagrangian systems into new coordinates in which a
conventional Lagrangian representation exists.

It was shown in monograph [13] that, under the necessary smoothness and
regularity conditions in a star-shape region of the variables, and under a

necessary local-differential approximation, all nonselfadjoint interior systems
admit an indirect analytic representation, that is, they always admit
transformations of the local variables under which a Lagrangian or a Hamiltonian

exists (this property is also known as the Lie-Koening theorem).

However, the needed transformations (r, p) -»
(r', p '} = {r ' (t, r, p), p ' (t, r, p)}

are necessarily noncanonical (trivially, because the original system is

nonhamiltonian by assumption), and necessarily nonlinear (trivially, because
linear transformations cannot possibly eliminate forces of the type F = -yr~n).

The transformation of a system which is nonlagrangian in the coordinates of the

observer into an equivalent Lagrangian system therefore implies:

1) The local-differential approximation of the nonlocal interior forces via

power series in the velocities and other means as a necessary condition to apply
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the Lie-Koening theorem;

2) The inability to realize the transformed frame in actual experiments (e.g.,

an experiment feasible in our r-frame is evidently not realizable in the

transformed frame r' = a exptprr}, a, p reals) and, last but not least:

3) The inapplicability of Einsteinian theories evidently because of new
Lagrangian frames are highly nonlinear and, therefore, highly noninertial.

In short, the reduction of nonlagrangian to Lagrangian systems defeats the

very objectives for which it was intended for.

By no means the above comments exhaust all reasons for the

inapplicability of the general relativity to interior conditions. For instance, as now
familiar, one of the objectives of a correct theory for interior problem is a direct

geometric representation of the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of interior

physical media which is sufficient, alone to require a structural revision of the

general relativity.

Another argument is related to the locally varying character of

electromagnetic waves in interior conditions studied in the preceding chapter.

This implies the lack of interior applicability of general relativity because of its

known inability to represent such physical reality. This aspect is also sufficient,

alone, to require a structural revision of the general relativity because of the

evident need to generalize in a suitable way the fundamental metric of the

theory.

Particularly inspiring is the care in which the founders of gravitation

presented interior solutions as being merely approximate (see, e.g.,

Schwartzschild [5]), a scientific care which has virtually disappeared in the

contemporary literature in the field.

In the final analysis, typical interior problems such as gravitational

collapse, black holes or big bang theories are not composed of ideal point

particles moving in vacuum, but rather of extended wavepackets and charge

distributions of hadrons in conditions of total mutual penetration and
compression in large numbers into small regions of space. The nonlinearity in the

velocity, nonlocal-integral as well as nonpotential-nonlagrangian character of

these interior conditions, and the consequential inapplicability of the

Riemannian geometry, let alone Einstein's gravitation, are then beyond credible

doubts (see Weiss [15] for problems of scientific ethics and accountability on this

issue).

9.3: PROBLEMATIC ASPECTS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY
FOR THE EXTERIOR GRAVITATIONAL PROBLEM

9.3.A: Einstein's conception of gravitation in vacuum. We are now
sufficiently equipped to review the problematic aspects of general relativity in
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vacuum. Our analysis is restricted to the exterior gravitation of an astrophysical

body with null total charge and null electric and magnetic moments, in which

case Einstein's field equations on a conventional (3+ l)-dimensionaI Riemannian

space $(x,g,R) are given by 122

CP = rF - ±glw R = o. (9.3.1)

As we shall see, the above conception of exterior gravitation is afflicted by

numerous, rather serious and independent problematic aspects whose only known
solution is a structural revision of the theory itself.

In this section we shall outline the direct and indirect, physical and

geometrical arguments according to which: Eq.s (9.3. 1) miss a term in their

l.h.s., the isotopic scalar (1.5.6.18); 2) Eq.s (9.3.1) also miss a term in the r.h.s., a

nowhere null source in vacuum which is first-order in magnitude even for

bodies with null total charge and null electric-magnetic moments; and 3) a

consistent theory of gravitation must admit equivalent formulations in both the

Riemannian and the Minkowskian space

.

We review below the study of ref. [34] on the above problematic aspects

and identify the general class of field equations for their possible resolution.

9.3.B: Incompatibility of general relativity with the electromagnetic origin of

mass. A first problematic aspect of general relativity studied in detail by this

author two decades ago [16], the incompatibility of Einstein's field equations (9.3.1)

and the electromagnetic origin of mass. According to established knowledge, the

mass M of all elementary particles has an electromagnetic origin which is of

first-order in magnitude, with second-order corrections due to the short range,

weak and strong fields. This implies the necessary presence in the r.h.s. of the

field equations in vacuum of a nowhere null, first-order source even for bodies

with null total electromagnetic phenomenology.

In fact, ref. [16] established that a neutral particle with mass M possesses

in its environment an electromagnetic field F^e im whose energy-momentum
tensor T^veim is of such first-order in magnitude to essentially account for the

entire mass of the particle, the balance being due to weak and strong short range

interactions (s.r.i),

M ~ /dvT°°Elm , M = Jdv(T°°Elm + t°VL ). (9.3.2)

This implies the complete elimination of the mass tensor Ivr
1" in the field

equations and its replacement with the fields originating mass itself, according to

the identification [53]

The extension of the theory to astrophysical bodies with charge and electric-magnetic

moments essentially implies the addition in the r.h.s. of a source with a known very small

contribution to curvature which, as such, will be ignored.
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M^matter s T^lm + t^.i. • ^elm;v s 0> (9.3.3)

where the last expression represents a known property of the electromagnetic

field in Minkowski space.

The basic equations for gravitation in vacuum emerging from studies [16]

are therefore given by the following modification of Einstein's equations (9.3. 1)

OH" - k ( T^elm
+ tF„.L > .

TM"
elm | v

s
, (9.3.4)

where the tensor T^eim is a nowhere null, first-order source even for bodies

with null total charge and elm moments, the tensor t*^
r j

is of second-order in

magnitude compared to the preceding one; and the covariant derivative
|
v is now

in a Riemannian space.

The verification of these results was done in ref. [16] via the classical

relativistic calculations of the tt° particle as a bound state of one constituent with

charge +q and its antiparticle with charge -q in high dynamical conditions at a

mutual distance of 1 fm (I0~
13

cm). Even though the tt° has null total charge and

null elm moments, the calculations showed the existence in its exterior of a

first-order electromagnetic source such to verify general laws (9.3.2) and

(9.3.3). The same result holds for charged particles such as the it* with exactly the

same laws, only implying a third contribution in the energy-momentum tensor

which is therefore tacitly implied hereon.

But a macroscopic body is essentially a large collection of particles and

their interactions. Summation over all particles constituents and related fields of

a given astrophysical body then yields laws (9.3.2) and (9.3.3), with the only

difference that, in the latter case, the tensor T^v is the superposition of the

electromagnetic field of a large number of constituents.

Studies [16] also indicate the possibility of the following identifications of

the gravitational and inertial masses

Mgr
= JdvT°°Elm ,

Min
= /dv( T°°Elm+ t

00^.), (9.3.5)

A primary result of ref. [16] can therefore be expressed via the following:

Lemma 9.3.1: By ignoring in first approximation weak and strong

interactions, the electromagnetic origin of mass requires the

"identification" of the gravitational and electromagnetic field in both the

interior and exterior problems.

In different terms, the studies of ref. [16] permitted the elimination of the

vexing problem of "unification" of the gravitational and electromagnetic fields

via their "identification" in the ultimate structure of matter, that at the level of

elementary constituents. Equivalently, ref. [16] suggested the transition from the

"description" of the gravitational field as currently done, to the study of its
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"origin' in the fields which originate matter itself.

Rather than being a mere mathematical curiosity, the above results have

deep physical implications which can be expressed via the following

Corollary 9.3.1.A: The "identification" of the electromagnetic and
gravitational field implies the existence of antigravity for antimatter in

the field of matter or viceversa.

In fact, the identification implies the necessary equivalence of

electromagnetic and gravitational interactions for both attractive and repulsive

conditions, exactly as outlined in Sect. 1 1.8.7. These aspects will be additionally

studied in detail in the next section via the isodual Riemannian representation of

the gravitational field of antimatter. As we shall see, Corollary 9.3. l.A will be

confirmed in its entirety.

Ref. [16] concluded with: A) the proof that, under the validity of Maxwell's

electrodynamics, T^ve ]m is purely classical and can be identically null only for

opposite charges at rest with respect to each other and at null mutual distances;

B) the identification of methods for the calculation of approximate expressions

of the T^ve im tensor for a very large number of constituents; and C) the proposal

of specific experiments for the verification via neutron interferometry and other

means, that a sufficiently large electromagnetic field (such as that of currently

available very large magnets) does indeed create a gravitational field.

In summary, the electromagnetic origin of the mass of elementary

particles renders Einstein's gravitation directly incompatible with Maxwell's

electrodynamics . In fact:

> Either one accepts Einstein's conception of gravitation, in which case

Maxwell's theory must be structurally modified into a form syileding a null

electromagnetic field outside neutral hadrons, with consequential restructuring

of the contemporary theory of elementary particles to eliminate the primary

electromagnetic origin of mass;

> Or one accepts Maxwell's electrodynamics with the consequential,

primary, electromagnetic origin of the mass, in which case Einstein's gravitation

must be structurally modified to admit a first-order electromagnetic source in

the exterior problem in vacuum of bodies with null total charge and
electromagnetic moments.

No compromise is on record, to our best knowledge, since the identification

of the above incompatibility two decades ago.

9.3.C: Incompatibility of general relativity with the weight of relativistic

particles. The results of the preceding sections can be reached in a variety of

alternative ways. The first that comes to mind is that identified by Lopez [17].

in essence, Einstein's reduction of gravitation to pure geometry without

source (or solely to the Riemannian metric g^) is in disagreement with
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experimental evidence that particles at relativistic speeds have weight as it is the

case for all masses irrespective of their speed.

In fact, when passing from the Riemannian spaces 9l(x,g,R) to the tangent

Minkowskian space M(x,t),R), we have the reduction via normal coordinates

g^vCx) -> t^v which is in essence the contemporary formulation of the

equivalence principle (see, e.g., ref. [8]). But Einstein's field equations (9.3. i) have

no source. Therefore, for the considered astrophysical bodies will null total elm

phenomenology, all gravitational effects "disappear" at the limit of the general

relativity to the local Minkowski space under normal coordinates. This evidently

implies the inability for relativistic particles to have a weight in the gravitational

field of Earth which is contrary to experimental evidence, e.g., as available in the

contemporary high energy accelerators.

The conventional literature is usually silent in the above occurrence

(although without published counter-arguments to our knowledge), and all limits

of gravitation to a flat geometry are restricted to the Euclidean rather than

Minkowskian space (this si the post-Newtonian approximation indicated earlier,

see [8]).

At a deeper inspection, Lopez's argument [loc. cit] has serious conceptual,

theoretical and experimental implications which must be addressed. An evidently

necessary condition to resolve Lopez's argument is that a correct gravitational

theory must have a first-order gravitational source T^v which is nowhere null

and which, as such, persists in the tangent Minkowskian space. In this case, the

gravitational field is represented by the curved metric g^v(x) as well as by the

source T^y . Under normal coordinates ^v
(x) would always be reduced to the

Minkowski metric rf^, but the source T^v would persist, thus having the pre-

requisite for the preservation of weight at the Minkowskian limit.

It follows that Lopez' argument [loc. cit.] is intimately connected with the

problematic aspect of the preceding subsection. In fact, both arguments

independently lead to the same conclusion, the need for a nowhere-null first-

order source in the r.h.s. of the field equations in vacuum. Its identification with

the electromagnetic field follows from the elm origin of mass and so does the

prediction of antigravity.

Moreover, the most direct resolution of the problem is to require a

gravitational theory not only with a nowhere-null source, but which can be

equivalently written in both the Riemannian and the Minkowskian spaces. In this

case we would have a dual treatment of gravitation, first with flat relativistic

spaces and then with curvature.

By no mean Lopez' argument is new. In fact, criticisms on the equivalence

principle can be traced back to its inception. Among them we quote the studies

by Logunov and his school [(see ref.s 18-20] and quoted literature) which are based

precisely on the condition of admitting equivalent gravitational theories in the

Minkowski and Riemannian spaces. In fact, Logunov's relativistic field

equations can be written (see, e.g., ref. [18], p. 423)
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- ± g^ R = ( 8tt / V-g ) (T^ - £ T + m , (9.3.6a)

T^v
(ll

= 0, tP = (

u

2
/ k ) ( I + 8^a 8

v
p -n**

) , (9.3.6b)

where T^v is the nowhere-null source discussed above with divergenceless scalar

T and "n is the conventional Minkowski metric.

As one can see, Logunov's theory belongs to the class of two metrics

theories with numerous examples (see, e.g., [8]). The most important difference

between Logunov's theory and the other is that one of the two metrics is

Minkowskian in the former, rather than being both Riemannian as in the latter,

thus permitting the dual formulation in Minkowski and Riemannian spaces.

Another basic difference is given by the rather unique structure of the field

equations which will be discussed later on in this section.

93J): Incompatibility of general relativity with antimatter. As is well known,
antimatter was discovered in the negative-energy solutions of field equations. It

follows that a necessary condition to achieve consistency between gravitation

and relativistic field theory, the gravitational equations in vacuum must admit
negative-energy solutions.

It is evident that Einstein's gravitation fails to verify this additional, rather

fundamental requirement. An effective way to verify the above compatibility

condition is, again, the joint formulation of gravitation in both Riemannian and
Minkowskian spaces. The emergence of negative-energy solutions is then ensured
because they are inherent in all relativistic field equations.

By no means this additional problematic aspect is of marginal relevance. In

fact, the inability to include Einstein's gravitation in the unified gauge theories

of weak and electromagnetic interactions may originate precisely in the

structural disparities on the description of antiparticles. In fact, unified gauge
theories are bona fide relativistic field theories, thus possessing negative-energy

solutions, while Einstein gravitation is not.

But there is more. The current representation of the entire Universe with

Einstein's gravitation prohibits astrophysical studies on the possible existence of
stars, galaxies and quasars made up of antimatter. After all, light is identically

emitted from both matter and antimatter. Current Einsteinian theories are

structurally unable to confront this problem in the needed effective and
quantitative way.

As we shall see, one of the challenges posed by isotopic geometries to

astrophysics is precisely that of ascertaining whether some of the stars, galaxies

and quasars we see in the Universe are indeed made up of antimatter.

But there is still more. The description of matter and antimatter with

Einstein's gravitation prohibits quantitative studies on antigravity. In fact, as

shown earlier in this volume, the latter studies are fundamentally dependent on a

consistent representation of antimatter.
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At a deeper analysis, it emerges that the condition for a consistent

gravitation theory of admitting negative-energy solutions is sufficient, alone, to

require a structural revision of Einstein's gravitation.

In the final analysis, we should not forget that antimatter did not exist at

the time of the inception of gravitation [3].

9.3.E: Additional problematic aspects of Einstein's gravitation studied by
Yilmaz and others. By no means the problematic aspects of general relativity

outlined above exhaust all those existing in the literature.

Numerous additional problematic aspects have been identified by Yilmaz

(see ref.s [21-25] and large number of references quoted therein). To avoid a

prohibitive length we here indicate some of them without a detailed treatment:

1) Einstein's gravitation is incompatible with the Newtonian
description of planetary motion [loc. cit.]. The post Newtonian approximation

of Einstein's gravitation is not Newtonian mechanics, but rather the so-called

Hooke's mechanics. The main difference is that the former admits a

conventional Keplerian center for a planetary system, while the latter admits a

non-Keplerian center with infinite inertia, thus violating the principle of action

and reaction. This study establishes the lack of uniqueness of the post Newtonian

approximation.

2) Einstein's gravitation is incompatible with the special relativity [loc.

cit.]. The relativistic limit of the gravitational conservation laws of the energy-

momentum yields only the conservation of the rest energy and not that ofthe

total relativistic energy. Also, the relativistic limit of electromagnetic radiation

in Einstein's theory is incompatible with experimental evidence and its

description by the special relativity. These results evidently complement the lack

of weight for relativistic particle indicated earlier.

3) Einstein's gravitation is incompatible with the experimental tests in

gravitation [loc. cit.]. According to the studies here considered, Einstein's

gravitation does represent the 43" correction in the advancement of the

perihelion of Mercury, but not the basic Newtonian term 532". This is due to the

inability of gravitation to recover Newtonian mechanics Clack of uniqueness of

the post-Newtonian approximation). Moreover, Einstein's gravitation is unable to

provide a consistent explanation of the measured bending of light in a

gravitational field. This is due to the inability of Einstein's theory to achieve the

identity of the active and passive mass, thus implying infinite mass for the

source, and the consequential inability to represent the bending of light in a fully

consistent way.

4) Einstein's gravitation is unable to represent many-body systems

[loc. cit.]. As clearly indicated in his limpid writings [3], Einstein conceived his

gravitation for the description of one test body in the gravitational field of an

external mass. As such, Einstein gravitation is a one-body theory by conception.

Despite this well known historical point, Einstein's theory has been often used for

many-body systems as requested by the physical reality, say, of a test body in a
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binary system. Investigations done by Yilmaz [loc. cit] have however shown that

the "many-body solutions" of Einstein's equations are not technically sound and
they are certainly unsettled on scientific grounds.

5) Einstein gravitation is incompatible with quantum mechanics [loc.

cit.]. The notorious problematic aspect in the quantization of Einstein's

gravitation is the null value of its Hamiltonian which is at variance with the

quantum mechanical need of a non-null Hamiltonian. However, what is less

known is that the operator formulation of a gravitational theory which is

incompatible with Newtonian and relativistic theories is bound to have a host of

hidden problematic aspects of structural character.

For all the above and otheraspects we refer the interested reader to the

original literature [21-25] and quoted papers. The point important for this analysis

is that the general origin of all the problematic aspects identified by Yilmaz is

the lack of source in vacuum, i.e., the assumption G^v = 0.

Yilmaz [loc. cit.) has finally shown that all problematic aspects 1), 2), 3), 4),

5) above are resolved by the following generalization of Einstein's equations in

vacuum

= rM-v _ ig^ R = k(74Av + t
pv

)f (9 37)

where t^v is Yilmaz' stress-energy tensor and t^v is a source tensor, in fact,

Yilmaz has shown that the addition of the above source implies a non-null

Hamiltonian with consequential regaining of the compatibility with Galilean,

relativistic and quantum description.

Even though expressed with the emphasis on the stress-energy tensor, all

arguments by Yilmaz [loc. citj agree with the preceding physical arguments on
the need of a nowhere-null source in vacuum.

It should be finally indicated that Yilmaz arguments have been published

and propagated for decades, although they have remained essentially ignored in

the specialized literature (the comments by Weiss [30] on issues of scientific ethics

raised by this occurrence should be inspected).

To avoid a prohibitive length, we are unable to report additional

problematic aspects of Einstein's gravitation studied by several other authors.

9.3.F: Problematic aspects of general relativity from the Freud identity. We
now pass to a study of the problematic aspects of Einstein's gravitation of

geometric character.

P. Freud [6] proposed an identity of the Riemannian geometry back in 1939

which was studied in detail by Pauli [7], but thereafter ignored for several decades

by virtually the entire literature in gravitation.

The Freud identity was rediscovered by Yilmaz [25] who brought it to the

attention of this author. In turn, this author brought the Freud identity to the

attention of the late H. Rund who studied it in detail in one of his last papers [26l
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This author also constructed the axiom-preserving isotopies of the Freud identity

in ref. [273, studied them in details in ref.s [28,29] and reported the results in Sect.

1.5.6.

These studies have essentially established that the Freud identity requires

the presence in general of a nowhere-null source in vacuum which is contrary

to Einstein's conception of gravitation, Eq.s (9.3.1), and fully aligned with all

physical arguments of Sects 9.3.B-9.3.E.

The Freud identity in its original form [6] (see also Pauli [7] and Rund [26])

can be written

6 G 3 W,v =

***T**7V
f,il ~ *H Gv " (aa8)

where

V = ^gG/, V\ = V-gVV (9.3.9a)

G = g^(r^Pa r^
p
-r

fI

P
y r

p\), (9.3.9b)

2 y>a= g
ap

( ra
a
p

_ ^ ) + (^ gpr _
,^ +

+ g
C%Pa-^%V (9.3.9c)

is Einstein's tensor and the Ps are the familiar Christoffel's symbols.

Lemma 9.3.1 (Rund [loc. cit.]): The Freud identity (9.3.8) is valid for all

possible Riemannian spaces with nonsingular and symmetric metric,

irrespective of dimension and signature.

In different terms, Eq.s (9.3.8) are an intrinsic property of the Riemannian

geometry, as it is the case for all other identities. The identity must therefore be

verified by all consistent theories.

Note also the full agreement of the Freud identity with the need for a

source in vacuum studied in the preceding subsections. Note also that the Freud

identity holds for all possible Riemannian spaces. As such, it must be verified also

for bodies with null total charge and null total electric-magnetic moments.

The lack of general verification of identity (9.3.8) by Einstein's equations

(9.3. 1) is evident because of the non-null value of the r.h.s. of the former for the

exterior problem in vacuum and the null value of the r.h.s. in the latter.

In essence, Einstein's equations are the particular case in which the r.h.s. of

the Freud identity is null. As such, no geometric incompatibility can be claimed

and the solutions of Eq.s (9.3.1), such as the Schwartzchild's exterior solution [4] do

indeed satisfy the Freud identity, because this is the case for all possible

Riemannian metrics [26]. The point is that this is a highly restricted class, and

definitely not the general class of theories of gravitation admitted by the

Riemannian geometry.

Yilmaz [25] recalled that the quantities
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V°* ( 71i- g
a%-HV)

>
= (1/V-g)

, (9.3.10)

are pseudotensors, as known since Pauli [71. Each of them contains a pseudo part

z^y, as a result of which we have the reformulation in terms of true tensors W^v

and w,/,

V - V - - <V - V> +(-V + zn
V)

- V + V- (9 -ail)

Yilmaz's important result [loc. ci.] is therefore that a theory of exterior

gravitation in vacuum, to be compatible with the Freud identity, must possess a

nowhere null source in vacuum of the type

G\lv = {K\iv _
^ Rgnv) = Tj _ ^ (9>3 12)

where t^v and t^
v are now bona fide tensors characterized by Eq.s (9.3. 1 1).

Equations (9.3.12) derived from the Freud identity must be compared with

Eq.s (9.3.4) derived from the electromagnetic origin of the gravitational field. It is

evident that the tensor t^v , as derived above, does not verify in general the

electromagnetic property t^v
| v

= . However, one can add and subtract in the

r.h.s. of Eq.s (9.3.12) a tensor such that (t^v + v
= 0, and we can write

T|iv + t
pv _ {tW.v + %iV) +{t\xv _ ^vj ^ &v + c

F
uv

) (9 313a)

gMv= tV-v + qw, 8nv |v s0f gjiv = t
nv _ $LV

t (9313d)

We see in this way that the Freud identity is fully compatible with the

primary electromagnetic origin of mass. We also see the necessity for a non-
null Yilmaz's stress-energy tensor t^

v
in vacuum. In fact, Yilmaz's tensor

necessarily emerges to turn the tensor W^v with W^v
| v

* of the Freud identity

into the form (W^v + Vft-
V

)
| v = needed for compatibility with the

electromagnetic origin of mass.

9.3.G: Geometric incompleteness of Einstein's tensor. In inspecting the

preceding sections, the reader may have the impression that Eq.s (9.3.8) or (9.3.12)

resolve all the problematic aspects of Einstein's exterior gravitation. This is not

the case because of the geometric incompleteness of Einstein's tensor G^v

identified by this author in 1988 [27], studied in details in ref.s [28,29] and outlined

in Sect. 1.5.6. It is important for clarity to review the main argument here.

Throughout the studies of this and of the preceding volume we have

illustrated the axiom-preserving character of the isotopies. Such character is so

strong that a given property is not a true geometric axiom unless it is preserved

under isotopies. The occurrence is confirmed by the null value of the covariant
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divergence of the metric tensor, g^tx)] p
= 0, which is preserved under isotopies

despite the arbitrary functional dependence of the isometric, g^tx, x, x, p., t, ...
)| p

= (see Sect. 1.5.6). The same axiom-preserving character is verified by all other

properties of the Riemannian geometry, except Einstein's tensorG^v .

In fact, we have established in Lemmas 1.5.6.2 and 1.5.6.3 that Einstein's

tensor C^ v = Rp-^g^R is geometrically incomplete because it does not

preserve under isotopy the vanishing character of its covariant divergence

(contracted Bianchi identity). Specifically, the following property in 5t(x,g,R)

Gnv^ = iK[xv _
± g

HV R)|va0f (9.ai4 )

is not preserved by its isotopic image in isoriemannian spaces ft(x,g,ft),

^\ = (WV - ±g^ft)
tl;
* 0. (9.3.15)

where fv is the isocovariant derivative (1.5.5.8).

However, if Einstein's tensor G^v is "completed" in the form

SP-G^" + ±g^G, (9.3.16a)

e = &v irJa r°p
- i/„r

pV - rm rjv ( £VY - g
pY *TK teAieb)

then it preserves under isotopies the null value of the covariant divergence,

^(^"9)^0 -> ^v
t|1

= (G^ + ig^O)|^0, (9.3.17)

What is rather remarkable is that the expression 9 emerging from the

exterior limit of the isoriemannian quantity d, Eq.s (1.5.6.18), coincides with the

quantity G emerging in the Freud identity, Eq.s (9.3.9b).

9.3.H: Proposed general class of gravitational equations in vacuum from the

Freud identity. By combining all the preceding studies, we can now proposed the

following general class of field equations in vacuum as requested by "all"

Riemannian identities, including the Freud identity, and the electromagnetic

origin of mass:

SF = bP-v - ignv R + ignv e = k(S^elm + 5F
p.vj

i
{aai8a)

£tildm |^i
= 0, (9.3.18b)

where
dQ d VyPu

S/elm + V - *( <
> " (

df£>v ^xP
(9.a 19a)
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m =
J* dv (

s°°
elm + 5F

00
) f e = ( r/a r^Pp - r

p
T
T ) , (9.3. 19b)

+ g
CTaVa - gPQ

, = G. (9.3.19c)

The additional condition of admitting an equivalent formulation in Minkowski
space should be kept in mind (see Sect. II.9.5).

As one can see, Einstein's gravitation is structurally incompatible with the

above equations because of they lack of the isoscalar term in the l.h.s. and the

two tensors in the r.h.s.

On the contrary, Logunov's relativistic gravitation [18-20] does indeed

belong to the above class. In fact, the basic equations can be written, e.g., in form
(9.3.6) which have structure (9.3.18) under: I) the identification T = 8, 2) a suitable

realization of the Vuv
p
tensor to yield the tensor t^

v of Eq.s (9.3.6b), and c) the

electromagnetic realization of the tensor T^v.

Note that Eq.s (9.3.18) are reducible to Yilmaz' form (9.3.12). Therefore, all

Yilmaz' arguments on the resolution of the problematic aspects of Einstein's

equations also apply to Eq.s (9.3.18). The latter are however different than Yilmaz'

equations (9.3.12) because of the electromagnetic origin of the tensor ^v
eim as

well as the geometric completion of the tensor G^v into §lv .

9.3.1: Reduction of the general gravitation theory to a relativistic field

theory. We now study the reduction of the proposed general theory (9.3.18) to a

conventional field theory in Minkowski space (the reduction to an isominkowski

space is studied in Sect. 1 1.9.5).

This problem was studied by Yilmaz [25], He notes that the contracted

Bianchi identity in Eq.s (9.3.12) and the expression

3(^Uy = 0, (9.3.20)

imply the property

4 Bv g^T^ = t\t|v (9 -a21)

Since the covariant divergence of a stress-energy tensor is the volume force

Tdu/ds, the preceding equation reduces to the field equations

t du^ / ds = £ 3^ ( gap T
a
^

) , (9.3.22)

which achieves the desired reduction.

For our needs we note that the above expression can be subjected to a

double formulation in Minkowskian and Riemannian spaces. In fact, by
factorizing the Riemannian metric in the form gap = T^u^ , TaP = T^p where
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"Hctp is the Minkowskian metric, Eq.s (9.3.22) can be entirely expressed in

Minkowski space

T du^ / ds = | 3^ (Tinp Y<*3 ) , = T^p . (9.3.23)

Unfortunately, the above reduction depends on property (9.3.20) which is

incompatible with the Freud identity itself, Eq.s (9.3.8) because it assumes the

equations without source = 0, while for the Freud identity * 0.

To prove this point, consider the expression derived by Rund [26]

<VV = Eap[D dv
gP3

, L = V-g G, (9.3.24)

where E
a(3

(L) represents the familiar Euler-Lagrange equations in the density L,

dL dL

3 g
aP " T^P

Eap(D = d
p

— - —
. (9.3.25)

On the other side, the conventional Lagrangian L = V-gR admits the

decomposition L - L + D, where D is a pure divergence. Since E
a[3

(D) = for any
divergence, we have

Eop(D = Eap( L + D )= Eab(L) . (9.3.26)

Eq.s (9.3.24) can then be equivalently written [26]

dVV = E^Da^P = E^U^P =Gap9[1 g
aP. (9.2.27)

As a result, the expression dv
= 0/5 derived under the "assumption"

of Einstein's equations in vacuum Gap = 0. The problematic aspects of the latter,

and their need to have a nowhere-null source in the r.h.s. then imply the

following correct form

8V W/ = (k/V-gMr^ + topJa^sf* , (9.3.28)

under which field equations (9.3.22) and (9.3.23) are no longer valid.

Nevertheless, the same methods can be used for the same reduction under

the correct expression (9.3.28). This task is left as an exercise for the interested

reader.

It is unfortunate that Yilmaz never considered in his studies the

electromagnetic origin of the t^v tensor [16], the geometric incompleteness of

Einstein's tensor [27], and Logunov's conception of gravitation as admitting a dual

representation in Riemannian and Minkowskian spaces [18-20].

We should finally mention that, contrary to his followers, Albert Einstein

was fully aware of the lack of final character of his gravitation. In fact, he
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compared the l.h.s. of his gravitational equations to the left wing of a house made
of "fine marble" and the r.h.s. to the right wing of a house made of "bare wood".

9.4: ISOGRAVITATION, GENOGRAVITATION AND THEIR
ISODUALS

In this section we study the interior gravitational models submitted by this

author [27-29] which: l) are based on the isotopies, genotopies and isodualities of

the Riemannian geometry in (3+l)-dimension; 2) are arbitrarily nonlinear,

nonlocal-integral and nonlagrangian when projected in our space-time, although

isolinear, isolocal and isolagrangian when considered in their appropriate

isospace; and 3) are divided into isogravitation for the characterization of the

interior astrophysical bodies composed of matter when considered closed-

isolated from the rest of the Universe, genogravitation for interior gravitational

problem of matter in open-irreversible conditions and isodual isogravitation or

isodual genogravitation for the corresponding problems of antimatter.

9.4.A: The isoriemannian geometry and its direct universality. Let 9t(x,g,R) be

a conventional (3+l)-dimensional Riemannian space with nonsingular, real-valued

and symmetric metric g(x) over the reals R(x,+,x). The isotopies of Class I permit

the construction of the so-called isoriemannian spaces (Sect. I.5.6.B)

£(x,g,ft): g = Ttx, x, x, p, t, 0), ...) g(x), 1 = T" 1 > , (9.4. 1)

which evidently contain conventional spaces as a particular case when the isounit

1 recovers the conventional unit I = diag. (l, 1, I, 1).

Since we have assumed the Riemannian geometry to be exact in vacuum,
all isounits 1 of the isoriemannian spaces are restricted hereon by the condition

of recovering the conventional unit I in vacuum, which can be realized, e.g.,

under the condition of null density

1^=0 = I
- g^Q = g

,
= *(x'g'R) • &A-$

This condition evidently guarantees ab initio that all interior isotopic models
recover conventionally Riemannian (but not necessarily Einsteinian) models in

the interior problem in vacuum.

The infinitely possible values of the isounits 1 deserve a comment. Recall

that the Riemannian geometry applies for all infinitely possible values of the

mass M. Along much similar lines, the covering isoriemannian geometry applies

for all infinitely possible isounits 1 for each given value of the mass M. This is

due to the fact that the isounit geometrizes the interior of astrophysical masses.

Each of them can be realized in nature in an infinite number of different sizes,
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densities, temperatures, chemical compositions, etc., thus calling for different

numerical values of their geometrization.

To put it differently, the assumption of only one isounit 1 would imply the

existence of only one speed of light within physical media which is contrary to

physical evidence. Similarly, the assumption of the same isounit 1 for all

astrophysical bodies with the same mass M would imply that the speed of light

within physical media varies with the mass, which is also contrary to

experimental evidence.

Also recall that general relativity cannot possibly predict the numerical
value of the mass on purely theoretical grounds, which mass must be derived

from experimental measures of weight, curvature, and the like. Along exactly the

same lines, no theory can possibly predict the numerical value of its own unit,

which must be derived from experimental measures, this time, on density,

temperature, etc. However, the availability of sufficient experimental data on

interior conditions does indeed permit the identification of the unique numerical

value of the isounit for each astrophysical body, as we shall see in Vol. III.

The lifting 9t(x,g,R) -* Sfl(x,g,ft) implies a step-by-step isotopic generalization

of the Riemannian geometry called isoriemannian geometry, first submitted by
this author in [27], studied in detail in [27,28] and outlined in Sect. 1.5.6.

A primary function of the isoriemannian geometry is the direct

representation via the isometric g of the locally varying speed of light in interior

conditions, as well as the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of interior media this

time in a curved space.

This can be achieved via the diagonal forms of the metrics and isometrics

g = diag. (gu , g22 , g33 , g44 ) , T = diag. (nf
2

,
n2

"2
,
n3

~2
, nf2

) > , n^ > ,

g =
( Si l nf

2
, g22 n2

"2
, g33 n

3~2
> Ua nf2

)

.

where the n^fx, x, x, p, t, .„) are called the gravitational characteristic functions

of the medium considered. In most applications of Vol. Ill they are averaged

into the gravitational characteristic constants n°^ = Aver, [n^tx, x, ...)] = const.

It is then evident that the term g44 = g44/n4
2 permits a direct

representation of the local variation of the speed of light in interior conditions

while the expression g44 = g44/n°4 characterizes the average speed of light

throughout the medium considered. Simple invariance arguments then require

the evident extension of the n 4-quantity to the remaining space components.

Rules (9.4.3) apply to all conventional Riemannian metrics, and therefore

provide a simple method for the explicit construction of interior models from
given exterior ones. As an example, the isoschwartzschild's line element can be

written

ds
S = nf2

[ ( 1 - 2 M / r )

-1
dr2 + r

2
d6

2 + r
2
sin

2
9d(}>

2
]
- nf\ I

- 2 M / r ) dt
2

(9.4.4)
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with the understanding that a more rigorous formulation is that with

isodifferentials (Sect. II.8.4.A) in terms of the isospherical angles (Sect. 1 1.5.5). Note

finally that in practical applications, the characteristic quantities n^ are averaged

to constants because measures of interior astrophysical effects are evidently

done from the outside, thus requiring their average over the entire medium.

Representations (9.4.3) are manifestly compatible with the locally

isominkowskian structure of Ch. 1 1.8. In fact, under normal coordinatesxix) for

which the Riemannian (but not the isoriemannian) metric g(x) reduces to the

Minkowski metric n, the isoriemannian metric g recovers the isominkowskian

metric f| = Tn identically.

This assures ab initio that isogravitation admits the isospecial relativity of

the preceding chapter in the local tangent isominkowskian space.

The equivalence of the Riemannian and isoriemannian geometries has

been studied in Vol. I. In particular, the two geometries coincide at the abstract,

realization-free level by construction according to a mechanism now familiar,

i.e., jointly with a given deformation of the curvature, the unit is deformed of the

inverse amount thus preserving the original curvature.

The physical differences between the Riemannian and the isoriemannian

geometries have also been discussed in Vol. I with the understanding that they

appear only when the latter is projected in the space of the former, i.e.., the

equations are written in fft(x,g,R), rather than &(x,g,ft).

Their most important physical difference is that, while the Riemannian

geometry necessarily restricts the dependence of the metric to the local

coordinates only, g = g(x), the isoriemannian covering leaves such functional

dependence completely unrestricted, g = g(x, x, x, p., t, o>, ...). This is precisely the

reason which renders the isoriemannian geometry particularly suited for

quantitative treatment of interior nonlinear-nonlocal-nonpotential effects which

are simply beyond any hope of treatment via the Riemannian geometry.

This illustrates the direct universality of the isoriemannian geometry, that

is, its capability of admitting as particular cases all infinitely possible, signature-

preserving generalizations of the Riemannian geometry (universality), directly in

the considered x-variables (direct universality).

Stated in a nutshell, the central issue is here: why work on a Riemannian

space S(x,g,R) with metric g(x) when one can work on the covering

isoriemannian space &(x,g,ft) under the same geometric axioms but with an

unrestricted functional dependence of the isometrics g(x, x, x, u., t, co, ... ) ?

9.4.B. The fundamental theorem of the interior gravitation for matter. The
isogeneral theory of relativity or isogravitation for short, is the interior theory

of gravitation for matter characterized by the isoriemannian geometry.

In order to formulate it, we have to recall the notion of isolagrangian

theory from Sect. II. 1.4. Consider a theory which is of Lagrangian order higher

than the first in a conventional metric space, L = L(g, 3g, 33g, ...). By embedding all
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terms of order higher than the first in the isotopic element, the isotopies

essentially permit the reduction of the latter Lagrangian to a first-order one
provided that it is written in the appropriate isospace. We shall then write L(g, 3g,

aag,...) s Ug, fig).

A simple example in Euclidean space E(r,8,R) is given by the representation

of drag forces via a multiplicative factor in the kinetic energy for which L(r, f, f,

...) = T(r, f, F, ...) \ r
2 which can be identically rewritten as the first-order

isolagrangian Lit) = £ f
2 = i f * r = \ r Ttr, f, f, ...) r. The same result holds in a

curved space.

By using the basic laws and identities of the isoriemannian geometry as

presented in Sect. 1.5.6 and the isocalculus on isomanifolds (Sect. 1 1.8.4. A), the

isogravitation is characterized by the following: 123

Theorem 9.4.1 (Fundamental theorem of isogravitation for matter [26-

28]): In a (3+\)-dimensional isoriemannian space &(x,g,ft) of Class I, the

most general possible isolagrange equations = verifying the

properties: 1) symmetric condition E^ = Ev^, 2) the null value of the

covariant isoderivative
p v

= 0, and 3) the isofreud identity (1.5.6.29)

are characterized by the isovariationa! principle

hk =% .f fJg,Sg,&,30ax «8/A*[\(ft + d) + 2A + p(S + <7)]dx = 0,

(9.4.5)

where A - det(-g), X, A, and p are constants, S^-
V
is a source tensor

representing the electromagnetic origin of mass, is a stress-energy

tensor, ft is the curvature isoscalar (1.5.6.17), and is the isoscalar

(1.5.6.18). For the case X = p = 1 and A = 0, (fie isoriemannian geometry
characterizes the following fundamental field equations of the interior

isogravitation for matter

fT- *f
V

fL + *8>% -k(fi
MV

eim
+ ^V

). (9.4.6a)

^V
t\m\v = 0- (9.4.6b)

A few comments are now in order. The first important aspect in the above

theorem originates from the very structure of the isotopies which imply the

appearance of the isoscalar term in the l.h.s. of the field equations. The second

important aspect is the appearance of two tensors in the r.h.s. satisfying the

following identification

^"matter = ^e.m + ^V
•

lzo Theorem 9.4.1 can also be proved via step-by-step isotopies of the exterior theorem in

vacuum of Lovelock and Rund [9\ p. 321, plus the addition of the Freud Identity.
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The conventional mass tensor is therefore completely eliminated and replaced by
the fields originating matter itself. In particular, the tensor $V-V originates from
the short range interactions (Sect. II.9.3B) plus other geometric contributions

from the isofreud identity. We therefore have the following:

Corollary 9.4.1.A: Isogravitation is a theory on the origin of the

gravitational field for matter.

Note that the tensor £HV is exactly the electromagnetic tensor of ref. [16].

However, the stress-energy tensor does not coincide with that of ref.s [21-

25], first of all, because it is formulated in isoriemannian spaces and, secondly,

because of the extra term in the isofreud identity which must be added and
subtracted to the r.h.i. to achieve the property ^v

\ v
= 0.

Corollary 9.4.1.B: Isogravitation is an interior gravitational theory of

matter with null isotorsion on ft(x,g,ft) and non-null torsion when
projected on !R(x,g,R).

Since the isotopies are axiom-preserving the conventional null character of

torsion in vacuum is preserved, i.e., we have the null isotorsion

However the projection of the isotorsion in the conventional space 9l(x,g,R)

requires the following reinterpretation of the covariant isoderivative

from which one can see that the conventional torsion is not null.

Alternatively we can say that, starting with a symmetric isoconnection

f^hV on &(x,g,ft), its projection T"
T\ on 3*(x,g,R) is no longer necessarily symmetric.

The above property was first reached by Gasperini [30] via conventional

differential forms on a conventional Riemannian space.
124 The geometrization

of the property into a symmetric isotorsion was achieved by the author in ref.

[27].

The physical significance of Corollary 9.4. LB is the following. A null torsion

is important in the exterior problem to represent the stability of the orbits,

while, if preserved in interior problems, the same null torsion implies excessive

approximations, such as the acceptance of the perpetual motion within a physical

environment. 125

124 A review of Gasperini's studies can be found in ref. [29],
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Note that the above property stresses the need for two different, but

compatible theories: one for the exterior gravitational problem with null torsion,

and one for the interior gravitational problem with null isotorsion but non-null

torsion. A central feature of the isotopies of Riemann is that of permitting the

representation of both exterior and interior gravitational problems via one single

set of geometric and physical axioms.

Corollary 9.4.1.C The limit of isogravitation (9.4.5) to a conventional

Riemannian space 9t(x,g,R) yields exterior field equations (II.9.3.18) where
the sources and $V-v are nowhere null even for a body with null

total charge, electric and magnetic moments.

We therefore reach the conclusion that the isogravitation yields as exterior

limit in vacuum identical to the field equations derived via the conventional

Riemannian properties including the Freud identity. Einstein's gravitation can be

obtained only as a particular case by putting to zero the sources S^v and ^v and
the isoscalar 0. This would however raise all the problematic aspects of Sect.

II.9.3, prevent a theory on the origin of the gravitational field, prohibit

quantitative studies of antimatter, and have all the other shortcomings identified

in the literature.

Note that isogravitation can directly represent via its isometric:

1) The radial variation of the density pix) of the interior medium
(inhomogeneity>,

2) The existence of a preferred direction in the interior medium due to

intrinsic angular momenta or other reasons (anisotropy);

3) The local variation of the speed of light c = c(x, p., t, ...);

4) The local variation of the index of refraction n(x, p., t, ...);

5) The maximal local causal speed which, in interior conditions, is no longer

the speed of light (Sect. 1 1.8.5);

and all other features of the tangent isospecial relativity.

9AC: Isodual isoriemannian geometry and the fundamental theorem for

interior gravitation of antimatter. We consider now the isodual isoriemannian

geometry (Sect. 1.5.6) for the characterization of antimatter. It is the geometry

of the isodual isospace on isodual isoreals

&d(x,gd Rd): g
d = Td g = - g

d
, l

d = Crt" 1 = -1
. (9.4.10)

As such, antimatter has negative-definite energy, time and other physical

quantities, although referred to the negative-definite unit of the isodual isofield

Ad(nd,+,*d) (Sect. 1.2.5). We therefore have the following:

u Note that the. null torsion of Einstein's gravitation is one additional reason, besides

those of Sect. 1 1.9.3, for its inapplicability to interior gravitational problems among others

we could not mention for brevity.
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Theorem 9.4.2 (Fundamental theorem of isodual isogravitation for

antimatter [26-28]): The isodual isogravitation for antimatter is the

antiautomorphic image of the isogravitation of Theorem 9.4.1 under
isoduality to the isospace ft

d
(x,g

d Rd).

The above characterization of antimatter permits truly novel advances,

that is, advances beyond the possibilities of the Riemannian geometry, let alone

Einstein's gravitation. We are here referring to quantitative studies suitable for

direct experimental verification with current technology of antigravity[3\\ this

time, studied at the level of its possible origin, the interior gravitational problem

on a curved isospace.

To study these aspects, we first have the following

Theorem 9.4.3 (Fundamental theorem for gravity of antimatter [28-

29]): The interior problem of antimatter verifies Theorem 9.4.1 under the

following isodual maps

Basic unit 1 ~* 1
d = -1,

Isotopic element T -> Td = - T,

Isometric g = Tg -*
g
d = - g ,

Isoconnection coefficients Tklh
-* f"

d =
"^'klh'

Isocurvature tensor R
H;jk

-> R^ = - ft^

,

Isoricci tensor R^ -» ft
d = ~%.v *

Isoricci scalar R -* Rd = R, (9.4.11)

Isoeinstein tensor 6 „ -» C?^ = -6^,
Isotopic scalar & -> 6d = 6

,

Completed isoeinstein tensor -* S
1* = -

,

Electromagnetic potentials A^ -"A"^ = -A^,

Electromagnetic field ^ -»- „ = -
,

Elm energy-mom. tensor T^v -* = - t^,
Stress-energy tensor \ v

-* t& = -1

where we have used the isodual rules, including the isodual isoderivative

ad/3dx=ld
3/8x = -3/&c.

In summary, we have the following characterizations: Riemannian
geometry for the exterior problem of matter; isodual Riemannian geometry
for the exterior problem of antimatter; isoriemannian geometry for the interior

problem of matter; and isodual isoriemannian geometry for the interior

problem of antimatter.

The study of the remaining general properties of antimatter via the isodual

Riemannian and isoriemannian geometries is left to the interested reader.
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Riemannian and isoriemannian geometries is left to the interested reader.

9.4.D: A ntigravity. Recall that in conventional Riemannian spaces the energy is

necessarily positive-definite (as a consequence of the very definition of the energy-

momentum tensor). Under isoduality we however have the following

Corollary 9.43.A: The total energy of isodual isogravitation is negative-definite.

The above property evidently ensures the representation of antimatter

according to the desired characteristics. In conventional Minkowskian and

Riemannian spaces the electromagnetic potentials and fields do change sign for

antiparticles, but the energy-momentum tensor remains the same. The latter

changes sign only when computed in isodual spaces 5fl
d
(x,g

d
,R
d

) and ^d
(x)g

d
)ft
d

).

Next, it is easy to see the following important property

Corollary 9.4.3.B: The action of the isodual isogravitational field of

antimatter on antimatter is attractive.

In fact, the curvature isotensor is indeed negative-definite. But it is

defined with respect to a negative-definite isounit, thus resulting in attraction.

It is then equally easy to see the following important property

Corollary 9.4.3.C: The projection of an elemehtary antiparticle (such as a

positron) in the gravitational field of matter is attractive, while isoselfdual

bound states of particles and antiparticles are attracted by both matter

and antimatter.

The first part of the abocve property is a direct consequence of Theorem
9.4.3, while the latter part is due to the positive-definite character of the total

energy of isoselfdual bound states studied in Sect. 8.7.C. The above results

therefore confirm a central prediction of hadronic mechanics, the possibility of

reversing the sign of gravity in a form experimentally verifyable with current

technology.

Note that in both electromagnetic and gravitational cases we have:

particles represented in spaces or isospaces and antiparticles represented via the

isodual spaces or isospaces; and, again in both cases, we have attraction for

particles in the field of antiparticles and viceversa.

In particular, the replacement of charge with mass yields the equivalence

between the Coulomb law F = q(±q)/r
2 and the Newton law F - GM(±M)/r2, where

the negative values are referred to isodual spaces under the identification of the

electromagnetic and gravitational fields discussed earlier.

The prediction of the space-time machine [32] which is consequential to

antigravity will be studied in Sect. 1 1.9.7.
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9.4.E: Genogravitation and its isodual. A central property of

isogravitation is that it represents closed-isolated systems with reversible center-

of-mass trajectories. In order to study irreversibility we have to consider the

more general Riemann-admissible (or genoriemannian) spaces of Class I (Sect.

1.7.7)

<£>(x <g> <ft>) : <g> = <T> g ,
<1> = ( <T> )~ l

,
1>( <I )t

, (9.4.12)

which are now defined on the genofields <
ft
>

(
<n>,+,<>).

As one can see, the most direct way of performing the transition from
isoriemannian to genoriemannian manifolds is via nonhermitean generalizations

of the isotopic element T much along the case of the genominkowskian spaces of

the preceding chapter.

The genoriemannian geometry is the geometry of genospaces
<^>(x,

<
g
>

,

<
ft
>

). The identification of its main properties is left to the interested

reader for brevity. Genogravitation is the image of isogravitation for

nonhermitean isotopic elements. Its axiomatic characterization of matter in

irreversible conditions is then evident. The corresponding characterization of

antimatter is then done via isoduality.

9.5: ISOMINKOWSKIAN CHARACTERIZATION OF GRAVITY
AND ITS ISODUAL

In the preceding section we have studied the interior gravitational problem on a

curved isospace ft(x,g,ft). In this section we shall study what is undoubtedly the

most important contribution of isotopies to both exterior and interior gravitation,

its formulation on an isominkowskian space JvKx,f|,ft) which, as studied in Vol. I, is

both isoflat and isocurved, thus permitting a symbiotic unification of the

general and special relativities with ensuing universal symmetry for both, and
unique quantizationof gravity without the Hamitonian.

9.5.A: Statement of the Problem. The special relativity was built on the solid

grounds of the Poincare symmetry P(3. 1) = SL(3. l)*T(a 1) which is universal for all

possible exterior, relativistic, classical and quantum problems of point-particles

moving in in the homogeneous and isotropic vacuum. The special relativity

therefore resulted to be exactly valid in the above specified arena

.

On the contrary, the general relativity was built without a single universal

symmetry holding for all possible metrics with consequential lack of guidance

for the achievement of a structure that would resist the test of time.

The above scenario has been altered by the isotopies of the Poincare

symmetry P(3.1) of the preceding chapter. In fact, as we shall see in this section,
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the isopoincare symmetry is the universal symmetry for classical or operator,
and interior or exterior gravitation. The theory of gravitation therefore emerges
from these studies as possessing the same solid grounds of the special relativity

and therefore as having the same rigid guidelines of a universal symmetry.

GRAVITATION, ISOGRAVITATION AND GENOGRAVITATION

OPEN INTERIOR GRAVITATION:
GENOGRAVITATION ON

GENORIEMANNIAN SPACES

FIGURE 9.4.1: A schematic view of the conception of gravitation presented in this

chapter. The birth of all relativities for the exterior problem can be identified with
the first visual observation of the Jovian system by Galileo Galilei in 3906. the birth

of the new isorelativities for the interior problem can be identified with the visual

observation, this time, of Jupiter's structure, as offered by contemporary
telescopes or by the recent NASA planetary missions. Such a visual observation
reveals the following physical evidence

a) Jupiter is a stable system when considered as a whole and, thus, it verifies

conventional total conservation laws when isolated from the rest of the Universe;

b) Jupiter's interior dynamics is essentially nonconservative, as established by
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vortices with continuously varying angular momenta. This implies the existence of

internal exchanges of energy and other quantities, but always in such a way that

they balance each other resulting in total conservation laws.

c) Jupiter's interior dynamics is intrinsically irreversible, but in such a way that

its center-of-mass trajectory verifies in full the time reversal symmetry.

In order to achieve a quantitative representation of the above physical

evidence, this author constructed a dual generalization of conventional Galilean,

special and general relativities, the first of isotopic character based on a Lie-

isotopic algebraic structure, and the second of the yet more general genotopic

character whose basic algebraic structure is of the covering Lie-admissible type

(Ch. 1.7). The isogravitation of this chapter is conceived to represent closed-

isolated nonhamiltonian systems [13], i.e., systems satisfying total conventional

conservation laws under generalized internal forces. The emerging theory is then

structurally reversible, that is, it is reversible for reversible Hamiltonlans and

isotopic elements. The complementary genotopic formulations are conceived to

represent the most general possible open-nonconservative systems with

consequential structurally irreversibility.

Moreover, by recalling that the isopoincare symmetry is isomorphic to the

conventional one, P{3.\) M P(3.l), the isotopies permits the achievement of a

geometric unification of relativistic and gravitational theories
126

for all the above

indicated classical or operator and external or internal levels. All novel

predictions of the theory, such as antigravity, the space-time machine, etc., can

then be reduced to the primitive space-time symmetry P(3. 1) and its isodual

£^(3.0. All these results are centrally dependent on the formulation of gravity in

isoflat isospaces. In fact, the isopoincare symmetry cannot be defined in isorie-

mannian spaces and requires the use of the flat isominkowskian spaces.

9.5.B: Equivalence of Riemannian and isominkowskian spaces. It is generally

believed that a Rieannian space is necessary to represent gravitation. This belief

has been disproved by the isotopic methods in !988 [273. In fact, Riemannian

metrics g(x) can be identically interpreted as being the metric of the isoflat

isominkowski spaces f|(x) thus achieving a symbiotic unification of both, the

Minkowskian and Riemannian spaces as studied in Vol. I.

We shall study below only the isoflat profile of gravitation on M(x,f),R). The
isocurved profile is essentially the same as that via the Riemannian geometry,

only referred to a different unit, and it will be ignored for brevity.

Let us consider first exterior problems in vacuum. All Riemannian spaces

126 The isotope unification of Einstein's special and general relativity is not possible

because of the problematic aspects of the latter identified in Sect. II.9.3. For instance, the

special relativity is form-invariant under the Poincare symmetry, while the general

relativity is not invariant under the isopoincare symmetry (see, later on, Corollary

II.9.5.2.A). The unification is instead possible if the general relativity is structurally

revised to avoid said problematic aspects.
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Sft(x,g,R) admit the Minkowskian factorization of the metric

g(x) = Tgr(x) 1] , Tgr > , (9.5.1)

where the positive-definiteness of the gravitational isotopic element Tgr(x) is

necessary under the local Minkowskian character of the space.

As a result, all possible conventional Riemannian spaces admit an
equivalent formulation in terms of isominkowskian spaces. But the latter are

locally isomorphic to the conventional spaces. We therefore have the local

equivalence properties

3*(x,g,R) - M(x,T|,ft) - M(x,ti,R) : f| = T(x)Ti = g(x), l = [T(x)r 1

. (9.5.2)

The above property is at the foundation of the universality of the

isopoincare symmetry f>(3.1) for gravitation studied below. The property also

demands that any correct theory of gravitation must admit an equivalent

formulation in Minkowskian and in isominkowskian spaces in full agreement
with the results of Sect. II.9.3.C.

This is readily possible for exterior gravitational theories (II.9.3.18)

including Logunov's gravitation (9.3.6). First, gravitation (1 1.9.3. 18) can be
identically interpreted as occurring in isominkowskian spaces, that is, the field

equations remain unchanged (because of the identity of the metrics), and they are

merely referred to a space with gravitational isounit lgr = [Tgr.(x)]~
l

. This

eliminates the curvature. Once the equations are reformulated in isominkowski

space, their further reformulation in conventional Minkowski space merely
requires factorization (9.5. 1).

It is easy to see that we have similar results for the interior gravitational

problems. In fact, the isometrics of the isoriemannian spaces #t(x,g,ft) and those of

the isominkowskian spaces Mtx/q.ft) have the same arbitrary functional

dependence. As a result, we can assume the identification g = fj, g e &(x,g,ft)
,

f)

e M(x,f|,ft), which implies that the intervals in isoriemannian and isominkowskian

spaces can be assumed to coincide. Note however that the isounits of the two
spaces are different. In fact, the isounit of ft(x,g,ft) is 1 = T" 1

, g = Tg, g e !ft(x,g,R),

while that of M(x,f],ft) is lgr
= (Tg^ 1

,
f| = TgrT|, r| e M(x,n,R).

We can therefore write the single isoseparation between two points x and y
for both spaces of Class I ft(x,g,ft) and M(x,f|,ft), g = fj, in the diagonal form

with consequential isotopic equivalence

&(x,g,ft) - M(x,f|,ft)
,

g(x, x,... ) ^ Ti(x, x,... ) , g e $(x,g,ft) ,
f| e M(x,-ri,ft) , (9.5.4)
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which implies that interior gravitational models must admit an equivalent
formulation in the isoriemannian and isominkowskian spaces.

It is also easy to see that all structural distinctions between interior and
exterior gravitation are lost at the level of the isominkowskian representation. In
fact, such a distinction is merely reduced to the different functional dependence
f|(x) and f|(x, x, Ji, ...).

An illustration of the isominkowskian representation is in order. The
familiar Schwartzschild's exterior line element [5] (for c = I)

ds
2 = ( 1 - 2 M / r )

_1
dr2 + r

2 de2 + r
2
sin2 9 d(J>

2 - ( 1 - 2 M / r ) dt
2

, (9.5.5)

can be interpreted as belonging to an isominkowskian space 0x,f|,ft) with isotopic

element

T = diag. (

T

s,
T

t) , T
s

= ( I - 2M/r)
_1

diag (1, 1, 1) ,
T

t
= ( 1 - 2M/r). (9.5.6)

Similarly, the isoschwartzschild's line element (11.9.4.4) here assumed for
simplicity to verify the space-isotropy

ds5 = rig"
2

[ ( 1 - 2 M / r )

-1
dr2 + r

2 de2 + r
2
sin

2
9d<}>

2
]
- n4

_2
( 1 - 2 M / r ) dt

2

(9.5.7)

can be equally assumed as belonging to the isominkowski space with isotopic

element

T = diag. ( T
s,
T

t ) , T
s

= n
s

"2
( 1 - 2M/r)

_1
diag (1, 1, 1) , T

t
= n4

~2
( 1 - 2M/r).

(9.5.8)

Note how only the functional dependence is changed in the transition from
the exterior (9.5.6) to the interior representation (9.5.8), while the underlying
isominkowskian character remains the same.

9.5.C: Universal isopoincare' symmetry for gravitation. The isorotational

symmetry S0(3) of Ch. II.6, the isolorentz symmetry L(3.1) of Sect. II.8.3 and the

isopoincare symmetry f>(3.1) of Sect. II.8.4 have been constructed precisely as

isosymmetries of the generic invariant (9.5.3). As a result, they are isosymmetries

of classical exterior and interior gravitation (see later on for the operator

counterpart). Let us recall that the isopoincare symmetry is composed of

A) The isorotations (II.6.2.20), e.g., in the (1, 2)-plane which we rewrite for

isoseparation (9.5.3)

x' = x cos (T
t
^T^eg) - yTu~* T^sintT^^eg)

y' = xT^T^sintTn^S) + y cos ( Tu * T22* 93 )

,

z' = z, x'
4 = x

4
, (9.5.9)

where G
3

is a conventional Euler angle. The most general possible isorotation in
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three-dimension is then obtained via the isotopies of the conventional

combination of rotations on all three Euler angles tej, 62,

6

3) as studied in Ch. II.6.

B) The isolorentz transforms (II.8.3.19) in the (3, 4)-plane which we can

write

x' =x l

,
y' = y,

z ' = z cosh (

T

33* T44
* v ) - x

4 T33
"^ T44* sinh (

T

33
* T44

* v

)

= y(x3 - n^f^AA x
4
),

x4 = z Tgg* T44
~*

sinh { T33* T44
* v ) + x4 cosh (

T

33
* T44* v

)

= y (

x

4 - T33* T44
"*

x3 ) (9.5. 10)

where , ,

P = v/c , p = vk Tkk* /c T44
*,

sinh (T33
_iT44"*v) = %y y cosh (T33*T44*v) = y =

| I - £
2 [~*

, (9.5.11)

C) The jsofrans/af/ons(II.8.3.34)

x' = x + a B"^x, x, x, ... ) , (9.5.12)

where the B-functions are computed via Eq.s (II.8.3.35), plus isoinversions

(11.8.34c) and (II.8.3.34d).

The verification that the above isotransforms leave invariant arbitrary

isoseparations (9.5.3) is instructive. An important result of this volume can be

formulated via the following:

Theorem 9.5.1 (Universality of the isopoincare' symmetry for classical

gravitation): Consider all infinitely possible [3+ \)-dimensional

isoriemannian spaces &(x,g,ft) with local coordinates x and Hermitean

nonsingular isometrics g(x, x, x,. ...) under the isotopic decomposition g =

T gr Ti, where t\ is the local Minkowskian metric. Introduce the

reinterpretation in isominkowskian spaces M{x,f|,ft) f| = Tg
rn.

= g over the

isofield ft(n,+ *) of real isonumbers with isounit\^
x
= Tgr

_i > 0. Then the

symmetry which is directly universal of all infinitely possible

isoriemannian-isominkowskian separations (x - y^fitx - y) is the

isopoincare symmetry P(3.1) with gravitational isounit1gV

In fact, the decomposition g = Tgrri is always possible for all infinite (3+1)-

dimensional isoriemannian metrics from their local Minkowskian character. The

theorem then follows from the Lie-isotopic theory.

Corollary 9.5.1.A: Under the conditions of the theorem the isopoincare

symmetry P{3A) of all possible isoriemannian line elements (x - yfrfx - y)

is locally isomorphic to the conventional Poincare symmetry P(3.1) of the
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Minkowskian line element (x - yh{x -
y), P(3. 1) P(3. 1).

In fact, the conditions of nondegeneracy plus that of locally Minkowskian

character imply Tgr > 0. The local isomorphism Pi3.\) *• P(3.1) then follows (see,

Sect. II.8.3 for details). Note that Theorem 9.5.1 has been expressed for the most

general possible interior conditions, but it includes the exterior Riemannian space

as an evident particular case.

The verification of the invariance of isoseparation (9.5.3) under the P(3.1)

symmetry is elementary. In particular there is nothing to compute but just plug

the T^ elements of the factorization g(x) = Tgr(xhi in the isotransforms. The

invariance is then guaranteed by Theorem 9.5. 1. For example, the symmetry of

Schwartzchild's exterior separation (9.5.5) is given by merely plotting in

isotransforms (9.5.8) and (9.5.9) the values

T
l 1

= T22
= T33 =

( 1 " 2 M / r )

_1
,

T44 = ( 1 - 2 M / r ) . (9.5.13)

Similarly, the symmetry of Krasner anisotropic exterior separation (see,

e.g., ref. [8])

ds
2 = t^ 1 dx2 + t

2p2
dy2 + t

2?3
dz2 - dt

2
, p, + p2 + p3 = 1 , (9.5.14)

is given by plotting the identifications in isotransforms (9.5.8) or (9.5.9)

Tu = t^l, T22 = t
2P2

f T33 = 1^3, T44
= 1.

The symmetry of Yilmaz exterior separation [25] in vacuum

ds
2 = e

2<t>

( dx
2 + dy2 + dz2 )

- e~
2* dt

2
,

is given by the identifications

2cb -2d)
Tkk = 8

ik e \ T44
= e . (9.5.17)

A similar situation occurs for all other exterior gravitational theories (see, e.g.,

ref.s [7-11]).

The above applications are however only the beginning of the possibilities

of the isosymmetry P(3.0. As an illustration for interior cases, the invariance of

the isoschwartzschiid separation (9.5.6) is given by plotting in isotransforms

(9.5.8) or (9.5.9) the quantities

Tkk = ( 1 - 2 M / r T 1 nk
"2

, T44 = ( 1 - 2 M / r ) n4
"2

, (9.5.18)

where one should keep in mind that the n's have a generally integral character.

The above results are specifically and solely intended for matter. The

isodual isopoincare symmetry Pd(3.1) is the universal symmetry for antimatter,

as characterized by the antiautomorphic mapl6r ^"^er
d =

~^gr ^see ^ect - H.8-3).

(9.5.15)

(9.5.16)
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Note the necessary loss of the curvature/Riemannian space in the

construction of the universal isopoincare symmetry and the use of the flat space

M(x,f|,R) locally isomorphic to the Minkowski space M(x,ti,R). In fact, the curved

representation of gravitation in the Riemannian or isoriemannian spaces implies

the impossibility of even defining the isopoincare symmetry.

9.5.D: Universal covariance of gravitational fields under the iso-

poincare'symmetry. The isosymmetries f>(3.0 and f>
d
(3.1) permit a structural

revision of gravitation based on universal covariance laws much similar to those

of the special relativity.

Consider an electromagnetic field of matter with energy-momentum
tensor Seim(x, ...) depending on space-time coordinates x and other quantities (e.g.,

the velocities) represented in conventional Minkowski space M(xm,R). Its

transformation laws under the conventional Lorentz symmetry are given by the

familiar form

U" 1

S^eimk. - ) U = Ati
a A

v
„
S^fec ...) , (9.5.19)

where x ' = Ax, A is a Lorentz transform and the additional functional dependence

of Se]m is transformed accordingly.

Consider now the isominkowskian representation M(x,f|,R) of the

Riemannian space R(x,g,R), g(x) =Tgr(xhi = r\, lgr (x) = [Tgr(x)]~
l

; construct the

isolorentz symmetry L(3.1) for the gravitational isounit l gr(x) > 0; and focus the

attention on the reformulation ^v
eim(x, ...) on M(x,f|,R) of the energy-momentum

tensor S^velm(x, ...) on 5fl(x,g,R). It is evident that the invariance law (9.5.19) is lifted

into the isotopic form

^ *^V
elm<x> ~ > * - Auafc Vp

(xW
p
(x T

g/CT
(x ') SFeIm(x ... )

=

= A^
p
(x') Ava(x ')SPa

eim(x
',

), (9.5.20)

where x '
= A*x = XTgrx

= Ax, A, A and Tgr are x-dependent, and the final result

is computed in x '. Note that we have used the factorization A = Algr to simplify

the calculations and reduce them in our space-time, with the understanding that

the mathematically correct expression is that in isospace with isotopic product.

The transition to the interior gravitation is then elementary and merely

requires the elimination of any restriction on the functional dependence of the

isotopic element Tgr . In this case we have an isoriemannian space &(x,g,R) with

isometric g(x, x, x, p, t.J which is reformulated in terms of an isominkowskian

space M(x,f|,ft) again under the condition g = -n. Then the isometric is subjected to

the factorization g = f] = Tgr(x, x, x, p, ... )r| with ensuing isounit lgr= Tgr
-1

. The

isolorentz symmetry is now constructed with respect to the latter isounit lgr > .

The transformation law is the same as law (9.5.20), although with a more general
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functional dependence. The same isotransforms hold for all other

isotensors.Corresponding antiautomorphic isotranforms hold under the isodual

isopoincare symmetry. We therefore have the following important property:

Theorem 9.5.2 (Universal isocovariance law under isopoincare'

symmetry: All gravitational theories of matter (antimatter) must be

isocovariant under the isopoincare symmetry (isodual isopoincare

symmetry) in isominkowskian (isodual isominkowskian) representation.

The implications of the above results for Einstein's gravitation in vacuum,

Eq.s (1 1.9.3.1) are made clear by the following:

Corollary 9.5.2.A: The Schwartzschild's metric is not form-invariant

under the isopoincare symmetry.

The need for a structural revision of Einstein's gravitation in vacuum then

follows exactly along the lines of Sect. II.9.3.
127

Virtually all results of this chapter can be derived, directly or indirectly

from the above universal law. In fact, basic properties such as the isocomposition

of speeds (11.8.5.7), the isodoppler law (II.8.5.9), the isoequivalence (principle

(1 1.8.5. 10 etc., are a direct consequence of the above universal law. The

numerical representations of astrophysical and other data studied in Vol. Ill are

also a consequence of the above universal covariance law.

9.5.E: Isotopic quantization of gravity. We now outline the novel isotopic

quantization of gravity without the Hamiltonian presented by this author under

the name of quantum isogravity at the Seventh Marcel Grossman Meeting on

General Relativity, Stanford University, July 1994 [33] (see also [48]).

Beside achieving such a novel quantizationof gravity, the main result

emerging from these studies is that relativistic hadronic nmechanics is jointly

isoflat and isocurved, e.g., it possesses locally isocommuting momenta, yet it

preserves curvatures in its entirety. In the following we shall only study the

isoflat character for brevity and rdefer the isocurved operator formalism to a

more specialized literature.

The main idea of quantum isogravity is to embed gravitation in the unit

of a conventional relativistic quantum theory. This is permitted by the isotopic

methods via the now familiar factorization of any given Riemannian metric in

the form g(x) = Tgr(x)q and the lifting of the unit I = diag. (1, 1, 1, 1) of any given

relativistic quantum theory into the gravitational isounit\^
r
= [Tgr(x)]"

1
.

Recall that the essential gravitational elements are contained in Tgr and not

in T|. Recall also that Ter(x) is always positive-definite from the locally

YLl
Despite these results, we shall continue to use the Schwartzschild metric because of

its unquestionable approximate character.
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Minkowskian character of 5R(x,g,R) and, therefore, it can always be diagonalized.

Recall finally that the metric for raising and lowering the indices in Nft(x,f|,ft) is

Hx) - g(x), and i = a%) = a/) = a„v) = m.
A consistent isoquantization of gravity then requires the lifting of the

totality of the mathematical structure of relativistic quantum mechanics into

that of relativistic hadronic mechanics of the preceding chapter, such as the

liftings: R(n,+,x) ft(n,+,*), M(x,n,R) -> Ivl(x,f|,m, £ £, X 3C, P(3.l) ~> P(3. 1), etc.

The following properties are particularly significant for these studies: 1) the

operator description of gravitation via relativistic hadronic mechanics is

invariant under its own time evolution and derivable from first principles; 2)

relativistic hadronic mechanics admits the conventional theory as a particular

case forlgr = I; and 3) relativistic quantum and hadronic mechanics coincide at

the abstract level in which (from Tgr > 0) ft(n,+,*) = R(n,+ x), IvKx.nfl) = M(x,T|,R), £

= t, 3C = 3C, P(3.1) = P(3.1), etc. In turn, these abstract identities assure the

mathematical and physical consistency of quantum isogravity.

The main assumption of quantum isogravity is therefore that a consistent

operator form of gravity already exists. It did creep in un-noticed until now
because it is embedded in the unit of conventional relativistic quantum
mechanics

For clarity, let us reinspect the main lines of Sect. II. 8.4 from a

gravitational viewpoint. Relativistic hadronic mechanics already provides an

operator formulation of gravity as presented in the preceding chapter. This is due
to the fact that the theory has ben constructed for an arbitrary functional

dependence of the isounit, including a nonlinear dependence ion the local

coordinates x. The inclusion of gravitation in relativistic hadronic mechanics is

therefore a mere question of realization of the isounit.

In particular, relativistic hadronic mechanics provides a full operator

description of exterior gravitation when the isounit is assumed to be that of

exterior gravitational problems,

1
gr

fx > = [TgrCxH^X), g(x) = Tgr(x) ti , g e 3Kx,g,R), in e M(x,ti,R) . (9.5.21)

As an example, an operator formulation of Schwartzschild's line element is given

by relativistic hadronic mechanics with isotopic element (II.9.5.6).

An operator formulation of the interior gravitation is given instead by
relativistic hadronic mechanics with unrestricted functional dependence of the

isounit

lgr(x, x, x, p, t, ...) =
[ Tgr(x, x, x, u., t, ...) T 1 > ,

g(x, x, x, [L, t, ...) = Tgr(x, x, x, p, t, ...) T]
, ge &(x,g,ft), T) € M(xji,R) . (9.5.22)

As an example, the interior isoschwartzschild's metric admits an operator
formulation for isotopic element (II.9.5.8).

Let us also recall that the isoexpectation value of an operator A in
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relativistic hadronic mechanics is given by <A> = <
|
T A T

|
>/<

|
T

|
>. We

therefore have the following important property.

Lemma 9.5.1 [33]: The isoexpectation values of all possible exterior or
interior gravitational isounits are the conventional unit.

<| TT" 1 T|>
< 1 > = — = 1 . (9.5.23)

<|T|>

The above result is another way of expressing the embedding of gravitation

in the basic unit of the theory. The above lemma also explains the reason for

selecting the term "quantum" isogravity.

The momentum operator for quantum isogravity in diagonal form is
128

Pp. *
I
> = Hi T(x

> -) I > = " i %. I > = " iVl (x
> -> d

\L I > (no sum). (9.5.24)

The fundamental isocommutation rules are then given from Eq.s (II.8.14)

[ Pp Txv 1 *
|
> = T(x, ...) xv

- x„ Ttx, ...) p^ ) T(x, ...)
|
> = - 1 t^v | > , (9.5.25a)

E Pm- TPt, 1 * |> = 0, [x^Tx,,]*^ = 0. (9.5.25b)

We reach in this way the additional property:

Lemma 9.5.2 [33]: The components of the linear momentum isocommute

for all possible exterior and interior gravitational theories in

isominkowskian representation.

As it is well known, a basic property of gravitation in a curved space is

that the components of the linear momentum do not commute. The above
lemma establishes that we have indeed a genuine representation of gravitation in

a flat space because said components commute. This result is achieved by
representing via the isotopic element the quantity truly expressing gravitation,

the term Tgr in the factorization g = Tgrn.
The isocommutation rules of the gravitational isopoincare algebra can be

written from Eq.s (II.8.4.23) in terms of the con ventional generators = x^p^ -

xvPp and
*V

[VV *
1 * > " 1 (V MftTV\ 'V% +

\$ MJ *
'
* > (9 -526a)

[1V* pa
] *^ > = i(V Pv~V^* -1^' 1 Pp. * Pi/H * > =0- 0.5.26b)

where the T|'s in the r.h.s. is the conventional Minkowski metric.

The nondiagonal extension should be formulated via the isodifferential and

isoderivatives of Sect. 1 1.8.4.A.
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The gravitational isocasimirs are then given by

CCo) *|4<> =1*|$> = l$>> (9.5.27a)

C® *
| $ > = P5 *

| $ > = Tf
v P^ * Pv *

|
$ > = P^ * *

| $ > , (9.5.27b)

C<4)*|$> = W2 *|$> = fF ff^ * Wv
* |$ >, =^ e

^
ia3pMaP* PP

)

(9.5.27c)

In particular, the second-order isocasimir explicitly reads

pM4>> = tF*. -J p^T(x, ...) T(x, ...)
|
$ > = inv. (9.5.28)

where one should remember that the metric t\ of the isominkowski space is

the gravitational metric, i.e., f| = g(x) for the exterior problem and f[ - g(x, x, x, ...)

for the interior problem.

The transformations on lvKx,f),R) are of the isotopic type x' = A*x = AT(x, ...)x

= Ax, A = Al e P(3.1). The connected component of the gravitational isopoincare

group can then be written in terms of the original generators X = (M^, p^} and

parameters w = (wk) = ((9, v), a}

A<w) = ITke
iX *^ = (TTke

iXTw
)1, (9.5.29)

where e
A = (e

AT
)l . The explicit form of the transformations is then given again

by Eq.s (II.9.5.9)-(II.9.5.12)

Theorem 9.5.3 (Universality of the isopoincare' symmetry for operator

gravitation): The isopoincare symmetry of relativistic hadronic

mechanics is the invariance of all possible exterior or interior, operator

gravitational theories in their isominkowskian formulation.

Note the complete equivalence of the isocommutation rules of the classical

and operator formulations of the isopoincare symmetry. The ensuing universality

of the isopoincare symmetry for the characterization of classical or operator and

exterior or interior gravitation has implications so deep to warrant a structural

revision of the contemporary formulation of gravitation. Evidently, in this

volume we can only initiate its study.

To begin, let us recall that the proof of total conservation laws in general

relativity over a Riemannian space is rather complex indeed (see, e.g., ref.s [8]). In

isogravitation this complex procedure is replaced by a mere visual inspection. By

recalling that the generators of the isopoincare symmetry are the conventional

ones and that all symmetries, whether conventional or isotopic, imply the

conservation of their own generators, we have the following:

Corollary 9.5.3.A: The isopoincare covariance of gravitation in

isominkowskian representation ensures the validity of the conventional
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total conservation laws.

Moreover, the relativistic limit of gravitational conservation laws is quite

controversial. In fact, as shown by Yilmaz [21-25] such a limit yields only the

conservation laws of the rest energy and not that of the total energy. This

controversy is resolved in its very foundations by the isogravitation. In fact, we
have the following:

Corollary 9.5.3.B: The isopoincare covariance of gravitation on
isominkowskian spaces assures that all conventional relativistic total

conservation laws are verified at the //m/tlgr
-* I = diag. (1, 1, 1, 1).

Quantum isogravity can also be embedded in conventional relativistic

equations. In fact, we can write the following isogravitational Dirac equation

(y^fy - im)*|>= t^Tgr^p^- i m1gr ]

T

gr |
> =

, (9.5.30)

under the isotopic generalization of the conventional gamma matrices V
1
called

isogamma matrices characterized by

{fH^v, = yH Tgr f + y
v TgT f- = 2fT, f ^/Vl, (9.5.31)

The important point is that at the abstract level the conventional and
isogravitational Dirac's equations coincide,

(y^fy
+ im)| > = (y^p^ + im)*| >.

Note that the anticommutator of the isogamma matrices yields (twice) the

Riemannian metric g(x) = f|(x), thus confirming the full embedding of gravitation.

A similar isotopic realization of gravity can be formulated for any other

relativistic equation as studied in Ch. 11.10. As an example, the Dirac-

Schwartzschild equation presented for the first time in ref. [33] is given by Eq.s

(9.5.31) with

yk = (1 - 2M/rr 1/2
yk l gr, y4

= (1 - 2M/r) 1/2
y4 lgr . (9.5.32)

Similarly one can construct the Dirac-Krasner equation and others.

Another fundamental implication of the isotopic treatment of gravity is

expressed by the following:

Corollary 9.5.C: Classical or operator, exterior or interior and relativistic

or gravitational theories are unified by the isopoincare symmetry when
expressed in flat isominkowskian spaces.

In contemporary formulations the special and general relativities have

geometrically different treatments, the former being in a flat space and the

latter in a curved space. The isominkowskian representation of gravitation

eliminates this distinction, thus permitting a unified treatment.
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UNIVERSALITY OF THE ISOPOINCARE' SYMMETRY

EXT. GALILEI'S RELATIVITY
TANGENT EUCLIDEAN PLAN
GALILEI'S SYMMETRY G

rY ON / 7
WE: / # /
(3V / /

EXT. SPECIAL RELATIVITY ON
TANGENT MINKOWSKI PLANE
POINCARE' SYMMETRY P„(3u

/

/

EXT. GENERAL RELATIVITY
ON RIEMANN1AN SPACES:
ISOPOINCARE' SYMMETRY P

PI3.1]

INT. ISOGENERAL RELATIVITIES
ON ISORIEMANNIAN SPACES:
ISOPOINCARE* SYMMETRY ^(3.1)

INT. ISOSPECIAL RELATIVITIES ON
TANGENT ISOM1NKOWSKIAN SPACES:
ISOPOINCARE' SYMMETRY f^(3.i)

\

INT. ISOGAULEAN RELATIVITIES ON
TANGENT ISCEUCLIDEAN SPACES;
ISOGALILEI SYMMETRY Gg(3.1)

FIGURE 3.1: A reproduction of Figure IV.3.1, ref. [29], p. 297, illustrating the

universal character of the isopoincare symmetry for systems which are linear or
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nonlinear, local-differential or nonlocal-integral, potential-Lagrangian or

nonpotential-nonlagrangian, interior or exterior, classical or operator and
relativistic or gravitational, with the inclusion of corresponding Galilean

formulations under the isotopic contraction (ref. [29], Ch. VI). Also, quantum
isogravity permits a novel approach to the unification of weak, electromagnetic

and gravitational interactions via the embedding of gravity in the unit of
conventional unified gauge theories (see App. II.9.c) We can therefore submit the

conjecture that gravitation is already contained in the existing unified gauge
theories. It did escape identification until now because it is embedded in the unit

of the theory. The study of this iso-grand-unification is left to specialized

contributions.

9.5.F: Isoequivalence principle. The isoequivalence principle can be best

formulated in isominkowskian (rather than isoriemannian) treatments and it is

based on the use of the conventional normal coordinates x(x) under which g(x) -*

For the exterior problems we have the reduction of the gravitational to the

Minkowskian unitlgr(x)
->-

1 = diag. (1, I, 1, 1). In this case there are no remnants

representing curvature, but the nowhere null source of the gravitational field in

vacuum persists.

For interior problems we have again the preservation of the source of the

gravitational field and the absence of terms representing curvature, but the terms

representing internal nonlinear-nonlocal-nonlagrangian effects in flat spaces

persist, and we shall write lgr(x, x, x, ...) = diag. (bj"
2

,
b2

~2
,
b3

~2
,
b4
-2

), where
the b's are the isominkowskian characteristic functions of Ch. II. 8.

9.5.G: Isotopic units of space and time. The isominkowskian formulation of

gravity is not a mere mathematical curiosity because it has rather deep

experimental implications. In fact, it predicts a characterization of space and

time structurally more general than that of the general relativity.

Recall that the gravitational isounits of space and time components in

lvl(x,fj,ll) are given by1^ = T^-1
and that the projection of the isominkowskian

representation into M(x,m.,R) yields the space-time isounits (Sect. II.8.H)

lsgr = diag. ( T[ f* T22
~\ T33

~*
) , ltgr = T44

~*
. (9.5.33)

As one can see, space and time are local quantities according to the

above isounits, that is, they assume different values for observers with the same
speed with respect to an inertial frame but different local gravitational fields.

As an explicit example, space and time for an observer in an exterior

gravitational field characterized by Schwartzchild's exterior metric have the

isounits

lsgr = (1 - 2M/r) 1/2
(l, 1, 1}, l tfr =(l-2M/r)"

l/2
,
r>2M, (9.5.34)

Needless to say, Eq.s (9.5.33) merely illustrate the principle of identification of the
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space-time units which therefore applies also for other metrics.

The fundamental experimental question raised by isogravitation is

therefore whether here on Earth we live in conventional time or in isotime.

Equivalently, the experimental issue is to see whether our time here on Earth is

the same or different than the time on other planets with significantly different

gravitational fields such as Jupiter. Still equivalently, the basic issue is whether

the gravitational representation occurring in the physical reality is that via

Riemannian or isominkowskian spaces.

This issue has been suggested for experimental verification in ref. [31] by

sending a certain probe to Jupiter, and will be discussed in more details in Vol.

III. If the time evolves on Jupiter in the same way as on Earth after the

conventional corrections, this would establish that the physical description is

provided by Riemannian spaces, while the isominkowskian representation has a

mere mathematical value. On the contrary, if the measures show a different in

time behaviour, this would establish the inverse occurrence, that the physical

description is that provided by the isominkowskian geometry, with the Riemann

geometry being mathematical in character.

It should be indicated that all gravitational aspects studied by this author

suggest the preference of the isominkowskian over the Riemannian formulation

of gravitation. The first and most dominant aspect is that the universal

isopoincare symmetry can be solely constructed in the former and not in the

latter. But there are numerous additional elements all leading to the same
conclusion, such as the need for a theory to admit weight in Minkowski space

and others studied below.

9.5.H: Isotopic formulation of gravitational horizons and singularities. One

of the central occurrences which stimulated the construction of the isotopies is

the lack of exact character of the Riemannian geometry in gravitational collapse,

black holes, big bang, and all that.

The best approach for quantitative representation of internal nonlinear-

nonlocal-nonlagrangian effects is again that via the isominkowskian (rather than

the isoriemannian) geometry. We provide below the essential lines for detailed

studies in the specialized literature.

As it is well known (see, e.g., ref. [34]), the gravitational horizon can be

introduced as the value r = 2M for which Schwartzchild's metric becomes
singular in Riemannian space. However, the region of space in the vicinity of the

horizon is far from being empty, being composed of hyperdense chromospheres

and other media. More realistic studies of the horizon therefore require the

inclusion of contributions from the locally varying speed of light, the

inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the medium, and other internal properties.

Under isominkowskian representation we then have the following

important:
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Lemma 9.5.3 [33]: Gravitational horizons are the zeros of the space

isounits, while geometric singularities are the zeros of the time isounit.

In fact, for the isominkowskian formulation of the Schwartzchild's metric

we can write

Gravitational Horizon: lsgr =(l-2M/r){l, 1, = 0, (9.5.35a)

Gravitational singularities: l
t gr

= (l - 2M/r )

_1 -
. (9.5.35b)

But the above quantities have a sole dependence on the coordinates and, as

such, they are insufficient to represent realistic interior conditions. It is at this

point where the restriction of the isominkowskian spaces to a sole dependence on

the local coordinates becomes manifestly unwarranted. In fact, the isometric is

defined for an unrestricted functional dependence achieving the direct

universality for interior conditions indicated earlier. We therefore write

Gravitational horizons: l s(r, f, f, \i, t, to, n, ...) = [ T22
_

*, T33
~l

} =
,

Gravitational singularities: l
t
(r, f, t, u., t, co, n, ... ) = T44

-
^ =

. (9.5.36)

Deeper insights in the problem of gravitational collapse, black holes and all

that are then expected from explicit models of isogravitation.

Note that in the simplest possible cases the isotopies essentially provide

multiplicative factors to conventional metrics, as expressed in Eq.s (1 1.9.4.3).

Under a space-isotropy this essentially implies the recovering of known results,

and their rescaling to different values due to the isotopic factor. In turn, such

rescaling represents actual speeds of light different than that in vacuum. This

and other aspects are left for detailed studied to the interested reader.

9.6: ISOCOSMOLOGY AND GENOCOSMOLOGY.

9.6.A: Basic postulates. As it is well known, current astrophysical observations

cannot distinguish whether galaxies, quasars and other distant astrophysical

bodies are made up of matter or antimatter. Also, antimatter has a positive-

definite energy in current cosmologies. These occurrences therefore de-

emphasize the need to study the distribution between matter and antimatter.

The isospecial and isogeneral relativities imply a novel cosmology, here

called isocosmology, which is based on the following postulates:

Postulate I. The Universe has equal amounts of matter and antimatter.

This postulate requires that for every aggregate of galaxies, quasars and

other bodies made up of matter in a given region of the Universe there is another

aggregate of the same mass composed of antimatter in some other region.
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Postulate II. The Universe possesses an isodual structure with null total

physical characteristics of energy, time, charge, linear momentum, angular

momentum, etc., when computed in our space-time.

This postulate first requires that the Universe is composed of a matter

warp with positive-definite physical characteristics evolving forward in time

and represented by the isoriemannian geometry, pius a hitherto unknown
antimatter warp coexisting with our own warp with negative-definite physical

characteristics, evolving backward in time and represented by the isodual

isoriemannian geometry. The postulate then requires that total physical

characteristics defined as the sum of the characteristics of all particles and

antiparticles are null when computed in our space-time. More specifically, the

latter requirement implies that the energy of antiparticles is projected in our

space-time thus resulting to be negative-definite with respect to our unit +1. The

assumption of an equal amount of matter and antimatter then implies null total

energy, and the same situation occurs for all other physical characteristics.
129

Postulate III. The Universe is a closed system in stable-reversible

conditions.

This requires that matter (antimatter) possesses a structure describable by

the isoriemannian (isodual Riemannian-isotopic) geometry without need for their

genoriemannian coverings for the axiomatization of open-irreversible conditions.

Postulate IV. The isoriemannian geometry, its isominkowskian

reformulation and their isoduals apply everywhere and at all times.

Recall that the isoriemannian geometry was constructed for interior

gravitational problems. The above postulate therefore assumes that the entire

Universe is an interior system, as plausible from the fact that space can be

considered perfectly empty only in a local approximation, e.g., for planetary

distances. At intergalactic distances space becomes an ordinary medium (thus

activating the isoriemannian geometrization) because it is filled up with dust,

electromagnetic waves, particles, etc.

Postulate V. The Universe is invariant under the isosymmetry

H3.1)xP
d
(3.1), where the isopoincare symmetry applies for the matter warp, and

the isodual isopoincare symmetry applies for the antimatter warp.

The latter postulate is the most dominant with novel, far reaching

implications, such as the prediction of causal speeds higher than the speed of

light in vacuum, reduction of the dimension of the measured Universe, prediction

of antigravity, prediction of the space-time machine, prediction of a new form of

subnuclear energy, and others.

Postulate V also implies that the isocosmology provides a characterization

of the Universe in a "flat" isospace along the lines of Sect. 1 1.9.5. In fact, as now

familiar, the isopoincare symmetry cannot be formulated in curved spaces or

129
As indicated in App. II.l.C, A. K. Assis has shown that the total force on a body is null

under the assumption that inertial forces are due to gravitational interactions with the

rest of the Universe. Note that Assis' proof is valid in each warp of matter or antimatter.
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isospaces. Note that the fundamental isosymmetry P(3.1)xPd(3.1) is isoselfdual, that

is, invariant under isoduality as the tt°.

It is evident that the above postulates represent working hypotheses on

limit conditions of equal distribution of matter and antimatter in stable-

reversible conditions which are worth a study. Isocosmology can also be

formulated for different distributions of matter and antimatter although

preserving the closed-reversible conditions.

The novelty of the isocosmology should be pointed out. First, contemporary

cosmologies are based on non-null total physical characteristics of energy, etc.

(see ref . [8] and literature quoted therein). The assumption of null total physical

characteristics is new because dependent on the new isodual geometries. Also,

contemporary cosmologies have no universal symmetry at all. In particular, the

structure of the universal symmetry of Postulate V is a novelty per se inasmuch

as it is essentially Lie-isotopic. Yet another novelty is the "flat" character of the

isogeometry while preserving a full representation of the Riemannian curvature

as shown in the preceding section.

The broader genocosmology is based on the genoriemannian geometry and

its isodual, and characterizes an open Universe in irreversible conditions with an

arbitrary distribution of matter and antimatter. In this latter case the basic

symmetry is given by the Lie-admissible genopoincare symmetry and its isodual

<P>(3.1)x<P>%1) (see Sect. 11.8.5). Total physical quantities are then conserved in

genospaces, but their projections in our space-time are nonconserved.

The genocosmology has therefore rather deep implications, such as the

prediction that the Universe is not closed. A number of cosmological studies of

Lie-admissible character have already been conducted, although all in the

conventional spaces, such as the studies by Gasperini [34], Jannussis [35],

Gonzalez-Diaz [36] and others.

The mathematical foundations of the new cosmologies have been presented

earlier. In this section we point our the essential additional elements.

9.6.B: Characteristic quantities of the Universe. The isominkowskian

geometrization of physical media (Sect. 1 1.8.2) and their classification (Sect.

IL8.5.I) must now be extended to the entire Universe. This implies the validity of

the basic postulates of the isospecial relativity, including the isodoppler law, the

isoequivalence principle, etc.

The fundamental quantities of the new cosmology are the new units, the

isounit 1 for the characterization of matter and its isodual l
d for the

characterization of antimatter, which then imply the consequential liftings of

products, fields, vector spaces, algebras, etc. The departure of 1 from the trivial

unit I = diag. (1, 1, 1, 1) represents the departure from the Riemannian

geometrization of empty space caused by matter and similarly for antimatter.

The novelty of the generalization should be kept in mind. Traditionally, we

enlarge our physical description by either increasing the dimension (as in the

transition from the Euclidean to the Minkowski space), or by passing from a flat
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to a curved space. The new cosmology is based on the preservation of the

original dimension, flatness or curvature, and in the generalization instead of the

basic unit of the theory.

When studying local conditions, such as the interior problem of a matter-

quasar, the new units have the most general possible dependence studied earlier,

e.g., 1(x, x, x, p, t, w, ...). Postulate III then implies that the new units are

Hermitean, withl being positive-definite andl d being negative-definite. When
studying the Universe as a whole, the new units can be averaged to constants

hereon denoted! > andlod < 0.

Hermiticity implies that the new units can be diagonalized in the forms

1 = diag. ( by2
,
by2

,
by2

,
b°4

"2
), b°^ = const. > (9.6.1a)

1
d = - diag. (

b

od
f

2 tfV2
, b°Y

2
> d°Y2

)> b
oC

V = -t>V . <9.6.1b)

which are called the characteristic constants of the Universe for the matter and

antimatter warps, respectively. A useful alternative formulation is given by b°^ =

l/n°^, b^ = l/n ^ , which is hereon implied.

Since the Universe is not empty, but composed of intergalactic media

filling up space plus matter filling up the interior of astrophysical objects, the

average speed of light in the Universe cannot be that in vacuum c , and it is

given instead byc = c /n°
4
where n°

4
= l/b°

4
is the average index of refraction

of the Universe

.

The need to generalize the index of refraction n°4 to the space components

has been studied in Ch. II. 8. This implies a necessary generalization of the

Euclidean geometry with consequential novel notion of isodistance between two

points x and y

D =[ (x^y 1
)
2 ^2 + (x

2 -y2
)

2 b2
2 + Cx

3 - y
3

)
2 b3

2
]
1/2

. (9.6.2)

The isocosmology therefore implies that the conventional Euclidean notion

for the computation of the distance of an astrophysical body is no longer

applicable and must be replaced by expression (9.6.2). This implies different

values of intergalactic distances between the isocosmology and the conventional

cosmology.

A fundamental problem of the isocosmology is the identification of

preliminary estimates of the characteristic constants b ^ because they would

provide important general features of the Universe. This problem will be studied

in Vol. III.

9.6.C: Isotopic representation of the "missing mass". As it is well known, the

conjecture of the "missing mass" in our Universe (see, e.g., ref. [34]) has been

reason for considerable uneasiness in the physis community which has
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stimulated several models avoiding the conjecture of a large unidentified mass.

At any rate, recent astrophysical measures by Henriksen and Mamon [37] appear

to disprove the need for a large "missing mass".

It is intriguing to note that the isocosmology can reduce the value of

the "missing mass" or eliminate it altogether. This is a consequence of the

isotopic principle of mass-energy equivalence (II.8.5. 10),

E = Mc2 = M c 2
b°4

2
. (9.6.3)

To understand the issue, we must study first the difference between the

global and local isominkowskian representations. By recalling Postulate IV, the

total energy of the universe is not the familiar expression Etot
= c 2

, but

rather the form

Etot = M
tot

c 2
b°4

2
, (9.6.4)

Since b% is expected to be smaller than 1 for intergalactic media (yet close to 1),

this could suggest a total energy of the Universe smaller than currently

estimated.

The fallacy of the above argument is due to the sole use of characteristic

functions b°4 for the intergalactic space without any consideration for the much
bigger interior contributions.

In fact, in the transition to an interior problem, say, that of a matter-

quasar, the situation is fundamentally different because we pass from an

extremely rarefied medium to a medium of extremely large density. In this latter

case, the interior characteristic constant b°4 is bigger than 1, as indicated by ail

available experimental data (see Vol. III). As a result, the isocosmology predicts

that the total energy of the Universe is bigger than currently assumed.

It then follows that the missing mass-energy is merely characterized by

the difference between the isotopic and conventional energy

Mmiss
= Emiss / c 2 = Mtot ( b%2 - 1 ) , (9.6.5)

Note that the same approach can be used for the reduction of the "missing

mass", that is, for its identification part with dark matter and part via law (9.6.5).

Note finally that estimates of the total mass and of the "missing mass"

would yield a numerical estimate of the characteristic quantity b"4 according to

the rule

b°4
= {(Mtot

+ MmfegJ/Mtot)*. (9.6.6)

In turn, such knowledge would permit the identification of the main dynamical

characteristics of the Universe as in classification of Fig. II.8.5.1. The expectation
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is that the Universe is an isominkowskian medium of Type 9.

9.6.D: Origin of the Universe. According to current cosmological views, the

Universe originated in the "big bang" (see, e.g., ref . [34] and literature quoted

therein), which essentially implies the "creation" of its very large, positive, total

energy literally from nothing. This perspective is also altered by the new
cosmology in various ways.

First, the new cosmology avoids the necessary "creation" of a large energy

from nothing in a primordial explosion because the total energy of the Universe,

if equally composed of matter and antimatter, can be indeed null when
projected in a our space-time.

Perhaps deeper revisions are permitted by the complete isotopic

interpretation of the cosmological redshift of galaxies and their possible

reduction to at rest conditions studied in Vol. Ill via the use of the isodoppler

law. In fact, the new cosmology permits (among other possibilities) a novel

conception of the Universe as being unlimited with local creation of matter and

antimatter resulting in galaxies generally at rest with respect to each other {or

moving at low, thus ignorable speeds).

Note that the local creation of matter (only) is along the studies by Arp [38]

for the representation of the cosmological quasar redshift. Arp's studies are then

turned from a theory admitting the creation of matter from nothing, into a

theory in which matter and antimatter are created in such a way to keep the

original null total value.

But perhaps the deepest departures from conventional lines exist in

cosmological considerations pertaining to time. To begin, the isocosmology

predicts the creation of two opposing time evolutions, one for matter and another

for antimatter warp, which are such to preserve the originally null time evolution

prior to creation. Even when considering each individual warp, the conventional

notion of, say, "age of the Universe" has no meaning for the isocosmology because

time has a local quantity. The only notion which can be formulated is that of

"average age" of matter in the Universe.

It is hoped the considerations of this chapter convey the viewpoint that,

rather than having achieved terminal character, our knowledge of the structure

of the Universe is at its first infancy.

9.7: SPACE-TIME MACHINE

The time machine, defined as a closed time-like loop in the forward light cone,

has been studied by a number of authors (see, e.g., papers [39,40] and references

quoted therein).

These studies have essentially shown that closed loops are not possible in
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the Minkowskian space-time because of the time-like causality condition and

other reasons. Studies [39,40] were therefore based on a complex generalization of

space-time. The possibility of reaching closed time-like loops in our physical

space-time was studied via quantum tunneling and other means.

In this section we shall review a novel formulation of the space-time

machine submitted by this author [32] for closed loops in space-time under the

time-like condition of causality. The proposed experimental verifications, which

are feasible with current technology, will be studied in Vol. Ill jointly with

indirect experimental support. The inability to have closed time-like loops in

Minkowski space can be traced back to the very foundations of the special

relativity, in particular, to: the basic interval and related causality condition

xx + yy + zz-tco
2 t<0; (9.7.1)

the preservation of the same interval for both particles and antiparticles; and

Einstein's relativity of space and time [3] according to the familiar expression of

time dilation and space contraction

Ar' = Ar( 1 -v2/^2
)*, At '

= At / ( 1 - v
2
/ c 2 f ,. (9.7.2)

The space-time machine is rendered theoretically conceivable by the covering

isospecial relativity (Ch. 1 1.8) in our physical environment without complex

extensions because of the following features:

1) Line element (9.7.1) and related causality condition are generalized into

the isotopic form for particles (where c = CqD^)

[xb^r.Jx + y b2
2
(t, r, ...) y + z b3%, r, ...) z - t c2(t, r, ...) 1 11 < 0.(9.7.3)

2) The isodual form is assumed for antiparticles

[ -x b^t, r, ..) x - y b^t, r, ...) y - z b3
2
(t, r, ...) z + 1 c

2
(t, r, ...) t ]t

d < 0. (9.7.4)

3) Space and time coordinates have the isotopic behaviour with speed

Ar ' = Ar ( 1 - vkbk
2
v
k
/ c2 J* , At ' = At / ( 1 - v^vV c

2 f , (9.7.5)

and have the isounits for particles and antiparticles, respectively,

ls
= diag. ( bf 1

,
b2

~
!

,
b3

"
1

) ,
l
t
= b4

_1
, (9.7.6)

and corresponmding isoduals fts
= diag. ( -bf 1

,
-b2

~
l

,
-b3

-1
) ,

l
d
t

= - b4
-1

.

For instance, a particle in the exterior field of antimatter characterized via the

isodual Schwartzchild's geometry in spherical coordinates has the space and time

isodual isounits

ts
d =-{( l-2M/r) 1/2

diag.(l, I, 1 }, ?
t

d =-( 1 -2M/r)r 1/2
, r>2M. (9.7.8)
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Note also that an isoselfdual particle can reverse the sign of its time evolution via

merely passing from the field of matter to that of antimatter (Sect. II.7.8.C). Note

finally that, in our notation, the space and time coordinates do not change under

isoduality, M(x,T|,R) - Md
(x,Ti

d
,R
d

). Only their units change sign.

It is easy to see that the above main characteristics of the isospecial

relativity permit the theoretical formulation of the space-time machine in our

environment without complex extensions. The main idea is the conception of

motion in isospace and isotime, rather than in conventional space and time. In

fact, the isounits tts, 1$ can be altered in value by a sufficient gravitational field

of matter, and can then be reversed in sign via the field of antimatter, while the

generalization of the unit of the invariant permits the preservation of causality.

The most elementary form of the space-time machines submitted in ref.

[32] can be formulated as follows:

BASIC HYPOTHESIS 9.7.1: The "space-time machine" consists of

an isoselfdual particle such as the ir° which:

STEP 1: Starts at a given space point P;

STEP 2: Is immersed in a sufficiently intense gravitational

field of antimatter at a time t which causes motion in space as well

as motion backward in time, and then

STEP 3: Is immersed in a gravitational field of matter in a

location and with intensity such to permit the return to the

original space-time point via motion forward in time.

Note the inapplicability of conventional objections due to causality. In

fact, such objections refer to motion backward in time under the tacit

assumption that it occurs in our space-time and, thus, with respect to the unit +1.

On the contrary, motion backward in time for the isodual isospecial relativity

occurs in a fundamentally different space-time with a negative unit -1.

In fact, the causal time-like condition is preserved throughout the entire

process,

Step 1: (x x + y y + z z - t c 2
t) ( +1) < ,

Step 2: ( - x nf2
x - y n2

~2
y - z n3

~2
z + t c 2 n4

~2
1 )l

d < 0, (9.7.9)

Step 3: ( x nf2 x + y n2
~2

y + z n
3

"2 z - t c
2 n

4

~2
1 ) 1 < 0.

Note that the above space-time machine implies the gravitational

attraction for both fields of matter and antimatter, owing to the use of an

isoselfdual test particle, in which case we only have the reversal of the sign of

time. More general realizations via the use of a particle or an antiparticle and the

reversal of both gravitation and time are left to the interested reader.

The above space-time machine is experimentally verifiable with current
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technology, as studied in detail in Vol. III. Here we note that the first

experimental resolution is that whether we evolve in conventional time or in

isotime (Sect. H.9.G) which can be resolved by sending a suitable probe to

Jupiter. The second experimental issue is whether a particle in the gravitational

field of antimatter (or viceversa) experiences a gravitational repulsion which can

be resolved via the tests of Sect. 1 1.8.7. The existence of antigravity would then

imply the necessary reversal of time for antiparticles.

THE SPACE-TIME MACHINE
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FIGURE 9.7.1: A schematic view of the simplest possible version of the proposed "space-

time machine" via a neutral particle such as the tt° which is expected to move backward

in time when immersed in the gravitational field of antimatter M[ d and then return to

the original time via immersion in the gravitational field of matter M2. In this simplest

possible case motion in space is attractive under both fields because the tt° is isoselfdual.
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APPENDIX 9A: AXIOMATIZATION OF THE ELLIS-MAVROMATOS-
NANOPOULOS LIE-ADMISSIBLE MODEL OF
BLACK HOLES

There is nowadays a general consensus that the structure of black holes requires

a nonvnitary image of quantum mechanics (see, e.g., the various contributions in

proceedings [41]). The central issue is therefore the selection of such nonunitary

image which: 1) is form-invariant under the most general possible nonunitary

time evolution; 2) preserves the Hermiticity and therefore the observability at all

times of operators representing physical quantities; and 3) can provide an
axiomatic characterization of irreversibility in each of the four different arrows
of time (see below).

In this volume we have shown that hadronic mechanics is indeed a

nonunitary image of quantum mechanics satisfying all the above requirements.

By comparison, other generalizations (such as the so-called q-deformations,

nonlinear theories or generalizations via nonassociative envelopes) are generally

unable to verify requirements 1), 2) and 3) for various reasons identified earlier.

In a recent paper J. Ellis, N. E. Mavromatos and D. V. Nanopoulos [42] have

introduced a novel structure model of black holes based on non-critical string

theory, here called E-M-N black hole model, which requires a structural

generalization of quantum mechanics, the special and the general relativities

because of its essential nonunitary and irreversible structure. The model is based

on the earlier Lie-admissible formulations by this author (see, e.g., the review in

ref. [13] of 1983) which permit the identification of the origin of the nonunitary,

irreversible, Lie-admissible statistics by Misra, Prigogine and Courbage (Sect.

II.7.9) at the ultimate level of the structure of matter, that at the level of

elementary particles in open conditions.

The E-M-N black hole model does verify the necessary and sufficient

conditions for a Lie-admissible structure, but it is formulated on conventional

Hilbert spaces and fields, thus lacking a form-invariant structure, the

Hermiticity-observability of physical quantities and an axiomatic
characterization of irreversibility.

In this appendix we indicate that the E-M-N black hole model can be
identically expressed in the formalism of hadronic mechanics with the

consequential full achievement of the above properties. Moreover, we indicate

that the appropriate Lie-admissible structure already contains an irreversible

operator version of gravitation which is hidden in the basic units of the theory.

These features evidently signal possible fundamental advances in the study of

black holes which are here encouraged.

The E-M-N black hole model initiates with Hawking [43] abandonment of

the conventional S-matrix formalism for the transformation of incoming into

outgoing states
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PoutV^DAPincV (9 -A-'>

due to the lack of factorization of the (super) scattering matrix into the product

of S and elements

SCV * sPa*ST Pd . (9.A.2)

But the integration of the conventional Liouville equation yields the

conventional S-matrix. The abandonment of the latter therefore implies a

necessary modification of the Liouville equation which is written in ref. [42], Eq.

(3), in the form

3
t p = i[p,H] + £Hp. (9.A.3)

Ref. [42] then proves that the extra term SHp is such to verify certain symmetric
conditions for Lie-admissibility identified by this author back in 1978 [13].

The problematic aspects of the class of equations (9.A.3), the Liouville

equation with an external term, when defined over a conventional Hilbert space

3C over a conventional field C(c,+,x), have been studied in detail in Ch. 1.7, such as:

a) lack of form-invariance under their own time evolution; b) general loss of the

Hermiticity-observability of the original operators of the equation without the

external term-, c) lack of preservation of the Hermiticity-observability under time

evolution; d) lack of a well defined enveloping algebra with consequential lack of

uniqueness of the exponentiation and related physical laws (e.g., the

uncertainties); e) loss of the measurement theory due to the lack of a well defined

left and right unit in the envelope; f) violation by the bracket (p, H) = pH - Hp -

i8Hp of the conditions to characterize any algebra (violation of the left scalar and

distributive laws); g) loss of fundamental space-time symmetries, such as SU(2),

SL(2.C), etc., jointly with the inability to replace them with covering symmetries;

h) consequential loss of physical meaning of conventional notions, such as

"particles with spin and others.

The E-M-N black hole model can avoid all the above problematic aspects

via the identical reformulation of Eq. (9.A.3) in terms the axioms of the Lie-

admissible branch of hadronic mechanics as identified in preceding chapters,

thus leaving the main results of ref. [42] essentially unchanged.

The first step is the rewriting of Eq. (9.A.3) in the operator Lie-admissible

form [12,13] according to the rules

<a> P
~i

<s>t
= (p,H)= pH -Hp-i£Hp =p<TH -H T> p = p<H -H >p

<TH = H, ^T> = H -iSH, H =
, Hq = HJ , (9.A.4)

with formal solution
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= <l
t
>HH, 1

, Tx = <l
t>Ho

l (H - i#H), (9.A.5)

where: H is generally assumed to be the original, Hermitean, conserved,

Hamiltonian of the Liouville equation without external term; the nonhermitean
space genotopic elements <T, T> and <T±T> are nonsingular; <S>/

<S>t =

^^a/at are the genotime derivatives with being the fime genounit and
=

^
<
^t
> being the genotopic element; the space genotopic elements are

generally operators, while the time genotopic elements are generally complex
functions; and we indicate hereon both directions of time with the unified

notation <> for simplicity with the understanding that only one of them can be

used.

Reformulation (9.A.4) permits: A) the characterization of an algebra as

commonly understood in mathematics by the brackets of the theory (p, H) = p<H
- H>p (which now verify the left and right scalar and distributive laws); B) the

identification of two directions of time, forward to future time denoted with the

symbol > and forward from past time denoted with the symbol <; D) the

identification of two unique enveloping operator genoalgebras, that for motion
forward to future timeP whose elements are the same operators A, B, ... of the

envelope £ of the original equation without external term, although equipped with

the genoassociative product A>B = AI^B, (A>B)>C = A>(B>C), T> fixed, with

conjugate envelope with the same elements A, B, ... but new genoassociative

product A<B = A<TB, <T fixed.

Despite the above advances, reformulation (9.A.4) is still basically

insufficient to resolve all the problematic aspects indicated above when
formulated over a conventional Hilbert space 3C over C(c,+,x). In fact, it is easy to

see that H as well as all other physical quantities do not preserve Hermiticity-

observability under time evolution, thus preventing physical applications.

The resolution of the latter problematic aspects requires the identification

of the new units of the theory, the space genounit for motion forward to future

time and forward from past time

1> = ( T>)-1 = <T
t

>
( H - i#H )

-1
HQ ,

<1 = <T
t
>(<Tr l = H H

_1
, (9.A.6)

which are independent from the time genounitsl^ and as indicated earlier.

It is easy to see that the generalized units
<J

l and^ are the correct left and

right units of their respective genoenvelopes and i.e., 1>>A = A>P = A and,

separately, <1<A = A^l » A for all possible elements A.

The next step is the dual generalization of the entire formalism of

quantum mechanical into that of the covering hadronic mechanics for each of

the two directions of time <>. The generalizations are essentially such to admit

the genounits <
1
> as the correct left and right generalized units. This includes the

dual lifting of: fields; vector, metric and Hilbert spaces; algebras, groups and

symmetries; geometries; functional analysis; etc., as studied in the preceding
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chapters. We here merely recall the genofields <C> (
<c>,+,o) with genonumbers

= c<l> where c is complex and consequential generalized operations (Sect.

1.7.4); the genohilbert spaces <3t> with genostates < |
and

| >, composition

< ^T^ ><1> e <C> (
<c>,+,<>) and expectation value <I^A^ >/< |

<T> | >
(Sect. 1.7.8); the genoderivatives <3>/<a>t = ^^d/at; etc. In this formalism the

final expression of the Lie-admissible Liouville equation can be written

i <a> p / <3> t = ( p , H ) = p < - H > p1>J (9.A.7)

where we have indicated for clarity the genounit for each genoproduct.

As proved earlier, when Eq. (9.A.7) is expressed on a genohilbert space <3t>

over a genofield <C> (
<c>,+,<>) it does indeed resolve all remaining problematic

aspects identified earlier. In fact, the equation becomes invariant under its own
time evolution, all operators which are originally Hermitean-observable in the

absence of the external term, remain Hermitean-observable at all times; there is

now a fully consistent dual measurement theory for motions <> based on the

corresponding genounits <1
>

; etc.

Note the achievement of Hermiticity-observability of the energy under its

nonconservation id
t
H = (H

,
H ) = H ( <T - T> )H ¥ 0, Hq = hJ. Note also that

the conservation law i3tH = is readily admitted as the Lie-isotopic subcase for

which <T = T> = T = V.
Moreover, after Eq. (9.A.3) is reformulated in terms of Eq. s (9.A.7), the E-

M-N black hole model admits two genotopic representations of gravitation, one

per each direction of time, which are essentially embedded in the genounits <
1
>

(see Sect. II.9.5 for details).

We should also mention that the alternative formulation used in Ref. [42],

Eq. (148), i.e.,

3
t
= -

i ( H p - p rf ) , H * , (9.A.8)

possesses the same problematic aspects a)-h) of Eq. (9.A.3) (see again Ch. 1.7 for

details).
130

Nevertheless, Eq. (9.A.8) can also be identically reformulated in the

formalism of hadronic mechanics via the rules

<3>
t p

= i(prf-Hp) = i(p<Ho - H >p) = (p,H ), (9..A.9a)

H = <1T
> H T>, = ^Ho'V', H = Hj. (9.A.9b)

130
For instance, the brackets are now the triple system 3

tp
= i(p, H, HT) = i(pH - H^p)

evidently because H is now distinct from which, as such, does not characterize an

algebra as currently understood in mathematics. This implies that all Lie algebras, let

alone SU(2), cannot be even formulated, with consequential lack of mathematical and

physical significance of the spin as well as other problematic aspects.
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In closing, the reader should be aware that, while a solution of Eq.s (9.A.2)

does not exist in the conventional Hilbert space 3C, it does indeed exist in the

genospace yielding the nonpotential scattering theory studied in Ch. 11.12.

In fact, the forward integration of the Lie-admissible Liouville equation (9.A.4)

implies the forward genoscattering theory

PoutV^A^PincV <9-A-10>

with the decomposition

^DA°
B = SfA

C >(S^) B
D , (9.A.11)

where the ^-matrix is now genounitary (Sect. 1.7.78), i.e.,

£>>S>t = S>T>S> = 1>, (9.A.12)

with similar results for motion forward from past time (see Ch. 11.12 for all

details, including the invariance of the theory under the forward Lie-admissible

genopoincare symmetry ^(3.0).

We finally recall that the isodual antiautomorphic maps <1> ->- <l>d = _<i>
and = _<

lt
> characterize two additional directions in time, the

backward from future fi'me>d = -> and the backward toward past time <d = -

<, with two consequential additional classes of structures, including: isodual

genofields <C>d (
<c>d,+,od ), isodual genospaces <

3t
>d

, etc. Since isoduality is

equivalent to charge conjugation, the latter two structures represent antiparticles

(see Ch. 11.10).

In summary, the reformulation of the E-M-N black hole model in terms of

the Lie-admissible branch of hadronic mechanics leaves the results of ref. [42]

essentially unchanged while avoiding all the problematic aspects a)-h) identified

earlier. Also, such reformulated model admits a covering scattering theory,

contains in its generalized unit a representation of gravity, and achieves the

axiomatic characterization of irreversibility in all four possible time arrows as

proposed by this author via the four possible genoreal numbers 131

<&(<!,+,<) &>(!>+,>)

d<
ft(
d<V,d<) ft

>d
(t>

d
+,>d) time

The reader should be aware that, as indicated earlier, a full axiomatization of

irreversibility requires the additional condition which is necessary for the

preservation of Hermiticity, Eq.s (II.3.3.8), the conjugation from motion forward from past

time to future time, > = <t and other reasona In this way all four time arrows can be

connected via Hermiticity and isoduality. As one can see from Eq.s (9.A.4.b), this latter

condition is not verified by the E-M-N model [42]. Unlike the preceding reformulation, the

verification of the condition 1°* = (<T)t requires a structural revision of the model.
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Note that the four possible times are given by <t> = t
<

l
> and <1>d = = -<

l
>

where the measured time t remains the conventional real oneas in Jannussis

complex time (Fig. 1 1.6.7.1). The axiomatization is characterized by the

fundamental quantities of the theory, the time genounits and their isodual

<l
t

>d
.

APPENDIX 9.B: ISOTOPIC UNIFICATION OF WEAK, ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC AND GRAVITATIONAL
INTERACTIONS

The Lie-isotopic generalization of contemporary gauge theories, here called

isogauge theories, was initiated in two pioneering papers of M. Gasperini [44] of

1983. The isogauge theories were then studied by M. Nishioka [45], G. Karayannis,

A. Jannussis and L. Papaloukas [46] and others. A review can be found in

monograph [47], App. A. We are aware of no contributions available at this writing

on the broader Lie-admissible generalization of gauge theories, or genogauge
theories.

In this appendix we shall briefly review the main lines of the isogauge

theory. We shall then point out realistic possibilities for a novel unified theory of

weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions which is permitted by the

embedding of gravitation in the generalized unit of the theory [27,33].

By following the original derivation by Gasperini [loc. cit.], consider a

theory on an isohilbert space 3C over an isofield dc,+ *) with isotopic element T
and isounitl = T_I which possesses a global invariance under an n-dimensional,

compact, connected, Lie-isotopic group G. The isotransforms can be written

$' = 0*$ =0T$, (9.B.I)

where is a isounitary operator

= e"'^ - (e-
,X* T6*)l = 01 = 0t = <T1 , (9.B.2)

e is the now familiar isoexponentiation, \ = 9j,l are the parameters and Xk are

the generators of G, k =
1, 2, n.

From the isounitarity of on 3t, the global G-isoinvariance explicit reads

$'t * = $t * fj * *
£J>

= q>T * $ m (9 B_3)

In order to introduce the local invariance for 8 = 9k(x) and T=T(x), Gasperini

[loc. cit.] introduces the isocovariant derivative
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t> = - igAk^*Xk )l = D^l, (9.B.4)

where Ak^ are conventional gauge potentials, with isotransforms

C
'n

= 0*13^*0^, 0^*0*$ = 0*1^*$, (9.B.5a)

A'V* xk = 0*Ak
JX
*Xk *r 1 - ita^OO-'g-1

. (9.B.5b)

By using the infinitesimal forms

= I - i€k *Xk ,
0" 1 = 1 + iek *Xk , (9.B.6)

one gets to first-order the variations

SAV Xk
=

S
_1V^ TXk)

+ UAk
kL
*Xk ,€

i *x
i
], (9.B.7)

which can be written

Ak^TXk = -g-Ma^TjXj + iA^ek T[Xj: Xk ], (9.B.8)

where the expressions

[ Xj TX
fc

] = XjTXk - Xk TX, = Cj^Xi, (9-B.9)

are the isocommutation rules of G.

Gasperini finally defines the isotopic Yang-Mill strength P^ v via the

expressions

which transforms covariantly under the isosymmetry G with explicit rules

+ A^CS^d^T - Sa^T)Xk -ig A^Ak
v T[XjrXk ]. (9.B.I1)

For the particular case in which T (ordinarily) commutes with all Xk ,

Gasperini [loc. cit.3 identifies a structure which, in the language of these volumes,

is that characterized by the Klimyk rule (1.4.7.34), and essentially implies the

isorenormalization of the coupling constant

g g = gT. (9.B.12)

As one can see, the isotopic lifting of the gauge theory, particularly in its
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general form, is not trivial because the gauge potentials are now coupled to the

isotopic element T, thus implying a structural generalization of the entire theory.

The unified gauge theory of weak electromagnetic and gravitational

interactions suggested by this author [33] for study is essentially given by: 1) the

factorization of an arbitrary Riemannian metric g(x) = Tgr(x)r|, where T) is the

conventional Minkowski metric; 2) the identification of the isotopic element T(x)

of the isogauge theory with the gravitational isotopic element Tgr (x) and

consequential coupling to the gauge potential of the weak and electromagnetic

interactions indicated earlier; and 3) the formulation of the theory via the

isoderivatives of Sect. II.8.4.A.

Note the abstract identity of conventional and isotopic unified gauge
theories, particularly when the latter are formulated in terms of the

isoderivatives, yet with the full inclusion of the term truly representing

curvature, the isotopic element Ter(x).
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10: ISOTOPIES, GENOTOPIES AND ISODUALITIES
OF RELATIVISTIC FIELD EQUATIONS

10.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In this chapter we study the isotopies and isodualities of conventional relativistic

equations (see, e.g., ref.s [1,2] and quoted references), including topics such as: the

representation of antiparticles via isodual spaces [3,4]; the relativistic equations

for particles and antiparticles fully immersed within a hadronic medium [5,6]; the

isospinorial covering #>(3.!) = St&CMtai) of the isopoincare symmetry f>(3. 1) and
its isodual [7]; the so-called "Dirac's generalization of Dirac's equation" [8,9] and
others. For a review of the basic methods one may consult the recent monograph
[10L

The notion of antiparticle was historically born from the negative-energy

solutions of relativistic equations (see, e.g., ref.s [1,2] for general lines and the

historical paper [11]). As an example, the familiar Klein-Gordon equation for a
charged particle under an electromagnetic field can be written

(i3
t
- eA) 2

i|j(x) = [(-ic V-eA) 2 + m2 c 4
]itfx), (10.1.1)

thus admitting solutions with both positive-definite and negative-definite

energies

iO
t ttfx) = ±[(-iV-eA) 2 + m2 ^4 ]*^) = ± E ij^x) . (10.1.2)

These solutions exist already at the semiclassical level where they cause no
problem because of the continuity of the transformation of the energy under
which a state with positive energy remains such.

However, in the transition to quantum field theories, the negative-energy

solutions caused significant problematic aspects because of the possible discrete

exchanges of energy and the finite transition probability between positive- and
negative-energy solutions. Also, the negative-energy solutions had negative-
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definite probability densities at small distances, which are contrary to the basic

axioms of quantum mechanics.

These difficulties forced the construction of rather artificial models, which
have never been accepted as final by the entire scientific community, such as the

conjecture of the existence of many different infinite seas of negative-energy
states with infinite density, one per each antiparticle, whose "holes" represent

antiparticles [1,2], and others. One can see the uneasiness caused by these theories,

e.g., because they are afflicted by the same criticism moved against the ether

theory, lack of drag effects for matter moving in these infinitee seas.

In this chapter we study a fundamental hypothesis of hadronic mechanics
whose quantitative study is permitted by the isotopic techniques, the

characterization of antiparticles via isodual numbers, isodual spaces, isodual

symmetries, etc.

The main contention is that the preceding difficulties are due to the fact

that the negative-energy solutions are treated with the same methods as those for

ordinary particles, that is, antiparticle are assumed to exist in the same space of

ordinary particles and are therefore referred to the same basic unit + L If, on the

contrary, antiparticles are assumed to exist in a space different than that of

particles, specifically build for their description via isoduality, then particles and
antiparticles are referred to different units of opposite signs in which case all

conventional difficulties are resolved without need of infinite seas of

undetectable states.

These considerations are referred to particle in the ordinary exterior

relativistic problem in vacuum. Our first studies will therefore be conducted via

the isodual image of conventional quantum mechanics, or isodual quantum
mechanics studied in Ch.s II.3 and II.4. The transition to interior problems of

antiparticles, and their study via the isodual hadronic mechanics will be
considered thereafter.

On historical profiles, the hypothesis that antiparticle have negative-

definite energy and move backward in time is, by no means, new because it dates

back to the time of the discovery of antiparticles (Stueckelberg and others). The
use of the same space-time for both particles and antiparticles can be seen

beginning from the historical papers by Dirac, Heisenberg, Kramers and others

Ell]. Recent studies have also shown the necessity of using negative masses for

antiparticles within a conventional relativistic framework even when
represented in the same space-time of particles (see the comprehensive
presentation by Recami and Ziino [12]).

In short, the novelty of this chapter is the representation of antiparticles in

a new space-time distinct from our own, first, with negative-definite units for

exterior conditions in vacuum and, second, with arbitrary negative-definite units

for interior conditions.

The second topic studied in this chapter is the isotopies of relativistic

equations which constitutes a central methodological tool for the applications of
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hadronic mechanics of Vol. III.

Recall that Dirac [1] conceived his celebrated equation for the
representation of the electron in the structure of the hydrogen atom or under
external electromagnetic interactions at large. Most importantly, Dirac's equation

does not describe the hydrogen atom as a closed-isolated bound state.

Because of these structural features, the isotopies of Dirac's equation,
called isodirac equation for short, are ideally suited for the representation of an
electron, this time, under external, short range, nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical
interactions due to full immersion within a hadronic medium.

The conventional Dirac equation represents an electron when moving in the

homogeneous and isotropic vacuum under action-at-a-distance interactions. On
the contrary, the isodirac equation represents the same electron when immersed
in the hyperdense, inhomogeneous and anisotropic medium in the interior of

hadrons.

More generally, hadronic mechanics implies that Dirac's equation describes

a particle under externa! electromagnetic interactions, while the isodirac

equations describes the same particle under external strong interactions.

As we shall see, the isotopies of Dirac's equations imply a necessary
alteration of the intrinsic characteristics of the particle called mutation l5l This
fundamentally novel characteristic of hadronic mechanics is physically due to

the deformation of the structure of an elementary particle when immersed
within a hadronic medium. Mathematically, the mutations are due to the isotopic

deformations of the Casimir invariant of the Poincare' symmetry of Ch. II.8.

The third topic studied in this chapter is the isotopies of the spinorial

covering of the Poincare symmetry £(3.1) = Sfi2.CMt3.l) as well as their isoduals

£d
(3. 1) = SLd(2.t))xTd(3. 1) which are characterized in a natural way by the isotopies

of Dirac's equation, as it occurs in the conventional case.

The transition from particles to isoparticles is therefore characterized by
the lifting 0>(3.1) -+ £(3.1). The mutation of the intrinsic characteristics is then a
mere consequence. The transition from antiparticles to isoantiparticles is then

characterized by the isodual lifting ^d
(3.1) -+ £d

(3.1) with similar consequences.

The interpretation of antiparticles via isodual spaces and symmetries was
first submitted by this author in memoir [3] of 1989, and then treated in more
detail in the recent paper [4].

The hypothesis of the mutation of the electron under interior condition

was first submitted by this author in the original proposal to build hadronic

mechanics, ref. [5], Sect. 4.20, pp. 798-806, where the mutated electron was called

eleton. The notion was introduced via a generalization of Dirac's equation due to

the addition of variationally nonselfadjoint (nonpotential) interactions which are

known to be velocity- dependent, e.g., of the type

( p^ + i m ) ilKx) = -+
( f- p^ + r^p^ + i m ) $(x) = 0, FNSA = 1^ P[1,.

(10.1.3)
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where the r-quantities, in their simplest possible form, can be assumed as scalar

multiples of the y-matrices, e.g., Y^- = fix, x, ...)
yM-.

The main point of ref. [5] is that the generalization of Dirac's equation with
nonpotential-nonlagrangian, velocity-dependent interactions implies a necessary
alteration of Dirac's gamma matrices y^ -+ y^ = yl1 + r*\ which, in turn, implies

a necessary alteration of the intrinsic characteristic of particles.

By recalling that any interaction implies a renormalization, we can say that

the above mutations are isorenormalizations originating from the
nonlagrangian character of the interactions which, as we shall see, are fully

confirmed by the isotopies of ^(3.1).

A notion of fundamental relevance for the applications of hadronic
mechanics to nuclear and particle physics, which was submitted in ref. [5], p. 803,

Eq.s (4.20.16), is the mutation of the intrinsic magnetic and electric moments of
the electron in interior conditions

eh eh
u.k 1 + f) o-k ,

n\ - i(l + f) ak . (10.1.4)

2 m c 2 m c

These mutations essentially express the expectation that, when immersed in

a hyperdense hadronic medium, the particles experiences a deformation of their

charge distributions, as necessary from the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the

medium itself. In turn, such a deformation implies a consequential, necessary
mutation of the magnetic and electric moments as requested from classical

electrodynamics. As we shall sew in Vol. Ill, these properties permit the

achievement of the first exact-numerical representation on record of the total

magnetic moments of few body nuclei which have not been exactly represented

via conventional quantum mechanics despite over half a century of attempts.

More general mutations of intrinsic characteristics then permit additional

fundamentally novel applications also studied in Vol. Ill, such as: a novel
structure model of unstable hadrons as the chemical synthesis of ligther hadrons
generally identifiable in their decay with the lowest mode (which therefore
becomes a tunnel effect of their constituents) [13]; the "construction" of fractional

charges for quarks, when assumed as composite under hadronic mechanics
(which are notoriously extraneous to 0(3.1) but rather natural for the covering

isosymmetry 0(3.1)); the achievement of a quantitative numerical representation

of the attractive interaction among two identical electrons in the Cooper pair in

superconductivity [14]; and other applications.

In this introductory section it is important to recall that the first isotopic

generalization of Dirac's equation was introduced by Dirac [8,9] himself in two
his last and little known papers of 1971-1972, evidently without his awareness
that the structure had an essential isotopic character (in fact, the isotopies were
introduced six years later).

132
In the Sect. II. 10.7 we shall therefore review

132
At the time of writing memoir [5\ this author was unaware of Dirac's papers [8,9] and,
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"Dirac's generalization of Dirac's equation", and point out its essential isotopic

structure.

As we shall see, with his notoriously brilliant mind, Dirac selected one of

the most general possible isotopies, that characterized by a nondiagonal isotopic

element T, with a quite intriguing form of degeneracy.

The historical result achieved by Dirac in papers [8,9] is the proof that, in

the transition from his conventional to the generalized equation, the total

angular momentum of the electron performs the transition from half-odd-

integer values to the null value in the ground state

J
Tot

QM = L + * - = 0, (10.1.5)

which confirms a fundamental property of the addition of angular momentum
and spin of hadronic mechanics (Sect. 1 1.6. 12). As we shall see in Vol. Ill, this

property is at the foundation of the chemical synthesis of unstable hadrons from
ligther hadrons. The novel hadronic technology studied in Vol. Ill is based on the

above alteration of intrinsic characteristics of particles when in interior

conditions.

In closing, we would like to indicate that one of the most interesting

studies of Dirac's equation currently available is that by the Tartu School in

nonassociative algebras initiated by L. Sorgsepp and continued by J. Lohmus, E.

Paal and others (see their recent monograph [10]) via quaternions and sedenions.

We regret the inability of reviewing this approach at this time because it is

readily set for its isotopic generalization via the isoquaternions of Sect. 1.2.7. We
also regret to be unable to review other approaches for brevity, such as that via

Clifford algebras, which can also be isotopically lifted with rather intriguing

possibilities.

for that reason, they were not quoted. Papers [8,9] were brought to the author's attention

by A. Kalnay from Argentina in the occasion of the First Workshop on Hadronic

Mechanics held at the Institute for Basic Research (then in Cambridge, MA) in 1983. The
isotopic structure of "Dirac's generalization of Dirac's equation", which is evident from a

mere inspection of the papers, was identified for the first time at that meeting (it is

regrettable that A. Kalnay was forced to terminate his research in the field after that

meeting, even though he was on the edge of perhaps the most important discoveries of his

research life). As we shall see in Vol. Ill, Dirac's generalization of Dirac's equation has a

number of truly intriguing applications, such as a rather unique treatment of the two
identical electrons in the Cooper pair in superconductivity with attractive interactions,

an important role in the construction of unstable hadrons via the chemical synthesis of

ligther hadrons, and others.
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10.2: EQUIVALENCE OF ISODUALITY AND CHARGE
CONJUGATION

As it is well known {see, e.g., ref. [2], pp. 109-1 10), the Klein-Gordon equation for a
spin zero particle of charge e under an external electromagnetic field with
potential in Minkowski space M(x,ti,R)), n = diag. (1, 1, 1, -l), h =

1, cQ
=

1, &. =

{ (a^ + ieA^XcH- + ieA^ )
- m2 }^) - 0, (10.2.1)

under charge conjugation

e -+ -e, C 0j(x) = Ci|/(x), |c|=L (10.2.2)

changes into the form

^(x)( (c^ - ieA^Hc^-ieAl1 ) - m2
} = 0, (10.2.3)

while the Lagrangian density

£ = -itta^^-ieA^^Jta^^+ieA^^) +m2
}, (10.2.4)

is invariant, and the four-current

^ =(2imr l [^3
kL

t|i - (3^^)^ ] + eA^^/m, (10.2.5)

changes sign.

Similarly, let us consider the Dirac's equation for a particle of spin 1/2 also

under an external electromagnetic field with potential A^ in Pauli's representation

(see [loc. cit.\ pp. 176-177),

{ t Pa ~ e A^(x) / c ] + i m } tjj(x) =
, (10.2.6a)

(y^,yv } = yVf + / yM- = 2 tP, (10.2.6b)

yk =
( °k

^ V T
4 =i (

^ ° ) - Is =diag.(I, 1)

^
~ Q 1 \ / (10..2.6C)

Under charge conjugation

e -e, Ct}; = c Sc
_1

iJJ , |c| = I,

%YnScT
l = ~ V' ^ = ^Y4- dO.2.7)
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Eq. (10.2.6) transforms into the equation

$x){y^(^ + e^}-i m) = 0, (10.2.8)

while the Lagrangian density

£= ^(^[y^Ca^ + ieA^J+mJiJf-E^t^-ieA^l + m]^}, (10.2.9)

changes sign and the charge current

J |jl

= ^*]>. (10.2.10)

remains the same.

We now study the behaviour of the above equations under isoduality.

Theorem 10.2.1 [4]: Isoduality is equivalent to charge conjugation.

Proof. Recall from Vol. I that the field of real numbers R(n,+,x) is mapped
by isoduality into the isodual isofield Rd(nd +,xd) with isodual real numbers nd =
-n, isodual multiplication n

L

dxdn2
d = -nixn2 , isodual quotient n^Ai/ - -

n^n^ isodual norm
|
n

|

d = -| n
|
< 0, etc. (see Sect. 1.2.5 for details). Thus, e

d = -

e, = -A^, F^v = - F^v, etc.

The field of complex numbers C(c,+,*) is mapped into the isodual field

Cd(cd,+

x

d
) with isodual complex numbers cd = - c, isodual norm

|
cd |

d = -
|
c

|

,

isodual multiplication c
1

dxdc2
d = - c^cg, isodual quotient C!

d
/
dc2

d = - c
x
fc2 , etc.

(see Sect. 1.2.6 for details). Note that r = -T = i, that is, the imaginary unit is

isoselfdual (invariant under isoduality).

The Minkowski space M(x,ti,R) is mapped into the isodual Minkowski space
Md

(x,Ti
d
,R
d

), Ti
d = -ti, with isodual isounit I

d = - diag. (1, 1, 1, 1) and isodual
separation

x
2d = (x^in

d
il,x

l
')I

d e Rd
(n
d +,xd), (10.2.11)

which coincides with the conventional separation. Similarly, the basic second-
order invariant becomes

(( % Tf>u
+ m2 )l)d =

= (p^xd^vd xd
pv

d + md2d }l
d =

P[L
^v

Vv + m2 « (10212)

The isodual derivatives on Md
(x,ti

d
,R
d

) are given by 3^ = 9
d
/
dadx^ = -a^.

The Hilbert space X with states
1 1|* >, | <J> >, and inner product <<J>| i|>> e

C(c,+,x) is mapped under isoduality into the isodual Hilbert space 3Cd with
isodual states

1
i|j >d = -

( | > )t = - < i)f
|
and isodual inner product < 4 1 1|> >d =
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< i|>
<f>
>Id e Cd(cd,+

x

d
) (see Vol. I for additional aspects).

Then, Eq. (10.2.1) for a particle with charge e transforms under isoduality
into Eq. (10.2.2) for the antiparticle 133

[[(^ + ieA^Ma^ + ieA^ )
- m2 ]*^)^ =

= E(3^d + i
d xdedxd

Ali
d )xd( a

[id + i
d xd e ci xd A|id ) _ md2d] xd ^d =

= ^(x)[(8^ - ieA^Xc^-ieA^ ) - m2
] =

= AlKa^ - ieA^M-lM-^ + ieAl1 )
- m2

] = 0, (10.2.13)

while the Lagrangian density becomes

£d = _£d xd
{

(

giid ^d _ jdxdgdxd^dxd^tdjxd

^U^/V + i
d xd e

d xd A^xd
l|;

d
) + m2d

} = - £, (10.2.14)

as necessary for consistency (because it must be an element of the isodual field).

The four-current

j[i

d = (2imr Idxd
[ l

f
J
td xd a^ lJ;

d _ (g^d^Tdjxd^d] +

+ e
d *d A^d xd g,td xd ^ fi md = _ ^ f ( [Q 2 , 5)

changes sign as for the conventional charge conjugation. This completes the

equivalence of isoduality and charge conjugation for the Klein Gordon equation.

In order to study the isoduality of the Dirac equation we first need the

following:

Lemma 10.2.1 [4]: The Dirac gamma matrices are isoselfduai.

In fact, Eq.s (10.2.6c) satisfy the laws

d = _v,TYk
S

' 10.2. 16)

As a result of the above property, the gamma matriecs can be written in

the following symmetrized form for two-dimensional states and their isoduals

while the wavefunction can also be "symmetrized"

( -oTO *-'"(; ./)•
(iozi7)

100 One would reach the same results by adding the actual values of h and c which are

given by /
d
h
dxdc d = /hc .
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*-*4**=Y4*(^
t )

" ix (y •
(i °-2 - i8)

with isodual

$
d
= ^xd

Y4
d

= < <l*l

d
. +2 )- (10-2-19)

Therefore, under isoduality Dirac's equation recovers Eq. (10.2.8) identically,

[y^ xd
(
^d _ edxdyi) + jd xd md

]
xd$x)

d =

= $
d
(x) { ( 8^ + e A^) -i m) = 0, (10.2.20)

while the Lagrangian density again changes sign

£d = ^d xd {£
pd xd

[ y
Hd xd

{
^d_ gdxd^d) -undjxd^d _

-I$d xd(a
li

d
- e^A/) + mdj xd^dj = _ £ (10221)

Similarly, the charge current changes sign as in the conventional case

j^ = & *d *
d

*!>

d = - l . (10.2.22)

Other conjugation (e.g., that of Weil's equation) follows accordingly. q.e.d.

10.3: ISODUAL REPRESENTATION OF ANTIPARTICLES

We now identify a property of the conventional Dirac equation which is

undetectable by quantum mechanics because of the restriction of all units to the

value +1, but which is identifiable by the covering hadronic mechanics and
actually has fundamental relevance for the applications of the theory.

Consider again Dirac's equation (II. 10.2.6) with related gamma matrices in

Pauli's representation. Inspection of property (II. 10.2. 16) reveals that the isodual

spaces are embedded in the very structure of the conventional Dirac's equation
in an essential way. In fact, we have the following:

LEMMA 10.3.1 [4]: The total unit of Dirac's equation has twelve

dimensions, eight for the space-time component and four for the internal

part, with the explicit structure

I
TOt

Dirac = {l4x4
0rbxl2x2

Spin i^l4x40rb -
isod

- x i^/pin isod.
j (l0 3 l)

In fact, the total unit for the intrinsic spin is y4, that is,
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I 4x4
intr = I2x2

Spin x I2x2
Spin i£0d = I

s
x ( - I

s
) = I

s
x I/ , (l0 .a2)

For consistency, this necessarily calls for the admission of a corresponding

isodual unit for the orbital part.

The next step is the identification of the spaces characterized by the above
units. It is evident that I^01^ characterizes the conventional Minkowski space

M(x,ti,50, and that I2x2
Spin

characterizes a two-dimensional space for spin £ of the

SU(2) symmetry which we shall write S(s,8,C), where s = ± \ and 8 = diag. (1, 1).

Corollary 103.1.B [loc. cit.]: The total carrier space of the conventional

Dirac equation is the twelve-dimensional space

S
Tot

Dirac = * M(x,T|,R) * S(s,8,C) } * {M^V) * Sd(s, Sd Cd ) } . ( 10.3.3)

The basic symmetry of the Dirac equation has been believed to be the

spinorial covering 3^(3.1) = SL(2.C)*T(3.1) of the Poincare symmetry P(3.1) =

L(3.1)xT(3.1). This belief is not entirely consistent with the fact that the gamma
matrices provide a four^dimensional representation of spin 1/2, while a two-
dimensional realization is known not to exist (for massive particles).

The above disparity is resolved by the following:

Theorem 10.3.1 [loc. cit.]: The total symmetry of Dirac's equation is the

tensorial product of the spinorial covering of the Poincare symmetry and
its isodual

GT%irac
= 8^(3.1) x#>%i) = (SL(2.C)xT(3.l)}x{SLd(2.Cd)xTd

(3.l)). (10.3.4)

The latter property is at the foundation of the representation of

antiparticles via isodual methods. It essentially embodies in a primitive symmetry
the known property of the Dirac's equation of be "symmetrical" with respect to

solution with positive-definite and negative-definite energy.

In fact, Theorem 10.3. 1 establishes in a unique and unambiguous way the

isotopic interpretation of antiparticles. The positive-energy solutions

represented by the state ^ must evidently be interpreted with respect to the

conventional unit I rb
xl
spin an& characterize particles in our space-time, the

negative-energy solutions contained in the state^ must then be represented as

antiparticles in isodual spaces. ^(3.1) is the universal symmetry of particles (only)

in exterior relativistic conditions (only), while 0>d(3.1) is the universal symmetry of

the corresponding antiparticles.

The above occurrence suggests the following redefinition of the

conventional Dirac equation in terms of the four-dimensional states (1 1.2. 18) with

two-dimensional states tj^ representing particles and their isoduals i|j2
d
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representing antiparticles. The isodual Dirac equation is then describes a state^
representing antiparticles and a second tp2 representing particles, and we shall

write

{y^(^ - eA^) + im)|(x) = 0, $ = Col. ( ^ ,^ ) , (I0.3.5a)

$
d(x){y^O^ + eA^) -im) = 0, $ = Row (tyf ,ty2 ) (10-2.20)

Under the above equations, the state i\s
{
represents a particle with energy

E =
|
E

|
> 0, time t =

1 1 1 > 0, linear momentum p, etc., referred to the unit +1,

while ty£ represents an antiparticle with energy Ed =
|
E

|

d = - E < 0, time t
d =

|
t

|

d < 0, etc., referred to the unit -1.

This isodual interpretation of antiparticles implies the elimination of the

conjecture of infinite seas of hypothetical undetectable antiparticles with "holes"

being the physically observed particles, as well as other conjectures of infinite

states in second quantization, as the reader is encouraged to verify.

A further notion important for these studies is that of isoselfdual

particle which, physically, is a bound state of a particle and its antiparticle such
as the 7T° and, mathematically, is represented via isoselfdual structures of type

(II.2.16). The peculiarity of these bound states is that they admit positive energies

and times when studied in our space-time, and negative energies and times

when studied in the isodual space-time, as shown in the hadronic bound states of

Sect. II.7.8.

As the reader recalls, SP{3.1)x^d(3.1) is the fundamental symmetry of the

novel isocosmology introduced in the preceding chapter. It is remarkable that

such a cosmological symmetry sees its origin in the conventional Dirac

equation.

10.4: ISOTOPIES OF THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION AND
THEIR ISODUALS

We now study the isotopies of conventional relativistic equations of Kadeisvili's

Class I (with isounits that are sufficiently smooth, bounded, nowhere degenerate,

Hermitean and positive-definite).

The central objective is to identify a generalization of conventional field

equations which is form-invariant under the isopoincare symmetry P(3.1) (Sect.

II.8.4.B) in isominkowski space Iti(x,f|,$) (Sect. 1 1.8.2) which now represents

relativistic particles in interior dynamical conditions, e.g., in the core of a star.

We shall assume for simplicity the diagonal form of the isotopic element T and
isounit 1 = T~ l

as in Eq.s (II.8.2.2) with an arbitrary functional dependence,
including that in the local coordinates, T = T(x, x, x\ ty, di\>, ddty, \i, iJj, n, ...). The
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related isoderivatives on lvl(x,f|,R) were identified in Sect. II.8.4.A.

The identification of the iso-Klein-Gordon equation is straightforward
from the basic isoinvariant (II.8.4.25), and can be written [6]

<*P%*JV + n?*ch) *^x) =

[ if"(x, x, ...) Tix, x, ...) fV + m2 c 4 b4
4
l ] Ttx, x, ...) ty(x) =

, (10.4.1)

By recalling the isoquantization of the momentum (II..8.4.13)

* fyix) = Ttx, x, ...) 4t(x) = - i^ i)j(x) =

= ~\\
il

v
{xy ±y ..)dv ^{x) = - i b^

-2
(x, x, ...) i|Hx) (no sum), (10.4.4)

Eq. (10.4.1) acquires the form

[ fT { b^"2 3^ ) ( b/2
dv )

- m2
c 4 b4

4
) = . ( 10.4.5)

A solution of equation (10.4.1) is the familiar isoplane waves [6]

TM xt i^fUx" M i(kk bk
2
x
k - k4 b4

2
x4 )

tff(x) = Ne ^ = Ne K 4
. (10.4.7)

for which

(tTp^IV + rn
2 *c4

1) *4>(x) =(^1^^ + m2
c
4

) l|Xx) = 0, (10.4.8)

which is the correct form of the Pte.lHsoinvariant.

The isotopies of the remaining aspects of the Klein-Gordon equation

(isocurrent, isolagrangian, etc.) are left to the interested reader for brevity. The
isodual iso-Klein-Gordon equation follows the same lines of the isoduality of the

conventional equation but now represent antiparticles in interior relativistic

conditions.

We note that, despite the lack of a potential, Eq. (10.4.1) does not describe a
free particle, but rather a particle under nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical

interactions, or an electromagnetic wave within an inhomogeneous and
anisotropic media.

We finally note that, by conception and realization, the iso-Klein-Gordon

equation incorporates an operator form of gravitation along the lines of Sect.

9.5.E, i.e., by factorizing any Riemannian metric g(x) in the isominkowskian form
g(x) - Tgr(x)ri, and then embedding the gravitational isounit Tgr(x) in the isotopic

element T of the equation. Depending on the selected metric g(x), one therefore

has the iso-Klein-Gordon-Schwartzchild's equation, the iso-Klein-Gordon-

Krasner equation, etc. [15]
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10.5: ISOTOPIES OF DIRAC'S EQUATION AND THEIR ISODUALS

As recalled in Sect. 11.10.!, a central objective of the conventional Dirac equation

is the representation of the electron under the external interaction of the proton

(exterior problem). One of the central objectives of the isotopic Dirac equation,

or isodirac equation, is the study of the same electron when in moving within a

hadronic medium (interior problem).. As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the latter

representation permits fundamentally novel structure models of hadrons as the

chemical synthesis of lighter hadrons [13] with far reaching implications,

including an apparent new form of subnuclear energy called hadronic energy.

DIRAC EQUATION

ISODIRAC EQUATION

Proton

FIGURE 10.5.1: A schematic view of the primary differences between the

conventional and isotopic Dirac equation representing the same electron in exterior
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and interior conditions, respectively. In the exterior case, the electron moves in the

homogeneous and isotropic vacuum under action-at-a-distance interactions. In this

case all possible interactions are represented by the external four-potential A^. In

the interior case the electron is embedded within a hyperdense, inhomogeneous and
anisotropic medium by therefore experiencing the conventional action-at-a-
distance interactions with four potential plus novel contact-nonlagrangian

interactions which, as such, are structurally beyond any descriptive capacity of

relativistic quantum mechanics and which are represented in hadronic mechanics
via via a generalized unit. The isotopic model represented in this figure is

Rutherford's "compression" of the electron inside the proton and consequential
chemical synthesis of the neutron [13]. A central problem is a quantitative
representation of the fact that the orbital angular momentum of the electron must
coincide with the spin of the much heavier proton, to avoid great instabilities due to

a particle spinning inside and against the spinning of a much heavier particle. This

problem was studied via the isotopies of SO(2), SO(3) and SU(2) symmetries in Sects
II.6.5 and II.6.12. In this section we show how the same result can be obtained via a
suitable isotopy of the Dirac equation. In Sect. II. 10.7 we then show how again the

same result can be reached via Dirac's studies [8,9].

In studying the topic, the reader is therefore encouraged to abandon the

conventional thinking of an electron in vacuum, focus the imagination on the

same particle within the densest medium measured in laboratory until now, and
therefore seek, the highest possible deviations from the Dirac equation as an
evident necessary condition for a representation of such physical differences.

To begin, recall that the isotopies are fundamentally dependent on the

assumed unit. The very first step recommended for any isotopy is therefore the

identification of the original basic unit, which is then subjected to axiom-
preserving lifting. All remaining quantities, including fields, spaces, symmetries,
etc., are then constructed in a way to be compatible with the basic generalized

units.

The identification of the basic unit of the conventional Dirac equation was
done in Eq.s (10.3.1) with related total'space given by Eq. (10.3.3)

The central problem in the construction of the isodirac's equation is the

isolinearization of the second-order isofield equation (10.4.1), that is, a reduction

which is of first-order in isospace but which is of arbitrary order when projected

in the original space. We shall also add the conditions that: only isotopies of

Kadeisvili Class I are used; the reduction is properly defined in total isospaces

(10.3.3); and the first-order isoequation results to be an isotopy of the

corresponding conventional form.

Via self-explanatory notation, we can therefore write

tfTp^Pv + m2 )*10^) ^

s ( rT Yu
*tot pv + i m )

*

tot
(
fpP

y

a
*tot pr im)

*

tot #x) , (10.5. l)
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where the isolinearized quantities are properly written in their own six-

dimensional isospace, e.g., the linear momenta are p^ * l4x4
intr

> etc.

Recall from Sect. 1 1. 1.4 that the isotopies do not alter the dimensionality of
the original representation. Therefore, the generalized quantities y^, called

isogamma matrices, remains four-dimensional and are defined by

<V =Vt0t ^ + 7v T
t0

4n = 2vl°rb
-

(10.5.2)

which can be reduced to

*n - y^0Th
> cVYV )

lntr =
y[i

rmr % + YvTintr
f^ = 2^.

(10.5.3)

As we shall see in Sect. II. 10.7, "Dirac's generalization of Dirac's equation"

[8,9] belongs precisely to the above class. Nevertheless, the above formulation is

excessively general for most of our needs. We shall therefore assume in this

section as a first illustration the particularization for which

10rb sl) Torb B T> lSpin = j = djag ([> l} ,
^ = _ diag (lf ^ (i054)

under which general conditions (10.5.2) become

iy^yv) = y^yv
+ yv T%^ = 2^1, 1 = r l

, (10.5.5)

with the simplest possible realization

y^L
= b^x, x, X, ft 3ft 38ft ...) y^l (no sum) , b^ > , (10.5.6)

where the y-matrices are the conventional ones.

The isodirac's equation for the simplest possible case here considered and
without external fields can be written

(yl1 * + im)*$x) = (10.5.7a)

( fHx, x, ft 3ft ...) y^ T(x, x, ft Oft ...) pv + i m 1 ) T<x, x, ft 3ft ...) ftx) =
,

T = diag. (b!
2

,
b2

2
, bj

2 b4
2

), > 0, m = m 1 , (10.5.7b)

$ = y4
^x) = column

( ft(x), $2
d

). (10.5.7c)

Despite

its simplicity, the above realization is sufficient to indicate the nontriviality of

the isotopy, because it implies an alteration of the gamma matrices which is not

unitarily equivalent to the conventional ones, i.e., there exist no unitary operator
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U such that = Uy^uf. The isolinear character is also evident, because the
equation is first order in isospace, i.e., in the first expression of Eq.s (10.5.7a),

while it is of arbitrary order when projected in the original space-time, i.e., the

last identity in the same equations. It is an instructive exercise for the interested

reader to verify that isoplane waves (If. 10.4.8) are also a solution of the isodirac

equation.

The extension of Eq. (10.5.7) to include external electromagnetic

interactions is readily given by (ft = 1)

{y^*[p^ + eA^x)/c] + im}*$x) = m = ml, (10.5.8)

where the reader should note the crucial replacement of c , as in Eq. (II. 10.2.6),

with c = c b4 . A step-by-step isotopy of all various aspects of the conventional

Dirac's equation [1,2] then follows. We report below only the most essential

aspects.

By introducing the isodual $
d = $]*y4 = Row {fyfi $2). tne four isocurrent

and related conservation law are given by the straighforward isotopy of

conventional expressions,

= c $
d
* * $ . 3^ = 0. (10.5.9)

The hadronic angular momentum L(Sect. II.6.4) is defined in isoeuclidean

space E(r,B,R), with

8 = TS = T°rb, 1 = (T°
rb T 1

, T°rb = diag. ( b,
2

, b/ , tg
2

) , (10.5.10)

and admits the conventional components as in Sect. II.6.4

£fc
= e

kij
r

i Pj> (10.5.11)

For applications we need an explicit form of the isoeigenvalues of L. They
can be computed via an "old trick" of the isotopies, which consists of introducing

a fictitious conventional space E(r,8,R) whose interval coincides with that of

E(r,8,R), for which

^ = vA2rk = rk rk = r
2

(10.5.12a)

rk =V 1 ?k - Pk = V 1

fit • Pk * * = bk
_1

pk $ . (10.5.12b)

Under these conditions we can transform the isotopic algebra in E(r,S$) into a

conventional algebra in E(f,8,R) according to the rules

U = t>i b2 L2 ,
L2 = a-

1 b3
1 L2 ,

Cg = b
{

1 b2
1 L3 , (10.5.13a)
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so(3): [ Lj T Lj 3 = e
ijk ^ 2 Lk , (10.5.13b)

where Lk represents the conventional components in E(r,S,.R). The desired
isoeigenvalues for the L = 1 on a basis of maximal weight, are then given by

= (bf2 b2
"2 + b2

~2 b3
~2 + h

-2
h -2^^ (io.5.14a)

Cs*$ = bf 1 ^" 1

^. (10.5.14b)

with corresponding expressions for higher values of L.

The hadronic spin of the isodirac equation can be defined via a simple
isotopy of the conventional expression, yielding the following components and
related algebra the reader can easily verify

su(2): gk = *e
kij Yi*Yj , (10.5.15a)

[ , Sj 1 = €ijk bk
2 \ (no sum on the k-index) , (10.5.15b)

The needed isoeigenvalues, also on a basis of maximal weight, are then easily

derived from the assumed realization of the Y~matrices

S 2 *$ = (l/4)(b!
2 b2

2 + b2
2
b3

2 + b3
2
b

1

2
)$, (10.5.16a)

£3*$ = * b
x
b2 $. (10.5.16b)

An inspection of isoeigenvalues (10.5.14) and (10.5.16) confirms the existence

of a nontrivial mutation of the angular momentum and spin, exactly as desired.

Note also that the structure of the spin isoeigenvalues is different than that for

the regular and fundamental representations of su(2). This is due to the fact that

we have here a different isotopy, that of the four-dimensional representation of

SIi2.C), rather than that of the of two-dimensional representation of su(2) as

studied in Ch. II.6. In fact, the isorepresentation is fully aligned with that of the

SL(2.C) isosymmetry studied in Sect. 1 1.8.3.

We now study the explicit form of the magnetic and electric moments of
the isodirac equation. Introduce the hadronic spin tensor

V =
* { y\i*% ~ ">V*V • (10.5.17)

and note that the electromagnetic field, being external, is not altered by the

isotopies,

f\lv = d
\i
Av~ dv V- (10.5.18)
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The second-order equation then admits the the term

e( V*F^V )/2mc = e ( * % * p»> ) / 2 c , (10.5.19)

which, by using realization (10.5.6) of the isogamma matrices, can be written

e(ak *Hk - idk *Ek )/2mc, (10.5.20)

where 6\ = bk <rk,
dk = bk ak (no sum), and ak is another symbol for Pauli's

matrices.

This yields the desired expression of the magnetic and electric isodipole

moments, that is, dipole moments computed in isospace tiftx.fi.ft),

=
mc> mk

= mk> (10.5.21)
b4 b4

where the b4
term originates from the term c = c b4 , which were first

introduced in ref. \5\ Eq.s (4.20.16), p. 803, re-expressed in the isotopic language in

ref. [6], and applied to the chemical synthesis of protons and electrons in ref. [13).

The computation of the isotopies of the remaining aspects of Dirac's theory

is then straighforward and it is here left to the interested reader. In particular,

the isotopy of the charge is intriguing for the possible "isotopic construction" of

fractional charge of quarks inside hadronic matter (see Vol. III).

The isotopies of Dirac's theory have a number of applications studied in

Vol. III. The simplest ones occur for those values of the characteristic quantities

\ which yield a conventional spin i but deformed shape of the charge
distribution and consequential alteration of the intrinsic magnetic moments. This
class of realizations is particularly significant in nuclear physics because
preserving most of quantum mechanical laws (such as the exclusion principle).

A most important application in hadron physics is the achievement of a

null total angular momentum under expressions (10.5.14) and (10.5.16) as per
Lemma II.6.10.1. In fact, the lemma here considered implies the conditions

t?-#, Lz = -§
z\ (10.5.22)

i.e,

V'V 1 = ib!b2 , (10.5.23a)

VV 1 + V2V2 + V2 bf2 = (l/4)(b! 2 b2
2 + b/ba2 + bg

2 ^ 2
),

(10.5.123)

with the spherically symmetric solution

bj
2 = b2

2 = b3
2 = V2 - 1.415, (10.5.24)
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whose numerical values will be used in Vol. ill for the study of the chemical
synthesis of proton and an electron [13].

in astrophysics the isodirac equation is significant because it permits a
particular operator description of the gravitational field as embedded in the
isotopic element T, along the lines of Sect. II.9.5.E (see also the preceding section
for the second-order case) [15] In fact, by factorizing again the various
gravitational metrics g(x) = Tgr(xhi, and by embedding Tgr(x) into the isotopic

element, we have the iso-Dirac-Schwartzschild equation, iso-Dirac-Krasner
equation, etc.

The isodual isodirac equation is constructed via the same antiautomorphic
map of Sect. II. 10.2, and can be written

Td(x, ...) [ + e
d A^d /d cd ] T^x, ...) y

m + i md
] =

. (10.5.25)

where $
d = Row (ty^, $2). The rest of the isodual theory follows. Note that the

latter equation is not needed for the characterization of antiparticles in interior

conditions because they are embedded in the structure of the isodirac equation
itself.

10.6: ISOTOPIES OF THE SPINORIAL POINCARE' SYMMETRY
AND THEIR ISODUALS

In this section we reduce all the results of this chapter to primitive
isosymmetries. It is easy to prove that the following generators

^ = C )
= < U N ), Lk = \ e

kij Yj * Yj , Nk = i Yk * ' k =
1, 2, 3,

(10.6.1)

characterize the isotopic covering SL(2.C) of the conventional spinorial covering
SL(2.C) of the Lorentz symmetry L(3.I). The isoduals Lk

d = - Lk and ftk
d = - flk

therefore characterize the isodual isospinorial covering SLd(2.Cd).

By adding the isotranslations T(3.1) in rtf(x,-n,ft) and their isodual in

fvnx,f|
d

ft
d

), the full isosymmetry of the isodirac equation is given by

0(3. i) x 0% i) = ( sfi2.o xm i) } x { stf(2.e
d

) x rfe. o j , ( 10.6.2)

with isocommutation rules for &(3. 1)

Wlyxv
:P

a
] *$ = i(VV V^** =

°' M-.v= 1,2,3.4, (10.6.3b)
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and isogroup in terms of conventional parameters

g(A) = { TTk=iA3 exp ( i 0k yk * 74 ) * 1^=1,2,3 exp < * wk€kij Yi * Yi ) )

.

(10.6.4)

plus the isotranslations (Sect. II.8.3), and corresponding structures for the isodual

part. The transformation laws of the isowave functions $ are then given by

(x '
) = g(A) * $ [ A_I

(x - ?) ] , (10.6.5a)

T
4

' (x') = $0 [ A
-1

( x - x°) ] * g
_1

(A) . (10.6.5b)

The computation of the remaining isotransformation properties, including

isoinversions, is then straightforward

10.7: DIRAC'S GENERALIZATION OF DIRAC'S EQUATION

We now complete this chapter with a review of Dirac's elegant generalization of

his own equation exhibiting an essential isotopic structure with null total angular

momentum in the ground state [8,9]. We shall present it first in the original

notations used by Dirac, and then show its essential structure.

Ref. [8l introduced the following generalization of the conventional Dirac's

equation

(a^ + p ) q i|j = 0, (10.7.1)

where

/ 1 \ / -1 \£=[ 1 , a
t
=

[ 1 ), (10.7.2a)
V -1 7 1-1 000 /
v - 1 '

v
1

7

/ 1 \ / I \
a2 =

( 10), a3 = | 010 ), (10.7.2b)

V 1 / ^ \ -1 7x
1 '

v
-1 7

q = Column ( q t
, p t ; q2 , p2 ), and is a four-component wavefunction. By

assuming a
4
= I, Dirac's alpha-matrices are defined by the properties

a^cty + M<V = 2(3^, , (10.7.3)

The spin of Eq. (10.7.1) is represented by

Sy = -
( aj (3 ctj - ctj p cq ) q q

T
/ 8 , (10.7.4)

and possesses the explicit values
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f = s 12
z + + s31

^ = (q^ + + q2
* + p2

'i
)
4 /8 - 1/4 =

= J(J+ 1), (10.7.5a)

J = (q t

2 + P!
2 + q2

2 + p2
2 )/4 - 1/2 = (n + n')/2, (I0.7.5b)

n, n' = 0, 1,2,..., s = 0,i, 1, .... (10.7.5c)

thus reaching the value s = for the ground state.

Dirac essentially submitted the above generalized equation for an intriguing

characterization of two oscillators with quantum numbers qk, pk , k = 1, 2. We
refer the interested reader to the original papers [8,9] for all remaining.

The essential (i.e., irreducible) isotopic character of generalized equation

(10.7.1) is evident, with the isotopic element given by the nonsingular, but
nondiagonal quantity

T =
(3 , (10.7.6)

Eq. (10.7.1) can therefore be identically written in the isotopic language

(a^ + p ) q*C = -(TTfVPt, " 0*$ = 0, (10.7.7a)

$ = q*k FV* ^ = P^P$ 1
2
9v 4>, 1 = T" 1 = (T

1
(10.7.7b)

Conditions (10.7.3) are also identically preserved in isotopic language, and simply
read

{

a

p. r av } = * av + av *a[L
= 2 t^v , (10.7.8)

Thus, they belong to the generalized class of isolinearizations (10.5.3), and this

illustrates once more the brilliance of Dirac's intuition.

Quite intriguingly, the isominkowskian space M(x,f|,$) underlying Eq.

(10.7.1) has a nondegenerate nondiagonal isometric

T| = p ti, Detp = 1*0, Detfi * 0, (10.7.9)

but a degenerate isoseparation

x2 = (x^nx )1 = (x ! x3 - x
2
x
4 - x3 x* - x

4
x
2

)l = -2x2
x
4

1.

(10.7.10)

Without his knowledge, Dirac selected an isotopy under which the four-

dimensional Minkowski space M(x,n,R) is lifted into a degenerate isotopic form
with only two components. It is this particular structure which permits the

mutation of the original total angular momentum J = n + \ into the value J = in

the ground state, with rather intriguing applications, e.g., to the characterization

of the Cooper pairs in superconductivity as done by Animalu [14].

The isotopic reformulation of the remaining aspects (such as the new
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isotopic realization of the su(2) algebra) is left to the interested reader.

It is instructive to compare Dirac's lifting of the total angular momentum J

= n + £ to a null value and the same result achieved in the preceding section. In

essence, in isodirac equation (II. 10.5.7) we realize Lemma 1 1.6. 10.1 in the form

J
tot

= £ + £; = 0, L^-g^0, (10.7.11)

that is, when the angular momentum and spin are constrained to coincide but not

to be individually null. By comparison, Dirac achieves the same null total value J
- L + £ 0, via the null value of the individual terms

£ = S = 0. (10.7.112)

In this latter case Dirac achieves the mutation of the spin via one of the most
limiting conditions that are conceivable for the electron collapsing into a

degenerate space-time.

We can therefore conclude by saying that Dirac's intuitive, yet eiegant

isotopy of his equation confirms a most fundamental aspect of hadronic

mechanics and its application to the chemical synthesis of hadrons.
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11: HADRONIC PERTURBATION THEORY

11.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is generally believed that strong interactions have divergent perturbative

expansions because of the high value of their coupling constant. Hadronic

mechanics has disproved this additional belief because, as we shall see in this

chapter, a divergent perturbative series can be always turned into a convergent

form via a suitable isotopic lifting.

This occurrence was indicated in the original proposal of 1978 to build

hadronic mechanics [ 1], but it remained thereafter ignored for several years. The
property was first submitted to a preliminary investigation in memoir [2l of 1989

within the context of the isotopies of Class I, confirmed and then applied to the

quark theory in paper [3l. The only other contribution of which this author is

aware at this writing is paper [4] by Jannussis and Mignani of 1992 which studies

the problem of isoconvergence within the broader genotopic (Lie-admissible)

theory.

As one can see, the studies are at the very beginning. The objective of this

chapter is therefore limited to that of illustrating the mechanism according to

which hadronic mechanics can turn a divergent quantum series into a convergent

form. Applications will be considered in Vol. III.

The main idea of the isotopic reconstruction of convergent perturbative

series when conventionally divergent, more generally called hadronic
perturbation theory, is so simple to appears trivial. Recall (see, e.g., ref. [5]) that

quantum perturbative treatments have a restricted arena of applicability. In

particular, they are effective only when the Hamiltonian has the structure

H = H + k V , k < 1, (11.1.1)

where the matrix elements of V are comparable in magnitude to those of Hq.

Under sufficient smoothness and regularity conditions generally verified in

practical applications, hadronic mechanics can provide convergent perturbative
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expansions for all Hamiltonians of the type

H = H + kV, k §» 1, (11.1.2)

where the matrix elements of V are bounded, but arbitrarily larger than those of

H . The sole condition is that the magnitude of the isotopic element of the theory

is sufficiently small for a given Hamiltonian (l 1.2),

|T| < I . (n.1.3)

Convergence is then regenerated.

The origin of the occurrence is the following. In quantum mechanics a

physical system is solely described by the Hamiltonian. As such, perturbative

series can be convergent or divergent depending on the structure of that given

Hamiltonian. In hadronic mechanics we have an infinite number of possible

isotopic elements T for each given Hamiltonian H. It is therefore possible to

select the operator T such to "compensate" the divergence originating from the

Hamiltonian.

The simplest case occurs for a constant isotopic element T and
|
V

|

**
|
H

|.

In fact, the selection T = k~n provides a form of isorenormalization of the

coupling constant , i.e., renormalization via isotopic techniques, which essentially

implies the lifting

k>l -> k l
~ n <U. (11.1.4)

As we shall see, this regeneration of convergence> is linked to the

mechanism of regeneration of exact symmetry> studied in the preceding

chapters, such as the reconstruction of the exact rotational symmetry when
believed to be broken by deformations of the sphere, or the reconstruction of the

exact Lorentz symmetry when believed to be broken by deformations of the

Minkowski metric.

In particular, the isotopy of space-time symmetries is one of the broadest

known forms of renormalization, in the sense that it implies a renormalization

not only of conventional quantities, but also of the intrinsic characteristics of a

given particle. Convergence of perturbative expansions under the isogalilean and
isopoincare symmetries then follows under condition (1 1.3).

Intriguingly, the application of the isotopic methods to quark theories

studied in Vol. Ill implies an isotopic operator T characterized by the operator

formulation of the classical Nambu mechanics for triplets of Sect. 1 1.2.6. In fact,

realization (1 1.2.6. 14c), i.e.,

T = Hf 1 + H2
"

1

, (11.1.5)

which naturally fulfills condition (11.1.3), because for strong interactions we
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naturally have the properties [3]

H
L
> 1, B> > 1, |T| < I . (11.1.6)

We can therefore anticipate the relevant possibility that the formulation of
strong interactions at large, and the isotopies of the quark theories in particular

via the hadronic-operator form of Nambu's mechanics, are naturally set to have a
convergent perturbative theory.

Despite the limited knowledge in the field lamented earlier, the available

results are sufficient to indicate that the divergence of the perturbative

expansions of strong interactions appears to be primarily due to their current

local-canonical approximation, and that the perturbative series can indeed be

turned into a convergent form when the nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical

character of the strong interactions due to deep weave-overlapping is properly

treated.

11.2: TIME INDEPENDENT ISOPERTURBATION THEORY

Consider the conventional, time-independent quantum perturbation theory, e.g.,

as presented in ref. [5]. The axiomatic structure of hadronic mechanics presented

in Ch.s 3 and 4 permits its step-by-step isotopic liftings.

In the following shall study the general case with isofield PT,
isoenvelopes

£T and isohilbert spaces 3tG with different isotopic element T and G (Sect. II.6.2).

The main result can be expressed as follows.

Lemma 11.2.1 [2,3]: Under sufficient smoothness and regularity

conditions, given a conventionally divergent, time-independent, quantum
perturbative series, there always exists an infinite number of isotopies of

Class 1 of the underlying fields F, enveloping associative algebras f and
Hilbert spaces

£ -+ £T ' F ^ FT , X ^ 3tG , (11.2.1)

characterized by

\T\< 1 and |G| < 1, (11.2.2)

under which the series becomes convergent.

Two inter-related proofs, one of algebraic and the other of analytic

character, will be given below and a third proof of group theoretical nature will

be given in Vol. III.
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Isoalgebraic proof: Consider a conventional, divergent, canonical series in

terms of a positive-definite parameter k > 1

,

A(k) = A(0) + k[A,H]|/l! + k2 [[A,H]^H]^/2! + oo
, {ll.2.3a)

[A.Hjg = AH - HA, (11.2.3b)

where the operators A and H are Hermitean and sufficiently bounded. Then, the

lemma states that under the isotopic lifting the preceding series we have
isoconvergence,

A(k) = A(0) + k [A, H]^ / 1 ! + k2 [[A, H]^, Hl^ / 2 1 + ... a
|
N

|
< oo (i 1.2.4a)

[A,H]| = ATH - HTA, ( 11.2.4b)

In fact, the simple case in which T - ek" 1

, where e is a sufficiently small

positive-definite constants, the isotopies turn expansion (11.2.3) into the

convergent form

A(k) = A(0) + k [A, l\ \ + k2 [[A, H^, H]£ /2 ! + ..

= A(0) + e[A,H]
€
/l! + e

2 [[A,H]^Hy/2! + .... k> 1,T« I, € = kT < 1

(11.2.5)

Even though more involved, the same result can also be proved for a

positive-definite operator T verifying condition (11.1.3), e.g., when its diagonal

elements are very small.

Isoanalytic proof: Consider a Hermitean operator of the type

H(k) = H + k V, Hj 4 > = E
|

t)i >, H(k)
|
(Jj(k) > = E(k)

|
i|>(k) > . k $> 1.

(11.2.6)

Assume that H has a nondegenerate discrete spectrum. Then, conventional

perturbative series are divergent, as well known. In fact, the eigenvalue E(k) of

H(k) up to second order is given by (see, e.g., ref . [5])

E(k) = E + kE! + k2 E2 =

, , 0^ l<^p|V|^n >l
2

= E + k<^|v| l|;> + k2 2p^n — , (11-2.7)

But under isotopies for the general case of hadronic mechanics (Ch. 1 1.3) we
have

H(k) = H + kV, H T|$> = E |$>, (11.2.8a)
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H(k) T
|
ttfk) > = E(k) \^k)> k > 1 (1 1.2.8b)

The simple lifting of the conventional perturbation expansion then yields

E(k) = E + k£! + k2 E2 + 0(k2)
=

= E + k<*|GVT|$> + k2 2^n

l
< *pl QYT '»n>P

(U29)

whose convergence can be evidently reached via the suitable selection of isotopic
elements.

As an example, for a positive-definite constant G = T ^ 1, expression
(10.2.9) becomes

«, * * 9 . . 9 * ^ I <^pM > 1

2

E(k) =e + kT2 < i}i|VT| lJ;> + k2 T5 En^n "
> (H.ZIO)

^on Lop

This shows that the original divergent coefficients 1, k, k2 ... are now turned into

the manifestly convergent coefficients 1, kT2 k2^, ..... with k > 1 and T < 1, thus

ensuring isoconvergence for a suitable selection of T for each given k and V.

11.3: TIME-DEPENDENT ISOPERTURBATION THEORY

We study now the isotopies of the time-dependent quantum perturbation theory

also from ref. [2]. The main result can be expressed via the following predictable

extension of Lemma 10.1

Lemma 11.3.1 [loc. cit.]: Under sufficient smoothness and regularity

conditions, given a conventionally divergent, time-dependent, quantum
perturbative series, there always exists an infinite number of isotopies of

Class I of the underlying field F, enveloping associative algebras £ and
Hilbert spaces 3C under which the series becomes convergent.

Consider the isochrOdinger's equation

il
t
3

t
$(t,r) = H*ip(t,r)= HT$(t,r), "U 1.3.1)

where H = H + V, and

H *un(r) = En un(r). (11.3.2)

where the quantities with (without) the superscript represent hadronic (quantum)

quantities.

The main idea of the time-dependent hadronic perturbation theory is that
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of studying the expansion

*M = 2nan{t)un e"
itTtEn

, (11.3.3)

where 2 denotes sum over discrete indices and integral over continuous ones. By
substituting expansion (11.3.3) into Eq.s (10.3.1), we have

iEn^t—

u

n e
UTtEn

+2nan En un e-itTt
En =

dt

« Xnan (H + V)*un e~
itTtEn

. (11.3.4)

A step-by-step isotopy of the conventional treatment [5] then leads to the

expression

i1
t
— ak(t) = ln\n e

itTt<*kn
, (11.3.5)

dt

where

hn = / utk GVTun dV, (11.3.6a)

"kn
=_ Ek ~ En 1) , (ll.3.6b)

The hadronic time-dependent perturbation theory is then based on
replacing the interaction term V with kV and in the power series

an = an
(o) +kan

(1) + k2^2
' + (11.3.7a)

~-\i0) = 0, iWak(t/
p) = ZnVkn an

(P +1)
e
iT^kn.

(1L3<7b)
dt dt

which is at least formally solvable under the conditions assumed, as well as

truncated at the desired term.

The regeneration of convergence when the original series is divergent is

now trivial. In fact, the original divergence is due to the excessively large term
Vkn . But these terms can be turned in isotopic images Vkn as small as desired via

a suitable selection of the two isotopic operators G and T in isoeigenvalues

(113.7), and this proves Lemma 10.3.2.

We can therefore conclude by stating that the regaining of convergence for

strong interactions is indeed within technical reach. The isodual isotopic

perturbation theory is a simple antiautomorphic image of the above theory. For

the more general genotopic perturbation theorywe refer the interested reader to

the original derivation UI
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12: NONPOTENTIAL SCATTERING THEORY

12.1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is generally believed that the data elaboration of contemporary measures on
strong interacting elaborated via the conventional potential scattering theory

(see, e.g., ref.s [1]) have a final experimental character. Hadronic mechanics has

stimulated a moment of reflection on this "experimental belief" because of the

existence of a consistent nonpotential scattering theory which show different

numerical results in the data elaboration of the same experiments.

The potential scattering theory was historically conceived, developed, and
originally applied only for action-at-a-distance interactions, such as the

scattering of alpha particles by nuclei, in which there is no physical "contact"

between the two scattering objects.

Subsequently, because of its original successes, and according to a

historical process not sufficiently investigated by historians, the same theory was
developed up to the available degrees of diversification and was indiscriminately

applied to all contemporary scattering experiments of hadrons, including deep
inelastic scattering.

A comparison of the original historical conception of the potential

scattering theory and its current use in high energy hadron physics reveals the

following rather forceful aspects. On one side, the theory has remained of

fundamentally potential/action-at-a-distance type, while, on the other side, deep

inelastic scattering experiments are expected to imply contact-nonpotential

interactions which are at variance with the very conception and structure of the

potential scattering theory.

In fact, the conditions of these inelastic scatterings imply the deep mutual
penetration and overlapping at high energy of extended charge distributions of

hadrons with consequential expectation of nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical

interactions which are structurally beyond the formulation, let alone treatment,

of the contemporary scattering theory.
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As we shall see in this chapter, hadronic mechanics does indeed imply a

consistent, step-by-step isotopic generalization of the potential scattering theory
for nonlinear-nonlocal-nonpotential interactions which can be expected to

originate from its axiomatic structure (Ch.s II.3 and II.4).

The fundamental issue in which hadronic mechanics has stimulated a

moment of reflection is that the nonpotential scattering theory implies an
apparent revision of at least some of the currently accepted experimental

numbers in hadron scatterings. In fact, nonpotential internal effects imply a

necessary alteration of the very definition of differential and total cross
sections. The possible revision of at least some of the currently accepted

numerical interpretation of the experiments is a mere consequence.

Independently from the above considerations implying mutual penetration

of hadrons, the potential scattering theory has shown clear limitations, e.g., in its

inability to represent the different cross sections for the elastic scattering of
spin £ hadrons with spins parallel and antiparallel [1]. This latter occurrence
implies contact among hadrons without appreciable mutual overlap. As such, it

focuses the attention on another restrictive character of the theory, the point-

like approximation of particles as necessary from its local-differential topology.

Stated in different terms, singlet and triplet couplings are admitted with
equal probability from the very axioms of quantum mechanics, thus resulting in

the same cross sections for inelastic scattering with spins parallel and antiparallel

which is contrary to experimental evidence. Any "phenomenological" model
attempting the representation of the above occurrence deviates in one way or

another from the basic axioms or the theory.

This is another arena of clear applicability of the covering nonpotential

scattering theory. In fact, hadrons are represented with their actual nonspherical

shape via the isounit of the theory. In turn, the admission of the extended

character of particles implies the necessary inequivalence of singlet and triplet

couplings under conditions of mutual contact. As an example, gears can only

couple in singlet because their triplet coupling would imply each gear rotating

against the rotation of the other.

The quantitative representation of the inequivalence of singlet and triplet

couplings is then expected to permit the nonpotential scattering theory to reach

the first quantitative-numerical representation on record of the experimental

data in the field via a theory derivable from primitive axioms.

It is evident that the study of the above issues will likely continue into the

next century, and cannot possibly be resolved in these first books in the field. Our
objective is merely that of outlining the current status of our knowledge in the

problem considered and identify the essential open issues for their resolution by
interested researchers at some future time.

The idea to build a nonpotential scattering theory was submitted by this

author in the original proposal of the hadronic mechanics [2], where the

inequivalence of singlet and triplet coupling at small distances was established
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via the so-called "gear model". The formal foundations of the nonpotential

scattering theory were subsequently studied in detail by Mignani (see papers [3-6]

and additional references quoted therein) and, for this reason, the theory has been

here called Mignani's nonpotential scattering theory. Additional studies were
conducted by this author in ref. [7]. The extension of the results to the

superscattering framework has been recently done by Bartoli and Bergia [83. No
additional contribution is available in the field at this writing (summer 1994) to

our best knowledge.

In essence, Mignani [loc. cit.] used the incomplete isoschrodinger's equation

(II.2.3.5) with conventional plane-waves and conventional spherical coordinates

over conventional fields, geometries and Hilbert spaces. This author [loc. cit.]

studied the foundations of the theory via the full isoschrOdinger's equations,

related isoplane waves and isospherical coordinates defined on isofields,

isogeometries and isohilbert spaces, including the first study of the partial wave
expansions in terms of the isospherical harmonics (see App. II.6.B).

These latter studies permitted the identification of deeper deviations from
the potential scattering theory caused by nonlinear, nonlocal and nonpotential

internal effects, with particular reference to numerical deviations in the

interpretation of conventionally measured angles and cross sections.

This chapter is specifically devoted to the study of the Lie-isotopic

formulation of the nonpotential scattering theory, which is the branch applicable

to scattering processes in their center-of-mass system when considered as

closed-isolated with conventional total conservation laws. The extension to the

more general I,ie-admissible formulation is straighforward from the analysis of

the preceding chapters and will be left to the interested reader for brevity. 134

The Lie-admissible theory applies to open-nonconservative scatterings, e.g.,

a beam of particles scattering on an external target in such a way to experience

the lack of conservation of at least some quantity (e.g., the beam's energy or

angular momentum). As such, the Lie-admissible nonpotential scattering theory is

particularly suited to complete our axiomatization of the origin of irreversibility

at the particle level studied throughout this volume.

At this point the studies of this chapter acquire a new dimension because

applicable to a number of generalizations existing in the literature. In fact, the

need for a nonunitary scattering matrix for irreversible processes has been

known for some time (see, e.g., the article by Hawkins [9] on the nonunitary

scattering matrix, the application of the theory to a nonunitary irreversible model

of quasar dynamics by Ellis et al. [10] and references quoted therein).

As pointed out in App. I1.9.A, these models are afflicted by a number of

problematic aspects which are common to all conventional formulations of

nonunitary time evolutions, such as loss of form-invariance, loss of Hermiticity-

observability at all times, loss of the measurement theory because of the lack of

lM Most of the literature in the field has been written for the Lie-admissible case and

reduced in this chapter to the simpler Lie-isotopic structure.
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conservation of the basic unit, etc.

As proved by this author in ref. [7] (see Sect. 1 1. 12.4), all nonunitary

scattering matrices defined over conventional fields, geometries and Hilbert

spaces always admit an identical reformulation for the closed-isolated case as

isounitary scattering matrices in isofield, isogeometries and isohilbert spaces,

and for the open-irreversible case as genounitary scattering matrices over
genofields, genogeometries and genohilbert spaces.

This result implies the regaining of unitarity at the abstract level with the

consequential resolution of all problematic aspects mentioned earlier, i.e., form-
invariance of the theory under the time evolution, preservation of Hermiticity-

observability at all times, applicability of the measurement theory because of the

invariance of the basic unit, etc.

In this chapter we shall present the theoretical foundations of Lie-isotopic

nonpotential scattering theory. Applications to experiments will be presented in

Vol. III. A technical knowledge of the virtual entirety of hadronic mechanics is

necessary for a technical understanding of this chapter.

12.2: BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN POTENTIAL AND
NONPOTENTIAL SCATTERING THEORIES

It may be advantageous to point out up-front some of the basic differences

between the potential and nonpotential scattering theories, which can thereafter

be of guidance in the understanding of the new formulation.

When first exposed to the idea of a possible nonpotential generalization of

the scattering theory a rather natural reaction is that there cannot be a

generalization, because the scattering theory measures "numbers" of scattered

particles, their "angle" of scattering and other quantities which cannot be changed

by the potential or nonpotential nature of the interactions.

As the reader will soon see, such a simplistic attitude is essentially due to

lack of technical knowledge of the isotopies. In fact, it is evident that the

measurement of the scattering angle cannot be changed by any theory and,

therefore, it is not the issue. The issue is instead the "interpretation" of that angle

in term of the theory as an "experimental evidence" whenever dealing with

scatterings implying actual contact among extended particles. In fact, the

measured angle is that use in partial wave analysis. But the very notion of "angle"

is inapplicable under nonpotential interactions (Appendix I.6.A), let alone the

conventional trigonometric functions, or the conventional partial wave analysis.

The questionable nature of the current use of the "potential" scattering theory for

"nonpotential" scatterings is then beyond credible doubts.

In short, when first exposed to the nonpotential scattering theory, the

recommended attitude is that of expecting no alteration of current experimental
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measures, but expecting instead deviations from current theoretical elaborations

of the same measures .

Consider the conventional theory as presented, e.g., in ref. [I], p. 68 and ff.

The starting point is the notion of an incoming plane wave in vacuum in

conventional Euclidean space E(r,8,R)

tl/

in
(t,r) = Ne ikr

. (12.2.1)

The outgoing or scattered wave is usually written

.„ f(e)
^out = ^in + e

ikr
1 (1222)

r

where 9 is the polar angle between initial and final directions. To compute the

scattering amplitude f(9) it is customary to assume the original direction along

the z-axis, and to develop the plane wave into eigenfunctions of the square of the

angular momentum L2 according to the familiar expression

iC
in

(t,f) = EL=0oo
(2L+ l)i

L PL(cos9)FL(kr), (12.2.3)

where: r is the distance between the particles; F (kr) = [ sin (kr) ] / kr; the other

expressions FL(kr) have certain known connections with Bessel functions; and
PL(cos 6) represents the Legendre polynomials as eigenfunctions of L2 with = 0.

Under these familiar assumptions, we have

f(9) = ( 2 i k r l

El C2L + 1) [ e - 1] PL(cos 6) , (12.2.4)

where SL is the phase shift.

The potential differential cross section is then given by

dO" 01 iSi

=
|
f(6)

|

2 = k"2
1 £L(2L + [) e

L
sin 8L PL(cos 9)

|

2
, (12.2.5)

CO

where Q is the solid angle in steradians, and the potential total cross section is

given by the familiar form

f
+1

°" =
J _! (do / 60) 2ir d(cos 6) = 4ir k 2 XL

(2L + 1) sin
2
8L. (12.2.6)

Hadronic mechanics implies a unique generalization/covering of the above
theory beginning from its geometric foundations. In this chapter we shall

proceed in stages of generalizations and, therefore, of complexity. First, in this

section we shall outline the generalization of the preceding structure worked out

by the author in ref. [7]. Further developments will be studied thereafter.

As now familiar, the very notion of Euclidean space E(r,8,R) over the reals

R(n,+,x) is generalized for the interior of hadrons into the isoeuclidean spaces
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£(RAft), S = TS, T > over the isofields ft(n,+,*) with isounit 1 = T" 1
. The lifting

E(r,8,R) -* £(r,8*=,ft) then represent the transition from motion in the homogeneous

and isotropic vacuum, as requested by the potential scattering among point

particles, to motion within an inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical medium,

as requested by the nonpotential scattering theory (see for more details Fig.

12.2.1).

It should be stressed that, according to the nonpotential scattering theory,

the conventional Euclidean geometry remains valid everywhere except in the

scattering region where the covering isoeuclidean geometry applies.

Since scattering measures are done outside of the scattering region, the

isotopic element T must be averaged to constants, and we can write

T = diag. Cb
!

2
,
b°2

2
b°3

2
) , b\ = cost > 0, k = x, y, z. (12.2.7)

This implies the use of the restricted isogalilean transforms of Ch. II.7 (or of the

restricted isopoincare transforms of Ch. II.8 for relativistic extensions) which are

known to be linear, thus preserving the conventional inertial character of the

reference frame. Thus, despite their constancy, the b\ quantities are average

over highly nonlinear-nonlocal-nonpotential internal effects and, as such, they

are nontrivial.

For elastic scattering of hadrons it is generally recommendable to

introduce the condition

DetT= b°i
2 b 2

2 b 3
2 = 1. (12.2.8)

which essentially expresses the conservation of the volume of the scattering

particles. For inelastic scatterings the above condition is generally unwarranted

because of the compressibility of hadrons scattering at very high energies.

Needless to say, an explicit functional dependence of the isotopic element is

indeed admissible T = Til, r, f, f, ip, 6t)j, 33ip, ...) with the clear understanding that

we are now dealing with a representation inside the scattering area. The reader

should be aware that in this case the general isogalilean (or isopoincare)

transforms apply with consequential loss of the inertial character of the

admitted frames.

The first departure from the potential scattering theory implied by the

isoeuclidean geometry with measurable consequences is the generalization of the

conventional incoming plane wave into the incoming isoplane waves

$in = ftV kTr
= Ne

ikib
°i
2ri

, (12.2.9)

essentially representing the transition from motion in the homogeneous and

isotropic vacuum to inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical media.

The second departure with additional measurable consequences is the

inapplicability of conventional spherical coordinates in favor of the isospherical
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coordinates of Ch.s 1 1.5 and II.6. In fact, as the reader will recall, the

conventional spherical polar coordinates do not permit the separation in isospace

between the radial and the angular components {Sect. 1 1.5.4).

The third initial departure is that the very notion of angle is inapplicable

for the isoeuclidean geometry in favor of the isoangles. It is at this point where

we begin to see real differences in the data elaborations of the same experiment

via the potential and nonpotential scattering theories. In fact, the scattering angle

6 is precisely that measured by experiments and, as such it is certainly valid up to

the scattering region. According to the former theory, such angle applies also in

the interior of the scattering region. According to the latter theory, a different

angle the isoangle of the isospherical coordinates, applies for the interior

scattering region much along the conventional refraction of light.

Suppose that one preserves the original direction of the incident wave for

the interior region along the z-axis of E(r,S,ft). Suppose, for this first illustration,

that such incident z-direction is also the z-axis of the target (see Fig. II. 12.1).

Then, under these conditions the isospherical coordinates imply the expression

k1

b°i
2
r

1 = k b3
2
z = k b°3

2
r by 1 cos h = k b3 r cos h , k = k3 . (12.2. 10a)

w = 0b°3 , (12.2.10b)

where one should remember that the b°3 factor in the argument of the

trigonometric function can be different for different forms of the isospheric

coordinates or, equivalently, for different orientations between the incident wave
and the target.

The conventional scattered wave is then generalized into the expression

3,out
= e

ik^ +e
lkb

3
r— (12.2.11)

r

where § is the isopolar angle (1 1.2.9b) between the original and final directions and

W) is the isoscattehng amplitude (see Sect. 11.12.10 for the full definition f(§, $)).

To determine the new expression f(§), called nonpotential scattering

amplitude , we now assume the validity within the scattering region of the

hadronic angular momentum according to the rules

H2 * $) = D~2 L{L+ 1)m $) , ( 12.2. 12a)

lz * YL%, $) = D" 1 b3 $) , (12.2.12b)

$(r, % $) = ftfr) Yt%, $) , ft(r) = NC JL(kr), k' = ( 2 m E )± , { 12.2. 12c)

D = ( det T )
l/2 = b°! b°2 b°3

= 1, (l2.2.12d)

with isoeigenvalues

I = 0, 1,2,..., rvl = CL-l -L, (12.2.13a)
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and isounit for isospherical coordinates

\ $ = ( Tu T$ T 1 = ( Diag. T r l/2 = 1 (12.2.14)

where $) are the regular isospherical harmonics (II.6. 15) and Jrjkr) are the

conventional Bessel functions, although defined with respect to radial variables

on isospace. We then have the isoplane-wave expansion (II.6.B.6) first studied by

this author

= EL=0,.-& = L
l

..rLNLNiJL(kr)tL%$), (12.2.15)

with the simplified form for the expansion along the polar axis

$ln = e'^ = e'
™* 005^ = £L NL jc(kr) Pt[cos (b36)] . 1 1.2. 16)

The phase isoshift, that is, the phase shift due to potential and nonpotential

interactions, can be defined in a variety of ways, e.g., in terms of the expression

*™* = (2ikbVr 1 EL(2L+0(e
ikb

°
3r + 2i8L

- e"
lkb

°
3r + M

1PL(cos 6), (12.2.17)

The nonpotential differential cross section is then given by [7]

So- da £
*

I T©)
I

* =
1&D

1 Wi * Wl
I

= (kb°3r
2

1 Xt(2C, + 1) e
L
sin SL f»L(cos &)

|

2

ao a&
(12.2.18)

where Ci is the solid angle on £(r,8,ft) which coincides with Q under the

assumption DetT = 1. The nonpotential total cross section is then given by [7]
135

J+l
, m i aft) 2tt ate $ = 4* ( k b°3 r

2
x~ ( 2 l + o sm2^ . (12.2. 19)

where one can use ordinary integrals from the identity JSft = Tt§^ T&T^da = /do-

Comparison with the corresponding expression of the potential scattering

theory

p +1

a = J (da / dQ) 2tt d(cos 6) = 4tt k~2 ( 2 L + 1) sin
2
8L , (12.2.20)

1 Li

ioo The firgt expression f tne nonpotential cross section was derived by Mignani in ref.

[4] of 1984 on conventional fields, geometries and Hilbert spaces which implied the

appearance of the isotopic element T as a factor of the conventional differential and

total cross sections. The identification of the alteration of the phase shift, scattering

angles and cross section presented in this section was done by this author in ref. [7] of

1989. This occurrence shows the impact on the final numerical values of the proper use

of hadronic mechanics on isofields, isogeometries and isohilbert spaces.
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then clarifies the fundamental point of Sect. II. 12.1, that the nonpotential

scattering theory implies no change in the total cross section cr which evidently

remains as measured. However, the data elaborations of the same number ct are

different for the potential and nonpotential scattering theories, because they

imply numerically different phase shifts, numerically different values of the

angular momentum, etc.

From a geometric viewpoint, the transition from the conventional to the

isotopic cross sections essentially represents the transition from the scattering of

a plane wave on a perfectly spherical target represented by S = diag. (1, 1, 1), to a

nonspherical ellipsoidical target represented by the isometric 8

8 = diag. (1, 1, 1) 8 = diag. (b
!

2
,
b
a

2
2

,
b°3

2
) , (12.2.21)

Condition (11.2.12d) then ensures the preservation of conventional magnitude of

the angular momentum. Thus, the case herein considered essentially consists of

the scattering of the wave on a target consisting of (see Fig. 12.2.1):

A) an oblate spheroidal ellipsoid with oblateness characterized by b°3 > 1

and b°
{
= b°2 < 1, in which case 6 ~ 6 b°3 > 6 , or

B) a prolate spheroidal ellipsoid with prolateness characterized by b°3 < 1

and b°i - b°2 > 1, in which case - G b°
3
< 9.

A general rule of the isotopies, which implies their reconstruction of the

exact rotational symmetry, is that deformed angles recover perfectly spherical

angles when multiplied by their corresponding isotopic element.

By following ref. [71, we shall therefore denote GQM the angle measured for

a perfectly spherical target, and 6HM the angle for a nonspherical target. The

regeneration of the exact rotational symmetry under nonspherical targets is then

based on identities (1 1.6.3.20),

§HM ~ 6qm °3 • (12.2.22)

Thus, for waves penetrating nonspherical targets, we expect a scattering

angle which is bigger or smaller than the corresponding scattering angle

8qm of waves penetrating within a perfectly spherical target depending on
whether the target is prolate or oblate along the direction of the incident wave

,

D°3< 1: ^HM > eQM> (12.2.23a)

b°3 > 1: &HM< 6QM- ( 12.2.23b)

The conclusion of ref. [7) is therefore that the alteration of the geometry

of space in which the wave propagates, when represented via the isotopic

methods, implies:

I) The alteration of the phase shift from the numerical value 8L predicted

by the potential scattering theory to different values depending on the

selected medium in which motion occurs;
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II) The alteration of the potential scattering angle 6 used in the plane-

wave expansions into the isotopic form 9 = 9b°3 representing the nonspherical

shape of consequential modifications of the differential and total cross sections

THE CONCEPT OF POTENTIAL SCATTERING
Scattering of wave through a spherical target

xx + yy + zz = 1

THE CONCEPT OF NONPOTENTIAL SCATTERING
Scattering of waves through spheroidal targets

xtf^x + yb°2
2
y + zb°3

2
z =1

CASE 1: Prolate spheroid b°3 > !, b\ = b°2 < 1, 9HM < 9^
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FIGURE 12.2.1: Even though not sufficiently stressed in contemporary textbooks in

the field, the conventional potential scattering theory is centrally dependent on
the point-like approximation of the scattering particles, as well as the the

homogeneity and isotropy of the medium in which waves propagate, the vacuum.
With the passing of time, the theory was applied to the data elaboration of all high

energy inelastic collisions among hadrons with mutual penetrations of the charge

distributions-wavepackets. But, in the physical reality, hadrons are not points. The
admission of the actual extended character of hadrons at the level of first

quantization implies that, while the potential scattering theory is indeed exact for

scattering experiments at-a-distance, its exact character for the conditions of

mutual penetrations of hadrons is questionable on a number of independent
counts, the understanding being that its approximate validity is out of scientific

doubts. In this figure we present a conceptual view of the scattering of plane

waves on a perfect sphere, as in the potential scattering theory, and on ellipsoids as

for Mignani's nonpotential scattering theory. The different scattering angles or,

more properly, the different interpretations of a given scattering angle, are then

evident.

123: NONPOTENTIAL SCATTERING OF ISOPARTICLES
WITH SPIN

The presence of spin in the nonpotential scattering theory was first studied in

ref. [7] to add a central aspect, the contribution to the scattering due to the

anisotropy of the medium in which waves propagate (which is caused precisely

by its intrinsic angular momentum).

The emerging theory is expected to provide the first interpretation on
record of the differences between the elastic scatterings for hadrons with spins

parallel and antiparallel which has not been interpreted via the conventional

theory.

The simplest possible assumption is that the scattering produces no
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mutation of the individual spins. This permits the acceptance of the isotopic

S0(2) symmetry everywhere under the condition that the isoeigenvalues are

conventional (i.e., we can use regular isoreps with Det T = 1 or standard isoreps of

S0(2)). Despite that, the nonpotential scattering theory shows the emergence of

hidden degree of freedom much similar to those pointed out in Ch. 1 1.6.

A lesser restrictive condition is that the total spin of the incoming particle

and of the target is conventionally quantized which, when treated via the isotopic

S0(2) theory, implies possible individual departures from the individual quantum
mechanical spin values. This deeper study apply for sufficiently higher energies

and permits the identification of additional hidden degrees of freedom also

absent in the conventional theory.

The isotopy of the conventional scattering of a spin zero by a spin £

particle (see, e.g., ref. [I], p. 76 and ff) is straightforward. Introduce a basis of the

isopauli matrices ( Sect. 11.6.8) with proper isonormalization to 1, and denote them

with 6(i ±i). The incoming iso-plane wave expansion of the preceding section

then becomes

e
lkt> 3Z

x b(i ±i) = (W XL (2L + l) *
i
L
JL (kr) YLo(cos b°3 9) * 6(±, ±±) . (12.3. 1)

Tedious but straighforward calculations based on a step-by-step isotopy of

the conventional case then yield the nonpotential total cross section with the

minimal possible deviations

o = 4 ^2
L = J - iiJ + i

<J + *>|AjL*AjL |,
' (12.3.2a)

AJL = t nJL exP < 2

1

hh > - 1 1 / 2 i k b°3 , (12.3.2b)

with progressively increasing deviations when the mutation of individual angular

momenta is admitted.

The approach is easily extendable to the elastic scattering of a spin £

particle by a spin I particle (ref. [1], p. 91 and ff) resulting in the nonpotential

scattering amplitude with minimal possible deviations

T
1)2

(0) = ( l/2ikby2Leven [47r(2L+ l)]
1/2

(e
2iSc -l)?L(e). (12.3.3)

As we shall see in Vol. Ill, the above expression has different values

depending on whether the scattering is for spins parallel or antiparallel, thus

producing the first interpretation on record of their differences.

12.4: ISOUNITARY NONPOTENTIAL SCATTERING MATRIX

We shall now review Mignani's [6] formal studies of the nonpotential scattering

theory beginning with the case without spin, in which there is no consideration
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regarding scattering angles, although reformulated as in ref. [7] for full

compliance with the axioms of hadronic mechanics. The extension of studies to

scatterings with spin in isospaces £(r.S,ft) will be considered thereafter.

Consider the Lie-isotopic branch of hadronic mechanics of Class I

characterized by the isotopies F -* FT (= ftT r CT ), | £x and X -»• XG . We
initially assume different isotopic element T and G to better illustrate the origin

of the differences between the potential and nonpotential scattering theories, in

order to ascertain whether they originate from the enveloping operator algebra

£T or from the isohilbert space 3tG .

In this section we follow ref. [5] as reinspected in ref. [7] for their use of the

complete isoschrOdinger's equations and the isotopic special functions. The
objective is to study the N-body reaction

A! + A2 + + An B
L
+ B2 + .... + Bn , n + m = N, (12.4.1)

under the following basic assumptions:

A: The covering nonpotential scattering theory applies whenever

there is an appreciable penetration/overlapping of the charge

distributions and/or wave-packets of at least some of the particles,

with the contact interactions being represented via the isotopic

elements T * I and G*l, while all action-at-a-distance interactions

are represented via the usual Hamiltonian H;

B: The conventional potential scattering theory [l] applies when all

scatterings occur at a distance without any appreciable mutual
penetration/overlapping of the particles, in which case we have the

particular case T G = I with all possible interactions being

represented by the Hamiltonian.

The above assumptions imply that the isotopic elements T and G are

different than I only in regions of the order of 1 fm, namely, the conventional

theory applies everywhere except for corrections occurring inside the scattering

region.

The various nomenclature of the conventional theory [1] is preserved for

the isotopic one. For instance, we have the arrangement of the reaction into

channels. We are then studying the multichannel nonpotential scattering theory.

Similarly, we have the incoming and outgoing channels depending on whether

the channel considered refers to a particle before or after the scattering. A
cluster is a properly partitioned subset of the N particles; a cluster fragment

occurs when the particles are bound together whether before or after the

scattering; and so on.

Definition 12.4.1 [5,6]: The "nonpotential scattering matrix" is the

isounitary operator S e £T with elements on the isofield Cx acting
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on the isohilbert space 3CG which transforms the "incoming isostate"

| $
in

>, that before any scattering, into the "outgoing isostate"] ij;
out

>,

that after all scatterings, according to the isomodular expression

|

$out > = g *
|

$in > = g T(t( j. pi Pf ^ fa ^ t. n, ...)
| $

in > .

(12.4.2)

with matrix elements

§out|in = <$°ut |o&*|#n > = <$out |G&T|$ln >l e CT. (12.4.3)

The above defined S-matrix is called "nonpotential" to denote the fact that

it holds under the most general possible nonlinear, nonlocal and nonpotential

interactions where, e.g., nonlinearity is referred not only to the wavefunction

but also to its derivatives of arbitrary order, the nonlocality is referred to the

integral dependence, in general, on all needed quantities, and the nonpotentiality

indicates the violation, in general of the conditions of variational selfadjointness

for the existence of a Hamiltonian.

The reader should remember from our assumptions that the isotopic S-

matrix coincides with the conventional S-matrix for mutual distances of

hadrons bigger than 1 fm (exterior scattering problem), and that appreciable

differences exist for mutual distances of the scattering hadrons equal or smaller

than 1 fm (interior scattering problem).

The central issue of the nonpotential scattering theory is therefore that of

ascertaining whether the nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical contributions in

the interior problem have a measurable effect in the exterior problem. In order

to initiate the study of the issue, let us introduce the isotransition matrix # via

an isotopy of the conventional expression [5]

$ = (1 - S)/2iri f (12.4.4)

with matrix elements evidently given by

$n = <$out |o^*|^n >- (12.4.5)

It is then easy to see that the ^-matrix implies, as in the conventional case,

|^
catt > = - 2-rriS*|$in >. (12.4.6)

Let Wfj be the transition isoprobability for reaction (12.4.1) to be identified

later on, and let $j be the incident flux. We then have the following

Definition 12.4.2 [5,6]: The "total nonpotential cross section" is

given by
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& = — = —1— p(E)|T
fl |

2
, (12.4.7)

*i *,

w/iere p(E) is the isotopic density of the final states in the

neighborhood of the energy E

Most of our subsequent studies are devoted to a deeper understanding of

expression (1.4.7). The proof of the isounitarity of the S-matrix, first studied by

Mignani [3-6], is then trivial because

§T*& = S * ST = 1 = T" !

. (12.4.8)

It then follows that the ^-matrix is isohermitean

3l = T" 1

G<Tf TG~ l m J, (12.4.9)

as it is possible to prove in first order from the isounitarity of S and in general

via the isoexponentiation.

Note that in the conventional Hilbert space X the ^-matrix is in general

nonunitary. As a matter of fact, the departure from the conventional unitarity is

a measure of the nonpotential forces contained in the theory.

Similarly, the ^-matrix is generally nonhermitean in X. However, 3" is

always conventionally Hermitean when T = G, although S remains conventionally

nonunitary even when T = G.

Recently, following the studies on irreversible processes by Hawkins [9] and

others, there has been a growing interest on nonunitary scattering amplitude.

The following property then illustrates the significance of hadronic mechanics.

Lemma 12.4.1 [7]: Any nonunitary scattering matrix S on a

conventional Hilbert space X over C(c,+,x) can always be decomposed
according to the rules

S = ST1/2
, SST = 1 ¥ 0, T = ff, (113.4.10)

yielding an isounitary scattering matrix S on an isohilbert space XT over

the isofield CT(c,+,*) according to the rules

g*St « gt*S = 1. (12.4.11)

The above reformulation is nontrivial inasmuch as it permits the removal

of the problematic aspects of the conventional nonunitary formulation, such as

lack of form invariance, loss of Hermiticity-observability at all times, loss of the
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measurement theory because of the lack of an invariant unit, etc.

12.5: TIME-DEPENDENT NONPOTENTIAL SCATTERING THEORY

In the time-dependent theory, the incoming (outgoing) isostates describe the

system of particles (II. 12.4.1) in the infinite past (future), i.e., [5]

|$
in > =|$-°°)>, l$

out > =
|

#+«)>. (12.5.1)

The nonpotential S-matrix can then be defined via the expression

|$(+oo)> = g*| 4r(-oo) > . (12.5.2)

In the conventional potential theory there is a direct connection between

the S-matrix and the time evolution operator. The same connection evidently

persists under isotopy. Introduce the isounitary time-evolution operator as per

Postulate III (Ch. 1 1.3)

|4>(t)> = 0(t, g*|$(t )>, (12.5.3a)

o>o = o*trr = i, o(t ,t )=i, tn(t,t = o(t ,t). (12.5.3b)

Then, we have the following formal definition of the S-matrix where all

limits are hereon assumed to be strong as in the conventional case [5,6]

3 = Lim^-co Lim
t
^,+00 0(t, t ) . (12.5.4)

The differential equation obeyed by has been derived in Sect. II.2.7

and it is given by the full isoschrodinger's equation 136

d
i1

t
= H*0 = HT0, (12.5.6)

6t

where l
t

is the time isounit and H is the total Hamiltonian, which evidently

implies the isoschrodinger's equation for the isostate of reaction (II. 12.4.1)

3

il
t \$> = H*|$>. (12.5.7)

at

ldb Mignani [3-6] used the preceding version without the factor \, with conventional

plane-waves.
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Under sufficient smoothness and regularity conditions, the property for

to constitute a Lie-isotopic group then implies

C(t, t ) = 1 - i/ dt' H * 0(t; t )

,

12.5.8)

to

When H does not depend explicitly on time, we can write

C(t,g = e^^-V = {e- iHT(t "
t )}l. (12.5.9)

The above solution, however, is mainly useful to verify the formal
consistency of the theory, rather in practical model, owing to the general

dependence of H on time. With this objective in mind, and by continuing to

follow ref.s [5,6], it is easy to see that the "formal trick" for the conventional time

evolution operator admits a consistent isotopic extension and we can write

0(t,-oo) = Lim^+o/^dt'e^Ott.t'),

J+OO --nt'

Q
dt'e

1

fJ(t,t'),

0(-°° t ) = Lim^+oJ^ dt'e ^ fJ(t,t'),

/* -Tit'

dt'e
1

0(t,t'),

'12.5.10)

An isotopy of the standard approach then confirms the formal consistency of the

nonpotential scattering theory.

To proceed further, we now introduce the isomaller operators for the

general reaction (II. 12.4.1) (see later on in this chapter for the same operator

referred to a given channel)

0(0, -«>) = tf\ 0(0, +oo) = CT. (12.5.11a)

0(-oo,o) = Qf
+

,
0(+oo0) = ay. (12.5.11b)

Then, by again conducting an isotopy of conventional treatments, the limit

definition (lO.is formally consistent because can write

g = 0(+oo,-oo) = Cl]~*Cl
+

. (12.5.12)

A consistent isotopy of the remaining conventional aspects [1] then follows.

12.6: CONVERGENT PERTURBATIVE ISOEXPANSIONS

We now point out that conventional perturbative expansion techniques for the

potential scattering theory admit a consistent isotopic covering of Class I and,
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when conventionally divergent, there always exist an isotopy under which the

series become convergent. The existence of consistent isotopies of conventional

perturbative series of the scattering theory was first identified in ref . [3-6]. Their

isotopic convergence was first studied in ref. [7].

Consider the iso-Dyson-Feynman perturbative expansion (see ref. [1] for

the conventional case)

0(t,to) = Sffso,ooOn(t,g f (12.6.1a)

nt, t,,) = H) "f^fj* * * /J
10

'dt
(l) *xxdt(n) H( t

(l)
)
**x* H( t

(n)
),(l2.6.1b)

t * t
{n} § t

(n_1) * t
(l) s t. (12.6.1c)

An intriguing property of the nonpotential scattering theory is the

possibility of turning divergent perturbative series into convergent isotopic

forms, which is a primary objective for the achievement of a convergent

perturbative theory for strong interactions (Ch. 11.11).

In fact, when the conventional Dyson-Feynman perturbation series is

divergent, there always exist an isotopic lifting under which it becomes
convergent Intriguingly, this appears to be the case particularly for the

isotopies of quark theories (Vol. III).

To properly handle the integrals in Eq.s (12.6.1), Mignani [loc. cit.] introduces

the isochronological ordering operator defined for an arbitrary operator A(t) via

the following isotopy of the conventional definition

^ ,
f MU)*k(t2) if t, > U

f> C ACti) * A(t2)
} = \

1 2
1 2 (12 6 2)

U(t2)*A(t[) if t
{
< t2

Then we can formally write

0(t, t = P{ exp ,

fc
( - i f *

dt' H(t') . (12.6.3)
I € ^0

The isomagnus expansion [6] is similarly given by

where
0(t,to) = e

|?

A(Uo)
, (12.6.4)

A(t,t ) = (-i)f
X

at'H(t') + {-i)
2/2 f

l

dt' f
r

dt"[H(t')rH(t")] +
to to to

+ H) 3
/ 4/.

1

df f
r
dt" /f

r
dr [ H(ti ;[H(t");H(r) 1 1 +

to to t

+ H) 3
/ 12 f V f

r
dt" f

t

"dt'"[[H(t');H(t")]rH(t'")] + ..., (12.6.5)
to t t

where the commutator is evidently the isotopic form ATB - BTA. The truncation

of the isomagnus series at any order then confirms the isounitarity of the time-

evolution operator. Again, if the conventional Magnus series diverges, there
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always exist isotopies under which it becomes convergent.

Another useful series is the iso-Weil-Norman expansion [6L Suppose that

the Hamiltonian admits the finite expansion

H(t) = Ek=l,ma(t)*Hk (12.6.6)

where Hk is independent of time and the a's are certain isoscalar functions.

Then, the isotopic time evolution operator can be written

M,t ) = ITVi,nexp {-igk(t)*Hk }, (12.6.7)

where the H's are generators of an n-dimensional Lie-isotopic symmetry and the

g's are certain nonlinear functions.

The importance of the perturbative expansions for the isotopic time

evolution operator is that they permit the identification of corresponding

expansion for the S-matrix,

S = 2k Sn = XnOr^00.-00
* 02.6.8)

The selection of isotopic elements such that
|
T

|
< 1 then permits the truncation

of the series to the initial terms, thus permitting meaningful approximations also

for strong interactions.

12.7: MULTI-CHANNEL TIME-DEPENDENT NONPOTENTIAL
SCATTERING THEORY

Consider any channel of reaction (II. 12.4.1), denote it with the letter a and suppose

that it is composed of two clusters C, and C2 . Let 1^ be the center-of-mass

coordinates of the clusters C[ and Qq. We then suppose that the total Hamiltonian

H can be split into two part, one H°a when the two fragments C
t
and C2 are

sufficiently far apart to be noninteracting, and the remainder H'^

H°a = Lim
|

R -^|=>oo H '
fl"a

= H " "V < l2 -7- l >

Consider now the total isohilbert space 3t as that characterized by the

isoschrodinger's equation in H, with the isohilbert subspace 3C a being

characterized by the particular equation

a
i\

1 WD > = H°a* | fe(t) > , (12.7.2)

at

with underlying isoinner product 137

°' We should indicate that the isotopic elements T and G are interchanged in ref. [6].
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<$a(t)|o|$b(t)>] e CT , (12.7.3)

where the isotopic element T and G can be decomposed into tensorial products of

the type T = T°a><r whenever needed. Note that different isohilbert spaces 3ta
and 3tb corresponding to different channels a and b are not necessarily

isoorthogonal.

The isoprojection operator Pa of 3£ into 3ta (Sect. 1.6.4) is characterized by

Pa *3t = X
ai Pa *Pa = Pa Pta

= P
a, (12.7.4)

and it is given explicitly by

pa = ZkUkXaklGT" 1

, (12.7.5)

where is an iso-orthogonal basis of 3Ca. Note that when the channel a coincides

with the entire reaction and a is the isobasis of the entire space, we have P = T-1

si.

Following Mignani [6], we now introduce the retarded G~a and advanced

G
+
a isogreen functions or isopropagators for the a-channel via the equations

a

< il
t

- H°a* ) = hft), (12.7.6a)

at

G
+
a(t) = 0, t<0, 0"

a
(t) = 0, t >0, X 12.7.6b)

where hfi) is the isodelta function of the first type as per Definition 1.6.3.1.
138

The isopropagators are isotopic time evolution operators in the sense that

| $a(t) > = +(-) i G+(_)

a(t'
- 1) *

| $a(t) > . (12.7.7)

By continuing the isotopy of the conventional case, we introduce now the

incoming and outgoing isostates in the a-channel via the expression

|$
in
a(t) > = Lim ^ i G

+
a(t

- 1') *
| $a(t') > . (12.7.8a)

|

$°uta(t) > = Lim - i G~ (t - tO *
I iUt) > . (12.7.8b)

Denote with $
+

and $~ the solutions of the general isoschrodinger's

equation of reaction (II. 12.4.1) for the infinite past and future, respectively. An
isotopy of the conventional treatment then leads to the property

/+00
^ dt' G*a(t

- 1) * Aa
*

|
$Ht) > . ( 12.7.9)

1 QQ _|_100 We should note that the isopropagators a and isodelta function 6j(t) used in this

volume differ than those of ref. [6l
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To reach a formal solution of the preceding equation, we introduce the

expressions

| $
+
(t) > = Lim ^ i G

+
a(t

- f) *
| $

in
a(t') > , (12.7. 10a)

|
4T(t) > = Lim - i G"a(t -f)*| $

out
a(t') > . { 12.7. 10b)

Then, we can formally write

/+oo
dt'

G

+
a
(t -t')*Aa *|

$

in
(t') > . ( 12.7. 1 1)

/+oo
^ dt'

0~
a(t

- t') * fta *
I
^(f) > . ( 12.7. 12)

Approximate, convergent solution can then be found via the isoexpansions of the

preceding section.

12.8: MULTICHANNEL ISOM0LLER OPERATOR

By continuing to follow ref. [6], the isomefller operators for the a-channel can be
defined by

|$
±
(t)> = Cl\*\$

a(t)> . (12.8.1)

Note that ^±a acts in 3Ca and, therefore,

fi±a*Pa = ^a- (12.8.2)

By again conducting the isotopy of the conventional case, the preceding

expressions allow the explicit forms

C^'K = Pa - (+) /

+
°°

dt G+H(-t) * H' * <T
(+)

a(t) * Pa , (12.8.3)

and

let Q
±
a be the corresponding projection operators. Then, via an isotopy of the

corresponding conventional properties, the following isotopic expressions hold

QVCfa a 0, OTV^a = pa* < 12.8.6a)

&\ * fit
*
a = Qa . fi^a *& ±

b = V \b - (12.8.6b)

where Sab is the isokronecker delta.

G
+
a = Lim

t ^^ G
+
(-t) * G a(t) , (12.8.4a)

fl~a = Lini ^ Gl-t) * G
+
a(t) . (12.8.4b)

Denote with $ra the range of the corresponding isomefller's operators, and
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A further property of the isomefller operators is that

H*^
a

= tf=a *Ifa . (12.8.7)

Introduce now the projection operator C i to a given cluster orthogonal to

a. Then

<?& *t = 0, (12.8.8)

and

C + laO^ = 1 = T" 1
. (12.8.9)

By using the preceding properties, the (strong) limit then follow

Lim
t=»+C0 1 $

+
(t) > =

| $
out

(t) > , ( 12.8. 10)

We reach in this way the following additional expression for the

nonpotential scattering matrix

£*ouE
(t)> = £b 5ba l«t)>, (12.8.11)

$ba = ^TV^a ,

with the properties

Sba*H°a = H°b *Sba . (12.8.12)

The elements of the 5-matrix as defined above are the n given by

Sfi = < $b, I
G §ba T I h i

<o) > • < l2 -8- 13>

In different terms, the multichannel nonpotential scattering theory has a number
of scattering operators Sba much along the conventional case. The set of these

scattering operators can be arranged into a matrix, but they are not the

component of a true matrix because the eigenstates are not necessarily

orthogonal.

Despite that, the overall scattering operator is indeed isounitary. This can

be verified via the expressions

2bSba*Stcb
= GT"a*tt-C)*crc = GyV^c = pa*Vb- ^2.8.i4a)

2bSW§cb
= Gra *n-£)*Q

+
C = fttVtfc = Pa*\b ' d2.8.14b)

from which the isounitarity readily follows.
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12.9: TIME INDEPENDENT NONPOTENTIAL
SCATTERING THEORY

By following again Mignani [61, in this section we shall review the foundations of

the time-independent multichannel theory which can be constructed from the

time-dependent one via an isotopy of conventional treatments [1].

The fundamental notion is the time-independent isogreen function or
propagator for the a-channel

G±a = Lim^Q { e± - H°a
} -1

, ( fi - H°a ) * G±a = 1 , (12.9. 1)

where

fi* = (E ± T| )1 e£x , (12.9.2)

with corresponding expression for the full isotopic operator

G± = Lim^+otfi* - H)
-1

, (fi - H)*G± = 1. Hi.9.3)

Let
| $a > and

| $ > the solution for the stationary isoscrOdinger's equation.

Then, we can introduce the iso-LippmannSchwinger equations for the a-
channel

|$
±
> = |$a > + G±a *H'a *|^> = |*a > + G± *H'a *|iJ;a >, (12.9.4)

where
|

> are the time-independent incoming and outgoing isostates.

The operator $ba for the transition from the a-channel to the b-channel

can then be expressed by the forms

*ba = H'b + H'b *G
+
*H'a = H'b + %*G+

* H'a
=

H
'b

+ H'b * G
+
a * %a

= H'b + %h * G
+
b * H'a , (12.9.5a)

*ba = H
'a

+ H'b *G
+
*H'a = % + (H'a

- H'b ) = H'a + H'b * G
+
b *%

,

(12.9.5b)
with corresponding matrix elements

*ft = <$b,f|G%a T l$a,i>
=

=
<4>b, fid H'b T|0>

+
i> = <$"~fl GH'a T|$ai >. (12.9.6)

As it was the case for the multichannel $-"matrix", the ^-operator too can

be arranged into a matrix form but not necessarily is a true matrix.

If a Born series expansion is needed, we have the isotopy of the

conventional forms

%a = H'b *»(GVH'a )
k

, (12.9.7)
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which, again, can be convergent when the original conventional series diverge.

For the formulation of the theory via two isohilbert spaces and other

aspects, we refer the interested reader to ref. [6].

12.10: NONPOTENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

We now use the results of the preceding sections to provide a more detailed

formulation of the differential and total nonpotential cross sections. The analysis

was first conducted by Mignani in ref. [4,5,6] without isoplane-waves, and then

reformulated by this author in ref. [7] with the notion of isoplane-waves and the

use of the full iscoschrOdinger's equation.

Let us now assume that the term H' represents a conventional potential in

isoeuclidean space £(r,S,&)

H' = V(r). (12.10.1)

Then, the isogreen functions can be expressed in the form

G
+

(r, r') = exp |^ [ i k (r - r') 1 / 2 it (r, f) =

= 1 exp [ i k T (r - f) ] / 2 -it (r - r') , ( h = 1) , (12. 10.2)

by therefore resulting to have the structure of an isoplane-wave, as necessary for

the G-quantities to be solutions of (II. 12.9.4).

The outgoing isostate has then the structure

r . exp 1 1 [ i k (r - rO

|$
+
(r)> = $°(r) -(m/2ir) J d3r' ^ * V(r') * $"V) =

r- r'

r exp [ i kT(r - r0 ]

= $°(r) -(m/2ir) J dV V(r') * $
+
(r')

r-f

exp (i kTr) r
$°(r) -(m/2ir) J dV exp (-i kT f) V(f) * 4i

+
(r') . (12.10.3)

exp (i kTr)

r

Introduce now the isospherical coordinates in EXr&ft)

x = r bf l
cos § con y - r b2

~
l
cos 6 sin $, z = r b3

~
l
sin § , (12. 10.4a)

$ = (fjfyb^ ^ = 6b3. (12.10.4b)
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We the have the following

Definition 12.10.1 [6,7]: The "nonpotential scattering amplitude" in

isospherical coordinates on isospace E(r,$,ft) is given by139

t(h, $) = - (m/2ir)/ dV exp (ikTr') V(f) T $(r') =

= - (m/2ir) <$|G V(r) T
|
if > , (12.10.5)

<$|G|$> = 1 -

The generalization of the treatment of Sect. II. 12.2 is now evident. In fact,

we have the ful! isospherical dependence indicating the deviations from both

standard scattering angles 6 and
<J).

Note that, since the measures are external to

the scattering region, the isotopic element T must be averaged to constant T°, and
we can write

=- (m/2Tr)rJa3r'exp(ikTr')V(r')^r'). (12.10.6)

This illustrates how nonlinear-nonlocal-nonpotential effects which are internal

to the scattering region, i.e. at mutual distances of the order of 1 fm, do indeed

affect the numerical values of the measures at macroscopic distances.

The elements of the ^-matrix are then given by

k
= < $\ I G V T

| $
+
k = " (2tt/m) T(k, k - k )l , (12.10.7)

where the arguments k and k - k are now defined in isospace E(r,S,ft).

The total nonpotential cross section can then be computed with any of the

isotopies of the various conventional methods [1].

Extension to the nonpotential superscattering theory can be found in ref.

[8]. Applications of the novel scattering theory are presented in Vol. III.

M9 Quantity (12.10.5) was first defined in ref. [6] but according to the expression in

conventional spherical polar coordinates expressed with respect to the conventional

plane-waves exp (i k r),

T(8, 4>) = (m/2rr) / d
3
r' exp (ikr') V(r') T $<

+
(r') , (a)

thus implying

f(6, <(>) =T f(9, (b)

where f(9, <|>) is the usual expression. Note, by comparison that in Definition 12.10.1 f(§,$) ?
T f(9, c>).
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